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Under the provIsions of the Transfer of Functions 
(Shipping and Construction of Ships) Order 1965 all 
junctIOns exercisable by the MlIlIstry o f  Transport 
relating, mter alia, to passcrger ships were transferred 
to the Ooard of Trade Subsequently, by the Secretary 
01 State for Tradc and Industry Order 1970, all the 
functions of the Board 01 Trade relatmg to such slups 
were transferrcd to the Secretary of State for Trade 
and Industry so as to be exercisable concurrently with 
the Board of Trade. All references 111 these Instruc­
tiolls to the �ll1l1ster(or MlIllstry) of Transport should 
be read as references to the Secretary of State for 
Trade and Industry or the Department of Trade and 
Industry as the case Illay be. 
The 1952 �lerchant Shipping Rules and the 1953 
CoBislon Regulations listed In paragraph 2 have now 
been superseded by the 1965 Rules and the 1965 
Collision Regulations. The amendments made to the 
Merchant Shipping (Comtruction) Rules 1952 by the 
�lerchant Shlppmg (Passenger Slup Construction) 
Rules 1965 are of a mlllor nature and consist largely 
of such reqUirements as appear to the Secretary of 
State to ullplement the proVIsions of the International 
Convention for the Safety uf Life at Sea, 1960. 
re1allllg to the construction of passenger shlp�. When 
these IlISlnlCllOIIS are revised the amendments wlB be 
mcluded. 
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se Instructions are issued b) the Ministry of Transport for the guidallce 
of thelf MaPflc SUTVC)OrS in surveying passenger ships under the provisions of 
the Merchant Shipping Acts. 
1 hey also !ndicatc to shipowners, shipbuilders and others concerned the 
procedure which the Dc:partment adopts for the sun'c) of passenger 5hjps, and 
the cond:tions under which Passenger and S:lfely Certificates ar.d Passenger 
Certificates are issued. 
These lnstructions should be read in conjullction with tbe other volumes of 
the Ministry-s Jnst;,uctions to their Marine Surveyors on Ihe subject of life­
-;3virtg applianct�s. fire appliances, load line, radio, direction finders, lights, 
:;hapes and sound Signals, and pilot Jadders. SepJrate publications are also 
llvailable covering the statutory provisions for tonnage measurement, crew 
accommodation, musters and drills and the marking, stowage and carriagt of 
dangerous goed!. 
2. Slafutnry Provisions 
The principal !'tatutory prOVISions affecting passenger ships are contained 
ID: 
Sections 267-283 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1 894, a� amended. 
Section 1 2  of the Merchant Shippir,g (Safely and Load Line Conventions) 
Act. 1932. 
The Merchant Shipping (Safety Convention) Act. 1949. 
The Merchant Ship;>ing (Construction) Rules, 1952.-
fhe Merchant Shipping (Life-Saving Appliances) Rules. 1952. 
fhe Merchant Shipping (['ire Appliances) Rules. 1952. 
The Merchant Shipping (MuHe,,) Rules. 1952. 
fhe Merchant Shipping (Pilot-Ladders) Rules. 1952. 
The Merchant Shipping (Closing of Openings in Hulls and In Watertight 
Bulkheads) Rules. 1952. 
The Merchant Shipping (Radio) Rules. 1952. 
The Merchant Shipping (Direction· Finders) Rules. 1 952. 
The Collision Regulations (Ships ant: Seaplanes on the Water) and Signals 
of Distress (Ships) Order. 1953. 
3. Definitions 
For the purposes of Part HI of the Merchant Sh1pping Act, t894, the expres­
sion "Passel1ger steamer" is defined in Section 267 of that Act and for the 
llurposes of the Merchant Shipping (Safety and Load Line Conventions) Act, 
;932. and the Merch,nt Shipping (Safety Convention) Act. 1949. in Section 26(2) 
�f the 1949 Act. 
-�--�--�--��----------------�� . • These arc the mos t important �ules affecting ro3s<.engcr ships and arc hereinaft er �rerTcd 
.0 as ··the Rutes". They arc reproduced at Appendix I. rM� Ji-VII of these Instruclioru 
correspond 'A Itn and are to be read !Ollcther willl P3rts JI-VIJ of the RuJes. 
I 
IrSurveyors are In doubt whether a vessel is or is not a passenger steamer, the 
matter should be referred through the Principal Officer concerned to bead· 
quarters. . . . 
Under Section 26(1) of th. Merchant ShIPPing (Safety ConventIOn) Act, 1949, 
the expression "passenger" means any person carned In a ship. except 
(a) a person employed or engaged in any capacity on board the ship on the 
business of the ship, 
(b) a person on board the ship either in pursuance of tbe obligation laid upon 
the Master to carry shipwrecked, distressed or other persons, or by any 
reason of any circumstance tbat neither tbe Master nor the Owner nor the 
Charterer (if any) could prevent or forestall, and 
(c) a child under one year of age. 
"International voyage" and "short international voyage" 8re defined in 
Section 36 of th. Merchant Shipping (Safety Convent ion) Act, 1949. 
"Going to sea", Ships should be regarded as going to sea wben they go out· 
side partiaUy smooth waters (see Rule 2(2) and the First Scbedule to the Rules). 
Other essential definitions are in Rules I (2) and 2(2) of the Rules. 
4, The Need for Passenger Cerlificales An nually 
Under Section 271 of tbe Mercbant Shipping Act, 1894, every passenger 
steamer wb.icb carries more tban 12 passengers sball 
( a) be surveyed once at least in each year, and 
(b) shaU not ply or proceed to sea or on any voyage or excursion with any 
passengers on board unless it holds a valid passenger certificate issued by 
the Ministry of Transport after survey by a Ministry Marine Surveyor, 
5. Classes of Passenger Ships . 
Passenger ships are divided into eight classes (Cw.e. I, 11, II(A), III, IV, 
V, VI and VI(AJJ, according to tbe voyages which they may undertake (see 
Rule 2(1) of the Rules). 
6. Powers of Surveyors 
Under section 725 of tbe Merchant Shipping Act, 1894 a Surveyor, in the 
execution of bis duties, may go on board any passenger ship at all reasonable 
times and inspect it, or any part of it, or any of the machinery, boats, equipments 
or articles on board, or any certificate of the Master, mates or engineers; and, in 
consequence of any accident to the ship or for any other reason be considers it  
necessary, be may require the ship to be taken into dry dock: for the purpose of 
.urveying the huU. 
Surveyors should take every opportunity of visiting passenger ships and, 
should tbey find on inspection that any of the requirements of the Merchant 
Shipping Acts are not compUed with, the ract should be pointed out to the 
Master or officer in cbarge of the ship and a report forwarded through the 
Principal Officer to headquarters. 
If any person hinders a Surveyor from going on board any ship or otherwise 
impedes him in the execution of his duties under the Merchant Shipping Acts. 
he renders bimself liable for each offence, to a fine not exceeding five pounds. 
Any case of hindrance must be reported to headquarters. 
7. Penall;es 
The penalties for carrying passengers in excess of the numbers allowed by the 
Passenger Certificate are set out in Section 283 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 
1894. 
The penalties for carrying passengers in excess of twelve without a certificate 
are set out in Section 21 of the Merchant Shipping Ac� 1906. 
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•. Applications Jor Sunty-Ftts Payablt 
Applications for survey arc to Ix ma de hy the owners 10 a Mercantile Marine 
Office on form Surveys 6, lagc-Iher �jlh the !'Urvcy rcc� The application must 
show whether a safety certificate is required in a ddition la 3 passenger certificate. 
Form Surveys 6 can be obtained from an) Mercantile Marine Office, 
The application form, sbowin� whether the sun'ey fce has been paid, ",ill be 
passed to the Surveyor who is to calf)' out the survey. No sunc), should lx 
started until the appropriate fcc is paid. 
The" booklet "List of r-ee� and Expenses payable in connection with Ministry 
of Transport Surveys and otJlcr MercantiJe Marine Services" may be oblaineci 
(rom H.M. Stationery Offi� or through any bookseller, or an official copy ma) 
be consulted at any Mercantile Marine omC-(. 
9. Notice of Survey 
So that the survey may be taken in hand without delay, at least three days 
notice should be given. By giving noUce when a ship requiring 8 certificate in 
the near future is undergoing repairs or is in dry dock, the owners may avoid 
tbe need to open up or dock the ship again at another and less convenient time. 
(See paragrapb S9 about the notice required ror surveys abroad.l 
10. Owners' RepreSenlQl;Ves al Surveys 
A responsible person representing the owners should, if possible, be present 
when Surveyors make their inspection. If the owner does not instruct a respon­
sible representative to be present. the Surveyor should proceed with the survey 
in his absence. 
11. Wrilt<71 Slaltmml oJ &pairs 
If, in the course of the survey of a passenger ship, any differencc of opinion 
arises between the Surveyor and the owner or his representative as to the nature 
and extent of the repairs to be carried out, the case should be reported to the 
Principal Officer. In such caV" a written statement of the nature and extent of 
the repairs which it is decided must be carried out before the Surveyor can issue 
his declaration should be given to tbe owner or his representative. A copy of 
the statement should a1wa)'1 be kept in the office. 




Under Section 272 or the Merchant Shipping Act. 1894, the Surveyor sbould 
deliver to the owner a Declaration of Survey, provided he is satisfied on survey 
that be can with propriety do so. 
Form Surveys lA is to be IISH! ror ships or Classes I and 11. rorm Surveys 
I (Launcb) ror small motor vessels or Gasses V-VI(A), e.cepl those marked 
with a sub-division load line, and rorm Surveys I ror all other passenger ships. 
Separate forms Surveys I B and Surveys I C are used ror surveys or radio­
telegrapb and radiotelephone installations respectively. 
13. Making DuI oJ Dtc/aralions 
The Surveyor must fill in the particulars for all the items be has surveyed and 
sign the Declaration. When a Surveyor undertakes only part of the fuU survey, 
be should delete fromtbe Declaration tbose items which be has not examined and 
for whicb be is not prepared to bold himself personally responsible. All 
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dclcllons must bc ini tialled. For surveys of parts of the ship which do not 
correspond to the hcading shown in the peclaration, the Surveyor sh?uld �nsert 
a description of those parts he has exammed . For a full survey, every Item In !he 
Declara tion should be covered. 
in  no case should notes be inserted on the declarations which imply any doubt 
as to the strength or the effic iency of any port ion of the hull, equipments or 
machinery of a ship for the period covered by the declaration . If a Surveyor is 
not fully satisfied with any part or parts of the ship under survey, he must either 
refuse his declaration (see paragraph 19) or refer the matter through his Principal 
Officer to headquarters for instructions. 
14. Incomplete Declaration:,' 
When the survey of the ship i s  made up of two or more partial surveys, each 
Surveyor concerned will sign a declaration for the details which be bas examined 
(see paragraph 13). 
All previous incomplete declarations affecting a current survey must be sent 
to or called for by the Surveyor who is to carry out the next partial survey, and 
the Surveyor who cempletes the survey must attach to his declaration all the 
prc\ ious Incomplete declarations made, and, before sending them to the owners, 
must ensure that the declarations taken together will cover the ship completely . 
Incomplete declarations for the first and intermed iate part ial surveys should 
be clearly marked " Incomplete" and that for the final part ial survey r.larked 
"Completing". The declarations covering the full survey should be numbered 
consecutiyely by the Surveyor completing the survey. The Surveyor completiog 
the survey must make specific inquiries from the master and chief engineer or, 
111 thclr absence, from some other responsible officer or official to check that the 
parts already surve)cd have remained satisfactory since the survey. I f  they have 
not remained satisfactory or have been repaired, the Surveyor should ensure that 
any repairs made are sat isfactory and that the parts are sufficient for the 
intended purpose and for the period for which the declaration is issued. 
IS, Period covered by Declarations and Dry Docking 
The Survcyor must l imit his declarat ion to the period for which the hull, 
machinery and equipment of the ship will. in his opinion, be sufficien! for t he 
service on which the :;hip is intended to be engaged . I n  no case should this 
period e)'cecd 1 2  months. In  the case of a complete or complet ing declaration, 
the period should not exceed 1 2  months from the last examination of the hull 
or underwater fit tings in dry dock; no complete or complet ing declaration 
should be issucd if thc outside of the hull and undcrwater fillings have hot been 
examined in dry dock by a Surveyor during the preceding 1 2  months. 
Examinations of I he outside of the hull in dry dock should nOI mally be made 
In da)light. In :: xccpt ional cases, examinations may bc made during the hours 
of darkness, but only If adequate artifici::t l lighting i s  proyjded to the Surveyor's 
satisfaction. At e\ cry survey office a Dry-Docbng Book is to be kept in w h ich 
the dale of each examination of the outside of the hull in dry dock i s  to be 
recorded. I f  the hull is not I'assl'u for the maximum period of twelve months, 
the r easons must be noted in the docking book, olhcf\\ise the entry \\ill be 
when (0 mean tha! tl'c hull has been rassed fot t"ehe monlhs. The repairs. 
rCfiewals <lnd allcr�lIions \\ hich .l I e  carried out from time to time i n  dry dock 
arc also to be recorded in  the docking book. 
Only in exception:!1 ca�cs sho\dd decl:lrations be issued, for periods of less 
than 3 months for ships of (lass J ,  or IC!ls than 1 month for other ships, and then 
only afte:- reference to hcadquarters. 
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J 6. Short Deciara(iofU 
A declaration will be 
.
Iimited to the shorlest period for which any part or 
pans of the hull, machinery and t'qUJpments han' been found sufficient for 
the intended scnice. When a declaration is limited to (t period of less than 
1 2  months because part of the ship is delicicllt or insuflkic:nl, other parts may 
be found to be in good condition and SUniciCllt for the intended scn·ice for the 
full 12  month
.
s. These paris need �ot .be .C Aami ned ", hen the ship is again 
surveyed provided Ihal the declaration IS limited 10 the period for which the 
parts were found sufficient at the first sune) . If a second short declaration of 
this kind is granted by the Sun'e)ol wllo made the first examination, he should 
state on his declaration that he was and sti l l  is satisfied as the resuh of hioi 
earlier survey thal the parts not examined at the second survey are sufficient for 
the further period for which he issues a declaration. If the second short declara­
tion is to be granted by another Surve)or, he need nol examine the parts in 
question if the Surveyor who carried oul the first s u n ey, on application from 
the second Surveyor, sends him a declaration co\'ering them for a fUllher period 
not e;(ceeding 1 2  months from the date of the sur\ley when the parts were 
examined at the first survey. 
17. Declarations cOllering Extensions of Certificates 
In  exceptional circumstances e.g. where dry docking facilities for ships 
of Class I or Class I f  will not be available within 1 2  months from tbe date 
of the last outside examination, owners may request an extension of the 
passenger and safety certificate or passenger cenificate as the case may be for 
a period not exceeding one month from the date of its expiry. 
If in the opinion of the Principal Omcer the request is justified he should 
instruct a Surveyor to visit the ship and if the Surveyor is satisfied with her 
condition he should issue a short declaration for a period of not more than onc 
month from the date of expiry of the current certificate. At the same lime the 
Principal Officer should forward to headquarters a report as to why he con· 
side red the owner's request was justified. This extension should normally be 
granted only to a pa!isenger ship whose subsequent voyages will be of short 
duration and will permit a proper survey of the ship to be made in the United 
Kingdom when the period of extension expires. 
18. Plying Limits 
For Classes II-VI(A) the Surveyor should insert plying limits in his declara­
tion. for Class Ill, these limits must not be outside the areas defined in Appendix 
HI  to these Instructions and for Classes I V  and V not outside the appropriate 
areas as defined in the First Schedule 10 the Rules. I f  the Sur\"eyor is of the 
opinion that for any reason the limits for any particular ship of Classes I l l ,  IV 
and V should be less extensive than those shown in Appendix I I I  and in the 
First Schedule to the Rules, he should submit the case through his Principal 
Officcr to headquarters. Similarly, any application for plying limits in these three 
Classes for areas which are not shown in Appendix 111 aDd in the First Schedule 
to tbe Rules should be referred to headquarters. 
For Classes VI  and VI(A), the plying limits must not exceed the distance. 
defined in Rule 2( I) of the Rules. The maximum Class VI plying timits will 
generally be allotted to fully decked boats only. Open boats of this Class may 
be allowed to ply up to 5 miles from the starting point, but small opec boats 
may. at the Surveyor's discretion, be limited to a plying distance of 3 miles 
from the starting point. If  filled with a foredeck: not less than 8 feet in length 
and a W.e., a ship of Class VI  may be allowed to ply up to \0 miles from tbe 
starting point.· - - -
• The Ministry's delailed requirements for ships of Class VI  are set out in Circular 1704 
(revised February, 1954), which is reproduced as Appendix VI to these Instructions and is 
obtainable separately from H.M.S.D., price 6d. 
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When an owner applies for a cerlilicate to carry passengers in more tban one 
set of thcse l imits, the Sur\C) or should show aU the limits in his decialalJon. 
I f  a ne" ship IS sur-cyed during construction, or the annu3:1 s.urvey of an 
eJ.istmg ship is made in a dist rict other than that III �'hlch the ship IS to ply, t�e 
SurveyOl �arryi�g �ut the sur�ey is I� con�ult the Pnnclpal Offi�r In llie . "hslncl 
in which the ship IS to ply, Informmg lurn of the desired hmlts and find out 
whether any special factors are 10 be taken into consideration. The S�rvcyor is 
to forward an incomplete declaration and all relevant plans and particulars of 
the ship to the Principal Officer in the district in which the sh.ip is to ply for 
allocation of the plying limits and completion of the survey of any other out· 
standing items. No additional fee should be charged in these cast!s. 
Any application for a change in the plying limits of an existing ship or for 
additional limits is to be forwarded to headquarters. If the application is 
granted during the currency of a Passenger Certificate, the appropriate fee is to 
be cbarged. 
19. Refusal of a Declaration 
When a Surveyor refuses to grant a declaration, be must immediately send 
a report to headquarters througb his Principal Officer giving full reasons for 
his refusal. 
20. Declarations, North Atlantic Trade 
Declarations must not be granted for sbips intended for the North Atlantic 
passenger trade which have not hitherto been engaged in tbat trade, without 
first referring each case to headquarters for instructions. 
21. Procedure in Special Cases 
When a request is received for the survey of a ship of wbich the Surveyor has 
incomplete knowledge, he should apply to Headquarters for any relevant files 
to make himself familiar with any special features to be associated witb the 
survey. When issuing his declaration on completion of the survey, the Surveyor 
should report to headquarters on any such special features and make any 
recommendations he may consider appropriate. 
22. To whom Declarations are to be sent 
When completed, so far as it relates to the particulars to be furnished by 
the Surveyor, the declaration form Surveys I ,  Surveys l A  or Surveys I (Launcb). 
together with form Surveys I B or Surveys IC where applicable, is to be given 
or posted to the owner of the ship or his agent, who must send it to headquarters. 
Simultaneously with the issue of the declaration, the Surveyor must send to 
headquarters, on form Surveys 1 33,  a report that the declaration has been issued. 
In tbe case of ships of Classes V, VI and VI(A), a n  undertaking on form 
Surveys 1 34 must be signed by the owner and witnessed before the declaration 
is handed or sent to him. The form ef undertaking, when completed, must 
either be attached to the declaration or sent direct to headquarters. Passenger 
certificates will not be issued for tbese ships unless tbe form of undertaking. duly 
signed and witnessed, bas been received by the Ministry. 
23. In/ormation to be sent 10 the Police 
As soon as any ship making voyages within the limits defined for Classes 
I I I  to VI{A) and carf) i n g  pa�scn£crs appropl iate to th05(: limits has been 
surveyed for a p: w�cngcr ccnificatc and a dcdalation issued, a notilication on 
form Surveys 1 30 is 10 he :'CII! by the Principal Omcer to the cllid cOllst:Jbles of 
county or county ht)l'\mgh ( ill Sl'Ot�;111l1, burgh) police fOlcc� i.1l \\hosl.! t.1i91ricts 
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the ship is allowed to pI) AdditioIl31l ) ,  in the case of count} polIce forcel a 
copy of tbe notification is to be sent to supenntendents of pohce In the par lic uiar 
disUicts affected. 
14. Information sent 10 Local Authorillfs 
Copies of passenger certificates of sluplI of Classes V Jnd VI are sent from 
headquarters to local authorities on request so as 10 aid the control of tbese 
craft. 
l!. Action on Completion of Surrey 
When a Surveyor has completed his survey and issued a declaration he should 
Knd all the plans and papers relating to the survey to headquarters for final 
examination and recording. If there is a form B . I I . 1  (see paragraph 67{a){2){b) 
of Part 11)  for the ship the form should be obtained at each annual survey and 
all paniculars for which spaces are provided should be properly entered; this 
should include a brief report of any important structural alterations, including 
the reasons for them. The Surveyor or Surveyors conccrned should sign the 
form where indicated and return it to tbe Chief Ship Surveyor. The report on 
the survey should state whether there is any permanent ballast in the ship, its 
total amount and distribution, and whether any has been added or removed 
during the survey. 
Complete copies of all declarations issued must be kept in the Survey Office. 
Relevant particulars of the survey must also be recorded on Survey forms 7, 
g, 8A and B.H.I  
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P A S S E N G E R  A N D  S A F E T Y  C E R T I F I C A T E S  
26. PQ.Js�ng�r C(!rtificat�s 
Under the Merchant Shipping Acts a passenger certificate may be issued for 
a passenger ship if the declaration received at H:adq uarters shows that the ship 
complies with the construction rules, rules for life-saving appliances, fire 
appliances rules. radio rules, rules for direction-finders and other relevant 
provisions of the Merchant Shipping Acts which are applicable to the ship and 
the voyages she is to be engaged on, and that she is properly provided with the 
Lights, shapes and means of making sound signals required by the collisioQ 
regulations. 
27. Safety Certificates 
' In order to comply with the provisions of the International Convention for 
the Safety of Life at Sea, 1 948, {to which the Merchaat Shipping (Safety Con· 
vention) Act, 1 949, gives effect) every passenger ship registered in the United 
Kingdom which is to be engaged OD international voyages, i.e. ships of Classes I 
and 1I,  must also be issued with a safely certificate certifying that the ship 
complies with the standards laid down in the Safely Convention. The require. 
menu with which a ship of Class I or Class J (  must comply in order to be: issued 
with a safety certificate are included in the requirements for the issue of a 
passenger ceni6cate. I f, therefore, from Ihe declaration of survey, a ship of 
Class 1 or Class 11  qualifies for the issue of 3 passenger certificate, sbe will also 
qualify for the issue of a safety certificate. 
A ship which is to be: engaged on international voyages and which complies 
with I.be rules and other provisions of the Merchant Shipping Acts applicable 
to ships of Oass I will be issued with . geD.raJ woty =tificat.e, and on,y sb.ip 
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which is"to be engaged on short intcrnntional voyages and complies with �h(' 
rules and othcr rro\i�lons o f  the Merchant Shipping Acts applicable to ships 
of Class 11 v. dl be issued \\lIlt a short \o} nge safety certlficatC'. 
28. E>..empriol1 CerllJlt'lJrl's 111/(1 Qlwhjil'fl Safery Cerllficares 
The International Cor,ventioil for the Safety of Life a t  Sea, 1 948, provides 
that in certain circumstances a new ship of Class I or Class I I may be exempted 
rrom certam rCljulremcnts of the ConventIOn, and in that case should be issued 
with a n  Exemption CCllificatc and " Qualified Safety Certificate. These provi· 
sions have been brought inhJ force ror U.K. registered ships by the Merchant 
Shipping (Safety Convention) Act, 1949. A ship which qualifies for exemption 
under these conditions will be isst;cd with �n Exemption Certificate stating the 
requirements of the Convention from which it i s  exempt, and that the exemption 
is conditional upon the ship 
(i) plying only on the voyages, and 
(ii) being engaged only i n  the trades, and 
(iii) complying with any other conditions specified in the Certificate. 
I n  addition a Qualified Safety Certificate will be issued, showing that the ship 
complies with the rest of the requirements of the Safety Convention. 
I nstructions will be issued from headquarters in any case where a n  Exemption 
Certificate is required. 
29. Forms of Safer), and i:.J.:emprion Cerrificates 
The forms of safety and exemption certificatcs to be issued to oassenger ships 
are prescribed by the Safety Comenlion and models of these certificates are 
given i n  Appendix I V  to these Instructions. The particulars inserted i n  the 
certificates must be in Roman characters and Arabic figures. 
30. Combined Passenger and Sofety Cerrificates 
For passenger ships regis!ercd in the UJ1ite:d Kingdom the safety certificate 
will be issued in a for m  combined with the passenger certificate. The passenger 
certificate part will certify that the provisions of the Merchant Shipping Acts 
relating to the SUT\cy of passenger ships have been complied with and will show 
the number of passengers which may be carried in the ship. The safety certificatc 
part will  give the particulars required by the Safcty Convcntion. 
31. Classes of Certificates 
The following passenger and safety certificates are issued: 
( I )  Combined Passenger alld Safel)1 Cerlificates 
(a) Form P. & S. I for ships of Class I. 
(b) Form P. & S. 2 for ships of Class 11. 
(2) Passenger Cerrificotes 
Passenger Certificates for ships of Classes I I(A) to VJ(A) are different forms 
appropriate to each Class of ship. The heading of each form indicates the 
Class. A ship may hold morc than onc passenger certificate if appropriate. 
For example, the sallle ship may ply i n  smooth waters with 500 passengers 
and within Class VI limits with 250 passengers. 1 0  tbat case i t  must have both 
a Class V and a Class V I  certificate. 
32. Issue of PcJJsl'lIger alld Safel)' Certificates 
Passenger certificiltes and combined passenger and safety certificates will be 
sent in duplicate from headq ual ter" 10 the Mercantile Marinc Office named on 
tile back of the dCl'Jar:J.lion, and the master, owner or agent \\ ill be advised tital 
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they ha\c been despatched. The Supcrintcnd�nt of the Mercc:.ntlle Marine Office 
\\111 dcll\er the certificates to the master, o\\ncr or agent upon hiS applying for 
them a t  that Office, and paYing any balam:e of fees outstanding. 
33. Duration of CertIficates 
Passenger and safety certificates and passenger certificates may not, c,;cept 
as stated below, be in force for more th.ln onc year from the date of their Issue, 
or for more than the tir.le specified i n  the cendicatcs if this is less than one year, 
or after notice is giv�n to the owner, master or agent of the ship that the Minister 
has cancelled the certificate. An exC'mpllon certificate must be i n  force for the 
same penod as the corresponding qualified safety certificate. 
! f  a ship of Class I is absent from the United Kingdom on the dale her 
passenger certificate expires, the Minister or any person authorised by him may 
grant an extension of the certificate for a period, but 1I0t exceeding five months 
from that date, to allow the ship to complete her return voyage to the U nited 
Kingdom. 
34. Posting !Jp of CertificOIes 
The owner or master of every ship required to have a passenger certificate or 
a passenger and safety certificate must, on the receipt of the certificate by him 
or his agent, have one of the duplicates posted up in some conspicuous place on 
board the ship so as to be legible to all persons on board \\ hlle the certificate 
remains in force and the ship is in service (sec Section 281 of the Merchant 
Shipping Act, 1 894, for penalties for non-compliance). 
35. Carriage of Deck Passengers 
I f  it is desired to carry deck passengers during some part of the voyage, a n  
application to this effect must be made when the ship IS under survey for the 
passenger and safety certificate. 
36. Issue 0/ Safety Certificates by another GOl'ernment 
The Minister may request the government of another Safety Convention 
country to issue a safety certificate or qualified safety certificate and ex.emption 
certificate for a passenger ship registered in the United Kingdom, and any such 
certificate containing a statement that it has been so issued, will have effect as if 
i t  had been issued by the Minister and not by the Government of that country. 
37. Modification of an existing Passenger and Safety Certificate 
J f tbe life-saving appliances on a ship of Class I or iI  are reduced for a limited 
period below the standard shown o n  the certificate (because for I!xar.lpIe, one 
lifeboat is disembarked for repairs) the master may make application to the 
Principal Officer for a memorandum modifying the number of passengers who 
may be carried to correspond with the reduced life-sa\ ing appliances. The 
application should be mad� on Fcrm P. & S. Memo. No. I ,  and provided he is 
satisfied that it is proper to do so, the Principal Onicer (or a senior Surveyor 
holding the apprC'priate authority flom the M inister) should issue a memor· 
andum on Form P. & S. Memo. No 2 Slating the total number of passengers 
to be carr�d on the ship on that voyage and the consequent modifications 
which may be made for the purpose of that voyage in the particulars of life­
saving appliances stated in the certiGcate. The memorandum must be annexed 
to the cCrllflcatc. 
The Memorandum is to be returned 10 tht' OOlce of issue at the end of the 
\'oyagc to which it  relates and if it is not so returned the master of the ship will 
oe liable !o 3 fine not ex.ceeding £20 (sce Section 1 2  of the Merchant Shipping 
(Safety a.nd Load line Conventions) Act, 1932). 
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38, Passenger �hlps n(Jt normall), t'ngag�d on International 1'0) agEs 
Where a passenger ship regl')tcred in tbe United K ingd<:,m, ",at na�ally 
�ngaged on Internalinllal voyage!!, I� required to.undel1akc a single Interryallot;lal 
\o) age the Minister may If he is of the opinion Ihat the ship compiles With 
�afel)' ;eqUlrements that a;e adequate fOJ that \u) age, eJtt:mpt the sl!ip �rom any 
of the safety requirements Imposed by or under the Merchant Shipping Acts. 
All appilcations for tillS concession mus� be l e�ened t o .  headquarters. If the 
application is granted, the passeDgel cerllficate, lf any, "" ll be: WIthdrawn and 
a safet), certificate or an exemption �rtificale and a qualified safety �rtifi�le 
or qualified short vo)agc safety certificate, as tbe case .may �, combmed WIth 
a passenger certificate will be issued in respect of the ship applicable only to t�e 
single international vo)age being unde�aken. On cOr:np}eUOD of tbe.voyage In 
question, tbe passenger and safety ccrhficate or qualJfi�d. safety ccrtlfica� �nd 
tbe exemption certificate arc to be returned to the MllllStry and the ongmal 
passenger certificate reissued, if still in force. 
39. Clearance 
The master of every ship requiring clearance must produce to the officer of 
Customs from whom a clearance: is d�manded th� certificate or certificates 
required to be in force when the ship proceeds to sea; a clearance will not be 
granted and tbe ship may be detained, until production of the certificatc(s). 
Special instructions have been issued to Customs officers about the pro­
duction of certificates by ships requiring clearance. If the necessary certificates 
are not produced, the case may be referred by tbe Customs officer concerned 
to the Surveyors for advice: whether clearance should be granted, and separate 
instructions have been issued to Surveyors on this subject. 
If  it comes to the notice of a Surveyor that a ship, not requiring clearance, 
attempts to ply or proceed to sea without tbe requisite passenger certificate 
being in force, he should detain the ship and repon the case to headquarters 
for instructions. 
40. Obbgotion to repor/ Damage or Alterations (Section 425 0/ 'he Merchant 
Shipping Acr, 1894) 
The owner or master of a passenger ship registered in tbe U nited Kingdom, 
for which a passenger certificate or a passenger and safety certificate is in force 
must, as soon as possible after any damage is sustained to, or alteration is made 
in, the ship's hull, main or aUXiliary machinery, or equipmenls, including the 
renewal of any part, affecting lbe seawortlllness of the ship, give written notice 
to the Ministf) cODtaimng full particulars of the damage, alteration or renewal. 
If such notice IS not given, tbe owner or master of the ship is liable to a fine not 
exceediog fifty pounds. ( I t  will obviously be to the advantage of owncn and 
masters if prior notice is given to the Ministry when damage is to be repaired 
or alterations or renewals are to be made in order that a Surveyor may be present 
while the work is in progress,) 
41. ACCidents and Damage (including Failures) 
When the Ministry is informed that a passenger ship bas sustained damage 
a full report from the Surveyor will be called for, If the Surveyor learns of the 
damage from another source, he should, unless satisfied tbat the matter has 
already been reported to headquarters, ascertain from the master or other 
responsible officer connected with the ship, whether the damage was reponed 
immediately after the accident as required by Section 425 of tbe Merchant 
Shipping Act, 1 894, If  the required report has not been made, the Surveyor must 
ask for an explanation from the master or other responsible officcr and forward 
it "ilh his report to headquarters. The Surveyor making the report should find 
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?ut the ext.e�t of the d a',ll�ge but, i.
n d oing 5,., he should nvt make any change 
LD . the po.sluon or �on� lt 1on of t hJn�s on uOiJrd which m ight affect any legal 
eVIdence If an enquH), Into the case IS marlc l ie  should report immt·diatcl) to 
beadq�!1ers the re;ull or his eXamin;Jl iC'il, stat ing ",hcther, in his cl'inion, 
the ship IS renoered inefficient or u nsca\4.) r t l l )  in )IUII, equ1[)mcllls or mnl'lllnery, 
and whether the passenger certiflc:tle or ra�(.rnger and saf�l� ccn ific3 1c should 
be cancelled or temporarily wilhdrav. n (sce the nex t paragraph), 
If any part of the ship is flooded, the direct cause is to be wlIed and a s� ctch 
forwarded showing the posi tion of the 'Watertight bulkheads, the  compallments 
flooded, the draught and trim before and :trter flooding, the nature or the 
loading of the flooded cf'mpartrnenls, the Je,,� age through the bulkheads, and 
whether the latter wtre snored or not. Any defecllve act ion of v.a terught doors, 
�alves and other means for closing the openrngs in tbe bulkbeads and slup's Sides, 
1S also to be reported. 
42. Wilhdrawal or Cancellation of Cerlljicale during Repairs 
When a ship is damaged, the passenger certificate or passenger and safety 
certificate need be withdrawn only ", here l i lc  efficie ncy or se3\\orlhiness of the 
ship is affected. If the damage is of a mlflor character and the Survcyor does not 
consider repairs to be necessary before fhe ship again sails with passengers, the 
certificate is Dot to be withdrawn and must not be endorsed (sce the next para­
graph). In other cases the Surveyor is to withdraw the certificate of the ship and 
the duplicates during the time she is undergoing damage repairs and report to 
headquarters. Should the damage be such that, in the Surveyor's judgment, the 
certificates should be cancelled, be should forward them to headquarters ..... ith 
his report. If the master or owner declines to give up the certificates the Surveyor 
is to inform headquarters immediately so that, if necessary, they may be 
canceUed. 
43. Endorsement of Certificate or Issue of New Certificate a/ler Repairs 
When the damage has been repaired and the ship rendered efficient and 
seaworthy to the satisfaction of the Surveyor, be should, if the passenger 
certificate or passenger aDd safety certificate has been temporarily withdrawn, 
endorse the certificate and duplicates to the effect that the damage has been 
made good so as to last for the remainder of the period for which tbe cert ificate 
was issued and return them to tbe master. The Surveyor should send to the 
Ministry a statement of the extent of the repairs that were necessary and a copy 
of the endorsement made on the certificate. Where there has been huU damage, 
a suitable note is to be made on form B.B.1. 
A fresh survey must be carried out (and a new declaration issued) if another 
certificate is required for a ship that bas bad its certificate cancelled as a result 
of major damage. 
When a ship has been damaged and repairs have been effected either abroad 
or in the United Kingdom before the Surveyor has been informed, he is to make 
such examination as is possible. If he is satisfied that the ship is again efficient 
and seaworthy in all respects, and if the damage was such that he would have 
withdrawn the certificate had be been able to inspect the damage before the 
repair, bc. is to endorse tbe certificate. A copy of the endorsement should be 
forwarded to headquarters. with the Surveyor's report on the damage and repairs 
effected. 
-44. Filling of Addj/ional Machinery, Boi/l'fs, etc., during currenc), oJ Certificate 
Surveyors should make it generally k nown to owners, superintending 
engineers and marine superintendents, that, if important pieces of machinery, 
etc., intended for use in connection with the propulsion of a ship, or likely to 
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affect her safety. arc titled cn bc,�rd while a pas!lenger cerlifi("ate or a passenger 
and safety certlfic31e is ill force, the certilkatc is liable to cancellation unless 
such items have been surveyed and passed by a Suneyor. Surveyors should also 
recommend an early application for survey in order that the additional 
machinery, etc., may be inspected during construction, so as to avoid, as far as 
possible, delay 10 the ship and inconvemence to the owners. 
The Surveyol s witnessing the construction of the additional machinery, etc., 
should each grant an incomplete declaration for the parts for which they are 
responsible and forward it to the Surveyor at .t�e port at ,,:,hich the machinery, 
etc., is to be fitted on board. WIlen the additional machmery, etc., has been 
fitted on board to the Surveyor's satisfaction, he should make a completing 
declaration, attach all the incomplete declarations concerning the construction, 
and send the declarations, with the relevant papers, to headquarters. 
In cases where the filling on board of the additional machinery, etc., coincides 
with the survey of the ship for the issue of a passenger certificate or a passenger 
and safety certificate, the declaration in respect of the machinery, etc., will fonn 
part of the complete declaration, 
45. Cancellation of Certificates 
If there is reason to believe that, since the making of the last declaration of 
survey for a ship, any alteration has been made, or the hull, equipments or 
machinery have sustained damage or 3re otherwise insufficient, the ship mu:;t 
be again surveyed to such extent as is necessary and, i n  default, any passe-oger 
certificate or passenger and safety certificate is:;ued in respect ef the ship may be 
cancelled by the Ministry (see also paragraphs 41 to 43). 
Similar action may be taken if the declaration of survey o n  which any such 
certificate was issued has been in any particular way made fraudulently or 
:rroneously, or jf the certificate has been issued on false or erroneous 
information, 
46. Surrender of Expired or Cancelled Certificates 
The Minister may require a passenger certificate or a passenger and safety 
certificate which has expired or been cancelled to be surrendered as he directs. 
Whenever a Surveyor i!' instructed to obtain from an owner or master a certifi­
cate which has expired or has been cancelled, he is to apply for it immediately, 
and if the certificate is not surrendered without delay, he is at  once to report the 
case to headquarters. A ny owner or master who neglects or refuses to deliver 
up such a certificate when .equired to do so by the Minister renders himself 
liable to a fine not exceeding ten pounds. 
Chapter 4 
S HI P S N O T  R E G I S T E R E D  I N  T H E  U N I T E D  K I N G D O M  
47. Production of Certificotes to Customs Officers 
The master of every Safety Convention passenger ship not registered in the 
United Kingdom must produce to the officer of Customs from whom clearance is 
jemanded for an internat:onal voyage from a port in the United Kingdom. an 
accepted Safety Convention Certificate (see the next paragrapb) together wilh 
a certificate recognised by the Minister showing the \liJmber of passengers the 
ship is fit to carry (see paragraph 49). 
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48. Accepted Convention Certificates 
To be accepted, Safety Convention cerl ificates of pas'ienger sh ips not registered 
in the United Kingdom, must comply with the Merchant Shipping (A�certed 
Safety Convention Certificates) Regu lations 1 952 (Statutory Inst ruments 1 952 
No. 1954). Under Regulation 3, such cert ifica tes must be in the form of the 
appropriate model given in the Schedules to tr.c Regu lat ions (i.e. the same as 
tbose in Appendix IV for U.K.-registered passenger ships) . and under Regula­
tion 4 the certificate must be, b) ils lerms, appl icable to the \.oyagc ror which 
clearance is demanded and 10 the trade in which the ship is for the lime being 
engaged . Regulations 5 and 6 show how and for how long these certificates 
should be issued , the requirements being the same as those for certificates for 
passenger ships registered in the United Kingdom . 
With ships holding general sarety certificates, no question will usually arise 
whether the certificate appl ies to the intended trade or voyage of the ship. If. 
however. it comes to the notice of a Surveyor tl:at a S!lOrt \ oyagc sarety certifi­
cate or a qualified safety certificate and an exemption certificate is in force for 
a ship not registered in the United Kingdom, he should take such steps as arc 
practicable to satisfy himself that the intended voyage of the ship fa lls Vl ithin 
the definition of a short international \ oyage, or thal any conditions and 
limitations stated on the exemption cert ificate are complied with. 
49. Passenger Number Certificates 
(a) SafelY Convention Countries lI ith agreements: For passenger ships register­
ed in Safety Convention countries which have agreements with the United 
Kingdom for the reciprocal recognition of certificates showing the number 
of passengers the ship is fit to carry, such certificates, when accompanied 
by accepted Safety Convention certificates, wiU be recognised by Surveyors 
as evidence that the necessary survey requirements have been complied 
with (see paragraph 57). 
Cb) Safety Convention Countries with no agreemeflts: Any passenger ship 
registered in  a Safety Convention country which has no reciprocal agree­
ment with the United Kingdom for the recognition of passenger number 
certificates, but for which an accepted Safety Convention certificate is 
produced, will not be required to be surveyed under the Merchant Ship­
ping Acts except for the purpose of determining the number of passengers 
she is fit to carry (see also Part VIII of these I nstructions) , On receipt of 
the declaration of survey, a certificate will be issued in respect of the ship 
showing only the number of passengers which she is fit to carry as 
required by Section 274(b) of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1 894 and this 
certificate wil1 have effect as a passenger certificate. There will not be many 
cases of this kind and tbe arrival of any such ship should be reported to 
headquarters when instructions on the procedure to be followed will be 
given. Such reports should state, among other details, whether the ship 
holds an accepted Safety Convention certificate and whether any official 
certificate stating the number of passengers allowed to be carried is on 
board. 
50. General Control of Convention Ships not Registered in the United Kingdom 
A Surveyor has all lhe powers of a Ministry of Transporl Inspector under Ihe 
Merchant Shipping Acts for Ihe purpose of verifyi ng-
(a) tbat there is in force in respect of a Safely Convention passenger ship nol 
registered in the United Kingdom an accepted Safety Convention certifi­
cate ; 
(b) that the condition of the h!.lll, equipmenls and machinery of any such ship 
corresponds substantially with the particulars shown on the certificate ; 
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(c) that the n umber, grades and qualifications of radio c:fficers or operators 
on board correspond with those sllown on the certificate except ��erc. 
such cerlificate stales that the stllP is wholly exempt from the provIsions 
of tue Safety Convenlion rclaling 10 radiotclegraphy and radiotelephon y; 
(d) that any conditions on whicb an exemption certificate is issued are com­
plied with. 
As a general rule it will not be necessary for the Surveyor to survey any ship 
not registered in the United Kingdom which possesses valid certificates issued 
in accordance with the terms of the Convention. Sueh a survey should normally 
only be made if he has reason 10 believe, as a result of a complaint or otherwise. 
that tbe conditions described on the certificates are no longer being fuUilled. 
Any case in which the Surveyor thinks it desirable to take any action beyond 
the scrutiny of the ship's certificates should be referred to headquarters for 
instructions before any action is taken. 
31. Detention-Notification {o Consuls 
Passenger ships not registered in the United KIngdom should be detained 
only with the authority of headquarters. In the event of detention being 
authorised or the control exercised under tbe previous paragrapb giving rise: to 
other intervention of any kind, the Surveyor concerned must forthwith infoI1ll. 
in writing, the Consul of the country in which the ship is registered of all the 
circumstances in which detention or other intervention was deemed necessary. 
52. Emigrant Ships 
I f  a passenger ship not registered in the United Kingdom is an emigrant ship 
within the meaning of Section 268, as amended, of the Merchant Shipping Act.. 
1894, the Surveyor is to be guided by the Department's separate volume of 
Instructions relating to Emigrant Srups. 
33. Modification oJ an Accepted Convention Certificate 
Where there is atlached to an accepted Convention certificate, a memorandum 
which has been issued under the authority of the country in which tbe ship is 
registered Bnd which for the purpose of any particular voyage modifies the 
certificate in respect of life-saving appliances and the number of persons on 
board, the certificate will have effect accordingly. 
54, Issue oJ Convention Certificates on behalf DJ another Go}'ernmenl 
The Minister may, at the request of the government of a CODvention country, 
issue to a passenger ship registered in that country, any general safety certificate 
or qualified safety certificate and e�cmption certificate which may be issued for 
a passenger ship registered in the United Kingdom. Any such certifkate con­
taining a statement tbat it has been so issued will have effect as if it bad beeD 
issued by the said Government and not by the M inister. In  all such cases 
Surveyors will be instructed to survey thr ship and to issue a deciariJtion of 
survey in the manner laid down for the survey of a British ship requiring 8 
safety certificate. 
35. Ships not carrying acceptable Certificates 
Any passenger ship not registered in the United Kingdom which is not 
provided with a certificate or certificates which can be accepted under these 
instructions, is subject to the same survey as is applied to passenger ships 
registered in the U nhed Kingdom. Unless such ships have been previously 
surveyed by the Ministry's Surveyors for the issue of a passenger certificate or 
certifying letter or certiftcate of sunoey. they should in general be treated in the 
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same way as British ships coming under survey for a passenger and safety 
certificate for tbe first time. All sucb cases should be reported to headquarters 
for instructions. 
56. The 1 948 Safety Convenfion Countries 
At the time these instructions were printed tbe following countries bad 
accepted the 1948 Safety Convention or had bad tbe Convention extended to 














Cuba The Philippines 
Czcchoslovakia Poland 
Denmark Portugal 
Dominican Republic Portuguese: Overseas Provinces 
Egypt Republic of Ireland 
Federal Republic of Germany Roumania 
Finland Spain 
France Sweden 
G recce Switzerland 
Hayti Turkey 
Hungary Unjon of South Africa 
Iceland Unjted Kingdom 





HooS Kon, Puerto Rico 
Singapore Italian Somaliland 
Alaska Spanish Morocco 
Pedention of Malaya Spanish Guinea 
Hawaii Spanish West Africa 
Netherlands Antilles Morocco 
TUn!5J8 Overseas Fra.nce 
57. Recognition of Pa.SJenger Nwnber Certificates 
Passcnger Number Certificates issued by the following countries are recog­


























M I S C EL L A N E O U S  
58 S'''1 t')' of P05Srngcr Ships bllll, A VI oad 
The Mmislr) ", ill not oormall) :.IlIaw a Surveyor to go a broad beyond near 
Continental pOllS 10 sunC') a rassengcr :"hlp in course of construction. Whell 
a ship which has neen built abJOad is prC'scnlcd for survey for the first lime In 
Ihe United K illgliom. instructions should he sought from headquarters. 
59. Olhl'r Sun'l'ys Abroad 
A �hok or partial 5UrH') abroad of a passengel ship for y. 1\lch a passenger 
and safety ccrtifi�alC is already In force \\111 be undertaken b) the M inis!r} only 
In vcry exccpllonal circUmSlanl..ls .  At least [our clear days notice before the 
Survc)or is reqUIred to Ic:.J\ c  must be gi\cn, and In ('\ery case Iht" applicatIon 
for sur ...  ey must specify in full the circumstances which, in the opinion of tht: 
applicants, render it necessar) that the surve) should be made outside Ihe 
United Kingdom. 
I f  It is decided Ihal the circunlst:lnces justify the: survey being cafned Oul, the 
M inistry will state the conditions. The tra\ clling npenses and addlllonal fees 
chargeable in such cases arc l:lid down in the " List of Fees and expenses pa)ablc 
in connection With Marine Surveys and other Mercantile Marine Sen ices". 
(Sce paragraph 8) 
60. Alrerarion of Passmger Spaces 
When the passenger accommodation of a ship is increased while a passenger 
certificatc or passenger and safety certificate is in force, and Ihe ov. nel s wish 10 
have the increased number of passengers inserted in the certificate before the 
next survey, the ship is to be remeasured, form Surveys 8A checked " here 
appropriate, and a fresh declaration issued. If  the increase in the number of 
passengers is approved, the existing certificate " ill be cancelled and a new 
certificate issued. An increase in the number of passengers " Ill, however, be 
subject to any limitation imposed by subdivision, stabililY and life-saving 
appliances. 
If  the p3ssenger accommodation is dccrl'ascd while a passenger certificate 
or passenger and safety certificate is in fcrce, Ihe fnct must Le reported to 
I-tradquarters, and the certificate \\ ithdrawll. If  the owners wish the ship still to 
carry passengers, she mu!;t be a�3in remea!lured, a frcsh declaration grantC'd, 
and a new rertificate issued. 
The appropriate fee is to he chal ged when a new certificate is Issued in tbese 
circumstanc.es. 
61. Cerfijicall'J- 0/ Sun'Cl" l}r Cl'lt;firatr� of Examinarioll of Plans and Deligm 
The Ministry's Surveyors may undertake, at owners' or builders' request. 
the survey or partial survey during cons I HIli ion of ships which fOl some reason 
will not qual ify fcr p�sscn�('r or passenger and safety certificates, and a 
Certificatc ef SUI \'c), wiil thC'P be isslled b) headquarters. Similarly. the Minlslry 
will examine und advi�c upon any plans shOWing the hull, scantlinps, watcrtif!ht 
sub-divisior., machinery and boilers alld other arra nsements and details pro­
posed for the !'hip. and will, " here thC' final proposals comply with thc Ministry'S 
requlremcnl� fOl passengtr ships, iS� lIC' a Cerl ific311" of Examination of Plans 
and Designs and stamp the plans " it h  the applo\'al !'tamp of the Department. 
1 111s lIpplics to ships " hich "re 10 he built for Dritish or foreign ownels either 
in the United K ingrlom or abroad, The procedure 10 be followed is gi\cn iu 
Appendix V. 
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62. S,ulIey for Issue of Certifi.:alts of bUlec.i.1I and Tests 
[nst
.
ructions about surveys for the issue of certificates covering special tC!l5ts of 
matenal, survey of any part of a ship's mach inery, boilers, filungs and equi� 
ments, and tesling machines, are given in Appeadix V. These cenifica:es will be 
issuC'd from headquarters. 
Particulars of fees to be charged for the services oUllined in tbis and the 
preceding paragraph are c:Jven in the "List of Fees" booklet (see paragranb 8), 
63. Certificated Officers Jor Sea-going Ships 
Every British foreign-going ship, �nd every British home-trade passenger 
ship, when going to sea from ijny place in the United KIngdom. must be pro­
vided with officers duly certificated Clccording to the following scale: 
(0) In every case, with a duly certificated master. 
(b) If the ship is of one hundred tons burden or upwards, with �t Jeast one 
officer besides the master holding a certificate not lower thaD chat of­
(i) male in the case of a home-tn:de passenger ship; 
(ii) second mate in the case of a foreifTl-going sailing ship of Dot more 
than two hundred tons burden; and 
(iii) only mate in the case of any other foreign-go 109 ship; 
(c) [f the ship IS a foreign-going ship and cames more than one mate, with 
at least the first and second mate dwy certificated; 
(d) If the shIp is a foreign-going 'hip of one hundred nominal hone-power or 
upwards, with at least two engineers, one of wbicb must be a first·class 
and the other a first�lass or secoDd�12ss engineer duly cer1Jficated; 
(t) If the ship is a foreign-SOlng ship of less than one bundred nominal hone­
power or a sea-going home-trade paseenger ship, with at least ODe en&inecr 
who is a firsH:lass or sc:cond-dass engin..:r duly certiJicatecL 
An officer is not deemed to be duly certificated unIes. he is the holder for the 
time being of a valid certificate of a grade appropriate to his station in the 
ship, or of a higher grade. 
It  is important to note that under the terms of the Aliens Restriction (Amend­
ment) Act, 1919, DO alien may act as master, chief officer or chief engineer of 
a ship registered in the United Kingdom except in the '""'" of . ship employed 
babitually OD voyages between ports outside the United Kingdom. 
64_ Grades of Officers' Certificates 
A certificate of competency for a foreign-going ship is deemed to be of • 
higher grade tban the corresponding OC:ltificate (or a homo-trade passenger 
ship, and entitles the bolder to �o to tiel in the co"eapoodin& grade in the last­
mentioned ship. An officer h"ldmg • foreign-going oatilica� of competency of 
any pade is eligible to act AI ma� of. bolllt-trade PC" OF ship, but a ce�­
cate for . home-trade pe""OF ship does Dot entitle the bolder to 80 to sea a5 
• master or mate of a foreign-loinS ahlp_ 
S. Persons in Cluu,t of Ships of CltustS lV, V, VI tJNi VI(A) 
It is considered necessary that at least two person. should be employed in 
ships of Classes rv, V, VI and VI(A). Tbe persoo in charge of the ship sbould be 
one ... bo has had sea experience and understands how to handle the ship in • 
Ie'manlike manner, and the engineer, whether he is the person in cbarge or no� 
sbould be ellPCrieaced in his work and able to demonstrate to the Surveyor 
that be is competent to take charge of an engine. 
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P A R T  I l  
Hull and Watertight Subdivision 
66. General 
Chapter 1 
G E N E R A L  
New passenger ships must comply fully with tbe Rules. Existing passenger 
ships need comply with the Rules only to the extent that is reasonable and 
practicable: in tbe circumstances. 
67. Plans and Parlicu/ars R�qutred 
In order that it may be determined whether tbe proposals relating to the 
construction of tbe shjp comply with tbe requirements of tbe Rules, the Surveyor 
should obtain from the shipbuilders all plans and particulars necessary for the 
consideration of the case and submit them to headquarters. 
(0) Plans and Par/ieulors 10 bt submilled 10 Iht Chit! Ship SUFYtyor 
The plans and particulars to be submitted to the Chief Ship Surveyor include 
those specified below and such other information as may be Decessary for the 
full consideration of tbe builder's proposals for compliance with the Ministry'. 
requirements for the issue of a passenger and safety certificate. 
(I)  Hull Structural Plans 
(0) A copy of tbe atidship section and other structural plans sbowing the 
principal hull scalltiangs, framing, pillars aDd girders, and campen .. · 
tion in way of openings in the sheU plating and strength decks. 
(b) Plans showing details and connections of tbe principal bull castinp 
(or of fabricated structures fitted in lieu of such castings) and of the 
rudder and stabilizing fins (if fitted). 
(2) Subdivision Arrangements and Calculations 
(0) Outline profile and plans sbowing tbe margin line (corrected .. 
necessary); aU watertight transverse: and longitudinal bulkbeads, decks, 
inner skins, shafl and other tunnels, trunks and ventilators; recesses 
and steps in tbe watertight bulltbeads; double bottoms; the principal 
openings in tbe watertight bulk beads and deck. and openings tberein 
closed only by portable plates; the appropriation of spaces below the 
bulkhead deck; tbe positions of equivalent plane bulkbeads; tbe 
lengths of the main transverse compartments and the wC3thenigbt 
arrangements at the forward cnd. 
Tunnels, recesses and steps are to be shown in plan and elevation 
and typical sections of the double bottom should be given. 
(b) Subdivision co-efficients and particulars on Forms D.H.I, D.H.IA, 
D.H.2 and D.H.2A. Tbe particulars required to enable tbe Ministry to 
determine whether a detailed calculauon of permeability is required 
under paragraphs 3(�)(i)(b) and 8(b) of the Second Scbedule to the 
Construotion Rules are to be submitted 31 once in any case where the 
'l1I'V1:yor considers these paragrapbs sbould apply. 
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Calculatioe. of equivaleDt plaDe bulkbeads; aII0waDces for local 
subdivision and, if available, a copy of tbe builders Doodiog caleula­
UODS aDd curves. (Se<: also paragraph \05(3)). 
(3) Subdivision Structural Details 
Plans showing the scanllings and details of construction of oil fuel 
storage tanks, settling tanks and othn tanks, fonnjng part of the structure 
of the ship. The pressure heads upon which the scantlings are based should 
be indicated on the pia os. 
(4) Other Structural Arrangements Belo" and Above the Bulkbead Dock 
(0) Plans showing the arrangements, types and details of all side $Cullles 
below the margin line and of side scut lies and windows above the 
margin line. 
(b) Plans sbowing the arrangemeDt and details of aU side doors below and 
above the margin line. 
(c) Plans showing the arrangement and particulars of ships side dlscharg<.., 
including 5('wage systems, ash sboots, rubbish shoots, etc. 
(d) Plans showing tbe means of escape from an accommodation, service 
and worl..in6 :)paccs for complying with tbe requirements of Rule 8S of 
the Con<'truclion Rules and paragraph 40S of Part VII of these 
InstructJons. 
(_) In ships of Gasses 11, IIA, III  and IV, profile and deck plans showlIIg 
the means for closing openings in the weather deck, and the means for 
c1earin,E!: such deck of water, for complying with tbe requiremellts of 
Rule 1 ;  of the Construction Rules. Similar plans or sketcbes should 
also be submitted ror aU decked vessels of Classes V, VI and VIA. 
ID tbe case of ships of Oass I ,  such plans need not be submitted 
provided the Surveyor is satisfied with the arrangements proposed, 
and there are no unusual features for which be requires a decision 
from the Chief Ship Surveyor. 
(5) Fire Protection Arrangements 
Plans and particulars showing tbe arrangements for complying with 
Part V or VA of the Construction Rules and Part V of these Instructions, 
including tbe method to be used; the arrangement and details of "A" and 
HB" class divisions nod stairway enclosures; tbe means of closure of 
openings in such divisions and enclosures; details of the fire protection to 
control static,'!s; delaiJs of the fire protection to lifts and trunks for light 
and air. 
(The arrangement and details of watertight doors, sprinkler systems and 
automatic fire detection and alarm systems sbouJd be submitted 10 the 
Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief-see sub-paragrapb (b) below and paragraph 
164(4) of Part V of these IDstructions). 
A ""py of the plao required under Rule 43 should be forwarded with 
the surveyor's final report. 
(6) Stability 
(Q) CalculatioDS of the stability aDd angle of bee I in the damaged condition 
ror compliance with tbe requirements of Rule 8 and the Third Schedule 
or the ConalruClion Rules aDd paragrapb 104 of Part 11 of these 
1DItructiooJ. 
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(�1 Report nf Inclining: Experiment and the stability information required 
In accnrd;lnce with Par:l!!raph 120 of Pari 11  and Notice M.375 and 
pala�IJph 456 of Part V I I I  of these lnstructions. 
(c) Amount and disposition of permanent ballast, jf any. 
(b) P/anJ and fllrliclllars to be submitred (0 Ihl! Engineer Suneyor.in·Chief 
( I )  Particulars of the scn icc for ",hich the ship is intended. 
(2) " alerflghl doorJ 
(i) Plans shoYoing the followJng: 
the position of the hul�hcad deck; the position of the deepest sub· 
dh ision load I i l1l";  t ill" positions of all walerlighl doors, including 
those In 10n�ltudlOal  Yoatcrtight bulk.heads, if any; the allocation of 
spaces sen(.'d b} the \\ alcrlight doors; the openings in  watertight 
b u l � h t..'ads for t l unkways for rcfl igerat ion, ventilation and forced 
draught system!i; the leads of the shafting for the hand gear or the 
pipes fOl the hand hydraulic gear of sliding \ltatertight doors. 
(il) \\'h('n pOYoer operated watertight doors are to be fitted, plans and 
particulars of the follOWing: 
th(' sources of pOYocr for operating the doors, indicators and warning 
signals; the a rrang('m�llts for transmitting the power from the 
central cont rol station for operating the doors; the gauges or 
indicators a t  the central control station for showing whether the 
power is a\a ilable for operalill� the doors; the arrangements a t  the 
central control station lor Indlcallng \\hl'ther the doors arc open 
or closed; the \\arnlllg signals reqUired when the power for closing 
the doors is about to he applied. 
(Hi) Detailed plans Showing: 
the designs of the doors; the mechanism for operating tbe doors by 
hand and by power (if filled); the indicators at the hand operating 
positions abo\·c the bul� head deck for showing whether the doon 
arc opeo or closed; the screens for pre\'enting coal from interfering 
with the closing of buoker doors. 
(c) Imporlance of Approl'o/ of Plans, ('[c., before COIIsrruction begins 
Work on the construction of the ship should not be put in haod until tbe 
various plans and particulars have been apprcl\cd, as inconvelli('nce and delay 
may arise if alterations to the proposals arc considered necessary. 
As the construction of the ship proceeds, the Surveyor should ensure that the 
arrangements and details arc in accordance with the approved plans .md 
particulars. If the arrangements differ materially, or are in any respect unsatis· 
factory, the Sun'eyor should forward a report to headquarters together with aoy 
necessary amending plans. 
Chapter 2 
Q U A LI T Y  A N D  TESTS O F  M A TE R I A LS 
68. Wrought Iron and Mild Sll'el 
Owing 10 the unifonn character and quality of wrougbt iron and mild steel 
plates and sections used in the United iUngdom in the construction of the bulls 
and structures forming pari of the watert ight subdivision of ships, Surveyors 
need not witness the tests of such mat('rial before it is used. 
In the case of a c1:tssc"! �hip thl' Survcyor may satisfy himsC'lf that these 
materials ha\(: been lcstl.:d b) the Sunl!yors of the Classification Societ}. I f  tbe 
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sbjp is unc1assed he should report the makers of tbe materials and see that tbe 
materials have been tested in accordance with the B.S.1. Standard Specification; 
for this purpose the certificates of the steel makers or of the Surveyors of a 
Classification Society may be accepted. 
When steel of special quality is Intended for use In the construction of the 
buU, the Surveyor should submit particulars to the Chief Ship Surveyor, wbo 
v. ill decide what tests, if any, are necessary. 
'J·lhen the main structure of any ship is intended to be wholly or partiaUy 
electrically welded. the Surveyor should report accordingly, wben the structural 
plans are submitted, to the Chief Ship Surveyor, who will decide what further 
information and tests, if any, of the steel plates and sections are necessary. 
Surveyors should examine the materials being worked into ships' hulls etc., 
and observe their behaviour under the various processes to whicb they are 
subjected, such as mach In ing, punching, shearing, bending, riveting, welding, 
etc. Any cases where p la les, bars, forgmgs, etc., fa il while bei ng worked, or 
where they appear to be of inferior quality, should be noted aod the facts 
reported to the Chief Ship Surveyor. 
When fitt ings which atTecl the safety of the ship or watertight subdivision 
arrangements are to be fabricated by electric arc welding processes from steel 
castings and steel plates and sections, the Surveyor should report the proposed 
chemical composition of the castings to the Chjef Ship Surveyor before any 
work is commenced. Similar action should be taken if steel castings are to be 
electrically welded to the hull of the ship. 
S TE E L  C A S T I NG S  A N D  FORGINGS FOR I M POR T A N T  P A R TS OF T H E  H U L L  
( C A S T  S T E E L  S T E M S ,  C A S T  OR FORGED S T E E L  S T E R N  POS T S ,  R U D D�R 
F R A M ES .  P R O P E L L E R  S H A F T  B R A C K E TS ,  e T C ) .  
69. Surveyor 10 Witne.rs Tes/s 
The Surveyor should inform the builders and owners, or their representatives, 
tbat the Ministry's Surveyors should always be notified when an important 
steel casting or forging is to be ordered for the hull, etc., of a passenger ship, 
and also that, when the order is given, the steel-makers should be requested to 
communicate with the Surveyors, so that they can make arrangements to witness 
the tests. The tests should be carried out on testing machines of which the 
details bave been approved by the Engineer Surveyor-in-Cbief and of which 
tbe accuracy has been verified by the Surveyors within tbe preceding twelve 
months. 
70. Process of Manufacture 
The steel for castings and forgings may be made by any process which has 
been accepted by the Ministry. 
The forgings should be made from sound ingots, not more tban the lower 
two-thirds of the ingot being used. The sectional area of the body of the forging 
should not exceed one-fifth of tbe sectional area of the original ingot, and no 
part of the forging should have more than two-thirds of the sectional area of 
tbe ingot. 
11. SeleeljOlt, Treatment and Stamping of Test Pieces 
All the test pieces required should be selected by the Surveyor and the rests 
should be made in the place of manufacture before the despatch of the casting 
or forging. 
Test pieces should not be cut off castings or forgings until they have been 
stamped by the Surveyor after the annealing has been completed. The marks 
,tamped on the test pieces of the castings and forgings should be such that the 
charge or in",t from which they are madt can be readily identified. 
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If any c:J,SllOf or fOlI'me i! suhsrqu(nli) ::i1l11 .... aJcd Of olherVdS( heal·lleatcd 
tor an) PUrro!lC, th( 1nl plcces shC'luld be siml1:ill) and simuI13ncous"l) 1I12lec1 
\\;th tbe ca!l.linr 01 fOlgmf befOlc tb( leHs art madc. Tbe test PieceS should 
nol be furlher t l caled 
In the case of 8 forring, the t('sl pieces should be talen flom a pan of tht 
forrUle of s"cC'tionai dlmcmions nol less than (hose of the body of the fOlgiof 
and the) should be maC'hincd to sue \\;thlJut further forging down. 
When a number of small castings arc made from the same chat ge of steel, 
or a numbel of small forgiops fJOIn the same ingot, the full number of tests 
specified need not be made ; tensile and bendinr tests al the rate ot one of each 
t) IX of test for every fOUl castings or forgings will as a rule be sufficient. 
72. (I)  SlllIIdard Tesl Pieces 
The forms and dimensions of test pieces sbould be as fo11o\\ s: 
T E N S I L E  T I S l  P I E C E S  C, 0 A N D  E 
./ 




Cross Gault Parallel 
Test Piece Diameter d Sectional Lengtb Len&tb 
Arc.> A G P (minimum) 
m, Iq m. m m. 
C 0'�64 0'2� 2,0 2·25 
0 0·798 0·50 3'0 3·315 
E 0·977 0'7� l-5 4·00 
The gauge length and Ihe parallel portion o(lhe lesl pieces should Ix as ,bown. 
The form of the eods should be as required in order to suit tbe various methods 
employed (or gripping Ihe tesl piece. 
Any reduction o( lb. specimens 10 lb. (orm required sbould Ix effected by 
machining. 
(2) Bending Tesl Pieus 
The bendin£ lest!; should be made with rectangular test pieces, I incb wide 
by f inch thid, which should be machined to size and bave tbe corners rounded 
to a radius of n inch: Ihey should be bent over their thinner section, either in 
8 press or b) blows. 
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73. Tesl.S for Steel Castings 
( I )  Number and Nature o/ Tests 
A.t least one tensile and one cold bending test should be made from the 
castmgs from each charge, and where a casting is made from more than one 
charge at least four tensile and four bending tests should be made from pieces 
cast as far apart as possible on the casting and as near the top and bottom as 
practicable. 
When more than one casting is made from one charge, at least one tensile and 
one bending test should be made from the castings run from one common 
pouring head, but separate tests should be made from each casting or set of 
castings run from each separate pouring bead. 
(2) Tensile and Bending Tests 
The tensile strength should in general range between 26 and 35 tons per 
square inch with an elongation measured on the standard lest piece of not less 
than 20 per cent. The bending test piece should withstand being bent, without 
fracture, tbrough an angle of not less than 1 20°. 
H, however, there are no special features in tbe design oftbe castings, and the 
scantlings are sufficient, the tensile strength may range from 26 to 40 tons per 
square inch with an elongation of not less than I S  per cenL, the bending lest 
angle being not less than 60° when the tensile strength lies between 35 and 40 
tons per square inch, and not less than 90° in other cases. 
The internaJ radius of the bend should in no case exceed I inch. 
74. Tesu for Sleel Forgings 
( I )  Number and Nature 0/ Tests 
At least one tensile and one bending test should be taken from each forging; 
but, if the weight exceeds three tons, a tensile and a bending test sbould be taken 
from each end. 
(2) Tensile Tests 
The tensile strenglh of steel forgings sbould not exceed 40 tons per square 
inch, and the elongation, measured on the appropriate standard test piece C, 
D or E, referred to in paragraph 72(1), should not be less than 1 7  per cenL for 
40 ton steel. I n  no case may the sum of the tensile strength and tbe corresponding 
elongation be less than57. 
(3) Bending Tests 
The bending test pieces should withstand being bent, without fracture, 
through an angle of 1 80°, tbe internal radius of tbe bend being not greater tban 
that specified below: 
Muimum specified tensile strength 
of forging 
Up to 32 tons per square incb 
Above 32 tons aDd up to 36 tons per square incb . 
Above 36 tOilS aDd up to 40 tow per square inch . 
Internal radius 





75. Annealing and Final Examinatjo'l of Caslings and Forgings 
All important steel castings and rorgings should be tborougWy annealed 
at a unifonn temperature and should be allowed to cool down before beilll! 
removed f rem tbe anneaJing r urnBce. 
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If a castmg or forging IS subsequently reheated for any purpose it should be 
simllJrly annealed If so required by the Surveyor. 
The Surveyor should examine each casting or forging and satisfy himself 
(hat It IS sound and free from all flaws and defects. Hammerdressing, patching 
or burning IS not to be permitted. I n  certain circumstances electric arc welding 
may be permitted but fuU details should be �ubmitted to the Chief Sh.ip Surveyor 
for his prior approval. 
S TE E L  C A S T I N G S  O T H E R  T H A N  THOSE R E F E R R E D  TO I N  P A R A G R A P H S  
6 9  T O  7 5  ( W II E N  F I T TE D  I N  S U C H  POSITIONS T H A T  T H E  F A I L U R e  O F  
T H E  C A S T I NGS M I G H T  AFFECT T H E  S A F E T Y  O f  T H E  S H I P) 
76. Side Scullle Frames, Deadlights and Plugs 
When side scuttle frames, deadlights and plugs of cast steel are intended for 
positions above the margin line they need not be tested unle�s the Surveyor has 
reason to doubt the quality and strength of the material. 
When intended for positions below the margin line, however, the following 
tests should be made: 
One frame, deadlight or plug out of every 50, and at least one of each for 
every ship so fitted, is to be selected at random and, before being machined, 
tested to destruction by being bent when cold, either in a press or by blows. 
The frames and deadlights should withstand being bent, without fracture, 
through an angle of 20° and plugs through an angle of 40°. In the case, 
however, of deadlights intended for positions of sil  below the higber of the 
following lines: 
(a) 3 feet above the deepest subdivision load line; 
(b) 6 inches above the deepest (seasonal) load line as determined by the load 
line certificate, 
the deadlights should withstand being bent, without fracture, through an 
angle of 30°. 
If the Surveyor is of opinion that, owing to the unusual depth of projecting 
rims, or for any other reason, the above test for frames and dead lights cannot be 
fairly applied, an alternative method of testing may be submitted to the Chief 
ShIp Surveyor for approval. 
77. Other Fiflillgs (Elbows ofld Valves Attached to the Shell Plating .. ShoolS for 
Ashes, Galley Refuse, ele., CheslS for Venlilalors, and other ,Castings of a 
Similar Character) 
Surveyors should satisfy themselves by witnessing cold bending tests from the 
casltngs from each charge that the material is sufficiently ductile for the intended 
purpose. 
Tests lihould be made in the following proportions; 
( \ )  one in twelve for small castings, such as elbows, valves, chests for ventila­
tors, etc., (2) one in four for galley refuse shoots, aDd (3) one for each large 
caoe;ting, such as ash shoots. 
M A L L EABLB CAST I R O N  
78. COtldllioflS for Use 
The use of malleable cast iron is to be sanctioned only in the special cases and 
under the particular conditions given in paragraphs 79 to 81. In no case should 
the surfaces of malleable iron castings be removed by machining, etc., to a 
grooter c.xten! thon is absolutely necessary. 
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Malleable iron castings should comply with 8.S. 3 1 0  81ack Heart Malleable 
Iron Castings, grade 2 or 3, or 8.S. 309 White Heart Malleable Iron Castings, 
grade 2. 
79. Side Scuttle Framts, Deadlighrs and Plugs 
When side scuttle frames, dead lights and plugs of malleable cast iron are 
intended for positions above the margin line they need not be tested unless the 
Surveyor has reason to doubt the quality and strength of the material. 
I n  no case may side scuttle frames, deadlights or plugs of malleable cast iron 
be accepted for positions of sill below the higher of the following lines: 
(a) 3 feet above the deepest subdivision load line ; 
(b) 6 inches above the deepest (seasonal) load line as delemlined by the load 
line certificate. 
When side scuttle frames, deadlighls and plugs of malleable cast iron are 
intended for other positions below the margin line the following tests should 
be made: 
One frame, dead light or plug out of every 25, and at least one of each for 
every ship so fitted, is to be selected at random and, before being machined, 
tested to destruction by being bent when cold, either in a press or by blows. 
The frames should withstand being bent. without fracture, through an 
angle of 20', and deadlights and plugs through an angle of 40'. 
The internal radius of the bend should in no case exceed one inch. 
I f  the Surveyor is of opinion that, owing to the unusual depth of projecting 
rims, or for any other reason, the above test for frames and dead lights cannot be 
fairly applied, an alternative method of testing may be submitted to the Chief 
Ship Surveyor for approval. 
In  addition to the above tests, each casting must satisfactorily withstand 
being dropped on an Iron slab from a height of 10  feet for frames and 1 5  feet 
for deadlights and plugs. 
80. Other Fillings (Elbows and Vahes Aflached to the Shell Plating .. Shoots/or 
Ashes, Galley Re/use, etc., Chests for Ventilators, and other Castings 0/ a 
Similar Character) 
In the event of proposals being received by the Surveyor to make these 
fittings of malleable cast iron of such special quality as to approach closely cast 
steel in strength and ductility, full particulars of the tensile and bending tests 
to which it is proposed to subject the material should be submitted to the Chief 
Ship Surveyor for consideration before the castings are made. 
81. Rail Stanchions 
Rail stanchions of malleable cast iron may be accepted only for ships of 
Classes IV and V, and then only if the stanchions are capable of withstanding 
the following test: 
One stanchion out of every 25, and at least one for each ship so fitted, should 
be selected by the Surveyor at random and tested to destruction by bending. 
Stanchions should not be passed unless they are capable of being bent while 
cold so that the de6ection at the middle of a length of 36 inches is at least 
6 inches. 
N A V A L  B R ASS A N D  G U N M E T A L  CASTINGS 
• 82. Conditions for Use 
Naval brass and gunmetal castings, if used for side scuttles and similar 
fittings attached to tbe shell plating, must have not less than 14  tons per square 
inch ultimate tensile stress and not iess than 10  per cent. elongation on a gauge 
length of 2 inches. 
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83. Side Sculfle Framrs, Glass Holders and Deadlights 
When side scuttle frames, gJass holders and deadligbu of cast naval brass. 
or 
gun metal are IOtended for positions of sill belay. tbe higher of the fOUowlOg 
lines: 
(a) 3 feet above the deepest subdivision load line; 
(b) 6 inches abo\'e tbe deepest (scasonal) load llDe as determined by the load 
line certificate, 
a t  least one tensile test and one bending test shall be made from each 50 castings 
or from the castings from each charge, whichever is  the less. 
The test pieces should be cast on the frames, glass holders or deadlights. 
The bending test piece should be t inch in diameter and should be capable 
of belOg bent through 60' over an internal radiUS of 2 inches without sbowing 
signs of fracture. 
Wben side scuttle framcs, glass holders and dcadligbts of cast naval brass or 
gunmelal arc intended for other positions of sill below the margin line or 
for positions above the margin line, no tests will, as a rule, be necessary unless 
the Survcyor has reasons lo doubt the quality and strength of the material. 
N A V A L  B R A SS F O R G I N G S  
84. Conditions for Use 
Naval brass forgings, if  used for parts of side scuttles and similar fittings 
attached to the shell plating, must have not less than 25 tons per square inch 
ultimate tensile stress and nol less than 1 5  per cent. elongation on a gauge length 
of 2 inches. 
8S. Side Scuttle Swing BoilS and Ph,s 
When side scuttle swing bolts and pins of naval brass forgings are intended 
for positions of sill below the higher of the following lines: 
(a) 3 feet above the deepest subdivision load hne; 
(b) 6 inches above Ihe deepeSl (seasonal) load line as delermined by the load 
line certificate, 
tensile test pieces should be cut from the bar lengths from which the parts are 
manufactured or, in the case of bolts, machined from the bolt. Test pieces should 
be chosen at random from the material from which each one hu ndred pins are 
manufactured and onc test sample should be chosen from each 50 bolts. 
When side scuttle swing bolts and pins of naval brass forgings are intended 
for other positions below the margin line, or for posilions above the martn 
linc, they need not be tested unless the Surveyor has reason to doubt the quality 
and strength of the material. 
A L U M I N I U M  A L L OY 
86. Places and Sections 
When plates and sections of aluminiurr. alloy are intended to be used i n  the 
construction of the hull, the SUr\ eyor should submit full particulars, including 
the chemical composilton of the alloy, 10 the Chief Ship Surveyor, who will 
decide what tests, if ally, arc necessary. 
87. Casllngs 
If it is intended 10 u!!le Aluminium Allo) c3still@S for side scuttles or any other 
fittmgs anecling the �alct) of the !lhip, or tile " 3tcJtight subdl\lsion arrange.· 
mentl\, OI the snfet) of PC'I!!IOIIS on hoard, c.g I J:.lils and st::lIIdIlOns, the Surveyor 
should suhmll particulars, inriu(l ing Ihe chrlll i(,:'tl compositioll of the allo) , to 
the Cllld SllIfl � u n e } l ) I  " bo " ill deride \\ h;lI ll'�b, if 311),  8re nc{'csS3 1 ) ,  
"6 
G E N E R A L  
88. Unsatisfaclory TC!sls 
Should any tensile test piece break at a point outside the middle half of its 
gauge length, another test may be made from the same castin� or forging at 
the makers' option and wilh the Surveyor's approval. 
Althougb tbe material may withstand tbe tests laid down the Surveyor should. 
if the material appears to be of doubtful quality, require a greater number of 
tests to be made than IS speclfied so that he may be fuUy satisfied about the 
quality of the material. 
The number of tests specified for castings and forgings are those required 
when the material proves satisfactory. If a test gives unsatisfactory results, the 
Surveyor may allow another two tests to be made from the same charge or 
batch of material. and, if these are satisfactory, the results of the tests may be 
considered acceptable if the material is otherwise sound. If either of the two 
additional tests fails, the castings or forgings are to be rejected. 
89. Castings aJ1d Forgings made Abroad 
The Ministry cannot send Surveyors abroad to test castings and forgings 
intended for ships being built in tbe United Kingdom, nor can they accept 
cenificates of quality for such castings and forgings issued by any Classification 
Society. Such castings and forgings must be imported with the requisite pieces 
attached to them so that the required tests can be made by the Ministry's 
SW"'t'eyors. 
90. Stamping Castings and Forgings 
The Surveyor should stamp, for indentification purposes, all castings and 
forgings whicb have been satisfactorily tested. 
91. Submission of Results 
Tests of ordinary bull castings and forgings need not be submitted to head· 
quarters, but may be dealt with locally. The Senior Ship Surveyor is to sign the 
relevant Form Surveys 24. 
In the case of tests of material to which special conditions apply, material 
manufactured abroad, and any material about which there is any doubt, the 
results sbould be sent on Form Surveys 24 to the Chief Ship Surveyor. 
Chapter 3 
I N ST R U C T I O N S  R E LATING TO T H E  R U L E S  
91. General 
Where the requirements of the Rules are clear and need no comment or 
explanation, no reference to those Rules will be found in these instruction,. 
Where tbe instructions explain or comment upon a Rule Sw-vcyors should be 
guided by both the Rule and the instructions. 
93. Strength of the Hull (Rule 3) 
The slrUctural plans and particulars specified in paragraph 67 and any other 
particulars which may be necessary for the purpose, should be submitted so 
that the Chief Ship Surveyor may determine whether the structural strength of 
the bull of tbe ship will be suflicient for the service intended. 
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94. SUT'It)' of Hull btfore painting, eIe. 
The survey of a ship during constructio� is for the p�rpose of enabling l.
be 
Surveyor to form an opmion of the matenal, construction and workmanship, 
and the Surveyor should not u�dertake the s�rvey of a new ship after t�e bull 
is painted cemented or otherwise coated, until he has reported full particulars 
of the cas� to the Chief Ship Surveyor and received instructions about tbe action 
to be taken. 
95. Dry Docking 
If tbe oUlside of the hull and fittings of a new passenger ship have been 
surveyed and passed before the ship is launched, they need not be agalD exa�ed 
in dry dock after launching unless the Surveyor has reason to do so. I n  either 
case a suitable record is to be made in tbe dry-docking book. 
96. Definitions-WatertIght Subdll·ision. (Rule 1 (2» 
The following notes are for the guidance of Surveyors i n  the interpretation of the definitions of subdivision terms given in Rule J(2): 
( I )  Machinery space 
ID the case of unusual arrangements, the Ministry wiJI be prepared to 
advise shipowners and shipbuilders of the li.mits of the machinery space to he taken up for the purposes of the Rules. 
(2) Margin Line 
(a) For a ship which has a continuous bulkhead deck, the margin line 
should be taken as a line drawn parallel to, and three inches below, 
the upper surface of the bulkhead deck at side · 
(b) If the bulkhead deck of a ship is not continuous, either the provisions 
of paragraph 6(1 )(d) of (be Second Schedule to the Rules should be 
applied or a continuous margin line should be assumed which at no 
point is less than three inches below tbe upper surface of the deck at 
side· to which the bulkheads concerned and the shell plating are 
carried watertight. special consideration being given to the require­
ments of the Rules where reference is made to the margin line. 
Where a portion of an assumed margin line is appreciably below 
the deck to which bulkheads are carried, the Ministry may pennit a 
limited relaxation i n  the watertightness of those portions of the bulk­
heads which are above the margin line and i mmediately under the 
higher deck. 
Examples of the procedure to be followed in such cases are illustrated 
in Appendix 1 1 .  
(c) Surveyors should note (hat, as indicated i n  paragraph 1(3) of Part I 
of the Second Schedule to the Rules the expression " passenger space" 
includes galleys, laundries and other sim ilar spaces provided for tbe 
service of passengers, i n  addition to space provided for the use of 
passengers, but excludes baggage, store, provision and mail rooms. 
97. Floodable Length. (Defini(ions, Rule 1(2)) 
To enable the perm i ssible length of compartments to be determined in 
accordance with paragraph 2 of the Second Schedule to the Rules, it will be 
necessary to develop nood ing curves which will indicate the floodable length 
at any point in the ship. nooding curves should be developed by a method of 
• Where there is a vanation 10 lhe thid.ness of the bulkhea.d deck at side, the upper surface 
of the deck should be taken at the least thickness of the decl al side above the beam. If desired, 
bo"ever, the upper surfa� of the decl.. ma), be tahn at the mean thickness of the deck at side 
.bovc the b(am as calculoted for the whole length of the deck, provided Ihat the thickness is 
00 greater tban chc least thickness plus two inches. 
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calculation which takes account of the form, draught and other characteristics 
of the ship. The .m�thod described i n  Appendix 1 1  should normally be used. If, 
however, the ship IS of such unusual form that this method is not sufficiently 
accurate the Ministry may permit the use of an alternative method of calculation. 
98. Pumeability. (Paragraphs 3 ,  8 and I I  of the Second Schedule to the Rules) 
For ships of Classes I ,  1 1  and l I(A),  the assumed average permeabilities of 
portions of the ship before and abaft the machinery space w ill in general be 
determined by the appropriate formula gi\cn in paragraph 3(b)(i)(a) or para­
graph 8(0) of the Second Schedule to tlie Rules. The use of detailed calculations 
for this purpose will be required only for ships having unusual arrangements 
where the average pcrmcabilitics of such portions arc greater than those given by 
the formula. Where the Surveyor is of opinion that a detailed calculation will be 
required, he should 01 ollee submit the watertight subdivision plans and par­
ticulars of the ship to the Chief Ship Surve)or without checking the builders' 
calculations i n  order that the builders may be informed of the decision without 
delay. 
The Ministry will be prepared to consider applications for the use of a detailed 
calculation i n  any case v.here it  can be shewn that the average permeabilities 
so obtained are less than those given by the formula. 
In cases coming under paragraph 8 of the Second Schedule to the Rules, the 
Surveyor should ascertain and report the type, disposition, weight and stowage 
rate of the cargo which the owner intends to be carried by the ship in normal 
service conditions. 
99. Factor of Subdi'Jision. (Paragraphs 4, 9 and 1 2  of the Second Schedule to the 
Rules) 
(I)  If, in the case of any ship of Class Jl  or Class Il(A) whose factor of sub­
division fal l s  to be dealt with under paragraph 9(2)(e) of the Second Schedule 
to the Rules, the Ministry is  satisfied that it is impracticable to comply with a 
unity factor of subdivision i n  particular compartments, such exemptions as 
appear justified in the circumstances will be allowed i n  respect of those compart­
ments. So far as the aftermost compartment and the forward compartments 
between the forepeak and the after end of the machinery space are concerned, 
exemptions will only be granted i n  exceptional circumstances. 
Where plans are forwarded for a ship to which this sub-paragraph applies 
and a unity standard of subdivision is not attained throughout, the plans should 
be accompanied by a statement of the reasons why, having reg<ird to the in­
tended service of the ship, it is considered by the owners or shipbuilders im­
practicable to apply the unity factor of subdivision to a particuiar compartmeOl 
or compartments. 
(2) If, in the case of any ships of Classes I I I  and I V  whose factor of subdivision 
falls to be dea I t with under paragraph 1 2  of the Second Scheule to the Rules, 
the Ministry i s  satisfied that i t  is  impracticable to comply throughout the ship 
with the required factor of subdivision, exemption may be allowed subject to 
such conditions as appear reasonable in the circumstances. 
100. Criterion of Service. (Paragraphs 5 and 9(2)(b) of the Second Schedule to 
the Rules) 
For ships not having a continuous bulkhead deck, the volumes used for the 
purpose of calculating the Criterion Numeral should be tal...en up to the actual 
margin lines used i n  determining the fioodable length. 
101 . A 1I0wancc for Local Subdivision. (Paragraph 6(7) of the Second Schedule to 
the Rules) 
Any claim for an allowance for local subdivision under the provisions of 
paragraph 6(7) of the Second Schedule 10 the Rules should be accompanied by 
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plans showing the proJlOsed local subdivision and the volume of the main and 
sub-compartment concerned. No al lowance should be made where these 
compartments are liable to be in open communica�ion below the margin line 
through air, sounding or other pipeS, or otherwise. Tile Surveyor should 
satisfy himself on completion of the ship that this condition has been properly 
observed. 
102. Shajr Tunnels. (Rule 6(3)) 
The watertight shaft tunnel, or other watertight space, in which under Rule 
6(3) the stern gland is to be situated, should be of sufficient height and width 
10 allow proper attention to be given to shaft couplings, bearings, etc., within 
the space. 
103. Double Barrams. (Rule 7) 
The inner botLom may onl} be pierced for such manholes as are necessary 
for access, wtllch must be flltcd with efficient covers. The joint between the 
cover and the bottom must be effectively watertight. All air and sounding pipes 
are to be effectively protected against risk of damage from cargo, coal, etc. 
If wells for purposes other than drainage are proposed and the Surveyor 
considers they arc essential they should be as small as possible and full particu­
lars of the method to be adopted for maintaining the protection given by the 
double bottom should be submiued to the Chief Ship Surveyor for consideration. 
104. Srabiliry in Damaged Condition. (Rule 8 and the Third Schedule to tbe 
Rules) 
Calculations of angle of heel and of the stability in the damaged condition 
should be submitted to the Chief Ship Surveyor. The stability conditions 
assumed in these calculations are to be confirmed after the ship has been inclined 
(sce paragraph 120). 
If cross·flooding fittings are proposed to deal with a condition of unsym­
metrical flooding, full details of such fillings and calculations showing that they 
will expeditiously reduce the list to an angle not exceeding 7° should be sub­
mitted to the Chief Ship Surveyor. 
In this connection, tbe Surveyor's allention is drawn to the need for air pipes 
of adequate area in relation to the area of the cross-ftooding fittings. Information 
about these cross·ftooding fittings and other information about stability in the 
damaged condition is to be provided to the master (see paragraph 120) 
Paragraph 2 of the Third Schedule lays down the final condition to be 
achieved by the ship after sustaining damage to the extent specified in paragraph 
1 of that Schedule. Exemption from this requirement will not normally be 
granted. In an exceptional case, the Ministry may consider whether conditions 
less favourable than those specified in (i) and (ij) of paragraph 2 of the Third 
Schedule can be accepted, provided it is shown to the satisfaction of the Ministry 
that no alteration of the design is practicable or reasonable. Surveyors should 
impress upon builders that particulars of any such exceptional case should be 
sent to Ihe Ministry at the earliest possible stage. In any case, if a negative 
melacentric height is accepted in the event of symmetrical flooding the resulting 
heel must not be more than 7° and in the event of unsymmetrical flooding the 
heel must not exceed 1 5°. 
The Surveyor should satisfy himself that the stability data required by Rule 
8(4) is incorporated in the stability data available on board to the master of the 
ship. 
10S. Verijicafion of Subdivision Particulars 
( I )  The coefficients and particulars on Fonns B.H. I ,  B.H.IA, B.H.2, B.H.2A, 
referred to in paragraph 67(a)(2), are required for developing flooding curves, 
and the Surveyor should, therefore, ensure that the information given on these 
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iorms is correct. In order that tlte proposed subdivision of the ship may be 
considered quickly, the Surveyor may, in cases of urgency, forNard lhe co­
effi�ients and particulars w!thout first l'ill'd ing the builder's c3kulalions upon 
which they arc based, but 1 0  such cases the Survcyor should procecd with the 
checking concurrently with the consideration of the plans at headquarters. If, 
in the process of checking, any material Cl rors 3re found in the builders' 
calculations, the Surveyor should immediately advise the Chief Ship Surveyor 
and send the correct particulars. In any event, particulars of the unusual cases 
referred to in paragraph 98 should be submilled at once. 
(2) E,cept as provided i n  sub-paragraph (3), the builders of the ship are not 
obliged to furnish a copy of their calculations. but the Surveyor should check 
tbese at the shipyard and take such notes of the figures as will enable him 
to identify them at any future date. If the builders make flooding calculations 
by the method set out in Appendix 11,  and are willing to furnish a copy of them, 
these calculations should be forwarded to facilitate the work at headquarters. 
The builders of the ship should be informed that, in the event of any alteration 
being made in the lines plan after the coefficients, etc., have been verified, the 
calculations should at once be revised, re-checked by the Surveyor and the 
results forwarded to the Chief Ship Surveyor so that the flooding curves may be 
amended as necessary. 
(3) If a ship is of such unusual form that special subdivision calculations and 
curves are made as provided for in paragraph 97, these should be checked at 
the shipyard and a complete copy forwarded for consideration. 
106. Construction of Watertight Bulkheads, etc. (Rule 9 and the Fourth Schedule 
to tbe Rules) 
(1) Riveted Construction. Watertight bulkheads and other portions of the 
internal structure forming part of the watertight subdivision of the ship, when 
of riveted construction, must comply with the requirements of Rule 9 and tbe 
Fourth &:hedule to tbe Rules. Surveyors should note that the scantlings of the 
rolled sections given in tbe Tables in Part IV of the Fourth Schedule an� based 
on the British Standard specifications named in the footnotes to the Tables. 
Witb regard to paragraph 3(3) of tbe Fourth Schedule to the Rules, Surveyors 
should note that, i n  general, the distance between the lines of support for the 
beams should not exceed 1 5  feet. 
Certain small vessels of Classes IV to VI may be exempted by the Minister 
from such requirements of paragraph 10(2) of the Fourth Schedule to the Rules 
as are unreasonable in the circumslances. 
(2) Welded Construction 
(a) Where i t  is proposed to use welding in the construction of watertight 
bulkheads, etc., the plans and particulars supplied should include details 
of the proposed method of welding. Only electric arc welding processes 
art: recog:lised for this purpose by the Ministry and, when these processes 
are used, the electrodes should be of types accepted by the M inistry for 
use i n  parts of ship'i of primary structural importance, The welding should 
be of the highest standard and efficiently arranged, The workmanship 
must !le to the satisfaction of tbe Surveyor, special attention being paid 
to licalloped stiffeners and to the avoidance of scallops in way of thc cnd 
connections of the stiffeners. 
(b) Paragraph 1(2) of the Fourth Schedule to the Rules rcquire� that bulk­
beads, etc., of welded construction must he of at le<1st thc SJnlC strength, 
stiffness and efficiency as that required for bulk heads, etc., of ri\ctcd 
construction and, to comply with t hese requircments, the SCilllllings of 
stiffeners on bulkheads, etc., of all ·welded construction and of riveted 
D 3 I 
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stitfcners with al l-welded brackets may, subject to the approval of bead­
quarters, he derived as follows: 
(i) Calculate the modulus G) and the moment of inertia (I) of tbe 
riveted stiffeners by the appropriate Table in Part IV of the Fourth 
Schedule to the Rules in conj unction with 24 inches x ·40 inches of 
plating in the case of angle bar stiffeners, and 24 inches x ·60 IOches 
of plating in the case of bulb angle and channel bar stiffeners. 
(ii) R<duce tbe calculated values of (�) and (I) referred to in (i) by tbe 
amounts given in the following table: 
OcK:nptioD of Stiffener 
• •  " C K E T E D  tHDS· 
All sections, cltcJudina ftats, with all-Welded} 
bracketJ 
Flats with all-welded bracketJ } 
Riveted stiffeners with closely spaced end} 
rivets aod all-welded brackets 
L u o o e o  E N D S  
Sliffc:ntrs with efficiently welded ends in lieu} 
of lugs or With aU-welded lugs 
Stlffenen with all-welded lugs of same section} 
extended to adjacent Roor or frame 
( X T E N D E D  ENDS 
Stiffeners with etflCiently welded ends COD"} 
tlnued by Slltreners of approximately similar 
sections In 'twoen decks above, in ',ween decks 
or double bottom below, welded at end or ends 
U N A T T A C H E O  ENDS 
Stitrenen without cod connections } 












Continuous stiffenel1l } (a) where extreme ends arc bracketed aod where inlermediate points of support are Tablc 2 firm; 
(b) wbere extreme ends are lugacd Tables 2 and 3 
Maximum percentage 
reduction of moduli G) 
and moments of 
























IS  Y. 
IOy' 
I S Y. 




IS  Y. 
oil 
• Brackets Dot extended to tbe adjacent Hoor or frame should be treated asequivaJeot lolu ... 
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(ill) The moduli G) and moments of inertia (I) of tbe welded stiffeners 
calculaled in conjunction with tbe same amoUllt and thickness of 
plating as assumed in ( i) should each not be less tban tbe (!) and 
(I) values obtained after reducing tbe calculated value iD (i) YbY tbe 
appropriate percentages given in (H) above. 
(lV) Similar percentage reductions to those given in (U) may be made to 
tbe moduli G)and moments of inertia (I) of the scantlings specified 
for riveted tunnel stiffeners in Table 5 in Part l V  of the Fourth 
Schedule to the Rules, baving regard to the type of end connections. 
(v) No reductions should be permitted in tbe moduli G) of tbe scantlings 
of riveted stiffeners specified in Tables 2A. 3A. 38 and 5A of the 
Fourth Schedule to the Rules, but tbe moments of inertia of such 
scantlings may be reduced up to a maximum of 1 5  %. 
107. Initial Tests of Bulkheads. etc. 
(1) Hose Tests 
(a) Testing main compartments by filling them with water is not compulsory. 
A complete examination of the bulkheads should, however. be made by 
the Surveyor and, in addition. a bose test should be made i n  all cases. 
(b) A hose or flooding test sbould be applied to watertight decks and a hose 
test to watertight trunks, ventilators and tunnels. 
(c) Hose testing :If watertight bulkheads, includi.ng the watertight doors and 
the attachments of the door frames to the bulkheads, decks and tunnels, 
should be simultaneously inspecled on both sides of the plating while 
the water is being played upon aJl riveted, welded and caulked surfaces. 
(t!) Tbe pressure of tbe water in the bose should not be less than 30 lb. per 
square inch. 
(2) Pressure Tests 
(a) The forepeak, double bottoms, duct keels and inner skins should be 
subjected to a head of water up to the margin line. 
(b) Tanks whicb are intended to bold liquids and wbicb form part of the 
subdivision of the ship should be tested for tightness with water to a 
head to the deepest subdivision load line or to a head corresponding to 
two-thirds of the depth from the keel to the margin line in way of the tanks, 
whichever is the greater, provided that in no case should the test head be 
less than 3 feet above the top of the tank. These tests are for the purpose 
of ensuring that the subdivision structural arrangements are watertight, 
and should not be regarded as a test of the fitness of any compartment 
for the storage of oil fuel or for other special purposes for which a test 
of a superior cha!'acter may be required, depending on the height to which 
the liquid has access in the tank or its connections (see Part VI paragraph 
359). 
(3) Except as provided in sub-paragraph (4), the hose and pressure tests 
should be carried out in the presence of, and to the satisfaction of, the Surveyor, 
and he sbould record the results of tbe !<:Sts in form RH. I .  
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(4) I f  a ship under construction is not intendtd to carry oil fuel in tbe double 
bottoms, the Suncyor need not nccessarily witness tbe tests of these comparl­
ments unless the ship is not classed. If, however, the double bottoms are to be 
used for oil fuel thc Surve)'or should witness the tests whether the ship is classed 
or  DOt. 
108. Openings In Watcrl/ght BII"'/eads. (Rules 10 and 1 1 )  
Rule 10 sets out the conditions under which openings are permilled in water­
tight bulkheads and other slruclUres forming part of the watertight subdivision 
of the ship. 
Regarding the requirement of Rule 10(3) that a watertight door must be 
fitted al one end of a tunnel, Sun cyors should note that an exemption (Jom this 
requirement can be considered for shorl tunnels situated near the centre line 
of the ship, jf tbe safety of lile ship In the event of damage is not impaired. 
In other cases, in lieu of piercing the bulkhead at this end of tbe tunnel for 
a watertight door access may be obtalOed by means of a trunkway extending 
waterlight to abovc the margin hne-. 
Under the provisions of Rule 10(6), watertight bulkheads outside the 
machinery space may not be pierced by opcnirfgs which are capable of being 
closed only by portable plates. Such openings may. however, be permitted for 
special purposes in watertight bulkheads within the mach inery space. 
In  view of the nature of the services in which ships of Classes III  to VI are 
engaged, Rule 1 0(7) lays down that watertight bulkheads in such ships are not 
to be pierced by doorways, ventilation trunks or similar openings. I n  exceptional 
cases, however, such openings may be pennitted for special purposes provided 
that fuU particulars of tbe openings and the means of closing them are submitted 
to the Ministry for consideration aDd approval. 
Rule I I  lays down tbe types of watertight doors to be fitted to openinS- in 
watertight bulkheads. Any doors to be filled to openings on longitudinal water­
tight bulkheads arc to be submitted for special consideration by the Ministry. 
109. Means of Operating Watertight Doors. (Rule 12) 
( I )  The general requirements for the means of closing watertight doors are 
set out in  Rule 12.  
(2) Sources of power. Rule 12(6) requires the provision of at least two sources 
of power for opening and closing power operated slidiog watertight doors. If 
the sources of power are electrical, the provisions of Rules 35 and 36 apply. 
but where the operating system is electro-hydraulic. two sources of hydraulic 
power will be required, viz., two pumps or their equivalent., in addition to the 
main and emergency sources of power required by Rules 35 and 36. 
(3) Hand operating gear. (Rule 1 2(7) and (8)). The mechanism for operating 
sliding watertight doors by hand from above the bulkhead deck should be rapid 
in its action and sufficiently powerful so as to be capable of operating the dOOr! 
under unfavourable conditions. The operating gear above the bulkhead deck 
and, in the case of non-power operated doors, at the door itself should consist 
of a crank handJe or wheel and handle for aU-round operation which should, 
in general, be permanently attached to the shafting. It is desirable that the hand 
gear of power operated doors fitted at the door itself should be of a similar type, 
but other types can be considered if the local gear is such that it could not 
interfere with the operation of the door from above the bulkhead deck. The lead 
of sbafting to the door from above tbe bulkhead deck: sbould be as direct as 
possible. Suitable provision should be made for lubricating the working parts 
of the mechanism, and guards should be fitt<d where noccssary. Alternatively, 
a suitable hand OpeiOted fluid ttwl6l11iseion sysrem A-T operati:us these dOCHI 
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from above the bulkhead deck will be considered. The hand operating gear of 
power operated doors should be permanently engaged unless satisfactory means 
are provided for engaging it from above the bulkhead deck. 
(4) Watertight doors serving as fireproof doors. (Rule 1 2(9)). In machinery 
spaces where there is a fire hazard such as with internal combustion machinery 
or oil tired boilers, watertight doors should be capable of being operated from 
outside the space in which the fire hazard is present. This may be arranged as 
indicated in the Rule by placing the hand operating gear which is above the 
bulkhead deck outside the machinery space, or by fitting the hand operating 
gear which is at the door itself to tbe side of the bulkhead remote from tbe fire 
hazard. Alternatively, the desired object, i.e. access for fire fighting. may be 
achieved by fitting a draught-excluding firescreen door to the bulkhead, capable 
of being closed frolt! outside the space. 
110. Watertight Doors-Signals and Communications. (Rule 1 3) 
The indicators and warning signals required by Rule 1 3( 1 )  and (2) should, 
if electricaUy operated, obtain their power from the main and emergency 
sources provided in accordance with Rules 35 and 36. 
The sound signal which, under Rule 1 3(2), is required to give warning at 
the door itself when power operated watertight doors are about to be closed, 
should precede the movement of the doors by an interval of about 10 seconds. 
111. Construcrion of Watertight Doors. (Rule 14) 
Rule 14(1) requires every watertight door to be of such design, material and 
construction as wiU maintain the integrity of the watertight bulkhead in which 
it is fitted. For this purpose it  may be necessary, particularly with large sliding 
watertight doors, to arrange points of support in way of the leading and trailing 
edges of the doors at the closed position. 
In the case of sliding watertight doors, steps should be: taken to ensure a 
satisfactory connection where the door frame beds on to the bulkhead plating 
and. in compartments where oil fuel may catch fire, these connections should be 
metal to metal. If jointing is used it should �be of asbestos material. For other 
watertight doors, e.g. in 'tween decks, Ihe use of a thin hard wood packing may 
be pennitted if the wood is fire-proofed and the Surveyor is otherwise satisfied. 
For doors in places where the danger of fire is remote, ordinary thin hard wood 
will probably suffice. 
111. Tests of Watertight Doors 
( I)  Every watertight door should be tested at the works in the presence of 
the Surveyor by hydraulic pressure equivalent to the head of water measured 
from the bottom of the door to the margin line in way of the bulkhead to which 
the door is to be fitted, but in no case should the test pressure be less than 20 feet 
head for sliding doors or less than 10 feet head for hinged doors. The framework 
to whkh the door frame is secured for the purpose of testing at the works should 
not give greater reinforcement to the frame than the stiffening of the bulkheads 
to which it is to be fitted. The purpose of the test is to show whether the door is 
of sufficient strength and reasonably watertight under pressure. The rate of 
leakage. if �ny, should be reported. 
After satisfactory hydraulic test, each watertight door and its frame should 
be stamped with the following identification marks: M.*T. 
TESTED TO n E T  HEAD 





(2) After b('in£ fitted III place on the bl!l kllcad in tbe ship, the door and tbe 
attachment of the duor flame to the bull..JIf:::ad �hould be included iD the hose 
te�t r.!i..luircd for .... atl· l tlght bul �hcads. (Sce paraglaph 107). 
(3) All shdmg ..... atertlght doors should be operated by hand and, if POWCI 
operated. by pO"" Cl In the presence of th� Surveyor, wbo should report tbe times 
taken to close the doors. I n  the case of bunker doors, tbe closing tests should 
be made .... hen coal is in the t)unkers to ensure that they compl} .... Ilh the require. 
ments or Rule 14(8). 
(4) The Surveyor should see that the warning signals are eOlcient and comply 
with the provisions of paragraph 1 J0 and that the indicators register properly. 
(5) I-linged watertight doors arc to be inspected and tried. The Surveyor 
should sce that the lever operated clips are in order and that the joints are 
watertight. 
113. Openi"gs in the Shell Plali,,!: bc/oh' Ihe Margin Line. (Rule I S) 
( I )  The gcneral requirements for openings in the shell plating below the margin 
line and their means of closing are set out in Rule 1 5. 
(2) (a) Brill,b Standard Spcc.ticatioll O.S. 3024 dated 1947 (and addenda) 
forms a useful guide for side scuttle makers and shipbuilders about 
the tn.ICs of side scuttles which, subject (0 their satisfactory general 
design, would be accepted by the Ministry for ships of Classes I. 11 
and I l (A). Side scuttles up to a maximum diameter of l r  are accept· 
able for the position defined in Tables 1 and 2 and up to 16- for the 
positions defined in Tables 3 and 4 of the British Standard Specifica­
tion. Where, ill ships of Class I ,  side scullles are fitted in positions 
defined in Tables I and 2, of tbat Specification, the main frame securing 
bolts should be screwed through the shell plating, but clearance bolts 
or ri\ets may be used for side scuttles fitted in other positions, 
(b) In  the case of ships of Classes I I I  to V I ,  such modifications of the 
requirements of the British St<lndard Specification as appear reasonable 
may be allo ... . ed having regard to the intended service of the ship. 
(3) Rule I S(4) requires that all side scuttles filled below the margin line in 
ships of Classes I I I  to VI  should be of the non40pening type. I n  exceptional 
cases, however, siC!� sculllcs of the opening type may be allowed in certain 
positions if the plans are accompanied by a statement from the owners or ship­
builders giving the reason why it is considered necessary to fit such side scuttles 
in those positions. 
(4) Surveyors should note that while u nder the proviso of Rule I S(S) dead· 
Laghts may for the purposes of the Construction Rules be portable in certain 
crew spaces and passenger spaces Dot appropriated for the use of steerage 
passengers, such dead lights must be permanently attached in their proper 
positions if so requireo by the Load Line Rules. Any other special rules for side 
scuttles which arc laid down in the Load Line Rules must also be complied witb 
in passenger ships. Portable deadlights should always be stowed cODvenient to 
tbe side scuttles they serve. 
(5) Discharge pipes fitted in accordance with the provisions of Rule J S(8)(f) 
should have a sulhcient bend to provide for expansion of tbe pipe and any 
movement due to the working of the ship. 
(6) When water closets of the under·watcrhne type are to be fitted. plans 
should be speCially submitted for appro\lal. 
(7 )  H ule 1 5(S)(;) rcqll i l l's Ih�t C \( � l y  a�h shoot, rubbish shOOI, etc., should 
ha\c a \\ alcrll!!ht CO\(" alld,  If th..: I llhoard opc:ning is hdow the m:.Hgin line, 
he fillen It! the s:,.)()\ \\ ll h :Ill automatic nlln·l.:lUrn \ahl.!. When the �hoot is 
nlll III ml'. hoth thr: !.:I}\':I  i l"J Ih(' \ :t h e  �houlJ hI! h'pl dused and sCl'wcd, :led 
.. pt'fll1:JII\'nt IhHIU III tld� \ 111:1..1 ::.Iwuld hI. il1 • •  :·o m.nr the IlIlppcl .  
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(8) SUbject to the requirements of sub· paragraph (9), secondary means of 
closing scuppers and discharges from enclosed superstructures on the free board 
deck are required except: 
(a) in ships where openings in the free board deck have satisfactory means of 
closing and the free board is not less than .06 of the maximum moulded 
breadth of the ship; and 
(b) in other ships where the free board is not less than . 1 3  of the maximum 
moulded breadth of the ship. 
Where no secondary means of closing is required, the storm valve fitted at the 
ship's side is to be of a substantial back-balanced type or of a type in which the 
valve face is  at an angle of not less than 15° to the vertical when closed. 
In the case of ships not coming under (a) or (b) above, secondary means of 
closing scuppers and discharges from enclosed superstructures on the freeboard 
deck are required, and such means should comply with the requirements of 
Rule 32(a) of the Load Line Rules, 1941, for the means of closing scuppers and 
discharges from spaces below tbe freeboard deck . 
• 
(9) In all ships, the incidence of the calculations made under the provisions 
of tbe Third Schedule to the Rules relating to stability and angle of heel in lhe 
damaged condition wiU be taken into account by headquarters in approving the 
means of closing scuppers, discbarges and other side openings from spaces 
above the margin line. 
114. Rules concerning Openings in Bulkheads and in Shell Plating 
( I )  The statutory requirements regarding the closing of, .and keeping dosed, 
openings in watertight bulkheads and in the shell plating below the margin line 
are laid down in the Merchant Shipping (Closing of Openings in Hulls and in 
Watertight Bulkheads) Rules, 1952, (S.1.I952 No. 1953), made under Section 19 
of the Merchant Shipping (Safety Convention) Act, 1 949. 
For the side scuttles referred to in Rule 2(2)(b) of those Rules, the Chief Ship 
Surveyor will indicate the mean draught at which the !ills of these side scuttles 
will not be below the line defined in that Rule and at which it will therefore be 
permissible, on the responsibility of the master of the ship, to depart from port 
without previously closing and locking them. I n  the application of this sub­
paragraph the appropriate allowance for fresh water may be made when 
applicable. The Surveyor should, therefore, report to the Chief Ship Surveyor in 
appropriate cases such particulars as will enable the limiting mcan draught to 
be determined. For this purpose the distance of the sill below the bulkhead deck 
at side should be reported of the opening type side scuttle which has its sill the 
greatest distance below the bulkhead deck at side, this dimension being measured 
vertically at the side scuttle. It should be noted that it does not necessarily follow 
that the lowest side scuttle in the tier determines the position of the zone line at 
tbe limiting mean draught, unless the sills of all the opening type side scuttles 
are the same distaoce below the bulkhead deck. at side all fore and aft. 
The Jimiting mean draught resulting from the information supplied wiU 
be communicated (0 the Surveyor, who should pass it on to the owners and 
satisfy bimself, in due course, that the master has been informed. 
(2) The Surveyor should ensure that the responsible ship's officers have been 
properly instructed regarding the closing and keeping c!oicd, during Ilavigation, 
of the watertight doors, portable plates, side scutlks and deadlights, and rang­
way, cargo and coaling ports referred la in Rule 2(2) and 4 of the above Rules. 
and that an appropriate notice is posted up in the chan room. 
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1 15. SiJe' and "tha OpollngJ abme the Margin LInC'. (Rule 1 6) 
( I )  Surveyors ,hould nole Ihal Ihe provi,ioD' of paragraph 1 13(2)(a) and (b) 
also apply to side scuttles fitled to openings In the ship's sides abmc the marglo 
une. 
(2) Otadlighls 
(a) In ,hip, or Classe, I , l l  aDd II(A) deadlights ,hould, ,ubJeCl lo Ihe require· 
ments of the Load Line Rules, comply with the following: 
(i) I n  enclosed superstructures situated immediately above the bulkhead 
deck, efficient hinged deadJighlS which can be effectively closed and 
secured watertight should be fitted to all side scuttles in all spaces, 
except that, in any spaces that are appropriated for the use of crew or 
passengers, other than steerage passengers, side scuttles may have 
portable deadughts if the deadlighls are stowed convenient to tbe side 
scuttles. 
(ii) In otber enclosed superstructures, side scuttles and windows should 
either be provided with deadughts whicb may be portable, or be 
designed to receive outer plugs or shutters. Such portable dead lights, 
plugs and shutters should be provided to the extent of 50 per cent. of 
the total number of side scuttles and windows not fitted with efficient 
hinged deadughts, or such lower percentage as may be warranted by 
tbe positions and designs of tbe side scuttles and windows. 
(b) The above requirements will apply 10 ,hips or Classes I I I  to VI, subject 
to such modifications as appear reasonable having regard to the intended 
service of tbe ship. 
116. Subdivision Load Lines. (Rule 18) 
( I )  UDder Rule 18, ships of Classes I and 11 having 'pace, which are aJapted 
for the accommodation of passengers and the carriage of cargo alternatively 
may have, if the owners desire, one or more additional load lines assigned and 
marked corresponding to the subdivision draughts approved for the alternative 
conditions. The notation C l  should be used for the deepest subdivision load 
line, and the notations C2, C3, etc., for the alternative conditions of service:. 
For ships or Classes lI(A) to VI, the notation C should be IIsed when only 
one subdivision load line is assigned and marked on the ship. When more than 
one subdivision load line is assigned to the ship, the notation CA should be used 
for marking the deepest subdivision load line, and the notations CII, Cc, etc., 
for the allernative conditions of service. 
(2) The freeboard corresponding to each approved subdivision load line 
which the Surveyor is required to include in his declaration should be measured 
at the same position and from the same deck line as tbe freeboard determined 
by the Load LiDe Rules. 
(3) In no case may any subdivision load line be assigned and marked on the 
ship's sides above the deepest load line in salt water determined by the Load 
Line Rules. 
(4) In no case may a ship be so loaded that, when she is i n  salt water. the 
subdivision load line mark appropriate to the particular voyage and condition 
of service is submerged. 
(5) Whatever may be the position oftbe subdivision load line marks, the ship 
must in 0 10 case be loaded so as to submerge the load line mark, appropriate to 
the season and locality, determined by the Load Line Rules. 
(6) Defore issuing hj� declaration, the Surveyor should inspect the subdivision 
load line marks on the ship's sides and satisfy himself that they cOlJ'lply with the 
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requirements of Rule 18 and the foregoing instructiom, and that the positions 
o� the marks to which the ship may load when carrying passengers correspond 
WIth the approved subdivisio[l draughts. 
117. Verification of Watertight Subdivision Arrangements 
When
. 
the watertight subdivision arrangements have been approved, the 
plans will be returned to the Surveyor. He should satisfy himself that the 
approved arrangements are provided in the ship. The procedure described below 
.hould generally be followed: 
(a) Spacing of Watertight Bulkheads 
The positions of the main transverse bulkheads should be noted from 
the approved subdivision plans and recorded in Form RH. I .  These 
positions should be checked at the ship together with those of the approved 
steps and recesses in the watertight bulkheads and the arrangements of 
the longitudinal watertight and non-watertight bulkheads. 
(b) Form of Ship 
In order that the Surveyor may ensure that the form of the ship as built 
agrees substantially with the paniculars from which the flooding curve. 
have been developed, he should adopt the following or other approved 
procedure: 
A series of depths and breadths to the moulded lines in plane of each 
main transverse bulkhead, or other more convenient positions, should 
be measured from tbe approved plans and entered in Form RH. I .  In 
ordinary cases it  will be sufficient to measure the breadths at points 
obtained by dividing the depth into six equal parts. The corresponding 
depths and breadths should be measured at the ship and entered in 
Form B.H. 1 .  
(c) Appropriation of Spaces 
The appropriation of all spaces upon which the calculatiom of tbe 
average permeabilities and the criterion numeral are based should be 
entered in Forms R H . !  and D.H.IA, and, when the ship is completed, 
tbe Surveyor should examine each sp"ace and satisfy himself that it will 
be used for the purpose shown on the approved plans. If it appears that 
8 space will be used for another purpose which would involve a higher 
average permeability throughout the portion of the ship in which the 
space is situated, or an increase in the criterion numeral, the Surveyor 
should draw the attention of the builders to the matter and report the 
facts to the Chief Ship Surveyor. 
(d) Survey of Waterlight Subdivision Arrangemenls before Painting, etc. 
The provisions of paragraph 94 apply also to the first survey of water­
tight bulkheads, etc., and the Surveyor should take similar action if 
these are painted, cemented or otherwise coated before he has examined 
them. Particular care should be exercised by the Surveyor to satisfy him­
self that the integrity of the watertight subdivision where pipes, etc., pass 
through steps or recesses in watertight bulkheads is Dot impaired. 
<t) Entries in Forms B.H.I and B.H.IA 
On completion of the ship, the Surveyor should ensure that all the 
necessary particulars have been entered in Forms RH.1 and RH. lA, and 
forward the forms to the Chief Ship Surveyor. 
118. Watertighl Subdivision of Vessels of Classes IV and V 
Vessels of Class IV must always be fully decked to comply with the require. 
ments for watertight subdivision in the Rules. Vessels of Class V may be fully 
decked, partially decked or open. If fully decked they must comply with the 
appropriate requirements for watertight subdivision in the Rules. 
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1 1 9. FreeboQrd-Slllps of Clones � I alld I I(A) and open or partially decked shIps 
oJ Cia" V 
Whell the \ esse! IS loaded " ith wClglllS representing tile full number of 
passengns and ere" al  1 40 lb. for ,,'Jch rerson, and y, hen all the necessary fucl 
is 011 borlld, the clcal h"'ight of mic abO\c \.\ 3 ler, al thc lowest pOlnl, is n01 10 be 
less Ihan 1 5  IOcht's for \ essels 20 feet III length or less, and 30 inches for "essels 
60 feet In length and OHr. For lengtits between 20 and 60 feel the height should 
be in proporllon. The length should be measured from the fory,.ard side of the 
Slem 10 the after Side of the stern post, and the clear side should be measured 
10 the lOP of the covenng board or 10 the top of the wash strake, if one is fitted 
abO\e the co\enng board. If. ho"e\er, a half-deck is filled, the c1e:H side should 
be measured to the top of the deck al side or to the top of Ihe gunwale, whlch­
e\er measurement gi\es the smaller frceboard. I n  decked boats the freeboard 
sbould be measured from the top of the deck at side. 
The above requirement rClzarding minimum freeboard also applies where 
cargo is earned III addlllon to passengers. 
120. (a) Stabi"r)' 
Every passenger ship must be inclined upon its completion and the 
elements of stability determined. The Surveyor :s to witness the in­
c1mlng of the ship and satisfy himself that it is carried out in such 
manner and undel such conditions <IS v.ill give reliable results. He 
should also taJ..c y, hatevcr steps arc necessary to satisfy himself of the 
accuracy of the stability information derived therefrom. This is 
especially important in the case of ships of Classes 1 1  to VI(A) (see also 
the paragraphs on stability in Part VII I  and Appendix VI). 
(b) Srabtlir)' DlIIa 
The owners must supply the master with stability data for the ship, 
and full particulars regarding this are set out in Notice No. M.375. The 
information regarding stability in the damaged condition required by 
Rule 8(4) should be included in this stability data. 
-
(c) Permanent Bal/asl 
The nature, amount and distribution of any permanent ballast is to 
be reported (in the form S.H.I  if appropriate). 
121. Duties of SUrI'eyors 
Clrapler 4 
A N N U A L  S U R V E Y S  
Surveyors should satisfy themselves at the annual surveys that the hulls of 
passenger ships arc in good condition, thilt the principal structural scantlings 
are maintained, that the arrangements and details generally are i n  accordance 
with the Ministry'S requirements, and that the ship is in all respects fit  for her 
intended senice. Any proposals for altering the structure which may affect the 
main or local strength of the ship must be submitted to Headquarters for 
consideration. 
122. Exami"ation of Hull, ne., /11 Dry Dock 
The $urvc)or should ma\..e a thorough examination in dry dock of the outside 
of thc hull aftcr it has been cleaned and before it is painted .... cemented or 
other­
wise coated. The rudder and all other outside fittings and l.hcir fastenings, are 
also to he inspected. (Sce also paragrapbs 7, 8 and 16 of Part ' and paragraph 
126 or 11115 Part.) 
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123. Inside of Hull 
I n  order to examine the interior structure properly the Surveyor should have 
removed such parts of the ceiling. linings, deck coverings, etc., and such tanks 
opened up as he considers necessary 10 enable him to ascertain the condition of 
the structure, including the riveting and welding. Particular attention should be 
given to the condition of the structure under the main engines, under and 
abreast the auxiliary machinery and boilers, and in the coal bunkers. Where 
cement, patent composition or tiles are fitted on steel, they should be examined 
and, where cracked, loose, or otherwise faulty in appearance, sucb ponions 
should be removed as the Surveyor considers necessary to enable him to form 
an opinion of the condition of the structure. 
The Surveyor may at his discretion require any of the oil fuel storage tanks 
of ships using oil fuel to be opened up for his inspection, but in ordinary cases, 
unless there are special circumstances which in his opinion necessitate more 
frequent inspections, it will be sufficient if one or more tanks are steamed out 
and examined internally at each annual survey. The tanks throughout the ship 
should be opened up in rotation so that each is thoroughly examined at least 
once i n  every four years and to ensure this a record should be made. i n  form 
B.H.t,  of the tanks examined at each survey. 
124. Watertight Bulkheads, Decks, Tunnels, ele. 
The Surveyor should examine the condition of all watertight bulkheads, 
decks, tunnels, etc. i n  order to ascertain whether their watertightness has i n  
any way been impaired. Special attention should be given to the lower portions 
of the bulkheads below platforms and in the bilges. The Surveyor should 
satisfy himself that the approved subdivision arrangements and details. including 
piping, valves and fittings which affect these arrangements, are maintained. 
For this purpose he should obtain Forms B . H . l  and S.H. I A  from the Chief 
Ship Surveyor, and compare the arrangements and details i n  the ship with those 
recorded i n  the Forms. (See paragraph 25 of Part I). 
Any proposals for alterations i n  the subdivision arrangements and details 
must be submitted to the Ministry. When alterations have been made, Forms 
B.H. l and B.H. I A  should be amended as necessary. 
125. Openings in Watertight Bulkheads, ere. 
All watertight doors (including the operating mechanism) and other means 
for closing openings i n  watertight bulkheads, etc. , are to be inspected. Any 
defects must be made good. 
Sliding watertight doors are to be opened and closed by hand, and also by 
power if the doors are power operated. 
In the case of dropping doors i n  existing ships, the Surveyor should ensure 
that the gear for tripping and re·engaging the hand gear is i n  proper working 
order. 
The indicators at all deck operating positions and the indicators and warning 
signals i n  connection with power operated doors should be inspected and tried. 
Hinged watertight doors are to be inspected and tried. The Surveyor should 
ensure that the lever operated clips are in order and that the joints are watertight. 
]26. Openings in Ships' Sides and BOIIOI1lS 
All side scuttles, valves and other fillings for preventing the accidental 
admission of water into the' ship should be examined, either in dry dock or 
otherwise as most convenient, to ensure that they are effective for their intended 
purpose. It  is important that not only should the closing appliances of scuppers, 
sanitary and other discharges be examincd, bUl also discharge pipes, particularly 
the lower lengths, wbether or not fitted with valvcs at the ships sides. 
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In ships having a large number of scuppers, sanitary and other discharges, 
tbe Suneyor need not insist upon the wJlhdrawal of all the valves, etc., for 
examination at any onc survey, apart from those in connection with tbe main 
and auxiliary machinery, provided that be IS satisfied after the withdrawal of 
at least 25 per cent. of the valves, etc., that the withdrawal of the remainder is 
unnecessary. 
A record should be made in form S.H.I of the valves, etc., examined at each 
survey to ensure that every valve, etc., is withdrawn for examination at least 
once in every four years. 
127. Load Line Alarkings 
The Surveyor should see tbat the subdivision load line markings are in 
accordance with those assigned in connection with the approved subdivsioD 
arrangements, and that the other load line markings are in accordance with the 
current load line certi.ficate. 
128. Srobiliry Injormalion 
'The Surveyor should ensure that the information about the stability of the 
ship in a damaged condition, and the further information regarding intact 
stability (Section 18,  1949 Act) is available to the master of the sbip. 
The nature, amount and distribution of permanent baUast should be checked 
and Form D.H . l  noted accordingly. 
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PART I I I  
Bilge Pumping Arrangements 
129. General 
Part III of tbe Rules, and the instructions that follow, apply to all new 
passenger ships. 
130. Plans and Particulars Required 
The following plans and particulars of each new ship should be submitted to 
the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief at an early stage: 
(a) Particulars of the service for which the ship is intended. 
(b) The length, breadth and depth of the ship as defined in Rule I (2), and the 
length of each watertight compartment. 
(c) The number. position, type and capacity of the pumps available for bilge 
pumping service and the source of power for operating them. 
(d) Plans showing: 
(i) the arrangement of watertight bulkheads and the allocation of spaces 
between the bulkheads; 
(il) the arrangements and sizes of the main and branch bilge suction pipe 
lines, the direct bilge suctions, the flexible bilge suction hose, if any. 
and the arrangement of the ballast pipe lines; 
(ill) the arrangement and type of valves at the bilge pumps and in the 
distribution chests of the bilge suction system, and the positions from 
which the bilge suction valves and the main sea inlet and direct 
suction valves of the main engine circulating pumps referred to in 
Rule 26(5) can be operated; 
(iv) the arrangements for draining all spaces below the bulkhead deck; 
(v) the means provided for preventing water from a damaged compart­
ment finding its way into another compartment through a bilge 
suction system; and 
(vi) the sounding arrangements. 
131. General. (Rule 22) 
(I) Emergency Pumping 
The Rules require that provision shall be made for pumping from any water­
tight compartment under emergency conditions. A ship's pumps could not 
cope with the water which would flow into a watertight compartment laid open 
to the sea, but it must be possible 10 pump from the compartments adjoining 
the damaged compartment to prevent the slow flooding of the undamaged 
compartments by leakage through bulkheads, etc., which would endanger the 
ship. 
(2) Bilge Suctions 
Wing bilge s1Jctions arc (0 be provided where necessary 10 drain compartments 
when the ship is listed. In narrow compartments at the ends of the ship one centre 
line suction may be sufficient. )n compartments of unusual form, additional 
SUCtiODS may be: required. 
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(3) Bilge and pipe fittings at bulkheads 
The Surveyor's attention is directed to tbe following provisions of Rule 10(8) 
\\ hlCh have a bearing on bilge pumping arrangements: 
"(a) (i) Valves and cocks not forming part of a pipe system are not to be 
fitted in any bulkhead required by the Rules to be watertight. 
(it) If any such bulkhead is pierced by pipes, scuppers, electric cables or 
other similar fittings, means are to be provided for ensuring that the 
watertightness of the bulkhead is not thereby impaired. In  this 
connection valve chests, cocks, pipes and other fittings attached to 
subdiVision watertight bulkheads or tunnel plating are to be secured 
by means of studs welded to or screwed through the plate, or by tap 
bolts, but not by bolts passing through clearance holes." 
"(b) The collision bulkheads should not, in genp.ral, be pierced below the 
margin line by more than one pipe except that, if the forepeak is divided 
to hold two different kinds of liquids, the collision bulkhead may be 
pierced bclow the margin line by not more than two pipes. Any pipe 
\\ hich pierces the collision bulkhead shall be fitted with a screwdown 
valve \\ hlch can be operated from above the bulkhead deck, the valve 
cbest being secured to the forward side of tbe collision bulkhead." 
132. Bilge Pumps 
( I )  Number and Type of Bilge Pumps 
Rules 23, 24 and 25 prescribe the number and type of bilge pumps which are 
to be provided. For the purpose of these Rules, ballast, sanitary �nd general 
service pumps may be accepted as independent power bilge pumps if they are of 
SUitable capacity and fitled with connections to the bilge pumping system. 
(2) Priming 
Rule 26(2) requires that every bilge pump shall be self-priming unless efficient 
means of priming are provided. An efficient central priming system, in duplicate. 
may be accepted as a means of priming, but where such a system is proposed, 
details should be submitted to the EnglOeer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
(3) Capacity of Independent Power Bilge Pumps 
In order to comply with Rule 26(3), independent power bilge pumps must 
be capable of giving a speed of water through the ship's main bilge pipe of not 
less than 400 feet per minute. This capacity may be determined by the followi.ng· 
formula: 
C = 3 . 74 D' 
where C = Capacity of pump in ton:; per hour; and 
D = Internal diameter of the main bilge pipe in inches, obtained in 
accordance with Rule 28(1). 
The required capacity of bilge pumps driven by the ship's main engines is not 
specified in the Rules, but where, on any ship, a main engine bilge pump is 
repl3ced by an independent power bilge pump, it is desirable that the capacity 
of the independent power pump should approximate to that of the other 
independent power bilge pumps in the ship, but some latitude may be allowed, 
particularly where the capacity of the other independent power pumps provided 
is in excess of the minimum specified. 
Rule 26(3) also requires that every independc:nt power bilge pump shall have 
a direct suction from the space in which it is situated and that the diameter of 
the suction shall not be less than that of the ship's main bilge pipe. Where, 
bo\\ever, an independent power I"tilge pump is install.!d in a shaft tunnel and a 
direct suction of the required diameter is led from the pump to the engine room, 
the direct suction serving the tunnel space may be of a smaller diameter. 
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Rule 26( 5} requires that main engine circul.lting pumps shall be fitted with 
direct suction connections. This requirement �hould he taken as being applicable 
to molar sill ps as well as to steam ships. Its applu;allon however to steam 
and motor !!.hips may normally be confined to ships of CIJ!!.�es I ,  1 1 ,  I I( A )  
and I l l .  Where objection is raised, as In the case of motor ShiPS, to the fitllng 
of such connections, the alternative provision in the machinery space of direcl 
suctions on other suitable pumps of cqui\ :i1cllt capacity may ue: accepted. 
(4) Suctio/l Lift of Hand Pumps 
I n  order to comply with Rule 26(6), hand uilge pumps must in the case of a 
decked vessel be workable from above the bul�head dcc�, if any. I n  such cases 
the suction lift should not exceed 1 6  feet when the pump is connected to the 
ship's main bilge pipe, or 24 feel when the pump has a single direct suction. 
1 33. Bilge Pipes 
( I )  Rule 27(3) 
Bilge suction pipes must not be led through double bottom tanks. I n  excep· 
tional cases however, when it is considered impracticable to comply with this 
requirement full details should be submitted to the Engineer Surveyor·in-Cbief. 
(2) Rule 27(4) 
Bilge suction pipes should generally be made with flanged joints, but other 
types of joint of equal efficiency will be accepted. 
134. Sounding Arrangements 
Rule 32.-The sounding arrangements should consist of sounding pipes or 
an efficient indicating apparatus. Sounding pipes should, when possible, be 
straight, but where this is not practicable, the curvature of the pipes must 
pennit the ready passage of the sounding rod or chain. 
135. Annual Surveys 
Surveyors should examine and operate the bilge pumping arrangements at 
each annual survey. All power and hand bilge pumps should be tested and the 
direct suction connections should be tested on the bilges. Any emergency pump 




P A RT I V  
Electrical Equipment and Installations 
G E N E R A L  
Part IV of the Rules and the Instructions that follow set out the requirements 
with which the electrical equipment and instaUations of new passenger ships 
must comply. 
136. Surrey of New Ins/a!/alions 
(a) When surveying the electrical eqUIpment and installations in new passenger 
ships, Surveyors should ensure tbat the arrangements, materials and 
sc.anllings comply with the Rules, and that the workmanship is in all 
respects satisfactory. 
(b) Generally. as indicated in Rule 34(2), generators, motors, switchboards, 
wlrin,; and all parts of electrical power and lighting installations should 
comply with the relevant pro\ isions of the Regulations for the Electrical 
Equipment of Ships 1939 and the Supplement of 1947 issued by the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers, except In so far as those Regulations 
are inconsistent with the Rules. 
(c) Generators of 100 kilowatts and over and motors of 1 00  ho:-se power and 
over intended for services in connection with the propulsion and safety 
of tbe ship should bl! inspected by Surveyors during construction and 
testing. 
Other essential electrical machines intended for the said services are to 
be tested by the makers as far as is practicable to ensure that the temp­
erature rise, dielectric strength, insulation resistance and operating charac­
teristics comply with the requirements of the I.E.E. Regulations 1939 and 
the Supplement of 1947. Makers' Certificates covering the tests may be 
accepted by Surveyors. 
137. Elecrric Llf:s 
Surveyors should be satisfied that any electric lifts on passenger ships wlucb 
they survey are maintained in  good condition. 
Owners should make arrangements for inspection and maintenance of the 
lifts by the liff makers or other suitable organisations. The inspections should be 
carried Ollt at intervals not exceeding twelve mon.hs and certificates or reports 
covenng these should be supplied. If such a certificate or report is produced 
or som(" equally satisfactory arrangements are made. surveyors need not 
insist on the opening up of working parts or the dismantling of safety devices, 
etc .• for their inspection. 
138. Safeguarding Generators etc .• against Flooding. (Rule 35) 
The safeguarding arranRements required by thi!! Rule must ensure that 
scnices which arc essential for the propulsion and safety of the ship will not 
be put out of action by a partial Hooding of the ship's machinery space and 
shipbuilders' proposals in this cor.nection should be submitted at an early stag..: 
1 he amount of nooding against which safeg uarding arran[!ements should he 
made cannot be stated cX:lt:tll. but for guida l'cc it i� considered that ample 
pro\ision \\ill ha\c been made if such generators, etc., are se. situated or 
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arnnged that they v,iU continue to operate unlil a depth of water has accumu. 
lated i � t�e space of about one inch per fool of the breadth of the slup (assuming 
the ship 1S on eveD keel) or five feet Wh.iCht\(;f is the less. 
139. Essential Services 
The electricaJly operated serlices essen tial to the safer) of the ship and of all 
persons on board which are required b) Rule 34( I )  to be maintained t.:ndcr 
,mergeDcy conditions are tbose indicated in Rult 36( 1)(a) to (e). If the com­
muni?Stion equipment and signal� which may be required in an emergency are 
electncally operated frem generating sets they should also be capable of being 
operated by batteries. The auxiliary sen icc� es�ential for the propulsion or 
safety. of the ship referred to in Rule 3B(3) are the services suppiied by aUlliLiar), 
machinery necessary for propUlsion, hilge <l:nd fire pumping, engine and boiler 
room ventilation, essential lighting, steerin� gear and communication and 
alarm systems. Providing there is no interference with essential services the 
iDeans for disconnecting non·essential circuits may be arranged to suit tbe 
• • owners converuence. 
140. Batteries 
(a) Batteries should be installed in accordance with Regulations 1 501 to 1 506 
of the I.E.E. Regulations 1939 and the Supplement of 1947, speci al 
attention being given to the arrangements for ventilation (Regulation 1 505) 
and to avoidin� " position for the battery which may be subjected to 
exlrrmes of temperature (Regulation 1 503 as amended by the 1947 
SuppkmeDt). 
(b) The voltage drop referred to in Rules 36(2) and 37(2) should not exce<d 
1 2j per cent. of the Dominal rated voltage and the voltage variation of 
tbe battery should Ix within the limits of plus 10  per cent. and minus 1 2 j  
per cent. from fully charged to completion of full performance of its 
prC'SCribed duty at j-hour discharge rate. (c) When inspecting balteries, Surve)ors should be satisfied that the rated 
capacity is sufficiently maintained to ensure performance of the required 
duty. Generally, if any cell fails to give 80 per cent. of the rated Qpacity 
initially required, it should be considered unfit for further sef\ ice. 
(d) A certificate of inspection by a battery makel of repule may be accepted 
by the Surveyor with regard to the above; such certifica te'.' should be 
forwarded to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
(e) Suitable provision should be made for r{'<harging the b'Htl'r;es. (See also 
Regulation 4 1 1  of the LE.E. ReglJlations re indicators to show \l,hcther 
the batteries aTe in service). 
I ...  Steering Gear Circuits 
Rule 38(4) requires cables and motors of steering gears to be protected against 
no lesser load than a short circuit. This should be interpreted as meaning 
orotected against 100 per cent. overload and the overload settin� of any cirCUit 
oreakers iD such circuits should be about 1 00  per cent. overcurrcnt as rC'com· 
mend<d in the note appended to Regulation 3 1 3(d) of the l .E.E. Regulations 
1939. Similarly. tbe current rating of any fuses in the circ.uil should be such that 
a fuse wiu Dot operate below 1 00  per cent. overcurrent. 'I is the practice of sO.me 
Companies, when batteries are installed as required h) R ule 36 and the st('ennE' 
gear is elcctTically operated, to provide also for the batteries to operate the 
steering gear in an emergeflt} . The gear i� then onc of the sen iccs automallC'31ly 
supplied by the batteries on failure of the main surpl� , The ad"antage of this 
arr2nremcnt, should a faiJure of milin Surrl) OCCUI \I, hen the ship is na\ ir:l 1ing 
in narro" \\alerS, is obvious, and i t  can he at'cepled plo\icicd i t  does Dot IOtel­
feft' wilb the working of essential services in ('fll,r"l (' U ) .  
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142. Spill/A/er SyHenlJ-Orcuits and Controls 
P:lragraph 2(;) oflhe Sixlh Schedule 10 Ihe Rules requires the pro\'i�ion of no I 
Ir('s I h 01ll 1 \\ 0  sources of po\\ er supply for pumps, air compressors and alarms 
of sprinldcr s� sll'ms, <l n d  H ule 38(5) reqUires such power supply, i f  electrical, 
10 be t:1kcn I l1Iou�h the emrrfenq S\lollchboard b) a feeder reserved solely for 
Ihal pUlpose. 
1 1  is recommended that the emergency generator should be of sufficient 
power and so connected a!ft 10 serve the sprinkler system, in which case It can 
be regarded as onc of the two sources of power required for that system. 
It \10 ill nol be necessary for the emergency generator to be capable of suppJying 
pov. el for the operation of the emergency services referred to in Rule 36(1), (a) 
and (e) and the sprinkler system simultaneously. The arrangements should 
however be such that the operation of these emergency services is not interfered 
with. 
One of the advantages of having the sprinkler system connected to the 
emergency generator supply is that the system can be kept ready for immediate 
automatic operation in port should the main generators be out of action and 
no shvre water supply be available for connecting up to the spnnkler pipes 
(sec paragraph 27 of the Report of the Working Party on Fire Prevention and 
Fire Fighting in Ships in Port). 
The arrangements should be such that adjustments or repairs can be effected 
to the compressor unit or fresh water pumping unit without interference with 
the power supply to the sprinkler pump unit. 
The alarm circuit may if desired be supplied from the emergency batteries. 
At the central fire control slation there should be a light, failure of which 
will indicate the failure of the power supply to the alarm circuit. This light should 
be screened, if necessary, for the convenience of officers on watch. 
143. Cables 
(a) PosiNon of Main and Emergency Feeder Cables 
The object of Rule 38(6) is to ensure that main and emergency feeder 
cables are kept apart as far as is practicable so that a fire will not im­
mediately affect both sets of cables. 
(b) Sheathing and Protection of Cables. (Rule 39(2» 
Metal sheathed or armoured cable will not be considered necessary 
where the composition of the cable sheath is such that an electrical fault 
could not cause a fire. Cables within paint rooms, oil stores and cther 
spaces containing highly inflammable material, should be metal sheathed, 
metal armoured or should be contained in screwed metal conduit. 
Where a cable is in such a position that it is specially liable to mechanical 
damage, armoured cable should be used or the cable should be otherwise 
suitably protected. Any cable which is exposed to weather should be 
protected in accordance with Regulation 905(C) of the I.E.E. Regulations 
1939 as amended by the 1947 Supplement .  
144. Jllnetion and Outlet Boxes 
The junction and outlet boxes referred to in  Rule 39(4) should be of metal 
or other material as effective as metal in preventing tbe spread of fire. 
145. Precautions with regard to Electr;c LAmps and Space Heaters 
(a) Position of Electric Lamps. Rule 39(5) 
The intention of this Rule is to prohibit electric lamps being so arranged 
that the heat radiated from them could affect the insulation of the electrical 
wiring or cause risk of 6re by heating up any nearby malericl. 
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(b) Electric Space Heaters. (Rule 39(6)) 
So that the risk of fire from electric space heaters may be reduced to 
a minimum it should not be possible for clothing, curtains or other 
material to be scorched or catch fire however close they may come 
intentionally or accidentaUy. 
146. Spare Parts and Tools. (Rule 40) 
The following lists indicate the kind and minimum quantity of spare parts 
of tbe ship's electrical equipment and installations which should be provided on 
ships of Classes I.  I l  and Il(A) in order to comply with tbe reqwrements of 
Rule 40. 
(a) Electrical propel/ing Machinery 
Owing to the varied character of electrical propelling machinery it IS 
not possible to set out a List of spare parts which will satisfy this require· 
ment for all types of electrical propelling machinery. Surveyors should. 
therefore. obtain in every case, a list of the spares which it is proposed to 
provide and submit it to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. The following 
typical list of spare parts for propelling machinery is given as a guide as 
to what might be necessary. 
(i) Generators, Motors and Exciters 
One set of bearing bushes, including oil riogs if fitted, for each size 
of machine. 
Two lines of brush holders of each size and type. 
One set of carbon brushes for a generator. 
One set of carbon brushes for a motor. 
One set of carbon brushes for each size and type of excitation 
machine. 
One shunt field coil of each size and kind used for D.e. machines. 
One set of insulation or insulated brush studs for two lines of 
brushes of each size and type. 
One armature for each excitation machine if no alternative means 
of excitation is provided. 
One set of slip rings for each size of A,C. machine. 
(ii) Switch and Control gear 
One set of contacts for each size of those liable to burning or wear, 
One set of springs, 
Ten per cent. of each different resistance element but at least one 
of each size. 
One of each type and size of shunt coil. 
Ten per cent of each different fuse holder but at least two of each 
aDd twelve of each type of fuse cartridge or cut-out. 
(b) Es.untial Electrical Equipment and Instal/alions, other than Electrical 
Propelling Machinery 
For electrical equipment and installations, other than electrical propel­
ling machinery, the following spare parts, etc., should be carried for the 
electrical equipment and installations specified: 
(i) Generators and M% rs 
One set of carbon brushes for one machine of each type and size. 
(ll) Steering Gear 
One spare armature complete with shaft and half coupling for each 
size fitted. 
One spare field coil of each type and size. 
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(ili) Contrul Gear 
One set of contacts of each sae for those liable to burning or wear. 
One set of springs. 
Ten per CC:1t. of each different resistance element but at least one 
of each kind. 
Onc of each type of shunt coil used for contactors, relays or 10\\ 
voltage release. 
(iv) Switch Gear and Distribution Boards 
For each type of circuit breaker on each pole-
One set of contacts of each size for those liable to  burning or wear. 
Onc set of wearing parts. 
One set of springs. 
One shunt trip coil and O:1e resistance element of each kind used. 
Ten per cenl., but not less tban twelve, of each type of cartridge 
or other non-renewable fusible cut-out. 
Rewireable fuse holders: fh·e per cent. with a minimum of one of 
each size, provided that not more than twelve need be supplied. 
(v) Naw'galion Lighrs 
One spare lamp for each lantern. 
(VI) Emergency Lighting 
If  supplied from storage batteries of a different voltage from the 
shlp's mains-
One complete set of spare lamps. 
(c) Miscellaneous 
(i) A sufficient quantity of control cable, insulating tape, and fuses or 
fuse wire. (il) Onc set of any special tools required for overhauling or servicing. 
J47. Periodic SIJn'eys 
The Surveyor should satisfy himself generally on the condition of the electrical 
installation, equipment, wiring and spare gear. Safety device'i and the fittings 
or switchboards should be examined. It is desirable that records of insulation 
resistance of the various circuits should be kept by the Ships' Engineers; these. 
records should be examined and insulation tests should be asked for if thought 
necessary ($ec also paragraph 389 of Chapter 1 5  of Part VI of these Instructions) 
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Fire Protection 
148. Definitions. (Rule 1 (2») 
The following instructions are for the guidance of Surveyors in the interpreta­
tion of the definitions of control stations and public rooms given in Rule 1(2): 
(a) Control Stations. The term compass in the definition includes the master 
gyro compass even if tbat compass is fitted away from the main navigating 
position. 
(b) Pllblic Rooms. Deck spaces temporarily enclosed by side or end screens 
or similar fillings are not normally to be regarded 3S public rooms for 
the purposes of the Rules. Jr, however, such spaces usually contain 
combustible furniture and f.uings which in the Surveyor's opinion form 
a substantial fire risk, he should submit full particulars to the Chief Ship 
Surveyor for decision as to whether such spaces are to be regarded as 
public rooms. 
149. Exemptions. (Rule 42( 1 )) See also Rules 58 0//(1 59( /) 
(I) The ships of Classes 1 ,  1 1  and lI(A) referrect to in Rule 42( 1), which may 
be exempted from the requirements of Rules 47 to 54 and 56 to 60, are ships 
primarily engaged in the carriage of cargo but which carry more than 1 2  but 
not more than 36 passengers. Such ships will normally be granted the exemptions 
provided that, if they are Classes I and 1 1 ,  they are fitted with an efficient fire 
detection and alarm system in the accommodation and service spaces (see 
paragraph 164( I)) in addition to any fire detection and alarm system required 
by the Fire Appliances Rules to be fitted in any space which is inaccessible to 
a fire patrol. The Surveyor should, however. report to the Ministry the case of 
any such ship which carries little cargo but has extensive accommodation and 
service spaces. 
(2) I n  the case of ships of Class I1(A) carrying not more than 36 passengers, 
tbe Ministry will be prepared to consider applications for exemption from the 
requirement in Rule 42( 1 )  that a fire detection and alann systt!m should be 
provided in the accommodation and service spaces. 
150. Exhibition 0/ Plans. (Rule 43) 
Surveyors are to ensure that the plans showing the details required by Rule 43 
are properly exhibited at the control station or stations where the indicators 
and a larms of the fire detection systems are situated. 
151. "A'" and "BOO Class Divisions. (Rule 44: Quality and Tests of Materials) 
.. A "  class divisions should r.onnally be constructed of steel and should, in 
general, be of scantlings and stiffness equal to that specified in the Trurd 
Schedule to the Rules for watertight bulkheads in the 'tween decks immedjately 
below the bulkhead deck. Applications for the use of otber metals for "A" 
class divisions will be considered provided that they have, with appropriate 
insulation, integrity properties equivalent to steel at the end of the applicable 
fire exposure . 
• For easy reference A60 may be used to indicate insulated steel divisiollt and AO to 
indicate Doo-insulated steel divisions. 
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Matcrials intendcd for the insulation of "A" class divisions and materials 
Intended for use In the construction of "8" class divisions, and their method 
of assembly, are to be tested In the presence of a Ministry Surveyor at the Fire 
Tesung Station of the Department of Scientific and I ndustrial Research and 
Fife Offices' Committee, JOint Fire Research Organisation, Boreham Wood, 
Herts. A copy of the result of the test should be sent by the applicant to the 
Ch,er Ship Surveyor. I t  should be nOled Ihal, allhough under Rule 44(2), "B" 
class divIsions constructed of incombustible material are required to comply 
with the requirement relating to increase of temperature only during the first 
1 5  minutes of the standard fire tcst, the test is to be continued up to the end of 
30 minutes to ensure that the material is capable of preventing the passage of 
smoke and name throughout the whole of that period. 
Surveyors Will be advised of the materials and methods of assembly which 
have been accepted by the MIOIstry for use i n  the construction of "A" and "8" 
class divisions. 
It  should be noted that, in addition to any fces and expenses payable to the 
M inistry for the Surveyor's attendance at the test applicants will also be respon­
Sible for any charge levied by the Fire Testing Station. 
152. SllIps' Strllctures. (Rule 45) 
( I )  Rule 45(1) requires Ihal Ihe hull, struelural bulkheads, decks and deck 
bouses of ships of Classes I ,  1 1  and I l(A) must be cons,ructed of steel. Any 
appitcatlOn for permission to use other metals, e.g. aluminium alloys, should 
be submitted to the Chlcf Ship Surveyor for consideration. 
(2) Under Rule 45(2) the mean length of eacb main vertical zone is not to 
exceed 1 3 1  feet but this length may be slightly exceeded in any case wbere it  is 
considered impracticable to comply strictly with this Rule. 
(3) Any application for exemption from the requirements of paragraphs (2) 
and (3) or Rule 45, should Slale Ihe reason why Ihey cannol be applied 10 a 
particular ship having regard to its design and intended service. Plans should 
be forwarded showing the allocation of spaces throughout the ship and the 
shipbuilders' proposals for providing equivalent methods of fire protection. 
153. Fire'resisring Doors, ele. ( Rules 46, 48(2) and 49(1» 
( I )  All fire·resisting doors and similar closing appliances fitted in accordance 
wilh Rules 46, 48(2) and 49( 1 )  muSl be or lypes which have been accepled as com­
plying with the Rules. I t  is not intended that these doors and appliances should 
be capable of being closed from a central control station but that the self-closing 
arrangements referred to in these Rules should be fitted at or on the door or 
appliance itself. The self-closing device should operate easily and smoothly and 
in such a way as not to endanger a person passing through the opening. The 
doors may normally be kept i n  the open position when the sbip is on service 
providing they can be readily released. 
(2) Dampers required by Rule 46(2) should i n  all cases be fitted i n  ventilating 
and similar trunks which pass through "A" class divisions including main 
vertical zone bulkheads, engine and boiler room casings, and boundary bulk� 
heads of galleys, main pantries and control stations. 
JS4. Separation 0/ Accommodaliofl Spaces/rom olher Enclosed Spaces. (Rule 41) 
I n  the application of Rule 47, insulation will Dot be required for steel decks 
separating accommodation spaces from other enclosed spaces except where 
tbey form steps in main vertical zone bulkheads, or where they separate accorn· 
modalion spaces from galleys, control stations or spaces in which the boilers 
and machinery for the propulsion of the ship are situated, and associated spaces. 
Insulation need not normally be filted to steel decks and bulkheads �parating 
ventilation or air conditioning machinery, refrigerating machinery and similar 
spaces from accommodation spaces. 
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155. Protection of Stairways. (Rule 48) 
To facilitate co�sideration of exemptions from the requirements of Rule 48(1), 
pla�s. 
of the �pnnkler system required by paragrapb 165 should show the 
posltJon and SlZC of all stairways protected by the system. 
156. Light·and·Air and Similar Trunks. (Rules 49( 1 )  and (3)) 
The expression "similar trunk" used in Rules 49(1) and (3) is intended to apply 
�o trunks whose construction is similar to that of light-and-air trunks. It is not 
mtended to apply, for example, to small verrical trunks passing from one 'tween 
deck to another from which are led horizontal branch trunks fitted with punkah 
louvres or similar fittings which can be closed in the event of fire. In any case of 
doubt the Surveyor should submit fuil particulars to the Chief Ship Surveyor 
for consideration. 
157. Protection of Control Station,. (Rule 50) 
( I )  In  applying tbe requirements of Rule 50(1), Surveyors sbould note that 
the radiotelegraph room and the emergency generator must be enclosed by 
"An class divisions. An exception may be made of the radiotelegraph room if 
it occupies an island site, i.e. if there are no compartments adjacent to it. If a 
control station houses tbe compass, direction-finder, radar equipment, steering 
wheel and tbe central fire recording equipment in two or more rooms, it may 
ordinarily only be necessary for the outer boundaries separating the control 
station from other enclosed spaces to be constructed of " A" class divisions. 
(2) For the purpose of applying the provisions of Rule 50(2) it is considered 
tbat, as the radio officer is often required in  an emergency to remain at his 
post until the latest possible moment, the radiotelegraph room should be so 
situated as to minimise the risk of fire reaching it by way of stairways. This 
room should never be situated directly above a main stairway nor directly above 
any subsidiary stairway if this arrangement can be avoided. An emergency 
means of escape from the room, preferably to the open deck, should always be 
provided. 
158. Protection of Store Rooms, etc. (Rule 5 1 ( 1 )) 
Paint rooms, lamp rooms and similar spaces should be situated as far as 
practicable from accommodation and service spaces. In  general, the boundary 
bulkheads separating baggage, mail, store, paint and lamp rooms from other 
spaces should be constructed of steel but need not be insulated. The heavy steel 
doors normally fitted to such spaces will be accepted as sufficient to maintain 
the integrity of the bulkheads in which they are fitted. 
159. Deck Sheathing. (Rule 52) 
Any composition for use as deck sheathing mentioned in Circular 1950, may 
be accepted as complying with the requirements of Rule 52. 
160. Detection of Smoke in Concealed or Inaccessible Places. (Rule 54(2)) 
Small boles made in ceilings, panels and linings and protected by metal gauze, 
may be accepted as complying with Rule 54(2). 
161. Windo" Frames in Upper Deckhouses. Rule 54(7) 
Where Method 11 of fire protection is adopted, metal window frames need 
not be insisted upon in dcckhouscs situated in upper structures where they are 
not liable to damage from weather or sea. Details should be submitted to the 
Chief Ship Surveyor for consideration. 
162. Electric RJuliators 
The requirements with which electric radiators must comply are set out 10 
Rule 39(6). 
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163. Cinematograph Exhibitions. (Rule 55) 
( I )  Rule 55 specifics tbat the cinematograph equipment on any passenger 
ship carrying inflammable film for exhibition on board must comply with the 
requirements of the Fourth Schedule to the Rules. The following instructions 
are for the guidance of Surveyors In the survey of such equipment, and they also 
Include certain principles which should be observed by the ship's officers in 
ch:agc of arrangements during cinematograph exhibitions. 
(2) Type of Film 
By inflammable film is meant film of the "nitro·cellulose" type as distinct 
from slow burning film of tbe "acetate-cellulose" type. 
(3) Submlsslofl of Plans and Particulars 
When inflammable film is to be used for exhibition on board the ship, the 
following plans and particulars should be submitted to the Engineer Surveyor·in­
Chief at an early stage: 
(a) A general arrangement plan showing the position of the spaces in which 
cinematograph exhibitions arc to be given, the position of the projector 
room or the site of the projector cabinet or portable projector, the seating 
arrangements in the auditorium :1nd the eut doors. 
(b) Details of the projector room or cabinet, showing the means provided for 
complying with paragraphs 3(2) to (8) of the Schedule. 
Cc) Details of any portable projectors, showing the means provided for 
complying with paragraph 6 of the Schedule. These details need not be 
furnished if the projector is of a type already accepted. 
(4) Exhibitions in Public Rooms 
Wherever practicable, there should be a fireproof operating space separate 
from the auditorium for housing the projectors when inflammable film is to be 
used and not less than two projectors should be provided to make easier the 
unhurried changing of films. 
The auditorium should be well ventilated and provided with sufficient and 
alternative exits to enable the audience to leave quickly in an emergency. The 
markmg of e�ts required by paragraph I of the Schedule should be in about 
7 inch lettering. The seats should be arranged in  rows with intersecting and 
unobstructed gangways leading to the exits. Preferably loose chairs should not 
be used. A space of not less than 3 feet should be reserved around any projector 
cabinet or portable projector to prevent the audience from coming into contact 
therewith. 
(5) Slorage of Films 
With regard to paragraph 2(2) of the Schedule no objection will be raised if 
the projector is of a type which has metal spool boxes permanently attached to 
it, where the spools of film have to be taken from the metal spool box container 
and charged into the metal spool box on the projector, provided that the spool 
box has a CO2 connection which is automatically released if the film ignites. 
Such operations as the rewinding and repair of films and the loawng of metal 
containers, should be carried out in the film stQrage room or a similar fire­
resist 109 compartment other than the projector room or cabinet, but the 
operations may be carried out in  the projector room or cabinet when the pro· 
jectors are not being used. 
(6) Projector Rooms and Cabinets 
Sufficient space within the projec(or room or cabinet is to be provided at the 
sides and back of the projector to enable the operator to work freely. In pro· 
jector rooms, about 2 feet 6 inches at the sides and 3 feet at the back of the 
projector is considered suitable. 
During an exhibition. the number of metal spool box containers in  the pro· 
jector room or cabinet should be kept to a minimum and not more than one 
container should be opened at a time. All films not in process of being shown 
should be kept in containers. 
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(7) Portable Projectors 
Portable projectors should be mounted on a suitable stand which should 
pr�ferably be secured to the deck during an exhibition. While the exhibition 
�s 10 p�ogress. the number of loaded spool boxes in the auditorium at any time, 
Includmg those on the projector, should not exceed three. 
(8) Electric Circuits, etc . 
. AII elect,ic wiring a�d fittings of cinematograph ir.stallations should comply 
with the relevant reqUirements of Part IV of the Rules and with paragraphs 
143, 144 and 145(a) or these Instructions. 
(9) Fire Extinguishing Appliances 
An asbestos smothering blanket and an accepted type of two-gallon froth 
extinguisher (or two tetrachloride fire extinguishers) are to be provided in the 
projector room or cabinet or near the portable projector when in use. The ship's 
fire appliances, including the portable fire extinguishers in or near the space 
where exhibitions are being given wiU also be available for use in the event of 
fire, and operators and their assistants should acquaint themselves beforehand 
where these extinguishers are and how to use them. 
( 10) Operators and Superarision 
A competent operator should be in charge of the cinematograph apparatus 
and he should have a competent assistant in attendance to supply and remove 
films and to assist him generally during the exhibition. The operator should not 
leave the apparatl!s during the whole of the exhibition and no unauthorised 
person should be allowed to use the apparatus or enter the projector room or 
cabinet. 
All arrangements for cinematograph exhibitions on board passenger ships 
should he under the direct supervision of one of the ship's officers whose duty it 
should be to see that the exits from the auditorium are unobstructed, that the 
exit doors are free to open outwards, that the precautions outlined in the fore 
going paragraphs and in the Fourth Schedule to the Rules in regard to the 
storage and handling of films are observed, and that the fire appliances specified 
are available for immediate use while exhibitions are in progress. 
164. Automatic Fire Alarm and Deteclion Systems. (Rules 42( 1 )  and 58( 1 )) 
( 1 )  For the purposes of the fire alarm and detection systems required by 
Rule 42(1) to be fitted in ships carrying 36 passengers or less the accommodation 
and service spaces may be divided into groups. A group should be confined to 
one deck and should not be split by a main vertical zone bulkhead or a water­
tight bulkhead. At least one detector head should be fitted in each cabin or other 
small space but more thall one detector head may be required in large spaces. 
All the detector heads in a group must be connected to an indicator for that 
group, and to an audible alarm common to all groups, at  each central control 
station. 
(2) For the purposes of tile fire alarm and detection systems required by Rule 
58(1) the provisions or sub-paragraph ( I )  apply and in addition: 
(a) I n  ships in which the Method I of fire protection is adopted the spaces on 
the litarboard side should be grouped separately from those on the port 
side. No group should extend more than 65 feet over the length of the Ship. 
(b) I n  ships in which the Method I I I  of fire protection is adopted each public 
room should generally be treated as comprising one group. Other accom­
modation and service spaces should be grouped so that the spaces within 
each comparlment formed by the network of "A" and "S" class divisions 
referr�d 10 in Rule 57( 2)(a) form onc group. So far as is practicable no 
group should illcludc more than fifteen cabins. 
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(3) General 
Automatic fire alarm and detection systems should be so constructed as to 
give an indication at the central control station of any failure of tbe power 
!:upply to the system. 
There should be not less than two sources of power, each capable of operating 
the system. If the system is electrically operated, the detail of the electric system 
must conform with the requirements of Part J V of the Rules. Power for operating 
the system should be available at all times while tbe ship is in  service. 
Means must be provided by push button or other suitable arrangement for 
testing the opera lion of the indicators and alarm signal. 
Detector beads should generally be filled on the deck heads or ceilings of tbe 
spaces and should be set to operate at a temperature of J55°F. ± JrF. except 
in drying rooms and similar spaces where a higber setting may be aUowed. 
There snould not be an excessive time lag in the operation of the alarm signal. 
Surveyors should satisfy themselves by a test that the time lag is within reason­
able hmjts. 
Spare detector heads should be carried in the proportion of not less than one 
for each fifty or part of fifty heads fitted in the instaUation with a minimum of 
slX heads. 
A list should be posted up adjacent 10 the indicating cabinet at the control 
station showing the actual cabin numbers, public rooms and other spaces 
included In each group, and the deck on which each group is situated. This will 
enable the officer on watch to instruct, without delay. the fire fighters and others 
concerned as to the location of a fire. 
With each fire alarm and detection system the makers should supply to the 
ship full instructions as to the operation, maintenance and testing of tbe system. 
(4) Submission of Plans and Parriculars 
(a) Details of all fire alarm and detection systems to be fitted in the accom­
modation and service spaces of passenger ships should be submitted to 
tbe Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief, and should include particulars of the 
proposed system, detector heads, electric wiring diagrams, alarms, etc. 
Before a system is accepted, makers will be required to demonstrate the 
system and to carry out any test which may be considered necessary. 
(b) Where it is proposed to fit a fire alarm and detection system which has 
been accepted it will only be necessary to submit to the Engineer Surveyor­
in-Chief a general layout plan showing the grouping of the accommodation 
and service spaces and the way in which they are grouped, the position 
of all detector heads, the run of the electric or other power leads, tbe 
sources of power and the position of the indicators and alarms. 
(5) Suneys and rests 
When a fire alarm and detection system has been fitted in a ship, the Surveyor 
should satisfy himself that it has been installed in accordance with the approved 
plans. The various circuits, indicators and alanns should be checked by the 
operation of the testing arrangements mentioned in sub-paragraph (3) to see 
that the lime lag is not excessive. An actual test of each group should be made, 
preferably by applying heat to one of the detector heads. The number of spare 
detector beads provided should be checked. 
165. Auromaric Sprinkler, Fire Alarm and Detecrion Systems. (Rule 59) 
( I )  Rule 59 requires that in ships in which Method J l  of fire protection has 
been adopted, an automatic sprinkler, fire alarm and fire detection system 
must be IOstalled and that the system must comply with the requirements of 
the SiJcth Schedule to the Rules. 
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(2) Submission 0/ Plans and Particulars 
The following plans and particulars of the system should be submitted to 
the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief at an early stage: 
(a) A general lay-out of the system showing the spaces including the position 
and size of all stairways (see p.uagraph 155) to be protected and the 
situation of the sprinkler heads in those spaces, the position of the 
water pump. air compressor and pressure tank, together with particulars 
of the capacity and H.P. of the pump. 
(b) The proposed sectional grouping and the position of the sectional shut­
off valves. 
(c) The design of the air and water pressure tank. unless it is of a standard 
design already approved by the Ministry. 
(d) The position and type of the alarms. 
(e) For systems of a make not already accepted by the Ministry, full details 
of sectional control valves, alarms, sprinkler heads, etc., and details of 
materials used i n  the construction of the system. 
(3) Charging 0/ (he System 
Paragraph 1 of the Schedule requires the system to be kept fully charged at 
all times, and this should be taken to mean fully charged with fresh water at 
the pressure necessary for automatic operation, not only while the ship is 
in service, but as far as practicable while the ship is laid up or under repair. 
When part of the system is being cleaned or repaired, the rest of the system 
should be capable of operating, if necessary by connection to an adequate 
shore water supply. (See paragraph 27( 1 )  of the Report of the Working Party 
on Fire Prevention and Fire Fighting in Ships in Port). 
(4) Pressure Tanks and Pipes 
(a) Pressure tanks should, as regards strength and scantlings, comply with 
the Ministry's requirements for air pressure vessels, and the Surveyor 
should require proof that the appropriate material and hydraulic tests 
have been made. He should also ensure that the relief valve fitted in 
accordance with paragraph 2(a)(ii) of the Schedule cannot be isolated from 
the tank. The stop valves or cocks at the gauge glass connections on the 
tank should be kept shut except when ascertaining the water level or 
recharging the tank. An air pressure of not less than 70 lb. per square 
inch plus the pressure due to the head of water measured from the boltom 
of the tank to the highest sprinkler should be maintained in the tank. 
(b) The pipes of the system should be of steel of solid drawn, lap welded or 
other approved construction, and shall have been hydraulically tested by 
the makers to not less than 300 lb. per square inch. The pipes should not 
normally be placed in exposed positions but, if this is unavoidable, they 
should be suitable insulated. 
(5) External Connections 
Where, in accordance with paragraph 2(d) of the Schedule, hose couplings 
with shut-off valves are provided for the purpose of coupling up the system 
to a shore water supply. the shut-off valves must be locked shut when the 
system is not actually coupled up to that supply. Similarly. the shut-off screw 
down non-return valve which must be fitted if a connection is provided from 
tbe ship's fire main to the system must normally be kept locked shut. 
(6) Pumps 
The sea suction to the pump should be so arranged that, when the ship is 
a80at, it will not be necessary to shut off the supply of sea water to the pump 
for any purpose olher than the inspection or repair of the pump. 
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(7) Spnnkler /leads 
Sprinkler heads used in the system should be of a type accepted by the 
M in lSlry as complYing '''th paragraph. 2(f)(iv) and (v) of the Schedule. 
With regard to the requirements of paragraph 2(f)(i) of the Schedule, i t  may 
be de'mablc. cH the extreme ends of the ship, to allow a section of sprinkler 
heads to }:le split by watertight or firc.proof bulkl>eads Of'" to serve more Iban 
two decks. This will usually avoid the �cccssity of having a section or sections 
consistmg or a \cry small number of sprinklers . .Also. in certain cases, it may be 
desirable 10 protect a 1I1airway by sprinklers from a section separated from tbe 
stairway by a watertight or fire·proof bulkhead. 
Some latitude may also be allowed in the maximum number of 150 sprinkler 
heads prescnbed for a section where this is considered to be justified having 
regard to all the circumstances. 
To meet the requirements of paragraph 2(g) of the Schedule, sprinkler heads 
must be placed sufficiently clear of beams and other objects to satisfy the 
Surveyor that all combustible material m the space will be effectively sprayed; 
where beams, etc . .  are widely spaced, sprinkler heads need not be placed any 
lower than is necessary to meet thiS requirement. The Surveyor should also 
ensure that a supply of spare sprinkler heads is provided in accordance with the 
requirements of paragraph 2(f)(vi) of the Schedule. 
(8) Automatic Alarms 
The audible alarm signal provided in accordance with paragraph 2(h) of the 
Schedule to give warnmg at the control stations when a sprinkler operates 
should be clearly distinguishabie from any signal given by manually operated 
or other alarm devices fitted in the ship. 
(9) Power Supply and Electrical Connections, etc. 
The requirements regarding the power supply, leads and switches for sprinkler 
systems arc set out in Rule 38(5) (sce also paragraph 142 of tbese Instrut;tions). 
( 10) Tests of New Sprinkler S)'stems and Routine TeslS in Se",;ce 
( I )  The following test) should be applied by the Surveyor to a new sprinkler 
system after i t  has been installed in the ship: 
(a) Tests to ensure that all pipes are clear and properly coupled up. 
(b) The piping, with the sprinkler heads in position, should be tested by 
hydraulic pressure to not less than twice the maximum working 
pressure of the system. 
(c) A test to ensure that the pump cuts in automatically should be made. 
A note should be made of the pressure drop in the tank when the pump 
cuts in. 
(d) The automatic alarms are to be tested : 
(i) by opening in rotation the test valve at each sectional control 
station; and 
(Ii) by the local switches provided at the central control station. 
(e) The pump should be operated with the 2 inch valve on the discharge 
open to ensure that the pressure required by paragraph 2(e)(iv) of the 
Schedule is maintained. The actual discharge pressure maintained 
during the test should be no led. 
([) The setting of the pressure relief valve on the pressure tank and its 
ability to prevent overrressure when the air compressor or rc·charging 
pump is working, should be checked. 
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(2) While the ship is i n  service, the above tests (c) to (I) should be made every 
week by the ship's officers, and care should be taken to see that the level 
of fresh water in the pressure tank is again brought up to the correct 
height immediately after tbe tests have been made. All sprinkler heads 
should be examined periodically by the ship's officers for possible damag� 
or loss of coloured liquid and faulty sprinkler heads renewed without 
delay. 
( 1 1) Instructions to be gi)lC'n to the Master 
Surv�yors should see that a diagrammatic plan of the sprinkler system showing: 
the vanous decks and spaces served, and comprehensive instructions regarding 
the maintenance, testing and operation of the system are supplied to the master 
of the ship and that tbe plan is properly exhibited. (see paragraph 164(3)). 
166. Incombustible Material. (Rule 60) 
Materials intended for use as incombustibie material must be tested in the 
presence of a Ministry Surveyor at the Fire Testing Station of the Department 
of Scientific and Industrial Research and Fire Offices Comrroittee, loint Fire 
Research Organisation, Boreham Wood, Herts. A copy of the result of the test 
should be sent by the applicant to the Chief Ship Surveyor. Surveyors will be 
advised of the incombustible materials which have been accepted. 
167. Structure of the Ship. (Rule 62) 
For the purpose of this Rule, wood will not normally be accepted instead of 
steel. If metals other than steel are proposed, e.g. aluminium alloy. full particu· 
lars should be submitted to the Chief Ship Surveyor for consideration. 
168. Separation of Machinery Spaces from Accommodation and Service Spaces. 
(Rule 63) 
Application for the use of material other than steel for the "A" class divisions 
in ships of Classes V, VI  and VJ(A) will be considered provided that the divisions 
are insulated to the satisfaction of the Ministry. Full particulars of each case 
should be submitted to the Chief Ship Surveyor. 
"Machinery spaces" in this Rule means the spaces in which the boilers and 
machinery for the propUlsion of the ship are situated and associated spaces. 
169. Periodic Surveys 
Class A and B Divisions 
An examination is to be made of all Class A and Class 8 divisions and in 
particular the Surveyor should satisfy himself that the efficiency of the insulation 
of the Class A divisions has not been impaired. For the proper eltamination 01 
the insulation, the Surveyor is to have removed such parts of linings, etc., as 
he may consider necessary to enable him to check that the insulation is properly 
attached to the steel structure. 
All doors and other means for closing openings in Class A and Class B 
divisions should be inspected and their condition and efficiency checked. The 
Surveyor should see that the means for operating dampers in ventilation and 
other trunk ways are in proper working order. 
He should check that any repainting is in accordance with paragraphs 3 and 
4 of Rule 54. 
If any alterations are made to the Fire Protection arrangements the Surveyor 
should see that the plan required undel Rule 43 is suitably am!nded. 
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Automatic FIre Alarm S)'slem.r (other than Sprinkler Installations) 
The operation of the Indicators aDd alarm signals should be tested by the 
means provIded '0 comply with paragraph 164(3). h should he seen .ha. the 
list showing cabins, etc., as required by paragraph 164(3) is in place, that the 
spare dectector heads and maker's Instructions are on board as required by the 
same paragraph. 
Sprinkler Inslallallons 
A general inspection of the system should be made; the pressure tank: should 
be Inspected mternally at suitable Intervals. Tests (c) to (f) of paragrapb 
165(1 0)( 1 ) arc '0 he made and i. should he seen .ha • •  he diagramma.ic plan 
reqUIred by paragraph 165( 1 1 ) is displayed and that a supply of spare sprinkler 
heads as requlfed by paragraph 2(f)(Vl) of the Sixth Schedule '0 the Rules and 
a copy of the makcr's Instrucllons are on board. 
Cinema Inslallations 
Whcre Inflammable films are provided for exhibition on board the ship the 
Surveyor should see that the general precautions laid down in paragraph 163 
are complied with. In particular he should see that the fire appliances (sub-. 
paragraph (9)), nollces prohlb"mg smokmg (paragraph (8) Fif.h Schedule) and 
the marking of eXits (paragraph ( I )  Fifth Schedule) are in accordance with the 
requirements. 
169a. Alumullum Alloy Superstructures 
Where Method 1 1  of fire protection IS employed In a passenger ship, the 
superstructurc of which IS constructed of aluminium alloy. and which otherwise 
compllcs with the Mcrchant Shipping (Construction) Rules, 1952 and with the 
Merchant ShiPPing ( r  Irc Appliances) Rules. 1952. the following arrangements 
WIll apply:-
(a) A second spnnkler pump arranged for automatic starling is to be 
pro\lded. together with a pressure storage tank. to be situated in  an 
approved POSition reasonably remote from the boiler and machinery 
spaces and from fucl tanks and the other spnnkler pump, and where 
I1 has ample protection against damage by frost. This second pump 
and tank arc 10 be connected 10 the main sprinkler distribution system. 
The source of power for the second pump is to be from a direct coupled 
automatiC starting dlescl engine. Any other independent source of 
pO\\cr may be considered provided there are short independent leads 
10 Ihe second sprinkler pump arranged 10 avoid risk of damage by fire 
or olher emergency, and proVIded that automatic starting of the pump 
15 ensured Altcrnatnely. the emergency generator may be considered 
as the source of power provided it is situated in an approved position 
and that I1 is designed to take the necessary additional load. 
(h) In addlllon to any fixed installallon prOVIded under Rule 7(4) of the 
Fire Appliances Rules there is to be provided a system of smothering 
gas or water spray capable of distribution throughout every space 
where liquid fuel is used. including dlcsel engine rooms. If the fixed 
Installation itself uses smothering gas or water spray. an increase in 
liS capacity will serve the same purpose. This additional provision 
need not be required to deal with more than one watertight compart· 
ment at onc time. Particular stress will be laid on the means provided 
for closing such spaces and Ihe speed With which they operate. 
The foregoing IS also recommended for steam turbine engine rooms, 
though where these are separated by a watertight subdivision from the 
boiler room and con lain no diesel machinery. an extension of the 
bOiler room system can be used to provide C02 or water spray, with 
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the addition of 2.  1 0  and 30 gallon roam extinguishers. Auxiliary 
machinery spaces in separate watertight compartments which do not 
contain diesel machinery, such as steering gear compartments, stabilizer 
rooms, rerrigerating machinery spaces, etc. will require no fire appli­
ances except one or two two-gallon extinguishers. 
(c) Crowns and casings or boiler and machinery spaces are to be of steet 
construction adequately Insulated. and the openings sUllably arranged 
and protected 10 prevent spread or fire. Difficulties are roreseen In  
providing equivalent protection where it is desired 1 0  use aluminIUm 
for these parts, and proposals of this kind will be subject to crillcal 
examination. 
(d ) The insulation of the Class "A" divisions at present required by the 
Rules is 10 be adjusted as necessary to prevent a maximum temperature 
rise i n  the aluminium construction exceeding 200°C. If the structure 
is load-bearing, and 300°C. otherwise. 
(e) Care is to be taken to ensure that in the event of fire, boat launching 
arrangements remain as effective as if the superstructure were con­
structed of steel. 
I n  the case of a Method I or I I I  ship i n  which the construction of the 
superstructure in  aluminium alloy is contemplated, the proposed arrangements 
should be submitted to the Chief Ship Surveyor. 
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P A R T  V I  
Boilers and Machinery 
170. Surveys: General 
Chapter I 
G E N E R A L  
(a) Part V I  of the Rules sets out tbe requirements with which the boilers and 
machinery of a ship must comply. Section 286 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 
1 894, prescribes that the weight on the safety valves may not be increased 
beyond the limits fixed by the Surveyor. 
(b) The following are to be surveyed during construction and at periodic 
surveys: main and auxiliary boilers, superheaters, economisers. evaporators. 
feed healers, feed filters, air receivers and other pressure vessels; the arrange­
ment and dralOagc of steam pipes; the arrangement of air pressure and feed 
pipes; the main engines and sharting and all 3wuliary machinery essential (or 
cropclling the ship and to meet safety requirements; the steering gear and oil 
iuel installations. Watertight doors, bilge pumping arrangements and electrical 
::quipment and installations must comply with the requirements of Part VI of 
the Rules so far as they are applicable, as well as ,he provisions of Part 11, 
Part I I I  and Part IV respectively. 
(c) Surveyors should be satisfied that boilers used in connection with loading 
or unloading the ship, or used exclusively for purposes unconnected with the 
propelling power of the ship, are safe for the pressure at which they are worked. 
(d) Copies of orders for machinery or parts of machinery to be made in other 
districts and requiring survey during or after construction, should be obtained 
and forwarded to the Suneyors concern�d. 
171. I"itial Surveys 
(a) The in.itial survey of boilers and machinery should cover all the items 
mentioned in paragraph 170(b). For Periodic Surveys see Chapter 15.  
Plalls and particulars of the ltems mentioned in paragraph 170(b), together 
with paniculars of the estimated power available for going astern, should be 
submitted to tLe Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
Electrical installations should comply witb tbe Regulations for the Electrical 
Equipment of Ships, 1939 and the Supplement of 1947 issued by tbe Institution 
of Electrical Engineers (see Part IV of the Rule. and Part I V  of tbese 
Instructions). 
For Motor Launches of Classes V, VI and VI(A) plans sbowing the general 
arrangement of the machinery and fuel tanks, engine casing, means of preventmg 
the spr,=ad of oil from the engine space, and the fuel tank capacity, should be 
submitted to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
If, during construction, any deviation from an approved plan :5 proposed 
full particulars should be submitted to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
When a Surveyor has inspected boilers and other pressure vessels and 
machinery during construction, it will not normally be necessary. before 
issuing the declaration, to have them opened up on board the ship for re· 
examination. 
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Surveyors should not accept any new Gr unusual urangemenlS or construction 
of boilers, machinery, fillings or equipment without first referring the matter 
to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chicf. 
(b) Where a passenger certificate is required in respect of a ship not constructed 
under the Ministry's s�T\ey. plans covering the items detailed in paragraph 
170(b) should be submitted to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief with the Sur­
veyor's report on the condition and sufficiency of the various parts. Where other 
methods are not available, the Surveyor may use his discretion in regard to drill 
testing to check the scantlings of boilers and other pressure vessels. The owner 
should provide infonnation regarding the quality of the material used in the 
construction of the parts under survey. 
(c) Before a declaration is issued, trials of the machinery must be witnessed 
by a Surveyor. I n  tbe case of new ships, the trials should be made at sea or under 
conditions which approximate to those of the service in which the ship will be 
engaged. The main and auxiliary steering gear should be tested during the trials 
at sea. 
(d) If any item, the design of which has been accepted, proves unsatisfactory 
during manufacture or in use, particulars of the defects should be reported to 
tbe Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
Chapter 2 
M A N U FACT U R E .  Q UALITY A N D  T E S T S  O F  M A TE R I A L  
172_ Material to be Tested 
Steel used in the construction of boilers, superheaters, economisers, and 
other pressure vessels and for the more important forgings and castings of the 
machinery, and bronze used for shafting and for special purposes, are [Q be 
tested in the presence of a Surveyor. The tests should be carried out �n testing 
machines of which the details have been approved by the Engineer Surveyor­
;n-Cbief and of which the accuracy bas been verified by the Surveyors within 
the preceding twelve months (see also Appendix V). If no such tes.ts are made 
the Surveyor should not give a declaration covering the parts concerned with­
out first referring the case to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
173. Copies of Orders 
When any Dew part, the material of which is required to be tested, is ordered 
for a passenger ship under the Ministry's survey, the owners or contractors 
�hould send a copy of the order to the local Marine Survey Office and request 
tbe makers to see that arrangements are made for a Surveyor to witness t.Ue 
tests. 
Surveyors receiving copies of orders for material which is required to be 
tested should forward them together with a letter of advice and paniculars of 
fees paid, with as little delay as possible to the Surveyors who are to witness 
the tests. 
The makers of the part or parts should give ample notice to the local Surveyors 
when the articles are ready for tbe selection of test pieces and when tbese are 
ready for testing. 
174. Process of Manufacture 
Carbon steel intended for use in the construction of boilers, superheaters, 
economisers and other pressure vessels and fur forgings and pressure pipes is 
to be made by the open-hearth or an electric process, acid or bJsic. I n  the case 
of steel castings the steel may be made by any process recognised by the f\linistry. 
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Where steel intended for boilers is not produced in the works at  which it is  
rolled, a certificate must Vc supplied to the Surveyor who will witness the 
material tests, stating the process by which it was made, the nam...: of the steel 
maker who supplied it and the steel maker's charge numbers. 
175. Heat Treatment of Thick Plates 
I t  is desirable that all plates over I i inches in  thickness and not intended for 
hot working should be normalised before the test pieces are cut off. In  every 
case where the thickness of a plate exceeds 1 1  inches the plate must be normalised 
before the test pieces are cut off. 
176. Alloy Steel 
Alloy steel intended for use in  the construction of boilers and machinery 
should be made by the open hearth or other process recognised by the Ministry. 
The analysis and physical properties and details of the proposed physical tests 
should be submitted 10 the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief for approval. 
177. Freedom from Defects, etc. 
Finished material should be sound and free from cracks, flaws and lamina­
tions; no hammer-dressing is permissible. Patching, burning or electric welding 
(see paragraph 186) should not be allowed without the prior approval of the 
Engineer Surveyor-m-Chief. 
178. Branding 
Plates, bars and sections should be stamped with the maker's name or trade 
mark and every article should be stamped with a number or mark in order that 
the charge of steel from which i t  was made can be identified. 
179. Selection and Treatment of Test Pieces 
(0) All the test pieces lequired should be selected and stamped by the Suneyor, 
and, except where otherwise specified in these Instructions, the tests should be 
made in his presence at the place of manufacture and on accepted testing 
machines. before the despatch of the material. 
(b) Test pieces should not, in general, be cut off forgings, castings, plates, 
bars or sections until they have been stamped with the Surveyor's stamp and 
any heat treatment has been completed. 
If  by special arrangement any material is heat-treated after test pieces have 
been selected and cut off, the test pieces should be simultaneously treated with 
the material in the same furnace before they are tested. 
(c) When a number of articles are cut from one plate, bar or forging, the tests 
required should be only those required from the original piece, provided the 
articles have not been further heated or forged, and can be identified as having 
formed part of the original piece. 
(d) When a number of small forgings are made from the same ingot, or a 
number of small castings from thc same charge of steel, tensile and bend tests 
at the ratc of one of each for every four articles will, as a rule, be sufficient. 
(See also paragraphs 195(0) and 203). 
(e) Except where specially mentioned in these Instructions any straightening 
of test pieces which may be required should be done cold. (See paragraph 109). 
180. Standard Test P,eas 
The forms and dimensions of lest pieces should be as follows: 
(a) Tensile Tests 
The gauge length and parallel portion of the tensile test pieces should 
be as shown below. 
• 
Any reduction of the test pieces to the form required sbould be effected 
by machining and, wherever practicable, tbe rolled surfaces should be 
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Subsidiary round lest pieces which have diameters different from tboSf 
of tests pieces C, D and E may be used. The proportions of these sub­
sidiary test pieces should be as gi\Cn below 
Gauge length (G) = ),54 d 
Parallel icngth (P) = ),98 d minimum 
(b) Bend T.5U 
(i) The lest pieces cut from plates, Hat bars and sections for bend tests, 
should not be less than 1 i Inches wide; for small bars the whole 
section may be used. The rough edges of the lest pieces caused by 
shearing may be removed by filing or grinding. and test pieces I inch 
or morc III thicLncss may have the edges machined. 
(u) Whenever practicable the rolled surfaces should be letained on two 
opposite sides of the test pieces. The bend test pieces of round bars 
should be or the full diameter or the bars ae; rolled. 
(Ill) 1 he bend tests of nuld steel forgings and steel castings should be 
made with rectangular test pic!ces I inch wide by i inch thick, which 
are tl) be machlOed to size and ha\e the corners rounded to a radiu!: 
of 1. lOch; thq are to be bent over their thinner sectioD. Alternatively. 
ror �Iecl castings the bend test pieces may be I lOch in diameter. 
Generally. in the case or high tensile steel, proposals in regard to 
the dimenSions or bend test specimens are 10 be submitted to the 
Engineer Surveyor-in-Chicf except in Ihe case of forgings or ovel 
rorty tons tenSIle strength, "" hell bend test pieces 1- Inch wide by 
i Inch thick may be used (scc p.ragraph 197), 
(iv) Bend tests may be made either by pressure or by blows. 
(v) Where in speCial cases the ma�crs requcst that bend tests as gl\icn 10 
sub-paragraph (Iil) abO\c should be waived, equivalent alternative 
bend tests Will be required. All such cases are to be submitted to the 
E!lgineer Surveyor-in-ChJer. 
181. Maurial R('((,Jls 
(a) I r  a test pH�ce rails, two dupltc.lle te!;t plcces may be tested and Ir the 
results obtalOed rrom both are satisfactory the material may be accepttd. 
Should the test piece or one of the retests fail and it IS considered that the heat 
treatment has been unsatisfactory, the material may be again heaHreated and 
re-submilted for tests. 
(b) Should a tensile test piece break outside the middle half of its gauge 
length, a further lest may be made, if necessary, from a duplicate test piece. 
182. Stamping 
When the results of the tests are satisfactory all articles represented by the 
tests are to be stamped by the Surveyor for identification purposes. Where 
several items are represented by one set of tests each item must be so stamped. 
The identification marks stamped on boiler plates are to include the results of 
the tests. 
S r E E L  P L A TES 
183. Number and Nature of TestJ 
(a) A tensile and a cold bend test should be laken from each plate, as rolled; 
but, when the weight of the plate exceeds two and a half tons, a tensile and a 
bend test should be taken from each end. 
When steel having a specified tensile strength higher than 35 tons per square 
inch is proposed for plates intended for bOilers or other pressure vessels, details 
of the proposed material and mechnical tests should be submitted to the 
Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief for consideration. 
(b) �est specimens may be cut from the rolled material either lengthwise or 
crOSSWJse. 
184. Tensile Tests 
(a) The tensi!e breaking strength of steel plates for shells and girders, deter­
mined from standard test pieces, should ordinarily be between the limits of 
28 and 35 tons per square inch for riveted boilers and pressure vessels and 
between 26 and 35 tons per square inch for fusion wel�ed boilers and pressure 
vessels. 
The range should not be more than 4 tons per square inch in any one case. 
(b) For plates intended for flanging or forge welding and for combustion 
chambers and furnaces, the tensile breaking strength should ordinarily be 
between the limits of 26 and 30 tons per square inch. 
(c) The elongation, measured on a standard test piece n3ving a gauge length 
of 8 inches, should be not less than 20 per cent, for material or i inch in thickness 
and upwards required to have a tensile breaking strength between the limits of 
28 and 35 tons per square inch, and not less than 23 per cent. for material of 
i inch in thickness and upwards required to have a tensile breaking strength 
between the limits of 26 and 30 tons per square inch. 
For material under i inch in thickness the elongation in each case may be 
3 per cent. less than that mentioned above. 
185. Bend T�Sls 
Bend test pieces should withstand, without fracture. being bent cold until lhe 
internal radius is equal to 1 i times the thickness of the t�st piece aDd the sides 
are parallel. 
186. JIIsperfio" o[ Plates 
Surface defects on plates may, \\ ith the sanctlO:1 of the Surveyor, be removed 
by chirPing, filmg or gri:1ding, hut not by hammer-dressing, p�tchln{!., burning 
or clcclric welding. Boiler shcU plates trented by J.;x . al dressing should be Mumpcd 
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at an adjacent part with the Surveyor's initials after he is satisfied that tbe 
defect has been completely removed without undue thinning of the plate. The 
actIon taken should be reported with the test results OD form Surveys 24 (see 
paragrapb 213). 
SECTION,  R IVET A N D  STAY BARS 
187. Number and Nalure of Tes/s 
(a) Tensile tests in  the following proportions should be made from bars of 
each diameter or section from each charge from which they are rolled. 
Number of bars Number of Tests 
from onc charge 
Sections. aU sizes. and 8 or less 1 
round bars over 1 1  
Inches diameter 9 to IS  2 
For each additional Add 1 
I S or part thereof 
Bu, 1 1 Inches dla· 20 or less 1 
meter and under 
21 to SO 2 
For each addltlonaJ Add I 
2S or part thereof 
(b) Cold bend tests should be made from round bars in the same proportion 
as that in  which tensile tests a re required, but no bend tests need be made from 
rivet bars. In the case of sections, a cold bend test should be made from each 
bar rolled. (See paragraph 190 for tests of special iron intended for combustion 
chamber Slays). 
188. Tensilt TesiS 
(a) Longitudinal stays should have a tensile strength between the limits of 
"'18 and 35 tons per square inch, with an elongation of not less than 20 or 24 
per cent. measured on standard test piece B or B I respectively. The range should 
not be more than 4 tons per square inch in any one case. 
(b) Combustion chamber stays should have a tensile strength between the 
limits of 26 and 30 tons p::r square inch, with an elongation of not less than 
23 or 28 per cent. measured on standard test piece B or B I  respectively. 
(l') Section bars should have a tensile strength between the limits of 2R and 
32 tons per square inch, with an elongation of not less than 20 per cent measured 
on the standard test piece A. 
For material under i in�h in thickness the elongation may be 3 per cent. less. 
(d) Rivet bars should have a tensile strength between the limits of 26 and 
30 tons per square inch, with an elongation of not less than 25 or 30 per cent. 
measured on standard test piece B or B I respectively. The bars may be tested 
the full size as rolled. 
189. Bend TeslS 
The test pieces should withstand. without fracture, being bent cold until 
the internal radiUS is equal to I ,  limes the thickness or diameter of the test 
piece and the sides are parallel. 
190. iron Combustion Chambn Stay Bars 
Iron screw stays of tbe same size as would be required for mild steel may be 
accepted if they withstaod the following tests: 
(a) The bars as rolled of each diameter are to be placed in batches of 20, and 
onc tensile and two bend test pieces are to be selected by the Surveyor 
from each batch. 
(b) The tensile breaking strength should not be less than 2 1 1  tons per square 
inch with an elongation of not less than 25 or 30 per cent. measured on 
standard test piece B or B I  respectively. 
If the tensile test is unsatisfactory, two other bars may be selected for 
test from the batch, and should either of these fail the batch is to be 
rejected. 
(c) The bend test pieces may be either of the bar as rolled or turned down to 
one inch diameter. One of the t ..... o bend test pieces selected is to be lightly 
and evenly nicked on one side ..... ith a sharp cutting tool. 
The unnicked bend test piece should bend cold Without fracture until 
the sides are parallel and the space between the two sides is not greater 
than the diameter of the test piece. The nicked test piece is to be bent 
back at the nick through an angle of 1800 by pressure or by a succeSSion 
of light blows. The fracture should not show any coarse crystalline struc· 
ture and should be fibrous and free from slag or dirt. 
If either of the bend tests is unsatisfactory, two other bars may be 
selected and similarly tested. Should either of these bars prove unsatis· 
factory the batch is to be rejected. 
191.  Ri�'elS 
(a) A few rivets of each size should be selected by the Surveyor from the bulk, 
and should be subject to the following tests: 
(i) The rivet shanks are to be bent cold and hammered until the two parts 
of the shank touch, without fracture on the outside of the bend. 
(ii) The rivet heads are to be flattened, while hot, until their diameter is two 
and a half times the diameter of the shank, without cracking at the edges. 
(b) Where the Surveyor considers it necessary, check tensile tests of shell 
rivets should be made. The elongation should, when practicable, be taken in a 
length of two and a half times the diameter of the prepared part; the tensile 
strength should be from 26 to 32 tons per square inch and the contraction of 
area about 60 per cent. 
BOILER TUBES 
192. Tubes subjecl 10 Internal Pressure 
(a) Manufacture and Heal Treatment. All tubes subject to internal pressure 
should be seamless except where other types have been submitted to and 
accepted by the Engineer Surveyor-in·Chief. They should be made of mild 
steel produced by the open hearth or electric process and contain not more than 
0.05 per cent. of sulphur or of phosph orus or be made of half per cent. molyb· 
denum or chromium·molybdenum sleel to British Slandard specifications 
1652 : 1950 or 1653 : 1950. All tubes shall be well finished, c1"n and rree rrom 
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harmful defects. They should be reasonably straight, smooth, cyJjndrical and 
within the following tolerances: 
Permissible tolerance 
OutsIde dIameter On outside diameter On thickness 
In Inches 
Hot fimshed I Cold drawn Hot finished Cold drawn I 
Up to and + 1/64 Inch + 171 per cent. 
including 2i - 1/32 Inch - 7, per cent. 
+ 0  + 10 per cent. 
Over 2, up 10 - I per cent. + 15 per cent. - .5 per cent. 
and including 4i All diameters - S per cent. All diameters 
Over 4, I ± I p<< O'OI. + t7 i per cent. - 7, per ccnt. 
After cold drawing mild steel tubes should be suitably heat treated throughout 
tbelr length and the ends should be annealed after any local operation ofswelung 
or reducing. 
The ends of hot finished mild steel tubes should be annealed for a length of 
not less tban 6 Inches at each end for expanding. 
Alloy steel tubes should be suitable heat treated. 
(b) Ml'choll;cal Tl'sls. Tubes should be presented in batches of lOO, plus, if so 
desired, an allowance for the tubes to be selected for the tests. 
Two tubes should be selected indiscriminately from each of the first four 
batches and one from each of any remaining batches of 100 tubes or part 
thereof. The lengths of matenal requisite for all the test pieces for the mechanical 
tests should be laken from the tubes selected. 
(c) Tensile Tests. The tests may be made from strips cut from tubes and tested 
in  their curved condJlion, or from a complete portion of the tube, tbe ends being 
plugged for gnps. 
The results of the tensile tests should comply with the following requirements: 
Ult imate tensLle Minimum elongalion per cent. 
Type of Type of strength Ions per 
Steel Test plcce square lOch On 8 inches On 2 inches 
Minimum MaXimum 1 1 In. thick Less Ihan 1 in. thick Less Ihan 
and over I in. thick and over ! in. thick 
• I I Mud Cut stop 20 28 20 1 8  30 28 sleel - I I Full IUbe 20 28 25 I 13 - -
Alloy Cut stnp U 33 I 19 I 17  25 23 sleel 
Full tube 25 I 33 I 23 2 1  - -I 
(d) Flatten'''$: Tes/s. A ring not Ii:,) than 2 inches i., length, taken from ODe 
cnd of ench selecled tube, should be flattened between two parallel surfaces the 




tube. W�en the pressure is released, the specimen should comply with the 
rollowlng requirements and show no sign or crack or Haw: 
Olstao« apart or inner surface at mid length 
Nominal thickness 
arter release or pressure 
or tube Hot fimshed mild Slotl. 
Hot finished and cold Cold dra .... n mild steel 
drawn alloy steel 
Thicker than 10 S.W.G. 2 times thlcknen 
3 times thickness 
10 S.W.G. and thmner NLl. i.e. inner surraces motling 
(e) Expanding Tests. A test piece taken rrom one end of each selected tube 
should be capable of being expanded symmetrically by a drift expander having 
a total included angle or from 40 to 60 degrees, to the following increases in 
outside diameter, without showing any signs or crack or flaw: 
Nominal thickness Increase in outSide 
Type or steel of tube in S.W.G. diameter per «"nt. 
6 and thinner IS  
Mild steel Thicker Ihan 6 up to and in-
cluding 3 12  
Thicker than 3 91 
10 and thinner 121 
AUoy steel Thicker than 10 up to and io-
cluding 6 9! 
Thicker than 6 61 
(I) Duplicate Tests. Should any of the specimens show definite signs of failure 
in one or marc of the: tests specified in (c), (d) and (e) two further tests of the 
Sf'ne kind may be made from two additiunal tubes selected from the same 
batch. Should either or these tubes fail to satisry any or the tests, the batch or 
tubes may be heat-trealed and then retested in accordance with (c), (cl) and 
(e), but twice the number of test pieces should be selected. !f all the repeat tests 
are satisfactory the batch may be passed, but ir failure again occurs the tubes 
represented should be rejected. 
(g) Hydraulic Tests. Every tube should be tested at the tube makers works 
by hydraulic pressure in accordance with the following table: 
WCJ. kmg pressuI'C of boiler 
lb. per square lOch 
Up to and including SOO 
Above SOO up to and including 1000 
Above 1000 
1000 
Hydraulic test pressure 
lb. per squ:ue Inch 
2 x working pressure 
Workmg pressure + 1000 
The manufacturer's certificate covering the hydrauJic tests may be accepted. 
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193. IrOIl alld Sleel Tubes subjecl 10 External Pressure 
A few bending tests may be made from the scrap ends of tbe stay tubes or 
the strips from which they are made, but special tests need not be made from 
the tubes fitted into boilers under the Ministry's survey if tbe general nature of 
the material IS found satisfactory. 
S T E E! L  FORGINGS OTHER THAN SEA M LESS DRUMS 
194. General 
Sufficient discard should be made from the top and bottom of each ingot 
to ensure that the forgings made from it will be sound. For important forgings 
the sectional area of the body of the forging should not exceed one fifth that of 
the original mgol and no part of the forging should have a sectional area more 
than two-thirds that of the ingot except that in the case of ingots cast in chilled 
moulds with the larger cross section uppermost and with efficient refractory 
feeder heads, the sectional area of any part of the forging is Dot to exceed : 
One third of the sectional area of the ingot wbere the length at any diameter 
is greater than its diameter. 
Two thirds of the sectional area of the ingot where the length at  any 
diameter is less than its diameter. 
All steel forgings should, after completion and before the test pieces are 
selected, be suitably heat-treated; if any subsequent heating is done, the Sur­
veyor may require the forgings to be heat-treated again. 
195. Nwnber and Nalure o/ Tests 
(a) At least onc tensile and one bend test should be taken from each forging, 
but if  the weight exceeds three tons, a tensile and a bend test should be taken 
from each cnd. Small forgings made from one ingot may be dealt with under 
the provisions of paragraph 179(d) but batches of forgings or stampings (con­
nectlOg rods, small crank shafts, etc.) should. in general, be dealt with in 
accordance with the following scale: 
WeIght of each Number from Number of tensile 
forging or stamping one ingot and bend tests 
Up 10 1 0  lb. SO or less I in SO 
more than 50 I in 100 
Above 10 lb. and nOI exceeding 
S6 lb. 
20 or less I in 10 
more than 20 J in 20 
Above 56 lb. and not exceeding 1 6  or less l in 8  
1 1 2  lb. 
more than 16 1 in 16 
Above 1 1 2  lb. and not exceed· 8 or less l in 4 
ing 224 lb. 
more than 8 1 in 8 
(b) The test pieces should be taken from a part of the forging of a sectional 
area not less than that of the body and they should be machined to size without 
further forging. Where the couplings of a shaft are formed by "upsetting". 
the test pieces may be cut from the outer edge of the couplings. 
(c) If the webs of built crankshafts are forged or rolled from ingot steel. the 
tcst pieces arc to be taken transversely from tbe webs as forged or roUed. 
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196. Teruile Strength and Elongation 
The tensile strength of steel forgings sbould Donnally be between tbe limits 
of 28 a�d 4O.tons per square. 
incb with a difference of not more tban 4 tons per 
square lOch 10 .
any one forgmg. The elongation, measured OD the appropriate 
standard t�st piece, C, D, or E, should not be less than 17 per cent. for 40 tons 
steel; a':ld ID no case may the sum of tbe tensile strength and the �orresponding 
elongation be less than 57 for test pieces cut longitudinally or 52 for test pieces 
cut transversely. 
197. Bend Tests 
The test pieces should withstand being bent cold without fracture through an 
angle of 180°, the internal radius of the bend being not greater than that given 
below: 
Maximum specified tensile 
strength of forging 
Up to 32 tons per square inch 
Above 32 tons and up to 36 tons per square 
incb 
Above 36 tons and up to 40 lons per square 
incb 
Above 40 lOns where tbe special f inch by 
I inch test piece is used (sec paragrapb 
18O(b)(iu) 






S E A M LESS S TE E L  D R U MS FOR BOI L E R S  
198. General 
Sufficient discard should be made from the top and bottom of each ingot to 
ensure soundness in  the portion used for the forging. Sulphur prints may be 
taken to show that this condition has been fulfilled. 
The drum should be made from a solid cast ingot, punched, bored or tre­
panned; alternatively hollow cast ingots may be used. The resultant wal1 in  the 
case of the sobd cast ingot, or the wall of the hollow cast ingot, should be 
reduced in thickness by at least one half in  the process of forging. 
Each drum should be efficiently beat-treated during manufacture, as neces­
sary, and on completion of the forging process. 
199. Number and Nature 0/ Tests 
Sufficient material should be left on the open ends of each forging to enable 
tranS\'erse test pieces to be taken. Tbe tests should consist of not less than one 
tensile and one bend test from each open end. I n  the case of open ended drums 
the test material should not be cut off before heat treatment; if the drum ends 
are to be closed in, the test pieces may be cut off immediately before this 
operation; subsequently the test pieces and drum forgings should be simul­
taneou�ly heat-treated in the same furnace. 
Prior to heat-treating the test pieces with the drum, the test pieces may be 
heated for the purpose of straightening but the sectional area must not be 
altered during thIS operation. 
In the case of seamless drums which have an unpierccd blind end, check 
tensile and bend tests should occa�ionally be made by Surveyors from material 
taken from tbe blind end and the results of the tests reported to the Engineer 
Surveyor-in-Chief. 
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200. Tensile Strength and Elongation 
The tensile strength should normally be between the limits of 28 and 40 tons 
per squarc inch with a difference of not more tban 4 tons per square inch in any 
one forging. The elongation measured on the appropriate standard test piece 
C, D or E, should not be less than 1 7  per cent. for 40 ton steel and in no case 
should the sum of the tensile strength and the corresponding elongation be less 
tban 57. 
201. Bend Tests 
The bend test pieces should withstand without fracture being bent cold 
through an angle of 1 80°, the internal radius of the bend being not greater than 
tbat given below: 
Specified tensile strength 
of forging 
Up to 32 tons per square inch 
Above 32 tons and up to 36 tons per square 
ioch 
Above 36 tons and up to 40 tons per square 
inch 
STEEL CASTINGS 
202. Heat Treatment 





All steel castings should be suitably heat-treated before the test pieces are 
selected. 
203. Number and Nature oJ Tests 
(0) [n the case of steel castings for: 
(i) valve chests, branch pieces and fittings less tban 4 inches bore; 
(ii) valve cbests, branch pieces and fittings 4 inches bore and over subjected 
to steam pressures not exceeding 150 lb. per square inch or steam tem­
peratures not exceeding 425°F.; 
(ill) ship side valve chests and associated branch pieces and fittings of 
any size in connection with main or auxiliary macrunery or boilers; 
it will not be necessary for tensile or bend tests of the material to be witnessed 
by the Surveyors. Such steel castings may be accepted providing the maker 
gives a guarantee indicating their physical properties, and providing the castings 
are inspected and hammer tested to the satisfaction of tbe Surveyor. The 
instructions regarding hydraulic tests should however be applied. (See para· 
grapb 247). 
(b) All other important steel castings should be tested as follows: 
(i) At least one tensile and one bend test should be made from the castings 
from each charge; where a casting is made from more than one cbarge. 
at least four tensile and four bend tests should be made from pieces cast 
as far apart as possible on the castings and as near tbe top and the bottom 
respectively as practicable. 
(ii) Where more than one casting is made from one charge. at least one 
tensile and onc bend test should be made from the castings run from one 
common pouring bead; separate tests should be made from each casting 
or set of castings run from each separate pouring head. Small castings 
may. however, be dealt with in accordance with the provisions of 
paragraph 179(d). 
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204. Tensile St:-ength and Elongation 
The �ensile stre!lgth may range from 26 to 35 tons per square inch, with an 
elongation, measured on standard test piece C, 0, Of E, of not less than 20 per 
ccnt. 
The tensile strength of cast steel intended for the more important parts, e.g. 
webs for crankshafts, boiler mountings, boiler and superheater headers and 
turbine casings, should be be-tween 28 and 35 tons per square inch with a 
minimum elon3ation of 20 per cent. measured on tbe tesf piece C, D or E. 
For the webs of crankshafts the sum of tho: tensile strength and percentage 
elongation should not be less tban 57. 
205. Bend Tests 
The bend test pieces should withstand being bent cold, y, ithout fracture, 
through an angle of J 20°. The internai radius of the bend i n  each case should 
not be greater than one inch. 
S T E E L  r R E S S iJ R E  P i p e s  
206. Process of Manufaclure 
All pipes subject to internal pressure should be seamless or of lap welded 
construction (except y, hen other types of constru.:tion are submitled to and 
accepted by the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief) and made of steel produced by the 
open hearth or an electric proc{"ss. 
207. Seamless Stetl Fipes 
Tensile tests should be taken from tubes made from each charge as shown 
in tbe following table: 
Outsid� ciiam�t�r of tube Number of tensil� tests 
Up 10 and including 4 Inches I 10 40 or part thereof 
Above 4 :oches and including S inches I in 10 or part tbereof 
Above S inches and including 7 inches I In 6 or part tber�of 
Above 7 inches I in 4 or part thereof 
The tensile strength should be between the limits of 23 and 30 tons per square 
inch, and the elongation should not be less than 20 per cent. i n  a lengtb of 
8 inct;es, or 18 per cent. i f  tbe thickr.ess of the tubes is less than i of an inch. 
208. Lap Welded 51eel Pipes 
Tensile tests should be made from the plates from which the tubes are made. 
The tensile strength of the material should be between the limits of 22 and 28 
tons per square inch, with an elongation of 25 per cent. on a length of 8 inches 
f,)f material i inch in thid.ness and upwards. The elongation of malerial under 
i inch in thickness may be 3 per cent. les� than 25 per cent. for each onc-eighth 
of an inch below i 4nch in the thickness. 
Tc ensure that the process of "elding i� satisfactory the scrap ends, or two 
rings cut from the scrap ends of ca ch tube v. clded, should bt: dosed in to one­
half the internal diameter of the pipe without Ir3( I U re of the weld wh�n on the 
major clnd minor {lxis of the clesed-ir. rinrs Icspccti\t:ly. Whell consitkred 
necessar) , check tensile tests should be made; the I('mile strength aCrl'S':I the 
weld should not be IC':I5 t ha n 20 tons per squ:lre inch . 
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STEEL AIR B O T T LES 
209. Seamless Air ROllles 
The material should be tested in transverse direction and one tensile and 
onc cold bend test should be made from each tube. 
The transverse tensile strength of the material sh9uld ordinarily be between the 
limits of 26 and 36 tons per square inch. The elongation measured on a length 
of 8 inches should not be less than 1 8  per cent. or 2 1  per cent. on 5 inches. 
The bend test piece should withstand, without fracture, being bent cold 
through an angle of 180° over an internal radius of 1 1  times the thickness of 
the tesl piece. 
The test pieces may be straightened hot and subsequently heat treated with 
the tube; they may be machined to a uniform thickness. 
BRONZE SHAFTING A N D  CAST INGS 
210. Bronze Shafting 
The tensile strength should not be less than 28 tons per square inch and the 
sum of the tensile strength and corresponding elongation should not be less 
than 57. Bend test pieces should withstand without fracture, being bent cold 
through an angle of 1 20°. 
211 .  Bronze Propellers and Propeller Blades 
The following requirements apply only to propellers for ships of Class J.  
At least one tensile test is to be made from each casting. 
The tensile breaking strength determined from a standard test piece should 
be not less than 28 tons per square inch, the percentage elongation should be 
not less than 1 5  measured on the test piece C, D or E and the sum of the tensile 
breaking strength and the percentage elongation should not be less than 48. 
212. Castings 
Generally tests need not be made from bronze or gunrnetal castings, but in 
the case of important castings the Surveyor should satisfy himself, if necessary 
by reference to British Standard 1400:1948, that tbe composition of the material 
is suitable for its intended purpose. 
Bronze or gunmetal should Dot be used where the working temperature 
exceeds 425°F 
RIlPOR TING TESTS RESUL TS 
213. (a) The Surveyor should submit to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief on 
fonns S urveys 24 the results of the tests of material used for the following: 
(i) Shells of boilers including butt straps. 
(ii) Turbine gearing. 
(iu) Material in respect of which the ordinary requirements have not been 
complied with or concerning which special instructions are required, or 
where special tensile limits are imposed. • 
(iv) Material for which certified copies of the results of tbe tests are required 
(see Appendix V). 
(b) In all other cases the Surveyor should submit the forms Surveys 24 showing 
the results of the tests to the Senior Engineer Surveyor, who, ir satisfied that the 
Ministry's requirements have been met will mark the forms with the words 




B O I L E R S  
(a) All steel used in the construction of boiJers must be tested and must 
comply with tbe requirements laid down in these instructions. 
(bl AU steel plates which are welded, ftanged, dished or locally heated should 
in general, be appropriately heat treated. 
• 
(c) Butt straps should be cut from plates and not from rolled strip. 
(d) The edges of plates intended for boilers and pressure vessels should be 
machined or flame cut by machine. Where the carbon content of plates which 
are to be flame cut exceeds 0-26 per cent. the edges should be ground or 
machined. All plate edges should have a smooth finish. 
(el All rivet holes should be drilled "fair" and, wherever possible, they should 
be drilled in place. After the plates have been drilled the burrs should be 
removed, the faying surfaces of the plates cleaned and the sharp outer edges of 
holes removed. 
(f) The end plates ;n the steam spaces in way of uptakes should be shielded 
from contact with hot gases, and the lower riveted joint of the fire-box of 
vertical boilers should, where necessary, be suitably protected against impinge­
ment of the flames. 
(g) For water tube boilers and their integral superheaters and economisers 
see paragraphs 242 to 252. 
(h) The tenn working pressure, W.P., or maximum working pressure, M.W.P., 
for boilers including integral superheaters referred to throughout Chapters 2-6 
and 1 5  should, unless otherwise defined, be taken to mean the maximum 
pressure which tbe boiler is designed to withstand. In  the case of safety valves 
attached to the shells of cylindrical boilers or to the steam drums of water tube 
boilers this working pressure will usually be the pressure at which these safety 
valves are set but if the safety valves are set at some lower pressure the working 
pressure is to be taken as the maximum pressure which the boiler is designed 
to withstand. In the case of a superheater which is integral with the boiler and 
where the superheater safety valve is usually set to an appreciably lower pressure 
than the designed working pressure of the steam drum the working pressure of 
the boiler as a whole is to be taken as the maximum pressure which the boiler 
is designed to withstand. The superheater outlet steam pressure will ordinarily 
be limited by the setting of the superheater safety valve which should be such 
that the designed working pressure will not be exceeded in any part of the 
boiler and in no case should the superheater safety valve setting be in excess 
of the pressure for which the steam pipes and machinery have been designed. 
The Factor of Safety should in no case be less than 4. 
215. Means for Examination and Cleaning 
All boilers should have, where possible, means of access for the examination 
and cleaning of the inner surfaces of plates and tubes. Where boilers are too 
small to permit of this, there should be ha od holes and sight holes sufficiently 
large and numerous to enable the inside to be cleaned satisfactorily. 
Vertical boilers having cross tubes should have a sighthole in the shell opposite 
one end of each tube sufficiently large to enable the cross tube to be examined 
and cleaned. The doors of these sight holes should be in positions accessible for 
that purpose. 
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216. Maximum Pitch of Rivets in Longitudinal Joints 
The maximum pitch of tbe rivets in the longitudinal jcints of boiler shells 
should bc: 
, 
Maximum pitch in inches = C x T + I i io1ches, where T is the thickness 
of the plate in inches and e is a coefficient as given in the following table: 




















217. Types and Formulae/or Riveted Joints 
See sketches on page 78, where 
p = pitch of rivets at outer rows in inches, 
d = diameter of rivet holes in incbes, 
a = cross sectional area of one :1vet hole in square inches, 
n = number of rivets which are fitted in the pitch p, 
T = thickness of plate in incbes, 
e = 1 ·0 for rivets in single shear as in lap joints, and 1 ·875 for rive:.s 
in double shear as in double butt-strapped joints, 
S = minimum tensile strength of plates in tons per square inch, 
SI = shearing strength of rivets, wi:ich is taken generally to be 
23 tons per square inch, and may be 85 per cent. of the 
minimum tensile strength of the rivet bars. 
218. Thickness 0/ Riveted BUll Straps 
The outer butt strap of a longitudinal joint should be of sufficient thickness to 
permit of efficient caulking, and it should have an effective strength not less 
than i of that required for the shell plale. 
Where the number of rivets at the edges of the shell plate is double the 
number at the edges of the butt straps, then: 
_ 5 (p - d) T' - g X (p _ 2d)
x T  
Where T = thickness of shell plates in incbes, 
T. = thickness of outer butt straps in inches. 
p = pitch of rivets in outer rows at edges of butt straps in inches, 
d = diameter of rivet holes in inches. 
The inner butt strap should be t inch thicker than the thickness required for 
the outer butt strap. 
219. Circumferential Joints 
(a) The streogth of the riveted joints joining the end plates to the cylindrical 
shell should be not less than 42 per cent. of that of the solid shell plate. Where 
the shell plate exceeds I inch in thickness the joints connecting the end plates 
,0 the shell plate should be double riveted. 
(b) The riveted circumferential joint at or near the middle of the length of 
single-ended boilers should have a strength of not less than 60 per cent. of that 
of the solid plate. The inner riveted circumferential joints of double-ended 
boilers should have a strength of not less than 62 per cent. of that of lhe solid 
shell plate. In any case there should be three rows of rivets in circumferential 
joints where single-ended boilers have shell plates over 1 1  inches in thickness 
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T Y P E S  A N D  F O R M U L AB FOR R I V B T B D  J O I N T S  
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E • 1·5d 
V . O·16'p ... 0·67d 
V, -0·2p ... ' · I!5d 
aDd where double-cnded boilers have shell plates over I t\ inches in thickness. 
\\'"hcrc the shell plates are less than l ie  inches in thickness the intermediate 
circumferential joints of double-ended boilers should he at least double riveted. 
(c) The riveted circumferential joints of the sheUs of vertical boilers should 
have a strength of not less than 42 per cent. or that or the solid shell plate. 
When tbe joints are not complete circles, e.g. when the continuity of the shell 
longitudinally is interrupted by the insertion of recessed tube plates, and when 
the plates exceed i inch in thickness, Ibe circumferential joints should be double 
riveted. 
220. Manholes and Large Holes in Shell Ploles 
(a) Manholes in cylindrical shells should have their shorter axes arranged 
longitudinally. 
(b) Where the cylindrical sheU is cut ror a manhole, compensation should he 
provided and should be such that the strength in way of the manhole is not 
less tban that required for tbe longitudi.nal joint. Similarly. if holes havi.ng a 
diameter greater than 21 times the thickness of tbe shell plating plus 21 inches 
are cut in the cylindrical shells of boilers for the fixing of mountings, suitable 
compensation shou1d be provided. 
(c) The neutral part of boiler sbells under steam domes should, if required, 
be efficiently stayed, or otherwise compensated. 
121. Spacing of Screw Stays through Cylindrical Shell 
Where more than three screw stays pierce the cylindrical shell in a longitudinal 
. lOO (p - d) 
line, tbe value of 
p should be not less than the percentage strength 
required for the shell longitudinal joints, 
where d = the diameter in inches, 
p = the pitch of the stays in inches. 
If this is not possible, the stays should be arranged out of tine with one 
another longitudinally. 
m, Working Pressuu of Boiler Shells 
(a) For riveted steel cylindrical shells the maximum workiog pressure to he 
allowed ,bould he calculated rrom the roUowiog rormulae: 
If the thickness or the sheU plates does Dot exceed I t inches, 
W P _ 
(t - 2) x S x J . .  - e x  D IT the thickness of the sheU plates exceeds I t inches and d�uble butt straps 
an: fitted, 
t x S x J 
W.P. = 
2.85 x 0 
Wbere W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
t = thickness of the shell plates in 32nds of an inch, 
S = minimum tensile strength of the shell plates in tons per 
square inch, J = pen:eotage or slreogth or the loogitudinal joiots calculated 
by the methods or paragraph 217, 
C = a coefficient, which is 2·75 when the longitudinal joints are 
made with double butt straps; 2·83 when the longitudioal 
joints are made with lap joints and are treble riveted; 
2'9 when they are made with lap joints and are double 
riveted, and 3·3 when they are made with lap joints and 
8re sing1e riveted, 
D = inside diameter of the outer strake of plating of the cylindrical 
sbell measured in inches. 
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(b) Where vertical boilers have 8 nest or ne�IS of horizon tal t uhes so Ihat 
there is a direct tension on the tube plates due to the vcnical lo:'ld on the boiler 
ends or to their acting as horizontal tie's acros!) tbe shell, each altl!rn.ltc tube in 
the outer vertical rows of tubes should be 3 stay tube. The \\ud,ing prt.'ssurc on 
the tube plate should be determined by the following formula: 
W p = (t - 2) X � X J . . 2·9 X D 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
S = minimum tensile strength of the tube plate in toos per square 
inch, 
t = thickness of the tube plate in 32nds of an inch, 
o == twice the radial distance of the centre of the outer row of 
tube boles from tbe axis of the sbell in inches, J = perC<!ntage strength of the plate through the tube holes, viz.: 
100 (p - d) 
p 
Where p = vertical pitch of tubes in inches, 
d = diameter of the tube holes in inches. 
223. Dished Ends (conyex outSide) 
(a) The working pressure on the unstayed dished ends of boiler drums, steam 
receivers, crowns of vertical boilers, etc., where the working temperature does 
not :xceed 650°F. may be obtained from the appropriate formulae in the 
following sub-paragraphs (b), (c) or (d). 
(b) (i) Where the end is dished to partially spberical, semi-ellipsaidal or hemis· 
pherical form and has no unreinforced opening greater tban four times 
the plate thickness or 21 inches whichever is the less, the working 
pressure may be obtained from the following formula: 
• 
W p = er - 0·1) X 2 X F . .  D X C 
I.e. T = W.P. X D X C + 0. 1 2 X F 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
T = thickness of end in inches, 
o = outside diameter of the end in inches, 
C = a factor, dependent upon the ratio � where h is the 
external height, and generally obtained from the 
curve (see Fig. 2). In no case sbould C be taken as 
less than 1 · 1 5  � or 0· 1 2  � 
F = nominal stress in lb. per square inch as follows: 
Ultimate teosiJc strength toos per square incb 
1,4/28 26/30 28/32 
Nominal slrtss (F) 




(ii) For ends of partially spherical form, the inside radius of dishing 
R should not be greater than the diameter D. 
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(ill) Wherever practicable, the inside corner radius should not be less than 
12.5 per cent. of tbe inside diameter, but if this is impracticable it 
should be not less tban 6 per cent. of the inside diameter. 
(iv) For ends of semi-ellipsoidal form the ratio of the major axis to the 
minor axis should be not greater than 2. 
(v) For cods having a central flanged manhole or hand hole complying 
witb sub-paragrapb (vi), T as obtained from the fonnula in sub­
paragraph (i) should be iocreased by at least 1 5  %, but in no case by 
less than I inch. 
(vi) Tbe depth G (see Fig. I )  of Ihe maD hole flange, measured al the minor 
uis should be not less than 
vT"".--:-:x--'",--' 
Where T 11 = required thickness of pierced dished end plate in inches, 
Mol = minor axis of the manhole iD inches. 
The corner radius of the manhole flange rm (see Fig. I) shuuld be not 
less than I inch. 
(vu) For ends having unreinforced holes of greater dimensions than allowed 
iD sub-paragraph (i) and not conforming to the requirements of sub­
paragraph (v), the thickness T obtained by the formula in sub-paragraph 
(i) sbould be increased by more than 1 5  % dependent upon the size, 
shape and position of the hole. Ends with large unreinforced holes, 
or with eccentric flanged manholes or handholes should be avoided 
wherever practicable. 
(viii) The thickness T specified in sub-paragraphs (i), (v) and (vii), is tbe 
thickness of the end after manufacture and is applicable over the whole 
area of the end up to the point where, for ends of partially spherical 
shape, the dishing radius joins the corner radius; from this point a 
gradual thinning is permissible up to a maximum of 10 per cent. of 
the tbkkness T at the point where the corner radius joins the straight 
portion of the Hanged end. A similar gradual thinning is permissible 
for ends of semi-ellipsoidal shape. This permissible reduction in thick­
ness also applies to the flange for the manhole opening. 
(ix) For ends wb.ich are butt welded to the drum shell, the tb.ickness of the 
edge of the flange for connection to the shell should be not less than the 
required thickness of Ihe unpierced shell. See (x) NOn! 3. 
(x) NOn! I .  The external height of disb.ing 'h' may, for ends of partially 
spherical form, be determined as fellows (see Fig. I). 
h = R, - J ( R, - �) X (R' + � - 2r.) 
NOTe 2. Where the above rules are applied to small drum ends with 
manhole openings, the dimensions 'r' and 'rID' (sce Fig. 1 apply only to 
the section of the end containing the minor axis of the opening, i.e. 
'r' and 'rID' need not apply throughout the whole periphery of such ends. 
NOTE 3. The limitation of the flange edge thickness may, for deep ends 
with low values of C. and particularly for hemispherical ends, actually 
delennine the end thickness T and overrule the thickness T resultiDg 
from tbe formula in sub-paragraph (i). 
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Fig. 1 .  
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(c) Where the end is dished to partially spherical form baving no unreioforced 
opening greater than (our times the plate thickness or 21 inches whichever is 
the less, tbe workjng pre�sure may be obtained from the foUowing formula: 
W p = 1 5 x S x (t - l ) . . R 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
t = thickness of the end plate in 32nds of an inch .. 
S = minimum tensile strength of the plate in toos per square inch, 
R = inner radius of dishing in inches wwch sbould DOl exceed D 
the outside diameter of the cod. 
The inside corner radiUS should Dot be less tban four times the thickness of 
the cod plate and in no case be less tban 21 inches. When the end has a Banged 
manhole in it the thjckness of the end plate should be increased by i inch aDd 
tbe total depth G of the flan'3c of tbe manhole measured in inches from tbe outer 
surface at tbe minor axis is to be at least 
YTB X w 
Where T. = required thickness of the pierced dished end plate in inches, 
w = minor axis in inches 
(d) Where the end is a hemisphere and is made in more than one plate and 
is of riveted construction, the working pressure may be obtained from the 
foDowing formula: 
W P = (t - 2) x S x J . . C x R 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
t = thickness of plates in 32nds of an inch, 
S = minimum tensile strength of the plates in tons per square 
inch, J '"'" minimum strength of riveted joints per cent. of soUd plate, 
{3' 3 for single riveting, 
C = 2·9 for double riveting, 
2·83 for treble riveting, 
R = inner radius of curvature in inches. 
(t) The thickness of the ends of seamless drums having the ends forged 
integral with tbe sbeU should be submitted to tbe Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
n4. Flat Plates 
Where Oat plates are supponed by one of the methods shown in the following 
figures tbe working pressure should be determined by tbe following formula, 
except that if steel of less tensile strength than 26 tons per square inch is used 
the working pressure aUowed sbould be correspondingly reduced: 
W P = C (t - I)' . .  a' + b' 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
t = thickness of the Oat plate in 32nds of an incb, 
lw th.ickness of the washers, strips or doubUng employed, in 32nds 
of an inch, with a maximum value 't', 
a = distance apart of the rows of stays iD inches, 
b = pitch of the stays in the rows in inches. 
NOTE. Where the stays are irregularly pitched 'd1' is to be 
taken instead of a1 + hl, where 'd' is the diameter of the 
largest circle which can be drawn through any three points 
of support without enclosing another point of support. 
C == a coefficient which varies with the method of supporting 

















Stay screwed into plate. 
"I" to be not less than O'S of 
the diameter at the bottom of 
the thread. 
Stay screwed into plate and 
welded. 
"t" to be not less than O'S of 
the diameter at the bottom of 
the thread. 
Stay screwed ioto plate aod 
fined with out. 
Stay screwed ioto plate aod 
welded. 



























TYPICAL  M E THODS OF A T TACHING STAYS 
Type Description 
Slay passing Ihrough plate 
and fined with nuts on both 
sides or tht plait. 
Slay passing through plate 
and fitted with nuts and a 
large circular washer. 
D .. being al least 3 SO. 
t .. being at least .66t but not 
more than "t". 
Stay passing through plate 
and fitted with nuts and a 
large circular washer. the 
washer being riveted or weld· 
td to the plate. 
D .. being at least ·66 or the 
mean pitch, 
t", being at least ·661 but not 
more than "t",· 
Stay passing through plate 
and filled with nuts, the plate 
stiffened by a strip efficiently 
riveled or welded to the plate. 
W. being at least ·66 or the 
mean pitch or the stays, 
t", being at least '661 but not 
more than "t" , 
Where the plate is fitted with 
a doublins plate e�itntly 
secured to it and having a 
thick0es3. t"" at least ,66 of 
that or the plate, "I", with a 






100[1 + _' 1_51_,.2_J (1-1)1 
100[1 + _'3_51_,.2_J (1-1)1 
100[1 + _' 55_1,.2_J (1_1 )1 
100[1 + -,.' 8_5 ... 1,.2_J (1-1)1 
T Y P I C A L  MET HODS OF A T T A C II I N G  S TA Y  T U B E S  
For the \alues of "C" for the back and front tube plates and the wIde water spaces of  the 
tube plates between the nests of tubes and between the wing rows of tubes and the shell sce 
Paragraph 225. 
Figure C 
Type Description Not Exposed No, 
to Flame 
1 1  Stay tube screwed into 'he l2 
plate and expanded. 
, " , • , 
-
I'· Stay tube welded to the tube J!. 1 plate, tube to be expanded 1 2  t- into the tube plate before and l2 
t • • 
� after welding, see note at end 





Stay tube screwed into the 




w '  "mIn. r 
� 1 t, Stay tube welded to the tube 
I I, _ plate, tube to be expanded 14 I- ioto the tube plate before and 12 I ::.fter welding see note at end 




F L A T  P L A TES F LA NGED AND W E LDED 
C 
Flrure Typ< Descriptioo 
C Not 
No. E.pooed E.pooed 
(0 flame to flame . 
i I t Plate with flange the inner �I I radius (r) of which IS Dot 
I - greater than 2,t. The point IS - of support is to be taken on 96 1 10 the commencement of the 
curvature. 
P - POint of Support: 
I 
P Plate with flange: the i.nDer 
radius (r) of which is nol 
greater than 2,t, welded in an KI I efficient manner to the nat 16 plate. The depth of the nang.: 8S 100 - - F (F) from the commencement 
of curvatwe to the weld beiol 
at least 3t, the POLOt of su� 
port may be taken 00 the 
P - Point of SloIPport commeooemeot of curvatwe. 
TYPIC A L  F L A T  WE LDED COMBUSTION CHAM BER PLATES 
I p I I I 
Where the "at combustion 
chamber plates are welded in 
p an efficient manner, as typical 17 examples shown, the point of 80 
� support showd be laken 10 line with tbe surface of the 
supporting plate. 
P - Point of Support 
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Where a portion of a plate is supported by different methods, the value of e 
will be the mean of the values appropriate to the methods of support. 
For the tops and sides of combustion chambers the distance between the rows 
of stays nearest to the back tube plate or to the back plate and the commencc­
ment of curvature of these plates at lheir flanges should not be greater than 'a'. 
Where the tops of combustion chambers are joined to the sides by curved 
portions, if the outer radius of the curved portion is less than half the allowable 
distance between the girders, tbe distance between the first girder and the inner 
surface of the side plate should not exceed the allowable distance between tbe 
girders. If the radius of the curved portion is greater than half the allowable 
distance between the girders, the width of the flat portion measured from the 
centre of the girder should not be more than half the allowable distance between 
the girders. 
125. Back CUld Front Tube Plates 
Nuts should not be fitted to stay tube, at tbe combustioD chamber eDd; if aDY 
are fitted no allowance will be given in respect of them. 
For the wide water spaces of the tube plates between the nests of tubes and 
between the wing rows of tubes and the shell and for tbe portions of back and 
front tube plates in the nests of tubes, the working pressure should be deter­
mined by the followiDg formula except that if steel of less teDsile strength than 
26 tons per square inch is used the working pressure allowed should be corres­
poDdingly reduced: 
W p = C(t - I )'  . .  
a' + b' 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
t = thickness of the tube plate in 32Dds of aD inch. 
t,., = thickness of the riveted doubliDg plate when fitted. in 32Dds 
of an inch with a maximum value 't'. 
a = horizontal pitch of the stay tubes in inches measured across 
the wide water spaces from centre to centre, 
b = vertical pitch of the stay tubes in the bounding rows in 
inches, centre to centre. 
NOTE. When considering the portions of the back and 
front tube plates in the nests of tubes pl is to be taken instead 
of a1 + bl where 'p' is the mean pitch of the stay tubes 
supporting any portion of tbe plate. beiDg tbe sum of the 
four sides of any quadrilaterial formed by four adjacent 
stays. divided by four. 
e = a coefficient which vanes with the method of securing the 
stay tube as follows: 
(i) For the wide water spaces betweeD aDd arouDd the tube 
nests, 
Stay tubes secused to the tube plate as sbown in 
Fig. 1 1  or 12. [ ·55t,.,' ] FroDt tube plate C = 52 I + (t _ I)' 
Back tube plate C = 45. 
Stay tubes s<cused to the tube plate as sbowD 10 
Fig. 13 or 14. [ ·55t,.,' ] 
FroDt tube plate C = 72 1 + (I _ I)' 
Back tube plate C = 45. 
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• 
Stay tubes secured to the tube plate as shown In 
Fig. 1 5  or 16 with alternate stay tubes secured as 
shown in Fig. 1 3  or 14. [ . 55t,.' ] Front tube plate C = 63 1 + -et _ I)' 
Back tube plate C = 45. 
(ii) For portions of the back and front tube plates in the nests 
of tubes, 
Stay tubes secured to the tube plates as shown in 
Fig. I I  or 12, 
C = 38. 
Stay tubes secured to the front tube plate as shown in 
Fig. 1 3  or 14, 
C = 49. 
NOTE.  Where stay tubes are attached by welding and where 
the weld is not sUitably stress relieved they should not be 
adjacent within the same tube nest except in small local areas. 
226. Manholes and Hondho/es in Flat Plates 
When a flat plate is flanged to stiffen it at a manhole or bandhole. to permit 
tbe same working pressure as would be allowed upon an unpierced plate, the 
depth of the flange measured from the outer surface should be at least equal to: 
Where 
VT X w 
T = thickness of the plate in inches, 
w = minor axis of tbe bole in inches. 
127. Plai,. Furnaces 
(a) The working pressure allowed on plain furnaces or furnaces strengthened 
by Adamson or other joints, and on the cylindrical bottoms of combustion 
chambers should be determined by the following formulae, tbe lower pressure 
obtained being allowed: 
C(t - I )2 W.P. = (L + 24) X D 
W.P. = g' X [IO (t - I ) - LJ 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
D = external diameter of the furnace or combustion chamber 
bottom in incbes, 
t = thickness of the furnace plate in 32nds of an inch. 
L = length, in inches of the furnace or combustion chamber 
bottom between points of substantial support, measured 
from the centres of rivet rows or from the commencement 
of flange curvature. whichever is applicable. 
C = 1450 where the longitudinal seams are welded and 1300 
where they are riveted, 
Cl = 50 where the longitudinal seams are welded and 45 where 
they are riveted. 
(b) When plain vertical furnaces are tapered. the diameter to be taken for 
calculation purposes should be the mean of that at the top and at the bottom 
where the furnace meets the substantial support from fiange or ring. The length 
for the same purpose should be the distance from the centre of the row of 
rivets connecting the crown to the body oflhe furnace, to the substantial support 
at tbe bottom of the furnace, or to a row of stays conuecting the furnace to the 
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shell. provided the pitch of stays at tbe furnace does not exceed 1 4  times tbe 
thickness of the furnace plate when the stays ale riveted at their ends, and 1 6  �e� when they are fitted with nuts or strength welded. Such stays should be, 
10 dJameter over the threads, not less than 2·25 times th� thickness of the 
furnace plate. 
228. Corrugated Furnaces 
The working pressure to be allowed on corrugated furnaces is to be determined 
by the following formula: 
W p = C (t - I) . . 
0 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
D = external diameter in inches measured at the bottom of the 
corrugations, 
t = thickness of the furnace plate in 32nds of an inch, measured 
at the bottom of the corrugation or camber, 
C = 480 for the Fox, Morison, Deighton, and similar furnaces, 
and 5 1 0  for the Suspension Bulb furnace. 
The shape and dimensions of corrugated furnaces of the usual types should 
be in accordance with the British Standard No. 197 1 : 1953. 
229. Spherical Fumaces 
When the furnaces are spherical in form and convex upwards at their tops, 
and are without support from stays of any killd, 
W P = 275 (t - I )  . . 
R 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
t = thickness of the top plate in 32nds of an inch, 
R = outer radius of curvature of the furnace in inches. 
230. Maximum Thickness of Furnaces 
No furnace, plain or corrugated, should exceed i inch in thickness. 
231. Ogee Ring 
For the ogee ring. which connects the bottom of the furnace to the shell, and 
sustains the whole load on the furnace vertically. 
1 40 (t - I)' W.P. = D X (0 - d) 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
t = thickness of the ogee ring in 32nds of an inch, 
D = inside diameter of the boiler shell in inches, 
d = outside diameter, in inches, of the lower part of tbe furnace 
wbere it joins the ogee ring. 
232. Internal Uptakes of Vertical Boilers 
The working pressure allowed on internal uptakes of vertical boil�rs sho�ld 
be determined by the following formulae, the lower pressure obtained bemg 
allowed: 
Where 
C (t - 5)' W.P. = (L + 24) x 0 
W.P. = � x [ 1 0  (t - 5) - L] 
W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
D = external diameter of the uptake in illches, 
t = thickness of the uptakt in 32nds of an inch, 
9 1  
L -= length, In inches, of the uptake between points of substantial 
suppor1 ,  measured from the centres of rivet rows, C = 1450 where the longitudinal seams are welded and \ 300 
where they are rivc�ed. Cl = 50 where Ihe longitudmal seams are welded and 45 where 
they ate riveted. 
233. Compression on Tube Plates 
The working pressure OD back tube plates between the tubes is obtained 
from the formula: 
W p = 875 X (D - d) x t . . 
W X 0 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
t = thickness of tbe tube plates in 32nds of an inch, D = horizontal distance apart of the tubes, centre to centre, in 
inches, 
d = internal diameter in inches of tbe plain tubes, 
W = width in inches of combustion chamber measured inside 
from tube plate to back chamber plate, or between tube 
plates in double-ended boilers with combustion chambers 
common to two opposite furnaces. 
134. Steel Stays 
Steel stays are not to be welded within their length. If stays are heated for 
upsetting or any other purpose they should be subsequently annealed. 
2JS. Steel Longitudinal Stays 
(a) Screwed longitudinal stays should have threads in accordance with the 
appropriate British Standard. Stays 2 inches in diameter and above passing 
through plates and secured by nuts on each side of tbe plate should have not 
more than 6 threads per inch. 
(b) The working pressure aUowed in respect of the screwed portion of longi. 
tudinal stays with threads not coarser than 6 threads per inch is obtained from 
the following formula, but in no case should the stress exceed 1 1 .000 lb. per 
square inch when steel of a minimum tensile strength of 28 tons per square inch 
is used: 
w.p. = (d - 0'340)' X 9500 X S 
a 28 
The working pressure allowed in respect of the unscrewed portion of all 
longitudinal stays, and on the screwed portion when the threads are coarser 
than 6 threads per inch, is obtained from tbe following formula but in no case 
should tbe stress exceed 1 1 ,000 lb. per square inch when steel of a minimum 
tensile strength of 28 tons per square inch is used: 
w.p. 
= 
(d, - 0·125)' X 9500 X � 
a 28 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
d = diameter of tbe stay. in inches, over the thread, 
dl = diameter of the stay. in inches, at the bottom of tbe thread 
or at the smallest unscrewed part, 
a = area in square inches supported by the stay, 
S = minimum tensile strength of tbe steel in tons per square inch. 
(c) Where longitudinal stays are secured by welding the working pressure 
allowed should be such that the stress in the slay will not exceed 1 1 ,000 lb. per 
square inch when steel of a minimum tensile strength of 28 tons per square inch 
is.used. 
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(d) In double-ended boilers Ibe througb longitudinal stays sbould be supported 
at or near tbe middle of tbeir length. 
136. Sla)lS in Combustion Chambers 
(a) Screw stays should have threads in accordance with the appropriate 
Britisb Standard. Stays I t  inches in diameter and above should bave 9 tbreads 
per incb. 
(b) The working pressure allowed in respect of screw stays with threads not 
coarser than 9 tbreads per inch made of steel or special wrought iron which has 
been tested in accordance with the requirements of paragraph 190 is obtained 
from the following formula, but in no case should the stress exceed 9,000 lb. 
per square inch: 
w.p. 
= 
(d - 0·267)' x 8250 
a 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
d = diameter. in incbes, of the stay over the thread, 
a = area in square inches supported by the stay. 
(c) Nuts for screw stays in combustion chambers should be of mild steel or 
iron, without weld. They should be not less tban f inch thick for stays up to 
11  inches diameter over threads, i inch thick for I i and I 1  inch stays, I inch 
thick for I t  and 2 inch stays, and It incbes thick for stays over 2 inches in 
diameter. 
(d) It is desirable that combustion chamber stays when fitted with nuts should 
be so placed that the seams of tbe plates can be caulked without removing the 
nuts. The stays should be normal to the chamber plates, and when this is not 
possible, Ibey sbould be fitted wilb taper washers to provide a fair bed for Ibe 
nuts. 
(e) Where the stays are welded to tbe plates in a satisfactory manner (see 
paragraph 224) the maximum stress should not exceed 9,000 lb. per square inch. 
(j) Iron screw stays sbould bave a bole about 1'r incb in diameter drilled 
axially in their outer ends to a distance 1 inch beyond tbe inner face of the 
shell or end plates. It is recommended that steel screw stays should have a 
similar hole in their outer ends. 
237. Sla)l Tubes 
(a) On stay tubes, whether of wrought iron or steel, a working stress of 
7,500 lb. per square inch of the net sectional area may be allowed. 
(b) Screwed stay tubes should be screwed at both ends with continuous 
threads, and the holes in the tube plates tapped with continuous threads. The 
tbreads should not be finer than 10  tmeads per inch. It is desirable, however, 
tbat tbey should be screwed to the standard 9 threads per inch. 
Stay tubes may be strength welded to the tube plates (see paragraph 224). 
(c) The minimum thickness of welded stay tubes and of screwed stay tubes 
measured at the bottom of the thread should be * inch for marginal stay tubes 
and -A- inch for other stay tubes. If stay tubes are required to have their thickness 
increased at the screwed ends so that the thickness at the bottom of tbe thread 
is practically the same as in the body of the tube, the thickening should be 
effected by upsetting and not by any welding process, and the tubes should be 
annealed after the upsetting. 
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138. Girdt!fs supporting Combustion Chamber Tops 
For girders supporting the tops of combustion chambers the following 
formula is to be used: 
C X d' x t S W.P. = (L _ P) x 0 x L x 28 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
d = depth of the girder at centre in inches, 
t = effective thickness of the girder at centre in 32nds of an inch, L = length, in inches, measured between the tube plate and back 
chamber plate inside, or between tube plates in chambers 
common to two opposite furnaces, 
P = pitch of stays supported hy the girder in inches, 
o = distance apart of girders, centre to centre in inches, 
S = minimum tensile strength of the steel plates forming the 
girder, in tons per square inch. In thc case of forged 
girders S is to be taken as 24 for iron and 28 for steel, 
c =  
n 
n + I  x 495 when n is odd, 
n +_� x 495 when n is even, n + 2 
Where n = number of stays in a girder. 
Girders attached to combustion chamber plates by welding may be accepted 
if of equivalent strength. 
139. Plain Smoke Tubes 
The following table may be used to obtain the working pressure allowed on 
plain iron or steel smoke tubes: 
Outside Diameter Standard Thick.nesses Working Pressures in 
in inches in S.W.G. lb. per square inch 
tochcs A B C 0 A B C 0 
2 - I I  to 9 - tSS 2tS  lOO 
21 I I  10 9 8 140 190 260 330 
U I I  10 9 8 tlS t7S 230 lOO I I  to 9 8 1 10 t60 2tS 27S 
3 to 9 8 7 t40 190 2SO lOO 
31 to 9 8 7 130 1 80  230 280 
31 to 9 8 7 120 16S 2 1S  260 
240. Doors 
Doors should be of steel. The doors to manholes, hand holes and sight­
holes should be built up or pressed to shape and annealed, or madc from one 
thickness of plate with a machined recess for the jointing material. The spigot 
part or the recess should not havc a greater clearance than '* inch all round. 
I.C. the axes of the doors should not be less than those of tbe holes in which 
they are fitted by more than .. inch. 
The studs of all doors should be sc,ewed through the plate, and should be 
fitted with nuts on the inside, or bolts may be used screwed through tbe plate 
with the heads inside. 
141. Hydraulic Tests 







138. Girders supporting Combustion Chamber Tops 
For girders supporting the tops of combustion chambers the following 
formula is to be used: 
C x d' x t  S 
W.P. = (L _ P) X 0 X L X 28 
Where w.r. = work.ing pressure in lb. per square inch, 
d = depth of the girder at centre in inches, 
t = effective tbickness of tbe girder at centre in 32nds of an incb, 
L = length, in inches, measured between the tube plate and back 
chamber plate inside, or between tube plates in cbambers 
common to two opposite furnaces, 
P = pitch of stays supported by tbe girder in inches, 
o = distance apart of girders, centre to centre in inches, 
S = minimum tensile strength of the steel plates fanning the 
girder, in tons per square inch. In the case of forged 
girders S is to be taken as 24 for iron and 28 for steel, 
C =  
n 
n + 1  
X 495 wben n is odd, 
n + 1 
n +-2 X 495 when n is even, 
Where n = Dumber of stays in a girder. 
Girders attached to combustion chamber plates by welding may be accepted 
if of equivalent strength. 
139. Plain Smoke Tub .. 
The following table may be used to obtain the working pressure allowed on 
plain iron or steel smoke tubes: 
Outstde Diameter Standard Thicknesses Work-ins Pressures iD 
In incbes iD S.W.G. lb. per square inch 
loches A B C D A B C D 
2 - I I 10 9 - m 215 300 
21 1 1  10 9 8 140 190 260 330 
�I 1 1  10 9 8 125 175 2JO 300 1 1  10 9 8 110 160 215 275 
3 to 9 8 7 140 190 250 300 
31 10 9 8 7 130 180 2JO 280 
31 10 9 8 7 120 165 215 260 
l4O. Doors 
Doors should be of steel. The doors to manholes, hand holes and sight. 
boles should be built up or pressed to shape and annealed, or made from one 
thickness of plate with a machined recess for the jointing material. The spigot 
part or tbe recess should not have a greater clearance tban .J.. inch all round, 
i.e. the axes of the doors should not be less than those of the holes in which 
they are fitted by more than 1 inch. 
The studs of all doors should be sc,ewed through the plate, and should be 
fitted with nuts on the inside. or bolts may be used screwed through the plate 
with tbe heads inside. 
241. Hydraulic Tests 
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W A T E R  TUBE B O I L E R S  
( I N C L UDING I N TEGR A L  SUPE R H B A TERS AND ECONOMISERS) 
242. General 
(a) Water tube boilers should comply with the requirements of paragraphs 214 
to 241 as applicable. 
(b) Water tube boilers should be so designed as to ensure efficient circulation 
over all surfaces exposed to the heat of combustion under service conditions. 
(c) In all drums and headers access holes are to be provided for internal 
examination and cleaning. 
(cl) Water tube boilers the designs of which comply with British Standard 
1 1 13 :  1951, and which are constructed under the Ministry's survey are acceptable, 
but a bydraulic test as specified in paragraph 247 sbould be applied to aU new 
water tube boilers. 
243. Cylindrical Drums 
(a) The requirements of this paragraph apply to parts which 3TC intended to 
be subjected to a working temperature not exceeding 650°F. Where the design 
steam temperature exceeds 650°F. special consideration will be given. 
(b) Where the seams of boiler drums are welded, the design, construction 
and weld tests may be in accordance witb the requirements of paragrapbs 
253 to 299 as applicable. 
(c) Riveted longitudinal joints of cylindrical drums of water tube boilers, the 
internal diameters of which are less than 100 times the thickness of the plates at 
the joints, should not be of tbe lapped type, but should be butt jointed witb 
double butt straps. 
(d) Where the tube plate of a water tube boiler drum is thicker than the 
wrapper plate, the tube plate in way of the longitudinal joint or seam should be 
reduced in thickness to that of the wrapper plate. The reduction in thickness 
should be gradual and effected by machining; the plate thickness should be 
reduced by an equal amount on each side of the plate. The riveted joints or 
welded seams should be arranged clear of the tapered portions of the plate. 
(e) Where cylindrical drums or headers of water tube boilers are of riveted 
construction, the working pressure on the unpierced shells or wrapper plates 
may be obtained from tbe formulae given in paragraph 222. 
(f) The working pressure on the unpierced part of cylindrical seamless smel 
drums may be obtained from the following formula: 
W p = (t - 2) x S x 35 . . 
D 
Where W.P. = working pressure in Ib.:per square inch, 
D = internal diameter of the drum in inches, 
S = minimum tensile slrength of the material in Ions per square 
inch, 
t = thickness of the shell in 32nds of an inch. 
(g) The working pressure on the tube plates fonning portions of cylindrical 
drums of water tube boilers may be obtained from the following formula: 
H 
W P = (t - 4) x S x J . . 
3 x D 
, 
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Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, D = internal diameter of the drum in inches, 
S = minimum tensile strength of the tube plate in tons per square 
inch, 
t = thickness of the plate in 32nds of an inch, J = minimum percentage strength of the plate through tbe tube 
holes, being the least value found from: 
(i) Longitudinally, (p - d) X 1 00  p (u) Diagonally, E X 100, where a drum is drilled for tube 
holes forming a staggered arrangement of holes, the 
diagonal efficiency E being obtained from the chart 
Fig. No. I ,  
Where p = longitudinal pitch of tbe tubes in incbes, 
p, = circumferential pitch of the tubes in 
inches, 
d = mean diameter of tube holes in inches. 
In welded drums where tube holes pass through welded seams the efficiency 
of the welded seam should be allowed for and details should be submitted to 
tbe Engineer Surveyor·in·Chief for consideration. 
(h) Where the bottom of the steam drum is exposed to radiation from the 
fire, or to the impingement of hot gases, and is not protected by tubes, a shield 
of refractory material should be provided or the tube plate should be suitably 
tbinDed at that part. 
U) The factor of safety must in no case be less than 4. 
244. Drum Ends 
The working pressure on drum ends dished from plate and having the pressure 
on the concave side may be obtained from the fonnulae in paragraph 223. 
US. Cylindrical and Rectangular Headers and Similar Fittings 
(a) When the working metal temperature does not exceed 900°F., headers 
and similar fittings may be of wrought or cast carbon steel. The material should 
comply generally, except as regards the lower tensile limit, with the requirements 
of paragraphs 194 to 197 for wrought steel and 202 to 205 for cast steel. Pro­
posals for the use of other materials should be submitted to the Engineer 
Surveyor·in·Chief for consideration. 
(b) The inspection or access doors must be substantial and capable of bt-ing 
removed and replaced from time to time without loss of efficiency. Where they 
are held in place by bolts the doors must be so designed that they will not blow 
out should the bolts fail. 
(c) Each extended opening or cast Dazzle on a header and each flange, 
forged or cast integral with the header, must have a fillet with a radius of Dot 
less than the thickness of the neck at that part. 
(d) The thickness of seamless wrought steel cylindrical headers may be 
obtained from the appropriate formula given in paragraph 243. but where the 
working metal temperature (see 'f' in sub·paragraph (e) of this paragraph) 
exceeds 650°F., the value of S used in the formula should be reduced in the same 
ratio as the nominal stresses given in Table I for the appropriate ultimate tensile 
strength and working metal temperature. 
(e) The thickness of Hat surfaces of rectangular solid forged or cast headers 
(exclusive of staggered, sinuous or corrugated headers) should be not- less than 
96 
� + it inch, where the basic thickness T adjacent to the corners or at the 
ligaments. between openings is derived from the Chart Fig. 2 which gives values 
of tbe ralJo of T to 'b' for values of K, 
Where K = f E  P 
.Depet:ding upon the proportions of the header, the thickness will be deter­mmed either by the stress at the corners or by the stress at the ligaments between 
tube boles and band boles. 
It is thus necessary to make two examinations: 
(i) At tbe corners clear of the tube boles wbere 6 = 0 and E = 1·0. 
(ii) At the ligaments where 6 represents the position of the line of holes in the 
face of the beader and E is calculated from the dimensions and pitcb of 
openlDgs. 
Where T = basic thickness of header in inches, 
b = distance in incbes between the sides supporting the surface 
under consideration less one corner radius 'r'. In no'case. 
however, should 'b' be taken as less than 0·9 of the distance 
between the supporting sides, 
P = design pressure in lb. per square inch, 
E = efficiency of ligaments between tube holes or hand boles 
expressed as a fraction; due regard must be given to the 
diagonai ligament efficiency. 
NOTE. Where a header is drilled with more than one row of 
boles the efficiency leading to tbe greatest thickness should be 
employed. 
a = distance between centre of opening and the limit of the effective 
breadth 'b' see Cbart Fig. 2, 
f = nominal stress at working metal temperature (see Table I). 
The working metal temperature should be taken as: 
(i) For saturated steam and water headers, the saturation tem­
peratur.e corresponding to the design pressure P plus 50°F. 
(ii) For superheater headers, the designed maximum. steam 
temperature for that header plus 50°F. 
NOTE. Where headers are adequately protected from the gases 
of combustion or are swept by such gases in the third or sub­
sequent pass of a boiler, the working metal temperature should 
be taken as the saturation or designed maximum steam tem­
perature whichever applies. A covering of refractory or insula­
ting material which may be liable to become dislodged will not 
be considered adequate protection. 
If the faces of the headers are machined locally at the hand holes the thickness 
of that part may be as much as 5/32 inch less than the thickness T, but irres­
pective of the thickness T obtained by the use of the above formula the thickness 
in inches of the headers at the tube holes should be not less than: 
T, = 0'1v'0 + 0'25 
Where TI = thickness of header at the tube hole in inches, 
D = diameter of the tube hole iD inches. 
In no case should the thickness be less than fr inch except that, in small 
patches not exceeding one-half a square inch in area, the thickness may be 
SO per cent. of the thickness obtained from Chart Fig. 2. 
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T A 8 L t  I .  NOMINAL S T R ESSES AT WORKING M E T A L  T E M P E R A T U R ES 
fOR R E C T A N G U L A R  SECTION HEADERS 
I Nominal Stress Cast Steel to 
D.S. 592: 1950 
Workmg Wroughl Carbon Steel Grade A 
metal 
temperature 
UltImate UltImate Ultimate Ulwnate Ultimate Minimum 
tensile tensIle tensile tensile tensile Ultunate 
strength strength strength strength strength tensile strength 
24-28 26-30 28-32 32-36 34--38 28 
Ion/sq. in. Ion/sq. 10. Ion/sq. in ton/sq. in, ton/sq. in. ton/sq. in, 
Degrees F. Ib_/sq. m. Ib./sq in. Ib./sq. In. Ib./sq. in. Ib./sq. in. Ib./sq. in. 
Up to 550 1 2,200 1 3,200 14,300 16,400 17,300 10,000 
600 1 2,200 1 3,200 14,300 16,400 1 7,300 9,000 
650 1 2,200 1 3,200 14,300 16,400 17,300 8,000 
700 12,000 13,000 13,800 15,600 16,500 7,560 
750 1 1 ,000 1 1 ,700 12,300 13,600 14,200 7,200 
800 9,700 10,100 10,500 1 1 ,200 1 1,600 6,750 
850 8,100 8,300 8,500 8,900 9,100 6,300 
900 6,300 6,300 6,300 6,300 6,300 4,400 
. 
NOTE:  Intermediate "alues may be mterpolated. 
246. Tubes of Water Tube Boi/ers and Connected Superheaters and Economisers 
(a) The lubes should comply wilh Ihe requirements of paragraph 192, 
(b) Tubes may be expanded, expanded and welded, or strength welded into 
holes in the tube plates. Where a tube is expanded it should project through the 
neck or btaring part by at least a quarter or an inch and it should be sec!Jred 
rrom drawing out at each end. If this is done by bellmouthing, the beUmouthing 
sbould be n inch for each inch in external diameter plus IoJ inch, i.e. the increase 
or diameter at the ouler end of the bellmouth ror a tube 2 inches in diameter 
will be �, inch. Where tubes are secured by strength welding the weld should be 
effectively stress relieved. 
(c) Where the tubes are to be expanded, the tube holes in the tube plates of 
drums, pockets, or headers must be formed in such a way that the tubes can be 
effectively tightened in them. Where the tube ends are not normal to the tube 
plates, there should be a neck or belt or parallel seating or at least . inch in 
depth measured in 3 plane through the axis or the tube at each hole. Where the 
tubes are practically normal to the tube plate or header this parallel seating 
should nol be less Ihan i inch in deplh, 
(d) The minimum thickness or tubes may be obtained rrom the following 
rormula in conjunction with Tables 2, 3 and 4. 
T = PO + C 
2f 
Where T = minimum thickness of the tube in inches (minus tolerance to be 
added where necessary) 
P = design pressure in lb. per square inch, 
o := outside diameter or the tube in inches, 
f =- nominal stress in lb. per square inch at working metal tempera· 
ture (see Table No. 2) 
C = ao additional lhickness in inches (see Table No, 3), 
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1 he working metal temperature should be taken as: 
(i) For the boiler tubes, the saturation temperature corresponding to the 
pressure P, plus 25°F. 
(ii) For convection superheater tubes, the maximum steam temperature for 
which the part of the element is designed, plus 50°F. 
(ill) For radiant superheater tubes. tbe designed maximum temperature plus 
mort: than 50°F . •  the amount depending on the superheater design. 
(e) Downcomer tubes and pipes not exposed to the heat of Hue gases and 
forming an integral part of the boiler should be of seamless steel and should 
be generally in accordance with the requirements for steam pipes. 























Half per cent. 
molybdenum steel 
tubes to as 16S2 
ultimate tensile 
strength 







1 1 ,600 
N O T E :  Intermediate values may be interpolated. 
Chromium 
molybdenum stec:1 
tubes to as 16H 
tensile strength 







1 1 ,600 
T A B L E  3 .  ADDITIONAL THICKNESS Of TUBE! IN SPECifiED POSITIONS 
Position 
First two rows or generating tubes, and unprotected furnace wall tubes 
Remamder of generating tubes, protected rurnace wall tubes, plain 
ecoDomiser tubes and radiant superheated tubes 
Tubes other than above and economiser tubes where fitted with cast 
iron lills 








Outside diameler of 
tubes in inches Cold drawn Hot finished 
Up to and including 2 
Over 2 up to and includinl J 
Over 3 up to and including 3. 
Over H up to and includinl 4, 
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S.W.O. 









247. I/ydraulic TeJtJ of Boilers and Superheaters 
(a) Before wltncsliimg hydraulic tests of boilers Surveyors must satisfy them· 
selves that the boilers are sUitable for the intended working pressure. 
(b) New boilers Including superheaters should be hydraulically tested to I i 
times the maximum working pressure plus 50 lb. per square inch when such 
working pressure is more than 1 00  lb. per square inch, and to twice the maximum 
working pressure when such working pressure is 1 00  lb. per square inch or less. 
(c) Boilers which have been in service and which can be inspected internally 
should, when hydraulic testing is required, be tested to I i times the maximum 
working pressure, but the full hydraulic test as required for new boilers should, 
in general, be applied to the boilers of ships which have not previously held a 
passenger certificate, and also, at each annual survey, to boilers which are too 
small 10 permit of internal examination. 
(d) The hydraulic test pressure should be maintained for a period of at least 
tbirty minutes. 
(e) Surveyors witnessing hydraulic tests should satisfy themselves that the tests 
are being properly carried out, and should inspect the boiler thoroughly while 
it is under lest. 
(n If a test is unsatisfactory, tbe boiler should be retested after defects bave 
been made good. 
(g) When witnessing hydraulic tests, Surveyors should use the test pressure 
gauges supplied by the Ministry. 
(h) Particulars of hydraulic tests, including the date, and stamping should be 
recorded in the office hydraulic test book. 
(j) Stamping of Boilers. On completion of the survey of a new boiler i t  is to 
be stamped as follows: 
M .•  T. 
TESTED TO . . . . . . . .  LB. 
W.P . . . . . . . . .  LB. 
DATE 
SURVEYOR'S INITIALS 
In addition it is desirable that where applicable the pressure to which the 
superheater safety valves are set should be added below the W.P. thus: 
Spt. S. V . . . . . . . . .  lb. 
Single·ended boilers should be stamped on the front end plate near the 
furnace door on the right hand side facing the boiler or on the adjacent  part of 
the shell; double·ended boilers should be similarly marked at both ends. 
Vertical boilers should be stamped on the shell immediately over the fire-hole, 
and water· tube boilers on the steam drum over the manhole. Waste heat boilers 
which have no fire-hole should be stamped over the manhole. The stamping 
should be clear of the radius of the fire·hole or manhole. 
For the definition of Working Pressure see paragraph 214(h)-Cbapter 3. 
SUPERHBATBIlS 
248. General 
Superheaters are to be so designed as to ensure steam circulation over every 
part of the surfaces exposed to heat or flame under working conditions. Com­
pleted superheaters should be tested to the same hydraulic test pressure as the 
boilers of which they form part or to which they are connected. 
Superheaters for water tube boilers the designs of which comply with British 
Standard 1 1 1 3: 1 9 5 1  and which arc constructed under the Ministry's survey 
are acceptable, but a hydraulic lest as specified in paragraph 247 should be 
appUed to all new superheaters. 
1 00  
249. Tubular Superheaters /l((ached 10 Cylindrical Boilers 
(0) The headers should be of steel and comply with paragraph 245. 
(b) The tubes should comply with the requirements of paragraph 192. 
(c) The minimum thickness of the tubes should be determined by the following 
formula: 
t = (WP x d) + 5 75 
Where WP = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
t = thickness of the tubes in IOOtbs of an inch, 
d = external diameter of the tubes in inches. 
(d) Where necessary the tubes should be suitably bellmouthed in the headers 
to the extent required for the tubes of water tube boilers. 
150. Superheaters of Water Tube Boilers 
(a) Superheaters connected to water tube boilers should comply with the 
requirements for boilers of that type as regards drums, headers, materials and 
construction . • 
(b) The tubes should be of steel and comply with the requirements of para­
graph 246. 
(c) Tubes which contain steam only should in general be situated in positions 
shielded from direct radiant heat. 
251. Safety Valves and Drains for Superheaters 
Superheaters that can be shut off from the main boilers should be fitted with 
safety valves in accordance with paragraphs 301 to JOS. 
Drains should in all cases be fitted to superheaters in which a collection of 
water in the bottom is possible, and suitable provision should be made to avoid 
overheating of the tubes when raising steam. 
ECONOMISERS 
152. Economisers {ntegral with or connected to Water Tube Boilers 
(a) Economisers should, as regards their design, construction and the quality 
and tests of the materials uscd in their construction, comply with paragraphs 
141 to 246 relating to water IUbe boilers where applicable 
(b) Where the economiser cannot be shut off from the boiler the design 
pressure should be that of the boiler. 
(c) Where the economiser can be isolated it should be fitted with an efficient 
type of safety valve which should prevent an increase in pressure beyond the 
design pressure of the economiser under any conditions. 
(cl) Where the boiler feed arrangements can allow the economiser to be by­
passed, the damper arrangements should be such that tbe products of combus­
tion can also by-pass the economiser. 
(e) Whe. e bolted joints are used to connect the pressure parts, the nuts should 
not be exposed to the products of combustion. 
(f) Economisers which cannot be shut off from the boiler should, on com­
pletion, be tested by hydraulic pressure to tbe same test pressurl! to which tbe 
boiler is subjected. 
Economisers which can be shut off rrolll the boiler should, 011 complction, be 
teste!;t by hydraulic pressure to 1 1  times the econullliser safety valve pressure + S{) lb. per square inch. 
1 0 1  
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ChapTer 5 
F U S I O N  W E L D E D  P R E S S U R E  V E S S E L S 
253. General 
(a) These instructions apply to fusion welded mild steel pressure vessels Dot 
less than ,\- Inch thick, and of normal deSign, where the operating temperature 
does not exceed 650 F. 
Pressure vessels of abnormal design or designed to operate at  temperatures 
exceeding 650 F. Will be specially considered. 
(b) Steel used in the construction of welded pressure vessels should be tested 
and should conform with the requirements of paragraphs 172 to 186. 
(c) Drawings showing full constructional details of all welded pressure vessels 
should be submitted la Ihe Engineer Survcyor·in·Chief for consideration 
before the work is put in hand. Details of the proposed preparation for welding, 
method of welding, tensil;: strength of the materials, heat treatment and weld 
tests should be shown. 
(d) All pressure vessels should have means of access for the examination and 
cleaning of the inner surfaces. I f  entry is impracticable suitable hand holes or 
inspection holes are to be provided. 
<el A rter plates have been dished, nangcd or locally heated they are to be 
efficiently heal treated unless during the last stage of manufacture they have 
been uniformly heated throughout. 
254. Fusion Welding 
Fusion welding may be done by hand o r  by machine. The metal arc process 
using lOuitably covered electrodes or other electric arc process i n  which the arc 
stream and thc deposited weld metal are shielded from atmospheric contamina­
tion, may be used. 
Surveyors should satisfy them elves that the electrodes uscd and the process 
employed for metal arc weldmg comply with the above requirements. 
Particulars of any other proposed welding process should be submitted for 
consideration. 
255. Preparation 0/ Plates for Welding 
The edges of plates which are to be welded should be machined or flame cut 
by machine. 
Where thc carbon content of plates which are to be flame-cut exceeds 0.26 
per cent. the edges to be welded should be ground or machined. 
Beforc welding bcgins the welding edges of all  plates should be cleaned to a 
smooth metalliC �urface. free from rust, oil, or other foreign matter. 
256. Method of Making Welded Seams 
Longitudinal and circumferential seams should bc welded from both sides 
of thc plate. Where howe\ er it is impraClic\ble, because of the small size of the 
pressure vessel, to weld a seam efficient ly from both sides of the plate, the seam 
may be wdded rrom OIlC side only but, ordinarily this method should not be 
allowed on Cla�o;; I pressure \esscls (sce paragraph 259). The Surveyor should 
�atisfy himself, however, Ihat the tedmiquc used is such as to ensure full penetra· 
tion and thl! u!tc of backing strip::. is recommended. 
For pre)sure ve'i)do;; of Class I ,  the surfaces of the welds should be machined 
or ground :'0 �I) to provide a smooth contour, and bc nush with the respective 
surfaces of the plate. The position or :111 welds should be permanenlly marked 
to make them t:u�y 10 find. 
"ml� 11 IO� 
For pressure >essels of Class 11 and Class I I I  (see paragraph 259) additional 
runs of weld metal may be deposited to reinforce longitudinal and circumferential 
seams. The change in contour should be gradual. 
Each run of weld metal should be thoroughly cleaned and freed from slag 
bt'(ore the next run is deposited. 
There should be no underculting at the side of the welds. 
All welding should 10 general be done in the down hand position. 
257. Cylindrical Shells 
Each shell plate should be of cylindrical form to the edge of the plate without 
"flats" at the welded seams, and any local departure from circularity sbouJd be 
gradual. 
After the final heat treatment (where applicable), the difference between the 
maximum and minimum internal diameters of the shell, measured at any ont 
cross section should not exceed one per cent. of the specified diameter. 
Before welding is begun the SUI faces of the plates at the longitudinal and/or 
circumferential seams should at no part be out of alignment with each other by 
more than 6 per cent. of the plate thickness, but in no case should the misalign­
ment exceed n inch for the longitudinal seams or -A inch for the circumferential 
seams. 
258. Dished End Plates 
Dished end plates should i n  general be i n  one piece made from roUed plate. 
The dishing and peripheral Hanging should be done by machine. 
259. Classification of Fusion Welded Pressure Vessels (see also table 6) 
Class I 
Fired and un6red pressure vessels which exceed the limits of Classes 11  and HI. 
Class II 
Fired and unfired pressure vessels which do Dot exceed any of the following 
limits: 
(a) Fired pressure vessels: a muimum working pressure of 50 lb. per square 
inch. 
(b) Unfired pressure vessels: a maximum wo. king pressure of 500 lb. per 
square inch. 
(c) Unfired pressure vessels: shell thickness 11 inches. 
Class III 
This class includes unfired pressure vessels which do Dot exceed Bny of tbe 
following limits: 
(a) Maximum working pressure 250 lb. per square inch. 
(b) Maximum working temperature 300°F. 
(c) Shell thickness i inch. 
C LASS t FUSION WELDING 
260. Makers' Facilities and Methods 
Pressure ... esscls intended for acceptance as Class I should be manufactured 
by firms providing the following facilities and complying with the following 
requirements. 
The works must be equipped with efficient welding plant and have suitable 
laboratory equipment available for making the required tests, for preparing 
and cxamin Ing macro and micro specimens and for the radiographic examination 
of welded seams. There should be a satlsfac(ory systematic procedure for the 
supervision of the welding operators, who should be subjected to period1c tests 
ror quality of workmanship. 
IQ} 
The Surveyor should satisfy himself by means of tensile, bend and impact 
tests, and micro, macro and radiographic examinations that �he welding plant 
and equipment are efficient and the welding technique adopted is satisfactory. 
A pressure vessel typical of the firm's production should be inspected by the 
Surveyor during manufacture and a full report should be submitted to the 
EnglDccr Surveyor.in-Chief. 
161. Tests on Welded Seams 
Test plates representing all the welded seams should be prepared for each 
pre;sure vessel. Where th:re is only one 10ngitu:Jinal seam one set of tests is 
reqUired but where there arc two or more longitujinal seami two sets of tests 
representing dilfer�nt seams should be prepared. 
Provision should be made for any necessary re-tests and the plate provided 
for tbis purpose may be an extension of the test plate as in Fig. I or may be at 
the opposite end of the same seam to wh.ich the test plate is attached. 
Ifthe cylindrical shell is formed in two or more rings the staggered longitudinal 
seam may be regarded as one seam for testing purposes, provided that the 
method of welding each longitudinal seam is the same and the welding is effected 
in one reasonably continuous operation by tbe same operator or operators or 
with the same setting if automatic machine w.!lding is employed. 
Where there 3re circumferential seams only, or where the method of welding 
the circumferential seams differs appreciably from that employed for the 
longitudinal seam, test plates representing the circumferential seams should be 
prepared. 
Test plates representing the longitudinal seams should be securely attached 
to the shell and supponcd to prevent excessive distortion or warping. The weld 
groove formed by tbe test plates should be similar to tbat for the longitudinal 
seam. The seam in the test plates should be a continuation of the longitudinal 
seam and the weld metal in the longitudinal seam and the test plates should be 
deposited continuously at the one operation. 
Test plates wllicb have warped during welding should be straighteneJ before 
being given the same heat treatment as that given to the pressure vessel. 
Tbe test plates sbould be cut from the parent plate or plates forming the 
appropriate seam, or alternatively the test plates may be cut from material 
baving similar chemical and pbysical properties, the thic""ess being the .. me u 
tbat of the plate or plates forming the appropriate .... m. 
Where one 
test plate only 
is provided 
this portion is 





3 2 1 
A test plate should be cut up into specimens as sbown in the Fig. I for the 
following tests: 
Specimen No. I-Tensile (aU weld melal) 
.. .. 2-Bend (inner surface) 
.. .. 3-Bend (ouler surface) 
" .. 4--Impact (inner surface) 
.. .. 5-lmpact (outer surface) 
. .  ,, 6---Tensile (welded seam) 
.. ,, 7-M
.
acro and, if in any particular case it is desirable, also 
IDlCro. 
262. Tensile Tesl for Weld Metal Specimen No. I 
T A B L E  S .  DIMENSIONS OF A. L L-WELD-META.L TEST PIECES 
-
Diameter Cross-Section Gauge Length Parallel Length 
area (minimum) 
m. sq. In. rn. m. 
0-798 0·50 2·82 3·18 
0·564 0-25 2·00 2·25 
0-505 0·20 1-79 2·01 
0·479 0· 1 8  1 .70 1 ·91  
0-452 0· 1 6  1 ·60 1·80 
0-437 0·15 I'S5 1 ·74 
0·424 o 141 1 ·50 1 .69 
0·399 0-125 1·41 I-58 
0-3S7 0·100 1'26 1 ·42 
The ultimate tensile strength of the weld metal should not be less than the 
lower limit specified for the plate. The elongation should not be less than 20 per 
cent. on tbe gauge length, and the reduction in area not less than 35 per cent. 
The physical properties of the weld metal should be similar to those of the plate. 
263. Bend Test Specimens Nos. 2 and 3 
The specimens should be rectangular in section and cuI transversely to the 
weld and have a width equal to one and one-half times the thickness of tbe 
specimen. The corners may be. rounded to a radius not exceeding 1 0  per cent. 
of the thickness of the specimen. 
One specimen should be bent with the outer surface of the weld in tension, 
the other with the inner surface in tension. . 
Where the plate thickness does not exceed 1 1  inches the thickness of the 
specimens should be equal to the full thickness of the test plate. Where the plate 
thickness exceeds 1 1  inches the specimens should have a thickness of 1 1  inches 
and should be prepared by discarding metal from the surfaces which will be in 
compressioll when the test is applied, see Figs. 2 and 3. Where the thickness of 
the plate permits, both sJ:ecimens may be cut from tbe same piece of plate, 
see Fig. 4. 
Any reinforcement of the weld should be machined or ground flush with the 
surface of the plates. 
Each specimen is to be bent cold without fracture through J Il  angle of 1800 
over a former having a diameter equal to three times the thickness of the 
specimen. The distance between the supports should be not more than 5·2 times 
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264. Impact Test Specimens Nos. 4 and 5 
The dimensions of the two specimens should be 35 shown in Fig. 5. 
One specimen should have tbe notch cut at the middle of the outer surface of 
the weld and the other at the middle of the inner surface of the weld. 
The test should show a minimum IzOO impact value of 20 ft./lb., the test 
being carried out between SO"C. ( 1 22"F.) and loo"C. (21 2"F.). 
16S. Joinl Tensile Test Specimen No. 6 
An equivalent form of test piece to that shown in Fig. 6 may be accepted. 
Any reinforcement of the weld should be machined or ground flush with the 
surface of the platl:s. When the capacity of the testing machine does not allow 
the full thickness of a single specimen to be tested, two narrower tensile speci. 
mens may be substituted. These specimens should be the full thid..ness of the 
plate at the welded seam and their breadth should be as great as the testing 
machine will reasonably allow, provided the effective cross sectional area of 
the test piece is not less than I j square inches. 
The ultimate tenSile strength should be not less than the lower limit specified 
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166. Macro and Micro Specimen No. 7 
A specimen taken in way of the weld and the full thickness of the plate should 




267. Radiographic Examination 
Every portion of the longitudinal and circumferential welded seams should be 
subjected to radiographic examination. 
The method employed in obtaining the radiographs should be such as to 
show clearly defects having a depth equal to two per cent. of the thickness of 
the welded seam. An indicator of sUitable form which includes a portion 
equivalent to lIot more than two per cent. of the seam thickness should be 
placed in the vicinity of the weld so as to make a record on each radiograph. 
Each sectIon of every weld should be so marked that the radiographs can 
easily be correlated to the particular part of the seam represented. 
Examination should be made of the original fi1ms by the Surveyor and he 
should indicate whether any re-welding is necessary. Surveyors should ensure 
that reference is made to them before any seams are re-welded. 
If any re-welding is necessary the affected portions should be cut out and, 
after completion of the re-welding, should be again radiographed. 
268. Re-tests 
Should any of the tests fail, two re-tests may be made on specimens cut from 
.the remainder of the test plate or plates retained for that purpose. The results 
of bOlh re-lests should comply fully with the. requirements. 
269. Alternative and modified Tests and Requirements 
When a firm can show justification for some modification of the foregoing 
requirements, the proposal should be submitted to the Engineer Surveyor-in­
Chief for consideration. 
270. Heat Treatment 
Every welded pressure vessel of Class ] should be efficiently heat treated for 
stress relieving after completion of all welding and before the hydraulic test 
(see paragraph 289, lhe requirements of which should be complied with). 
271_ Hydraulic Test 
Every welded pressure vessel of Class I should be subjected to a hydraulic 
test in accordance with the requirements of paragraph 290. 
C L ASS 1 1  FUSION WELDING 
272. Makers' Facilities and Methods 
Firms manufacturing pressure vessels, in accordance with the requirements 
of this class, should have suitable equipment and a systematic supervision of 
the welding operators necessary to ensure sound welding. 
273. Tests on Welded Seams 
Test plates representing all the welded seams should be prepared for eacb 
pressure vessel. Where there is only one longitudinal seam one set of tests is 
required but where tbere are. two or more longitudinal seams two sets of tests 
representing different seams should be prepared. 
Provision should be made for any necessary re-tests and tbe plate provided 
for this purpose may be an extension of the test plate as in Fig. 7 or may be at 
the opposite end of the same seam to which the test plate is attached. 
tfthe cylindrical shell is formed in two or more rings the staggered longitudinal 
seam may be regarded as one seam for testing purposes provided the mer hod 
of welding of each longitudinal seam does not differ and the welding is etfccred 
in one reasonably continuous operation by the same operator or operators or 
with the same setting if automatic machine welding is employed. 
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Where there are circumferential seams only. or where the method of weldin,! 
tbe circumferential seams differs appreciably from that employed for the 
longitudinal seam, test plates representing the circumferential seams should be 
prepared. 
Test plates representing the longitudinal seams should be securely attached 
to the shell and supported to prevent excessive distortion or warping. The weld 
groove formed by the test plates should be similar to that for the longitudinal 
seam. The seam in the test plates should .be a continuation of the longitudinal 
seam and the weld metal in the longitudinal seam and tbe test plates should be 
deposited continuously at the one operation. 
Test plates which have warped during welding should be straightened before 
being given the same heat treatment as that given to the pressure vesseL 
The test plates should be cut from the parent plate or plates forming the 
appropriate seam, or alternatively the test plates may be cut from material 
baving similar chemical and physical properties, the thickness being the same 
as that of the plate or plates forming the appropriate seam. 
Where a number of Class 1 1  pressure vessels are made at the same works and 
at about the same time, and a similar welding technique is adopted in each case, 
each 120 feet of welded seam, longitudinal plus circumferential, may be regarded 
as one pressure vessel when considering the number of test specimens required, 
provided that the difference in thickness of the welded plates does not exceed 
fr inch. The thickness of the test plates should be equal to that of the thickest 
welded plate. 
A test plate should be cut up into specimens as shown in Fig. 7 for the follow­
ing tests: 
Specimen No. I-Tensile 
.. .. 2-Bend (inner surface) 
.. .. 3-Bend (outer surface) 
., .. 4-Nicked bend 
Where one test plate ,,-------� .--., r--
only is provided this 
portion is to be 
retained for possible 
retests. 
FIG .  7 
4 3 2 I 
Any reinforcement of the weld should be dressed flush. The sharp corners of 
the bend test specimens may be removed. 
17 •. Tensile Test Specimen No. 1 
The shape should be similar to that shown in Fig. 6 and the ultimate tensile 
strength should be not less than the lower limit specified for the plate. 
275. Bend Test Specimens Nos. 2 and 3 
The specimens should be rectangular in section and be cut transversely to the 
weld and have a width of not less than one and one-half times the thickftess 
of the specimen. Each specimen is to be bent cold without fracture through an 
angle of 1800 over a former having a diameter not greater than three times 
the thickness of the specimen. 
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One specimen should be bent with the outer surface of the weld in tension, 
th� other with the inner surface in tenSion 
276. Nickrd Bend Test Specimen No. 4 
The specimen should be rectangular in section and be cut transversely to the 
weld so as to have a width of not less than one and onc-half flmes ItS thickness. 
A slot or saw cut should be made 111 each Side of the weld and the spcclmen 
broken. The fracture should reveal a sound homogeneous weld, substantially 
free from slag inclusion, porOSity and �oarse 5tructure. 
277. Rerests 
Should any of the tests fall, two retests may be made on specimens cut from 
the remainder of the test pia le or plates retamed for th:lt purpose. The results 
of both retests should comply fully with the requirements. 
278. lIeat Treatment 
Where heat treatment for stre's rchc\lng IS required to be carried out, the 
requirements of paragraph 289 Will apply. 
279. Hydraulic Test 
Every welded pressure vessel of Class 1 1  should be subjecte:l to a hydraulic 
test in accordance with tbe requirements of paragraph 290. 
C LASS III  F U S I O N  W E LDING 
280. ftfakers' Facilifles and Methods 
Firms manufacturing pressure vessels, in accordance with the requirements 
of this class, should have suitable equipment and a systematic supervision of 
the welding operators necessary to ensure sound welding. 
181. Weld Efficiency Faclor 
The scantlings of pressure vessels. manufactured to the requirements of this 
class and complying with the following test requirements, may be calculated 
by using one of the two higher weld efficiency factors E given in table 6 para­
graph 291 for this class. The higher of these two weld factors may be used when 
the pressure vessel is efficiently heat treated 
Where in the case of a Class I I I  pressure vessel the following material tests 
arc not made and heat treatment is not required by paragraph 289 a hydraulic 
test only being applied, tbe lowest weld efficil'ncv factor E should be used. 
282. Tests on Welded Seams 
One lest plate representing the longitudinal seams should be attached to the 
shell. The test plate should be of a size sufficient for the preparation of the test 
specimens and for any rctest specimens that may be required. The test plate 
should be securely attached to the shell and supported to prevent excessive 
distortion or warping. 
The weld groove formed by the test plates should be similar to that for the 
longitudinal seam. The seam in the lest plate should be a continuation of the 
longItudinal �eam and the weld metal in the longitudinal seam and the test plate 
should be deposited continuously in Ihe one op�ration. 
Test plales which have warped during welding should be straightened hefore 
being gIven the same heat treatment, if any, as that given to the pressure vessel. 
Where pressure vessels of Class I I I  have circumferential seams only, lesl 
plates arc not required. 
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The test plates should be cut from th� parent plate or plates, or alternatively 
the test plates ma) be cut from material ha\ing similar chemical and physical 
rropcrtl�s, the thickness being the same 4IS thal of the plate or plates forming the 
appropriate seam. 
Where a number of Class I I I  pressure vessels are made at the same works 
and al about the same time, and :). similar welding technique is adopted in each 
case, each 1 20 feet of welded seam, longitudinal plus circumferential, may be 
regarded as one pressure vessel when considering the number of test specimens 
required, provided that the difference in thickness of the welded pla�es does not 
exceed ,\- inch. The thickness of the test plates should be equal to that of the 
thickest welded plate. 
The test plate should be cut up to provide specimens for the following tests: 
Specimen No. I-Tensile 
. .  . .  2-Bend 
. . .. 3-Nicked Bend 
Any reinforcement of the weld may be dressed Hush. The sharp corners of 
the bend test specimens may be removed. 
283. Tensile Test Specimen 
The shape should be similar to that shown in Fig. 6 in paragraph 265 and the 
ultimate tensile strength should not be less than 95 per cent. of the lower limit 
specified for the plate. 
284. Bend Test Specimen 
The specimen should be rt!ctangular in section and be cut transversely to the 
weld and have a width of not less than one and one-half times the thickness of 
the specimen. 
The specimen should oe bent without fracture through an angle of 1 600 over 
a former the diameter of which should not be greater than three times the thick­
ness of the specimen. 
285. Nicked Bend Specimen 
The specimen should be rectangular in section and be cut transversely to the 
weld so as to have a width of not less than one and one-half times its thickness. 
A slot or saw cut should be made in each side of the weld and the specimen 
broken. The fracture should reveal a sound homogeneous weld, substantially 
free from slag inclusions, porosity and coarse structure. 
286. RI,tests 
Should any of the tests fail, two retests may be made on specimens cut from 
the remainder of the test plate retained for that purpose. The results of both 
retests should comply fully with the requirements. 
287. Heat Treatment 
Where heat treatment for stress relieving is required to be carried out, the 
requirements of paragraph 289 will apply. 
288. Hydraulic Test 
Every welded pressure vessel of Class If  I should be subjected to a hydraulic 
test i n  accordance with the requirements of paragraph 290. 
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H E A T  TREA T M B N T  
289. It is recommended (hat all welded pressure vessels should be stress relieved 
by heat treatment. 
Heat treatment for stress relieving must, in any case, be given to the following: 
(a) All pressure vessels of Class I .  
(b) All fired pressure vessels of Class 1 1 .  
(c) All pressure vessels of Classes 1 1  or J l I  where heat treatment is required 
in order to use tbe highest efficiency factor E, see table 6. 
(d) AIl pressure vessels of Classes 1 1  or III where the shell thickness at the 




+ 7 (where d is the internal diameter in inches). 
(t) Vessels of Classes 1I or III where, because of complex design or unusual 
conditions of service, heat treatment is considered necessary. 
Where pressure vessels require to be stress relieved by heat treatment, this 
should be done arter completion of all welding and before tht hydraulic test. 
Heat treatment should be carried out in a properly constructed and suitably 
equipped furnace sufficiently large to accommodate the whole vessel. The furnace 
temperature should be slowly raised to between 600°C. and 650°C. and main­
tained at that temperature until the vessel has unifonnly heated through. The 
vessel may be aUowed to cool in the furnace, but if withdrawn it sbould be 
screened from draughts while cooling. 
The weld test plates should be inside the vessel when it is being heat treated 
In special cases, however, it may be permissible to heat treat the weld test 
plates separately from the vessel, provided the Surveyor is satisfied with the 
meaDS adopted to ensure that the following factors will be tbe same for the 
vessel and for the test plates: 
Rate of heating 
Maximum temperature 
Time held at maximum temperature 
Conditions of cooling 
Alternative methods of heat treatment should be submitted to the Engineer 
Surveyor-in-Cbief for consideration. 
HYDRAU LIC TEST 
190. On completion all welded pressure vessel. should be tested by hydraulic 
pressure to one and one-balf-times the maximum working pressure plus 50 lb. 
per square inch when such working pressure is more than 100 lb. per square 
lOch, or to twice the maximum working pressure when such pressure is 100 lb. 
per square inch or less. 
While under lest, the vessels are to be well hammered OD both sides of, and 
close to. the welded seams. 
Welded pressure vessels through which the feed water passes from the feed 
pumps to the boilers should be tested by hydraulic pressure to two and one-half 
times the maximum boiler pressure or to twice the maximum working pressure 
in the feed line. whichever is the greater. 
For welded pressure vessels subject to oil fuel pressure (see paragraphs 36iS(c) 
and 366). 
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D e T E R M I N A TION OF WOR K I N G  P R E S S U R e  
29\. C),lmdrical Shells 
For the unpierced cylmdrical portions of shells the working pressure to be 
a1!owed should be calculated from the followmg formula: 
w.p. (l - 2) X s X E X 35 
D 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch. 
t = minimum thickness of the cylindrical portion of the shell iD 
32nds of an inch, 
S = minimum tensile strength of the plate in tons per square 
inch, which should be between the limits of 26 and 35 tons 
per square inch, 
E = efficiency factor for the welded longitudinal seam, see Table 
6, and equals I for a seamless unpierced shell, 
D = maximum internal diameter of the cylindrical portion of the 
shell in inches. 
TABLE 6 
I Efficiency 
Class TesLS and Heat Treauneot Required Factor 
E 
Class I With weld tests. complete radiographic examination and ·90 
with heat treatment 
Class IJ (01 With weld tests and heat treatment ·80 
(bl With weld tests and without heat treatment ·7l 
Class IJI (01 With weld tests and heat treatment ·70 
(bl With weld tests and without heat treaunent ·6l 
« I  Hydrau1ic lest only ·60 
292. Tube Plates 
The working pressure on tube plates forming portions of cylindrical drums 
may be obtained from lhe formula in paragraph 243(g). 
293. Compensation for Openings in Shells (see also paragraph 299) 
(a) Manholes in cylindrical shells should have their short.:r axes arranged 
longitudinally. 
(b) Where the cylindrical shell is cut for an opening, the diameter of which 
exceeds 2l times the required thickness of the shell plate plus 21  inches, com­
pensation must be provided and this should be such that the strength in way of 
the hole is not less than that of a seamless un pierced shell of similar material 
and diameter designed for a similar pressure. 
(c) Where branches or standpipes are welded to cylindrical shells and com­
pensation is required, the area to be compensated, area X in Fig 8. measured 
parallel to the longitudinal axis should not be greater than area of compelb3tion, 
area Y. 
1 1 3  
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(d) Due allowance should be made for any difference between the tensile 
strengths of the matenal of the shell and of Ihe compensating rings, branches 
or standpipes. 
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294. Unstayed Dished End Plates (Co"ca�'e 10 Pressure) 
The working pressure on dished end plates, not exposed to flame and intended 
for pressure vessels of Class I may be calculated from the formulae given in 
paragraph 223. For typical methods of attachment see paragraph 296. 
For end plates intended for pressure vessels other than boilers and dished to 
partially spherical form and not exposed to flame and intended for pressure 
vessels of Classes 1 1  and I l l ,  the working pressure may be calculated from the 
foUowing formula: 
W p = 1 8 x S x t  . . 
R 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
S = minimum tensile strength of the end plate in tons per square 
inch, 
t = thickness of the end plate in 32nds of an inch. 
R = inside radius of curvature of the end in inches, which should 
not exceed the outside diameter of the flanged portion of 
the end. 
The inside radius of the curvature at the flange. should not be less than four 
times the thickness of tbe end plate and in no case be less than 2·5 inches. 
For ends which are butt welded to the shell, the thickness of the edge of the 
flange for connection to the shell should be not less than the required thickness 
of an unpierced shell. 
295. VI/stayed Dished End Plales (Com'ex to Pressure) 
The working pressure on end plates dished to partially spherical form (see 
Fig. 1 2  paragraph 296) may be calculated from the following formula: 
W.P. = C X i X t 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
C = 1 2.0 for Classes 11 and III  pressure vessels, 
S = minimum tensile strength of the plate in tons per square inch, 
t = minimum thickness in 32nds of an inch, 
R = inner radius of curvature of the cnd plate in inches which 
should not exceed the outside diameter of the flanged 
portion of the end. 
I 14  
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The in!'lde radius of curvature at the flange should not be less than four times 
the thickness of the end plate and in no case less than 2-5 inches. 
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Where the Ihid.ness 01 Ihe end rLHe I!i. grcill<.:r than Ihal of the c)lindncal 
!i.bcll 01 \ Ice \ C l sa the thlc"'cr pL.llc should be graduaJl) I cduccd In tll lc"'ness 
to Ihill of Ihe thlllnCI pl..tlc hut III no ca�c "Ihould Il Le Ihil"'n('� ... of the plJtcs at  
thc seam b� less than that requlreLl for an unl1lclct:d shell tSl'e rig. 9, aho 
paragraph 223). 
297. CompenwflOfl jor Opl'IImgJ /11 Dished Lmis (sce :.1150 paragraph 299) 
(a) For compcmalioll of openmgs III dished ends of pressure vessels of 
Class 1 sce paragraph 223 
(b) "'hcre lhe dished cnd plate ofa pressure \cs.,el of Class I I  or J I I  is pro\ Ided 
with a central Hanged manhole, the thickness of the cnd plate. as obtained from 
the formula In paragraph 294 or 295 !i.hould be Increased by i Inch, and lhe IOtal 
depth of the Hange of lhe manhole measured In Inches from the outer surface 
at the minor axis IS to be at  least: 
" T£ x IV 
Where T 11 required thickness of the pierced d ished end plate In Inches, 
" minor axis of the manhole In inches. 
(c) Where an opentng, other than a flanged manhole in a dished end of a 
vessel of Class 1 1  or I I I  IS greater in diameter than four limes the required 
thic"'ness of the end plate, or 2� tnches whichever is the less, or where openings 
are closely spaced, full compensation is required. 
298. Unstoyed Flat End Plates 
The working pressure on flat end plales fusion welded to cylindrical shells 
(typical methods are shown III Figs. 1 3  to 1 7) may be determined by the following 
formula: 
W.P. c X S X (I - I ), D' 
Where \V.P. = wor"'1I1& pressure i n  lb. per square inch. 
C = 3 8 not exposed to flame, 
= 2,8 exposed to flame, S = minimum tensile strength oC,the plate in tons per square inch, 
t - thickness of the end plate in 32nds of an inch. 
D = internal diameter in inches, 
Where a flat end plale is provided with a Hanged manhole or sight hole the 
depth of flanging In Inches measured from the outer surface sbould be at least: 
vTE x IV 
Where T & = required thickness of the end plate i n  inches. 
w = minor axis of the hole i n  inches. 
Where the diameter of an unflanged bole in a Oat end plate exceeds two and 
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299. Methods of Altaching Compensation Plates. Branches and Other Connections 
Compensation plates, branches and other connections may be secured by 
welding. 
All compensation plates should be bedded closely to the surface to which they 
3fe to be attached Where necessary, welded compensation plates should be 
provided with a tell tale hole open to atmosphere The diameter of this hole 
should not exceed i inch 
Where flanges are attached to the branches they may be secured by any of the 
methods shown i n  paragraph 314. 
Typical methods of welding compensation plates, branches and other con� 
oeclions 3fe shown in Figs. 1 8  to 26. 
The methods shown in Figs. 1 8  and 2 1  are generally acceptable for shells of 
moderate thickness where the bore of the branch does not exceed 4 inches. 
The method shown i n  Fig. 19 should not be adopted where the interior is 
accessible for welding. When the method of attachment is as shown in Fig. 20 
and it is impracticable to weld on the inside of the branch, the Surveyor should 
satisfy himself that full penetration is obtained, and it is recommended that 
backing rings be used or the bore of the branch machined after welding so that 
the bottom portion of the weld is removed. 
The method shown i n  Fig. 26 should not be used where the bore exceeds 
2 inches. 
1 1 7  
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Chapter 6 
B O I L E R  M O U N T I N G S .  S T E A M  A N D  F E E D  P I P E  FITTI N G S  
300. Material, Design and H),draulic Test 
(a) Cast steel or other material accepted as equivalent should be used for 
boiler mountings of all sizes, for steam pipe fittings of 21 inches bore and over 
and for all steam fittings subject to temperatures exceeding 425°F. but not 
exceeding 900°F. Bronze or gunmetal may be accepted for such parts for 
temperatures up to 425°F. Where the temperature exceeds 900°F. details of tbe 
proposed material should be submitted to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
Pipe fittings in low pressure steam, exhaust and bled steam pipe lines designed 
for working pressures not exceeding 100 tb. per square inch may ordinarily be 
of cast iron provided the steam temperature does Dot exceed 425°F. 
(b) The necks of stop valve chests and other boiler mountings should be as 
short as practicable. 
(c) Where boiler mountings are secured by studs, the studs should have a full 
thread holding in the plate for a length of at least one diameter. If the stud holes 
penetrate the whole thickness of the plate, the studs should be screwed through 
the plate and be fitted with nuts inside the boiler. Where bolts are used for 
16)89 I 1 1 8 
securing !D0untings th�y shouJd be screwed through tbe plate from tbe inside 
of the bOiler. Where bOiler mountings of small bore are permitted to be attached 
to the shell by screwing, the screwed panion should be a good fit in the threaded 
part of the shell and a substantial back nut should be fitted inside tbe boiler. 
(d) The spindles of all valves over I "  inches in diameter should have outside 
screws; the covers should be secured by bolts er studs. All valves are to be 
arranged to shut with a clockwise motion of the handwheels. 
(e) I t  is  important that all valves and cocks should be provided with means 
for showing whether they are open or shut. 
(f) All boiler mountings should be tested by hydraulic pressure to twice the 
maximum working pressure of the boiler, except that boiler mountings i n  the 
boiler feed system should be tested by hydraulic pressure to two and one-half 
times the maximum working pressure of the boiler to which they are connected 
or to twice the maximum working pressure of the feed line whichever is the 
greater. 
Steam pipe fittings should be tested by hydraulic pressure to twice the maxi­
mum working pressure to which they may be subjected. 
Feed pipe fittings should be tested by hydraulic pressure to two and one-half 
times the maximum working pressure of the boiler or twice the maximum work­
ing pressure of the feed line wwchever is the greater. 
301. SafelY Valves: General 
The designs of all safety valves should be submitted to the Engineer Surveyor­
in-Chief for consideration unless tbey have been previously accepted as standard 
designs. 
It  is an offence under Section 433 of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, to 
place an undue weight on the safety valve of any steamship. Section 286 
further prohibits any increase of the weight on the safety valve of a passenger 
steamer beyond the limit fixed by the Surveyor and should it at any time come to 
a Surveyor's knowledge that the loading of the valves has been altered or that 
the valves have been in any way interfered with, so as to increase the pressure 
without the sanction of the Ministry, he is at once to report the facts to head· 
quarters. 
When the Surveyor has determined the working pressure of the boilers and 
machinery he is to see the safety valves loaded accordingly and in such manner 
as to preclude the possibility of the load being increased. Therefore the springs. 
valves, spindles and adjusting screws should be so cased in that they cannot be 
tampered with and substantial locks should be used for locking up the safety 
valves. Any other part of a safety valve capable of adjustment to increase the 
load on the valve should be fitted with a substantial locking device. 
301. Minimum Number and Area of Safely Valves and A.rea of Passages 
(a) At least two safety valves should be fitted to each boiler. 
(b) The minimum aggregate area of the locked-up safety valves should not be 
less than is obtained from the following formulae, but in no case should valves 
less than I i inches in diameter be passed without the sanction of headquarters. 
(i) For Saturated Steam: 
A = H x E  
e x  p 
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Wbere A = for ordinary, high lift, and imploved bigh tift safety valves 
the aggregate area in !quare inches of the ontices through 
the seatings of the ,"hcs, and lor full lift and full bore 
safety valves the Dell area in squale inches through the 
seats after deducting the area of guides or other ob�truc­
lioDS when the valves arc fully lifted, 
E ..... evaporation in lb. per square fOOl of heaung surface 11 per 
bour with a miolmum value of 6 for coal or oil fired 
boilers. For boilers heated by exhaust gas onI}, the 
makers figures for the maxJmum evaporation per square 
foot of healing surfacc may be taken. For composite 
boilers E may be modified accordingly, 
H - total heating surface in square feet to whicb factor E 
applies, 
P = working pressure of the safety valves in lb. per square inch 
absolute (i.e. working pressure + 15), 
e = 4·8 for ordinary spring loaded valves, 
= 7·2 for high lift spring loaded valves, 
= 9·6 for improved high lift spring loaded valves, 
= 19·2 for full tiCt valves, 
- 30·0 for full bore relay operated valves. 
(u) For Superbeated Steam: 
A. = A ( I  + T. ) 1000 
Where A. = aggregate area of safety valves in square inches for super­
heated steam, 
A = aggregate area of safety valves in square inches as found 
from tbe formula in sub-paragrapb (a)(i) above, 
T, = superheat of steam in degrees F., i.e. superheat temperature 
minus saturated temperature. 
(c) Where it is proposed to supply safety valves, the designs of whicb bave 
not been previously accepted, the designs should be submitted to the Engineer 
Surveyor-in-Chief who wiU determine the coefficient C required by sub­
paragraph (b)(i). It may be necessary for tbe maker to show by actual test that 
the valves 8re capable of passing tbe necessary quantity of steam. 
(d) All tbe safety valves of each boiler may be filted in one chest, whicb 
should be separate from any other valve chest. The valve chest should be con­
nected directly to the boiler hy a strong and stiff neck, tbe passage through 
which should have a cross sectional area at least equal to one half the aggregate 
area oC the safety valves in the cbest, except that, in the case of full lift safety 
yaJves the cross sectional Brea should be at least equal to the aggregate area of 
the safety valves in the chest. The arrangements of every boiler or other pressure 
vessel used for generating steam should be such that the escape of steam through 
the •• fety valves required by Section 285(4) of the Merchant Shipping Ac� 1894 
canl'ot be wbolly or partially intercepted. 
(.) Where a superheater can be shut off from the boiler it should be filted 
with at least ODe safety valve not less iD diameter thaD 1 1  inches and fitted with 
easing gear. This should be additional to the safety valves required to be fitled 
on the boiler in accordance with sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) of this paragrapb. 
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(f) With ordinary, high 11ft and improved high lift safety valves the openings 
f�r the passage of steam from the valves on a boiler, including the waste steam 
pipe, should have a cross sectional area at least 1 . 1  umes the required aggregate 
area of the safety valves. With full lift safety valves with constant C not exceeding 19 .2 the waste steam Pipe and the openings for the passage of steam from the 
valves should have a cross sectional area at least twice the required aggregate 
area of the safety \alves and three times that area where the valves are of the 
full bore type wuh a constant not exceeding 30. The cross sectional area of the 
discharge openIngs and discharge pipe from the safety valve on an economiser 
should be at least tWice that of the valve. The area of any main waste steam pipe 
should not be less than the sum of the areas required for the branch pipes 
attached to it .  Valve chests and waste steam pipes should be drained by a pipe 
fitted at the lowest part of tbe exhaust opening of each chest and led clear of 
the bOiler, superheater or economiser. No cock or valve should be fit ted on 
this pipe. 
(g) Where silencers are fitted in the waste steam pipes, particulars, including 
the mlnlillUm clear area through the silencer which should not be less than 
that reqUIred for the waste steam pipe. and the makers estimate of the maximum 
pressure that could occur in the waste steam pipe between the safety valve and 
the silencer should be submitted to the Engineer Surveyor·in·Chief for 
consideration. 
(h) Waste steam pipes should be designed to withstand the maximum pressure 
to which they may be subjected. They should be adequately supported and the 
arrangement should be such that no undue load falls on the safety valve branch. 
303. Detads of Safety Valves 
(a) The clearance of the spindle, spring, etc., above the valve should be such 
as to permit a lift of at least one fourth the diameter of the valve. 
(b) Valves and valve seats should be made of non·corrodible metal, and Ihe 
valve seats should be effectively secured to the chests. 
(c) Valve wings should have clearance in the seats of at least � Il1ch on the 
diameter; valve stems should have sufficient clearance in the scab, . 31\e wings 
or stems should not project through the seats. 
(d) The construction of a safety valve should be such that th� \ alve will be 
retained on the spindle and cannot lift out of its seat in the e\cnt of a spnng 
breaking. 
(e) Valve spindles, compression screws and the bushes in
' 
which they work 
should be made of non.corrodible metals. The clearance of the spindles in the 
bushe. should be sufficient, and the bushes should be well secured. The washer 
fitted uver the top of the spring should be suitably recessed and the end of the 
compression screw should be a good fit in the recess to ensure that the washer 
cannot come into contact with the valve spindle. 
(I) The compression screw .hould abut against a metal stop or washer when 
the valve is loaded. 
(g) Safety valves should be filled with screw lifting gcar so arranged that it  
can be operated easily by hand from an accessible place free from the danger of 
steam. The lifting gear should, where practicable, be arranged to 11ft all the 
safety valves on any one boiler together. The arrangement should, in general, 
permit the valves to be turned round on their seats by hand. 
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304. �p'lIIgs of Safety Vahes 
(a) The size of the steel from "hleh safety valve springs arc made should be 
In accordance \\lth the follO\\Ing formula, c\cepl that the diameter or side of 
the square should 3): " rule not be Ic�s than i IIlch. 
d = :)5 : rJ 
Where s = load on the spring In lb., 
o = mean diameter of the spring In  Inches, 
d = dIameter or side of square of the steel 10 Inches, 
c = 8,000 for round steel, 
= 1 1 ,000 for square steel. 
(b) A sprang should have a sufficient number of coils to require a compression 
under the working load of at least onc quarter the diameter orthe \alve and tbe 
number of spring coils required for this compression is given approximately by 
the follOWing formula· 
N = K x C x d' 
s X DJ 
Where N - number of free coils in spring. 
K = compression in Inches, 
d diameter or side of square of the steel In sixteenths of an inch, 
C = 22 for round Sleel, 
= 30 for square steel, 
and s and D have meanings as before. 
(c) The clearance between separate coils should not in general be less than 
1\ Inch when the spring IS loaded. 
(d) Springs should be prOlected from the steam issulIlg from the valves. 
305. Saf�ty Vah�$ to be T�$t('d under Steam 
(a) A Surveyor IS not to give a declaration covering safety valves unless he has 
examined them and he IS satisfied that they are 111 accordance with the accepted 
design, and that the area is not less than required by paragraph 302. He should 
see that the safety valves are set to their working pressures under steam. He 
should also sce that when under steam they are free to lift the full amount 
appropriate to the lype of valve. 
(b) Except as stated in sub·pnragraph (c), tests for accumulation of pressure 
are to be witnessed under full firing conditions with the feed water shut off and 
the stop valves closed except that steam for aUXIliaries 'essential to Ihe test 
may be taken from one bOiler. During the test there should be no communica· 
lion between two or more boilers under test at the same time. The test is to be 
conllnued for as long as the water supply in the boiler permits, but the duration 
of the test need not exceed 1 5  minutes for cylindrical boilers or 7 minutes for 
water tube boilers. The accumulation of pressure should not exceed 10 per ccnt. 
of the working pressure. It however, it is found in any particular case that the 
accumulation of pressure exceeds that figure, tfile Surveyor should withhold 
the declaration and report the full particulars to the Engineer Surveyor.in·Chief. 
(c) When owners or builders of water tube boilers consider that an accumu· 
lallon te�t might cause damage to the sUj1Crheaters, applications to forego 
accumulation teltts Will be considered by the Engineer Surveyor·in·Chief. Such 
apphcatlons should be made when details of the boiler designs, c!vaporative 
capacity, and the safety val"cs and their pOSitions are submilled. 
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(d) I n  the case of waste heat boilers heated by exhaust gases the accumulation 
te�t should �c carried out with the feed water shut off, all stop valves closed and 
with the engInes supplying the exhaust gas under maximum load conditions and 
in the ca�e of composite boilers the test should be under full firing condltion� 
representmg tbe most severe likely to arise in service. 
(e) When �tnessing sa.re�y valve tests, Surveyors should use the test pressure 
gauges supplied by the Ministry. No  steam gauge should be used without having 
a syphon filled with water between it and the boiler. 
306. Stop Valves 
(a) Wherever a pipe is connected to a boiler, a valve or cock should, in general, 
be fitted between the boiler and the pipe. 
(b) Where there are more water tube boilers than one and they are connected 
together, the main and auxiliary stop vahes should be of the self dosing or non­
return type. 
(c) To avoid piercing the boiler shell more than is necessary there should be 
as few auxiliary stop valves as possible. The arrangements, however, should be 
sucb that when more than one boiler is fitted it will be possible to supply tbe 
steam steering gear, steam whistle and steam driven electric generators from 
at least two boilers. 
307_ Water Level Indicators 
(a) Every boiler should have at least two independent means of indicating 
the water level, one of which should be a glass water gauge, anc! the other an 
additional glass water gauge or other �ccepted water level indicator. 
In new boilers test cocks should not be accepted except as provided for in I 
sub-paragraph (b). 
(b) In the case of boilers having an internal diameter less than 6 feet and having 
a working pressure less than 1 20 lb. per square inch, a set of not less tban two 
test cocks fitted directly to the boilei shell may be accepted as one of the 
required water level indicators. 
(c) Single-ended boilers should have the two water level indicators fitled, one 
on each side of the boiler. 
(d) Double-ended boilers should have four water level indicators fitted, one 
indicator being positioned on each side of each end of the boiler. 
(e) In the case of cylindrical boilers the level of the highest piut of the com· 
bustion chamber or heating surface should be permanently marked in a position 
easily seen at all times and adjacent to the water level indicators. 
(f) Where stand pillars or columns are connected to a cylindrical boiler by 
means of pipes. these pipes should be of copper or other non-corrodible metal 
and fitted with terminal cocks at the boiler shell. For boilers over 10 feet in 
diameter the pillars should be not less than 2i inches and the connecting pipes 
oot less tban 1 1  inches in internal diameter. For boilers exceeding 7 feet 6 inches 
hut not exceeding 1 0  f�et in  diameter, the pillars should not be less than 2 inches 
and the connecting pipes not less than 1 1  inches in internal diameter, and for 
boilers 7 feet 6 inches in diameter and under, the pillars should be not less than 
If inches aDd the connecting pipes not less than I inch in internal diameter. 
The upper ends of the pipes should be so arranged that there is no pocket or 
bend iD which water can lodge. The pipes should not pass through uptakes, but, 
if this condition cannot be complied with, they may pass through the uptakes 
by a passage open for ventilation and at least 2 inches clear of the pipes all round. 
(g) In the case of water tube boilers where water and steam drums exceeding 
13 feet in length are fitted athwartship a waler level indicator should be fitted 
Dear each end of the drum. 
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(h) The position of the water level indicators of water tube boilers in which 
the tubes are entirely drowned when cold is to be such that tbe water is just 
sbowing in the indicator when tbe water level in tbe steam drum is just above 
the top of the uppermost tubes when the boiler is cold. In boilers, tbe tubes of 
wruch are not enllrely drowned when the boiler is cold, the water level indicators 
are to be placed, to the Survtyors satisfAction, in positions which have been 
found by experic-nce to indicate satisfactorily that the water content is sufficient 
for safety under all scn'ice conditions. 
(j) Surveyors are to satisfy themselves by actual examination that the water 
level indicators of the boilers of the vessels they survey are clear. I n  all cases 
where It IS proposed to provide automatic valves or devices in water level 
indicators, full particulars are to be submitted to the Engineer Surveyor-in·Chief 
for consideration. 
308. Blow Down Va/vel 
Each boiler should have a blow down valve fitled directly to the lower pan. 
Blow down valves, and scum valves when fitted, of two or more boilers may 
be connected to one common discharge but when so arranged there should be 
screw down non-return valves fitted for each boiler to prevent the contents 
of ODe boiler passing to another. 
The blow down cock or valve on the ship's side should be fitted in aD accessible 
position and provided with means for sbowing whether the cock or valve is 
open or sbut. Wben a cock is filled the bandle sbould not be capable of being 
removed unless tbe cock is shut and if a valve is fitted the wheel must be fixed 
to tbe spindle. 
309. SaUnomeur Cocks or Valves 
A salinometer cock or valve should be titted directly to each boiler iD a 
convenient position. It must not be on a water gauge stand pipe: or pillar. 
310. Pressure Gauges 
Each boiler should have a separate steam pressure gauge placed where it can 
be easily seen; double-ended boilers should have a pressure gauge at each end 
similarly placed. In the case of water tube boilers a pressure gauge sbould be 
connected to the saturated steam drum. 
311. Boiler Fud Arrangements 
(a) Every boiler sbould bave at least two efficient and separate feed systems. 
each with its own check valve. Check valve chests should in general be attached 
directly to the boiler with a stop valve filled in eacb cbest or between eacb chest 
and the boiler, so that either of the feed systems may be examined ",bile the 
other feed system is in operation. 
(b) In water tube boilers .t least one of the feed systems sbould be fitted with 
an accepted apparatus wbereby the feed supply is CODtroUed automatically. 
The feed cbeck valves sbould, where necasary, be filled with efficieDt aeariD&. 
whereby tbey can be controlled from the boiler room floor or other convenient 
position. 
(c) Feed pumps sbould be reserved for feeding the boilers aDd the arranp. 
ments for supplying feed water sbould, if necessary, provide for the iaterc:eptiOD 
of oil in the feed water. 
(d) Feed pipes should comply witb the requirements of paragraphs 31Z to 315. 
Feed water beaters, filters and fittings between the pumps and tbe boilers should 
be constructed for a working pressure of 25 per cent. in excess of the boiler 
pressure or for the maximum pressure to which the feed line may be subjected 
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in S�f\ ice, �'hichever is the greater; see paragraph 325 for hydraulic lests. An 
efficIent relIef valve or valves, suitably adjusted and of a type which cannot be 
readily overloaded, should be fitled where necessary to prevent ovcrpressure in 
any part of the feed system under conditions likely to occur In servIce. 
(e) I n  ships filted with closed feed systems means should be provided for 
automa
.
tically shutting off steam from the main engines before overpressure 
occurs In the condenser. 
Chapter 7 
P R E S S U R E  P I P E S  
312. Copper Pipes 
(a) Copper pipeS should not be used for temperatures above 425°F. 
(b) Steam pipes intended for working pressures over 180 lb. per square inch 
should not be of copper where the external diameter exceeds 5 IOches. 
(c) Copper pipes subject t o  work 109 pressures over 75 lb. per square inch 
should be seamless. 
(d) The working pressure allowed on copper pipes should be determined by 
the following formula: 
W P = (, - 3) x F . . 
D 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per sq·uare inch for steam and air 
pipes, and boiler pressure for feed pipes, 
D = external diameter in inches, 
t = thickness i n  lOOths of an inch, 
F = 70 for seamless steam and air pipes, 
48 for brazed steam pipes, 
56 for seamless feed pipes, 
38 for brazed feed pipes. 
(e) Where copper pipes are to be bent they should be made thicker to provide 
for thinning at the bend. In no case should the radius of curvature at the centre 
line of the pipe be less than twice the external diameter of the pipe. 
(f) Copper pipes should be annealed on completion and prior to testing by 
hydraulic pressure. 
313. Steel Pipes 
(a) Pressure pipes for temperatures not exceeding 850°F. may be made of 
steel provided tbe material complies with the requirements of paragraphs 206 
to 208. 
(b) Where it is proposed to make the pipes of alloy steel for temperatures in 
excess of 850°F. full details should be submitted to the Engineer Surveyor.in. 
Chief for consideration. 
(c) Steam pipes for pressures above 250 lb. per square inch. feed pipes, air 
pipes and pipes for conveying oil under pressure should be of :.camless or other 
accepted construction. Other pipes may be lap welded by a mechanical process. 
The working pressure allowed on seamless steel pipes. cold or hot finiShed, 
shall be determined by the following formula: 




The \"orklOg pressure allo\\cd on lar \l,-eld�d pl(XS Shilll be delermir!ClI by the 
(ollo\\lng formula' 
w.r. 
( 1 _ 8) , 1 6 1  I ·  5 
I) 




• �" Mo. 
oJ! pip":!" ff'f I.·�d pip...:, W.I'  \' ltl be lalo-("1 as \ ·75 limc� 
the mJ:(lmum huller pn. . ... ,un: I'ut not Ice;..., I hao lhe IIlax.i· 
mum prl.::)sure that CJn be d�\dcrcd 1 0  tht: feed hne under 
sen Ice conJlllom. 
o eXlcl nal I.hametcr In Inches, 
t thlck ncs", III 10011-5 of an Inch, 
C. 8 for slcan l and feed pipeS for Plcssules up to and including 
250 lb. per square Inch, 
- 6 fUf !lleam and feed pipes for pressures over 250 lb. per 
square IIlch and for all olha seamless pipes, 
a hgurc dependent upon Ihe 1 )  re of steel ust:d and thr steam 
Icmpcr�lIurc and oht311led (I om the following table for the 
t) pes of carbon and alloy steels srecified Values of C for 
tcmp'ralUrcs between Iho�e sho\\ n may be found by inter· 
polJtu>o. Yalues of I.. lor othcl stecls \\111 he specIally 
consIdered. 
Steam temperatures "F. 
Minimum , , 800 1 850 1 tenSIle strength 650 700 750 900 950 TONS rcl sq lOch , 
Values of C 
23 I ·0 0 95 0 89 0 82 0 7J -
28 I 19 1 1 9  1 1 9  I 1 8  I 1 5  1 05 0 69 
1 -;' Cr • �_ Mo. 27 U S  I 1 5  1 1 5  I 1 5  l · lJ  1 ·07 0 75 
A manufacturing tolcrance not exceeding minus 1 5  per cent. may be allowed 
on the pipe thIckness obtained from the above formulae. 
ed) Completed carbon steel pipes for pressures above 1 50 lb. per sq uare inch 
or temperatures abO\c 500 F. wlltch have been heated during manipulation or 
have been strength weldc.:d should be suitably stress relieved before testing by 
hydrauhc pressure. Where screwed and. expa,ded flanges are fitted, with or 
without seal welding, any necessary stress rclicvlllg of the pipes should be 
carried out before the flanges are fitted. All alloy seeel pipes which have been 
subjected to heating. bending or welding should be suitably heat treated. 
Details of lhe heat trealment proposed should be submitted to the Enginccr 
Surveyor·in·Chief for consideration. 
314. Melhods of securiffg Flanges 10 Sleel Pipes 
(a) Flanges may be secured to steel pipes by strength welding or by screwing 
and expanding as shown in Figs. I to 7 an<J under the conditions given in the 
Table. 
(b) Where flanges are seeurcd by screwing and cxpanding, the pipe and flange 
are to be scre",cd wtth it laper or vanishing thread. The vanishing portion of 
the thread should be not less than three pilches in length. After the flange has 
been screwed \\ell home the pipe should be expanded and a scaling weld may 
be applied. 
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I and 2 For all pressures and temperatures. 
3 For 311 pressures and temperatures but nOI generally sUitable for plpcs under 
) Inches bore. 
4 For steam plcssures not exceeding 55Q lb per square Inch and temperatures no� 
exceeding 750 F. but not gcm=tally sUitable fOt pipes under 3 Inches bore. 
For air, feed water, 011 and olher flUids, pressur�s not exceeding 750 Ib per 
square Inch. 
5 For steam pressures nOI exceeding HO lb. per square Inch and temperatures nOI 
exceeding 750 F For air, feed ..... ater, 011 and other fluids, pressures not 
exceedmc 750 Ib per square lOch. 
6 For sleam pressures nol exceeding 4.50 lb. per square Inch and temperatures not 
exceeding 7.50 F. For aLr, feed water, oLl and other fluids, pressures not exceed· 
Ing 600 lb. per square lOch. 
7 For pressures not excecdlOg 250 lb. per square Inch and temperatures not 
exceeding .500 F 
315. Reduced Pressure Pipe Lmes 
Where a pressure pipe or fitting receives steam or air from any source at a 
higher pressure than that for which the pipe or filting is designed an efficient 
reducing valve should be filted. A n efficient relief valve of sufficient size together 
with a pressure gauge should be fitted on the low pressure side of the reducing 
valve. 
316. Installalion of Steam Pipes 
(0) Suitable provision should be made to avoid excessive stress in any steam 
pipe due to expansion and contraction resulting from variation in temperature, 
or due to vibration or any other cause. 
(b) Efficient means should be provided for draining and supporting all steam 
pipes. The drainage arrangements should be such that the pipes may be kept 
clear of water and the possibility of water hammer action avoided under all 
conditions likely to arise in service. It is desirable that the drains should be 
automatic in their action. 
(c) Special attention is called to the danger of allowing water to coUect in 
branches of main or auxiliary steam pipes connecting these ranges, while under 
steam, with the stop valves of a boiler which is not in use. It  is strong1y recom· 
mended that isolating stop valves should be fitted where branch pipes from 
boilers join main and auxiliary ranges. 
317. Sleam Pipes in way of Passenger and Crew Accommodation 
Steam and exhaust pipes to steering gear, winches and similar equipment 
should not pass through passenger or crew accommodation but, where it can 
be shown that alternative arrangements are unreasonable or impracticable, such 
pipes may be permitted to pass through passageways forming part of the 
accommodation provided the pipes are properly Jagged or encased and, in the 
case of the steam supply pipes, that they comply with the following conditions: 
(i) The pipes shall be constructed of solid drawn steel. 
(ii) The pipes and their flanges shall be of scantlings suitable for tbe maximum 
steam pressure to which they may be subjected. 
(iii) All connections in the pipes shall be by faced flanges properly jointed. 
(iv) Adequate drainage arrangements shall be fitted. 
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318. Hydraulic Tests of New Pipes 
On completion pressure pipes are to be tested by hydraulic pressure to not 
less than the following: 
(a) Steam pipes working at not more than 650QF.: 
Test pressure = 2 X working pressure 
Steam pipes working at more than 650QF.: � for carbon steel pipes 
1 · 1 9  
Test pressure = 2 X working pressure X C for ! % Mo. steel pipes 
where C is as in paragraph 313(c). 
1 · I S
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steel pipes 
(b) Feed pipes to two and one-half times the maXImum working pressure of 
the connected boiler or to twice the maximum working pressure in the 
feed line whichever is the greater. 
(c) Air pipes to twice the maximum working pressure to which they may be 
subjected. 
(d) Oil fuel pipes to 400 lb. per square inch or to twice the maximum working 
pressure whichever is the greater. See also paragraph 366. 
319. Periodic Tests and Inspections of Steam Pipes 
(a) Steam pipes should have the lagging removed and be examined and tested 
by hydraulic pressure to twice the maximum pressure to which they may be 
subjected, at the following intervals: 
(i) Copper pipes having brazed iongitudinal seams, at least once in four years. 
(ii) Steel or seamless copper pipes, at least once in six years. 
At the first periodic test the Surveyor need only require the removal of lagging 
for a few inches near each flange unless, in his judgment, it is necessary to remove 
more. 
In all cases where the pipes are not wholly stripped the hydraulic test pressure 
should be maintained for at least 20 minutes. 
It is recommended that copper pipes be annealed periodically. 
These instructions apply to all steam pipes, the bursting of which would give 
rise to a risk of serious injury. but Surveyors need not test small pipes, from 
whkh the free outflow of steam would not entail such a risk. As the diameter, 
working pressure and situation of the steam pipes in the ship all have some 
bearing on risk of injury should a pipe burst, the Surveyor should use his 
judgment when deciding which steam pipes should be tested. Generally where 
the pressure does not exceed 250 Ib per square inch. pipes of less than 3l  inches 
bore need not be included in the periodic tests unless in any particular case the 
Surveyor considers it desirable to do so. 
(b) As an alternative to testing all the pipes at one time. owners may arrange 
to present at their convenience selected pipes or sections of pipe lines for inspec­
tion and hydraulic tests, on the understanding that all pipes that are required 
to be tested periodically will be similarly examined and tested in rotation so that 
every pipe in the main and auxiliary ranges will be examined and tested al the 
interval shown in sub-paragraph (a) (i) and (ii). 
This procedure has the practical advantage that such pipes will normally 
be removed from their position for purposes of testing and Surveyors should 
avail themselves of the opportunity thus afforded for mak.ing a thorough 
ioternal examination of pipes open to inspection. 
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I t  will be necessary to keep records of steam pipes tested on this "running 
sunf.!Y" principle, to ensure that all pipes are tc�ted wlthm their specified 
period The appropriate enlnes should be made III lhe declardtlon with the 
y,ocds "runnlllg SUrH) " added. 
(cl \\ hen an ('\i<;tlllg ship IS sun,eyed for a British passenger certificate for 
the fir!., time, JIJ stram pipes should be tested as IIldlcated m pdragraph 318. 
(d) i'.ot\\lth�tandlllg the foregolll& the Surveyor may reqUire any steam pipe 
to be tested by hydraulic pressure or removed for Internal examination if he 
has any reason to doubt lIS condition at any time. 
(e) In  all cases In which defects are found which require the repair or renewal 
of an) of Ihe steam pipes referred to 111 the foregOing paragraphs full details 
should be forwarded to the Engmeer Sun-eyor·IIl·Chief for recording. 
Chapter 8 
E V A PO R A T O R S ,  H E AT E R S , F I LTE R S ,  E T C .  
320. Material and Design 
(0) Evaporators in y,hich the mam body is a sin�le casting may have a working 
pressure not exceeding 1 5  lb. per �quare Inch, and in general cast iron should 
not be used for the shells of evaporators where the working pressure exceeds 
30 lb. per square Inch. 
Subject to these limitations evaporators made of cast iron, bronze or gun metal 
baving a tensile strength of not less than 10 tons per square inch, or of cast steel, 
may be allo\loed a \Ioorking pressure nOI exceeding tbat found by the formulae 
in paragraph 321. 
(b) Cast Iron, bronze or gunmetal may be accepted where the working tem· 
perature does not exceed 42SDF. 
(c) Whl're parts of evaporators, steam generators, heaters, filters, etc. are of 
flveted or fUSion welded construction they should comply with the relevant 
requIrements for boilers or fUSion welded pressure vessels. 
(d) For feed heaters, etc. see paragraph 31 1(d) and for oil fuel beaters, etc. 
sce paragraphs 3li5(c) and 3li6. 
321. Working Prtsjure of Cast Vessels Subjecl 10 Imemal Pressure 
(a) The prcs�ure allowed on cast pressure vessels should not exceed tbat 
obtatned from the followtng formulae: 




(ti) Circular Flat Surfaces W P = C, X 1" . . Dl 
(iii) Square Flat Surfaces W P = C, X 1" . . 
S' 
Where W.P. =. working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
T = thickness of the casting in  inches, 
o = internal diameter in inches; for covers, the diameter of 
the pitch circle of the bolts, 
S :0= length of side of the flat surface in  inches • 
Conlol3nt CaSI Iron t Bronze or Gunmtlal Cast Steel 
(Sc-c: Note:) 
C 4.000 6.000 I 10,400 
C, 24,000 30.000 S2,OOO 
C, 16,000 20,000 34.700 
�O l l  In \c:slocls 5ub$CI IO �Jlc:r pressure only Ihe conSLanlS m;"i) be m(:rC3"d by 2S percent. 
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Except for very small castings the thickness of the material should not be less 
than the following: 
Thickness in Inches 
Internal Dlameler , - -
I Cast Iron Bronze or Cast Sleel Gunmetal 
1 -Over 12 inches 1 I i I 
1 -
Up tu and mcludlng 1 2  mches , I & t 
(b) Where there are large branches, doors or other openings in the castings 
the scantlings will require to be materially increased and provision should also 
be made at the necks of branches and other parts to resist stresses not directly 
due to the internal pressure. 
322. Stress Allowed on Sluds, elc. 
I n  calculating the strength of studs or bolts secunng the covers of evaporators, 
feed heaters, feed filters, and other similar vessel , the stress allowed OD the net 
section of the material of steel studs, etc., should not exceed 9,000 ib. per square 
inch when the diameter is t inch, or more. When Ihe diameter is less , han 
i inch, the stress allowed per square inch of net section should not exceed 7,200 lb. 
per square inch 
Studs or bolts securing covers which are required to be frequently removed 
should not be less than i inch in diameter. 
323. Mountings 
(a) The mountings for evaporators and steam generators should, in general, 
be similar to those required for boilers. A single safety valve, however, may be 
allowed for evaporators, provided that it is of sufficient size and the reduced 
orifice, see sub·paragraph (b), is not greater than would be allowed for the same 
pressures, with a single valve 2U inches in diameter. 
(b) The steam inlet to the coils should have an orifice of a diameter not 
exceeding that found by the following formula: 
d = DJn- x p 6 x P 
Where d = diameter of orifice in inches, 
o = diameter of safety valves in inches, 
n = number of safety valves on evaporator, 
p = absolute pressure at which the evapo ator is worked, 
P = absolute pressure of the entering steam. 
Where a reducing orifice is nc;cessary to effect a reduction of area, it should be 
bored through non·corrodible metal, and should be parallel for a length of at 
least 1 inch; every nozzle should be formed with a facing at the side, on which 
particulars regarding the safety valves, their load, the maximum pressure of the 
en tering steam, and the diameter of the orifice should be stamped, as shown by 
the following example: 
2 S.V. DIAM. 3·. LOAD 10 lb. sq. lit. 
STEAM PRESS. 160 lb. 
REDUCED ORIFICE W DIA. 
(c) Where baffle or dash plates are fitted below the steam domes of e\lapora· 
tors, they should be easily removable for inspcr.lion of the dome. 
1 .1 1  
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(d) The spring-loaded safety valves should be set to the working pressure and 
tested for accumulation, in accordance with the requirements of paragraph 305. 
The test should be continul!d for a period of five minutes under conditions of 
maximum evaporation with all other outlets closed; the accumulation of 
pressure should not exceed 1 0  per cent. of the working pressure. 
324. Distilling Appararus 
Steam for working distilling apparatus for drinking water is not to be taken 
from main or auxiliary boilers. but is to be taken from an evaporator or a boiler 
designed for the purpose and i n  which boiler water treatment additives, zinc, 
etc., harmful in drinking water, arc not used. The evaporator or boiler used with 
distilling plant should not be filled or fed with water from main or auxiliary 
condensers. Surfaces or parts made of copper i n  contact with steam or drinking 
water should be tinned. 
A distilling apparatus for drinking water should have a filter containing at 
least 20 cubic inches of animal charcoal and 20 cubic inches of gravel or lime­
stone chips for every 100 gallons of the output in 24 hours for which tbe distiller 
is passed. 
Suitable relief valves should, if necessary, be fitted OD the steam and water 
sides of all distilling apparatus to preveDt overpressure iD any part of the system. 
325. Hydraulic Tests 
(a) All new evaporators, steam generators, beaters, filters, etc. should be 
tested by hydraulic pressure as follows: 
Description 
Cast evaporators, heaters, elC. not subject 
10 feed or 011 fuel pressure 
Welded or nveled evaporttlors. steam genera­
lors, healers, elc. nOI subject 10 feed or oil 
fuel prC1$ure 
Ca!>t or welJed heaters, Ctc. subject to fttd 
pressure 
Casl or welded heaters, etc. subjecl 10 011 ruel 
pressure 
COIls or lubes 01 evaporators, etc. not subject 
10 feed or oil fuel pressure 
Coils or tube� of heaters, etc. subject to reed 
pressure ' 
Coils or lubes or healers, etc. subject to oil 
fuel pressure 
Where W.P. = maximum working pressure 
• See paragraphs 365(0) and 366. 
Hydraulic Test in lb. per square inch 
2 x W.P. 
2 x W.P. where W.P. is 100 lb. per sq. inch 
or less 
I I  x W.P. + SO where W.P. exceeds 100 lb. 
per square inch 
2i x W.P. of boiler or 
2 x W.P. or reed hne whichever is greater 
2 )( W.P. or 400 lb. per sq. inch whichever 
is greater-
2 x W.P. 
2, x W.P. or boiler or 
2 x W.P. of feed line whichever is greater 
2 x W.P. or 400 lb. per sq. inch whichever 
i, greater-
(b) On complelion of the hydraulic tests the apparatus should be stamped, 
III a conspicuous place preferably on the dressed edge of a flange, with the 
letters M.T., the test pres!oure applied to the shell, the test pressure applied to 





(a) Ingot steel for shafts should, In general, have a tensile strength of 28 to 
32 tons per square inch and should comply with the requirements of paragraphs 
194 to 197. 
(b) Couplings of ingot steel shafts should be forged from the solid shaft or 
may be formed by upsetting the ends by hydraulic pressure. Coufllings, when 
separate from the sbaft, may be forged from ingot steel or they may be steel 
castings. 
(c) Coupling bolts should be of ingot steel and in general should have a 
tensile strength of 28 10 32 tons per square inch. The material should comply 
generally with the requirements of paragraphs 194 to 197; the makers' guarantee 
regarding the quality of the material may be accepted 
(d) The webs of built crank shafts may be forged or rolled from ingot steel 
or they may be steel castings (see paragraphs 194 to 197 for Ingot steel and 202 
to 205 for castings). 
Forged crank webs may be flame cut from the slab provided that about 1 ioch 
of material is afterwards removed by machine from around the crank pin and 
journal holes and the outer edges of the webs are dressed smooth. 
(e) Bronze for intermediate and propeller shafts should comply with the 
requirements of paragraph 210. 
(f) Where it is proposed to use material other than that referred to above, the 
case should be submitted to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chlef. 
327. Shafting driven by Steam Turbine5 or Electric Propulsion Afotors 
(0) I ntermediate shafts of turbine driven and electrically driven installations 
should have diameters not less than are given by the following formula: 
d = :;S.�.P. X F 
Where d = diameter of the intermediate shaft in inches, 
S.H.P. = maximum designed horse power transmitted by the shaft, 
R = revolutions per minute at that power, 
F = 55 for passenger ships of Classes I, 1 1  and l lA, 
= 50 for passenger ships of Classes m, IV, V, VI and VIA. 
For the shafting of turbine driven auxiliary generator units and for the 
turbine driven shafting of turbo-electric propulsion units, F may be taken as 50 
for all classes of shjps. 
(b) Main wheel shafts of geared turbine-driven installations should not be 
less than 1 · 1  X d in diameter, but where there is only one pinion gearing into 
the wheel, or where there are two or more pinions gearing into the wheel and 
the centres of all the pinions fall within an angle of Jess than 120°, the diameter 
of the wheel shaft at the wheel and the adjacent journals should not be less than 
1 · 1 6  x d. Abaft the journals the shaft may be gradually tapered down to the 
diameter required for the intermediate sbaft. 
(c) (n adopting the diameter given by the formula given in sub-paragraph (a) 
builders should be satisfied from their examination of the shafting system, 
either by calculation or by comparison with other similar installations, that 
torsional "ibration stresses which may occur in service arc not exceSSive, and 
should be able to show to the satisfaction of the Surveyor that the intermediate 
shaft diameter obtained from the formula IS adequate. 
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328. SIIa/ring of Steam Reciprocating Engines 
(a) Intermediate shafts of reciprocating steam engine installations should 
have diameters not less than are given by the following formula: 
d = JD2 X � x  P f (r + 2) 
Where d = diameter of the intermediate shaft in  inches, D = diameter of the low-pressure cylinder in inches, or the equivalent 
diameter where two or more low-pressure cylinders are used, 
S = stroke of the piston in inches 
P = working pressure at the boiler outlet in lb. per square inch, 
r = ratio of the swept volume of the low-pressure cylinder or 
cylinders to that of the high-pressure cylinder or cylinders, 
f = a coefficient from tbe following table, which has two values for 
each type of engine depending upon the nature of the service. 
Type of compound, triple Service of Ship 
or quadruple expansion I---=--:--:c--:---I----:::----:-:c--:-,--,-,-reciprocating engine Class I , 1 1 , I IA Class I l l, IV, V 
2 cranks al 900 
2 cranks at 1800 
3 cranks at 1 200 
4 cranks balanced 






Where the builders can show either by calculation or by comparison with 
previous similar installations that no serious torsional vibration stresses are 
lik.ely to occur in service, the diameter of the intermediate shaft obtained from 
the formula may be reduced from d to dl where dl = O·95d. This reduction 
applies only to intermediate shafts. 
(b) Crank shafts of screw reciprocating engines should not be less than � in 
diameter: 
Where d, = I-OS x d 
(c) Crank and paddle shafts of reciprocating engines of paddle steamers 
should not be less than 0.94 x d in diameter. 
(d) Crank webs of built shafts should in general have dimensions not less than 
those obtained from the following formulae: 
h = 0-625 x d. 
t = 0-438 x d, 
Where de = required diamder of the crank shaft in inches, 
16)89 K 
h = thickness of the web measured parallel to the axis of the shaft 
in  inches, 
t = thickness of metal around the crank pin and journal holes 
measured radially in inches. 
1 34 
Crank webs of proportions other than those given above may be accepted 
provided that they are of equivalent strength. 
Crank webs should be securely shrunk on the journals and crank pins. 
Where dowels arc not fitted the shrinkage allowance should be about • h of 
the diameter of the shart except where the journals or pins are hoUow when the 
allowance may be suitably increased. 
Easily accessible relerence marks should be provided on the outer c!ods of 
the journals and crank pins and on the adjoining webs. 
329. Shafting of Steam ReCiprocating Engines combined with E;r:haust Steam 
Turbines 
Intermediate sharts for Installations where steam reciprocating engines are 
combined with exhaust steam turbines by means of gearing or otherwise, should 




:}(0-9 HP, + 0:5 HP,) )( F 
d = diameter of the intermediate shaft in inches, 
HP� = maximum Indicated horse power of the reciprocating cn&ln e 
whcn working with the turbine, 
HP, = shaft horse power of the turbine, 
F = 55 for passenger ships of Classes I, !I and !lA, 
= 50 for passenger ships of Classes llI, IV and V, 
R = revolutions per minute of tbe main propelling shafting, 
The diameter of the intermediate shafting should in no case be less tban d or 
d. as obtained from the appropriate fonnula in paragrapb 328 for the recipro· 
eating engine when working without a turbine. 
330. Shafling of Hea,y Oil Engines 
(a) Crank shafts of heavy oil engines should havc diameters not less than 
those given by the following formula: 
Where 
d = '/0' x (PL + CpS) 
' ...; 10,000 
de. = diameter of crank shaft. 
o = diameter of cylinder, 
S = lengtb of stroke, 
l = span of bearings adjacent to a crank measured 
from inner edge to inner edge, 
P = maximum pressure in lb. per square inch, 
p = mean indicated pressure in lb. per square inch, 
C = coefficient found from Table No. I . 1 35 
• 


















-1 A B L E  NO. I 
C R A N K  S I I A F TS O F  H E A V Y  O I L  E N G I N ES 
Mwwnum Prnsurr 500 lb. ptr squarr Inch and abo.r 
Single Acting Double Acting 
4 Strol.c 2 Stroke 2 Stroke 
C. Arrangement of Cranks 
7 )  13 
1 c. 1-----
7J 7·) 
7· J 7 7  
I 
4 at 90° 13-4 
7-J 8·6 
4 at 45° and multiples of 45°· 8·7 
7 7  9 )  5 at 7r J I . ) 
6 at 60" 1),1  
7 7  9-6 6 at )00 and multiples of 30"· 12·0 
6 at 120 t 16·6 , • 8 6  9 8  7 at equal angles 13-8 I 8 at 45· IH 
8 6  10 0 
8 at 90'1 29-) 
, 
9 ) I 1 1  ·2 9 at 40° 16·8 
9,) 123 
---, --::-:--;-----,-,....,.--;----,-------t-::-::--J I  I 9 6  12 7  
• With slOgle Impulses at equal crank angles. t Wllh two tiring logether. t With (our 6rin. 
o8cther. 
(b) Crank webs of !iolid forged shafts should in general have dimensions not 
le-ss than those given by the following formulae: 
b = 1 ·33 x d, 
h = 0·56 x de 
Crank webs of built shafts should in general have dimensions not less tbaD 
those given by the following formulae: 
h = 0'625 < d, 
t = 0·438 x d, 
Where de = required diameter of crank shaft, 
b � breadth of web for solid forged shaft, 
h = thickness of the web measured parallel to the 
[I,is of the shaft, 
I ... thickness of the metal around the crankpin and 
journal holes measured radially. 
\ )6 
in inches or 
millimetres. 
Crank webs of proportions other than those gl\en above may be accepted 
providing they are of equivalent strength. 
Crank webs should be securely shrunk on the Journals and crank pins. �here dowels are not fitted the shrinkage allowance should be about '�5 of the 
diameter of the shaft except where the journals or pins are hollow when the 
allowance may be suitably increased. 
' 
Easily accessible reference marks should be prOVIded on the outer ends of 
the journals and crank pins and on the adjoIning webs. 
(c) Intermediate shafts of heavy oil engine installations should ha ... e diameters 
not less than those given by the following formula: 
Where 
d = C X :;B.�.P. 
d = diameter of interml;!diate shaft in inches, 
S.H.P. = max.imum designed brake horse power, 
R = revolutions per minute at maximum deSigned brake horse 
power, 
C = coefficient found from tables 2, 3 and 4. 
The tables give vafJOUS values for C according to the piston 
speed and the effect of the flywheel and rotating balance 
weights where fitted. This effect A IS assessed by the 
following formula: 
A = D' x S 
(Wd' + 6·24 wr') X R' 
Where D = diameter of cylinder in inches, 
S = length of stroke in inches, 
R = revolutions per minute at maximum power, 
W = weight of flywheel in tons, 
d = diameter of flywheel in feet, 
w = total weight of balance weights in tons, 
r = radius of gyration of balance weights in feel. 
Where the piston speed, or the value found for A, falls between those in the 
tables the coefficient C should be found by interpolating. 
Flywheel shafts should have diameters not less than tho!ie required for the 
crank shafts. 
(d) I n  adopting the diameler given by Ihe formula in sub·paragraph (c) 
builders should be satisfied from their examination of the shafling system either 
by calculation or by comparison with other similar installations that torsional 
vibration stresses which may occur in service are not excessive and should be 
able to show to the satisfaction of the Surveyor that the intermediate shaft 
diameter is adequate. I t  may be necessary to avoid running continuously at 













I I and l2 
. 
. 
T A B  L E  2 
I N T L R \l l D I A 1 L  SI-I A F r S  l O R 4 S T R O K E  
S I N G L [  A C T I N G  H L A \ Y O i l  E N G I NES 
ftlo�"nu", P,nsurr 500 lb. pr' Sl//lQrr Inch ond ubo\"� 
Value of C for follo'WlOg piston speeds 10 

















No FI)whcd or } 





No A)"'Whccl or } 
Balance WClghts 
001 
005 10 015 
No Flywhcd or } 
Balance Weights 
001 
OOS Io O l 5  
No Flywheel or } 
Balance WClghu 
All values includ· 











3 90  
4 29 
4 11  
4 64 





































4 1 8  
4 29 
381 
4 00  
4 04  
4 04  
















3 90  
4 09 
























4 4 1  
4 57 
3-96 
4 1 6  
4-26 
































1, �. 9, 






T A B LI::. 3. I N 1 E R M E O I A T E  S H A F T S  F O R  2 S T R O K E  
D O U B L E  A C T I N G  H E A V Y  O I L  E N G I N E S  
- r squor� w c on 0 Moxlmum Pussurl' 500 Ib � h d bo " , , 
Valu� of C for following piston S1Xcds Arrangement 
of 
Cranks 
3, al 1 200 
-
4. ill 90° 
4, al 45° and 
multiples of 
450• 
5, at 72� 
6. at 60 
6, at 30° and 
multiples of 
30°· 
6, at 1 200t 
At equal 
anales 
8. at 900t 
10. at 7rt 
12, at 60°* 
I 
Values or A I I 
• 
001 I 005 
-010 
0 1 5  





-015 I No Flywheel or Balance Weights } -
-001 
-005 I 010 ·015 • 
No Flywheel or } 
Balance Welghu 
-001 I • -005 10 -015 I No F1ywheel or } ! Balance: Weights 
-001 
-005 10 ·015 




·005 10 ·015 I No Flywheel or }! 








No Flywheel or } 
Balance Weights 
AU values includ· t ing no Flywheel or I Balance Weights 
I -001 I 
-DOS , 
-010 • I -015 
No Flywheel or } 
Balance Weights 
-001 
'OOS to ·OtS 
No Flywheel or } 
Balance Weights t 
i -001 I ·OOS to -OIS and 1 
No Flywheel or 
Balance Weights • 
10 feel per mmute - -
700 I 850 1000 1200 and below and at-ave -
H6 386 3 86 Ho 
4-0y 4 04 ) 99 3-99 
4 28 4 1 5 4 07 401 
4 39 . 25 4 10 4 04 
4-89 4 47 I I 4 25 I 4 0\1 
• 
3 91 I 3 91 3-91 ]·91 430 4·19 4·09 4 04  
4·54 4·33 I 4 1 8  4-09 
4-66 ..  0 4 25 4-09 
5 08 HO 4 32 4·16 
H5 385 H5 385 
) 94 ),91 H8 3 88 
4·01 I )-95 3-91 H8 
4 05 3-97 3-91 H8 
4· 1 5  4 01 ) 95 3 91 
3 82 I H2 ),82 ) 82 ) 90 H2 3·82 382 
3 95 )-90 I H6 ) 86 • -
HO I 3 80 HO HO 
3-91 I 3·88 3-84 I H4 
)-95 I ),91 H8 )-84 
HO , HO , HO HO , 
H8 H4 )-84 )-84 
3-91 H7 )-84 )-84 
3-90 )-90 )-90 )-90 
4·23 4-09 4-0) 3-99 
4·)7 4-) 8 4-07 I 3-99 
4-45 4·24 4-09 4-01 
4066 I 4-31  4·13 4-04 
I 
HO HO HO HO 
4-01 4-01 3-97 )-95 
HI 4-24 4-09 4-02 
4-S6 4-29 4·13 4-0S 
4-62 4-32 " ' 5  4-0S 
4-78 4-)9 4-18 .,01 
HO 3-80 HO HO 
)-94 )-90 H6 H� 
3-98 3-91 3-88 )-8. 
HO HO HO HO 
H9 H6 )-84 • ),84 I 




T A B U !  4 
I N TE R M E D I A T E  S H A FTS FOR 2 S T ROKE 
S I N G L E  A C T I NG H E A V Y  O I L  E N G I N E S  
Maximum P'nm'� 500 lb. pn 5qua,� mch and abo�-� 
Value: of C for follo ..... lOg piston 5�ds In 
Number of feet per minute 
C),lmden 
I 
I or 2 
J 
, 
, , 5 
6 
7, 8, 9, I I O. ' 1  
and 12 
Value: of A 












No FI)'wheel or 
Balance: Wdghts } 
001 ·005 to 015 
No Flyy, heel or } Balance: We:lghts 
All values Includ-
I 
Ing no Flywhcc=l or I Balance We:lshts 
700 8S0 1000 1200 
and beloy, and above 
4 OS 4 OS 4 OS 4 OS 5 1 3  S'OO 4 8S 4 71  
, 3 90  J 90 3 90  3 90 
4'47 4-32 I 4 27 4-18 4 88 4 64  4·46 4 J I -
J 87 387 387 387 
4 16 4 09 4·04 4 00  
4,)8 4 25 4· 1 1  I 4·05 4, 51 4-29 4·16 4 OS 
J 84 3·84 3 84 3·84 . 3 97 J 94 . 3 90  J 90  
4 07 ,·00 3 93 I 3·90 
4 I I 4·03 J-93 3·90 
4-25 4·10 4·00 3-92 
381 3-82 I 382 3-82 386 3-86 H6 H6 
3·94 386 3,86 H6 
, 
HO HO HO 1 80 
331. Thrust Shafts 
Thrust shafts transmltling torque should not be less in diameter at the collars 
tban C x d. 
Where d = diameter 'd' as obtained for the intermediate shaft from the 
appropriate formula, 
e = 1 · 1  where the shafting is driven by steam turbines or electric 
propulsion motor, or by heavy oil engines, 
- ' ·05 where the shafting is driven by steam reciprocating engines. 
= ' · 1  where the shafting is driven by steam reciprocating engines 
combined with exhaust turbines and where 'd' above has 
been determined by the formula in paragrapb 329 or by 'dl' 
of paragraph 328(0) (see last sub-paragrapb of 329) and = 
' ·05 where 'd' above has been determined by 'd' (not dl) of 
paragraph 328(0). 
Thrust Sh3ftS may be tapered down outside the collars to the diameter 
required for the intermediate shaft. 
332, Tube Shafts 
Shafts passing through stern tubes and not carrying the weight of the pro­
pellers should not be less in diameter than C x d. 
140 
Where d = diameter 'd' as obtained for the Intermediate shaft from tb 
appropriate formula, 
e = } · I  where the shafting is driven by steam turbines, electric motors 
or heavy oil engines, 
- 1·05 where Ihe shafting is driven by steam reciprocating engines, 
- 1 . 1  where the shafting is driven by steam reciprocating engines 
combined with exhaust turbines and where 'd' above has been 
determined by the formula in paragraphl329 or by 'd.' in 
paragraph 328(0) (see last sub· paragraph of 329) and = 1·05 
where 'd' above has been determined by 'd' (not d.) of 
paragraph 328(0). 
Where any part of the tube shaft within the tube is exposed to sea water the 
value of C should be increased 2·5 per cenl. 
333. Propeller Shafts 
(a) Propeller shafts should be not Icss in diameter than is given by the follow­
ing formula: 
p d, = (C x d) + K 
Where dD = diameter of the propeller shaft in inches, 
d = diameter 'd' obtained for the intermediate shaft from the 
appropriate formula, 
C = 1·05 for shafts driven by steam turbines, electric moto s or 
heavy oil engines, 
- 1·0 for shafts driven by steam reciprocating engines, 
- 1 ·05 where the shafting is driven by steam reciprocating engines 
combined with exhaust turbines and where 'd' above has been 
determined by the formula in paragraph 329 or by 'd.' of 
paragraph 328(0) (see last sub·paragraph of 329) and = 1 -0 
where 'd' above has been determined by 'd' (not dl) of para­
graph 328(0), 
P = diameter of the propeller in  inches, 
K = 144 where a continuous liner is fitted, 
= 100 where a continuous liner is not fitted. 
Propeller shafts which run in stern tubes may have the end forward of the 
stern gland tapered down to a diameter at the coupling fiange equal to 1 ·05 
times the required diameter of the intermediate shaft. 
(b) Continuous liners should preferably be cast in one piece, but if it is 
proposed to fit a liner in more than one piece the method of joining the pieces 
should be submitted for consideration. 
The thickness of liners fitted on propeller shafts or tube shafts in way of the 
bushes should not be less when new than is given by the following formula: 
T = d. + 9 
32 
Where T = thickness of the liner in inches, 
d" = diameter required for the propeller or tube shaft within the liner 
in inches. 
The thickness of a continuous liner at the part between the bushes should not 
be less than 0·75 x T. Liners should be shrunk on or forced on to the shafts by 
hydraulic pressure. Securing pins should not be fitted. 
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(c) rff�Cllve means should be provided to exclude water from the part of the 
shaft bet\\ccn the after end of the liner and the propeller boss. Any cavity 
between the hner and the shaft clear of the close fitting portions should be filled 
\\ nh a SUl13blc compO�ltlol\. 
(d) The length of the bearing In the stern bush ne"<t to Ihe Dropeller should 
nol be less than four times the diameter required by the relevant for mula for 
the shafl wlthlO the IlOcr. 
334. COl/rlmg Flanges oml 801ls 
(Cl) The thickncslI of the coupling fhngcs al the pitch Circle of the bolt holes 
should not bl! less than the reqUired diameter of the coupling bolts at the face 
of the coupling. The tlllckness of the propeller !<Ihaft coupling should not be 
less than 0·25 limes the diameter ·d' obtained for the Intermedmte shaft from the 
appropriate fOlI11t1I�l. 
The radiUS of curvature al the fillet where the flange starts from the shaft 
should be nol less than 0 1 25 of the dlamell:r of Ihe shaft adjacent to the flange. 
When coupllllgs are sepualc from the shafts provision should be made to 
resist the astern pull. 
(b) The coupling bolts should not be less III diameter, at the coupling faces, 
than that given by the following formula 
Diameter of coupling bolts - J --"d"'--3·5 X n X rb 
Where d dlaml!ler (d not d,) obtalOed for the mtermedlate shaft from 
the appropflate formula Except that for crank shaft and 
flywheel shaft couplings of heavy oil engines d is to be taken 
as 0 95 times the diameter required for the crank shaft, 
n number of bolts in the coupling, 
rb radiUS of the pitch circle of the bolts In inches. 
335. General 
Chapter 1 0  
MACH I NERY 
The propellint; machinery of every passenger ship should have sufficient 
power for going astan 10 ensure proper conlrol of the ship in all circumstances. 
The a�tern power should generally be not less than 60 per cent. of the ahead 
power 
The machinery arrangements should be such that the propulsion of the ship 
can be reversed with sunicient speed to enable the ship to be properly bandied. 
336. Slenm Tmb",es 
(0) Means should be provided whieh will shut off automatically the steam 
from any Jhcad turbine, and any other machinery served by the same lubricating 
011 system as the turbine, i n  the e"ent of any failure of that system. This auto-­
malic arrangement need 110t shut off steam to the astern turbine, which may be 
required to stop Ihe machinery quid.ly. 
Ch) An cmcr{'ency o\Crspced governOI should be provided for the ahead 
lurbll1e or set of turbines Jrl\ ing each propeller shaft either direct or through 
gearing so as to shut off the Sh:am automatically In the c\oent of overspced. 
I land·trir geM should also be prO\ided for shulling ofT the steam. 
Overspeed {!o\!crnors should in general be fitted to steam IUrbines driving 
main or aUXiliary generators or other auxil iaries. 
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(c) The nozzle boxes of impulse steam turbines should be tested by hydraulIc 
pressure to one and one-half times the maximum pressure to whJch tbey may 
be subjected in service. This maximum pressure will generally be the pressure 
at which the superheater safety valve is set to operate. 
The steam casing of all turbines should be tested by hydraulic pressure lO 
one and one-half times the maximum working pressure in such casings or to 
30 lb. per squart· inrh. whichever is the greater. 
337. Steam Reciprocatmg Engines 
(a) The cylinders of steam reciprocating 
hydraulic pressure as follows: 
machinery should he tested by 
Type of Engine Cylinder Pressure 




.. . .  
Quadruple Expansion 
. .  . .  
.. .. 






J st I ntennediate 
2nd Intermediate 
Low 
Where M.W.P. = Maximum working pressure 
machinery is connected. 
Pressure of TeSI 
I l  X M.W.P. 
30 lb. per sq. inch 
1 1  x M.W.P. 
I X M.W.P . 
30 lb. per sq. inch 
1 1  X M.W.P. 
i X M.W.P . 
i X M.W.P . 
30 lb. per sq. inch. 
of the boiler to which the 
(b) The crank cases of steam reciprocating engines having forced lubricatioD 
should be fitted in accordance with the relevant requirements of paragraph 345. 
338. Oil Engines used for Propulsion 
(a) Fuel oil supplied for use in these engines should have a flash point not 
less than 1 50·F. 
(b) The cylinder liners should be tested by hydraulic pressure to at least 
100 lb. per square inch, and the cooling passages of the cylinders, covers and 
other fluid cooled parts should be tested by hydraulic pressure to at least 30 lb. 
per sq ua re inch. 
(c) Engines of less than 1 50 B.I-I.P. may be surveyed and tested in accordance 
with paragraph 34O(c). 
(d) With direct reversing engines the reversing gear should be such that, 
when operated quickly from ahead to astern or virc versa, there should be no 
possibility of the propelling machinery continuing to run in a direction contrary 
to that corresponding to the position of the reversiDg gear. 
(e) Propelling engines should in general be fitted with an efficient governor 
to prevent excessive racing. 
<f) Each engine cylinder over S" in diameter should be fitted with an efficient 
reUef valve, the discharge from which should be so directed as not to be harmful 
to those in attendance. In  the case of engines where the cyliDd�rs do not exceed 
S" i n  diameter relief valves need not be fitted. 
The relief valves should in genera I be set to not more thaD 20 % in excess of 
the maximum designed cylinder pressure. 
339. Compressed Air Starling Arrangements 
(a) Ships of Classes I.  11 and II(A) propelled by oil engines which require 
compressed air for starting should be provided with: 
(i) at least two starting air compressors, each of which should be of efficient 
design and of sufficient capacity for the intended service and, 
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(ii) in addition to the above two air compressors, a starting air compressor 
which can be put into operation vlithout external aid, when no power 
units arc running and when no compressed air is available in tbe ship. 
The additional air compressor will not however be required if one of the 
two compressors referred to can be put into operation under these 
conditions. 
(Ui) at least two staning air receivers the aggregate capacity of which should 
be sufficient to start each main engtne at least twelve times where the 
engines are reversible or six times where they arc non·reversible. 
The arrangements should be such that one of the receivers can be 
kept fully charged, ready for use, in case the air pressure in the other 
receiver or receivers faUs below the pressure necessary to start the main 
engine. The number of starts from one air receiver and the lowest pressure 
at which the engines can be satisfactorily started should be ascertained 
at tbe trials and reported to headquarters. 
(b) Ships of Classes III  to VI(A) inclusive. propelled by oil engines which 
require compressed air for starting should be provided with: 
(i) at least one starting air compressor which should be of efficient design 
and of sufficient capacity for the intended service, and, 
(ii) in addition to the above air compressor, a starting air compressor which 
can be put into operation without external aid, when no power units are 
running and when no compressed air is available in the ship. 
The additional air compressor will not however be required if the 
compressor referred to in (i) above can be put into operation under these 
conditions. 
(ill) at least one starting air receiver, tbe total capacity of which should be 
sufficient to start each main engine at least twelve times where the engines 
are reversible, or six times where they are non-reversible. 
The number of starts from one air receiver and the lowest pressure at 
which the engines can be satisfactorily started should be ascertained at 
the trials and reported to headquarters. 
340. Oil Engines Dri'tling Electr;c Generators and Auxiliaries 
(a) Fuel oil supplied for use in these engines should have a Hash point not 
less thaD 1 50°F., except as allowed for emergency generator engines by Rules 
36(2) and 37(2). 
(b) The designs of the engines should be submitted to the Engineer Surveyor­
in-Chief unless of accepted standard design. These should include lubricating 
arrangements and, in the case of engines driving emergency generating sets, 
the position and general arrangement of tbe sets. 
(c) EnglOes of less than 150 D.H.P. normal rating need not be surveyed during 
construction except as provided for in Appendix V but the makers should give 
guarantees covering the physical properties of the material of the crankshafts 
and gear shafts and the hydraulic tests of waler spaces. Surveyors are to visit 
the works of makers of these engines occasionally to satisfy themselves regarding 
the standard of production and testing and they may require BrineU or other 
check tests of the shafts at any time. 
In all cases running trials after installation on board should be witnessed under 
service conditions. 
(d) It is essential that emergency generating sets should be capable of being 
started readily when cold. If hand starting is demonstrated to be practicable 
under conditions likely to arise in service, alternative means of starting need 
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not be required. Where hand starting is not practicable, other means should be 
provided. This means of starling should in general provide for not less than 
1 2  starts �n a period of 30 minutes without recourse to sources of power within 
the 
.
machlnery space. �here �ir starting only is used an independent recharging 
device should be provided adjacent to the emergency generator and the capacity 
of the air bottle or bottles together with the independent recharging device 
should be such as to provide for the above number of starts in the time stated. 
The recharging device may be a manually operated compressor or a hand 
starling diesel driven compressor. Consideration will be given to special starting 
devices. Starting by means of electric batteries may be accepted provided there 
is an alternative means of starting, which may be compressed air. 
In all cases the Surveyor should witness starting and running trials of the 
emergency generating set after installation on board. 
(e) Generating sets should, if practicable, be placed with their allis of rotation 
in a fore and aft direction. The lubrication should be efficient at aU running 
speeds, with the ship listed to any angle up to I S  degrees and with a fore and 
aft trim of 10 degrees and when rolling up to 22i degrees from the vertical, 
without the spilling of oil, except that the lubrication of emergency generators 
should be efficient and continuous with the ship listed to any angle up to 22l 
degrees and with a fore and aft trim of 10 degrees. 
341. Air Compressors 
(a) An efficient relief valve should be fitted in the high pressure discharge 
from each air compressor. The relief valve should be of such a size and so set 
that the mallimum accumulation pressure will not exceed the working pressure 
by to per cent. should the compressor discharge valve be closed when the 
compressor is running liIormally. 
(b) An efficient relief valve or safety diaphragm should be fitted on the casing 
of the high pressure air cooler to provide ample relief in the event of a high 
pressure air tube bursting. 
(c) Means for draining off water and oil should be fitted in the interstage and 
final discharge pipes of air compressors. 
(d) Cylinders of air compressors should be tested by hydraulic pressure to 
twice their max.imum working pressure. 
(e) Cooling coils or tubular coolers of each stage should be tested by hydraulic 
pressure to twice the mallimum working pressure of that stage. 
<I) The cooling passages of air compressors and the cooler casings should be 
tested by hydraulic pressure to 30 lb. per square inch. 
342. Air Receivers 
(a) All steel used in the construction of air receivers should be tested. It must 
comply with the requirements of paragraphs 172 to 186. 
(b) Air receivers should be provided with means of access for the purpose of 
inspection and c1eaning. 
(c) Air receivers should be provided with efficient drains, and be protected 
by relief valves of satisfactory design. suitably loaded and positioned to avoid 
any possibility of overpressure. Any air receiver which can be isolated from 
a relief valve should be fitted with a fusible plug or plugs to discharge the 
contents in case of fire. Surveyors should see that the relief valves are set to the 
correct pressure and are of sufficient size having regard to possible accumulation 
of pressure. 
(0) Riveted air receivers should comply with the requirements for cylindrical 
boilers as regards the cylindrical portion of the sheU. Unstayed end plates of 
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riveled receivers dished 10 partially spherical form should comply with the 
requirements for fusion welded pressure vessels (pa ragraph 294 or 295). 
(e) Fusion welded air r�ccivers should comply with the requirements for 
fusion welded pressure vessels. 








Muimum working pressure 
lb. per sq. inch 
Not over 100 
Over 100 but not over 300 
Over 300 
Not over 100 
Over 100 
Where M.W.P. = Maximum working pressure. 
2 x 
Test pressure 
lb. per sq. inch 
MW.P. 
1 ,  X M.W.P. + SO 
M.W.P. + 200 
2 x M.W.P. 
I ,  x M.W.P. + 50 
(g) On completion, each air receiver is to be stamped over the access opening 
as follows: 
343. Air Botltes 
M. 
TESTED . . . . . . . .  LB 
W.P. . . . . . . . .  LB. 
DATE 
SURVEYOR'S I NITIALS 
(a) Air bottles should be of seamless steel and they may be made from seam­
less tube with the ends of the bottle worked down from the tube, or of equally 
efficient construction. 
When made from tubes, the tubes should be gauged before working down the 
ends and should be of uniform thickness. 
(b) The material should be tested and comply with the requirements of 
paragraph 209. 
(c) After manufacture air bottles should be carefully annealed and then tested 
by hydraulic pressure to twice the maximum working pressure. 
(d) A maximum working pressure not exceeding that obtained from the 
following formula may be aUowed: 
W.P. = 35 x S x (t - 2) 
D 
Where W.P. = working pressure in lb. per square inch, 
S = transverse tensiJe strength of (ube in tons per square inch, 
D = internal diameter of tbe bottle in inches, 
t = thickness in 32nds of an inch. 
(e) Air bottles should be fitted with efficient drains and be protected by 
efficient relief valves and fusible plugs in accordance with the requirements of 
paragraph 342(c). 
(f) Means for internal inspectjon and cleaning should be pr ovided. 
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<.�) On completion, each air bottle is to he MJmpcd ncar the ned or opening 
as follows: � �1. '!!If T. 
TESTED . . . . . . . LB. 
W.P. . . . . . . . .  LB. 
DATE 
SURVEYOR'S I N ITIALS 
344. Air Pressure Pipes and FiflingJ 
(0) Air pressure pipes should comply with the requircm!:nt� of paragraphs 
206 to 208 and 313 to 316 as applicable. 
Air pressure pipes should be properly supported and provision should be 
made to keep tbe interior of tbe pipes free from oil and eitber 10 prevent the 
passage of flame from tbe cylinders of the engine to the pipes or to protCCI the 
pipes from the effects of an internal explosion. 
(b) Air pressure pipes aDd fittings should be tested by hydraulic pressure to 
twice the maximum working pressure. 
345. Crankcase Safety Arrangements 
(0) In  the construction of, and fittings for, the crankcases of forced lubnca­
tion engines in which oil spray and mist is normally present, means should be 
adopted to prevent danger from the result of explosion ( Rule 65). 
(b) The crankcases and inspection doors should be of robust construction 
and the attachment of the doors to tbe crankcase or entablature substantial. 
(c) There should be fitted to the crankcase of each cylinder and to any 
associated gear case one or more non-return valves designed to relieve any 
abnormal pressure. These valves should be so placed or their outlets so guarded 
that any flame discharged by an explosion will be so directed that those on duty 
in the vicinity will not be endangered. Engines baving cylinders of not more than 
l r  bore, and baving strong crankcases and doors, may have a relief valve or 
valves at the ends only, and those having cylinders of not more than 6" bore 
similarly constructed, need nol be fitted with relief valves. 
The total clear area through the relief valves should not, in general, be less 
than 0.5 square inch per cubic foot of gross crankcase volume. 
(d) Lubricating oil drain pipes from engine sump to drain tank should extend 
to well below the working level of oil in the tank. 
In multiple engine instaUations drain pipes or vent pipes are to be arranged 
so that the flame of an explosion cannot pass from one engine to another. 
(e) In large engines having more than six cyjjnders it is recommended that a 
diaphragm be fitted at about mid length to prevent the passage of flame. 
Consideration should be given to the fitting of means for the detection of 
overheating and for tbe injection of inert gas. 
346. Cooling Water Systems 
(a) Cooling water systems generally should comply with tbe following: 
(i) Each system, including the connected waler passages, should be arranged 
so as to avoid air pockets as far as possible. Air cocks should be provided 
where necessary. 
(u) Suitably placed doors should be provided in tbe water spaces for cleaning 
and inspection. 
(ill) Suitable means should be provided for ascertaining that the system is in 
order and that sufficient water is passing through each part which requires 
to be cooled. 




(b) Sh1ps propelled by steam dnven machinery or havmg steam dnven 
auxiliaric� for the maintenance vf scnices essential for the safety of the ship or 
persons on board should have, in addition 10 the normal supply of circulating 
water to the machinery, an angc:ments for an adequate alternative supply. 
(c) Shlp"i propelled by internal combu�lion machinery or having internal 
combu,lion auxiliary engines for the m.liutenance of services essential for lhe 
SafCI} of the ship or persuns on board should comply wllh the following: 
(i) At least two coollllg water pumps should be fitted, each of which should 
be capable of pro\ idlng an adequate supply of sea water to the machinery, 
auxlitary engines and any oil coolers and fresh water coolers connected 
thereto, except that In ships of Classes I I I  to VI(A), inclusive, only one 
cooling water pump need be provided. 
(ii) In ships of Classes f ,  1 1  and I I(A}, where a fresh water cooling system is 
filted, the fresh water pumping arrangements should be such that 3n 
adequate supply of frcsh watcr will be provided and that an adequate 
alternative supply of cooling water will be available from a stand-by 
fresh water pump or from an emergency connection 10 a sea water pump. 
(ili) Where direct sea water cooling is employed, suitable suction strainers 
should be filted. The strainers should be capable of being cleaned from 
within the ship without interruption of the water supply. 
(iv) Exhaust manifolds, pipes and silencers should be efficiently cooled or 
lagged, except where it may be unnecessary, as in funnel casings. 
347. Lubricating all Systems 
(a) Where the propelling machinery is lubricated or cooled by oil under 
pressure, at  least two lubricating oil pumps should be provided each of which 
should be adequate for circulating such oil, except that in ships of Classes III 
to VI(A), inclusive, only onc lubricating oil pump need be provided. 
(b) Suitable lubricating oil strainers should be provided and, except in ships 
of Classes I I I  to VI(A) inclusive, the strainers should be capable of bcing cieaDed 
wlthout interrupting the supply of oil. 
(c) Means should be provided for ascertaining whether the lubricating 
• "stem is working properly and in every case a pressure gauge should be fitted 
in the system to indicate the pressure on the delivery side of the pumps. 
(d) Means should be provided for preventing overpressure in any part of tbe 
system. Relief valves, where fitted, should be in closed circuit. 
(e) An audible alarm should be fitted to the lubricating oil system of ships of 
Classes I ,  1I  and IJ(A) which will give warning should the pressure of the oil 
supply to the engines fall below that required to maintain an adequate supply. 
(j) 011 le,cl indicators fitted to lubricating oil storage or service tanks should 
preferably be of a type that does not require the piercing of the lower part of 
the tank so that in the event of damage there will be no spillage and in the event 
of fi t e  the contents of the tank will not add to the outbreak. 
(g) I n  ships, other than ships of Classes I I I  to VI(A) inclusive, propeUed 
by turbine machinery or having turbo-electric propelling machinery, tbe 
lubricating oil arrangements should be such that an emergency supply of oil is 
available sufficient to maintain an adequate supply of lubricating oil for al 
least three minutes. This emergency supply should automatically come into use 
should the supply of iubri" .. ating oil from the pump or pllmps fail. A system 
employing a gravity tank 'vould be considered sati�!"'actory for this purpose. 
The automatic arrangements for shutting off !:!leam from tbe ahead turbine 
if the lubricating oil supply fails are dealt with in paragraph 336(a). 
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348. Ventilation of Machinery Spaces, etc. 
M
.
ac�inery and boiler spaces should be provided with adequate means of 
ventilation for all normal conditions of service (see also paragraph 368(a» . 
349. Auxiliary Boilers 
Where auxiliary boilers are fitted in ships propelled by oil engines it is strongly 
recommended that they should be in a compartment or space separate from the 
engme space. 
350. Machinery Arrangements 011 �'essels of Classes V, VI, and VIA 
( I )  Vessels of Class VI over 60 feet in length fitted with internal combustion 
machinery and going more than 5 miles from the starting point, should be fitted 
with twin screws. If for any special reasons application is made for a single 
screw Class VI vessel of the size indicated to ply beyond 5 miles from the 
starting point tbe case should be submitted to headquarters for consideration. 
(2) Machinery including shafting shall be fenced where necessary in order to 
protect persons i n  the vessel from injury. 
(3) Exhaust pipes should not generally be carried through enclosed passenger 
spaces. No unjacketed exhaust pipe will be permitted in any enclosed motor or 
other space. 
If the temperature of the exhaust pipe exceeds 400°F. under full working 
conditions it must be water cooled. 
Chapler I I  
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351. Risk DJ Fire 
The Rules concerning oil fuel installations in both oil fired steamships and 
motor ships, together with these Instructions, are aimed mainly at preventing 
the outbreak and spread of fire, but they will be of no effect if certain simple 
precautions are neglected. Fires generally originate from occurrences wttich 
might be regarded as insignificant; for instance from oil dripping from the 
furnace fronts on to the tank top or from the ignition of an almost imperceptible 
spray of oil leaking from a gland or joint. 
Oil catches fire rapidly and the speed at which the fire spreads depends, to 
a great extent, on the temperature of the oil relative ro its flash point. If the 
temperature of any waste oil in the bilges or on tank tops is near ro the flash 
point tbe fire spreads very quickly and. if the temperature exceeds the flash 
point, there will be an added risk of explosion. Two precautions are, therefore, 
of the greatest importance. Firstly, the temperature of the surfaces on which 
waste oil may collect should be kept cool, so that their temperatures are at least 
30°F. below the flash point of the oil. Secondly. the conditions wttich will allow 
a small fire to spread to an accumulation of waste oil in the bilges, on boiler 
flats or OD double bottom tank tops must be avoided, and this can only be 
achieved by maintaining a high standard of cleanliness. 
When visiting ships in which oil fuel is used Surveyors should be satisfied 
that these precautions are observed; where difficulty is experienced in obtaining 
observation of these precautions the Surveyor should send a report to head­
quarters. 
The use of coal or oil alternately or together is to be discouraged, especially 
the use of coal and oil together. When Ihis practice is proposed the case should 
be submitted to headquarters for special consideration. 
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3S2. Sllbmissio/l of Pions and Particulars 
Detailed plans of oil fuel storage, sdlling. overflow and daily servj� tan�s 
which are to be built into the slup's structure should be sent to the ChIef Ship 
Surveyor whether the tanks are to be constructed to the requirements of a 
classification society or not. Detailed plans of tanks which are not to be built 
into the ship's structure are to be sent to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
The Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief will also require plans showing: 
(i) The positions of the storage, settling and service tanks. 
(I i) The filling and relief arrangements. 
(iii) The air, overflow, sounding and pumping systems, including the means of 
isolating oil fuel from water ballast and the remote control required for 
certain valves. 
(iv) Arrangement of gutterways, coamings, save-a lis, and screens. 
(v) General arrangemcnt of the oil fuel units and associated pipes and fittings, 
and the design of the filters and heaters in the units, unless they are of an 
accepted design. 
(vi) The arrangements as above in oil fired gaUeys. 
353. Sun'eys 
At initial surveys the Surveyor should see that the oil fuel installations are 
fitted in accordance with the accepted plans and should witness the hydraulic 
tests required by these Instructions. Remote controls and other safety devices 
should be tested and on completion of the installation Surveyors should witness 
operating trials. 
At periodic surveys, Surveyors should sce that machinery spaces are clean, 
particularly in way of bOilers and oil fuel installations, that remote control 
gearing required by the Rules in respect of certain valves is in good working 
order and that the markings and notices at the operating positions are easily 
legible. 
354. Machinery Space Arrangements 
There must be no woodwork in the boiler room or compartment containing 
the settling tanks, oil fuel pump, or oil fuel unit, and no wood or other com­
bustible matter should be allowed to accumwate therein or in the vicinity of 
the 011 fuel storage tanks. 
Plating of machinery compartments in which oil fuel is used should not be 
coated with cement having a bitumastic or similar base, unless it is clearly 
demonstrated that the cement is neither inflammable nor capable of evolving 
obnox.ious fumes in the event of a fire in the compartment in which it is used. 
Bilge suction pipes of lead are not permissible in boiler spaces or engine spaces 
wbere oil ruel tanks or oil ruel pumping units are situated. (See Rule 27(2)). 
Boiler room casings should be efficiently insulated more particularly when 
there is any possibility of woodwork in the spaces adjacent to the casings being 
affected by a fire in the boiler rooms. The insulation should comply with Rule 44 
and paragraph 151.  (See also Rule 47). 
The bottoms of oil fired boilers should be well insulated so that any oil which 
may have escaped on to the tank top will Dot be heated to a dangerous degree. 
I n  order to facilitate inspection and cleaning of the tank top and bilges the 
engine room and boiler room platforms should be kept well clear of tank and 
bulkhead plating. 
Where the access provided from the engine room to the boiler roonl would 
be likely to be rendered inaccessible in the event of a fire it is recommended that 
emergency access should be provided. 
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3SS. Flash Point 
Tbe flash-point of the oil fuel supplied for use in oil fired boilers or oil engines 
should not be less than 1 50"F. (closed test) as determined by recognised standard 
types of flash-point apparatus (except as provided for in Rules 36(2) and 37(2) 
and Appencfu VI). 
With each supply of oil taken on board a guarantee should be supplied by 
the vendor, and signed by a responsible official in his employ. of the actual 
closed test flash-point, the type of instrument by which the test was made being 
specified in every casc. These particulars sbou1d be cntered in tbe engine-room 
log book. 
A standard type of apparatus for determining the closed Dash-point up to 
temperatures of 200DF. should be provided to enable the cruef engineer to make 
tests where necessary to ensure that the closed flash-point is not below 1 50°F. 
356. Storage 0/ Oil Fuel 
(a) Oil fuel may be carried in double bottom tanks under the machinery 
spaces and under holds and in peak tanks, deep tanks and other tanks of 
approved construction. Oil fuel tanks should not be situated directly above 
boilers or other heated surfaces, nor should they be abreast tbe boilers unless 
this is unavoidable. Oil tanks which do overhang the boilers should be fitted 
with shield plates to prevent leaking oil dripping on to the boilers. 
(b) Double bottom compartments used for oil fuel storage are to be fitted 
with watenight centre divisions, except in the narrow tanks at the forward and 
after ends of the ship. In other storage tanks suitable wash plates are to be fitted 
when necessary. 
(c) If fresh water is stored in a tank adjacent to an oil tank, a cofferdam is 
to be fitted to prevent the water being contaminated. 
(d) In ships trading in climates where the cold may cause the oil to become 
viscous, heating coils should be fitted in the storage tanks, or other equally 
efficient means should be provided to ensure that the oil will flow freely through 
the pipes. 
(e) All oil fuel tanks should be provided with save-alls, gutters or colferdams 
as necessary to prevent the spread of any leaking oil. Gutters should drain to 
sumps or wells. 
Where the oil tanks are adjacent to cargo holds, or where the double bottom 
tanks under the cargo holds are used for the storage of oil fuel, efficient means 
should be provided by wells or gutters to prevent leaking oil coming in contact 
with the cargo, and to ensure that such oil will drajn freely into the limbers or 
wells. 
Where tanks are of welded construction save-alls or gutters need not be 
provided except in positions where there are manhole doors, valves or other 
fittings, and in boiler rooms where tanks form part of the ship's structure. 
357. Sell/ing, Storage and Service Tanks 
(a) It is recommended that settling tallks should not be built into the ship's 
structure. 
Set'iling aDd daily service tanks are to be constructed in accordance with tbe 
plans as accc:pted by the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief or the Chief Ship Surveyor 
and are not to be situated directly above the boilers or other heated surfaces. 
(b) A suitable thermometer pocket is to be fitted to each settling tank. 
Open drains for removing the water from the oil in storage or settling taaks 
are not allowed unless the drain fitting is of the weighted lever or other self­
closing type. 
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(c) To avoid leakage of oil from ot! fuel tanks to the bilges through bilge 
pipes, these pipes are not to be led through oil fuel tanks unless the pipes are 
enclosed in an oil tight trunkway (see Rule 27(3)). 
358. Open Discharge of Hot Oil 
The temperature of oil in tanks or separators (including separators of the 
centrifugal type) which are fitted with open drains should not ordinarily exceed 
1 25°P., and suitable nOlices to this effect should be displayed. 
Where, however, oils of comparatively high viscosities and Bash-points are 
provided nO objection should be raised to the oil in the settling tanks or separa­
tors being heated to a temperature in excess of 1 2 5°F. if this is necessary for 
the proper working of the oil fuel plant, and if the margin between the tempera­
ture of the oil and its ascertained flash-point is never less than 35°F. 
359. Tests of Storage, Service, and Settling Tanks 
(a) Every service or storage tank is to be tested by tilling it with water to a 
head at least one foot more than can possibly come upon the tank in service 
but to not less than 1 5  feet above the bottom of the tank in the case of tanks not 
fonning part of the ship's structure. In new ships the double bottom is, however, 
to be tested with a head of water at least up to the margin line. 
(b) Every settling tank is to be tested by hydraulic pressure to 1 5  lb. persquase 
inch. When testing. the pressure gauge may be placed level with the bottom of 
the tank. If. however, in ordinary conditions of service the head preSSUIe on 
tbe bottom of the tank exceeds 1 5  lb. per squase inch, the test applied should be 
in accordance with sub-paragraph (a). 
. 
360. Filling Arrangements 
(a) Oil fuel filling stations should be isolated from other spaces in the ship and 
should be efficiently drained and ventilated. 
(b) Provision should be made which will prevent overpressure io any oil 
filling pipe lines'such as may occur during filling operations. if one tank-filling 
valve is closed before another is opened. 
(c) Any relief valve on the filling line should discharge into an overflow tank of 
suitable capacity fitted with an alarm device. alternatively the discharge from 
the relief valve may be led back to the fuelling barge or .. statioo. 
361. Air and Overflow Arrangements 
(a) Every oil fuel tank should be fitted with at least one air pipe the op'" end 
of which is to be led to the open air in such a position that no danger of fire or 
explosion will be incurred from the issuing oil vapour when the tank is being 
filled, and every such pipe should be fitted with a wire gauze diaphragm of 
ample area which can readily be removed for cleaning. 
(b) Where any oil tank can be filled under pressure either from the ship's 
pumps or when bunkering, the aggregate area of the air pipe or pipes, or any 
overflow pipe or pipes connected to an overflow system, which are co!lnccted 
to the tank, should not be less than 1 1  times the aggregate area of the filling 
pipes. (See also paragraph 104, Part Il). 
Generally the internal diameter of any air pipe should be oot less than 
2 inches. 
(c) Where air pipes serve as overflow pipes there must be DO possibility of the 
overflow running into or near a boiler room, gaUey or any other place in which 
it might be ignited. 
(d) Rule 75(3) requires provision to be made to prevent the accidental dis­
cbarge or overflow of oil overboard. For this purpose the system should provide 
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for the overflow from any oil fuel tank to be led to an overflow tank of suitable 
capacity fitted with an alarm device. I t  is desirable that a visual indicator be 
provided in the overHow pipe to indicate when the tanks or the filling line 
relief valve are overflowing. 
(e) Where air or overflow pipes pass through the cargo holds, tbey should be 
suitably protected against damage. 
362. Sounding Arrangements 
(a) Efficient means are to be provided for ascertaining the 011 level in every 
oil fuel tank, either by sounding pipes or by an accepted indicating apparatus. 
Sounding pipes should not terminate in a passenger or crew space nor in any 
space which is not efficiently ventilated. Where sounding pipes or connections 
to indicators pass through the cargo holds, they should be suitably protected 
against damage. 
(b) Short sounding pipes to oil tanks situated in or below machinery spaces 
should, as far as possible, be avoided; if filled, they should be provided with 
self�losing fittings. If the self-closing fittings are in the form of cocks they should 
have parallel plugs with handles permanently attached and so loaded that, on 
being released. they close the cocks automatically. If sounding pipes terminate in 
a boiler room or engine room they should be so arranged that oil will not be 
discharged on to any part of the boilers or their fittings, or on to any heated 
surfaces such as exhaust pipes of oil engines or on to electric generators or 
motors, if the selfclosing fittings at their upper ends are opened when filling or 
when oil is surging in the tanks, due to the motion of the ship. 
(c) Sounding arrangements or oil level indicators on settling, daily service or 
other oil tanks must not allow oil to escape should the tanks be overfilled. 
Oil level indicators should be of a type that does not require the piercing of 
the lower part of the tank so that in the event of damage there will be no spillage 
and in the event of fire the contents will not add to the outbreak. 
363. Pumping Arrangements 
Suitable provision should be made to isolate oil fuel from water ballast, and 
pumping arrangements should permit of oil fuel being transferred in the event 
of fire from any storage or settling tank to another part of the ship. Provision 
sllould be made to prevent any accidental discharge or overflow of oil overboard. 
364. Sleam Healing Arrangemenu 
Where steam is used for heating oil, either in tanks, healers or separators, the 
exhaust drains should discharge tbe water of condensation into an observation 
tank. 
The steam heating pipes in contact with oil should be' of steel; the thickness 
of the pipes should be not less than given by the appropriate fonnula in para­
graph 313. The pipes are to be tested by hydraulic pressure, after being fitted 
OD board, to twice the maximum working pressure. 
365. Oil Fud Pumps, Healers, Fillers, etc. 
(a) The pumps for the oil fuel system should be entirely separate from the 
feed, bilge and ballast pumps and their connections, and should be provided 
with efficient relief valves which should be in closed circuit, e.g. discbarging 
to tbe suction side of the pumps. 
Cb) Means should be provided for stopping every oil fuel pressure pump and 
transfer pump from a position outside the compartment in which the pump is 
situated. The control position should be such that it will not be likely to be 
tendered inaccessible by a fire in the engine or boiler rooms. 
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Cocks or valves should be interposed between the pumps and the suction 
pipes in order that the pipeS may be shut off when the pumps are opened out 
for overhauling, 
(c) In  every ship there should be not less than two oil fuel units, each compri. 
sing a pressure pump, filters and a heater, 
Heaters Jnd pressure filters should be to accepted designs and are to be tested 
with their pipeS and fittings, aner jOlnting. 10 400 lb. per square inch or to 
twice the ma't\mum working prc�sure whichever is the greater (see paragraphs 
290 and 325). PrOVIsion IS to be made to prevent overpressure in· any pan. 
Any reltef valves fitted to prevent overpressure in the 011 fuel heater should be in 
closed CircUit. 
(d) Ssve·alls or gutters should be provided under oil fuel pumps, filters, 
hc.Hers, etc., to catch Icaking oil. or oil that may be spilled when any cover or 
door IS removed, and they are to be provided beneath the furnace mouths of 
cylindrical boilers, and beneath the oil burners on water tube boilers, to catch 
any oil that may escape from the burners. Screens should, if necessary, be fitted 
III way of 011 fuel pumps, filters and heaters to prevent the possibility of escaping 
011 comlllg into contact with bOilers or other heated surfaces. 
(e) 011 fuel separators should be to accepted designs and provision is to be 
made to prevent overpressur� in any part and to ensure that any discharge of 
011 vapour 15 led to a safe place. 
366. 0,1 PIpes 
(a) The 011 pressure pipes should be of steel of seamless or other accepted 
construction and those for conveying heated oil should be placed in a conspicuous 
position above the platforms 10 well lighted parts of the boiler room or engine 
room. Flexible pIpeS of sUllable construction may be accepted between the 
burners and the supply hne If made of fire and oil resisting material. 
The thickness of the seamless steel pipes should be that given by the appro· 
pnate formula in paragraph 313 for a ,",orking pressure of 200 lb. per square 
inch or the pressure to which the relief valves on the system are loaded, which· 
ever is the greater. Tflc scantlings of the coupling flanges should be suitable for 
a corresponding pressure. The Hanges should be machined and any jointing 
material used should be the thinnest possible and impervious to oil heated to 
250 F. 
The pipes and fittings are to be tested after joinling. to 400 lb. per square 
inch, or to twice the maximum working pressure, whichever is the greater. (See 
paragraphs 290 and 325). 
(b) Q,hcr 011 pipes should be made of Sleel and should be led sufficien,ly high 
above the inner bottom if any, to facilitate the inspection and repair of the 
pipes. The scantlings of the coupling flanges should be suitable for a working 
pressure of at least 100 lb. per square inch. the flanges should be machined and 
the JOlOtlOg material used must be impervious to oil. After jointing, the pipes 
and fittings are to be tested to 50 lb. per square inch or to twice the maximum 
working pressure whichever is the greater. 
367. Vahes and Fillings 10 Pipes 
(0) Every oil fuel suction pipe from any oil fuel lank situated above an inner 
bottom, and every oil fucl levelling pipe within the bOiler room or engine room, 
should be filled with a valve or cock secured to the tank to which the pipe is 
connected. Every such valve or cock fitted to an oil fuel suction pipe in the boiler 
room or engine room should be so arranged that it can be closed from the 
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compartment in which it is situated and from a readiJy accessible position out­
side the compartment which is not likely to be cut off or rendered inaccessible by 
a fire in the boiler or engine spaces. E\ef)' such valve or cock fitted to an oil fuel 
levelling pipe should be arranged so that it can be closed or opened from a 
readily accessible position above the bulkhead deck not likely to be cut off or 
rendered inaccessible by a fire in the compartment in which the pipe is situated. 
If any tank filling pipe is not connected to an oil fuel tank at or near tbe top 
of tbe tallk it should be fitted with a non-return valve or with a valve or cock 
secured to the tank to which it is connected and so arranged that it may be 
closed both from the compartment in whicb it is situated and from a readily 
accessible position outside the compartment which is not likely to be cut off or 
rendered inaccessible in the event of a fire in that compartment. 
(b) Master valves at the furnace fronts controlling the supply of oil to sets 
of burners should be of the quick closing type, and fitted in a conspicuous and 
readily accessible position not likely to be cut off by fire. It is recommended that 
shut off valves should be arranged on oil pressure systems for shutting off any 
faulty section, without interfering with ether sections. Valves which control 
tbe supJ:ly of heated oil to tbe system, or sections of the system, should be 
painted bright red for identification in an emergency. 
Every valve used in connection with the oiJ fuel installation should be so 
designed and constructed as to prevent the cover of the valve cbest being 
slackened back or loosened when the valve is operated. 
(c) Provision should be made to pre\'ent oil being turned on to any burner 
unless it  has been correctly coupled up to the oil supply line and to prevent 
the burner being removed before the oil is shut oH". 
368. Ventilalion 
(a) Ample ventilation should be prOVIded in engine, boiler and pump rooms, 
where oil fuel is used and also in all compartments adjacent to any oil storage 
tanles or in which an oil storage tank is situated. This ventilation should supply 
fresh air to all parts of tbese spaces and should be capable of removing foul 
air in a reasonably short time. 
(b) The clearance space between the boilers and tops of double bottoms, and 
between the boilers and the sides of the storage tanks or bunkers in which oil 
fuel is carried must be adequate for the free circulation of air necessary to keep 
the temperature of the stored oil well below tbp. flash-point. 
(c) Where water tube boilers are installed, it is recommended that there 
should be a space of at least two feet six inches between the tank top and the 
underside of the boiler casing. 
369. Lighting 
In spaces where oil vapour may accumulate, no artificial light capable of 
igniting inflammable vapour should be allowed. Such spaces are to be lighted 
by electricity and no switches or fuses may be placed in them; the electric lamps 
are to be protected by air-tight glasses and by wire guards, if the latter are 
considered necessary. Portable lamps supplied with current through flexible 
cables are not permitted. Self-contained battery-fed lamps of a type which have 
been accepted for use in atmospheres containing petroleum vapour should be 
provided. The electrical installations should comply with Part IV of the Rules 
and tbese Instructions. 
370. Funnel Dampers and Uptakes 
Funnel dampers should Dot, as a rule, be fitted; but, if fitted, they must be 
provided with a suitable device whereby they may be securely locked in tbe 
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fully open pOSition, and there must be clear indication to show whether the 
dampers are open or shut. 
Smoke-box doors should be shielded and well fitting, and casing and uptake 
joints made airtight. 
371. IlIstructions 10 Ships' Engineers 
A plan, suitably mounted, of the oil piping arrangements sbould be furnished 
for the guidance of ships' engineers. Written instructions regarding the system 
sbould also be provided, special attention being drawn to tbe following items' 
(a) The escape of oil fuel heated to or above the flash-point is most dangerous, 
and may result in an explosion or a fire. 
(b) After lighting the burners, tbe torches sbould on no account be discarded 
before they have been extinguished by means of the appliances provided 
for the purpose. 
(c) Cleanliness is essential to safety, and no oil or other combustible material 
should be allowed to accumulate in bilges and gutterways or on tank tops 
or boiler flats. 
(d) Before any oil tank whjch has contained oil fuel is entered for any purpose 
the oil should be entirely removed, and care should be taken that all 
oil vapour is also removed by steaming and by efficient ventilation. Tests 
of the atmosphere in the tanks or bunkers sbou1d be made to ensure 
safety before inspection or work in them is begun. 
372. Oil Fired Cooking Ranges 
Galleys equipped with oil fired cooking ranges should comply with the 
following requirements: 
(a) The galley sbould be properly ventilated. 
(b) The oil fuel tanks sbould be placed outside the galley. and the supply of 
oil to the burners should be capable of being controlled from the outside. 
The control position should be such that it will not be likely to be rendered 
inaccessible by a fire in the gaUey. 
The tanks should be fitted with air pipes leading to the open air, in such a 
position that there will be no danger of fire or explosion resulting from the 
emergence of oil vapour when a tank is being fiUed. The open ends should be 
fitted with detachable wire gauze diaphragms which caD readily be removed 
for cleaning. 
Efficient means for filling the tanks and for preventing over-pressure sbould be 
provided. 
(c) The flash point of the fuel oil should not be less tban 1 50· F. 
O I L  F U E L  I N S T A L L A TIONS. VESSELS OF C LASSBS V ,  VI A N D  VI(A) 
373. General 
The vessel must be kept free from waste oil. It must be seen that all vapour 
pipes and wire gauze diapbrams are in order and that fuel pipes and connections 
are oil tight. Fuel tanks should be removed for tborough examination and 
tested ror tightness by hydraulic pressure periodically. 
374. Nature of Fuel 
Internal combustion engines should be driven by heavy oil. paraffin or other 
similar fuel and not by petrol, but where necessary to facilitate starting a small 
quantity of petrol, in general not exceeding 2 gallons per engine. may be carried, 
provided it is contained in a closed tank permanently connected to the engine. 1 56 
375. ftioror Comparlments. CorlSlruction. \emilorion, etc. 
( I )  If  the motor or fuel tanks arc situated below deck and oil of a flash-point 
lower than 1 50°F. is used the motor and fuel tanks should be enclosed in separate 
watertight and well ventilated compartments, in which no stove or other simIlar 
heating apparatus may be placed. Each compartment IS to be furnished with at 
least two cowl ventilators one of which should br. led \\c11 down into the space 
to pre\ent accumulation of vapour in the lower part. Any enclosed space 
within y,hich a motor or fuel tank is placed should be ventilated in this manner 
irrespective of whether heavy or light oil is used as fuel. 
I n  open vessels the spaces occupied by the motor and fuel tank should 
preferably be at the after end of the vessel and separated from the space allotted 
for the accommodation of passengers and crew by a substantial bulkhead as 
high as the seats and watertight up to at least half its height, to prevent the 
spread of oil to the passenger or crew space. If it IS desired to place the motor 
amidships or forward either arrangement may be allowed provided that a 
bulkhead or casing, formed in the manner stated, is placed between the motor 
space and the passenger or crew space. 
(2) Motors in open launches should be covered in, preferably by Cl suitable 
metal casing, but if the casing is of wood it should be hned with asbestos sheeting 
i inch in thickness faced with sheet metal. ConSIderation will be given to 
materials having equivalent fire and oil resisting properties. 
Decked motor compartments in wood vessels should be similarly lined on the 
underside of the deck, on any wood bulkheads and on any exposed ship's side 
above platform level. Platforms should be of metal. 
(3) If the vessel is of wood, a metal tray which can be readily cleaned and is 
of suitable depth is to be fitted under the motor: the bilges must be protected 
against saturation by oil. 
376. Fuel Tanks 
The fuel tanks must be substantially constructed of suitable material, no 
larger than is necessary and must be securely fixed in position. No part of the 
fuel tanks or their fittings is to depend on soft solder for tightness. Fuel tanks 
and their connections must be perfectly oil tight and tested by hydraulic pressure 
to a head of water of at least 1 5  feet. 
Particulars of the tanks and fittings are to be submitted to the Engineer 
Surveyor-in-Chief if a pressure feed system is employed. 
377. Tray for Fuel Tanks 
A suitable metal or lead lined tray, from which any accumulation of oil can 
be readily removed, must be fitted under each tank to contain leakage or spillage 
from the tank or its connections. 
378. ArrangemenlS for filling and Position of Fuel Tanks 
In  order to minimise the risk of fire and explosion the arrangements for filling 
the fuel tanks are to be such that oil fuel or spirit will not spill or overflow either 
into the comparment containing the tanks or any other part of the vessel. 
Each fuel tank shall be fitted with a vapour discharge, i.e. air pipe as required 
by paragraph 361 of these Instructions. 
If  the tanks are filled through a wood deck. the woodwork surrounding the 
inlet pipe must be covered with sheet metal to prevent it becoming saturated 
with oil or spirit. A beading must be fitted at the edge of the sheathing to prevent 
the oil or spirit from spreading. 
A properly secured wire gauze diaphragm or tube strainer, which can easily 
be taken off for cleaning and examination is to be fitted to each filling inlet and 
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at each \apour or 011 outlet on the tanks and the filling pipe or orifice must have 
a suitable screwed cap. 
Fucl tanks should not, as a rule, be fined In the motor space, but should be 
placed In a separate compartment, or on deck, remote from the motor; a modifi­
cation of tills requirement will be granted ani} where the Hash-point of the fuel 
exceeds 1 50 F. or In the case of small opt!n \ essels, where the machinery is fitled 
at the after end. 
No loose cans of fuel oil or spirit are to be carried and the fuel tanks must 
not be filled when passcnger� arc on board. 
379. Pipe Arrangemellts 
The pipe cOllveying the fuel must be of seamless material made with easy 
bends and metal to metal joints. A cock IS to be filled at each end of the fuel 
pipe and no Joint is to depend on soft solder for tightness. The joints and 
couplings are to be readily accessible. I t  must be possible to close any fuel 
lank outlet cock readily from a position outside the compartments containing 
the tank and the motor. This position must be such that it  is not likely to be 
cut off In the e ... ent of fire in those compartments. 
On engines using paraffin as fuel the air inlet pipe to the carburettor must be 
fitted with a wire gauze diaphragm and so arranged as to satisfy the Surveyor 
that there will be no danger of fire or explosion from escaping vapour when 
the engine is stopped, or from flame should a back fire occur. 
380. General 
Chap ter 1 2  
S T E E R I N G  G E A R  
(a) Under Rule 78(1) all ships must be provided with efficient main and 
auxiliary steering gear, but auxiliary steering gear is not required if a ship's 
main steering gear is fitted with duplicate power units and duplicate connections 
up to the rudder stock. 
The duplicate connections referred to include duplicate electric leads to tbe 
power units and duplicate connections from the power units to the rudder stock.. 
Where an auxiliary steering gear is fitted, the main gear, if electric, need not be 
fitted with the two sets of feeder cables referred to in Rule 38(4). 
(b) Rule 78 also requires that the auxiliary gear should be capable of being 
rapidly brought into action and should be of adequate strength and of sufficient 
power to enable the ship to be steered at a navigable speed. The auxiliary steering 
gear must be operated by power in any ship which is fitted with a rudder stock 
of over 9 inches in diameter in way of the tiller. 
Where a stock is fitted in excess of the minimum diameter required this latter 
diameter may be used in applying the above rule. 
The main steering gear should normally be power operated in all ships of 
Classes I to H I  inclusive. 
(c) The Rule further requires that means should be provided by which the 
ship can be steered from a position aft. 
(1) In  order to comply with the requirements for duplicate main fears. or 
main and auxiliary gears, two tillers, or their equivalent, are to be provided 
unless the working tiller is of special design and strength. 
(e) The strength of the components of the auxiliary steering fear should not 
be less than would be required for a main steering gear, assuming the ship's 
speed to be not less than 1 2  knots. 
(I) In  small vessels of Classes I V  to VJ(A) inclusive, the provision of a spare 
tiller on or near the rudder stock will meet the requirement for auxiliary steering 
gear. 
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(g) All power operated steering gears should be filted with arrangements for 
relieving shock. 
Steam and exhaust pipes, hydraulic pipes and electric power cables for steering 
gears should be used exclusively for that purpose. Steam and exhaust pipes 
should be efficiently drained. 
Fluid used in the hydraulic systems of steering gears should, when necessary, 
be non-freezing. 
Any moving parts of the steering gear should be guarded so as to prevent 
possible injury to crew or passengers. 
(h) Arrangements should be sucb that the man at the steeriDg wbeel has a 
clear view ahead when in the normal steering position. 
(j) Surveyors sbould see by actual trial tbat when tbe top spokes of the 
steering wheel or wheels are moved to one side from amidships 
(i) the rudder blade and any tell tale or indicator, move!; in the same direction, 
(ii) the angle of the rudder corresponds with the angle of the indicator and 
(iii) any marking, port or starboard with their corresponding colours, refer 
to the direction in which the ship's head would turn when going ahead. 
381. Submission of Designs 
The designs of steering gears, including tillers or their equivaleuts, are to be 
submitted to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. All parts are to be of ample 
strength in relation to the power of tbe gear and to the stresse3 which may 
arise when the rudder is struck by heavy seas. 
382. Surveys 
Steering gears are to be surveyed during construction; the tests of the material 
of the forgings and steel castings and hydraulic tests of ram cylinders, etc., are 
to be witnessed and the adjustment of the relief arrangements is to be checked. 
At initial surveys, Surveyors, before issuing a declaration, should be satisfied 
with the behaviour of the ship when the helm is put hard over while the ship 
is running at full speed. The time taken to put the helm hard over, by means 
of the main steering gear, and the behaviour of the ship during the steering 
tests should be reported. I n  the case of passenger ships and launches having 
exceptionally high speeds relative to their dimensions, the angle of heel when 
the helm is pl..t hard over while the ship is running at full speed should be 
ascertained and reported. The steering tests should include a trial of the aux.iliary 
steering gear to ensure that it is sufficient to enable the ship to be steered at a 
navigable speed. The time taken to change over from the main gear should be 
reported. 
At periodic surveys tbe steering gear is to be opened out sufficiently to enable 
the Surveyor to satisfy himself regarding the condition of all parts. An operating 
trial should be witnessed on both the main and tbe auxiliary steering gears. 
383. General 
Chapler 1 3  
R E F R I G E R A T I N G  MA C H I N E R Y  
Surveyors need only concern themselves with the precautions necessary to 
avoid unsafe conditions arising in the event of an escape of refrigerating medium, 
due to failure or defect in any part of the installation when in operation, or 
when repairs to the refrigerating machinery are being carried out. 
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384. Machines 'fUlng ammonia 
These machines should be placed JO wel l  ventilated. compartments isolated 
from the propelling machinery spaces. 
385. Machlfll's using carbon dioxide 
The escape of a moderate quantity of gas (C02) from a carbon diox..idt! 
refrigerating machine situated in a well ventilated space is unlikely to be 
harmful. 
A machine of this type may be placed in a well ventilated engine room if the 
charge, or portion thereof, which might be released by a breakdown of the 
machine, does not exceed 300 lb. 
386. Afachlnes using methyl chloride 
Machines u�lng methyl chlonde are not allowed. 
387. General 
Chapler 1 4  
S P A R E  G E A R  
Every ship of Classes I, 11 and IJ(A) must be providerl with sufficient stores, 
spare gear and tools. having regard 10 the intended service of tbe ship, to enable 
running repairs to the ship's boilers and machinery to be made while the sbip 
is at sea. 
Where a duplicate unit is fitted additional to tbe minimum requirements the 
spare parts listed below need not be supplied. 
For electrical spare gear sce paragraph 146. 
Stores should include assorted boIts and nuts, bar and sheet metal, jointing 
and gauge glasses. 
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388. Number of Spares required 
Number of Spares Required 
Descriptioe of Spare Gear 
(a) S/�am &ciprocafing EngiM.J 
for Proplluion 
H.P. piston rings 
H.P. piston valvc rings or 
H.P. poppet valves 
Ships of Class I 
One set includieg springs 
} Onc set including springs Onc valvc of each size complete with roUers and springs 
Metallic packing for piston and One set complete for each size 
valve rods of rod 
Ships of 
OaSSC' II and HA 
As CLw l  
Connecting rod top end bearing Onc complete with bolts and nuts As Cas" I 
Connecting rod bottom end bear· ODe complete with bolts and DUts As 0.." I 
ing 
Main bearing bolts and nuts One set 
(b) Suam TurbiM EngiMS 
Rotor and aearicg bearinp 
Turbine and gear cue joints 
Gland packi.oS riDp 
One complete bearing and two 
bolts or stud! and nuts of each 
size and type 
One twcntieth of thc total num· 
ber of bolts or studs and nuts 
of each size for each main 
joint on onc engine 
One complete set of each size 
and type 
Turbine adjusting block linen ODe set of each type of different As Oau I 
thicknesses 
Turbine adjusting block rings or On� set of rings or pads of each As Oass I 
pads SlZe 




Cylinder exhaust valves 
Cylinder fuel valves 
Cylindcr lincn 
Cylinder liner joints 
One complete with valvcs, 
springs and fittings 
One additional set for onc 
cylinder complete with springs 
and fittings 
Valves for half thc cylinden of 
one engine including those 
mentioned above 
Additional fuel valves complete 
with springs and fittings for 
half the number of cylinders 
on onc engine 
One comptete 
One s�t (or each cylinder on onc 
CDgJOC 
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One set for ODe 
cylinder complete 
with springs and 
fitting:! 
Onc complctc 
Four additional fuel 
valves complete 
with springs and 
and fittings 
-
Dc:xlipllOD of Spare Gear 
Cylinder cover studs and oulS 
Piston (including exhawt putOD 
"alve where fitted) 
PistOD riDp 
Piston rod 
PistOD rod packina 
PistOD telescopic cooling pipes 
Coonccting rod top cnd bearing 
Number of Spares Required 
Class I 
ODe set for onc cylinder 
Onc or each size ccmplete with 
rinP. ,tuds and nuts 
ODe additional Kt of each .ize 
One for double acting eDaines 
only 
Onc set for double acting engincs 
only 
ODe set for ODe cylinder 
Classes 11 and HA 
One Kt of each aiz.c 
One bearing complete with boilS AA Ou. 1 
and DUlS or one sudscon pin 
and bwhcs 
Connoctios rod bottom eDd One bearing complete with boilS As Class I 
bearing aDd nuts 
Main beanng boilS and DULS 
Cam shaft, scavenge blower and 
fuel pump drive 




(d) Heal'y Oil EllgifleJ, for '(leh 
Jju 0/ Alailiary EngiM 
CyUDd�r valvcs 
Cylinder fuel valves 
Cylinder cover studs and nuta 
Piston rings 
Piston telescopic cooling pipes 
Connecting rod top cnd beariog 
Conncclin, rod bottom cnd bear­
.. g 
Ooe set (or onc bearing 
Onc set of wheel, or six chain 
links, pins and roUel"! (or each 
size fitted 
ODe set comprising rotor sh&ftl 
and bearings 
One half set suction and delivery 
valves 
One set of working paN for oDe 
cylinder 
One quarter let suc­
tiOD and dclivuy 
val ... 
As Oass l 
One length of delivery pipe of AJ. Oast I 
maximum length used com-
plete with conocctions 
Onc set of vlllvcs complete with 
springs and fittings for one 
cylinder and onc additional 
exhaust valve 
Additional fuel valves complete 
for half the number of 
cylinders 
Onc set (or ODe cylinder 
Onc set for ODe piston 
Two sets for onc cylinder 
Ooe gudgcon pin bush 
Onc bearing complete with boils 
and nuts 
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M Class I 
Four additional fuel 
valves complete 
witb spriDlI and 
fittings 
"' Class . 
Ooe set for oDe 
cylinder 
AJ. Class 1 
As Class I 




(1') Alailiary Steam Engines; 
for Each Size of En,ine 
Number of Spares Required 
0",, ( Oas," I1 aod HA 
One ba1f set suction and delivery One quarter set ,uc-
valves tion and de1ivwy 
valves 
One set of working parts for one As Class I 
cylinder 
One length of delivery pipe of � Cau I 
ma.wimum length used com-
plete with connections 
Connecting rod lop cod beariop One bearing complete with bolts As Oass I 
and nuts 
Connecting rod bottom end One bearing complete with bolts � Class 1 
bearings and outs 
Piston rings 
(f) Pumps and Air Compressors 
Pumps 
Air compresson 
(,) Propulsion MocItinny of 
aJ/ty/Jt's 
Coupling bolts 
Main thrust blocks 
(h) &i/os for Main Steam or 
E'.sHltliDJ Ser."ius 
Safety valve sprinRS 
One ... 
One set of valves for tbe liquid As Oass J 
end or one impeller and shaft 
for each size and type 
One set of rings for each size of As Cw., I 
piston and ooe set oC suction 
and ddiwsy nlves of each 
.... 
Onc set for each size fitted 
Ooe set or pads for ooe face o( As QUI I 
MicheU type block or one 
thrust shoe 
One for each Stu As a... ( 
Main feed check valve lid One 
Tube stoppen or plul$ 
Fire ban or 
Oil (ucl burner nozzlt'S 
Automatic feed rep.Lator 
Twenty of each - size including 
superheaten and economisen 
} One set (or ooe furnace One set complete with atomisen (or one boiler 
One float of each siu 
1 6.1 
Ten of eacb size 
As Ous l  
As ClasI I 
Chapter 1 5  
P E R I O DI C  S U R V E Y S  O F  B O I L E R S  A N D  M A C H I N E R Y  
389. Machinery 
(0) Main Engines. In the case of ships with only one set of main engines, 
the complete machinery should be surveyed each year. In tbe case of ships with 
mocc than onc set of main engines, tbe engines should be surveyed in rotation 
but only one set of engines, complete with its line of sbafling and auxiliaries, 
need by surveyed in any one year. 
(b) Turbines. No turbine supplied with steam from a high pressure water tube 
boiler need be opened up for survey more tban once in four years i n  a ship with 
morc than one set of main engines, and once in two years in a ship with only 
one set of main engines, provided tbat DO abnormal conditions arise. The 
Surveyor should however still require any part of tbe machinery to be opened 
up, if, in his judgment, th..is is necessary. It  will be necessary to work out a 
schedule of opening up of turbines, in consultation with the owners in respect 
of each ship to which these arrangements are to apply. The schedule will be 
submitted by the owners to the Principal Officer concerned, who will forward 
it, with the Surveyor's observations, to Headquarters for approval. It will then 
be attas;:hed to the ship's file, which will be caUed for in the usual manner by 
the Surveyor at any port at which the ship is under survey. 
Running Surveys. The machinery of any ship may be surveyed on the running 
survey principle, that is, aU turbines, cylinders, or other parts surveyed need 
not be opened up at the same time so long as the required proportion of the 
machinery is seen in the course of a year and the parts requiring annual survey 
are seen within 1 2  months of the last inspection. At these surveys the Surveyor 
should make a general inspection of the machinery not at the time opened up 
for surv:y. 
No/ice to Surveyors. Owners should make arrangements for Surveyors to 
be given ample notice when parts are to be opened up and should notify 
Surveyors when any breakdowns have occurred. Surveyors should keep records 
of the dates on which parts of tbe machinery have been surveyed. 
General. To enable a proper survey to be made of all types of propelling 
machinery Surveyors should require all shaft bearings and thrust surfaces to 
be exposed, shafts to be turned for complete examination, essential pumps and 
all sea inlet and discharge valves in connection with machinery to be opened 
up and, when considered necessary, propeUer shafts to be withdrawn. When the 
propeller shaft is replaced the Surveyor should be satisfied that the propeller 
has been properly secured. The spare gear should be examined. 
Other inspections to he carried out at periodic surveys are given in the 
appropriate chapters. 
In addition, the following parts of the propelling machinery should be opened 
up for survey: 
0) R�ciprocating steam engines. Cylinders, valve-cheslS, pistons, valves. 
relief valves, crossheads, piston rods, connecting rods and valve gear. 
(ii) Steam turbines. Turbine casings, relief valves, rotors and blading. and 
transmission gears. 
(iii) Inlernal Combustion Engines. Cylinders, pi.stons, valves, piston rod�, 
connecting rods, crossheads, valve gear, an compressor� • .  coolers, an 
receivers, air pipe system, safety devices and any transmission gears. 
The Surveyor should satisfy himself regarding the efficiency of tbe cooling 
and lubricating systems. 164 
Vessels of Classes V, VI and VIA should be tried with the Surveyor present 
for handiness in manoeuvring, going ahead, stopping and going astern, before 
any declaralion is issued. 
Electrical Installatiolls. When surveying electrical propelling machinery. tbe 
Surveyor should examine any records of insulation resistance readings of the 
various circuits kept by the ship's engineers and the records of temperature 
conditions of the machinery which have been experienced in service. 
He should satisfy himself regard ing the condition of the stators and rotors 
and their windings and the electrical connections, commutators, slip rings, etc. 
The control gear and safety devices should be examined. 
Where water circL:lated air coolers are fitted they should be examined and, 
if necessary, subjected to a suitable hydraulic test. 
Surveyors should satisfy themselves that routine testing and overhauling of 
generators, motors and other electrical parts of essential auxiliaries and electrical 
installations generally is carried out and recorded. (See also Part IV  of the Rules 
and Part IV  of these Instructions). 
390. Boilers and other Steam Generators, Superheaters alld Economisers 
(a) Every boiler must be examined at intervals of not more than 12 months. 
I n  the case of passenger ships with more than one boiler, the boilers need not be 
surveyed at the same time but may be surveyed in  rotation on the I unning 
survey princiJ:le, prcviding evelY boiler is surveyed every t"eJve months. 
(b) Boilers under survey, together with their mountings, should be opened up 
completely for examination. 
(c) Surveyors may at any time require the removal of brickwork or other 
obstructions, to facilitate the internal and external examination of a boiler, 
but, i n  general, brickwork need not be specially removed during the first four 
years provided there is no evidence of local leakage or corrosion. 
(d) The Surveyor should make a thorough examination at every survey of a 
boiler, and, when he considers it is necessary, parts should be drilled to ascertain 
the thickness of the plates. When, however, a boiler is of such dimensions or 
form that a satisfactory internal examination cannot be made. it should be 
examined as far as possible and tested by hydraulic pressure (se: paragraph 24i) 
at every survey. 
NOTE.  A Surveyor, before entering a boiler, must be satisfied with the pre­
cautions taken to prevent admission of steam to the boiler. If a boiler is not 
sufficiently cleaned or is too hot for efficient examination to be made Ihe 
Surveyor should decline to examine it. 
(e) A boiler so placed in a ship that the bottom of the boiler cannot be 
examined should be lifted for inspection as the Sur\'eyor may require, but not 
less frequently than once in four years. Before replacement it should be tested 
by hydraulic pressure (see paragraph 247). 
(f) After important repairs have been carried out on a boiler, or at any time 
he considers it is necessary, a Surveyor may require the boiler to be tested by 
hydraulic pressure. 
(g) A working pressure allowed in respect of a boiler should not be increased 
without the authority of the En�ineer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
(h) Every case in which the pressure allowed on the boilers of a passenger 
ship is reduced for any reason should be reported to the Engineer Surveyor-in­
Chi.f. 
(j) Evaporators, superheaters and ecnl1omiscrs, elc., slLould, in general, be 
treated in a similar manner to boilers. 
16� 
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391. Rl'pmrs to Boders by W elding 
(a) Defore repairs by welding arc undertaken the agreement of the Surveyor 
should Ix obtained. The Surveyor should he �3tisfied that the repair is one '" hich 
may properly be made by weldIng and Ih::ll a process recognised by the Ministry 
will be used. Welding processes recognised by the Ministry of Transporl for 
effecting boiler repairs arc the metal arc process with covered electrodes or any 
other electriC arc process i n  which the arc stream and the deposited weld metal 
arc shielded from atmospheric contamination. 
(b) Repairs by welding processes should not be made to cylindrical boiler 
shells the failure of which at tbe welded part might have disastrous results. 
(c) Welding processes recognised by the Ministry may be employed, within 
limits, for repairing furnaces, end plates and combustion chamber plates, for 
the attachment to these parts of new pieces of plate replacing defective portions 
and for re·inforcing the landing edges of riveted joints except the longitudinal 
joints of boiler shells. 
(d) When proposed welding repairs are of an uncommon or extensive 
character, or proposals are made to effect repairs by welding i n  respect of 
boiler plates having carbon content of 0.3 per cent. or more, full particulars 
should be submitted to the Engineer·Surveyor·in·Chief. 
(e) After completion of repairs of an important character by welding the 
boiler should be hydraulically tested, the welds being hammer tested whilst the 
pressure is maintained (see paragraph 290). 
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P A R T  V I I  
M iscellaneous 
C O M P ASSES. Rule 8 1  
392. Standard Compasses 
It is recommended in Ministry Notice No. M .345 tbat every new magnetic 
compass intended for use as a standard compass on ships of Classes I to Ill, 
inclusive. should, before installation, be tested at the Admiralty Compass 
Observatory, Slough. If  the compass complies with the official specification, the 
Admiralty Compass Observatory will issue a certificate to tbat effect. Where, 
therefore. a new magnetic compass is fitled as a standard compass on any ship 
of Classes I to Ill, inclusive, the Surveyor should enquire whether the compass 
has been tested and. if so, inspect the certificate and note the number and date 
of the certificate on his declaration. 
393. Steering Compasses and other Additional Magnetic Compasses 
It is also recommended in that Notice that all new magnetic compasses, other 
than those intended for use as standard compasses, should be of patterns, 
specimens of which have been type-tested at the Admiralty Compass Observ­
atory . 
394. Binnacles 
Similarly, it is recommended that all binnacles intended for use with magnetic 
compasses should be of patterns which have been type-tested by the Admiralty 
Compass Observatory. 
395. Satisfactory Types of Magnetic Compasses and Binnacles 
Lists of types of magnetic compasses and binnacles which have been tested 
and found satisfactory in accordance with paragraphs 393 and 394 will be 
issued periodically for the information of Surveyors. 
396. Siting of Magnetic Compasses 
The siting of magnetic compasses in relation to structures or fixed objects 
made of or containing magnetic material is of first importance. Whenever 
possible, such structures or objects should not be fitted within to feet of a 
standard compass or within 5 feet of a steering compass. In the case of units of 
radar sets which contain magnetic material, the above distances or the minimum 
"safe distances" marked on the sets, whichever is the greater, should be main­
tained where practicable. Fittings with doors, drawers, etc., made of magnetic 
materials, opening in the direction of the compass should be so sited that the 
distances are not below the minimum when tbe doors, drawers, etc., are fully 
opened. Whenever electrical instruments are placed near a magnetic compass, 
care should be taken to see that they do not affect the compass when they are 
switched on. 
J97. Adjustment of Compasses 
(a) Under Section 285( 1 )  oflhe Merchant Shipping Act, 1 894, every sea·going 
passenger ship is required to have her compasses adjusted from time to Ijrne 10 
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tht sallsfacllon of the SUr\{')OI, and magnetic compasses of passenger ships 
should be adJusted-
( I )  on the first sur\'c) of a new ship. 
( I  i) when the cOll1pas�es ha\�  beell r('pl �h. .. cJ by other compasses; 
(iii) 00 t he sun'c) of a ship which has becll laid up for a prolonged penod; 
(iv) on the survey of a ship which has undergone structural repairs or altera-
lions \\ IIICIl, 111 t he opll1ion 01 the SUI veyor, arc liable to affect the ship's 
sub-permant:nt nugnellsm, or whcn any alteration is mlde in any 
eleclrlcal cqulpm:ot or installation situated near 10 the compass; and 
(v) at any survey where an inspection of the deviation book shows, by 
comparison ovcr two or three voyages, that there has b:en a marked 
change In the deviallons. 
(b) Magnetic compasscs arc 10 be properly adjusted by a person selected by 
the owners as competent to do so and, i n  the United Kingdom, this work should 
whene\er practicable be entrusted to a compass adjuster who holds a Ministry 
of Transport Certificate of Competency. As disturbing effects are likely to arise 
from elcctric Circuits which may pass near the compass, adjustments should 
alwa)s be made when the electric Circuits are both "00" or "off". I n  all cases 
the adjuster is to furnish the master with a table of residual deviations, together 
with a certificate of adjustment in the foUowing form: 
"'lus IS 10 cerllfy Ihal Ihe magnetic compasses of Ihes,�.s . ______ _ 
m.v. 
O.N. have been adjusted to compensate the ship's 
magnetic condition at this time and place. Tables showing residual deviations 
have this day been handed to the master. These deviations have been ascer­
tained on the various courses with the electric current both "on" and "olf" 
In all cirCUits In the VICinity of the compasses. 
The deviatIOns so found are practically identical under both conditions 
and are in accordance With the tables furnished thiS day to tbe master. 
Dated at this day of .. . . . . .... 19 
Signature .. 
The Surveyor should satisfy himself as to the proficiency of the person who 
signs the adjustment ccrtificate. 
The certificate of adjustment is to be banded by tbe master or owners to the 
Survcyor before the latter gives his declaration, and the Surveyor is to send 
the cerllficate to the owners witb his declaration for transmission to 
Headquarters. 
All ships should carry a compass deviation book which should be kept 
up to date. The book, together with the compass adjuster's deviatjon cards, 
should be available for the Surveyor's inspection. 
398. Master's and Mate's Compass Certificate 
At any survey where the compasses of the ship are not required to be adjusted 
10 accordance with paragraph 397, the Surveyor should, before he grants his 
declar .. :ion, obtain a certificate on form Surveys 23, signed by the master and 
mate who arc making the next voyage in the ship. 10 the effect that they arc 
satisfied with the compasses, and that correct deviation cards have been supplied. 
This ccrtificate is to be attested by the owners and attached to the declaration. 
If, however, either the masttr or mate who is making the next voyagc in the 
ship doc� not g ive 3 certificate of this kind, or if Ihe owners decline to attest it, 
fhe Surveyor is 10 require the com passes 10 be readjusted in accordaoc� with 
paragraph 397 and to send, with his declaf3ljon, a cerlificate from the adjuster. 
I hM 
399. Delay in obtaining Compass Certificate 
(a) If the master of a ship has been unable to procure a certificate of the 
adjustment of compasses, and the omission does not appear to be due to any 
negligence or fault of the master or owner, or if there is a delay in obtaining 
tbe certificate of the master and mate required by paragraph 398, and there is 
no reason to believe that they will refuse to sign the certificate or that the owners 
will decline to attest it, the Surveyor may issue the declaration without tbe 
required certificate. I n  such cases, however, the fact should be noted In the 
appropriate space on the declaration and the Surveyor should specify which 
of the two certificates is required. Headquarters will, upon receipt of the 
declaration from the owners, instruct the Superintendent of the Mercantile 
Marine Office to whom the passenger certificates or passenger and safety certifi­
cates are forwarded, to withhold them until the required compass certificate is 
produced. I n  such a case the Superintendent is to forward the compass certificate 
to the Surveyor for his information. The Surveyor should send the certificate 
to Headquarters. 
(b) When a ship is to leave port for the adjustment of compasses and then 
proceed direct on the voyage, the Surveyor is to obtain a certificate, form 
Surveys 23A. signed by the master and mate, and countersigned by the owner or 
b..is superintendent, to the effect that the ship will not proceed on tbe voyage 
until the compasses have been adjusted to the satisfaction of the master and 
mate and a certificate of adjustment furnished, together with a table of residual 
deviations. 
This certificate is to be attached to the declaration in the same manner as a 
master's and mate's compass certificate. The compass adjuster's certificate must 
be sent to the Surveyor within three days of sailing and he should send it on to 
Headquarters. 
D E P T H -S Q U N D 1 N G  D E V I C E S .  Rule 82 
400. jWechanical Depth-Sounding Devices 
The mechanical depth-sounding device to be provided In accordance with 
Rule 82(1) is in  addition to any echo-sounding apparatus which may be fitted 
on the ship. The Surveyor is to ensure that sufficient spare parts are provided 
on board having regard to the type of the device and the intended service of 
the ship. 
401. Lead-Lines 
The hand lead-lines provided in accordance with Rule 82(2) should be 
marked as follows. 
At 2 fathoms a piece of leather split in two strips 
., 3 .. .. .. three .. 
.. 5 .. ., while calico 
.. 7 .. ., red bunting 
.. 10 ,. " leather with a hole 
.. 13 .. .. blue serge 
., 1 5 " .. white calico 
.. 1 7 " .. red bunting 
20 � strand with two knots tied 10 It. .. .. 
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ANCHORS AND C H A I N  CAB LES. Rule 83 
402. Submission of Details 
In the case of new passenger ships and ships requiring passenger certificates 
for the first time full particulars of the proposed anchors and chain cables should 
be submitted to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. The details for new ships can 
be taken from the midship section plan if necessary. 
403. Suneys 
At the initial survey and at each annual survey Surveyors should inspect the 
statutory test certificates of all the anchors and chain cables. When tbese cannot 
be produced Surveyors may accept the anchors and chain cables if they are quite 
satisfied that they have been proved in accordance with the requirements of 
the Anchors and Chain Cables Act, 1899 and if the proof marks are in order. 
In allY case of doubt a report should be sent to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
The chain cables should be removed from the chain lockers at least once in 
1 2  months and cleaned, if necessary. The pins should be knocked out of the 
shackles or joining links. The cables, shackles or joining links, pins and a:1chors 
should be examined to sec that they are in good condition. Chain cable should 
be renewed when it has worn ao amount equivalent to about 20 per cent. 
reduction in its strength. 
404. General 
Anchors and cables may be accepted if they comply with the requirements of 
Lloyds Rules. Surveyors should also see that the anchors and chain cables of 
every ship they survey are duly certified under the Anchors and Chain Cables 
Act of 1 899. Where stream or kedge anchors are carried, they must be tested in 
accordance with the Act if they exceed 168 lb. in weight including stock. 
The shackle pins or removable parts of joining pins should be secured by 
small pins of non-corrodible metal or hard wood, which should be welt fitted 
and of proper taper, suitably locked and capable of removal when required. 
The tools required to remove these pins expeditiously should be reactily available 
on the ship at all times. 
The spare bower aocbor should be stowed where it will be readily available 
when required. 
Surveyors are to satisfy themselves when the opportunity arises that the chaiD 
cables are efficiently secured in the chain locker. It is not cODsidered necessary 
to lay down a rule as to what method of securing should be adopted but the 
method should allow of the cable being slipped expeditiously. The use of 
manilla rope or small chain lashings should be discouraged. 
405. Means of Escape. Rule 85 
In ships of Class I the minimum aggregate width of ladderways and stairways 
giving access to the lifeboat embarkation deck is to be determin�d as follows: 
Stairways which provide access towards the lifeboat embarkation deck. 
(i) from any compartment, should have an aggregate width of not less tban 
t?lO inches for every five persons appropriate to the compartment; 
(i.i) from two compartments, onc above the other, should have an aggregate 
width of not less than two inches for every five persons appropriate to 
both compartments; 
(iii) from three compartments, one above the other, should have an aggregate 
width of not less than two inches for every five of the largest two numbers 
of persons appropriate to any two compartments, plus one inch for every 
five persons appropriate to tbe other compartments; 
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(iv) from four compartments, onc abovc the other, should have an aggre�ate 
width of not less than two int;hes for e\ er} five of the largesl two numbers 
of persons appropriate to an}' two compartments, plus one inch for every 
five of the next lal gcs! number appropriate to any compartment, plus 
half an inch for e\ery fi, e persons appropriate to the other compartment; 
(v) from fi\C or more compartments, onc abo\c the other should have an 
aggregate width of nOI less than that delermlllcd in accordance WIth the 
preceding sub·paragraph (h)  for the four consecutive decks v. hich give 
the greatest width. 
The number of persons appropriate to any compartment is normally to be 
taken as the number of sleeping berths in it for pa!!sengers and stewards plus 
two thirds of the number of berths in it for other members of the crew. 
Special provision is necessary in the sections of a ship containing dining 
rooms and in such sections the v. idth of ladderways and stairways prm iding 
access towards the lifeboat embarkation deck is to be the greater oflhe following 
two calculations: 
(i) Assume the dining room full to sealing capacity with stev.ard5 in allend· 
ance, tv.o·thirds of the remaining passengers and crew in theil berths and 
onc· third in public rooms and working spaces throughout the ship, and 
allow one and half inches for every five persons, subject to relaxatIon as 
referred to in sub·paragraph� (iii), (i\) and (,)  above. 
(ii) Assume all passengers and stewards and two·thirds of the remainder of 
the crew 10 be in their berths and allow two inches for every five persons, 
subject to relaxations as referred to in sub-paragraphs (iii), (i\) and (v) 
above. 
In general. except in those sections of a ship that contain dining rooms, the 
number of persons likely to use public rooms need not be considered, but the 
Ministry will consider specially the widths of ladderways and stairways from 
such places if it  appears that undue congestion might arise. 
Above the bulkhead deck. compartments may in suitable ships be regarded 
as extending from end to end of the ship provided that tbe ladderwa}s and 
stairways are reasonable in number and effectively distributed so as to avoid 
congestion at any part. 
Practicable means of access shall be provided between the embarkation deck 
and the weather decks at the ends of the ship. 
General requirements for ladderways and stairways arc: 
(i) They should not be less than 30" wide nor more than 60" wide unless fitted 
with an intermediate rail. The width is to be measured on the tread within 
the sides or between the handrails, whichever is the less. 
(n) They are to be fitted on each side with efficient hand-rails and well lighted 
by day and by night. 
(ui) They should. as far as possible, be pitched forward and aft. and Dot 
athwart ships. 
For ships of Classes 11  to VIA, especially those on which a substantial number 
of deck passengers are to be carried, the widths of stairways and ladderways 
required by Rule 85 will be specially considered at headquarters. 
In all cases plans showing tbe stairways,-ladderways and other escapes should 
be submilted by the Surveyor to the Chief Ship Surveyor at an early stage. 
11  is especially important to see that adequate escapes to open decks arc 
provided in ferries and excursion steamers carrying large numbers of deck 
passengers in enclosed spaces. There is a tendency on some ships of this t} pe 
t(. arrange a large prop0rlion of the passenger accommodation in enclosed 
spaces and for passengers to crowd into sheltered spaces in bad weather, In 1 7 1  
these circumstances the normal exits may be blocked. Surveyors should obtain 
rrom the builders and rorward to the Chief Ship Surveyor as early as possible 
a general arrangement plan showing the spaces available for passengers, the 
approximate number of passengers for which each space would measure, the 
widths of ladderways and doorways, and or windows which might be available 
as supplementary escapes. 
406. Guard Rails and Stanchions and Bulwarks. Rule 86 
In order to comply with Rule 86, passenger ships should be provided with 
guard rails and stanchions and bulwarks as follows: 
Ships of Class I 
Where guard rails aDd stanchions are fitted the top of the uppermost rail 
should be not less than 3 '  6· high, and the rails should be not more than 9 
inches apart, unless strong netting is provided. Where bulwarks are fitted 
they should be at least 3' 6· high and the freeing ports therein should be 
fitted with suitable grids for the protection of persons on board. 
The height of the rails is to be taken as the distance measured from the top 
of the uppermost rail to the top of the deck at a point vertically below the 
inner edge of the rail, or, if the deck has a waterway, to the top of the deck 
plank next to the waterway. 
407. Ships of Classes U and UtA) 
The requirements of paragraph 406 apply subject to the following modifica­
hons: 
(i) All parts or the freeboard deck to which passengers have access should 
be fitted with bulwarks not less than 4 reet in height. Other parts of the 
fr«board deck and decks above the fr«board deck should be provided 
with guard rails and stanchions or bulwarks not less than 3' 6· in height. 
(ii) Weather cloths should be fitted to all guard rails on decks to which 
passengers have access. Where, however, baving regard to the height 
above water, the owner does not propose to fit weather cloths, particulars 
should be forwarded to the Chief Ship Surveyor for consideration. 
408. Ships of Class III 
The reqUirements of paragraph 406 apply except that, if any portion of the 
main deck or raised quarter deck to which passengers have access is fitted with 
guard rails instead of close bulwarks, weather cloths should be provided for the 
rails. 
409. D"ked Ships of Classes IV, V, VI and VI(A) 
The height of the bulwarks or of the uppermost guard rail, whether on the: 
main deck Of bridge deck. should be not less than that shown in the following 
table and, unless strong netting is provided, the rails should be not more than 
9 inches apart: 
Registered length of sbip 
Height of uppennosl rail or bulwarks 
Ow lV aass V C ... VI and VI(A) 
Ft. IM. Ft. / ... Ft. /tu. 
Under $0 (eet 2 9 2 6 
SO foet and under 70 feet 2 10 2 • 
70 " " 90 " ) 0 2 10 ) ) 90 " " 130 " ) 2 ) 0 
130 " " 170 " ) ) ) 2 
170 feet and o\ler ) 4 ) ) 
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If, in the cast" 01 ships of Classes IV and V, the fllting of guard nllls or bulwarks 
to the rcquired height ,", ou1J i n t e l fue \\ 1111 the fll1p!IJ) I\I\. 1J1 of the �hip (l ( 
pa!lsine- under a hlidgc), the (<He should lJC �ul.lmiltcd tu till Chief Ship SUI H') 01  
fOI instructions. 
410. Opm or Portioll) D('('� ('d Slurs O} Clos!.(j I', 1'1 amI 1'1(A) 
Any p;Jlliai dcd 1 0 ,", hkh rl.!rsom on board ha\\! access should he pro\ idcd 
with guard rails and st:tIlLhiollS OJ hul\\ .lI k s  in accordance with paragraph 409. 
I n  the open pafts of partially decked ships. 3nd in opC'n ShiPS, the top o r  the 
cOHring board or of the ,", ash strake, or the upper edge of the coaming of the 
half-deck ,  should be not less than 30 inches abo\C the flooring boards if the 
ship 'does not exceed 20 feet in lcngtll, and 36 inches if the ship is 40 feet or over 
in length. For ships o( lengths between 20 feCi and 40 (eet, tbe height should be 
in proportion. \\'hen the height (rom the top of the covering board, etc .• is less 
than that stated abO\e, :l l,I,:lsh-board or rail should be filled aboH the covering 
board, etc., in such a position that the top of the wash-board or rail is at least 
the required height abo\'e the flooring boards. 
411.  Acceptance of Equ;l'alent Arrang('ments. Rule 87 
If the owner or shipbuilder of a passenger ship proposes to adopt any allerna­
tive method of construction of the hull and machinery, or to provide aIternati\e 
equipment or apparatus, to that required by the Rules, the proposals are to be 
forwarded to the Ministry for consideration. Unless the alternative construction, 
machinery or equipment proposed is at least as effective as that required by 
the Ru1es, its adoption will not be sanctioned. 
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P A RT V I I I  
Passenger Accommodation 
Chapler 1 
r O R E I G N  G O I N G  P A S S EN G E R  S H I P S  
C L A S S  I S H I P S  
412. General 
The following instructions apply to new passenger ships, other than ships 
subject to the emigration requirements of the Merchant Shipping Act, 1 894. 
4 1 3. Position 0/ PnJSl'ngcr Accommodation 
Passengers must not be carried on morc Ihan onc deck below the walerline 
and bCflhed passengers must not normally be accommodated within one-eigbth 
of the registered length of the ship from the fore side of the stem. 
Lamp rooms, paint rooms and spaces used for the storage of inflammable 
oils rnuo;;l not communicate directly with passenger accommodation by doors or 
passageways, or be so situated as to be i n  any way a danger to passengers. 
Passengers must not be bcrthcd or accommodated in a space adjoining an 
oil  fuel bunker unless the space i s  separated from the bunker by an additional 
steel vapour·proof bulkhead, so arranged that the space between the two bulk· 
heads is well venti lated and accessible. If, however, the bunker bulkhead is of 
all welded construction the additional bulk head need not be fitted. Passenger 
accommodation may however be situated on (I deck forming the crown of an 
oil fuel space provided the deck i s  oiltighl, the passenger spaces are especially 
well ventilated and contain no manholes or openings t o  the oil fuel spaces al1d 
the flooring is of a material and thickness approved for such positions. 
Where passenger accommodntion is adjacent to cargo spaces, coal bunkers, 
store rooms, lamp rooms, paint rooms or spaces used for the storage of inflam· 
mable oils, it must be separated from such spaces by gas·tight steel bulkheads 
and decks. (Sce also Chapter 1 3  of Part V I  of these Instructions). 
414. Lighting, Venrilation and Hearing 
All passenger accommodation must be efficiently ventilated and lighted during 
both day and night. Natural lighting should normally be provided where 
circumstances permil. 1 r, however, the Surveyor is satisfied that natural lighting 
in  any space is Impracticable, such space may be accepted for the accommoda· 
tion of passengers if suitably lighted by artificial means. Spaces i n  which 
provision is not ITIcldc for sufficient light and air in  all circumstances should 
not be. accepted for the accommodation or passengers. 
Pass�ngcr accommodation muSl be filled \\ ilh efficient heating arrangements, 
bUl ir the owner considers Ihat heating arrangements are not necessary in the 
service in  which llle ship is 10 be engaged, the SUr\leyor should submit the case 
to the Chier Ship Surveyor for instruclions. 
415. Dri,,/"';'lg· Warer Tanks 
Drinking water must be effectively protected against contamination. The 
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overfloV! pipes from drinking water tanks should in no case be allowed 10 dis­
charge inlo the bilges and the air pipeS should be led to a pusition clear of 
possible contamination. Tile UpPCI ends of filling pipes should not lermjn:lle 
flush with a deck but should be carried up \l,ell clear of the deck. 
Surveyors should examine the sewage and sanitary arrangements during 
cleaning of the system for possible leakage or overflow which might cause 
contamination of the drinking water. Sewage tanks should be situated so that 
leakage or overflow from them cannot pass into drinking water tanks. In  no 
case should a manhole to a drinking water tank be situated in a sewage tani 
space. Sewage tank compartments should not be contiguous to any drinking 
water tank. 
416. Sheathing of Steel or other Metal DecJ..s 
Steel or other metal decks rorming the floors or crowns of enclosed spaces 
in which passengers are accommodated should be sheathed with wood or wilh 
an approved composition (sce Circular \ 950). Crowns of passenger accommoda­
tion which are exposed to the weather should be sheathed with wood 2j  inches 
thick, or with an equivalent composition. 
�17. Water Closets 
If the Surveyor is in any doubt as to the adequacy or efficiency of the arrange­
ments, particuJars should be submitted to the Chief Ship Surveyor. 
418. Washing Facilitie.f, Dining Rooms, Recreation Rooms or Lounges, Ready-Usf 
Baggage Rooms, Airing Space and Hospitals (Main and Isola/ion) 
These facilities should be available to all passengers. If the Surveyor is in any 
doubt as to the adequacy or efficiency of the arrangements, particuJars should 
be submitted to the Chief Ship Surveyor. For airing space see also paragraph 
420(b). 
419. Number of Passengers 
The number of properly constructed fixed berths fitted for passengers deter­
mines the number of passengers to be allowed in each class (other than fourth 
class passengers) if a reasonable amount of floor space in the steeping rooms 
for each passenger is provided. There should not be more than two tiers of 
berths in any cabin. The total space excluding airing space allocated for the 
exclusive use of passengers must be such as to provide at least 36 clear super­
ficial feet per passenger. In assessing the total space, the Surveyor may include 
all enclosed spaces such as saloons and recreation rooms, etc., allocated to 
each class. 
Small berths suitable for children may be permiued if an owner so desires, 
on condition that the total space allocated for the exclusive use of these 
passengers is at least 36 clear superficial feet for every two children allowed, 
and the berths are at least of the foUowing dimensions: 




Size or Berth 
3 n. 6 in. x 1 n. 4 in. 
.. n. 6 in. x I rt. 6 in. 
S n. 3 in. x 1 rt. 8 in. 
In every case the Surveyor must be satisfied that there is no danger of a 
child being thrown out of a berth by the motion of the ship. The declaration 




420. Fourfh-Class PQS$engers 
Fourth-cla,s passengers may be carried on foreign-going passenger ships, on 
coasting voyages only, between ports in Africa and in Asia, or ports in South 
and Central America or in the West Indian Islands, under the conditions 
indicated below. Particulars of the voyages and the seasons should be 
subm.itted to the Chief Ship Surveyor. The passengers may be unberthed, or 
on suitable voyages, carried on deck:. 
(a) Number of Passengers 
The number of fourth-class passengers to be allowed for any space 
below the weather deck should be detemtined by dividing the clear area 
of the deck in square feet by 1 5. 
If it is proposed to carry deck passengers on decks exposed to the 
weather, fuU particulars must be submitted to the Chief Ship Surveyor. 
The number of passengers to be allowed for any space on such decks 
should Ix determined by dividing tbe clear area of the deck in square feet 
by 12. The points between which the deck breadths are to be taken and 
the interpretation of the words "clear area" should be as specified in 
paragraph 425. No part of a forecastle deck may be included in the 
measurements, and if the ship has no forecastle the foremost ordinate 
of the space measured shaU not be nearer the foreside of the stem than 
one eighth of the ship's registered length. No space which is required 
for working the anchors or the boats or for purposes of navigation may 
be included, nor may deck space be measured over which the berthed 
passengers require to pass in going from their quarters to the water 
closets or to the airing space set apart for their use. The aggregate length 
of all the spaces measured for unberthed passengers, whether below or 
above the weather deck must not exceed the registered length of the ship. 
Deck houses should not be measured for passengers unless they form 
part of the permanent structure of tbe ship. 
(b) Airing Space 
Airing space is to be set apart, either on the upper deck or on a poop 
or bridge deck. for the use of all the passengers except deck passengers. 
on the scale of 24 square feet for each passenger other than fourth�lass 
passengers, and 6 square feet for each fourth.-class passenger accom­
modated below the weather deck. These spaces must not be included in 
the area available for deck passengers. 
(c) Lighting, Ventilation and other Requirements 
Spaces below the weather deck should not be included in the measure­
ments for fourth<lass passengers unless they are suitably lighted and 
ventilated, having regard to the special circumstances of the intended 
coasting voyage, and have adequate entrances and exits. 
The surface of unsheathed steel decks may be included in the measure­
ments, provided the Surveyor is satisfied that the weather conditions 
within the intended limits are not likely to be such as to cause hardship 
to the fourth-class passengers carried on the unsheathed decks. 
(d) Closets 
Suitable closets fitted with an efficient water service should be provided 
for the exclusive use of the fourth<tass passengers. When female 
passengers are carried, separate closets are to be provided for their use. 
If separate closets are not provided, the Surveyor should state in his 
declaration that only male fourth-class passengers may be carried. 1 76 
(e) Watertight Subdil'ision and Llfe-Sal'ing Appliances 
The Statutory Rules and Instructions regarding watertight subdivision 
and life-saving appliances must be complied with. 
(/) Declaration 
The Surveyor should slale in his declaration the Dumber of four1h-cl�ss 
passengers and the limits of the voyage witbin which they may be carried. 
Deck passengers will not be allowed on any voyage which extends further 
north or south than latitude 50° in summer and latitude 40° in winter, 
unless all particulars have been submitted to and approved by lbe Chief 
Ship Surveyor. 
(g) A clearly legible painted notice in the following terms should be displayed 
in each space measured for deck. passengers during tbe period the 
passenger certificate is in force: 
"Tbe deck from this mark to the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
contains . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  square feet and is certified for . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
fourth-class passengers, when not occupied by cattle, cargo or other 
encumberances. 
. 
When cattle, cargo or stores are carried in this space the number 
of passengers is to be reduced by one for every twelve square feet so 
occupied." 
Chapter 2 
H O M E  T R A D E  PASSENGER S H I P S  
CLASS 1 1  AND I I A  SHIPS 
421. General 
The following instructions and the requirements of paragraphs 413 to 41!i 
inclusive apply to new passenger ships of Classes 11  and II(A) and are to be 
applied to existing passenger ships of these Classes so far as is reasonable and 
practicable. 
422. Plans and particulars required 
To ensure uniformity of practice in dealing with the measurement of passenger 
spaces, cabins and shelters and the provision of water-closet accommodation in 
these ships, form Surveys SA must be completed by the Surveyor and forwarded 
to the Chief Ship Surveyor for every home trade passenger ship coming under 
survey for the first time or whenever the passenger numbers are altered. The 
form should contain all the dimensions taken in the measurement of passenger 
spaces and state the number of passengers and where carried, the amount of 
shelter space provided and the number of water-closets, showing their position 
and indicating which are set aside for the use of women and children and which 
for the crew. The form should also show the number and position of the fixed 
berths or sofas constructed for steeping bertbs, when these arc provided, and 
the Sun'eyor should report whether each passenger so accommodated has at 
least 72 cubic reet of space (see also paragraph 424). 
Where the passengers comprise two or more classes, the form should show 
the allocation of the accommodation to the different classes and the number of 
each class. (See also paragraph 435). 
The form, after being examined and approved, will be returned to the 
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Surveyor who should return it on completion of the case to the Chief Ship 
Surveyor, to be kept with the other records of the ship. 
423. Compar/menu and decks allowable for passenger measurement 
The Surveyor should only measure spaces which he considers are proper for 
tbe accommodation or carriage of passengers. 
Not more than three decks, including the tops of deck houses are to be 
measured for passengers. without special pennission from the Chief Ship 
Surveyor. 
Portions of any decks whlch extend beyond the sides or ends of supporting 
deck houses or beyond the main hull of the ship or are carried only on stanchions 
or frames, may be measured only if the Surveyor is satisfied that the structures 
are of sufficient strength and fit for the carriage of passengers. Details of such 
spaces should be reported on form Surveys SA. 
Where passengers arc allowed access to the tops of deck houses the SurveyOl 
should satisfy himself that such structures are of sufficient strength whether or 
not the spaces are measured for passengers. 
. 
That portion of a compartment or of a deck used for the purpose of naviga· 
tion is not to be included in the passenger measurements. 
Forecastle decks must not be included in the measurements, and, in the case 
of ships having the bridge house joined to the forecastle or having a complete 
promenade deck, the foremost ordinate of the space measured must not be 
nearer to tbe fore side of the stem than one·eighth of the ship's registered 
lengtb. 
In paddle-wheeled ships neither the sponsons nor the tops of houses upon 
, the sponsons may be included in the measurements for passengers. 
When there are deck houses and the space between tbe side of the deck house 
and the bulwark or rail is less than 2 {eet 6 inches in  width, the space must not 
be measured for passengers. 
Passageways may not, in general, be measured for passengers. Where, how· 
ever, a ship has wide passageways and the Surveyor considers that a part of 
them might properly be measured for passenger accommodation, particulars 
should be submitted to the Chief Ship Surveyor for instructions. 
In well-deck ships, the deck spaces between lhe forecastle and raised quarter 
deck, bridge house, or poop, as the case may be, must not be included in the 
measurements for passengers unless the deck is, in the opinion of tbe Surveyor, 
sufficiently high above the water, as indicated by the load line, to render it fit 
fer passenger accommodation. 
The approximate freeboard at the lowest part of the " well-deck " measured 
for passengers should in all cases be stated in form Surveys SA. 
Provision for stowing luggage should be made outside the passenger accom­
modation. Racks or similar convenient stowage should be provided for band 
luggage taken into accommodation. The luggage should not be permitted to 
block stairways, escapes, alleyways or other exits and entrances which will be 
needed in an emergency. Where other provision has not been made the Surveyor 
sboulC: agree with the owners on parts of the accommodation where luggage 
may be stowed and these parts should be excluded from passenger measurements. 
424. Number 0/ passengers allowed in enc/oled spaces. 
The number of passengers allowed in l'abins ;lOd compartments fitted with 
either fixed berths or sofas constructed for sleeping berlhs should be determined 
by the number of herths, provided Ihere is 72 cubic feel of space for each 
passC'llgel and the berths arc III not morl' than 1\ 1, 0  t iers. Where, however, the 
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owner desires a compartment in which sofa berths are fitted to be assessed on 
an area basis this will be considered provided the owner gives a guarantee tbat 
the number of passengers allowed io tbe compartment will not be restricted 
below that assessed on an area basis, by making a charge or otherwise. All such 
cases should be submitted to the Chief Ship Surveyor for instructions. 
The number of passengers allowed for lounges and smoke rooms should be 
obtained by dividing the clear area in square feet by nine. In assessing the clear 
area, tbe space occupied by tables and pennanent fittings should be deducted. 
When fix.ed seats are filted, the measurements should be taken from the back 
of the seats. If seats are not fitted, the measurements should be taken on the 
floor of the �pace. 
The number of passengers allowed for dining saloons where meals witb full 
table service are served sbould normally be the number for whom seats are 
provided. 
Dining saloons should not be measured for passengers unless the Surveyor is 
satisfied that they will be kept open when passengers are on board, and full 
numbers are being carried. 
425. Number of Passengers on Open Decks 
The length of the deck should be measured between points within which the 
Surveyor considers the area fit for the safe and proper accommodation of 
passengers. The breadths should be taken from the inner edge of the gutter 
waterway or raised covering board, or inner edge of the rail whichever is 
furthest inboard. 
The number of passengers allowed should then he determined by dividing 
the clear area of the deck in square feet by nine. 
Clear area means the area which remains after that occupied by all eDcum� 
brances, such as hatchways, skylights, companions, machinery casing, wheel, 
windlass, binnacles, masts, ventilators, navigating space, dunnage for luggage, 
boats carried inboard, fittings for cattle, etc., has been deducted. 
426. Seating 
Seats, either fixed or portable, e.g. folding chairs, should normally he pro­
vided for all passengers in ex.cess of the Dumber of passenger berths provided. 
The seating capacity of fUed seats should be assessed on the basis of I ft. 6 ins. 
per person. 
427. Airing Space 
(a) In  ships requiring Passenger and Safety Certificates Class II or Class 
Il(A) Passenger Certificates for home trade voyages on which the time 
between leaving one port and arriving at the next exceeds 1 0  hours, 
promenade or airing space for each class at the rate of three square 
feet per passenger is to be reserved on deck for the total number of 
passengers accommodated in enclosed spaces. This space is not to be 
included in the area measured for .deck passengers. 
(b) In ships requiring Passenger and Safety Certificates Class II or Class 
ll(A) Passenger Certificates for home trade voyages on which the time 
between leaving one port and arriving at the ne;\t does not e;\cced 
10 hours, airing space is not required. 
428. Shelter for Passengers. 
Sheltered spaces for each class sufficient to accommodate aU passengers of 
that class must be provided at the rate of si;\ square feet per person for the 
period from 1st November to 3 1 st March or the Friday before Good Friday 
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(whichever is thc earlier) and at all othcr times at the rale of three square feel 
per person. Cabins and compartm ..ents filled with berths ma) only be counted 
as shelter for the number of per�ons for " horn berths a re provided unless the 
Surveyor is satisfied that larger numbels " ill  be allowed to use these spaces. 
"Sheltered spaces" means spaces entirely closed in or open at tbeir after end 
only. 
Where owners deSire to carry, within Ihe total numbers allowed by lhe 
Passenger Certificate, more second or third class passengers than the measure­
ments provide for, sufficient first-class sheltered accommodation should be pro­
vided as far as practicable for the addi tional second or third class pas!engers. 
(Sce also Paragraph 435). 
In providing enclosed accommodalion and adequate sbeltered spaces for deck 
passengers due regard should be had to the requirements of Rule 85(4) which 
provides that "in every ship of Classes 1 1  and I I(A) sucb means of escape shall 
lead to the lifeboat embarkation deck and to an open deck of sufficient area 
having regard to the number of persons whom the ship may carry". 
429. Umitalion of Total Number of Passengers by Gross TonlUJge. 
The number of passengers allowed in any Class 1 1  or Class II(A) ship must 
not exceed the number denoting the gross tonnage of the ship. 
430. Stability 
The Surveyor should not slate in his declaration that a ship is fit to carry a 
specified number of passengers unless he is satisfied that the ship has sufficient 
stability and freeboard to carry that number safely. 
In  addition to the requirements of paragraph 120, a calculation should be 
submitted to the Chief Ship Surveyor showing the angle of heel which would 
occur with two-thirds of the passengers distributed on one side of the snip and 
one-third on the other side. for the purpose of this calculation the ship should 
be assumed to be i n  the worst stability condition likely to be experienced on 
the intended service. The passengers should each be represented by a weight of 
140 lb., and should be assumed congregated at three square feet per person 
on the uppermost deck or decks to which they have access. The centre of 
gravity of the passengers should be assumed to be 2 feet 6 inches above the deck. 
431. Sheathing of Steel or other Metal Decks 
The floors and crowns of enclosed spaces in which passengers are accommo­
dated must comply with the requirements of paragraph 416 b\.lt wood sheathing 
less than 2i inches thick may be allowed on exposed decks forming the crowns 
of passenger accommodation with the approval of the Chief Ship Surveyor. 
Between the 1st November and 3 I st March inclusive, passengers may not be 
carried on steel or other metal decks which are exposed to the weather unless 
these decks are covered with wood or an approved composition. 
432. Water Closets and UrilUJis 
, 
When forwarding form Surveys SA to the Chief Ship Surveyor for examina­
tion, the Surveyor should report how many' classes of passengers are carried. 
If tbe passengers are all of one class, all the male passengers should have access 
to any w.c. marked for men, and atl the female passengers should have access to 
any w.c. set apart for women. 
The number of w.cs. provided free of I.:harge for each class should not be 
less than on the following scale:­
Up to 50 passengers 
51 to 100 passengers -
For each additional 100 or 






A urinal or an extra w.e. should also be provided for every 100 or part of 
100 passengers. 
A fair proportion of the w,es. must be set apart for use by women and children 
only. and so mar"ed outside. Where such w.es. are entered from a deck or 
comparlment which is used by male passengers and crew the arrangements 
should ensure privacy. Clear passageways to the W.es. must always be main­
tained. 
The w.es. should be large enough, clean, well lighted, ventilated and drained. 
and effectively protected from weather and sea. 
W.cs. and urinals erected on deck for the exclusive use of passengers and 
exempted from inclusion in the ship's tonnage as allowed by the "Instructions 
as to Tonnage M�asurement". must be permanently and conspicuously marked 
outside to indicate their purpose and that they are for "passengers only", 
433. Arrangements and Deductions necessary when vehicles, cattle and cargo au 
carried 
On the Open Deck. 
When cattle are carried on the open deck, the space they occupy must be 
effectively shut off from the passenger spaces by bulkheads, wooden partitions 
or similar l�eans_ The partilions need not be close but efficient washboards to 
prevent dung or urine from spreading to the passenger spaces must be fitted . .  
Under Cover. 
If cattle are carried under cover on the same deck level as passengers they 
must be separated from the passenger space by a fixed or portable close bulk­
head running athwartships and extending from the deck to the covering above, 
or by other effective means. 
In the 'tween decks or holds 
If cattle are carried either in the 'tween decks or holds, the passenger space 
must be effectively shut off from the cattle space and separately ventilated. 
When ships carry vehicles, cattle or other cargo in any space measured for 
passengers, the number of passengers for which the space measures should be 
reduced by one for every nine square feet of space occupied by vehicles, cattle 
or other cargo or by such greater number as may be necessary to ensure that 
the provisions of paragraph 418 are complied with. 
In no case may motor vehicles be carried in covered spaces measured for 
passengers, or in sheltered spaces set apart for passengers as ind.icated in 
paragraph 428 without prior approval from Headquarters. Spaces set apart 
exclusively for the carriage of motor vehicles must not be indudcd in the spaces 
measured for passengers. 
434. Marking and Apportionment of Spaces where Deck Passengers are carried 
If two or more classes of passengers are carried, the whole clear area of deck, 
with the exception of the promenade or airing space reserved for the passengers 
accommodated in enclosed spaces, may be apportioned between the classes as 
desired, and the marking of spaces for passengers carried on deck is to include 
a statement of the number of passengers allowed for each clear area. 
Except as provided in paragraph 435, each deck space is to be permanently 
marked in a suitable position as follows:-
"The deck from this mark to the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • contain, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  square feet and is eertified for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t 
passengers when not occupied by cargo, stores or otber encumbrances . 
• State the part of the deck to which the measurement in question u taken. 
t State the number and class oC passenaen. 
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When cargo, stores or other encumbrances are carried in this space, the 
number of passengers for which the space is certified is to be reduced by 
one for every nine square feet so occupied". 
If  deck passengers are not carried, no marking is necessary. 
435. Mark ing by only one NOlice in certain cases 
If the shipowner so desires, the passenger certificate may show in one total 
without division into classes the number of passengers for whom there is accom­
modation, and the spaces on deck for the accommodation of the various classes 
of passengers need not then be marked as required in paragraph 434. The owner 
may apponion as he pleases between classes of passengers such of the deck. 
space as may be clear each voyage provided that for each passenger carried on 
deck, there is nine square feet of space free from vehicles, cattle, or other cargo 
and that there is sufficient shelter al the rate of six square feet each for the 
number of passengers aClually carried from 1st  November to 3 1 st March or 
the Friday before Good Friday (whichever is the earlier), and at tbe rate of 
three square feet each at all other times. The marking of the ship in this case 
should consist of a clearly legible painted notice, placed in a conspicuous 
position, iD the foUowing terms:-
"This ship is certified to carry . . . . . .  passengers, at the rate of nine 
square feet per person of deck space unencumbered by vehicles, cattle or 
other cargo, provided that sheltered spaces are made available for all 
passengers at the rate of six. square feel per person from 1st November to 
31  st March or the Friday before Good Friday (whichever is the earlier), 
and a t  tbe rate of three square feet per person at all other times". 
As in these cases the number of passengers of each class is not stated separately 
on the passenger certificate, tbe number of water closets required for each class 
sbould be based upon the greatest numbers of passengers of the respective 
classes that are lik.ely to be carried, baving regard to the structural arrangements 
for tbe accommodation of the passengers. The Surveyor should report on 
Surveys 8A the nonnal division of passengers into classes. (See also paragraph 
42J1). 
C L ASS I I I  SHIPS 
4(J6. General 
The requirements of paragraphs 413, 414, 415, 422, 423, 426, 430 and 432 
apply to Class III 'hips. 
437. Number oJ Passtngers 
The instructions for the measurement of spaces and the determination of the 
number of passengers are the same as those.laid down for Class 11 and Class 
H(A) ships iD paragraphs 424 and 425. 
The requirements of paragraphs 427 (Airing Space), 42J1 (Sheller for Pass­
engers) and 429 (Limitation of total number of passengers by gross tonnage) 
do not apply to Oass III ships. 
438. Sheathing oJ Sltel or Metol Decks 
The floors and crowns of spaces in which passengers are accommodated 
must comply with the requirements of paragraph 416, but w�od sheathing less 
than 21 ins. thick may be allowed on exposed decks forrll:Jng (�e crowns of 
passenger accommodalion, subject to approval by the Chief Shl,? Surveyor. If exposed decks of steel or metal on which passengers are camed are not 
covered with wood or an approved composition, provision must be made to 
prevent passengers from slipping. 
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439. Design and Construction 
Class III  ships must be so designed and constructed as to be capable of 
withstanding any weather they may encounter. 
440. Deductions when lrehicles, callle or other cargo are carried 
When vehicles, cattle or other cargo are caJried in any space measured for 
passengers, the number of passengers is to be reduced by one for every nine 
square feet so occupied. 
In no case may motor vehicles be carried in covered spaces measured for 
passengers without the Ministry's prior approval. Spaces set apart exclusively 
for the carriage of vehicles are not to be included in the spaces measured for 
the determination of passenger numbers. 
441. Marking of Deck Spaces where Passengers are carried 
Except as provided below, each deck space must be marked with a painted 
notice so placed as to be legible to the passengers at all times, in  the following 
terms:-
"The deck from this mark to the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • contains 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  , .  ' "  square feet, and is certified for . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
passengers when not occupied by cargo, stores or other encumbrances. 
When cargo, stores or other encumbrances are carried in this space the 
number of passengers for which the space is certified is to be reduced by 
one for every nine square feet so occupied" . 
If tbe Surveyor is satisfied that vehicles, cattle or other cargo are not to be 
carried in a deck space measured for passengers that space need not be marked 
as indicated above. 
C LASS IV SHIPS 
442. General 
The requirements of paragraphs 413, 414, 415, 422, 423, 430 and 431 apply 
10 Class IV ships. 
443. Number of Passengers 
( I )  Subject to the provision of sub·paragraph (2) the instructions for the 
measurement of passenger spaces arc the same as those laid down for 
Class I I I  ships, except as follows:-
(a) The number of passengers allowed for the main deck should be deter· 
mined by dividing the clear area of the deck in square feet by six. 
(b) The number of passengers allowed for the saloon or cabin under the 
main deck should be determined by dividing the clear area in square 
feet by nine. Only one saloon below deck should normally be included 
in the passenger measurements, but two saloons may be included if of 
moderate size, subject to approval by the Chief Ship Surveyor. 
(c) Where there are seats on skylights or companionway openings, the 
measurements may be extended to the back of these seats. 
(d ) The tops of deck houses should be dealt with in accordance with 
paragraph 423 and the number of persons allowed for such spaces and 
for decks above the main deck should be determined by dividing tbe 
clear area of the space in square feet by nine. 
(e) Where smoke rooms or saloons are situated on tbe main deck, the 
employment of the divisor six may result in a larger number of pass� 
tngers than can be properly accommodated in such spaces. When the 
" Slate the part or the deck to which the measurement in question is la ken. 
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" hole space a\allahle fur passr.ngns IS on the malO deck and tht... gross 
area of such smoke room or saltlclll is nndl'[  90 square fCCI,  the number 
of passengers should he determined h�' di\ idlOg the clear floor space 
by nine, but if Ihl! gross arca is 90 !'quare fecI or above, t he diVisor 
should be six. ThiS restriction neeel not be applied 10 slups which have 
considerable areas available for pas�cllgcrs o n  a bndge ded. or lower 
deck, nor to very small ships. 
(f) No distinction should be made bclv.t:en classes of passengers. 
(g) The requirements of paragraph 426 (Scaling) apply 10 Class I V  sbips 
but where owners consider it impracticable or unreasonable to provide 
seats for all passengers, particulars should he submitted to the Chief 
Ship Surveyor. 
(2) Win,er Numbers 
The number of passengers determined in accordance with the preceding 
instructions should be reduced by onc-third for the period between 3 1st 
October and 1st April for all spaces which arc nol effectively protected 
from the weatber. 
444. Carriage of �'ehic/esl cattle or other cargo in D(!ck Spaces measured for 
Passengers. 
( I )  Spaces set apart e�c1usivcly for the carriage of vehicles must not be 
included in the spaces measured for the determination of passenger 
numbers. 
(2) Motor vehicles must not be carried in covered spaces measured for 
passengers without the Ministry's prior approval. 
(3) When vehicles. cattle or other cargo are carried in any deck space measured 
for passengers, the number of passengers is to be reduced by one for 
every si� square feet (or nine square feet in the case of decks above the 
main deck) so occupied. 
(4) Jf. in ships making short passages, passengers are :lllowed to remain in 
their motor cars or other vehicles, the passenger numbers must still be 
reduced in the manner indicated in sub-paragraph (3) above if such cars 
or vehicles occupy space which has been measured for passengers. The 
number of passengers allowed to remain in the cars or vehicles must not, 
however, be added to the reduced passenger number. 
(5) The Surveyor should draw tbe attention of the Owner or his representa­
tive to tbe advantage of having lines marked on decks to delineate pre­
scribed areas, thus facilitating calculation of the passenger numbers 
appropriate to particular voyages, especially on ships which regularly carry 
motor cars and other vehicles. 
(6) Where passengers are alJowed to remain in their motor cars or other 
vehicles in ships mak.ing short passages, there must be sufficient dearance 
between the vehicles to allow passengers to escape readily in a n  emergency. 
Surveyors should ensure that owners and their representatives are fully 
aware of this requirement and at every convenient opportunity should 
visit such ships to see that it is complied with. 
44S. Marking of Deck Spaces where Passengers are carried 
Except as provided below each deck space must be marked with a painted 
notice, so placed as to be legible to the passen@ers at all times, in Ihe following 
terms:-
"The deck from lhis mark to the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • contains 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  square feel, and is certified for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
passengers when nol occupied by cargo, slore� or other encumlJtances . 
• Stale Ihe part of the deck to which the mcasu�menl in Question is la�en. 1 84 
When cargo, stores or other encumbrances are carried in this space, the 
number of passengers for which the splce is certified must be reduced by 
one for every . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t square feet so occupied". 
If the Surveyor is satisfied that vehicles, cattle or other cargo are not to be 
carried in a deck space measured for passengers, that space need not be marked 
as indicated above. 
446. Water Closets and Urinals 
In  Class IV ships some relaxation from the full requirements of paragraph 
432 may be allowed, having regard to the particular service. 
C L A S S  v S H I PS 
447. General 
The requirements of paragraphs 413, 414.  4 1 5. 422, 423, 430 and 438 apply 
to Class V ships. 
448. Plans and Particulars required 
On first survey, particulars and plans showing the construction, matenals 
and scantlings of the hull should be submitted to the Chief Ship Surveyor. 
The plans should show the extent of the passenger accommodation. 
449. Decked Ships. Number of Passengers 
The number of passengers allowed is to be ascertained I n  the same way as 
for Class IV ships, except as follows:-
(a) The number of passengers allowed for the main deck should be deter· 
mined by dividing the clear area of the deck in square feet by three. 
The forward extremity of the space measured for passengers should be 
detennined by the Surveyor. with due regard to the stowage and 
handling of the anchor and cable and other necessary equipment in 
the bow of the vessel but the restrictIon 10 one-eighth of the vessel's 
registered length (paragraph 423) need nul apply. 
(b) Where smoke rooms or small salvvlls are sItuated on the main deck. 
the use of the divisor three may result In a larger number of passengers 
than can be properly accommodated In  such space. When the wh01e 
space available for passengers is on the main deck and the gross area 
of such smoke room or saloon is undl.!r 90 square feel. the clear area 
should be: divided by nine; if the gros� dfe..! is 90 and under 270 square 
fect, the divisor should be S I X ;  and if the gross area is 270 square feet 
or over, the divisor should be three. This restriction need 110t be applied 
to ships which have considerable areas available for passengers on a 
bridge deck or lower deck, nor to \ery small shi'ps and ships e'(clu"j\ely 
employed as ferry boats. 
(c) The requirements of paragraph 426 (Seating) apply to Class V shl ps. 
but may be relax.ed for ships making short passages,' where there is 
sufficient space clear of the seats to accommodate standing passcngas. 
Scale plans showing the spaces available for standing passengers should 
be submitted. 
(d ) No reduction in passenger numbers need bl." made for the period betwt'en 
31st October and 1st April. 
450. Carriage 0/ Vehicl(,.f, Callle (If otlrer cargo il/ {)l'CJ.. Spaces measurc>t/ {cr 
Passengers 
( I )  Spaces set apart c'(clusivcly for the carriage of \ ehides must nOI be 
t su ror the main deck and nine for decks above the main deck. 
t �5 
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included In the spatcs measured for 1111: detl'rmlnation of passenger 
numbels. 
l2) MOlor \c!1 1c1es must not be cal l 1cd In  cO\ered spacc� measured for 
passengers \\ llhoUI the M i n lstry\ pllor arpro\al 
( 3 )  Whln H·hidcs. c;:Hl le or olhn caq.!fl arc cal  fH:d 1 1\ �rJces Il1l'JSUfed for 
pa!!�engcls the l1urnbel 01 p,h'ieng{'r� I, IQ he l cduced h� ('ne fOl e\ cry 
lillCC square feet (or nine SljUJ , e  feet III the cast' of ded.s ahO\c the 
main dcd, ) sn OtCur1ed 
(4) I f .  I n  sll1r!l llla�lIlg short pa5!!agcs, IMsscllgcrs arc al lil\\cd 10 Icmam i n  
Ihell motor cars or other \ehlcles. passenger numbcrs must still be 
reduced in the manner indicaled ,n sub-r:lfagraph (3) abo\e if  such 
cars or \chicles occupy spac!> ",llIch has bcen measured lor passengers. 
1 he numher of passengers aJlo\\ed 10  rcmam in the cars or vehicles 
must nol ho\\evcr be added 10 the reduced passenger number 
(5)  1 he Suneyor should draw the attention of the owner or his repre­
senl3tiH to Ihe ad\3ntage of hJ\ lng lines t1lar�ed on decks to delineate 
pl escnbcd areas. thus facilllatlllg c>llculatlon of the passenger numbers 
approrriate 10 particular \ 0)'3ges, esrecialiy on ships which regularly 
carr) motor cars 3nd olher \ehides 
(6) � here passengers are alloy,(d LO remam in their motor cars or olher 
vchides in ships 1TI3�ing short passages there must be sufficient clear­
ance bet\\crn Ihe \ ehicles to allo\\ passengers 10 escape readily i n  an 
emergency_ Sune) ors should ensure that  o"' ncrs and Iheir rcprcsenta· 
lives arc fully aware of IhlS requirement and al  every convenient 
oprortunity should \ isit such ships to sce that i t  i s  complied with. 
451. MarJ..lIIg of Deck Spaces whne Passengers are corned 
Except >IS provided belay" each deck sracc must be mar�ed with a painted 
notice. so placed as 10 be Ic�ible 10 the passengers :11 all l imes, in Ihe following 
terms:-
"The deck from Ihls mark to Ihe . .  . . . . .  _ _ _ • contains 
" . . . . . .  square feel, and IS certified for . . . . . .  . 
rassengers when not occupied b} cargo, stores or other encumbrances. 
When CMgO. Slores or other encumbrances arc carried in this space, the 
numher of passengers for \\ hich the !lpace is cenified must be reduced b) 
onc for e,er), . .  . . t square feel so occupied". 
I f  the Sune)or is sat isfied Ihal \ehides. callle or other cargo arc nOI 10 be 
carried in a deck srace measured for passengers, thal sra,,(' need nol be mar�ed 
as indicaled above. 
452. Open Laullclin. Number of Passengers 
The for\\ ard extremil) of the space a\ailablc for the passenger accommoda· 
lIOn is 10 be determined by Ihe Surveyor. with due regard to the proper stowage 
of the anchor and cable and 10  any other necessary t"quipment in Ihe bow of the 
\essel, and the length should be measured rrom this point to Ihe roreside of 
Ihe bulkhead sep3rating the motor srace rrom Ihe passenger space. I f  the 
mOlar IS placed amidships (sce paragrarh .375) an additional srace ma) be 
a \ aliable for p:lssengers bet",een Ihe aftcl bulkhead of thc motor sp3ce and a 
pOSition near the stern of the Hssel 10 be delel ll1l l1('d b) the Sunc)or as suit­
able. h a \ l l1@ due regard 10 the steering arr.lnt(,I1\l'nl� and fuel t3n� spacc. 
l he bleadlhs should be me:t!!ured 31 sUltahle in lc l \ ;\\) tll lhc hJd of the Side 
hellches or 10  the inside of thc gUI1\\ale or hJ the ill�tt!e of the half dt:d (\\here 
tillrd) \\ hichc\er measurement is Icast. 
---------------------------
• Slate Ihe pan of the dcd. 10 "hich the me3SUrl"lUenl In questIon IS ta!..en. 
t nlre<: fOl Ihe main d,."ci. and nine for deds �b(>\c the m3in ded . 
I �(, 
The spaces abreast of the motor may be included in the passenger measure­
ments if the motor IS enclosed by a casing or longlludinal bulkheads constructed 
in accordance with paragraph 375 and if the distance between the sides of the 
casing or bulkheads and the bad of the seals is at lea�t three feel. 
The number of passengers allowable by area is found by_dividing by three 
the area in square feet of the clear space measured as above. Allowance should 
be made for the crew in the area measurements. The number allowable by 
seating is found by dividing the length in feet of each continuous fixed seat by 
1 · 5  the measurements being taken along the inner ede:es of the seats. Where 
buoyant apparatus is used for seating the capacity of each unit is to be computed 
separately. 
The number allo",able for each pari is the lesser of the numbers given by 
area and by seating except in the case of short passages where it is clear that 
the full number as determined by area can safely be carried. 
453. Vessels with Cockpits and Shelters. Number of Passengers 
Vessels which have cockpits with shelters fitted over them should first be 
measured as if  no shelters were provided. The clear area of the top of one 
shelter may then be measured for passengers at the rate of one passenger for 
every nine square feet, provided the Surveyor is satisfied that the structure is 
strong enough, the sides are properly protected and the vessel is sufficiently 
stable to carry all the passengers who can gain access to the top of the shelter. 
The top of only one shelter may be measured unless permission to measure 
more than one is given by the Chief Ship Surveyor. 
Fully, or partly decked vessels having the central portion of the main deck 
raised considerably above the gunwale should be measured under this paragraph 
as though having open cockpits. Where. however. owing to the design of the 
vessel, the Surveyor is of the opinion that any departure from this method of 
measurement is desirable, full particulars should be submitted for consideration. 
"S4. Seating Arrangements 
In all vessels the seating must be so arranged that there will be no serious 
obstacle to prevent a person from passing forward and aft quickly in case of 
emergency. 
455. Water Closets and Urinals 
Some relaxation may be allowed from the full requirements of paragraph 432 
having regard to the particular service. 
456. Stability 
Unless particulars of the position of the transverse metacentre at various 
draughts are available, the inclining experiment to which paragraphs 120 and 
430 refer should be carried out with the vessel loaded with weights to represent 
the fully laden condition. 
In open boats the centre of gravity of the passengers should be taken at 1 foot 
above the seat. 
457. Position of Helmsman 
The Surveyor should ensure that, whatever the design of the vessel, the 
helmsman will at all times have a clear view for safe navigation. 
"58. Awnings 
In view of the importance of ensuring immediate escape of passengers and 
the ready availability of buoyant apparatus in the event of collision or other 
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emergency. awnings should not normall} he fitted. When, howc\cr. an OlA ner 
specially desires 1 0  fit an awning over part of the length of the vessel full 
parllculars should be submllh:d to the Chief Slllp Sun·eyor. 
459. FlOOring 
r loering musl be pro\ Jded throughout the vessel It must be removable to 
al lo\\ for c1eanmg and Inspecllon, and must alia" rapid drainage of y,aler to 
the bilges particularly In open launches. Orain plugs III the skin of the vessel 
" Ill not be permitted. 
460. Structural FIN' Protection 
I n  all  \essels fitted with Internal combust ion engines or oil fired boilers, the 
bulkheads separating the maehlner) space from the accommodalJon spaces 
should normally be made of steel and Insulated so as 10 prO\ ide an effective 
fire dl\ ISIOn (see also paragraph 168). I n  open " ooden boats, hOlAevcr, these 
bulk heads ma} be of wood prOVided the} arc conslructed and lined as reqUired 
III paragraph 375 
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The Minister of Transport in exercise of the powers conferred upon him by section 1 
of the Machant Shipping (Safety Convention) Act, 1 949(a), and of all other powers 




1 .  (I) These Rules shall come into operation on the nineteenth day of November, 
1952, and may be cited as tbe Merchant Shipping (Construction) Rules, 1952. 
(2) In these Rules, unless the context otherwise requires, the following e:Jtpressions 
have the meanings hereby respectively assigned to them: 
o 
.. 'A' Class division" means a bulkhead or part of a deck, in either case complying 
with such of the requirements of Rule 44 of these Rules as are expressed to apply to 
"A" Class divisions. 
" Accommodation space" includes : 
(a) passenger spaces, 
(b) crew space, 
(cl offices. 
(d) pantries, and 
(e) space similar to any of the foregoing, 
not being service spaces or open spaces on deck. 
" 'B' Class division" means a bulkhead complying with such of the requirements 
of Rule 44 of these Rules as are expressed to apply to "B" Class divisions. 
"Breadth of the ship" means the greatest moulded breadth at or below the ship's 
deepest subdivision load water line. 
"Bulkhead deck" means the uppennost deck up to which transverse watertight 
bulkheads are carried. 
"Cargo space" in Part V of these Rules means space appropriated for cargo, 
other than mail and bullion, and trunks leading to such spaces . 
"Control station" includes: 
(a) a radiotelegraph room; 
(b) any other enclosed space which houses 
(i) a compass, direction·finder, radar equipment, a steering wheel, or other 
similar equipment used in navigation; 
• 
(ii) a central indicator connected with a system (or the detection of fire or 
smoke; or 
(rn) an emergency generator. 
" Crew space" means crew accommodation within the meaning of the Merchant 
Shipping Act. 1948(bl. 
(.) 12. 1 3  &. 14  Geo. 6 c. 43. (b) 1 1  & 1 2  Geo. 6. c. 44. 
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"emenon numeral" Ln relation to an) shIp mean( the Clllenon numeral or the 
ship dctenmned In accordance with such of the PlotoolSlon' or the Se('ond Sl,.'hedulr 
to these Rules as annl) 10 that ship. 
"Oraughl" means the tooertical distance from the moulded hase line amidshi� to 
a subdi\ IS Ion load water line. 
"Factor of subdltooision" in relation 10 an) ship or portIon thereof means the factor 
of subdIvision detennined In accordance With weh of the provisions of the Second 
Schedule to these Rules as apply to that ship or portion as the case ma,' be. 
"Floodahle length" in relation to any portion of a ship at any draught means the 
maximum length of that portion having ils centre at a gi\cn point in the ship y.hil�h, 
al that drau�hl and under such of the assumplions of permeability set forth in the 
Second SdlC'dule 10 Ihese R ules as are applicable in the circums'ances, can be 
flooded " IIhout submerging an)' part of the ship's margin line when the ship has 
no list 
"Incombustible material" means material ...... hich when heated to a temperature of 
1382 F. (750 C.) neither bums nor gives oft inflammable vapours in sufIicient 
quantity to ignite al a pilot·name, and the expression "combustible material" shall 
be construed accordingly. 
"Independent poy..er pump" means a pump operated by power otherYlise than 
rrom the ship's main engmes. 
"Length" in relation to a ship means the length or a ship measured between 
perpendiculars taken at the e:ll:tremilics or the deepest subditooision load water line. 
"Machinery space" in every Part or these Rules, other than Parts V and VeAl, 
means space utending rrom the moulded baseline or the ship to the margin line and 
between the e:ll:treme transverse watertight bulkheads bounding the spaces appro· 
priated to the main and auxiliary propelling machinery, boilers, if any. and the 
permanent coal bunkers, if any. 
"Machinery space" in Parts V and VeAl of these Rules includes space in which 
propelling or refngerating machinery, boilers, pumps, engineers' wor\.shops, 
generators, ventilation or air conditioning .machinery, or oil filling stations are 
situated, and trunk ways leading to such spaces. 
"Main circulating pump" means the pump installed for circulating water through 
the main condenser. 
"Main vertical zones" means the ml\in vertical zones into which the hull, super­
structure and deck houses of a ship arc divided in accordance wilh paragraph (2) of 
Rule 4S of these Rules. 
"Margin line" means a line drawn at least 3 inches below the upper surface of the 
bulkhead deck at the side of a ship, and assumed for the purpose of detennining 
the ftoodable length of the .ship. 
"Minister" means the Minister of Transport. 
"Mile" means a nautical mile of 6080 feet. 
"Passenger space" means space provided for the use of passengers. 
"Permeability" in relation to a space means the percentage of that space below 
the .ship's margin line which, on the assumption that it is in use for the purpose for 
which it is appropriated, can be occupied by water. 
"Pt;i>lic Room" includes halls, dining rooms, bars, smoke rooms, lounges, 
recreation rooms, nurseries and libraries. 
··Radiotelegraph room" has the same meaning as in the Merchant Shipping 
(Radio) Rules, 1952« ). 
"Service spact" includes galleys, main pantries, laundries, start rooms, pain1 
rooms, baggage rooms, mail rooms, bullion rooms, carpenters' and plumbers' 
workshops, and lrunkways leading to such spaces. -
(cl S.A. 1952/1956. 
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"Standard fire test" means a test which develops in a test furnace a series of tune-
temperature relationships as follows: 
At the end of the first 5 minutes 
At the end of the first 10 minutes 
AI the cnd of the first 30 minutes 





"Steamer" includes a ship propelled by electricHY or other mechanical power. 
"Subdivision load line" has the same meaning as in Section 23 of the Merchant 
Shipping (Safety and Load Line Conventions) Act, 1932(d). 
"Subdivision load water line" means the water line assumed in determining the 
subdivision of the ship in accordance with these Rules. 
"Watertight" in relation to a structure means capable of preventing the passage 
of water through the structure in any direction under a head of water up to the ship's 
margin line. 
"Weathenight" in relation to a structure means capable of preventing the passage 
of sea water through the structure in ordinary sea conditions. 
(3) These Rules apply to British passenger steamers registered in the United King­
dom. Provided that the Minister may exempt any ship the keel of which was laid before' 
the date on which these Rules come into operation, not being a ship converted on or 
after that date for service as a passenger steamer, from the requirements of these Rules 
to the extent that he is satisfied tbat compliance therewith is unreasonable or impractic­
able in the circumstances. 
(4) The Interpretation Act. 1889(e), shall apply to the interpretation of these Rules 
as it applies to the interpretation of an Act of Parliament. 
Classification of Ships 
2. (I) For the purposes of these Rules British passenger steamers registered in the 
United Kingdom shall be arranged in Classes as follows: 
Ships engaged on lntunalionol Voyages 
Class 1 .  Ships engaged on voyages any of which are long international voyages. 
Class 11 .  Ships engaged on voyages (not being long international voyages) any of 
which are short international voyages. 
Ships not engaged on lnrernationa/ Voyages 
Class II(A). Ships engaged on voyages of any kind other than international 
voyages. 
Class Ill. Ships engaged only on voyages in the course of which they are at no 
time more than 70 miles by sea from their point of departure and not more than 
1 8  miles from the coast of the United Kingdom, and which are at sea only in fine 
weather and during restricted periods. 
Class IV. Ships engaged only on voyages of the following descriptions: 
(a) voyages in partially smooth waters; 
(b) voyages in smooth waters. 
Class V. Ships engaged only on voyages in smooth waters. 
Class VI. Ships engaged only on voyages of the following descriptions: 
(a) voyages with not more than 250 passengers on board. to sea or in panially 
smooth waters, in either case in fine weather and during restricted periods, 
in the course of which the ships are at no time more than 1 5  mHes, exclusive 
of any smooth waters. from their point of departure nor more than 3 miles 
from land; 
(b) voyages in smooth waters. 
Class VHA). Ships carrying not more than 50 passengers for a distance of not 
more than 6 miles on voyages to or from isolated communities on the islands or 
coast of Scotland, and which do not proceed for a distance of more than 3 miles 
from land. 
(d) 22 Geo . .5. l·. 9. (e) .52 & 53 Vie!. c. 63. 
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(2) For the purposes of this Rule the following expressions have the meanings bereby 
respectively assigned to them. that is to say: 
"Long international voyage" means an international voyage which is not a short 
international voyage within the meamng of the Merchant Shipping (Safety Conven­
tion) Act, 1949. 
"Partially smooth waler�" means, as respects any period specified in the First 
Schedule 10 these Rules. the waters of any of the areas specified in the tbird column 
of that Schedule in relation to that period. 
"Restricted period" means a period falling wholly within the following limits: 
(a) from 1st April to 3 1st October, both dates inclusive; and 
(b) between one hour before sunrise and one hour after sunset in the case of 
ships fitted with navigation lights confonning to the collision regulations, 
and between sunrise and sunset in the case of any other ships. 
"Sea" does not include any partially smooth waters. 
" Smooth waters" means any waters not being the sea or partially smooth waters, 
and in particular means waters of' any of the areas specified in the second column of 
the First Schedule to these Rules. 
"Voyage" includes an excursion. 
Structural Strength 
3. The structural strength of every ship to which these Rules apply shall be sufficient 
for the service for which the ship is intended. 
PAR T J I  
W A T E R T I G H T  SUBDIVISION 
Application of Part J/ 
4. This Part of these Rules applies to every ship to which these Rules apply, not 
being an open or partially decked ship of Class V or a ship of Class VI carrying less 
than 1 5 1  passengers or a ship of Class Vl(A). 
Walenight Subdivision 
5. Every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies shall be subdivided by bulk· 
heads, which shaU be watertight up to the bulkhead deck, into compartmeots the 
maximum length of which shall be calculated in accordance with such of the provisions 
of the Second Schedule to these Rules as apply to that ship. Every other portion of the 
internal structure which affects the efficiency of the subdivision of the ship shall be 
watertight, and shall be of a design which will maintain the integrity of the subdivision. 
Peak and Machinery Space Bulkheads, Shaft Tunnels, etc. 
6. ( I )  Every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies shall be provided wilh a 
collision bulkhead whIch shall be watertight up to the bulkhead deck and shall be 
fitted at a distance from the ship's forward perpendicular of Dot less than 5 per cent. 
of the length of the ship and not more than 10 feet plus 5 per cent. of such length. If 
the ship has a forward superstructure, the collision bulkhead shall be extended weather· 
tight to the deck nexl above the bulkhead deck. The extension shall be fitted directly 
over the collision bulkhead below unless it is at least 5 per cent. of the length of the 
sbip from the forward perpendicular and the part of the bulkhead deck which fonn .. 
the step is made wcathertight. The plating and stiffeners of such eKtension shall be 
constructed in accordance with the provisions of the Fourth Schedule to these Rules 
as if the e"tension fonned part of a bulkhead immediately below the bulkhead deck. 
(2) Every such ship shall be provided with a watertight afterpeak bulkhead and with 
watertight bulkheads dividing the space appropriated to the main and auxiliary pro­
peUing machinery, boilers, if any, and the permanent coal bunkers, if any, from other 
spaces. Such bulkheads shall be watenight up to the bulkhead deck. Provided that the 
afterpcak bulkhead may be Slopped below the bulkhead deck if the safely of the ship is 
001 thereby impaired. 
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(3) The stern gland of every such ship shall be Situated In a watenight shaft tunnel 
or other watertight space separate from the stern tube compartment and of such a 
volume that if the tunnel or space is flooded the margin hne Will Dot be submerged. 
The stern tube shall be enclosed In a watertight compartment, the volume of which 
shall be the smallest compatible with the proper design of the ship. 
Double Bolloms 
7. (I)  Subject to the provisions of this Rule every ship of Classes I ,  J1  and II(A) 
shall be fitted with a watertight double bottom which shall be at least of the foUowlDg 
extent: 
(a) in ships of 200 feet but less than 249 feet in length: from the machinery space to 
the collision bulkhead or as near to that bulkhead as is practicable; 
(b) in ships of 249 feet but less than 330 feet in length: from the colhsion bulkhead 
to the afterpeak bulkhead or as near to those bulkheads as is pracucable, but 
not necessarily in the machinery space; 
(c) in ships of 330 feet in length and upwards: from the collision bulkhead to the 
afterpeak bulkhead or as near to those bulkheads as is practicable. 
(2) When a double bottom is required by this Rule to be fitted in a ship, the Inner 
bottom shall be continued out to the ship's sides 10 such a manner as to protect the 
bottom to the turn of the bilge. The inner bottom shall be deemed to be adequate for 
this purpose if the line of intersection of the outer edge of the margin plate With the 
bilge plating is not lower at any point than a horizontal plane passing through the pomt 
of intersection with the frame line amidships of a transverse diagonal line inclined at 
25 degrees to the base line and cutting it at  a point one·half of the ship's moulded 
breadth from the rniddJe line. 
(3) Wells constructed in the double bottom for the purpose of drainage shall not be 
larger or extend downwards more than is necessary for such purpose, and shall not be 
less than 18 inches from the outer bottom or from the inner edge of the margin plate. 
Provided that a well extending to the outer bottom may be constructed at the after 
end of a shaft tunnel. 
(4) Wells for purposes other than drainage shall not be constructed in the double 
bottom. The Minister may exempt any ship from the requirements of this paragraph 
in respect of any well which he is satisfied will not diminish the protection given by 
the double bottom. 
(5) Nothing in this Rule shall require a double bottom to be fitted in way of water· 
tight compartments used exclusively for the carriage of liquids, if the safety of the ship 
will not be impaired in the event of bottom or side damage by reason of the absence 
of a double bottom in that position. 
(6) The Minister may exempt any ship of Class 1 1  or JI(A) from the requirements of 
a double bottom in any portion of the ship which is subdivided by applltaUon of a 
factor of subdivision not exceeding . 5, if he is satisfil..d that the fitting of a double 
bottom in that portion of the ship would not be compatible witb the design and proper 
working of the ship. 
Stability in Damaged Condilion 
, 
8. (I) Every ship to which this Part of these !tu1es applies shall be so constructed as 
to provide sufficient intact stability in all service conditions to enable the ship to with· 
stand the final flooding of any one of the main compartments into which the ship is 
subdivided in accordance with the provisions of Rule 5 of these Rules. If two of the 
main compartments. being adjacent to each other. are separated by a bulkhead whicb 
is stepped, the intact stability shall be adequate to withstand the final floodmg of those 
compartmenH. If the ship's factor of subdivision is ·5 or less, the intact stability shall 
be adequate to withstand the final flooding of any two of the main compartments 
wruch are adjacent to each other. 
(2) For the purposes of this Rule the sufficiency of the intact stability of every such 
ship shall be detennincd in accordance with the provisions of the Third Schedule to 
these Rules. 
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(3) (0) Every ship to whIch this Part of these Rules applies shall be so constructed 
as to k�p unsymmetrical flooding when the ship IS in a damaged condition at the 
minimum consistent with efficIent arrangements. If  cross-flooding fittings are provided 
10 :-.ny such shIp the fillings and the maximum heel of the ship before equalisation shall 
be such 3S will not endanger the safety of the ship. 
(b) If the margin line may become submerged during the flooding assumed for the 
purposes of the calculation referred to in the Third Schedule to these Rules. the con­
struction of the ship shall be such as will enable the master of the ship to ensure 
(i) that the maximum angle of heel during any stage of such flooding will not be 
such as will endanger the safety of the ship; and 
(ii) that the margin line will not be submerged in the 60al stage of flooding. 
(4) (a) There shall be provided in every such ship a document for the use of the master 
of the ship containing information as to the use of any cross-flooding fittings provided 
in the ship. 
(b) There shall be provided in every ship of Classes I, 1 1  and JJ(A) a document for 
me use of the master of the ship containing the following additional information: 
(I) information necessary for the maintenance of sufficient intact stability under 
service conditions to enable the ship to withstand damage to the extent referred 
to in the Third Schedule 10 these RuJes; and 
(u) information as to the conditions of stability on which the calculations of heel 
have been based, together with the information that excessive heeling might 
result should the ship sustain damage when in a less favourable condition 
Construction of Watertight Bulkheads, etc. 
9. ( I) In every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies every portion of the 
ship required by these Rules to be watertight shall be constructed in accordance with 
such of the requirements of the Fourth Schedule to these Rules as apply to it. 
(2) In every such ship all tanks fonning part of the structure of the ship and used 
for the storage of oil fuel or other liqUIds Including douhle bottoms, peak tank.s, settling 
tanks and bunkers, shall be of a design and construction adequate for that purpose. 
Openings in WOlfrtighf Bulkheads, �IC. 
10_ (I)  In every ship of Oasses I .  11  and II(A) the number of openings In bulkheads 
and other structures required by these Rules to be watertight shall be the minimum 
compatible with the design and proper working of the ship. 
(2) So far as practicable, trunks installed in connection with ventilation, forced 
draught or refrigeration systems in any such ship shall not pierce sucb bulkheads or 
structures. 
(3) Every tunnel above the double bottom, if any, in such a ship whether for access 
from the crew space to the machinery space, for piping or for any other purpose, which 
passes through such a bulkhead shall be watertight. The means of access to at Jeast 
one end of such tunnel, if it may be used as a passage at sea, shall be through a trunk­
way extending watertight to a height sufficient to permit access above the margin line. 
The means of access to the other end of Ihe tunnel shall be through a watertight door. 
No tunnel shall extend through the first subdivision bulkhead abaft the collision 
bulkhead. 
(4) Not more than one doorway (other than a bunker or tunnel doorway) shaU 
pierce such a bulkhead in the machinery space in any such ship. If any such bulkhead 
is pierced by a doorway the doorway shall be placed so as to have the sill as high as 
possible in the sh.ip. 
(S) Doorways, manholes and access openings shaU not be fitted in the collisioo 
bulkhead below the margjn line of any such ship or in any other bulkllead which is 
required by tbese RuJes to be watenight and which divides a cargo space from another 
cargo space or from a permanent or reserve bunker. Provided that the Minister may 
permit any such ship to be fitted with doorways in bulkheads dividing two between 
deck cargo spaces It lie is satisfied that: 
(i) the doorways are nt"CeSsory rN the proper working of the ship; 
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(ii) the number of <;uch doorways in the ship is the minilllum compatible with the 
design and proper working of the ship, and they are filled al the highc:'!! practic­
able levci; and 
(i i i)  the outboard \ertical edges of su..:h doory,a)s arc sltuatcd al a dl!>tancc from the 
ship's shell pl'1.Iing y,lliell is not less than one-fifth of the breadth of the ship, 
such dist<lnce being measured al right angles 10 the centre line of the ship a l  the 
level of the deepest subdivision load W?ler line. 
(6) In every ship of Cia<;ses I ,  11  and 1I(A) bUlkheads outside the mal.:hincr) space 
which arc required by these Rules to be watertight shall not be pierced by openings 
which are capable of being closed only by portable bolted plates. 
(7) I n every ship of Classes 1 1 1  10 VI, inclusive, 10 which this Part of these Rules 
applies, bulkheads required by these Rules to be watertight shall not be pierced by 
doorways, ventilation trunks, or other similar openings. 
(8) In every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies: 
(a) (i) valves and cocks nOI forming part of a pipe system shall nol be filted in any 
bulkhead required by these Rules to be watertight; 
(ii) if any such bulkhead is pierced by pipes, scuppers, electric cables or other 
similar fittings, provision shall be made which will ensure that the watertight­
ness of the bulkhead is not thereby impaired. 
(b) The collision bulkhead of such a ship shall not be pierced below the margin line 
by more than one pipe. Provided that if the forepeak in such a ship is divided 
to hold two different kinds of liquids the collision bulkhead may be pierced 
below the margin line by not more than two pipes. Any pipe which pierces the 
collision bulkhead of such a ship shall be fitted with a screw-down valve CClpable 
of being operated from above the bulkhead deck, the valve chest being secured 
to the forward side of the collision bulkhead. 
Means 0/ Closing Openings in Walerlfght Bulkheads, etc. 
11.  ( I )  In every ship of Classes I, J I  and JI(A) efficient means shall be provided for 
closing and making watertight all openings in bulkheads and other structures required 
by these Rules to be watertight. 
(2) Every door fitted to any such opening shall be a sliding watertight door. Provided 
that, in a ship of Class I, or in any ship of Class II or Il{A) which is not required by 
paragraph 9 of the Second Schedule to these Rules to have a factor of subdivision of 
. .5 or less, hinged watertight doors may be fitted: 
Ca) in passenger, crew and working spaces above any deck the underside of which at  
its lowest point is  at  least 7 feet above the deepest subdivision load water line; and 
(b) i n  any such bulkhead, not being a collision bulkhead, which divides two cargo 
between deck spaces. 
(3) Every such h inge� watertight door shall be fitted with catches capable of being 
worked from each side of the bulkhead in which the door is fined. 
(4) All doors required by these Rules to be watertight shall be secured by means 
other than bolts, and shall be closed by means other than gravity or a dropping weight. 
(5) In every ship of Classes I, 11  and II(A) watertight doors fitted in bulkheads 
between permanent and reserve bunkers, other than the doors referred to in paragraph 
(3) of Rule 12 of these Rules. shall always be accessible. 
Means o/ Operatin! Sliding Watertight Doors 
12. (1) If, in any ship of Class I, or a ship of Class I 1  or Class I1(A) not required by 
paragraph 9 of the Second Schedule to these Rules to have a factor of subdivision of 
. .5 or less. any sliding watertight door fitted in a bulkhead (other than a door at the 
entrance to a tunnel) is in.-a position which may require it to be opened at sea and the 
sill thcreof is below the deepest subdivision load water line, the following requirements 
shall apply: 
(a) I f the numberof such doors exceeds five, all such doors and all tunnel doors shall 
be operated by power and shall be t::apable of being simultaneously closed from 
a central control situated on the bridge; 
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(b) I f the number of such doors does not exCt"<:d fiv<:: 
(I) If the cnlenon numeral of the o;hlp does not e'<cccd )0, such doors and tunnel 
doors shall nOI be n:qulled to be operated b) po'Aer. 
(I i) if the cnterlon numeral of the slllp exceeds )0, all  such doors and all tunnel 
doors shall be operated by no,ler and shall be capable of bemg simultaneomly 
dosed from a central control Situated on the bridge. Pro,ided thai, if there 
IS only onc !'uch door and one tunnel door In the slup. both of "hich arc in 
the machlncr)' space, they shall not be required to be operated by po\\er. 
(2) In every ship of Class 1 1  or II(A) reqUired by paragraph 9 of the Second Schedule 
10 the!'!! Rules to have a factor of subdl"i.,ion not exceeding 5, all sliding watertight 
doors shall be operated by pOI\er and shall be capable of being simultaneously elosed 
from a central control Situated on the bodge. PrO\ ".Jcd that, If  in any such ship there 
is only onc such door and 11 IS In the machinery space, I 1  shall not Ix required to be 
operated b) pov.cr. 
(3) If, in  any ship of Class I ,  1 1  or lI (A) any sliding watertight doors which may be 
opened at sea for the purpose of trimming coal arc tillcd between bunkers in the 
be1\l.een decks bclo" the bulkhead deck, such doors shall be operated by power. 
(4) If, In any slup of Class I ,  1 1  or JHA) a trul1k\\JY, beLng part of a refrigeration, 
Hnl.lallon or forced drauglH system, IS carned through more than onc transverse 
watefllghl bulkhead and the sills of the openLngs of such trunkwa),s are less than 
7 feet abo\e the deepest subdivision load \\atcr tine, the slLdlng watertight doors al  
such openings shall be operated by rx>"er. 
(5) If " sliding watcrtLght doo. LS required b) these Rules to be operated by power 
from " ccnlral control, the power system shalt be �o arranged that the door can also 
be operated b) po\\cr at the door itself. Thc arrangement shall be such that the door 
will clo�e automatlCall) If  opened at the door lI�elf after being closed from the central 
control, and "Ill  be capable of being kept clo<:ed al the door itself notwithstanding 
that an attempt may be made 10 open it from the central control. Handles for control­
ling the po .... er s).!Item shall be proVided at both sides of the bulkhead in which the door 
is situated and shall be so arranged that any p('r�on passing through the doorway is 
able 10 hold both handles In the open position s'multaneoll�ly. 
(6) I n  eHry sh;p of Classes I, 1 1  and IICA) therc shall be at  least 1\\ 0 sources of 
power for opening and closing all sliding waterlLght doors which arc required by these 
Ru'e� 10 be operated by po\\ cr, and each po,>,-er unit shall be suffiCient to operate 
simultaneously all such doors in the siup. An Indicator ::.hall be filled at the central 
control to show .... helhcr sufficient pm\cr is ;l\adable for such purposes. Any nuid used 
for Ihe purpose of operating such doors shall be incapable of freezing at  the tempera­
lures likely to be encountered on the \ oyages on \\hich the ship is engaged. 
(7) In  every such ship every sliding watertLght door which is operated by pmHr shall 
be pro\ided with efficient hand-operating gear which can be operated both at the door 
itself and at an accessible position above the bull-head deck. At the position above the 
bulkhead deck the hand-operating gear shall be operated \.\>ith an all-round crank 
motion. 
(8) In every such ship if a sliding watertight door is not required 10 be operated by 
power, It shall be provided wilh efficient hand-operating gear with an al l-round crank 
motion, both at  the door ilself and at an accessible position above the bull-head deck. 
(9) I .. c\ery such o;hip the hand-opcratin(! gear for operating the sliding "atertight 
door In the madllOery space from above the hulk head declt. shall be placed outside the 
machinery space unless such a position is incon�islent \\ ilh the effici"nt arrangement 
of thc necessary gearing. 
H 'arnlighr DU(lrr: Sig'lOll ami C.ufUm icolionJ 
13. ( \ )  I ,"ry slldLng "atertight dour lillcd in a ship of ('lass l .  1 1  or I I f A) shall be 
connected \\ilh an indicalor at each po"ilLon from \\hich th" dl'l)/ m:l) be clo�ed, otller 
than at the duor /t�elf, ... ho"ing " hllhcr the duor is open or closed. 
(2) There shall be pro\ Ided In connection \\ Ith e\ cry such door \\ hlch IS opcrated by 
po\\cr a me:.!n .. of giVing an audible warmng 3 1  the door Itself when the door 1!rI about 
to be dO!rled. Till.' arrangl.'lllclIl s.hall be SUL'h Ihat onc mO\emenl al the position from 
",Iueh the door IS about to be dosed Will be !rIulh\':ll.'lIl to sound the signal and to close 
the door, the sign,,1 precedmg Ihe mo\ement of the door by an Interval sufficlenl to 
allow the movement of persons and articles a\\3} from the door. 
(3)  If any door required by these R ules 10 be walertlght is nol capable of bemg 
operated from a cenlral conlrol, mea:1S of communication by telegraph, telephone or 
otherwise shall be proVided \\hereby Ihe officer of the watch may commumcate with 
the person responsible Jor Ihe closing of the door. 
Construc/io" of lVatulIghl Doors 
14. ( I )  Every door required by these RlIles 10 be watertight shall be of such deSign, 
material and construction as Will mamtaln the mtegfllY of the watertight bulkhead in 
which it is fitted. 
Any such door giving direct access to any space which may contain bunker coal 
shall, together With ItS frame, be made of cast or mild steel. Any such door in any other 
posItion shall, togelher wilh Its frame, be made of cast or mild steel or cast iron. 
(2) Every slidmg watertight door shall be filled with rubbing faces of brass or sumlar 
material which may be fitted either on the door Itself or on the door frame, and which, 
if they are of less than one inch in width. shall be filled III recesses. 
(3) If screw gear is used for operating such a door, the screw shall work in a nut of 
suitable non-corrodible metal. 
(4) The frame of every vertically sliding watertight door shall have no groove at the 
bottom thereof in which dirt may lodge. The bottom of such a frame, if it is of skeleton 
form, shall be so arranged that din cannot lodge therein. The bottom edge of every 
such door shall be tapered or bevelled. 
(5) Every vertically sliding watertight door which is operated by power shall be so 
deSigned and fitted that, ir  the power supply ceases, there shall be no danger of the 
door dropping. 
(6) Every horizontally sliding watertight door shall be so Installed as to prevent Its 
moving if the ship rolls, and if necessary a clip or other suitable device shall be provided 
for that purpose. The device shall not interfere with Ihe closing of the door "hen the 
door is required to be closed. 
(7) The frame of every watertight door shall be properly fitted 10 the bulkhead In 
which the door is situated, and the jointing material between the frame and the bulk· 
head shall be or a type which will not deteriorate or be injured by heat. 
(8) Every watertight door, being a coal·bunker door. shall be provided with screens 
or other devices to prevent coal from interfering with its closing. 
Openings in the Shell Plati"g below the Margin Line 
15. ( I )  In every ship to which this Part of Ihese Rules applies, the number of side 
!lcuttles, scuppers, sanitary discharges and other openings in the shell plating below 
the margin line shall be the minimum compatible with the design and proper working 
of the ship. 
(2) The arrangements for closing each such opening below the margin line shall be 
consistent with its intended purpose and shall be such as will ensure watertightness. 
(3) (a) In every ship of Classes I, 1 1  and II(A) the number of side scuttles below the 
margin line which are capable of being opened shall be the minimum compatible with 
the requirements of the proper operation of the ship. 
(6) If in a bel\\ecn decks of such a �hlp the sills of any side scuttles are below a line 
drawn parallcl to the bulkhead deck at side and ha\ing its lo",est point two and one­
half per cent. or the breadth of the ship abO\e the deepest subdivision load \\ater line. 
e .. ery Mde scuttle in that I>ctwel.'n decks shall be of a non-opening type. If  in a Oetween 
decks of such a ship all Ihe stlls of the side scultle!l arc above the arorcsaid line, every 
side scuttle in that between decks shall be either of a non-opening type or Incapable of 
being opened except by a person authorised to do so by the master of the ship. 
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(4) I n  ev(ry slllp of Classes (If to VI, inclusive. to whic� this Part of these Rules 
applies all 'IIJC 'ieutlles below the margin hne shall be of a non·openmg type. 
(5)  I n  every ship to which tills Pari of these R ules applies, every side seutlle below 
the margin hne shall be fitted with an efficient hInged dead lIght permanenlly 311aehed 
�o that I t  clln be read d) and elTectivdy closed and secured watertight. Provided that 
abafT J POint onc-eIghth of the length of the slup from the forward perpendicular and 
ahoH� a line dra" n parallel to the bul!..head dcck al Side and having us lowest pomt 
at J height of 1 2  fccl plus t ...... o and onc-half per cent. of the breadth of the ship abO\e 
the ,IHfl\ dccpc�t subdiVISion load "aler hne, dead lights may for lht" purposes of Ihese 
Rules be florlable In crew spaces and In passenger spaces not appropriated for the use 
of �Iccragc pa<,sengcrs wllhm the meaning of Part 1 1 1  of the principal Act. 
(6) Side scuttles shall not br.' fitted below the margin line m any space In a ship to 
which tillS PilrI of the�e Rules applies wluch is appropriated solely to the carriage of 
cargo or coal. If Side scuttles arc filled in spaces below the margin line which may be 
appropriated to the carriage eilher of cargo or of passengers such Side scuttles and 
theIr deadhghls shall be so constructed as to be incapable of being opened except by 
a pcrc;on authOrISed 10 do so by Ihe master of the ship. 
(7) Automatic \enldatlng side scuttles shall nol be fitted below the margin line in 
Ihe shell plating of any such ship. 
(8) In} I n  ever)' ship to which this Part of these Rules applies each inlet and discharge 
led through the shell plating below the margin hne shall be fitted with efficient and 
re.ldll) <1cl.:esslble means for preventing the accidenlal admission of \\ater into the ship. 
(b) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, each discharge led through 
the shdl plating fro'l1 spaces b::low the margin line, not being a discharge in connection 
with machinery. shall be provided with either: 
(I) one automatIC non-return valve fitted with a poSitive means by which it can be 
cloled from a readily accessible position above the ship's bulkhead deck and 
with an indicator at the position from which the valve may be closed to show 
whether the vahe 15 opcn or dosed; or 
(11) two automatic non·return valves. the upper of which IS so situated above the 
stup's deepest subdivision load water line as to be always accessible for examina­
tion under service conditions and is of a horizontal balanced type which is 
normally closed. 
(c) Any valve fitted In  compliance with the requirements of sub·paragraph Cb) which 
IS a gcared \ alve, or the lower of two non·geared valves. shall be secured to the ship's 
shell plating. 
(d) All cocks and valves attached to inlets or discharges, other than inlets or dis· 
charges connected "ith maclllnery, being cocks or valves fitled below the margin line 
or the f�u lure of which may affect the subdivision of the ship, shall be made of steel, 
bronLC, or other equall) efficient material. 
(t') Main and auxiliary inle1S and discharges connected with machinery shall be 
fitted '\nh readily accc.!>sible cocks or valves between the pipes and the ship·s shell 
platllls or between the pipes and a fabrIcated box attached to the shell plating. Such 
cocks or vahes of more (han 3 inches bore attached to such inlets or discharges shall be 
made of steel, bronze, or other equally efficient material. I f  made of steel such cocks and 
valvc\ \l1all be protected against corrosion. 
{I> DIscharge pipes led through the shell plating below the margin line of any ship or 
CI.lhe\ I to I l l .  IIlcluc;ive. shall not bt fitted in a direct IlIle between the outboard 
opening and the connection "ith the deck. \\:Her close I or other similar fitting, but 
\hall be arranged \\ llh bends or elbows of substantial m(lal olher than cast iron or lead. 
(g)  All dlc;charge pipes led through the shell plating helow the margin line in such 
a ship and the valves relating thereto shall be protected rrom damage. 
(h) All holts connecting cock'i, valves. discharge pipes and other similar (quipm�nt 
to the ,hell platlllg of such a ship l>clow the margin line shall ha\e their heads out'ilde 
Ihe shell plating, and shall be either countersunk or cup·hcaded. 
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( i) Effi�ie�t �eans shall h:e provided for the drainage of all watertight decks below 
the margin line m such 3 ship and any drainage pipes shall be so fitted with valves or 
otherwise arranged as to avoid the danger of water passing from a damaged to an 
undamaged compartment. 
(j)  The inboard opening of every ash-shoot, rubbish-shoot and other similar shoot 
in such a ship sl�all
.
bc fi�tcd with an eOkient watertight cover, and, if such opening is 
below the margm hne, It shall also be fitted with an automatic non-return valve in 
the shoot in a readily accessible position above the ship's deepest subdIVision load 
water line. The valve shall be of the horizontal balanced type. nonnally closed and 
prov1ded with local means for securing it in a closed position. The requirements of thiS 
paragraph shall not apply to ash ejectors and expellers the inboard openings of which 
are in the ship's stoke hold and necessarily below the deepest subdiVision load water 
line. Such ejectors and expellers shall be filled with means which will prevent water 
entering the ship. 
(k) Any gangway port, cargo port, or coaling port fitted below the margin line of 
such a ship shall be of adequate strength and its lowest point shall not be below the 
ship's deepest subdivision load water line. 
(9) The Minister may exempt any ship of Classes IV to VI, inclusive, from the 
requirements of paragraph (8) of this Rule to the extent that he is satisfied that corn 
pliance therewith is unreasonable or impracticable in the circumstances. 
Side and Olht'r Openings above the Margin Line 
16. In every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies side scuttles, gangway 
ports, cargo ports, coating ports, .lnd other openings in the shell plating above the 
margin line and their means of closing shall be of efficient design and construction 
and of sufficient strength having regard to the spaces in which they are fitted and their 
positions relative to the deepest subdivision load water l ine. and to the intended service 
t)f the ship. 
Wealher Deck 
17_ In every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies the bulkhead deck or a 
deck above the bulkhead deck shall be weathertight. All openings in a we2.thertight 
deck shall have coamings of adequate height and strength and shall be provided With 
efficient and rapid means of closing so as to make them weathertight. Freeing ports 
or scuppers shall be provided for clearing such deck of water under all weather 
conditions. 
Subdivision Load Lin�s 
18. ( I )  Every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies shall be marked on its 
sides amidships with the subdivision load lines assigned to it by the Minister. The 
marks shall consist of horizontal lines one inch in breadth, and nine inches in length 
in the case of a ship which is a load line ship for the purposes of the Merchant Shipping 
(Safety and Load Line Conventions) Act. 1932, and twelve inches in length in the case 
of any other ship. The marks shall be painted in white or yellow on a dark ground or 
in black on a light ground, and shall also be cut in or centre-punched on iron or steel 
ships, and cut into the planking on wood ships. 
(2) The subdivision load lines shall be identified with the letter C, and, in the case 
of ships of Classes J and Il, with consecutive numbers beginning from the deepest sub­
division load line which shall be marked Cl. In the case of ships of Oasses l l(A) to 
VI, inclusive: 
(a) if there is only one subdivic;ion load line it shall be identified with the letter C: 
(b) if there is more than one subdivision load line the subdivision load lines shall be 
identified with the letter C and with consecutive lellers beginning from the 
deepest subdivision load line, whIch shall be marked CA. 
The identifying letters and numerals, shall in every case be painted and cut or centre­
punched, as the case may be, on the sides of the ship in the same manner 3S the lines 
to which they relate. 201 
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PART I I ( A )  
SHIPS N O T  REQUIRED TO COM P LY W I T H  P A R T  1 1  
ApplicatiOIl of ParI II(A) 
19. This Part of these R ules applies to every open or partially decked ship of Class V, 
and to every ShlP of Class VI carrying less than 1 5 1  passengers, and to every ship of 
Class VI(A). 
Openings in (he Sides 0/ the Ship 
20. ( I )  Efficient means shall be provided for preventing tile accidental admission of 
water into any ship to which this Part of these Rules applies through any openings in 
the sides of the ship. 
(2) Every side scultle fitted in such a ship shall be of the non-opening type and sball 
be w31ertighl and of sufficient strength having regard to its position in the ship. 
P A R T  I 1 1  
BILGE P U M PING A R R A NG E M EN TS 
Application of Part III 
21. This Part of these Rules applies to every ship to which Ihese Rules apply. 
General 
22. Except i n  the case of open ships of Classes V and VI nol exceeding 40 feet in 
length, and not proceeding on voyages to a point more Ihan 3 miles from the starling 
pOint, every ship to which these Rules apply shall be provided with an efficient pumping 
plant capable of pumping from and draining any watertight compartment in the ship 
under all conditions likely to arise in practice after a casualty, whether or not the ship 
remains upright. Wing suctions shall be provided if necessary for that purpose. 
EfficlcOI arrangements shall be provided whereby water i n  any watertight compartment 
may hnd its way to the suction pipes. Efficient means shall be provided for draining 
water from all insulated holds and insulated between decks in such a ship. 
Number and Type of Bilge Pumps: Ships of Classes J and JJ 
23. ( 1 )  Every ship of Classes I and 1 1  shall be provided with pumps connected to the 
bilge main in accordance with the following table: 
Length of Ship Less than )00 fl • I )00 ft or more . 
Cnterion numeral less than )0 and It..'SS than I )0 and 
30 over 30 over 
Number of hand pumps of the crank 
type (may be replaced by one 
Independent power pump) , -- - --
Number of matn engine pumps (may 
be replaced by ODe independent power , 
pump) . . . • I I I I 
Number of independent power pumps . I 3 2 I 3 
(2) The aforesaid pumping plant shall be arranged as follows: 
(a) i n  ships provided with two hand pumps of the crank type in compliance with the 
foregoing paragraph, one of such pumps shall be installed forward and the 
other aft; 
(b) in all  other ships of Classes 1 and I l :  
(i) one of the pumps shall be an efficient emergency pump of a submersible type 
having its source or power and the necessary controls situated above the ship's 
bulkhead deck; or 
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(ii) the power pumps �n, the ship and their sources of po",cr shall be so disposed th:ou�hout I.he ship s l.ength that under any condition of floodmg which the ship 1� required 10 wlthst
,
and at least one such pump in an undamaged 
walenlghl compartment wiJ\ be available, 
Number and Type 0/ Bilge Pumps: Ships o/ C/asses JJ(A) and JJ/ 
24. ( I )  Every ship of Classes II(A) and 1 1 1  shall be provided wilh bilge pumps In 
accordance with the following table: 
length of Ship 
in feel 
Under 50 . 
SO and under 100 
100 and under 250 
250 and under 300 















One of the lever Iype for each water· 
tlghl comparlmenl, or one of Ihe 
crank type:. 
One of Ihe lever type for each water· 
light compartment, or one of the 
crank type. 
One of the crank type. 
Two of the crank type. 
• The main engine pump may be replaced by one independent power pump. 
t The hand pumps specified in this column may be replaced by one independent power pump. 
(2) In every such ship of less than 300 feet but not less than 250 feet in length provided 
with two hand pumps of the crank type in accordance with the foregoing paragraph, 
in every such ship of 300 feet in length or more and in every ship of under 300 feet in 
length where the hand pump or pumps are replaced by an independent power pump, 
paragraph (2) of Rule 23 of these Rules shall apply to the pumping arrangements as it 
applies to the pumping arrangements in ships of Classes I and 11. 
Number and Type of Bilge Pumps elc.: Ships 0/ CJasses I V 10 VI(A) inclusive 
25. ( I )  Every ship of Class IV shall be provided with a power bilge pump, which 
may be worked by the ship's main engines, and, in addition, a hand pump other than 
a hand pump of the lever type. 
(2) Every ship of Classes V, VI  and VI(A) shall be provided with bilgc pumps and 
means for bailing as follows: 
(a) Every such ship exceeding 60 feet in length shall be provided with a power pump, 
which may be worked by the main engine, and, in addition, a hand pump other 
than a hand pump of the lever type. 
(b) Every such ship, being a decked ship not exceeding 60 feet in length, shall be 
provided with a hand pump other than a hand pump of the lever type. 
(c) Every such ship, being a partially decked ship not exceeding 60 feet in length, 
shall be provided with a hand pump, and, in addition. two bailcrs or one bailer 
and one bucket. 
(d) Every such ship, being an open ship exceeding 40 feet in lenglh but not exceed inK 
60 feet in length, shall be provided with a hand pump. and, in addition. two 
bailers or one bailer and onc bucket. 
(e) Every ship of Classes V and VI, being an open ship not exceeding 40 fCCf in 
length, and proceeding beyond 3 miles from the starling point of her voyage, and 
every ship of Class Yl(A), being an open ship not exceeding 40 feel in length, 
shall be provided with a hand pump, and, in addition, two bailers or one bailer 
and onc bucket. 
(I) Every ship of Classes V :lnd VI being an open ship not exceeding 40 feet in length. 
and not proceeding on voyages more than 3 miles from the starling point, shall 
be provided with two bailers or onc bailer and one bucket. 20) 
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Requlrf'mf'nIS for Bilge Pumps and Bi/gt' Sue/ions 
26. ( I )  Power bilge pumps fitted .n any ship to which these Rules apply, shall where 
practicable be placcd in separate watertight compartments so arranged or situated as 
not to be readily flooded by the same damage, and If  the ship's engines and boIlers are 
'" two or more w3lC'rtight compartments the bilge pumps there available shall be 
distnbuted through such compartments as far as posSible. 
(2J Every bilge pump prOVided in such a ship In compliance with these Rules shaU 
be self-pnmtng unless efficient means of pnmtng arc provided. Every such pump, 
other than a hand pump of the lever type and a pump provided for peak compartments 
only, shall. whether operated by hand or by power, be so arranged as to be capable of 
drawtng water from any hold or any part of the �achinery space in the ship. 
(3) Every Independent power bilge pump In such a ship shall be capable of glvmg 
a speed of water through the ship's malO bilge pipe of not less than 400 feet per minute. 
Every such pump shall have a dlftxt suction from the space 1 0  which it is situated. 
PrOVided that not more than two direct suctlons shall be required in any one space. 
Every such suction shall be of a diameter not less than that of the ship's main bilge 
pipe. The dlrcct suCllons in the ship's machlncry space shall be so arranged that water 
may be pumped from each side of the space through direct sucUons to independent 
bilge pumps. 
(4) There shall be provided in the stokehold of every such ship. being a coal burning 
ShiP, a fleXible suction ho�e of suffiCient length to reach from a filting on an independeot 
power bilge pump in the ship to each side of the stokehold bilges. The hose shall be 
In addition to the other bilge suet ions required by this Rule, and shall have an internal 
diameter of 4 Inches, or � inch larger than that of the largest branch bIlge suction 
reqUired by Rule 28 of these Rules. whichever is the less. 
(5) Any main engine circulating pumps in such a ship shall be fitted with direct 
suction connections, prOVided with non-return valves, to the lowest drainage level in 
the shlp's machinery space, or as near thereto as Will satisfy the Mmister in the case of 
that ship. Such connections ... hall be of a dIameter at least two--thirds of that of the 
ship's main sea mlcl and the open end thereof or the strainer, if any. attached thereto 
shall be accessible for clearing. I f  the boiler fuel may be coal and there is no watertight 
bulkhead between the ship's engines and boilers. a direct discharge overboard shall 
be filled from at least one of the aforesaid pumps unless a by-pass is fitted to the 
Circulating dlo;..:harge thereof. The spmdles of the ship's main sea inlet and of the 
direct suel/on valves shall extend well above the cnglne room platform. 
(6) The hand bilgc pumps in such a ship shall be workable from above the ship's 
bulkhcad deck. If any, and shall be so arranged that the bucket and tail valve can be 
Withdrawn for examination and overhaul under flooding conditions. If two hand 
pumps of the crank type are fitted in such a ShiP, a shut-off valve or cock operated 
from above the shlp's bulkhead deck or non-return valves shall be provided to enable 
either of such pumps to be opened up without affecting the efficiency of the other. 
Arrangement 0/ Bilg� Pipt's 
27. ( I )  In every ship to which these Rules apply all pipes from the pumps for 
draining cargo spaces or any part of the machinery space shall be distinct from pipes 
which may be used for filling or emptying spaces in which water or oil is carried. 
(2) Lead plp:S shall not be fitted in connection with bilge pumps in such a ship in or 
under coal bunkers. oil fu-:I storage tanks or in any compartment in which oil settling 
tanks or oil fuel pumping units are situated. 
(3) Biige �uctlon pipes in such a ship shall not be led through oil tanks unless the 
pipeS are enclosed In an olltight trunkway. Such pipes shall not be led through double 
bottom tanks. 
(4) Such pipeS shall be made with Ranged jOint.! and shall be thoroughly secured iD 
position and protected where necessary against lhe risk of damage. 6fficient expansion 
JOtnts or bcnd� shall be provided in each line or pipe. and where a connection i� made 
at a bulkhead or elsewhere with a lead bend lhe radiUS of each bend and the distance 
between the axes of the straight parts of the pipes shall be not less than three limes the 
diameter of the pipe and the length of any bend shall be not less than eight limes that 
diameter. 
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Diameter of Bilge Suction Pipes 
28. ( I )  Subject t� the provisions of paragraphs (2) and (3) of thiS Rule: In every ship 
of Classes I to I l l, Ineluslve, and 10 every ship of Classes JV  to Yl(A), mclusive, which 
IS reqUired by Rule 25 of these Rules to be provided with a pump the Internal dlamclcI 
of main and branch bilge suction pipeS shall be determined to the nearest '* Inch 
calculated according to the following formulae: 
d� JL ( B  + DJ T I 2,500 
db JI (B + D) 1 -1 500 + , 
where dm = internal diameter of the main bilge suction pipes in Ulches. 
db = internal diameter of the branch bilge suction pipes in inches. 
L = length of ship in feel 
B = breadth of ship in feel 
o = moulded depth of ship at bulkhead deck in feet 
I = length of compartment in feet. 
(2) No mam bilge suction pipe in any ship of Classes I to 1II, inclUSIVe, shall be less 
than 2 i inches in bore, and no branch suction pi pc shall be less than 2 inches, or need 
be more than 4 inches, in borc. 
(3) No bilge suction pipe in any ship of Classes IV to VHA), inclusive, which IS 
required by Rule 25 of these Rules to be provided with a pump, shall be less than I t  
inches in bore. 
Precautions again SI flooding Ihrough Bilge PilUS 
29. (I)  The bilge and baUast pumping systems in every ship to which Part 11 of these 
Rules applies shall be so arranged as to prevent water passing from the sea or from 
water ballast spaces into the ship's cargo spaces or into any part of the machinery 
space or from one watertight compartment in the ship to another. The bilge connection 
to any pump which effects suction from the sea or from water ballast spaces shall be 
made by means of either a non-return valve or a cock which cannot be opened at the 
same time to the bilges and to the sea or to the bilges and the water ballast spaces. 
Valves in bilge distribution boxes shall be of a non-return type. An arrangement of 
lock-up valves or of blank flanges shall be provided to prevent any deep tank in such 
a ship being inadvertently run up from the sea when it contains cargo or pumped out 
through a bilge pipe when it contains water ballast, and instructions for the ,""orkmg 
of such arrangement shall be conspicuously displayed nearby. 
(2) Provision shall be made in every such ship to prevent the flooding of any water­
tight compartment served by a bilge suction pipe in the event of the pipe being snered 
or otherwise damaged, by collision or grounding, in any other watertight compartment. 
Wh:re any part of such a pipe is situated nearer to the side of the ship than one-fifth 
of the mid-Ship breadth of the ship measured at the level of the deepest subdivision 
load water line, or in any ducl keel a non-return valve shall be fitted to the pipe in the 
watertight compartment containing the open end of the pipe. 
Bilge Valves, Cocks, etc. 
30. (I)  In every ship to which Part 11 of these Rules applies all distribullon boxes. 
valves and cocks filted in connection with the bilge pumping arrangements 5h<111 be 
in positions which are accessible at all times in ordinary circumstances and shall be so 
arranged that in the event of flooding one of the bilge pwnps may operate on any water· 
tight compartment in Ihe ship. I f  in any such ship there is only one system of pipes 
common to all such pumpc;, the necessary valves or cocks for controlling the bilge 
suclions shall be capable of being operated from above the ship's bulkhead deck. If an 
emergency bilge pumping system is providc<! in addition to the main bilge pumping 
system it shall be independent of thc main system and shaU be so arranged that a pump 
is capable or being operated under flooding conditions on any watertight compartment. 
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Provided Ihnl ln any ship of Class I1(A) or Class II1  of under 100 feet in length provided 
with a hand pumn of the lever type for each v.atenight compartJllent in accordance 
with the prOVisions of paragraph ( I )  of Rule 24 of these Rules, the valves and cocks 
on the bilge main for controlling the bilge suctJons need not be workable from above 
the ship's bulkhead deck If they are tn the same compartment as a power pump. 
(2) E .... cry operating rod for bilge suction .... alves or cocks in every such ship shall be 
led as directly as posSible a.nd shall ha"e an mdu plate al the position above the bulk­
head deck from which It IS operated showing the purpose served by the valve or cock 
aod how I1 may be opened and closed. Every such rod passing through cargo or bunker 
spaces shall be protected against damage. 
Bilge Mud &x,s and Slrum Box,s 
JI.  Bilge Sl'Ctions m the machinery space of every ship to which these Rules apply 
shall be led from readily accessible mud boxes placed wherever practicable above the 
level of the working floor of such space. The boxes shall have straight tail pipes to the 
bilges and covers secured in such a manner as will permit them to be readily opened 
and closed. The suction ends in hold spaces and tunnel wells shall be enclosed in strum 
boxes haVing pcrforations approximately , inch to diameter, and the combined area 
of such perforations shall be not less than twice that of the end of the suction pipe. 
Strum boxes shall be so constructed that they can be cleared without breaking any 
joint of the suction pipe. 
Sounding Pi/Ns 
32. In e"ery ship to which Part I I  of these Rules applies all tanks forming pan of 
the structure of the ship and all watertight compartments, not being part of the 
machinery spacc, shall be provided with efficient sounding arrangements which shall 
be protected where necessary against damage. Where such arnngements consist of 
sounding pipes, 11 thick steel doubling plate shall be securely fixed below each soundiog 
pipe for the sounding rod to strike upon. All such sounding pipes shaU extend to 
positions above the ship's bulkhead deck: which shall at all times be readily 8C)""t'SSible. 
SoundJOg pipes for bilges, coffer dams and double bottom tanks, being bilges, coffer 
dams and lanks situated in the machinery spacc, shall so extend unJess the upper ends 
of the pipes are accessible in ordinary circumstances and are furnished with cocks 
having paraUel plugs with permanently secured handles so loaded that on being 
released they automatically close the cocks. Sounding pipes for the bilges of insulated 
holds shall be insulaled and nol less than 21 inches in diameter. 
P A R T  I V  
E LECTRICAL EQUIPMENT AND INSTA L L A TIONS 
Applicalion 0/ Part J V 
lJ. This Part of these RuJes applies to every ship to which these Rules apply. 
General 
34. ( I )  In every ship to which these Rules apply the eloctrtcal equipment and 
Installations. other than the electrical means of propulsion, if any. shall be such that 
fhe eleancally operated services essential for the safety of the ship and of persons on 
board can be maintained under emergency conditions. 
(2) Without prejud:cc to the preceding provisions of this Rule, the electrical equip­
ment and installations (including any electrical means of propulsion) in every such 
ship s�all be such that the ship and all persons on board are protected against electrical 
hazards and shall conform with the relevant provisions of the Regulations for the 
lIoctrlcal Equipment of Ships issued by the Institution of Electrical Engineers and 
dated September, 1939, as amended by a supplement dated NO\'cmber, 1947, except 
I" so far as such ReguJations as so amended are inconsistent "ilh these Rules. 
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MaiJr Gmera/ing S�IJ: Ships of Classes I 10 Ill, inclJU;� 
35. Every ship of CIa.;sscs, I  ,to Ill, inclusive, being a ship in which electrical power is 
the only power ,for maIDtaIDIDg ,the aw.iliary services essential for the propukion or 
safety of th� ship, shall be �roVlded with oot less than two main geoerati.n.g sets tbe 
power of which shall be suffiClent to operate the aforesaid services in tbeevent of anyone 
of the sets being oul of service. Arrangements shall be made which will safeguard such 
Jets f�om being rendered inoperative in the event of the partial ftooding of the ship'. 
mac.hi.nery space through leakage from a damaged compartment or otherwise. 
E.mLrg.ncy SOIUU of Electrical Pow,,: Ships of Ckw", I. 11 and II(A) 
J6. (I)  In every ship of Oassco I, U and UtA) there shall be provided in a positioo 
above the bulkbead deck outside the machinery casings a se.lf<On" incd anergu:JC)' 
source of electrical power capable of operati.n.g simultaneowly for a period of 36 houn, 
or for such shorter period as the Minister may pennj.t in the case of any ship regularly 
engaged on voyages of short duration. 
(a) the ship'. emergency bilge pump, if it is electrically operated; 
(b) the ship's watertight doors. if they are electrically operated; 
(c) the ship's emergency lights at every boat station 00 deck and overside, in all 
alleyways, stairways and exits, in the machinery space, in the control statiOQ,1 
where radio, main navigatinl and central fire recording equipments are situated, 
and in the place where the emergency generator, if any, is situated; 
(d) the ship's navigation ligh ...  if operated IIOlely by electric po_; and 
(�) all communication equipment and signal, which may be nquin:d in an 
eanergenC)', if they are docttically operated from. the ship's main genuating aeb. 
(2) The o, .. gency source of clectrical power may be either an l",nmulAtor banay 
capable of complying with pangrapb (I) of this Rule without being rccIlar&ed or 
suffering an excessive voltage drop, or a generator driven by a compression ignitioo 
mgjne with an independent fuel supply and with cfficic:nt starting aJT8niuoeut5. Tbe 
fuel provided for such engine shall have a flash point of not less tban 110°F. 
(3) The .. ".rgeDC)' source of electrical power ""an be 110 amonpd that it will 
operate efficiently when the ahip is listed 22i' and wbcn the trim of the ship is 10' from 
aD even keel. 
(4) (a) If the emergency source of electrical power is an accumulator battery. the 
arrangements shall be such that the ship's emergency lighting system will come into 
operation automaticalJy in the event of the failure of the main source of power for the 
ship's majn lighting system. 
(b) If the emergency source of electrical power is a generator. an amlmulator 
battery shall be provided as a temporary source of eJectrica1 power, so arranged as to 
come into operation automatically in the eveot of a failure of the main or tlDCrBCDC)' 
sourc:e of electrical power, and of suflicic:ot capacity: 
(i) to operate the ship's emergency lighting system continuously for half an hour; 
and 
(il) while such lighting system is in operation, to close the ship's watertight doo� if 
they are dectrically opetated. but not DCCeSsarily to close an of such doon 
simultaneously. 
(c) Mmn' shan be provided by which the automatic arranaemcnts referred to in 
this paraarapb can be tested. 
EmergtllCY So",c� of E1eclricoJ Power: Ships of Clan III 
)7, (I) In any ship of C1u. ill which is provided with an emergency bilge pomp 
comp1iaoce with paragrapb (2) of Rule 24 of these Rulcs, being an electrically operated 
pump, there shall be provided in a position above the bulkhead deck outs.idc the m'chiner)' casings .  self-contained emergency source of electrical power capable of 
operatiDa the pImp for • period of 204 boon, 
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(2) The!' e�rgenc;y source of e!'lectncaJ pov.er may be: C'ithe!'r an accumulator baller), 
capable of complying v.ith paragraph (I)  of this Rule v.ithout bem@ rrcharged or 
suffering an excessive vohage drop, or 3 gencrator dm·en by a compression ignition 
engme v.ith an mdependent fuel supply and with efficient slaning arrangements. The 
fuel prOVided for such engine shall have a Hash point of not less than 1 I 0°F. 
(3) Paragraph (3) of Rule 36 of these Rules shall apply to such emergency source 
of electncal power as it applies 10 the emergcnC) source of electrical power provided 
on shops of Classes I, 11 and lJ(A). 
Distribution Systttru 
38. (I)  In every ship to which these Rules apply every open-type switchboard shall 
be arranged so as to allow ready access to the back and front thereof without danger 
to any penon who m the course of his duties may inspect Or repair the switchboard or 
ItS connecllOn5 or operate the devices thereon. The sides and backs of the switchboard 
shall be guarded by a hand rail, wire netting, expanded metal or other equally efficient 
means of protection and a non-conducting mat or grating shall be provided as a floor 
covenng. No exposed parts which may have a voltage to earth exceeding 2SO volts 
direct current or I SO volts alternating current shall be instaUed on the face of any 
SWItchboard or control panel. 
(2) HuU return shall not be used in any such ship for the power, heat and light 
distribution systems thereof. 
(3) If, 10 any such smp, two or more generating sets may be in operation at the same 
time for malOtaining the auxiliary services essential for the propulsion or safety of the 
shJp, provJSlon shall be made for the sets 10 operate in paraIJel and means sball be 
provided so that in the event of overload or a panial failure of the power supply the 
services not essential to the propulsion and safety of tbe ship will be cut out first, the 
servlCCS essential for those purposes being retained in circuit with such of the generators 
as may remain in service. 
(4) In every such ship any electrically operated steering gear shall be served by two 
sets of feeder cables from the ship's main switchboard. Such sets of feeder cables shall 
be separated from each other throughout their length as widely as practicable. Each 
fceder cable shaH have a capacity adequate for serving all motors which may operate 
simultaneously in connection with steering gear. Such cables and motors sball be 
protected by fu5CS, circuit breakers or other �imilar devices against sbort circuits, but 
shall not be so protected against lesser loads. 
(S) If in any such ship the power supply for an automatic sprinkler system, requiring 
not less than two sources of power supply for sea·water pumps, air compressors and 
automatic alanns, is electrical, such power supply shall be taken through the emergency 
switchboard by a fceder reserved solely for that purpose. There shaH be no switch in the 
circuit other than that at the switchboard. The switch shall be clearly and pennanently 
labelled to indicate its purpose and to indicate that it shall nonnalIy be kept closed. 
(6) In every such ship the main and emergency fceder cables shaU be separated 
vertically and horizontaUy as widely as practicable. 
GeMral Electrical Precaut,ons 
39. ( I)  ID every ship 10 which Ihose Rules apply all upooed metal parts of eleclrical 
equipment which are not intended to have a voltage above that of earth but which may 
bave sU"'ll a voltage under fau1t conditions shall be eanhed, and all such equipment 
shall be so constructed and installed that there will be no danger of injury to a pe:non 
handling it in a proper manner. The metal frames of all portable lamps and tools and 
other portable apparatus provided in such a ship and operatins on an electric supply 
of a voltage of 100 volts or more sbaU be earthed through. a conductor in the supply 
cable. 
(2) Every electrical ca ble in such . ship shaU, at every position at which an e1ectric::a1 
fault may cause a fire, be covered by metal sheaths, metal annour or other equally 
effective means of protection. AJI metal sheaths and metal annour of electrical cable 
in such a ship shall be: electricaUy continuous and shall be earthed. 
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(3) Wiring in every such ship shaU be supported in such a manner as to avoid chafing 
and other injury. 
(4) In every such ship the joints in aU electrical conductors shall be made only in 
Junction or outlet boxes except in.the case of low voltage communication circuits. AJI 
such junctions or outlet boxes shall be so constructed as to prevent the spread of fire 
therefrom. 
(5) All IJghting fittings in every such ship shall be so arranged as to prevent rises 
in temperature which would be lnjurious to the electrical wiring thereof or which would 
result in a risk of fire in the surrounding material. 
(6) Every electric space-heater fonning part of the equipment of such a ship sbaU 
be fixed in position and shaU be so constructed as to reduce. the nsk of fire to a 
minimum. No such heater shall be constructed with an element so e"posed that 
clothing, curtains, or other similar material can be scorched or set on fire by beat 
from the element. 
(7) In every such ship each separate electrical circuit, other than a circuit which 
operates the ship's steering gear, shall be protected against overload. There shall be 
clearly and permanently indicated on or near each overload protective device the 
current carrying capacity of the circuit which it protects and the rating or setting of 
the device. 
(8) In every such ship all accumulator batteries shall be housed in boxes or compart­
ments which are so constructed as to protect the batteries from damage and are so 
ventilated as to minimise the accumulation of explosive gas. Electrical devices which 
are likely to arc shall not be installed in any compartment used to bouse accumulator 
batteries unless sucb devices are flame-proof. 
Spau Parts and Tools 
40. Every ship of Oasses I, 11 and H(A) shall be provided with an adequate quantity 
of replacements for those parts of the ship's electrical equipment and installations 
which, having regard to the intended service of the ship, it would be essential for the 
safety of the ship and of persons on board to replace in the event of failure while the 
ship is at sea, together with such tools as are necessary for the fitting of those replace­
ments. 
PART V 
fiRE P R O TE C TION : SHIPS Of CLASSES I ,  11 AND II(A) 
Application of Part V 
41. This Pan of these Rules applies to ships of Classes I ,  11 and JI(A). 
Exemption from Pari V 
42. (I) The Minister may exempt from any of the requirements of Rules 47 to 54, 
inclusive and 56 to 60, inclusive, of these Rules any ship carrying not more than 36 
passengers if he is satisfied that the ship is fitted with an efficient fire detect;on system 
capable of giving a visible and audible alann signal at onc or more points in the ship 
so as to come rapidly to the notice of the master and crew of the ship, which wiU 
indicate the presence and position of any fire in any accommodation space or service 
space, other than a space which in the opinion of the Minister affords no substantial 
fire risk. 
(2) The Minister may furthcr exempt any ship of Class 1 1  or II(A) from tlle require­
ments of this Part of these Rules to the extent that he is satisfied that compliance 
therewith is unreasonable or impracticable by reason of the intended service of the ship 
Exhibition of Plans 
43. In every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies there shall be provided for 
the guidance of the mastcr of the ship plans sbowing for each deck the sections of the 
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stup enclo�d by "A" Class divIsions and the sCCllom of the ship enclosed by "S" 
ClJ"IS dl\ I'iions, logethcl with particulars of the hre al:um and fire detccting 'iyslems. 
spnnlo.1c1 In\tal1Jtlons and fire e\tlngUlshlOS JppJIJnces pn'\ Ided 10 the ship, the means 
of cntf) IOto and Ult from the \ arlOUS compartments and decks 10 the ship, and of 
the shlr'� \cntdatlng s)stem, IncludlOg In rartlcular the posl1lOns of the dampers 
thereof and the Identification numbcr� of the \cl1tllallon fans sen ing each secllon of 
the ship Such plans shall be protcctcd b) glas<. or Similar material and shall be: perma­
nentl) anl.-:ed to a bullo..head, table or des}., ncar the place from ",,11Ich the ship is nor­
mall) na\ Igated, 
"A" and " 0" Class D'l'isionJ 
44. ( I )  l\·ery "A" Class d'vision required h) these Rules shall be constructed of 
steel or Similar matenal. In (Ither case stiffened so as to be capable of preventing the 
passage of smoke and name throughout a ',Iandard fire test of 60 mlOutes duration. 
nu� diVision .. hall have an adequate insulating value ha\lng regard to the nature of the 
spaces adjacent thereto, and If the division 15 between spaces either of which contains 
adjacent (ombustlble matenal It shall be 'iO Insulated that If either face of the division 
IS eJl.PQ'>ed to a standard fire test of 60 minutes duration the average temperature on the 
uncxpo'>Cd face of the diVision will not IOLrease at any time dUring the test by mbre 
than 250 r ( 1 39 . )  abo\oe the IOltlal temperature on that face nor shall the tempera­
ture at any one point thereon IOcrease by more than 325 F. ( 1 80 C.) above the initial 
temperaturc. 
(2) Ever) "8" Class diVISion reqUired by lh�e Rules shall be capable of preventing 
the pas\age of �mo�e and name throughout a standard fire lest of 30 minutes duration. 
Every such d,VISion 'Ihall have an adequate Insul3tlng value having regard to the nature 
of the sp.tces adjacent thereto. The division shall be so constructed that if either face 
thereof I� c'tpo'iCd to a standard fire test of 30 minutes duration the a\ erage temperature 
on the unexposed face of the dIVision Will not IOcrease by more than 250 F. ( 1 39 C.) 
above the initial temperalure on that face, nor shall the lemperature at any one point 
thereon IOcrease by more than 325' F. ( 1 80 C.) above the initial temperature. Provided 
that any dl\ 1$IOn which IS constructed wholl) of incombustible material shall be 
reqUired to comply With the foregolOg requirement relating to increase of temperature 
onJy dUring the fiBt 1 5  minutes of a standard fire test. 
(3) The MinIster may exempt a.�� ship from the requirements of this Rule relating 
to In'iulatlon to the extent that he is satisfied that compliance therewith is unnecessary 
having regard to the degree of fire hazard present. 
Structure of the Ship 
45. ( I )  The hull, superstructure, structural bulkheads, decks and dcckhouses of 
every ship to whIch thiS Part of these Rules applies shall be constructed of steel. The 
Minister may exempt any ship wholly or in part from the requirement of this paragraph 
if he IS �atisfied that the aforesaid parts of the ship arc constructed of material equally 
resistant to fire. 
(2) The hull, superstructure and deck houses of every ship to which this Part of these 
Rules applies shall be subd,vided by bulkheads consisting of " A" Class divisions into 
main vertical zones. The mean length of each lone. above the bulkhead deck, shall nol 
exceed I)  I feel. Any steps In such bulkheads shall consist of " A" Class divisions. 
(3) Any portions of such diVisions which extend above the ship's bulkhead deck 
shall, y..henever possible. be in line with watertight subdivision bullo..heads siluated 
Immediately below the bulkhead deck and shall extend from deck to deck and 10 the 
ship's shell plating and, in the caS( of a deckhousc, to the external plating thereof. 
(4) The Mmi'St.er may exempt an) slllp from the requirements of Jl3ragr.ap�s �2) and 
() )  of Ilm Rule to the extent that he is satisfied that compllanre thereYdth IS lOCom­
patlble With the purpose for which the ship is deSigned and that other equally effective 
mcthod� of 6re protection ha\'e been adoJ'ltcd III the !illlp 
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Openings in "A" Class DilliJioflS 
4.6: ( I ). Ir,. in any ship to which this Part or these Rules appiies, any "A" Clw 
divIsIon IS pIerced ror the passage or electric cables, pipes, trunk ways, girders or beams, 
or ror olher purposes, the arrangements shall be such that the etfectiveness of the 
dJvision in rcslsung fire is not thereby Impalred . 
. (�). Dampers shall be fitted in any trunkways wh;ch pass through an "A" Class 
divIsion and shall be provided with a suitable means of local control capable of bcmg 
operated from both Sides of Ihe division. The positions from which such means of 
control may be operated shall be readily accessible 'and shall be permanently marked 
in red. Indicators shall be provided to show whether the dampers are open or shut. 
(3) Any opening in such a dJVision shall be provided with means or closure per­
manently attached to the diviSion. The means of closure shall be as effective as the 
division in resisting fire. 
(4) Any door in such a division shall be so constructed that it can be opened and 
closed by one person from etther side of the division. The door and the means of 
keeping it closed shall be as effectIve as the division In resistlOg fire. Provided that a 
watertight door shall not be required to be IOsulated. If the division is constructed m 
compliance with paragraph (2) of Rule 45 of these Rules and any door therelO IS not 
a watertight door. such door shall be self-closing and shall be provided with a device 
by which it may readily be released from the open position. 
Separolion 0/ Accommooo/ion Spaces from o/her Enclosed Spaces 
47. In every ship to which trus Part of these Rules applies the bulkheads and deck.s 
separating accommodation spaces from other enclosed spaces shall consist of "A" 
Class divisions. 
Pro/ec/ion 0/ S/airwoy3 
48. (I)  In every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies every stairway within 
an accommodation space or service space shall be of steel frame construction and shall 
lie within an enclosure constructed of "A" Class divisions. Provided that 
(a) a stairway serving only two decks shall not be required to be enclosed by "A" 
Oass divisions at more than one deck.; 
(b) a stairway in a public room shall not be required to be so enclosed if it lies 
whoUy within the room. 
The Minister may e�empt any ship, being a ship in which Method 11 of fire protection, 
within the meaning of Rule 56 of these Rules. has been adopted, from the requirements 
of this paragraph in relation to any stairway which he is satisfied is an auxiliary stairway 
adequately protected by sprinklers. 
(2) Every opening in a bulkhead (orming part of a stairway enclosure shall be 
provided with a means of closure which shall be pennanently attached thereto. The 
means or closure shall be as effective as the bulkhead in resisting fire, and shall be 
self-closing unless it is a watertight door. 
(3) Every stairway enclosure in such a ship shall communicate directly with the 
corridors adjacent thereto and shall have an ar� sufficient to prevent congestion, 
having regard 10 the number of persons likely to use the stairway in an emergency. 
Every such enclosure shall contain as little accommodation space or service space as 
is practicable in the circumstances. 
Protec/ion 0/ LIfts and Ver/icol Trunks for Liglr/ and Air 
C9. (I) In every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies every lift trun.k, and 
every light-and-air and similar trunk in an accommodation space or service space, 
shall be constructed of "A" Class divisions. Provided that a lift trunk within a stairway 
enclosure shall not be required to be insulated. Every door in such a trunk shaU be 
constructed of steel or other incombustible malerial and shalJ be as effective as tile 
trunk in resisting fire. 
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(2) Every IIft trunJ.. m such a ship shall be so fined as to prevent the passage of smoke 
and flame from onc bct\\ccn dccks to another and shall be provided with means of 
closure which .... 111 enable draught and smoke to be controlled. 
(3) I r  In such a ship a IIght-and-air or similar trunk communicates with more than 
one bctv-een-dedc "pJCC and smoke and flame may be conducted from one between 
de ... J..) 10 .tnother, smoke :.liutler:. )hall be filled so as to enable each such space to be 
Isolated in the e\ent of fire. 
(4) Every other trunk m such a ship shall be so constructed as not to afford a passage 
(or fire from one bety.cen decks or compartment to another. 
Protection of Confrol Stations 
SO. ( I )  Every control station in a ship to which this Pan of these Rules applies shaU 
be separated from the rest of the ship by bulkheads and decks consisting of "A" Class 
divisions. 
(2) The radiotelegraph room in such a ship shall not be situated directly above any 
stairway. 
Protection of Store Rooms, etc. 
St. ( 1 )  In every ship to which this ParI of these Rules applies the boundary bulkheads 
separating a galley, baggage room, mail room, store room, paint room, lamp room, or 
any Similar space from any other space shall consist of "A" Class divisions. 
(2) Spaces appropriated for the storage of highly inflammable stores shall be so 
constructed and situated as to minimise the danger to persons on board in the event 
of fire. 
Deck Sheathing 
52. In every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies any pennanent deck 
sheathmg y.lthm an accommodation space, service space, control station, stairway or 
corridor shall be such as will not readily ignite. 
Ventilation Systems 
53. ( I )  The inJets of every air supply system and the outlets of every air exhaust 
system in every ship to whieh this Part of these Rules applies shall have readily acces­
sible means by which Ihey can be closed in the event of fire. Wherever practicable the 
system of ducts leading from each ventilating fan shall be within one main vertical zone. 
(2) Every such ship shall be equipped with two master controls, situated as far 
a"d.rt as is practicable, either of which shall be capable of stopping all the fans in the 
power ventilation systems of the ship, other than the ventilation systems in the 
machinery space. Every power ventilation system serving the machinery space shall 
have two master controls, one of which shall be capable of being operated from outside 
such space. AllY exhaust duClS from galley ranges in such a ship shall be constructed of 
" A" Class divisions which shall be insulated where the ducts pass through accommoda­
tion spaces or service spaces. 
Miscellaneous Items 0/ Fire Protection 
54. ( I )  Every air space enclosed behind a ceiling, panel or lining in the acconuno­
dation spaces or service spaces of a ship to which this Part of these Rules applies shall 
be divided by close fiuing draught-stops spaced not more than 45 feet apart in the fore 
and aft direction, and shall be closed at each deck. 
(2) Every such ceiling. panel and lining shall be so constructed as to enable a fire 
patrol to detect any smoke originating in a concealed or inaccessible space, without 
impairing the efficiency of the fire protection of the ship. 
(3) In every such ship the concealed surfaces of every bulkhead, lining, panelling, 
stairway. wood grounds and other structure in accommodation spaces and service 
spaces shall be such that they will be surfaces of low fJame spread within the meaning 
of Amendment No. 2 dated July, 1945, to the British Standard IRfinitions for Fire­
Resislance, Incombustibility and Non-Inl1ammability of Building Materials and 
Structures (!l,S, 476: 1932), 
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(4) In su.ch a �hip. paints, varnishes or similar preparations shall not be applied I( 
they contam a rutro-ceUulose base, and fabrics contaming nitro-cellulose shall not be 
fitted. 
(5) I n  such a s�ip overboard scuppers, sanitary discharges or other outlets shall not 
be made of.lead If they are close to the water line or in such a position that the rusing 
of the lead LD the event of fire would give rise to a danger or flooding. 
(6) !n such a �hip the .use of wood fo� the construction and equipment of gallcys, 
bakenes and mam pantnes shall be restncted so far as is practicable. 
(7) Every window and side scuttle in the accommodation spaces and service spaces 
of such a ship shall be constructed with metal frames. The g1ass therein shall be retained 
by a metal ring or bead. If the window or side scuttle is in a position in which the 
fusion of the frame, ring or bead, may give rise to a danger of flooding, the frame, nng 
or bead, as the case may be, shall consist or metal which is not likely to fuse In the 
event of fire. Every window and side scuttle in such a ship opening on to a corridor 
or stairway shall be as effective in resisting fire as the bulkhead in wbich it is fitted. 
Provision for Cinematograph Exhibitions 
SS. If any inflammable film is carried in a ship to which this Part of these Rules 
applies for exhibition therein the ship and the cinematograph equipment provided 
therein shaU comply with the requirements specified in the Fifth Schedule to thest: 
Rules. 
Methods of Fire Protection 
56. The accommodation spaces and service spaces in every ship to which thiS Part 
of these Rules applies shall be constructed in accordance with one of the following 
methods of fire protection and shall comply with such of the following requirements 
of this Part of these RuJes as are expressed to apply to ships in whkh that method has 
been adopted: 
Method I :  The construction in the accommodation spaces and service spaces of 
a system of internal bulkheading consisting of "B" Class divisions, together with an 
automatic fire alann and fire detection system in these spaces. 
Method JI: The fitting of an automatic sprinkler, fire detection and fire alann 
system in the accommodation spaces and service spaces. 
Method I l l :  The subdivision of the accommodation spaces and servIce spaces by 
"A" Class and "B" Class divisions, together with the fitting of an automatic fire alarm 
and fire detection system in all accommodation spaces and service spaces and 8 
restriction of the provision of combustible material in these spaces. 
57. (I) Method J :  
Bulkheads within Main Vertical Zones 
(Methods J and Ill)  
(a) Every bulkhead within the accommodation spaces or service spaces of a ship in 
which Method I of fire protection has been adopted, not being a bulkhead 
required by these Rules to consist of .. A" Class divisions, shall consist of "8" 
Class divisions. The bulkheads shall be joined together in a manner which will 
ensure the maximum resistance to fire. If such a ship carries more than 100 
passengers, the said "8" Class divisions shall be constructed of incombustible 
material but, subject to the provisions of paragrapb ( l)(b) of Rule 60 of these 
Rules, may be faced with combustible material. 
(b) Every such bulkhead shall extend from deck to deck. Provided that a bulkhead, 
other than a corridor bulkhead, may terminate al a ceiling consisting of incom­
bustible material. 
(c) Where the ship's shell plating forms the boundary of an accommodation space 
or a service space, the adjacent transverse bulkheads shall e)(tend to the shell 
plating. Where the eltternal plating of a deck house forms the boundary of an 
accommodation space or service space, the adjacent transverse and longitudinal 
bulkheads shall clttend 10 the external plating. Providcd that any such bulkhead, 
other than a corridor bulkllead, may terminatc at a lining consisting or incom­
bustible material. 
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(d) Any ventilation openmg m a corridor bulkhead shall be in the lower part of the 
bulkhead wherever practicable and shall be pro .... ided with a grille constructed 
of m,ombu')tlble material. 
(2) Method I l l :  
(a) Bulkheads wlthm the accommodation spaces and service spaces of every ship in 
which Method III of fire protection has been adopted. not being a bulkhead 
required by these Rules to conSist of " A" Class diVisions, shall be constructed of 
"B" Clasi> dl\%ions so as to fonn a conllnuous network of " S" Class divisions or, 
together With such bulkheads as are constructed of "A" Class divisions, a continu­
ous net"ork of "A" and " B" Class dl .... islons. The area of any one compartment 
fonned by 'iuch network shall not exceed J ,600 square feet and shall where .... er 
practicable not exceed 1 .300 square feet. 
(b) E .... ery public room m such a ShiP, bemg a space wllhout interior subdl .... isions. 
shall, except at the shell plating of the ship or the external platmg of a deckhouse. 
be bounded by bulk heads consisting of "B" Class dl .... isions unless the bulkheads 
enclosing the room arc required by these Rules to consist of "A" Class divisions. 
(c) Every corndor bulkhead m such a ship shall consist of "S" Class divisions unless 
Il lS reqUired by these Rules to conSist of "A" Class divisions and shall extend 
from deck to deck. PrOVided that ventllallon openings having grilles of incom­
bustible material may be mstalled 10 such bulkhead at pomts where no ceilings 
are fitted abo .... e 'iuch bulkhead or where the ceilings there filted are constructed 
of incombustible material. 
(d) If  such a ship carries more than 100 passengers. every "S" Class division con· 
structed m accordance With thiS paragraph shall be constructed of incombustible 
material but, subject to the pro' IS ions of paragraph (2) of Rule 60 of these Rules. 
may be faced with combustible material . If  such a ship carries 100 passengers or 
less. every such dl\ iSlon shall have an incombustible core or shall be assembled 
with internal layers of sheet asbestos or similar incombusllble material, and in 
either case shall comply with the requirements of paragraph (2) of Rule 44 of 
tbese Rules as If it were constructed wholly of combustible material. 
Automalic Fire Alarm and Fire Detection System.s 
(Methods I 3nd Ill) 
SS. ( 1 )  In every ship 10 which Method I or Method III of fire protection has been 
adopted a fire alann and fire detection system shall be installed which will detcct the 
presence of fire in any accommodnuon space or ser .... ice space and Will indicate the 
presence and poSition of the fire by a signal given at one or m"re POints in the ship 
so as to come rapidly to thl! notice of the master and crew of the ship. 
(2) The Mmlster may excmpt any ship from the requirements of this Rule to the 
extent that he is satisfied that the accommodation spaces and service spaces therein 
afford no substantial fire risk. 
Automatic Sprinkler, Fire Alarm and Fire DeJection Syslt'ms 
( Method 11) 
59. ( I )  In every ship in which Method 11 of fire protection has becn adopted an 
automatiC spnnkler and fire alaml and fire detection system complying with the 
requirer-.ents specified in the Sixlh Schedule to these Rules shall be installed and so 
arranged as to protect all accommodation spaces and service spaces in the ship. 
(2) 11,e Mmlster may exempt any ship from the requirements of Ihls Rule: 
(a) to the c'<tenl that he is sali'ified that the accommodation spaces and service 
sp:tccs (hcrclll alTord no substantial fire ri�k; 
(b) in re,\pcct of any baggage room or storc ro()m which he i'i �a,i'\fil!'d is pro\'id�d 
wllh adl'qU:lIe arrangements for the dctel.tion of fire or for the smothering 01 
fire by gas or \Icam. 
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60. ( I)  Method I :  
Restriction 0/ Combusfible MattriDl, tIC. 
(Melhods 1 and Ill) 
(0) In every ship in which Meth?d r of flTC protection has been adopted all linlngs, 
grounds, cellmgs and IOsul3110n shall consist of incombusublc material exccpt in 
cargo spaces. mall rooms, bullion rooms, baggage rooms and rcJrigerated storc 
rooms. Provided Ulal the Imings, grounds and ccllings in ships carrymg not more 
than 100 passengers may be constructed of combustible matenal having the same 
fire-resisting properties as the materiaJ of the bulkheads enclosmg the spaces in 
which they are situated. 
(b) The to� volume of combustible materials installed as (acings, mouldings. 
decorauons or veneers in any ac:commodation space or service space in a ship 
in wruch Method 1 of fire protection has been adopted, being a ship carrying 
more than 100 passengers, shall not cltceed a volume equal to that of a veneer of 
ooe-tenth of an inch on the combined area of the waUs and ceiling of such space. 
Any facings, mouldings, decorations or veneers installed in the corridors or 
stairway enclosures in such a ship shall consist of incombustible materials. 
(2) Melhod In: 
In every ship in which Method III  of fire protection has been adopted the provision 
of combustible materials for linings, grounds, ceilings, fittings and furnishings in any 
space in the accommodation spaces or service spaces shall be restricted to the 
minimum compatible with the use for which Ihat space is appropriated. In the 
public rooms in suth a ship the grounds and supports for the linings and ceilings 
shall be constructed of steel or other materiaJ equally effective in resisting fire. 
AU exposed surfaces and their coatings in the accommodation spaces of such a ship 
sball be: surfaces of low ftame spread within the meaning of paragrapb (3) of Rule 54 
of these Rules. 
PART VeAl 
F I R E  P R O T E C T I O N : S H I P S  O F  C LASSes I I I  TO V I(A) INCLUSive 
Application of Part VeAl 
61. This Part of these Rules applies to ships of OasV' III to VI(A), inclusive. 
Structure 0/ the Ship 
61. The hull, superstructure, structural bulkheads, decks a�d. deckhouses of every 
ship of Classes rn and IV shaU be constructed of steel. The MLruster may exempt any 
ship wholly or in part from the .requirement of this Rule. 
Dil'isiotU 
63. In every ship to which this Part of these Rules applies, being a ship fitted �th 
internal combustion propelling machinery or oil-fired boilers, the. accommodaooD 
!paccs shall be separated from machinery spaces by "A" Class divislons. 
PART V I  
B O I L ! " !  A N D  W",CHIHERY 
Application of Part VI 
64. This Part of these Rules applies to every ship to Which these Rules apply. 
General 
65. The boilers and machinery provided in any ship to which �ese Rules a1?ply shaU 
be of a design and construction adequate for the se:vice for which they are rntendcd, 
and shall be so installed and protected as not to constitute a danger to pe�ns on .boar�. 
Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, means sha,1I be provld�d whlc.
h will 
prevent overpres5ure in any part of such boilers an� machinery, and 10 1?artlcu�ar 
every boiler and other pressure vessel used for generating steam shall be provided Wltb 
not les!; than two safety valves. 
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Power for Going Astern 
66. The propelling machinery of every ship 10 which these Rules apply shall have 
sufficient power for going astern, and the propulsion of the ship shall be capable of 
belOg reversed with sufficient speed, to enable the ship to be properly handled. 
Boilus, Superheoters, Economisers, EvaporalorJ, Distillers and O,her Steam 
or Waler Pressure Vessels 
67. ( I )  In every ship to which these Rules apply. every boiler, superheater. econo· 
rTl.Iscr, evaporator, distiller and other steam or water pressure vessel, and their respec­
live mountings, shall be so designed and constructed as to withstand the maximum 
working stresses to which they may be subjected, with a factor of safety which IS 
adequate, having regard to: 
(a) their design and the material of which they are constructed; 
(b) the purpose for which they are intended to be used; and 
(c) the workmg conditions under which they are intended to be used. 
Provision shall be made which will facilitate Ihe cleaning and inspection of such 
pressure vessels. 
(2) Without prejudice 10 the generality of the foregoing: 
(0) every such boiler and superheater, when put into service for the first time in such 
a ShiP, shall be capable of withstanding for a period of not less than thirty minutes 
a test by hydrauliC pressure to the following extent: 
(i) to one and one-half times the maximum working pressure of the boiler plus 
SO lb. per square inch, if such working pressure is more than 100 lb. per 
square lOch; or 
(u) to twice the maximum working pressure of the boiler, if such working pressure 
IS 100 lb. per square inch or less; 
(b) every such boiler and superheater, being a boiler or superheater of such dimen­
sions and fonn that an adequate internal examination thereof can be made, 
shall, at any time after first being put into service in such a ship, be capable of 
withstanding for a period of not less than thirty minutes a lest by hydraulic 
pressure to one and onc-half times the maximum working pressure of the boiler; 
(c) every such boiler and superheater, being a boiler or superheater of such dimen­
sions and fonn th:lt an adequate internal examination thereof cannot be made, 
shall, at any time after first being put into service in any such ship, be capable of 
withstanding a test by hudrauUc pressure to the ex lent specified in sub-paragraph 
(al of .his paragraph. 
(3) Every such economiser shall be capable at all times of withstanding a lest by 
bydraulic pressure to the following extent: 
(0) If the economiser cannot be shut off from the boiler, to the same extent as is 
required by sub-paragraph (a) of paragraph (2) of this Rule in relation to tbe 
boiler to which the economiser is connected; or 
(b) if the economiser can be shut off from the boiler, 10 ODe and one-half times Ihe 
maximum working pressure of the safety valve of the ecoDomiser plus SO lb. 
per square incb. 
(4) Each mounting of every such boiler, nol being a mounting in the boiler feed 
system, shall be capable of withstanding a test by hydrauUc pressure to Iwice tbe 
maximum working pressure of the boiler. 
Each mounting of every such superheater and economiser, not being a mounHng 
in the boiler feed system, shall be capable of withstanding a test by hydraulic pressure 
10 twice the maximum working pressure of the boiler to which the superheater or 
economiser, as the case may be, is connected. 
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Mach;n�ry 
68. (1) In ev�ry ship to which these Rules apply a governor shall be provided for 
any ah�d turbu�c or set ,!f turbines which drives a single gear wheel forming part of 
the mam propelling machmery, so as to shut ofT the steam automatically "1 the event 
of overspeed. A hand-trip gear shall also be provided for that purpose. 
(2) In every such ship means shall be provided whicb will shut off automatically 
the �tea.
m from any ahead {urb.inc, and any other machinery served by the same lubncatmg oil system as the turbme, in the evenl of any failure of that system. 
(3) (a) The .nozzle �xcs of every impulse. steam turbine fitted in such a ship shall be: 
capable of WJthstandlIlg a test by hydraulic pressure to one and one-half times the 
max.imum preSSure to which they may be subjected in service. 
Cb) The steam casings of every turbine fitted in such a ship shall be capable of with­
standing a test by hydraulic pressure to one and one-half times the maximum working 
pressure in such casings or 30 lb. per square inch, whichever shall be the greater. 
(4) The cylinders of all steam reciprocating machinery fitted iD such a ship shaU be 
capable of withstanding a test by bydraulic pressure to the following extent: 
TyfW 0/ engine Cylinder pressure Presmre of tUI 
Compound upansion High . l i  x M.W.P. 
Compound expansion Low . 30 lb. per square: inch 
Triple eJ;pansion High . . 1 i x M.W.P. 
Triple expan!ion Intermediate. i x M.W.P. 
Triple expansion . Low . 30 lb. per square: inch 
Quadruple expansion High . . 11 x M.W.P. 
Quadruple expansion 1st intermediate � x M.W.P. 
Quadruple expansion 2nd intermediate � x M.W.P. 
Quadruple expansion . Low 30 lb. per square inch 
In the foregoing table "M.W.P." means, in relation to a cylinder, the marimum work­
ing pressure of the boiler to which the machinery of which the cylinder forms a part is 
connected. 
CS) The cylinder liners of every compression ignition engine fitted in such a ship, 
shall be capable of withstanding a test by hydraulic pressure to 100 lb. per square inch. 
The cooling passages of the cylinders, covers and other fluid-cooled parts of such 
engine shall be capable of withstanding a test by hydraulic pressure to 30 lb. per 
square inch. 
(6) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (2) of Rule 36 of these RuJes and para­
graph (2) of Rule 37 thereof, no machinery or boilers shall be fitted in such a ship 
which are designed to be operated by means of oil fuel having a flash point of less than 
IsooF. 
S/uifts 
69. In every ship to which these R uJes apply every shaft shall be so designed and 
constructed that it will withstand the maximum working stresses to which it may be 
subjected, with a factor of safety which is adequate having regard to: 
(a) the materia) of which it is constructed; 
(b) the service for which it is intended; and 
(c) the type of the engines by which it is driven or of which it fOIlJl! a part. 
Boiler Feed Systems 
70. (I) Every boiler fitted in a ship to which these Rules apply shall be provided with 
not less than two efficient and separate feed systems so arranged that either of such 
systems may be opened up for inspection or overhaul without affecting the efficiency 
of the other. Means shall be provided which will prevent overpressure in any part of 
the systems. 
(2) If it is possible for oil to enter the feed water system in such a ship, the arrange­
ments for supplying boiler feed water shall provide for the interception of oil in the 
feed water. 
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(3)  [very [eed check valve, fitllng and pipe: through which feed water passes from 
a pump to the boilers In such a ship shall be of eni.;ielll de�lgn and of SuO-.llent stlcngth 10 \\ Ith.,tand wilh an adequJte factor of sJfel) the mJ.>..imuOl \\Orking pre.')sufe to ",,1I1,h 
the feed IJIle may be subjected. Such \ahc, jilting and P'PC 5hall also be capable of 
\\ Ithstandmg a test by h}draullc pressure to 1\ \ 1,}  and onc-half times till: max.imnm 
y.orking rrc.,�urc of the bode I to y.hich thl..) a l e  ('ouncctcd 01 ty. lce the ma>.imum 
workIng prcs�ure of the feed line, whiche\er shall Ix the greater. TIle feed pipes shall 
be adequately supported. 
St�am Pip� Systems 
71. ( I )  In every ship to ",hich these Rules apply, every steam pipe and every filling 
connected thereto through which steam may pass shall be so designed and constructed 
as to " lthstand the maximum working stresses to \\hich il may be subjected, with a 
factor of safety y.hich is ad-:-quate having regard 10: 
(a) the material of which It is constructed; and 
(b) the working conditions under which it will be used, 
The steam pipes shall be adequately supported. 
(2)  Without prejudice 10 the generality of the foregoing, every such steam pipe and 
hltmg shall be capable of Withstanding a lest by h)'draulic pressure to twice the maxi· 
mum ,",orkrng pressure to which it may be subjected. 
(3) Provision shall be made which will a\oid excessive stress likely to lead to the 
failure of any such steam pipe, whether by reason of variation in temperature, vibration 
or otherwise. 
(4) Efficient means shall be prOVided for draining every such steam pipe so as (0 
ensure that the interior of the pIpe is kept free of water and that water hammer action 
will not occur under any conditions likely to arise in the course of the intended service 
of the ship. 
(05) If, in any ship to which these Rules apply. a steam pipe may receive steam from 
any source at a higher pressure than it can withstand with an adequate factor of 
safety, an efficient reducing valve, relief valve and pressure gauge shall be fitted to 
such pipe. 
Air Pressure Systems 
72_ ( I ,  I:.very shIp to whIch these Rules apply, being a ship propelled by compression 
ignition engines designed to be started by compressed air, shall be provided "" ilh at 
least 1\\0 starting air compressors, each of which shall be of efficient design and of 
sufficient strength and capacIty for the service for which it is intended. Provided that 
in ships of Classes I I I  to VI(A), inclusive, only one such compressor shall be required. 
(2) Without prejudIce to the gencralit)' of the foregoing: 
(a) every cylinder forming part of an air compressor in a ship to which these Rules 
apply shall be capable of "" ithstanding a test by hydraulic pressure to twice its 
maximum working pressure; 
(b) every cooling coil of each stage forming parI of such air compressor shall be 
capable of withstanding a test by hydraulic pressure to twice the maximum 
working pressure of that stage; 
le) the cooling passages of such air compressor and Ihe cooler casings thereof shall 
be capable of wilh<;landing a test by hydraulic pressure to 30 lh. per square inch; 
and 
(d) a relief valve shall be fitted in the high pressure discharge from such compressor, 
and a relief valve or safety diaphragm shall be fitted OD the casing of the high 
pressure cooler. 
(3) E\ ery 'iuch ship shall be provided with a starti.ng air con�pressor which ��n be 
pul into operatIon \\ithoul a supply of compress�d air, and v.:hlch shall be add�t�onal 
10 the compressors required by paragraph ( I )  of Ilus R ule. �ro\,lded that suc� addlllon�1 
compressor shall not be required if a compressor filled III accordance ."llh the said 
paragraph can be put into operation without a supply of compressed air. 
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(4) Every ship to which these Rules apply, bemg a ship !�;""pelled by compreS'ilon 
ignition engines designed to start by compressed air, shall be pro,"ided with at least 
two air receivers, which shall be of such aggregate capacity that, when they are filled 
with compressed air, the air contained therein will be sufficient 10 start each of the shlp's 
main engines twelve times if such engines are reversible. and six limes if su�h engines 
art non-reversible. Provided that m ships of Classes I I I  to VI(A), inclusive, only one 
such air receiver shall be required. 
(5) Every air receiver provided in such a ship shall be so designed and constructed 
as to withstand the maximum working stresses to which it may be subjected, wuh a 
factor of safety which is adequate having regard to: 
Ca) its design and the material of which It is constructed; and 
(b) the working conditions under which it is mtended to be used. 
Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, every air receiver shaH be capable 
of withstanding a test by hydraulic pressure to the extent set forth in the following 
table: 
ConJtruclion 0/ Rud�'n M. W.P. 0/ Ru�;y�' 
Riveted . Not over 100 . . 
Riveted . Over 100 but not over 300 
Riveted . Over 300 
Fusion welded Not o"cr 100 
Fusion welded Over 100 
In the foregoing table pressures are indicated in lb. 
means maximum working pressure, 
Pr�S$ur� o} I�$t 
2 x M.W.r. 1 1 M.W P + 50 
M.W.P. + 200 2 x M.W.P. 
l i  x M.W.P. + 50 
per square inch and "M.W.P." 
(6) Every air bottle provided in a ship to which these Rules apply sha 11 be of efficient 
design and shall be made of seamless steel tube with the ends of the bottle worked 
down from the tube or shall be of equally effiCient cOllstruction. The bottle shall be 
annealed and shall be capable of withstanding a test by hydraulic pressure to twice its 
marimum working pressure. 
(7) Every air receiver and air bottle provided in such a ship shall be filled With means 
of access for purposes of inspection and shall be provided with efficient drains for the 
removal of oil and water, and with efficient relief valves to prevent overpressure. If 
the air receiver or air bottle can be isolated from the relief valve. it shall be fitted with 
one or more fusible plugs so as to discharge its contents in the event of fire. 
(8) (a) Every air pressure pipe provided in such a ship and every fitting connected 
to such pipe, shall be capable of withstanding the maximum working stresses to which 
it may be subjected with a factor of safety which is adequate having regard to: 
(i) the material of which it is constructed; and 
(ii) the working conditio�s under which it is intended to be used. 
(b) Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, every such pipe aDd titting 
shall be capable of withstanding a test by hydraulic pressure to twice its maximum 
working pressure. 
(c) Every such pipe shall be properly supported. Provision shall be made which will 
keep the interior of the pipe free from oil and either will prevent the passage of flame 
from the cylinders of the engine to the pipe, or will protect the pipe from the effects of 
an internal explosion. 
(9) If, in any ship to which these Rules apply, an air pressure pipe may receive air 
(rom any source at a higher pressure than it can withstand with an adequate factor of 
safety. an efficient reducing valve, relief valve and pressure gauge shall be fitled to 
such pipe. 
£ngin� Cooling Syst�ms 
73. (1) In every ship to which these Rules apply, being a ship propelled by internal 
combustion machinery or provided with internal combustion engines for the main­
tenance of scn-ices essential for the safety of the ship or of persons on board, two pumps 
shall be provided each of which shall be apable of supplying adequate cooling water 
to such machinery or engines, as the C3!te may be, and to any oil coolers or fresh water 
coole� 
.
filted thereto. Provided that in ships of Classes I I I  to Vl(A), inclusive, only 
one su� pump shall be required. 
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(2) If direct sea water cooling IS used for any such machinery or engines, the sea 
water !.uctions shall be provided wltb strainers which can be cleaned without interrup· 
tlOO of the supply of water. 
(3) Means shall be pro\ided for ascertainmg whether the cooling systems are working 
properl)' and for preventing overpri::ssure in any part thereor. 
(4) The exhau':ot pipeS and silencers of e ... cry Internal combustion engine provided 
m a ship to ",hleh thcse Rules apply shall be efficiently cooled or Jagged. 
LllbricQtll1g Oil Systems 
14. ( I )  In every ship to which these Rules apply, bemg a ship In which oil for the 
lubricalion of the main engmes IS circulated under pressure, at least two pumps shall 
be prO\ Ided each of "hlch shall be adequate for clrculatmg such 011. Provided that in 
ships of Classes I I I  to VI(A}, mclusive, only one such pump shall be required. 
(2) Stramers shall be provided for straining the lubricating oil, and, except in ships 
of Classes I II  to V ((A), inclusive, shall be capable of being cleaned without interrupting 
the supply of suc.:h 011. 
(3) Means shall be provided for ascertaining whether the lubricating system IS 
workmg properly, and for preventing o ... crpressure In any part of the system. If the 
means of pre ... entms o\ crprcssure is a relief valve It shall be in close circuit. 
Oil File/ Installations: (Boilers and Machinery) 
15. ( I )  In evcry ship to .... h,ch these Rules apply. being a ship propelled by means of 
oli·fired boders or Internal combustion machmery, every double bottom compartment 
appropriated for the storage of od fuel. not bemg a compartment situated at the 
extreme fONard or after cnd of thc ship. shall be fitted with a watertight centre division. 
Co!) L\ery at! fuel tank In such a ship shall be properly constructed and shall be pro· 
voded with s3\c·atls or gutters which Will catch any od which may leak from the tank. 
No such Idnl.. :-.h.1lI be situated directly above boilers or other heated surfaces. Without 
prejudice to the gcncrallty of the foregomg. every such tank shall be capable of with· 
!ltandmg a test by hydraulic pressure in the casc of a storage tank. settling tank or 
scnicc tank, cqual to that of a head of �ater one foot greater than the greatest head 
to which thc tank I1lJ) be subJect " hen 10 sc("\, Ice, but in the case of a settling tank, to 
not less tl'an 1 5  lb. per squarc inch. 
(3)  The od fuel carried In such a ship shall be effectively isolated from water ballast 
\l,hich may be carried therem. The pumping arrangements shall be such as will permit 
the 011 fuel to be trJnsferrcd from :lny storage tank or settling tank appropriated for 
od fucl mto any other storagc tank or settlmg tank so appropriated. Provision shall 
be made to prevent the accidental discharge or overflow of oil o"erboard. I f  fresh 
water h stored 10  a tank adjacent to a tank appropriated for the storage of oil fuel a 
coffer dam shall be provided which will prevent contamination of thc fresh water by 
the oil. 
(4) In c\<cry such ship efficicnt means shall be provided for sounding every oil fuel 
tank tht;rCLJl and to pre\ent overprc:-"sure in such tank. 
(5) In every such ship, an air pipe shall be led from every 011 fucl tank to the open 
air, and the outlet thereof shall be in such a position that there will be no danger of 
fire or explosion resulting from the emergence of oil vapour from the pipe when the 
tank ill being filled. Every such pipe shall be fitted with a detachable wire gauze 
diaphragm. If such pipe also serves as an overflow pipe provision shall be made which 
wdl prevent the overflow from running into or near a boiler room, gaUey or other 
place 10  ",hich It might be ignited. 
(6) Every dram provided in such a ship for the purpose of removing water from oil 
fuel in �torage or settling tanks or in separators shall be of the self·closing type. 
( 1 )  The 011 fucl filling stations in evcry such ship shall be isolated from other spacc) 
In the 'Ihip and :-.hall be efficiently drained and ventilated. Provision shall be made 
which will prevent overprcssure in any oil·fillmg pipe IInc�. 
no 
(8) 10 every such ShiP, every 011 pressure plpc shall be made of seamless steel, and, 
u used for conveying heated oil, shall be situated 10 a conspicuous position above the 
pl�tforms in well-ligbted parIs of the boiler room or engme room. Every such pipe aDd 
JOIOI therein and every fitting connected to such pipe, shall be capable of withstand 109 . 
a test by hydraulic pressure to 400 lb. per square inch or to twice its maX1mum working 
pressure, whichever shall be the greater. 
(9) In every such ship, every oil pipe, not being an oil pressure pipe, shall be made of 
steel and shall be led at such a height above the ship's inner bottom, if any, as wlll 
facilitate the inspection and repair of the pipe. Every such pipe and jomt therein, and 
every fitting connected to such pipe, shall be capable of withstanding a test by hydraulic 
pressure to SO lb. per square inch or 10 twice its maximum working pressure, whichever 
shall be the greater. 
( lO) In every such ship every steam heating pipe which may be in contact with oil 
shall be made o�' steel and, together with its joints, shall be capable of withstanding 
8 test by hydraulic pressure to twice its maximum working pressure. 
( 1 1 )  In every such ship every suction pipe from any oil fuel tank situated above an 
mner botlom, and every oil fuel levelling pipe Within a boiler room or eoglOe room 
shall be fitted with a valve or cock secured to each tank to which the pipe is connected. 
Every such valve or cock fitted to an oil fuel suction pipe shall be so arranged that it 
may be dosed both from the compartment in which it is situated and from a readily 
accessible position outside such compartment and not likely to be cut off m the event 
of fire in that compartment. Every such valve or cock fitted to an oil fud levelilng plpc 
shall be so arranged that it can be closed or opened from a readdy accessible positIon 
above the bulkhead deck and not likely to be cut off by a fire in the compartment in 
which the pipe is situated. If any oil tank filling pipe is not connected to an oil fuel 
tank at or near the top of the tank, it shall be fitted with a non·return valve or with a 
valve or cock secured to the tank to which it is connccted and so arranged that it may 
be closed both from the compartment in which it is situated and from a readily acces­
sible position outside such compartment aDd not likely to be cut off in the event of 
fire in that compartment. 
( l 2) In every such ship every master valve at the furnace fronts y,hich controls the 
supply of oil fuel to sets of burners shall be or a quick-closing type, and fitted in a 
conspicuous position and readily accessible. Provision shall be made to pre\ent 011 
from being turned on to any burner unless such burner has been correctly coupled up 
to the oil supply ]ine. 
( l 3) In every such ship every valve used in connection with the oil fuel installation 
shall be so designed and constructed as to prevent the cover of the valve chest being 
slackened back or loosened wben the valve is operated. 
(14) In every such ship every pump provided for use in connection with the 011 fuel 
system shall be separate from the ship's feed pumps, bilge pumps and bal1ast pumps and 
the connections of any of such pumps, and shall be provided with an efficient relief 
valve which shall be in close circuit. Provision shall be made by which every oil fuel 
pressure pump and transfer pump may be stopped from a position outside the compart­
ment in which such pump is situated. 
(IS) Every such ship shall be provided with not less than two oil fuel UOltS, each 
comprising a pressure pump, filters and a healer. Such pump, filters and healer shall 
be of efficient design and substantIal construction. Provision shall be made which will 
prevent overpressure in any part of the oil fuel units. The parts of such oil fuel units 
which are subject to oil pressure, and the joints thereof, shall be capable of withstanding 
a test by hydraulic pressure to 400 lb. per square inch or twice their maximum working 
pressure, whichever shall be the greater. Any relief valves fitted to prevent overpressurc 
in the oil fuel heater shall be in close circuit. If steam is used for heating oil fuel in 
bunkers, tanks, heaters or separators in any such ship, exhaust drains shall be provided 
to discharge the water of condensation into an observation tank. 
( 16) In every such ship save·alls or gutters shall be provided under every oil fuel pump, 
filter and heater to catch any oil which may leak or be spilled therefrom. Save·alls or 
gutters shall be provided in way of the furnace moutbs to catch oil which may escape 
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from the burners. ProvIsion shall be made which will prevent oLl whIch may escape 
rrom any oil ruel pump, filter or heater from commg mto contact with boilers or other 
heated surfaces. 
( 1 7) Every oil fuel separator m such a ship shall be or efficient design and substantial 
construction ProvIsion shall be made which Will prevent overpressure in any part 
thereor, and which Will prevent the discharge or oil vapour thererrom mto confined 
spaces. 
( 1 8)  If. In any ship to which these Rules apply, being a ship propelled by means or 
od-fired boilers, dampers arc fitted to the funnels or boilers, prOVision shall be made 
ror secunng the dampers 1 0  the open position, and an indicator shall be provided to 
show whether the dampers are open or shut. 
( 19)  For the purposes or thiS Rule the expression " oil ruel tank" includes an oil ruel 
storage tank, an oil fuel setthng tank, an oil ruel service Lank and an oil ruel overHow 
lank. 
Oil Fuel Installafions: (Cooking Ranges) 
76. ( I )  lr, 10 any ship to which these Rules apply, a cooking range is supplied With 
ruel rrom an oal tank, the tank shall not be situated 10 a galley, and the supply or oil 
to the burners shall be capable of belOg controlled from a position outside the galley. 
No range or burners shall be fitted which are designed to be operated by means of oil 
ruel haVing a flash POlOt or less than 1 SO°F. 
(2) The tank shall be prOVided With an air pipe lead 109 to the open air. The pipe shall 
be in such a poSition that there will be no danger of fire or explosion resulting from 
the emergence or oil vapour rrom the pipe when the tank is being filled. The pipe shall 
be fitted With a detachable wire gauze diaphragm. 
(3) Efficient means shall be provided for filling every such tank and for preventing 
overpressure therein. 
Ventilation 
17. In every ship to which these Rules apply, every space in which an oil fuel tanlt 
or any part of an oil fuel installation is situated shall be adequately ventilated. 
Steering Gear 
78. ( I )  Every ship to which these Rules apply shall be provided With efficient main 
and awullary stecnng gear. Provided that auxiliary steering gear shall not be required 
If the ship's mam steering gear is fitted with duplicate power units and duplicate 
connections up to the rudder stock. 
(2) The auxiliary steering gear shall be capable of being rapidly brought into action 
and shall be of adequate strength, and of sufficient power to enable the ship to be steered 
at a na\ Igable speed. The aU)uliary steering gear shall be operated by power in any 
sllch ship which IS fitted with a rudder stock of over 9 inches in diameter in way of 
the tdler. 
(3) h every ship to which these Rules apply means shall be provided by which the 
"hip can be steered from a position aft. 
Stores, Spart Gear and Tools 
79. Every ship of Classes I, 1 1  and Il(A} shall be provided with such stores, spare 
gear and tools as are sufficient, having regard to the intended service of the ship, to 
enable running repairs to the ship's ooilcrs and machinery to be made while the ship 
is at sea. 
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PART V I I  
M I S C E L LANEOUS 
Applicalion 0/ ParI VII 
80. Th.is Part of these Rules appli<:s to every ship to which these Rutes apply. 
Compasses 
81. ( I )  tal Every ship of Class I shall be provided with three efficient magnetic 
compasses which shall be sited on the ship's centre line. One of such compasses shall 
be provided for use as a steering compass and shall be sited at the normal steering 
position, and another shall be provided for use as a standard compass and shall be 
sited near to the normal steering position and in a position from which the view of the 
horizon is least obstructed. A third such compass shall be provided at the after steering 
positioll, and shall. together With its gimbal Units, be interchangeable with the steering 
compass. 
Provided that a magnetic steering compass shall not be required if 
(i) the standard compass is of the reflector or projector type and is equipped with 
a device by which it may be read from the normal steering position; 
(ii) the standard compass is interchangeable With the after steering compass; and 
(iij) a card of a gyroscopic compass or of a repeater thereof can be read from the 
normal steering position. 
(b) Every magnetic compass provided in such a ship shall be mounted on a binnacle. 
Provided that the after steering compass may be mounted on a pedestal. 
(2) Every ship of Classes H, ileA) and H I  shall be provided with two efficient mag­
netic compasses sited on the ship's centre line. one of which shall be for use as a steering 
compass and shall be sited at the normal steering position, and the other of which 
shall be for use as a standard compass, and shall be sited near to the nonnal steering 
position and in a position from which the view of the horizon is least obstructed. Each 
of such compasses shall be mounted on a binnacle. 
(3) Every ship of Classes IV, VI and VI(A) shall be provided with one efficient 
magnetic compass which shall be readily available at the nonnal steering position. 
Depth-Sounding Dellice5 
82. ( l )  Every ship of Classes I, 1 1  and I 1(A) shall be provided with an efficient 
mechanical depth-sounding device operated by means of a line, and with such spare 
parts as are sufficient, having regard to the type of the device and to the intended 
service of the ship. to enable the device to be maintained in working order while the 
ship is at sea. Provided that a mechanical depth-sounding device shall not be required 
in any sbip of Class 1 1  or ll(A) which is under 1 ,600 tons. 
(2) Every ship of Classes I to Ill. inclusive, shall be provided with two hand lead­
lines, each at least 2S fathoms long, and each with a lead weighing at least 7 Ibs. 
Anchor5 and Chain Cables 
83. Every ship to which these Rules apply shall be provided with such anchors and 
chain cables as are sufficient in number. weight and strength. having regard to the size 
and intended service of the ship. 
Hawsers and Warps 
84. Every ship to which these Rules apply shall be provided with such hawsers and 
warps as are sufficient in number and strength. having regard to the size and intended 
service of the ship. 
Mean5 of E�'cape 
85. ( I )  Every ship to which these Rules apply, not being an open or partially­
decked ship of Classes V, VI or VI(A), shall be provided with such doorways, stairways. 
ladderways and other means of escape as will provide readily accessible means of 
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escape for all persons In the ship. The means of escape shall be so designed and con­
struct�'d as 10 be capable of 1X'lng easily used by the persons for whom they are 
Intended. The number and width of such means of escape ::.hall be sufficient. having 
regJrd to the number of persons by whom the)' ma), be used and shall not pass through 
any doorna) which may be closed b) a door reqUired by these R ules to be watertight. 
(2) In every ship of Classes r. I 1  and II(A) at least t\\O such means of escape shall be 
provided In each porllon of :1 be!'.l.een derks abo\c the bulkhead deck falling within a 
main vertical zone, and onc of the means of escape providc:d in each such portion shall 
gl\e access to a stairway leading upwards from the between decks. Provided that in 
ships of Class I the means of escape from the lifeboat embarkation deck shall not be 
reqUired to give access to a stairway leadmg upwards from that deck. 
(3) In every slup of Class I such means of escape shall lead to the lifeboat embarka­
tion deck. 
(4) In e'very ship of Classes 11  and J1(A) such means of escape shall lead to the lifeboat 
embarkation deck and to an open deck of sufficient area, having regard to the number 
of persons whom tbe ship may carry. 
(5) In every ship of Classes 1 1 1  to vr (A), inclusive, not being an open or partiall)­
decked ship of Classes V, VI or VI(A), such means of escape shall lead to a n  open deck 
of sullklent area, haVing regard to the number of persons whom the ship may carry. 
(6) EH!ry !)hlp of Classes V, VI and VI(A), being a n  open or partially-decked ship. 
shall be pro\ldcd "jlh readily accessible means of escape from all enclosed spaces in 
the ship. Such means of escape shall be sufficient in number and width, having regard 
10 the nllmber of persons who may be in the said spaces. 
Guard Rails, Stanchions and Bulwarks 
86. ( 1 )  In every ship to which these Rules apply, bulwarks or guard rails shall be 
provided on every deck to which any persons may have access. Such bulwarks or 
guard rails, together With stanchions supporting the guard rails, shall be so placed, 
designed and constructed, and m particular shall be of such a height above the deck, as 
to prevent any person who may have access to that deck from accidentally falling there­
from Any freemg ports fitted m such a bulwark shall be covered by a grid or bars which 
will  preven! any person from fallmg through the port. 
(2) In every open or partially-decked ship of Classes V, V1 or VI(A), every wash­
suake, covermg board and coaming shall be so placed, designed and constructed and 
In particular shall be of such a height above the floorboards. as to prevent any person 
from accidentally failing overboard. 
Alternati.'e Construction, Equipments and Marhinery 
87. Where the!)e Rules require that the hull or machinery of a ship shall be COD· 
,trucled In a particular manner, or that particular equipment shall be provided, or 
panlcul,,lr prO\ISlon �hall be made. the Minister may allow the hull or machinery of 
the shll) to be constructed in any other manner, or any other eqUipment to be prOVided 
or other prmisloll made, if he IS satisfied that that other construction or equipment, 
or Nher prOVISion, is at least ae; effective as that required by these Rules. 
Given under the Official Seal of the M inister of Transport this eleventh day of 
November: 1952. 
(L.S.) Gilmollr Jenkins, 
Secretary of the Ministry of Transporl. 
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FIRST S C H E D U L E  
L I M ITS OF SMOOTH W A T E R  A N D  P A R T I A L L Y  S M OOTH 
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Smooth Water Areas 
In Cromarty Firth but not below 
Cromarty. 
Wuhin a line from Fort Ceotge 
10 Chanonry Point to Fort 
William. 
Within a line from South Jetty 10 
Abercromby Jetty, 
Within a line from Fish Dock, 
Dundee to Craig Head, East 
Newport. 
Above the Fonh Bndge 
Inside the Breakwaters 
Within a line from Spiua[ Point 
to the inner end of Breakwaters. 
Inside the Breakwaters 
Inside the Pier Heads . 
Inside the Tyne Pier Heads 
InsidetheSunderlandPierHeads 
Inside the Breakwaters 
Above No. 8 Beacon 
Inside the Whitby Pier Heads 
Within a line from North Ferrlby 
to South Ferriby. 
Partially Smooth Water Areas·t 
Within a hne from NOM SUlor 
to NaIrn. 
Within a line from North SUlor 
10 Nairn. 
No partiaUy smooth waters. 
Within a line from Brougbly 
Castle to Tayport. 
Within a line from Kirkcaldy to 
Portobello. 
WIthin a line from Kirkcaldy to. 
Portobello. 
In winter, wilhin a l ine from Point 
of Scotland to Heogan to the 
northward and from Holm of 
Met to the lighthouse situated 
some 3 cables 10 the eastward 
of the Nabb 10 the southward. 
In summer, within a line from 
Easter Rova Head to Score 
Head to the northward and from 
the south cnd of Ness of Sound 
to Kirkabistcmess to the South­
ward. 
Between Kirkwall and Rousay. 
To Scapa but not outside Scapa 
Flow. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
In winter, within a line from New 
Holland to Paul!. 
In summer, within a line from 
Cleethorpes Pier to PattinGton 
Chl1rch 
In winter. within a line from New 
Holland to Paull. 
In summer, within a line from 
Cleethorpes Pier to Patrington 
Church . 
• The outer limits of the smooth water areas specified in the second column of this Schedule 
shall be taken to be the corresponding inner limits of the partialJy smooth waler areas specified 
in the third column of this Schedule. 
t Unless otherwise indIcated these limits apply al all limes of the year. In Ihis Schedule 
"summer" means the months of April 10 October, inclusive, and "winter" means the months 
























Smooth Water AreaJ 
loslde the New Cut 
InSide Wisbcch Cut 
Inside Lynn Cut . . . 
On an inland navIgallQn tnSlde 
the Harbour Entrances at 
Yarmouth or Lo ..... estort. 
On the River Orwell or OD the 
River Stour and within a line 
(rom Dovercoun Breakwater to 
Landguard POlflt. 
On the Rpo'er Debento the Mouth 
On the RIVer Blackwater within 
a hne from West Mersea POint 
to Bradwell POint 
On the River Crouch within a 
line from Hollywell Point to 
Foulness POint. 
AbO\e Gravesend 
Sheerness and WhllSlable inSide 
Sheppey. 
Within a hne drawn across the I East and West Entrances to the Harbour. 
On Ihe River Arun above 
Lilllehampton Pier, 
Not seaward of a line drawo 
belwe..:n Eastoke Point and 
West \Vltlering (Tower). 
Not seaward of a Ime drawn 
between Eastney Point and 
Gunner Pomt. 
Wlthm Portsmoulh Harbour 
With m a hne from CalshOl Ca�tle 
10 Hook Beacon, 
PartiaUy Smooth Water Areas·t 
In wmter, no partiaUy smooth 
waters, 
In  summer, within a line from 
Cleethorpes Pier to Patrington 
Church. 
No panlally smooth wate�. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
tn summer, Within a line from 
Clacton Pier to Reculvers. 
In wmter, within a line from 
Colne POInt to Whitstable. 
In summer, within a line from 
Oaeton Pier to Reculvers. 
In winter, within a line from 
Colne Point to Whitstable. 
In summer, Within a line from 
Clacton Pier to Reculvers. 
tn winter. within a line from 
Cotne POint to Whitstable. 
In  summer. within a line from 
Clacton Pier to Reculvers. 
In  winter, within a line from 
Colne Point to Whitstable. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially srnooth waters 
Inside the Isle of Wlght wlthm an 
area bounded by a line drawn 
between Gunner Point and 
Trinity Church. Bembridge, to 
the eastward and the Needles 
and Hursl Point to the west­
ward. 
InSide the Isle or Wig,ht within an 
area bounded by a line drawn 
between Gunner Point and 
Trinity Church, Bembridge, la 
the eastward and The Needles 
and Hurst Point to the west­
ward. 
Inside the Isle of Wight within an 
area bounded by a line drawn 
betweeo Gunner Point and 
Trinity Church, Bembridgc, to 
the eastward and The Needles 
and Hurst Point to the west· 
ward . 
• The oUler limits of the smooth water a.reas specified io the second column of tNs Schedule 
shall � taken to be the correspondmg inner hmlts of the partially smooth water areas specified 
III the Ihlrd column of thiS Schedule. 
t Unless otherWise indicated Ihese limits apply at all times of the year. In  this Schedule 
"o;ummer" means the months of April to October. inclUSive. and "winter" means the month, 





















Smooth Water Areas 
Between East and West Cowes 
withm the River Medi.na. 
Within Christchurch Harbour 
excluding the Run. 
Inside the Harbour not seaward 
of the line of the Chain Ferry 
between Sandbanks and S. 
Haven Point. 
Within a line from Warren Point 
to the Coastguard Flag Staff at 
Exmouth. 
Within the Harbour . . 
River Dart within a line from 
Kettle Point to Sanery Point. 
River Salcombe not seaward of a 
line Sandhill Point to BiddJ�­
head. 
Within a line from the inside of 
Drakes Island to Mount Batten 
Pier. 
The River Yea!m within a line 
from Wl\lTen Point to Misery 
Point. 
Inside the Harbour . . 
Within a line from St. Anthony 
Head to Pendennis Point. 
Padstow Harbour, within a line 
from Gun Point to Orae Hill. 
Within the Bar . 
Inside Stert Point . . . 
Within a line from Avonmouth 
Pier to Wharf Point. 
River Severn or Avon to Sharp­
ness Point via GloucesterCanal. 
River Wye, above Chepstow 
Partially Smooth Wat�r Areas·t 
inside the Isle of Wight within an 
area bounded by a hne drawn 
between Gunner Point and 
Trinity Church, Bembridge, to 
the eastward and The Needles 
and Hurst Point to the West­
ward. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially 'mooth waters. 
Within Portland Harbour and 
between River Wey and Portland 
Harbour. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
Within a line from Cawsand to 
the Breakwater and the Break­
water to Staddon Pier. 
No partiaJly smooth waters. 
In winter, no partially smooth 
waters. 
In summer, with a line from Sf. 
Anthony Head to Nace Point. 
Within a line from Stepper Point 
to Trebetherick Point. 
No partially smooth waters. 
Within the Bar. 
In winter, within a line from 
Blaclonore Point to Portskewet. 
In summer, within a line from 
Barry Dock Pier to Steepholm, 
thence to Brean Down. 
Winter and summer, inner limit 
not above No. I beacon at the 
southern entrance to "The 
Shoots" , 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
• The outer limits of the smooth water areas specified in the second column of this Schedule 
shall be taken 10 be the corresponrling inner limits of the partiaUy smooth water areas specified 
in the third colwnn of tbis Schedule. 
t Unless otherwise indicated these limits apply at all times of the year. In this Schedule 
"summer" means the months of April to October, inclusive, and "winter" means the months 
of November to March, inclu�ive. 
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I Partially Smooth Water Areas·t ��----�� �����: Cacdlff Wllhm 3. hne from Low Water In winter, no partially smooth 





















Pier Head (0 the Lifeboat waters. 
House near Penanh Dock In summe., within a line from 
entrance. Barry Dock Pier to Stcepholm. 
Inside the Dock 
Inside the Sar 
InSide the Dock . . 
OUler limit, on a line Burry Port 
Western Pier to Whiteford 
Point; 
lnner hmlt, Lougher Railway 
Bridge. 
Within ." line from South Hook 
POint to Thorn Point. 
Inside the Bar . . . 
Within a hne from Barmouth 
PIer to Penrhyn Point. 
Wllhln a line from Aberdovey 
Station to Trwyn Bach. 
Inside the Bar Buoy 
Inside the Breakwater . 
Within the Menai Slraits to Aber 
Menai or Beaumaris. 
Within a hne from Mussel Hill 
10 Tremlyd Point. 
River [)ee, DOt below Connah's 
Quay. 
Above the Rock Light House 
Within a lIoe from Lytham to 
thence to Brean Down. 
Wint�r and summer, inner limit. 
not above No. 1 beacon at the 
southern entrance to " Th e  
Shoots", 
10 winter. no partially smooth 
waters. 
Jo summer, Within a Line from 
BaTTY Dock Piu to St«pholm, 
thence to Brean Down. 
Wiotcr and summer, inner limit, 
not above No. I beacon at the 
southern entrance to "Tbe 
ShOOIS", 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters, 
No JMrtially smooth waters, 
Within the Menai Stralls from 
Caernarvon Bar to Puffin Island. 
No partially smooth waters. 
Inside the West Hoyle Bank. 
In winter, no partially smooth 
waters. 
In summer, within a line from 
Formby Point 10 Hilbre Point. 
Southport. I Within a hne from Low Light to 
Knolt End Pier. 
Within a line from Southport to 
Blackpool inside the Banks. 
In winter, DO partially smooth 
waters. 
Within a line from Sunderland 
Poinl to Chapel Poiot. 
In summt'r, within a line from 
Rossal Poiot to Humphtl:y Head. 
In winter. no partially smooth 
waters. 
I n  swnmer, wilhin a line from 
Rossal Point to Humphrey 
Head. 
In winter. no partially smooth 
I waters. 
In swnmer, within a line from f RossaJ Point to Humphrey 
I Head. 
• The outer limits or the smooth water areas specified in the second column of th� Schedule 
.. hall be taken to be the corresponding Inncr limits or che partially smooth waler areas specified 
ID che third (.olumn or IhlS Schedule. 
t Unlc:ss ochel'\\'ise Indlcalcd Ihcsc limits apply !II all times or che year. In this Schedule 
"summer" mea m the manchs of April 10 Cktober, inclusive, and "winler" means the monChli 






















Smooth Water Areas 
00 the Kendal/prestoD Canal 
Between Waloey Island and the 
Mainland 
From Battery Pier to Victoria 
Pier. 
Above Port Carlisle 
Inside Ahd Point and Olenhaven 
POint. 
Within a line from Cairn Ryan 
to Kirkcolm Point 
Inside the Bar . . . 
Above partially smooth waters 
Inside the Harbour but DOt out· 
I side Davarr Island. 
Within Loch Leven aod not 
outside Peter StrailS. 
Loch Linnhe but not soulh of 
Keppanach. Loch Eil and on 
the Canal to Inveme.-:s. 
Between Kyle of LochAlsh and 
Kyleakin on the Isle of Skye. 
Within a line from Holywood to 
Macedoo Point. 
Within a line from Greeoore 10 
Greencastle Point. 
. Within a line from Larne Pier to 
; the Ferry Pier on Island Magee. 
C Upper or Lower Lough Erne . 
Within 2 miles of the shore 
Within a line from Magilligan 
Point to Greencastle . 
PartlaUy Smooth Water Areas' t  
In winter, no partially smooth 
waters. 
In summer, within a line from 
Rossal Point (0 HumphfC'y 
Head. 
No partiaUy smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
Within a line (rom Southeroes.s 
to Silloth. 
Wubin a line Southemess 10 
SllIoth. 
Loch Ryan, within a line from 
Fmnart's Point to Milleur Point 
No partially smooth waters. 
Outt!f limit: a line from Skipness 
to Farland Head round Garroch 
Head. 
I""n limit: In winter. a line from 
Cloch Lighthouse to DUOooD 
Pier. 
In summer, a line (rom Bogaoy 
Point, Isle of Bute to Skelrnorlie 
Castle and Ardlamont Point 
inside the Kyles of Bute. 
ew;tended between 5th JUJ)e and 
5th September, both dates 
inclusive, by a line from a point 
two miles off the Ayrshire Coast 
at Skelmorlie Castle to Tormont 
End. Cumbrae, and a lene from 
Mlllport round Farland POLDt 
to Fairlie Pier. 
No partially smooth waten. 
Imide the Island of Kcmra and 
to Dunstaffnage. 
No partIally smooth wah:rs 
No partially smooth waters. 
Through Loch Alsh to the Head 
of Loch Duich. 
In winter, 00 partiaUy smOOlh 
waters. 
In summer, within a line from 
Carrickfergus to Bangor. 
No partially smooth waters 
No partially smooth waters. 
No partially smooth waters. 
At a greater distance than 2 miles 
from the shore. 
No partially smooth waters. 
• The outer limits of the smooth water aetas specified in thl; second column of this Schedule 
shall be taken to be the corresponding inner limits of the partially smooth water areas specified 
in the third column of this Schedule. 
t Unless otherwise indicated these limits apply at all times of the year. In  this Schedule 
"summer" means Ihe months of April to October, inclusive. and "winter" means the months 
of November 10 Marcb, ioelusive, 
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SECOND S C H E D U LE Rule ' 
C A L C U L A T I O N  O F  M A X I M U M  L E N G T H  O F  
W A T E R T I G H T  C O M P A R T M E N T S  
PAR T I 
( I )  For the purposes of this Schedule, except where otherwise specified, 
(a) all linear measurements shall be in feet; and 
(b) all volumes shall be in cubic feet and shaU be calculated from measW"Ctllcnts 
taken to moulded lines. 
(2) In this Schedule the symbol "L" denotes the length of the ship. 
(3) In this Scbedule the expression "passenger spaces" shall mc1ude galleys, laundries 
and other similar spaces provided for the service of passenge.rs, in addition to space 
provided for the use of passengers. 
2. Pumisslble Lengfh 
Subject to the provisions of paragraph 6 of this Schedule the length of a compartment 
shall not exceed its permissible length. The permissible length of a compartment 
baving its centre at any point shall be the product of the tJoodable length at that point 
and the factor of subdivision of the ship. 
P A R  T 1 1  
S H I P S  O f  C LA S S E S  I ,  1 1  A N D  I I ( A ) ,  O T H E R  T H A N  SHIPS T O  W H I C H  
P A R T I I I  O F  T H I S  S C H E DU LE A P P L I E S  
1.  Assumptjoru of Permt'obiljty 
The assumptions of permeability which shall be taken into account in determining 
the 800dable length at any point in ships to which this Part of this Schedule applies 
shall be as follows: 
(a) Machinery space: 
(i) In the case of ships not propelled by internal combustion engines the asswned 
average permeability throughout the machinery space shall be detennined by 
the following formula: 
80 + 12·5 (a - c) where 
v 
a = volume of the passenger spaces and crew spaces below tbe margin 
line within the limits of the machinery space; 
c = volume of the between deck spaces below the margin line within the 
limits of the machinery space which are appropriated to cargo, coal 
or stores; and 
v = volume of the machinery space below the margin line. 
(ii) In the case of ships propelleci by internal combustion engines the avergae 
permeability throughout the machinery space shall be taken as 5 greater than 
that given by the aforesaid formula. 
liii) In any case in which the average permeability throughout the machinery 
space, as determined by detailed calculation, is less than thac given by tbe 
aforesaid formula, the calculated value may be substituted. For the purposes 
of such calculation, the permeability of passenger spaces and crew spaces 
shall be taken to be 95.  that of all spaces approprialed for cargo, coal or 
stores shall be taken to be 60, and that of double bottom, oil fuel and other 
tanks forming part of the structure of the ship shall be taken to be 95 or sucb 
lesser figure as the M inister may approve in the case of that ship. 
no 
(b) Portions before and abdft the ma�hjnery space: 
(i) the assumed average permeability throughout the portions of the ship before 
and abaft the machinery space shall be determined' 
(a) by the following formula: 
63 + 35� where 
v 
a = volume of the passenger spaces and crew spaces which are situated 
below the margin line before or abaft the machinery space, as tbe 
case may be, and 
v -= volume of the portion of the ship below the margin line before or 
abaft the machinery space, as the case may be; or 
(b) if the Minister so determines in the case of any ship at any time not later 
than 40 days after a Surveyor of Ships has received a plan of the ship 
showing the watertight subdivision thereof, by detailed calculation for 
the purpose of which the permeability of spaces shall be assumed to be 
as follows: 
passenger spaces . 
crew spaces 
spaces appropriated to machinery . 
spaces appropriated to cargo, coal, stores or 
baggage rooms . . 
tanks forming part of the structure of the ship 





9S, or sucb 
lesser figure as the 
Minister may pennit 
in the case of any ship. 
(il) For the purposes of this paragraph a space within a passenger space or crew 
space shall be deemed to be a part thereof unless it is appropriated for other 
purposes and is enclosed by permanent steel bulkheads. 
4. Factor of SubdiyisiOIJ 
(I) Subject to the provisions of sub·paragraph (4) of this paragraph, in the case of 
ships the length of which is 430 feet or more, the factor of subdivision F sha1l be 
determined by the following formula: 
F = A 
_ (A - B) (Co - 23) 
100 
where A and B are respectively determined in accordance with the provisions of sub­
paragraph (S) of this paragraph and C. is the criterion numeral determined in accord· 
aoce with the provisions of paragraph !i of thiS schedule. Provided that where in the 
case of any ship the factor F is less than ·4 and the Minister is satisfied that it is im· 
practicable to apply the factor F in detennining the permissible length of a compart· 
Olent appropriated for machinery, the Minister may allow an increased factor not 
exceeding ·4 to be applied to that compartment. 
(2) Subject to the provisions of sub-paragraph (4) of this paragraph, in the case of 
ships the length of which is less than 430 feet but not less than 260 (eet having 8 
criterion numeral of not less than 
4691 - IOL 
17 
(hereinafter in this paragraph referred to as S), the factor of subdivision F shall be 
determined by the following formula: 
F _ I _ (! - B) (c, - S) 
123 - S 
where B is the factor detennined in accordance with the �rovisjons of sub·paragraph (S) 
of this paragraph and C. is the criterion numeral determined in accordance with the 
provisions of paragraph S of tbis Schedule. 
(3) In the case of ships the length of which is less than 430 feet but not less than 
260 feet and having a criterion numeral I('ss than S or in the case of ships the length 
of which is less than 260 feet the factor of subdivision sball be unity. 
) 3 1  
• 
(4) I n  the case of a ship of any length which IS intended to carry 8 number of 




whichever is the lower, the factor of subdivision shall be determined in the mannel 
provided in sub-paragraph (3) of this paragraph. 
(5) For the purposes of this paragraph the factors A and B shaH be determined 
by the followmg formulae: 
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+ · 1 8  (where L = 260 and upwards) 
5. Criterion 0/ Ser�ice 
The cnterion numeral for ships to which this Part of this Schedule applies shall be 
determined by the following formulae: 
when PI is greater than P 
C. � 72 M + 2P, 
V + PI - P 
and in all other ca"e.i 
C. _ 72 M + 2P 
V 
where 
C. = the criterion numeral: 
M = the volume of the machinery space, with the addition thereto of the 
volume of any permanent oil fuel bunkers which may be situated above 
the inner botlom and before or abaft the machinery space; 
P = the volume of the passenger spaces and crew !lpaces below the margin 
line; 
V = the volume of the ship below the margin line; 
N = number of passengers which the ship is intended to carry: 
and 
P, � ·6LN 
Provided that: 
(a) where the value of ·6LN is greater than the sum of P and the whole volume of 
the passenger spaces above the margin line, thc figure to be taken as PI shall be 
that sum or ·4LN whichever is the greater; 
(6) values of C. less than 23 shall be taken as 23; and 
(c) values of C. greater than 123 shall be taken as 123. 
6. Special Rules for Sflbdi" ifion 
( I )  Compartments exceeding the pemlissible length: 
(a) A compartment may exceed its permissible length provided that tt)e com­
bined length of each pair of adjacent compartments to which the compartment 
in qucstion is common does not exceed either the floodable length or twice 
the permissIble length, whichever is the less. 
(b) If  one compartment of either of such pairs of adjacent compartments IS 
stluated inside the machinery space, and the other compartment thereof is 
situated outside the machinery space, the combined length of the two com� 
partments shall be adjustcd in accordance with the mean average penncability 
of the two portions of the ship in which the compartments are situated. 
(c) Where the lengths of two adjacent compartments are governed by different 
factors of subdivision, the combined length of the two compartments shall be 
determined proportionately. 
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(d) Where in any portion of a ship bulkheads required by these Rules to be 
watertight are carried to a higher deck than in the remainder of the ship, 
separate margin lines may be used for calculating the flood able length of 
that portion of the ship, if: 
(i) the two compartments adjacent to the resulting step in the bulkhead deck 
are each within the permissible length corresponding to their respective 
margin lines and, in addition, their combined length does not exceed 
twice the permissible length determined by reference to the lower margin 
line of such compartments; 
(ii) the sides of the ship are extended throughout the ship's length to the deck 
corresponding to the uppermost margin line and all openings in the shell 
plating below that deck throughout the length of the ship comply with 
the requirements of Rule 15  of these Rules as if they were openings below 
the margin line. 
(2) Additional subdivision at forward end: 
In ships 430 feet in length and upwards, the watertight bulkhead next abaft the 
collision bulkhead shall be fitled at a distance from the forward perpendicular which 
is not greater than the permissible length appropriate to a compartment bounded by 
the forward perpendicular and such bulkhead. 
(3) Steps in bulkheads: 
If a bulkhead required by these Rules to be watertight is stepped it shall comply 
with one of the following conditions: 
0) In ships having a factor of subdivision not greater than '9, the combined length 
of the two compartments separated by such bulkhead shall not exceed 90 per 
cent. of the floodable length or twice the permissible length whichever is the less. 
In ships having a factor of subdivision greater than '9. the combined length of 
the two compartments shall not exceed the permissible length. 
(ii) Additional subdivision is provided in way of the step to maintain the same 
measure of safety as that secured by a plane bulkhead; or 
(iii) The compartment over which the step extends does not exceed the permissible 
length corresponding to a margin line taken 3 inches below the step. 
(4) Recesses in bulkheads: 
If any part or a recess lies outside vertical surfaces on both sides of the ship situated 
at a distance rrom the shell plating equal to one�fifth of the breadth of the ship and 
measured at right angles to the centre line at the level of the deepest subdivision load 
water line, the whole of such recess shall be deemed to be a step in a bulkhead for 
the purposes of sub�paragraph (3) of this paragraph. 
(S) Equivalent plane bulkheads: 
Where a bulkhead required by these Rules to be watertight is recessed or stepped an 
equivalent plane bulk.head shall be assumed in determining the subdivision. 
(6) Minimum spacing of bulkheads: 
If the distance between two adjacent bulkheads required by these Rules to be water� 
tight, or their equivalent plane bulkheads, or the distance between transverse planes 
passing through the nearest stepped portions of the bulkheads, is less than '03L + 10 
feet, or 35 feet, or ·1 L, whichever is the least, only one of those bulkheads shall be 
regarded as forming part of the subdivision of the ship. 
(7) Allowance for local subdivision: 
Where in any ship a main transverse watertight compartment contains local sub� 
division and the Minister is satisfied that, after any assumed side damage extending 
over a length of '03L + 10 feet, or 35 fect, or · I L, whichever is the least. the whole 
volume of the main compartment will not be Hooded, a proportionate allowance may 
be made in the permissible length otherwise required for such compartment. In such 
a case the volume or effective buoyancy assumed on the undamaged side shall not bt: 
&r� ter than that assumed on the dama�ed side. 
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P A R T  III  
! H I P S  O f'  C LA S S ES 1 1  A N O  I I ( A )  W H I C H  A R E  P E R M I T TED B Y  THE M I N I S T E R ,  
I N  E X E R C I S E  O f  � tl S  POWER U N D E R  P A R A G R A P H  ( 5 )  O f  R U L E  5 O f  THE 
M E R C H A N T  S H n P I N O  ( L I Fe - S A V I N O  A P P L I A N C E S )  R U L E S  1 9 5 2 ,(0 TO 
C A R R Y  P E R S O N S  I N  EXCESS O F  T H E  L I F E BO A T  C A P A C I T Y  P R O V I D E D  ON 
B O A R D  
1. G�nual Rulu lor Subdl'vislon 
Subject to the modifications set forth Ut this Part of this Schedule the maximum 
length of compartments an ships to which this Part of this Schedule applies shall be 
detenruned as if they were ships to which Part 1 1  of thb Schedule applies. 
8. AssumptIon 01 Pum�ab.lity in Portioru b�/ou and abaft the Machinery Space 
In ships to which thl Part of this Schedule applies the assumed average penneability 
throughout the portions of the ship before and abaft the machinery space sbaU be 
determined 
(a) by the followmg formula: 
95 - 35 � where 
v 
b = the volume of the spaces which are situated below the margin line before 
or abaft the machinery space, as the case may be, and above the tops of 
floors, lOner bonom, or peak tanks, and which are appropriated for use 
as coal or oLl fuel bunkers, store rooms, baggage rooms, mail rooms, 
chain lockers or fresh water tanks and of spaces appropriated for cargo 
i.f the Minister is satisfied the greater part of the volume of the space is 
intended to be occupied by cargo; and 
v .", the volume of the portion of the ship below the margin line before or abaft 
the machinery space, as the case may be; or 
Cb) If the M inister so determines in the case of any ship at .. ny time not later than 
40 days after a Surveyor of Ships has received a plan of thc ship showing the 
watenlght subdiVision thereof, by dctailed calculation for the purpose of which 
the permeability of spaces shall be assumed to be as folJows: 
passenger spaces 
crew spaces . 
spaces appropriated to machinery . .  
spaces appropriated to bunker coal. stores or baggage 





spaces appropriated to cargo, tanks forming pan of the 
structurc of the ship and doublc bottoms 95, or sucb 
lesser figure as the 
Minister may permit 
in the case of any ship. 
9. Factor of Subdivision 
( I )  Suuject to the prOVisions of this paragraph, the factor of subdivision of ships to 
which (hio; Part of this Schedule applies shall be the factor dctermined in the manner 
provided In paragraph 4 of this Schedule. or ·5 whichever is the less. Provided that if 
the Minister is satisfied in the case of any ship the Icngth of which is less than 300 feet 
that it is impracticable to apply that factor to any compartment. he may allow a higher 
factor to be applied to that compartment. 
(2) If in the case of any ship to which this Part of this Schedule applics the Minister 
is satisfied that the quantity of cargo to be carried in the ship will be such as to render 
impracticable the application abaft the collision bulkhead of a factor of subdivisioD 
not exceeding -5, the factor of subdivision of the ship shall be determined as follows: 
(a) 10 the case of ships the length of which is 430 feet and upwards, by the (onnula: 
p 
� A _ (A - BB) (C. - 23) 
100 
(r ) 5.1. 1951/1949 
2J4 
Cb) in the case of ships the length (If which is less than 430 feet but not less than 
180 feet, and having a criterion numeral not less than SI, by the formula: 
F � I _ ( I  - BB) (Co - S,) 
123 - S, 
For the purposes of the above formulae: 
190 A -
L _ 198 
+ · 18  (where L � 430 and upwards) 
BB = 57·6 + ·20 (where L = 180 and upwards) 
L - 108 
S _ 1950 - 4L I -
10 
C. =- the criterion numeral determined in accordance with paragraph 5 of this 
Schedule where P, has the following values: 
(a) '6LN or 12SN whichever is the greater for berthed passengers. 
Cb) 12SN for unberthed passengers. 
(c) in the case of ships the length of which is less than 430 feet but not less than 
180 feet and having a criterion numeral less than 5., and of all ships the length 
of which is less than 180 feet, the factor of subdivision shall be unity. 
P A R T  IV 
SHIPS Of C LASSES III  TO VI I N C LUSIVE 
to. General Rules for Subdivision 
Subject to the modifications set forth in this Part of this Schedule the muimum 
length of compartments in ships to which this Part of this Schedule applies shall be 
determined as if they were ships to which Part 1I of this Schedule applies. 
1 1 .  Assumptions 01 Permeability 
In ships to which this Part of thi� Schedule applies, the assumed average permeability 
shall be as follows: 
(a) of the machinery space 
(i) in ships propelled by internal combustion engines 
(n) in all other ships • 
85 
80 
(b) of spaces other than the machinery space . • • 95 
12. Foctor 01 Subdivision 
The factor of subdivision of ships to which this Pari of thiS Schedule applies shall 
be as follows: 
Length 0/ Ship in leet 
Over 350 
Over 300 but not over 350 
Over 2S0 but not over 300 
Over 200 but not over 250 
200 and under 
Foctor 01 SubdiJluion 
·5 
'S for compartments in machinery space and 
forward thereof. Unity for all other com­
partments. 
·S for compartments forward of machinery 
space. Unity for all other compartments. 
Unity for combined forepeak and adjacent 




T H I R D  SC H E D U L E  Rule 8 
STA B I L I T Y  I N  D A M AG ED C O N D I T I O N  
I .  Calculations 0/ Stobillly in Damaged Condition 
The 'l;ufficicncy of intact stability of every ship to which Part Il  of these Rules applies 
�h3.1I be determined by calculauon which has regard to the design and construction 
of the ship and the damaged compartments, and which is in accordance with tbe 
following assumptions: 
(a) tbe ship shall be assumed to be in the worst condition as regards stability which 
IS lIkely 10 be cxpencnc:�d having regard to the Intended service of the ship; 
(b) the volume permcabihlteS and surface permeabtlitics shall be assumed to be as 
follows: 
Spaces Permeabiliry 
Appropriated to cargo, coal or stores 60 
Approprtated to accommodation for passen-
gers and crew 95 
Appropriated to machmcry 85 
<\ppropriatcd to liquids 
• 
• o or 95. whjchever results in 
the more onerous 
rcquirements . 
(c) The mmlmum elttcnt of damage �hall be 3'isumed to be as follows: 
(I)  Longitudinal Clttent . 1 0  feet plus 3 pcr cent. of the length of the ship, or 
35 feet, or 1 0  per cent. of the length of the ship, whichever is the least. 
(11) Transverse extent . 20 per cent. of the breadth of the ship. 
(measured inboard from the ship's sid,;: al fight angles to the centre line at 
the level of the deepest subdivision load water line.) 
(ni) Vertical elttent from the top of the double bottom up to the margin line. 
( IV)  If any damage of Ics\er e'(lent than that indicated in the foregoing sub· 
pJragraphs (I), (11) and <Iii) would rc,>ult m a more severe condition regarding 
heel or loss of metacentric height, �uch damage shall be assumed for the 
purpos'!s of the calculation. 
(d) Where the ship IS fitted with decks, inner skins or longitudinal bulkheads of 
'iufficient tightness to restTlct the flow of water. regard shall be had to such 
restrictions 10 the calculation. 
2. Sufficil!n�)I 0/ Stability In Damaged Condition 
The mtact stability of the ship shall be deemed to be sufficient if the aforesaid 
calculation shows that, after the a<;sumed d,JOlage and after eQualisation measures have 
been taken. the final condition of the ship is 35 follows: 
(i) in the event of symmetrical flooding the met acentric height is positive; 
(ii) in Ihe event of unsymmetrical floodmg the heel does not eltcecd seven dl!grccs; 
(iii) m the event of unsymmetrical flooding Ihl! margm line is not submerged. 
F O U R T H  S C H E D U L E  Rule 9 
C O N STR U C T I O N  O F  WATERT I G H T  B U L K H E A D S .  ETC. 
P A R T  I 
S H I P S  OF C LASS 1 
1 .  Strength and Constructiun 
( I )  Every bulkhead and other portion of the Internal structure forming part of 
the watertight subdivision 01 the ship shall be of such strength and so constructed as 
to be capable of supportmg, with an adequate margin of resistance, the pressure due 
to a head of water up to the margin tine. 
(2) Every such bulkhead and portion shall be constructed of mild steel and. If of 
riveted construction, shall comply with the reqUirements of paragraphs 2 10 6 inclUSive 
of this Schedule, and if of welded construction shall not be of less strength, stiffness 
or efficiency than if It had been riveted and had complied with such requirements. 
2. Bulkheads 
(I) Every bulkhead required by thesc Rules to be watertight shall be constructed 
with plating of thickness not less than those indicated in Table I of Part IV of this 
&.hedule. If a bulkhead is at the end of a stokchold space in a coal burning ship, the 
lower part of the bulkhead plating to a height or at least 24 inches above the stokehold 
floor shall be at least · 1  inch thicker than is required by the said Table. If a bulkhead 
is at the end of a coal bunker space, the lowest strake thereof shaU be at least 36 inches 
high and .,  inch thicker than is required by the said Table. In all other bulkheads the 
lowest strake shall be at least ·04 inch thicker than is required by the said Table and 
any limber plates shall be at least . J  inch thicker. 
(2) Every boundary angle shall be at least ' l  inch thicker than the thickness required 
by the said Table for the bulkhead plating to which it is attached. 
(3) (a) Save as provided in Table 3 of Part IV of this Schedule, every such bulkhead 
shall be fitted with stiffeners which shall have brackets or lug end connections. If the 
stiffeners are spaced 30 inchc'i apart, they shall comply with such of the specifications 
in Tables 2 and 3 of the said Part as apply 10 them in the circumstances. Provided that 
other forms of sliffeners may be used if they afford not less strength and stiffness than 
the stiffeners indicated in the said Tables. If any stiffeners are spaced otherwise than 
30 inches apart on such a bulkhead. their strength and stIffness shall be increased \)r 
decreased, as the case may bc, in direct proportion to Ihc�r distance apart. Stiffeners 
shall not be spaced more than 24 inches apart on a collision bulkhead. or more than 
36 inches apart on any other bulkhead. 
(b) The lower end of each stiffener shall be attached to the shell plating, to the inner 
bottom plating or to horizontal plating which will support it properly. 
(c) At each deck level which forms the top of a system of stiffeners plating shall be 
so provided as to ensure horizontal rigidity in the bulkhead. 
(d) In the case of bracketed hold stiffeners the lower bracket or its connecting angle 
shall extend over the floor adjacent to the bulkhead and the upper bracket shall be 
connected to an angle which extends over the beam space. or other equally effective 
means shall be adopted for securing structural rigidity. 
(e) Where stiffeners are cut in way of watertight doors in the lower part of a bulk· 
head, the opening shall be properly framed and bracketed, and a tapered web plate or 
buttress. stiffened on its edge, shall be fitted at each side of the door from the base of 
the bulkhead to above the door opening. 
(f) All brackets, lugs and other eod connections for stiffeners shall comply with the 
requirements of Table 4 of Part IV of tbis Schedule. 
(4) (a) The rivets in seams and connections of plating and boundary bars of aU 
bulkheads requIred by these Rules to be watertight shall be spaced not more than 
4 j  diameter" ap:ut I,;cn:,c to centre, except in the case of the nange ofa boundary angle, 
being the !lange connected to the inner bottom plating, shell plating or deck plating. 
in which case th�y shall be spaced 5 diameters apart centre to centre. 
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(b) Boundary angles fitted more than H feet below the bulkhead deck shaU be 
double flveted 10  both flanges e)(cept on parts of a bulkhead within a double bottom, 
and the vertical connection of plates so fiued shall be double riveted. 
(c) The fivets connecting stlffeners, havmg bracket end connections, to bulkhead 
plating shall be spaced not more than 7 diameters apart centre to centre. All other 
stlffeners shall be connected to the bulkhead plating by flvets spaced not more tban 
4 diameters apart centre to centre for 15  per cent. of the length of the stiffeners at each 
end thereof and not more than 7 diameters apart centre to centre elsewhere. 
(d) Where frames or beams pass through a bulkhead required by these Rules to be 
watertight, the bulkhead shall be made watertight without the use of wood or cement. 
).  Wa;ulighl DecJcJ, St�PJ and Flats 
( I )  The horizontal plating of decks, Sleps and Oats required by these Rules to be 
watertight shall be at least 04 inch th:d:er than that required for watertight bulk.heads 
at cofTC\ponding levels, 
(2) The beams of such decks. steps and flats shall be of sizes indicated for stiffeners 
!Ipacc:d 30 Inches apart 10 Table 3 of Part IV 01 thiS Schedule. Provided that beams 
divided into portions which are bracketed at each end may be of the sizes indicated 
for such sllffeners ID Table 2 of Part IV of this Schedule. If any beams are spaced 
otherwise than 30 inches apart. their strength and sttffness shall be increased or 
decreased. as the case may be. 10 direct proportion to their distance apart. 
For the purposes of the said Tables the greatest distance between the points of 
support shall be deemed 10 be the length of the beam. Provided that. if a beam is 
bracketed. the length thereof for the purposes of the said Table 3 shall be reduced by 
the width of the bracket'). The distance from the bulkhead deck to the deck, step or 
Rat concerned, minus half the length of the beam, shall be deemed to be the height for 
the purposes of the said Tables. 
(3) Adequate supports for such beams shall be provided by bulkheads. or by girders 
pLllared where necessary, and the rivet connections of the pillars shall be sufficient to 
Withstand the load due to water pressure. 
(4) Where frames pass through a deck, step or Rat required by these Rules to be 
watertight, such deck, step or nat shall be made watertight without the use of wood 
or cement. 
4. Watutighl R�ceJUS and Trunkways 
Every recess and trunkway required by these Rules to be watertight shall be so 
constructed as to proVide strength and stiffoess at all parts oot less than that required 
for watertight bulkheads at a corresponding level. 
5. Wat�rtigh, Tunnels 
(I)  Every tunnel reqUired by these Rules to be watertight shall be constructed with 
platmg of thicknesses not less than those indicated in Table I of Part IV of this Schedule. 
(2) Lvery such tunnel shall be fitted with stiffeners which, if spaced 36 inches 6Dart, 
shall comply with such of the specifications in Table 5 of Part lV of this Schedule as 
apply to them in the circumstances. Provided th:tt other forms of stiffeners may be used 
if they ::afford not less strength and stiffness than the stiffeners indicated in the said 
Table. If any sliffeners are spaced otherwise than 36 inches apart 00 such � tU!lnel 
their strength and stiffness shall be increased or decreased as the case may be ID direct 
proportion to their distance apart. The feet of all stiffeners, however Spaced, shall 
overlap the tunnel base angle, and shall be attached thereto. 
6. Watertight Inner Skiru 
Every inner skin required by these RuJes to be watertight shall be of such SI,ren.gth 
and construction as will enable it to withstand a head of water up to the marpn line. 
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PAR T 11 
SHIPS O F  CLASSES 11 AND 11(1.) 
1. G�nuQI 
Subject to the modifications set forth in this Pan of this Schedule, Pan J of this 
Schedule shall apply in relation to ships of Qasses 11 and U(Al as it applies in relation 
to ships of Class I .  
8. Bulkhrads, etc. 
(1) Every riveted portion of tbe ship's internal structure required by these Rules 
�o be watertight shall be constructed as fo1Jows: 
(0) In ships not exceeding I SO feet in length, in accordance with Tables lA, 2A, lA, 
4 and SA of Part IV of this Scbedule. 
(b) In ships 2S0 feet in length and upwards, in accordance with Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 and 
S of Part IV of this Schedule. 
(c) In ships between ISO feet and 2S0 feet in length, in a manner determined by 
interpolation between the two foregoing standards. Provided that in ships of 
any length the subdivision of which is detennined in accordance with sub­
paragraph ( I )  of paragraph 9 of tbe Second ScheduJe to these Rules, every 
riveted portion of such internal structure may be constructed in accordance with 
Tables lA, 2A, 3A, 4 and SA of Part IV of this Schedule. 
(2) Any bulkheads required by these RuJes to be watertight in ships not exceeding 
ISO feet in length and in ships the subdivision of which is determined in accordance 
with sub-paragraph (I) of paragraph 9 of the Second Schedule to these Rules may, 
if the stiffeners comply with the specifications in Table 3D of Part IV of this Schedule, 
be fitted with stiffeners not having bracket or lug end connections. 
PAR T III 
SHIPS 0' CLASSBS III TO V I  INCLUSIVB 
9. G�Mral 
Subject to the modifications set forth in this Pan of this Schedule, Part I of tlili 
Scbedule shall apply in relation to ships of Classes HI to VI, inclusive, as it applies in 
relation to ships of Class I. 
10. Bulkheads, �Ic. 
(I) Any bulkheads required by these Rules to be waterti&ht may be fitted with 
stiffeners not having bracket or lug eod connections. 
(2) Every riveted portion of the ship's internal structure required by these Rules 
to be watertight shall be constructed in accordance with such of the provisions of 




P A l.  T I V  
TABLE I 
(puagrapt.. 2, 5 and 8 of tbi> Schedule) 
THICkNE!Sts 0' a U L k H E A D  AND T U N N E L  P L A T . N O  
Plating of Collision Bulkhead: 
Stlffencn spaced 24 inches apart. 
Plating of Bulkheads (other !ban tbe Plating of Bulkheads (other than tbe 
Collision Bulkhead) and Flat Platinl of CollisIon Bulkhead) and Flat Plating of 
Tunnels: Tunnels: 
Shffenen spaced 30 inches apart Stitreners spaced 36 inches apart 
Curved Platina of Tunnels: 
Stilfe:ners spaced 36 inches apart 
Depth al Middle Line from Thickness Depth at Middle Line from Thickoess 
Bulkhead Deck to Lower U\ Bulkhead Deck 10 Lower U\ 
Edae of Plate iD feet inches Edge of Plate in feet inches 
Abo .. ,. Not abo .. ,. Abo .. ,. Not obo .. ,. 
- 8 ·26 - 7 ·28 
8 12 ·28 7 10·5 ·30 
1 2  16 ·30 10·5 14 ·32 
16 20 ·32 14 17·5 ·34 
20 24 ·34 17·5 21  ·36 
24 28 ·36 21  24·5 ·38 
28 32 ·38 24·5 28 ·40 
32 36 ·40 28 31 ·5  ·42 
36 40 ·42 31·5 35 ·44 
40 44 ·44 35 38·5 ·46 
44 48 ·oWi 38·5 42 ·48 
48 52 ·48 42 45·5 ·50 
52 56 ·50 45·5 49 ·52 
56 60 ·52 49 52-5 ·54 
52-5 56 ·56 
56 59·5 ·58 
If the stitrene:n .re spiced otherwise than is spcc.i6ed above, the: thicknesses of the pl.tinl 
�haU be such u wiU result in a strenath equivalent to thlt re5ultinB from the thicknesses and 
'PICin� specified above. 
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TABLE 2 
(paragraphs 2, l and 8 of tb� Schedule) 
uzes 0 '  I U L IIC H E A D  S T I , P f N I! Il S  S P A C E D  30 INCHES A P A R T  A N D  f i T T E D  W I T H  . ..  " e IlC I T  
E N D  CONNfC TIONS A T  TOP A N D  BOTTO,", IN ACCOIlDANCE W I T H  TAILI " 
�f Heicht of Bulkhead Deck above Top or Stiffeoer, in reet 
oectiODS. 0 2 4 6 8 
iD fed 
8 4 )( ) ( ')0 ., )( 3 x ·3O 4i x ) x '34 5 )( ) ( ')2 6 x ] x -)2 
9 4i x l x -l2 5 x 3 x ·)2 !i x ) x '36 6 )( 3 )( '32 6 x ) x 'J6 
10 S x J x·).4 6 x ) x '32 6 )( 3 )( -]4 6 )( 3 )( ')8 Si x ) x 'J2 
J I  - 6 x 3 x '32 6 x ] x ')4 5; x 3 )( '32 Si x ) x ')8 6 x ) x ')4 
12 6 x 3 )( ·)8 Si x l x ')4 6 x ) x '}4 6 x 31 x '35 7 >< ] )( ·)3 
Il  Si x )  x ')7 6 x ) x ')S 7 )( ) ( -33 7 )( 3 )( '33 7 x ) ( ')8 
1 4  6 x ) x ')5 7 x ) x ')) 7 x 3 x '36 7 x ) x '40 8 )( 3 )( ')5 
1 5  7 )( 3 )( -33 1 x ) x 'J6 8 x ) ('35 8 x ) ( ·)5 8 x ] )( -40 
1 6  7 )( 3 )( '36 8 x ) x -35 8 x 3 x ·)7 8 x ) ( '42 9 x l i x -l8 
17 8 x 3 )( -)S 8 x ) x '37 8 x li x -46 9 x J j x -l8 9 x li x '40 
18 8 x 3 )( -31 8 x 3; x -46 9 X l l x -l8 9 x 31 x '44 9 x l i x 'SI  
19 8 x Jj x -46 9 x Jj x -l8 9 x H x '4S 1 0 x 3 ; x '4O I O x J j x -42 
20 9 x ll x -l8 9 x 3, x '51  10x 3; x '4O 1 1  x 31 x ·43 1 1  )( 3 ; )( '.0 
21 9 x li x -5 1  IO x l l x -40 1 0 )( 3; x '5O I I  x 3i x '43 1 1  x li x ''''' 
22 1 0 )( 3, x '4O IOx3, x '50 I I x l i x '43 I l  x l i x '50 1 2 >  Jj x Jj x -5Q 
-la 
• 
2l IO x3, x '5O I I x H x '43 I l x li x ·50 I 2 x 3' x li -
')
81 1 2 X 3 1 )( 3 ' x ,5O 
-42 
24 I l x 31 x '43 1 1  x l i x '50 12 x Jj x J j x :�1 1 2 X lI X ll x :  I 2 X li x li X :: 
(I) '!be sizes or stitfeoers are speci.fied in iacbe::s. 
(2) SizeJ ror intcnnediate length! o( stift'ooen IDd heights or bulkhead deck shaU be determinocS 
by interpolation. 
(3) ID the cue or Channel Scctioos the lower thicbv::ss is that or the web and the upper thick ne" 
ha' or tbe n'"F. 
(4) The above IIti.ft'eoers shall comply with the speci.6c&tions set rorth in British Standard Specifica. 




'UU o • •  U L K H e A D  , n ' PlB N £ A S  SPACED 30 INCHes A P A k T  AND ' l T T I! D  W I T H  
. " A C K I! T  f.ND CONNECTIONS A T  TOP AND BOTTOM I N  ACCORDANCE WITH TAIL! 4 
O ...  JJ 
Lenatb of HClght of Bulkhead Deck above Top of Stiffener. in feet 
StI.trener. 
locludtna 
Ead Con.."..., 10 12 14 16 
dons, iD feet 
8 6 x ) x ')2 6 x 3 x ')4 6 x 3 x '36 !it x 3 x '32 
9 • 6 x 3 x ')8 �l x l x ·l2 �l x l x ·l1 6 x 3 x ')4 
10 6 x ) x ')4 6 x ) x '3!i 6 x ll x ·l� 7 x 3 x ')3 
1 1  7 x )  x ·)) 7 x ) x')) 7 x 3 x ·)4 7 x )  X ')8 
12 7 x ) x '36 7 x ] x ')8 8 x ) x ')5 8 x ) x ')5 
Il 8 X ]  X ')5 8 x ) x ')3: 8 x ) x ')7 8 x ) x '42 
14 8 x ) x 'J7 8 x ) x '42 8 x ll x ·46 9 x ll x ·l8 
I� 8 x ll x ·46 9 x )t x ']8 9 x ll x ·l8 9 x ll x ·4� 
16 9 x ll x ·l8 9 x 3t X '44 9 x ll x ·�1 10xll x ·4() 
11 9 X II X ·�I 10xll x ·4() 10x II x -42 1 1  x l l x ·4l 
18 1 0 x l l x ·4() 10 X II x ·SO 1 1  x l l x ·4l l t x li x '44 
19 1 1  x l i X '4] 1 1  x l l x '4) I I x )t x '!i2 1 2 x ll x ll x ·SO 
·l8 
20 1 I x )j x ·4) 1 1  xll x ·�2 1 2 x l l x ll x ·SO 1 2 x ll x l l x ·�0 
·l8 ·42 
21 I I x ll x ·� 1 2 x ll x ll x ·SO 12 x 3 I x ll x ·6Q 12xll x 3I x ·6Q 
·l8 ·44 ·46 
II 1 2 x ll x ll x ·SO 1 2 x ll x ll x ·6Q 12 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 
·l9 ·44 .4() ·48 
23 12 x l l x ll x ·6Q 1 2 x 4 )( 4 )( '60 1 2 )( 4 )( 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 
·44 .4() ·so ·61 
14 1 2 x 4 x 4 x'60 1 2 )( 4 x 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 5 x 4 x 4 x  ·62 
·48 .� ·10 ·41 
(I) The .ius of .ti.trene� are Spccifled iD incbes. 
(2) Siza for iDtellllitidiate lenilhs of .tiffeDC� and be:iahts of buJkhud deck shall be deter· 
mined by interpolatioD. • 
(3) In the cue of Channel SectioQS the lower Lbickncu iI that of the web and the upper 
thic:kl'M"U that of the ftante· 
(4) 1bo above stiffeoc� shall comply with the .pccifica�ons set f,?nb iD British S�ard 
Spoc:iftc:ations Numben 4A-1914. 6-191.4 and �19)2 apphcablc to .titreoc:n of Ihc scan1lrnp 
and type indicated. 
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TABLE 'J,.-..contlnwd 
sau o. B U L K- H E A D  STI • •  BN£IU SPACtD )0 INCHES A P A R T  A N D  ' I T T f D  W I T H  
• •  ACK.8T aND CONNeCTIONS A T  T O P  AND BOTTOM IN ACCORDANCE W I T H  TABLI 4 
<heroll 
Le gth r n 0 Heiah r B "bead Deck bo T 1 0 11 • vt op 0 r S iIJ - ! I encr, lD eel 
Stiffener, 
iDcludio& 
EDd Connec- 18 20 22 lA 
lions, iD feet 
8 Sl x ) x ')2 Sl x ) X ')1 6 x )  x ·34 6 x ) x ')S 
9 6 x ) x ')S 7 x ) x ')3 1 x )  x ·33 1 x 3 x '13 
10 1 x 3 x '33 1 x 3 x '36 1 x 3 x '40 8 x ) x '35 
1 1  8 x 3 x ·35 8 x 3 x '35 8 x 3 x ·)1 8 x )  x ')1 
12 8 x ) x '31 8 x 3 x '40 8 x 3 t x -46 9 x 3 t x -38 
1) 8 x 3t x -46 9 x 3tx-38 9 x II x -38 9 x 3I x -44 
14 9 x 31 x -38 9 x 3t x -SI 9 x 3t x -SI IOx3I x -40 
IS 9 x II x -SI IOx ll x ·40 10xlix -SO 1 1  x li x '4) 
16 IOx3tx -SO 1 1  x l l x -43 I 1 x li x '43 I I  x 3l x '44 
17 1 1  x 3t x -43 I I x 31 x-S2 Il x 3l x ·52 1 2 x 3I x Jl x '50 
-38 
18 1 1  x31x -S2 12 x Jl x Jl x -SO 12x3lxlix ,SO 12  x li x Jl x·60 
-38 -38 -44 
19 1 2 x 3t x li x -SO 1 2 x 3I x � x -6Q 12 x li x 3I x -6Q 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 
-38 -44 -44 -40 
20 12 x 3I x li x-6Q 12x4x4x -60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 
-44 -40 -48 -S2 
21 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x ·60 12 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 
-48 -so -67 -70 
22 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x ·6Q U x 4 x 4 x '62 1 5 x 4 x 4 x '62 
-67 -70 -41 -41 
2l IS x 4 x 4 x '62 I S x 4 x 4 x ·62 I S x 4 x 4 x '62 1 5 x 4 x 4 x '62 
-41 -41 -46 -SO 
lA t 5 x 4 x 4 x ·62 U x 4 x 4 x ·62 
-46 -48 
(I) The sizes �f stiffeoen are specified in inches. 
(2) Sizes for intermediate leoatIu of stilfcoen and beiahts of bulkhead dc:ck shall be deter­
mirwl by iDterpolation. 
(3) ID the case of Channel Secti.ODS the lower thickocss " that of the web and the upper 
thic:koess that of the flange. 
(4) lbe above stiffeoen shall comply with the specifications set forth in British Sta.cdard 
Spc:ci1icatiOOl Numben 6-192.4 aDd 4-1932 applicable to stJffeml'1 of the IIC8Jltlings aDd type 
iodicated. 
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T A B  L E 2-conlilw�d 
SIZES or B U L K H E A D  S T l F F E N E k S  S P A C E D  30 INCHIES A P A R T  AND FITT20 WITH 
•• ACKI!T END CON/'oIECTlONS AT TOP A N D  BOTTOM I N  ACCORDANCE WITH TABL! 4 
Overall 
Length of HeigPt of Bulkhead Deck above Top of Stiffener, in feet 
Stiffener, 
iocludmg 
End Conoe:(",.- 26 28 JO 
lions, in feet 
8 6 x ) x ')9 7 x ) x ')) 7 x 3 x ')3 
9 7 x ] x ')6 7 x ) x '40 8 x ] x '35 
10 1 8 x ) x '35 8 x 3 x ')5 8 x ) x ')7 
1 1  8 x ) x '42 8 x 3i x ·46 9 x H x ')8 
1 2  <: 9 x H x '38 I 9 x 3 i x '38 9 x H x '45 
I l  9 x ) i x '5 I  I O x H x '40 : 10 x H x ·40 
14 I O x Jt X '42 I O x ) l x 'SO I l x 3' x '4) 
• 
I I  I l x li x '43 I l x H x '44 1 1  x l i x ,SO 
I. I I x li x '52 1 2 x 3i x Jt x 'SO 12 x H x )i X 'SO 
-l8 -l8 
17 1 2 x 31 x 31 x , 50  I 2 x 3; x 3; )( '60 1 2 x ll x ll x -60 
-)8 -44 -44 
18 1 2 x ); x li x '60 I 2 x 4 >< 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 >< 4 x '60 
-44 -40 -48 
19 1 2 >< 4 x 4 ><  60 1 2 >< 4 x 4 x '60 I 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 
-48 -52 -67 
20 1 2 x 4 x 4 )( ·60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 I 5 x 4 x 4 x '62 
·67 ·70 ·41 
21 1 5 x 4 x 4 )( '62 l ' x 4 x 4 x '62 I S x 4 x 4 x '62 
·41 ·41 ·46 







( I )  The sizes of stiffenen are specified in inches. . 
32 
7 x ) x ')3 
8 x 3 x ·35 
8 x 3 x '40 
9 x 31 x -38 
9 x l l x -5 1  
I O x  Jt >< ·42 
I I x ll x ·43 
I l x 3i x '54 
1 2  Y. II x II x -50 
-l9 
I 2  x 3i x 3l x ·60 
-46 
1 2 x 4 >< 4 ><  60 
-50 
1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 
-70 
1 5 x 4 x 4 x '62 
·41 
1 5 x 4 x 4 x  62 
·50 
(2) Sizes for intc:nnediate lengths of stiffeoen and bei,ahts of bulkhead deck shall be deter­mined toy inlUPOlalioD. 
C) ID the case of Channel Sections the lower thicki Cl' i5 that of the web and the upper 
thickness that of the ftanae. 
(4) The above stiffeners shall comply with the specifications tet forth in British Stand.rd 
Specifications Numbers 6-1924 and 4-1932 applicable to stiffeoen of the ICaDtlinp and type 
indicated. 
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TAB L E 2--<onliJw�d 
SIZes or B U L w:. H l A D  STlPP8NEIlS SPACED 30 INCHes I. P ART  A N D  "lYTID WITH 
BI\ACI(ET END CONNECTIONS A T  TOP ANO BOTTOM IN ACCOkDANCE W I T H  TABLI • 
Overall Heigbt of Bulkhead Deck above Top of Stiffener, in feet Length of 
Stiffener, 
including 
End Connec- 34 36 38 <0 
tiOl1.1, in feet 
8 7 x ) x '36 7 x ) x '36 7 x 3 x '4O 8 x 3 x ·3.5 
9 8 X 3 x -H 8 x ) x -37 8 x 3 x -); 8 x 3 x -4O 
10 !I 8 x 3 . x -44 8 x 3. x -46 9 x 3 . x -38 9 x ll x 'l8 1 1  9 x 3. x -38 9 x 31 x -44 9 x 3. x -4.5 9 x 3. x '.51 
1 2  "3 9 x 3l x 'll IO x 31 x -4O I O x 3. x -4O I O x ll x ,SO '" 
1 3  IO x 31 x 'lO I 1  x 3 1  x -43 J l x ) j x -43 I I x 31 x ·43 
14 l l x li x -44 l l x 3* x -�0 I I x 3, x -.54 1 2 x ll x 3l x ,SO 
·38 
Il  ) 2 x 3" x 3' x -�O 1 2 x 3., >< 3 1 >< -50 1 2 x ll x 3j x 'lO 1 2 x l l x 3j x ·60 
·38 ·38 ·39 -44 
16 1 2 x 3j x 3I x '60 12)( 3. )( 3. x -60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x -60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x -60 
·44 ·44 .<0 ·48 
17 i 1 2 x 4 x 4 x -6O 12 x 4 x 4 x -60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x -60 12 x 4 x 4 x -60 ·48 ·48 ·l2 67 
18 12 x 4 x 4 x '60 12 x 4 )( 4 )< -60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x -60 15 X 4 X 4 )( -62 
·67 ·67 ·70 '41 
19 1 5 x 4 x 4 x -62 1 5 >( 4 )( 4 x -62 l .5 x 4 )( 4 )< ·62 i s )( 4 x 4 x -62 
·41 ·41 ·46 ·46 






I I 24 , , I I 
(1) 7M sizes of stilfeners are specified in inches 
(2) Siut for intermediate lengths of stitreners and beiehts of bulkhead deck shaU be deter· 
mined by interpolation. 
(3) In the case of Channel SectiOn! the lower thickness is that of the web and the upper 
th.ickness that of the Hange. 
(4) The above stifTenen shaU comply with the spttifications set forth in British Standard 




(paragraphs 2. 3 .Dd 8 or this Sch�ule) 
. IZ U  o' B U l. K H E A D  S T I ' U N E It '  SPAcrD 30 INCHES A P A It T  A N D  F I T T E D  W I T H  LUG SND 
CON "" E C T IO"' AT TOP AND 10TTOM IN ACCORDANce W I T H  T A B U :  4 
OvcraU 




occtlOns, 0 2 4 6 8 
in (eet 
8 t ·"i x J x -14 !i x ) x 'J6 6 )( 3 )( -)2 6 )( 3 x -38 I SI x 3 x ·34 .l! 
9 � -6 )( ) ( '32 6 )( ) ( -)2 Si X ] X -J4 S l x ) x -38 6 )( ) ( ')4 � 
10 � -6 x 3 x ')8 Sl x 3 x ·37 6 x 3 )( -)4 7 x 3 x ,3) 7 x ) ,. -)J 
1 1  Sl x 3 x ·38 6 x 3 1 x ·3S 7 x ) x ')) 7 x 3 Y ·36 1 x ) x -40 
12 6 )( 3 )( -J9 7 )( 3 )( -)) 1 x ) x ')8 8 )( 3 )( -)5 8 x ] x-)S 
1 3  7 x ) x')] 7 x ) x  40 8 x ) ( -]5 B x J x '40 8 x 3, x -46 
14 7 )( 3 )( -41  8 x ] x 'U 8 x 3 1 x ·46 9 x l i x -38 9 x li x -40 
U 8 x 3 )( '35 8 x ] x '47 9 x 31 x ·38 9 )( 3 , x -45 I O x 3I x ·40 
1 6  8 )(  3, x ·46 9 x H )( -38 9 x Ji x -SI 10x 31 x ·40 10)(3, )( -48 
� 1 7  9 x ), x -4Q 9 )( 3 , x '51 10x Jt x -42 I l x J! x -43 1 1  x H x '43 " -
1 8  .il 9 x 31 x ·SI 1 0 x li x -4S I l x li x -4) I l x ), x -44 I l x3j x -S6 
19 1 0 x ] l x '42 1 1  x l i X -43 I l x 3, x '45 1 2 x l i x 3i x -SO 12 x 31 x 31 x ·SO 
·38 ·39 
20 I 1  x 3 i x -43 1 1  x l i x ·48 12)( li)( Ji x·$O 1 2 x 3 1 x 31 x ·ro 1 2 )(  Jt x Jl )( '60 
·38 ·44 ·46 
21 1 1 >< 3; x '48 1 2 x 3 1 x 31 x ·SO 1 2 x l' x ) l x '60 1 2 >< 4 x4 )( '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 
·38 ·44 ·40 ·48 
-
22 1 1 2 x 3 1 x 3l x ·SO 1 2 x 31 x 31 x ·ro 1 2 >< 4 x 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 )( 4 x '60 ·38 ·44 ·40 ·S2 ·67 
23 � 1 2 x 3 1 x 3 1 x ·ro 1 2 >( 4 )( 4 )( -60 1 2 )( 4 )( 4 )(-60 1 2 x 4 )( 4 )( -60 l $ x 4 x 4 )( '62 � ·44 ·40 .s. ·70 ·41 1 14 1 2 )( 4 x 4 )( '60 1 2 )( 4 )( 4 x ·6O 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 $ )( 4 x 4 x -62 1 .5 )( 4 )( 4 )( -62 ·40 ·S6 ·74 ·41 ·48 
Channels • 
(I) The sizes of stifreoers are specified in inchea. 
(2) Siza ror intenncdiate leoaths of sliffenel'1 and bcish" or bulkhead deck shall be determined 
by interpolation. 
(l) The mds of upper between deck stitrc.ners marked · may be riveted to boundary ban oDJy 
'Nitbout IUI end conneclioml 
(4) In the: case of Channel Sectlons the lower thickness is that of the web and the upper thickness 
that of the nanae. 
($) The above. stiffener! ,han comply with the: specifications let forth in Hritish Standard Sped. 




SIZES O '  BULIc:HIIAD STIPPlIN£RS SPACED 30 INCHES APART AND PITTED WITH 
LUO eND CONNECTIONS AT TOP AND BOTTON IN AccoaOANCII WITH TABU! 4 




End CODI'M'(".ooo 10 12 14 16 
lions, in feet 
8 5i x l x 'l8 6 x 3 x ·34 6 x 3 x '40 7 x l x '31 
9 6 x 3 x '39 7 x l x 'Jl 7 x 3 x ·36 7 x 3 x '36 
10 7 x ) x ,36 7 x 3 x '4O 8 x 3 x'35 8 x 3 x ·35 
1 1  8 x 3 x ')S 8 x 3 x '37 8 x 3 x '42 8 x li x '46 
12 01 8 x 3 x '42 9 x l i x 'l8 9 x li x 'l8 9 x li x '40 
c 
I l  < 9 x li x 'l8 9 x 3i x '44 9 x li x '51 10xli x '40 
... 
14 "3 9 x li x '51 10xli x '40 I O x 3i x '45 1 1  x l i x '4l '" 
15 I O x li x '42 10 x li x ·50 1 1  x 3 i x '43 1 1  x li x '45 
16 1 1  x 3 i x '43 I I x 3i x '44 1 1  x 3 i x '4S 1 2 x ll x 31 x '� 
·l8 
17 I I x li x ·48 1 1  x li x '56 12 x li x li x ·50 I l x li x li x '60 
·l9 ..w 
18 12 x 3i x 31 x '50 1 2 x li x li x '60 12 x 4 x 4 x '60 12x4 x 4 x '60 
·l8 ..w ·40 .4.1 
19 12 x li x li x ,60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x ·60 
·44 .4.1 ·52 ·67 
20 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 >< ·60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x ·60 1 S >< 4 x 4 x '62 
.4.1 '67 ·70 ·41 
21 � 12 x 4 x 4 x ·60 IS x 4 X 4 > :-62 I $ x 4 x 4 x '62 U x4 x 4 x ,62 � ·67 ·41 ·41 ·50 
II 1 5 x 4 x 4 x ,62 1 5 x 4 x 4 x ·62 
·41 ·46 
II 1 5 x 4 x 4 x ·62 
·46 
24 
(1) The sizes of stiffeners arc specified in ioches. 
(2) Sit.cs for intennediate leDlf,hs of stitrenen and beiabts of bulkhead deck shall be deter­mined by interpolation. 
(3) In the cue of Oannel Sections the lowu thick",.. is that of the web and the upper 
thickness that of the ftanp. 
(4) 'The above stiffeners shall c:omply with the specificatioDJ set forth in Bri�ish Standard 





UZ8S 01' 8 U L C- H £ A D  S T I P f f N U , S  SPACED 30 I N C H E S  A P A Il T  A N D  ' I T T II!: D  WITH 
LUO e N D  CONNII!:CTIONS A T  TOP A N D  IOTTON I N  ACCOIlDANel WITH TAILII!: 4 
OveraJ) � ol Heiaht of Bulkhead Deck above Top of Stiffener, in feet 
S '  ener, 
includin. 
End Connec- 1 8  20 22 lA 
liollS, in feet 
8 7 x 3 x '33 7 x ) x ')6 7 x 3 x '38 7 x 3 x '41 
9 7 x 3 x '46 8 x 3 x 'H 8 x 3 x '37 8 x ] x '40 
10 8 x 3 x '40 8 x Jl x ·46 9 x J l x ·J8 9 x J l x 'J8 
1 1  !I- 9 x 3 , x '38 9 x 3 , x '-40 9 x 3, x '4' 9 x J l x 'll  1 2  9 x 3, >< '" 10 x JI x ·<IO 'O x 3j x ·42 1 0 x  JI x ·46 
IJ  , I O x 3, x '4' I 1 x 3i x 'O I 1 x 3. x ·43 I I x li x ·44 '" 
14 I l x 3 i x '4) I I x 3, x '4' I l x 3. x ·" I 1 2 x Jl x Jl x ,lC ·31 
1 1  l l x 3, x " 6 1 2 x li x )i x '� Il x J l x l l x '60 Il x Jl x Jl x '60 
.]8 ·44 ·44 
16 1 2 x 3i x ) i x 'SQ J 2 x 3, x 3i x '6(J ) 2 x 4 x 4 )( '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 
·42 ·44 .<10 ·48 
17 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 )( '60 12)(4 )( 4 )( '60 1 2 )( 4 )( 4 )( '60 
.<10 ·48 ·67 ·70 
1 8  1 2 x 4 )( 4 )( '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 )( -6O I $ X 4 )( 4 x '62 I $ x 4 )( 4 )( -62 
·67 ·70 ·41 '41 
1 9  1 $ )( 4 )( 4 x '62 " x4 x 4 )(  ·62 U x 4 )( 4 )(  ·62 
·41 ·41 ·46 







lA I I , I , 
I 
(I) The sizes of ,Iitreners are specified in inches. 
(2) Sizes for intermediate lenlths of stitrenen and heiahu of bulkhead drck ahaIl be dcl 
mined by interpolation. 
(3) In the case of Chanoel Sections the lower thickness is that or the 'fIItb aDd the upper 
thickness that of the ftanse. 
(4) The above Slitrenen shall comply with the specificatioN let forth In British Standar( 
Spccificallons Numbers 6-1924 and 4-1932 applicable to .titrcnen of the ICIDlIinp aDd type: 
indicated. 
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f A B L E  l--":onllnwd 
S I Z E '  01' 8 U L K H E 4. D  S t i f f e N E R !  S P A c e D  lO I N C H E S  A P A R T  A N D  " , T e o  W I T H 
, u t) E N D  r O N N E C T I O N S  A r TOP ' N O  B O T r O M  I N  'o. C C O R O A N C E  W I T H  T A B L E  4 




End Conoec� 26 
tions, in fect 
28 JO 32 
8 I 8 x l x ·)S I 8 x 3 x ')S 8 x l x 'l1 8 x ) x '40 9 8 x )i x '46 9 x Ji x 'l8 9 x l, x ·)8 9 x 31 x '38 
� -10 9 x 3I x '4() 9 x H x '45 9 x H x ',S I  1 0 x 3 1 x '40 .. 
c 
I I « 
� 
1 0 x l ! x '40 I O x H x '42 I O x 3 1 x '50 I l x ll x 4) 
1 2  , IO x l t x '50 1 I  x l i  x ·4l l 1 x l i x '45 I I x 3l x 'l2 '" 
l • 1 3  I I x l i x '52 l 1 x l� x '55 I 12 x Jt  x li x ·50 12 x l l x l i x  50 ·38 ·42 
14 1 2 x H x H x '50 1 2 x l i x l , x '60 1 2 x l i x l l x '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x  60 
·42 '44 '44 4() 
, 
I l  1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 2 x 4 X 4 x  60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x ·60 
• .4() ·48 ·l2 ·67 
" 
16 c 12 x 4 x 4  x ·60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 1 5 x 4 x 4 x '62 1 5 x 4 x 4 x '62 c • ·67 ·67 ·41 ·41 " 
17 1 5 x 4 x 4 x '62 1 5 x 4 x 4 x '62 1 5 x 4 x 4 x '62 J 5 x 4 x 4 x ·62 
·41 ·41 , ·46 ·30 , 
1 8  1 5 x 4 x 4 x ·62 1 5 x 4 x 4 x '62 I 
·46 ·l3 __ I 






23 I , 
24 I 
I 
(I) The sizes of !Iiffenen are specified in inches. 
(2) Sizes ror intennediate lenatlu of slitfeners and heights of bulkhead deck shaII be deter­
mined by interpolation. 
(3) In the ca..se of Chanoel Sections the lower thickness is that of the web and Ihe upper 
thickness that of the ftanac. 
(4) The above slilfenen shall comply with the specifications set forth in British Standard 




S lZ f S  0 1'  8 U L K H E A D  S T I P H N ! R S  S P A C E I> 30 IJ'I;CHU A P A R T  A N D  P I T TED W I T H  
L U O  E N D  C O N N E C T I O N S  A T  T O P  A N D  8 0 T T O M  I N  A C C O R D A N C E  W I T li  T A 8 L E  4 
Overall Height of Bulkhead Dock above Top of Stiffener, in foet 
Length of 
Stiffener, I including 
End Conncc- )4 )6 )8 40 
tJons, in foet 
8 1 8 x 3 x ·44 9 x )l x -)8 9 x 3 l x ·38 9 x )l x -)8 9 9 x 3 1 x  40 9 x 31 x ·45 9 x li x ·51 10xli x ·40 
10 � IOx l i x ·4O IOx3i x ·42 10x)l x -lO 1 1  x l i x ·41 
I I D 1 1  x 3 i x ·43 I l x 3 1 x ·41 1 1  x ) l x -4l 1 1  x )1 x -l2 , .. I 12 1 I l x l i x ·55 1 2 x 3i x l i x ·50 1 2 x )l x )l x -lO 1 2 x l i x li x ·6O -)8 -)9 -44 
I )  1 2 x 31 x 3i x ·6O 12 x li xli x · 60  1 2 x 31 )( J i x ·60 1 2 )( 4 )( 4 )( ·60 
-44 -44 -46 -48 
14 1 2 x 4 x 4 )( ·60 1 2 )( 4 )( 4 )( ·60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x ·60 1 2 x 4 x 4 x ·60 
-48 -SO -67 -67 
Il 1 2 x 4 )( 4 )( ·60 1 5 )( 4 x 4 x ·62 1 5 x 4 x 4 x ·62 1 5 )( 4 x 4 x ·62 
-67 -41 -41 -46 
16 1 5 )( 4 x 4 )( ·62 1 5 )( 4 x 4 )( ·62 1 5 )( 4 x 4 )( ·62 









(I) The sizes of stitTenen are spccifted in iocbe:t. 
(2) Sizes for intermediate leqths of stiffeners and heiahts of bu.lkbead deck shaU be deter­
mined by interpolation. 
(1) In the ca.se of Channel SectiOn! the lower thickness is that of the web and the upper 
thickness that of the ftanae. 
(4) The above slilfenen shall comply with the specifications set forth in British Standard 
Spccl8catioDS Numbers 6-1924 and �1912 applicable to stilfeners of the tcMDtliDaS and type 
ndlcated. 
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1 A B l r  -4 
(patagraph� 2, 8 and 10 of tills Scheduk) 
END CO N N t C l tONS FOR S T / f H N l. a S  
Bracket End Lua End 
Connections ConnectlOfU 
Type and Depth , 
Width of I of Stiffener Thicine.u Number and Siu Number and SI.U 
of Bracket flange of RlvelS Ul each of Ri\'elS 
In Inches Ul lncha ann of Bracket in LuJS 
An&les 6· and under , 'J4 I 3 @ I ' m_met<, 2 @' t·  ellameter 
Bulb Angla 6· and under ,36 ) @ I' .. 2 @ I'  , , , 
Bulb Angles 7' , , ,40 • @ I'  " ) @ I" .. 
" .. 8" , , " 2  5 @ I" .. ) @ I' .. 
" " 9" , , I 'J4 21 6 @  I' .. • @ I"  , , 
.. , . 10' , , ')6 21 7 @  I '  .. I • @ I" .. 
.. .. I )' , , 1-
,38 21 7 @ j" .. I . @  I' . .  , 
.. .. 12" , , � '. ) 8 @  r .. 5 @ I" .. 
!i: I Cbanoc:ts I r x H# x l,· '. ) 9 @ I" 6 @ l" , .. .. 
.. I r x 4· x 4· , '. ) 10 @ l" .. I 7 @ I" .. .. IS·x4· x4· , ' .. 31 I l  @ I" .. 8 «i' I" .. 
(I) The distance from the heel of the boundary bar 10 the extremities of the amu of the 
bruket shaU Dot be less than two and one-half times the deplh of the stiffener to which the 
bracket is COllDCCf.ed, 






TA SLE � 
�.phJ � and 8 of this Scbcdul<) 
SLZEI Of T U N N ! l  STlFPI!.NUlS SPACED 3 6  l,.,eHU ... " A Il T  
Mean He_cht (rom Helaht from Base: of Tunnel to the Top of Flat Side In feet 
Base of Tunnel to I I Bulkhead Deck In feet 3 4 � 6 7 8 
1 2  3 )( 2+ >< -24 4 >< 2 , x '26 ., x 3 x ·30 
, S x J x ')4 6 x ) x '32 S, x J x ')2 
16 3ix�i x ·2.5 4 x ] x '30 5 x 3 x -)2 6 x 3 x ')2 �l x 3 x '32 6 x 3 x ·)4 I -20 3i x 21 x '26 ·i )( 3 )( ')o 6 x 3 x '32 6 x J x ')8 6 x J x ·J.4 7 x ) x ·)J 
, 
2' 4 x 2i x '28 S x ) x ·)2 6 x ) x ')2 Si x ) x '37 I 6 x 3 I x '3� , 7 x ) x ']6 
28 4 )( ) ( '30 5 x 3 x ')6 1 6 x ) x '40 6 x ] x ')4 1 x ) x ']J 8 x J x '3!i 
32 4i x 3 )( -30 6 x 3 x ·)2 5, x ) x -37 7 )( 3 x '33 7 x 3 x ')8 8 )( 3 x -)7 
36 ! 4f x ) x '32 6 x ) x '32 6 x )  x ·)4 7 x ) x ')J 1 x ) ( -45 8 x 3 )( '42 
c -
40 -< 41 x 3 x ·)4 6 )( 3 )( -38 6 x ) x ')S 1 x 3 x  36 8 x )  x ·37 I 9 x H  x ·38 
.. S x ) x ')2 6 x ) x '40 7 x 3 x -)) 8 x J x ·)5 B x ) x '42 9 x 3 i . ·38 
48 5 x ) ( -36 Si x J x ·32 I 7 x ) ( ')) 8 x ] x ')5 8 x 3 i x '46 9 x li x ·4S 
�2 6 x J x ')2 �i x 3 x '37 7 x ) x ')6 1 8 x )  x ·37 9 )( 3i x ')8 I O x 3i x '4O 
�6 6 x ) x ')2 6 x )  x ·)4 7 x 3 x ')6 8 x ) x '42 9 x Jl x '38 J O x li x -40 I 60 6 x 3 x '32 6 x 3 x '3!i 8 x 3 x '3!i 8 x 3, x ·46 9 x 3 , x '!i 1  I O x  3l x ·so 
• AnoJes • Bulb An&les 
(1)  'The sius of the stiffeoel'1 are specified in inches. 
(2) Sizes for intermediate heights sball be determined by interpolation. 
(3) AnPc Stiffenel'1 of 6 inches m depth and all bulb angle stiffeoerl shall be connecled to the inner bottom plating by a lug. 
(4) The above stiffenen shail comply with the spcci6callons tet forth in British Standard Specifications 4A-1934 and 6-1924 applicable to stllfcnen of 
the ICaDtliDp aDd type indicated. 
TABLE l A  
(paracraphs 8 and JO of thU Schedule) 
THICK NUSIIS O F  B U L K HEAD AND TUNNEL PLATINO 
Platioa of Collision Bulkhead: 
Sti1fcoers spliced 14 iDches lput. 
Plating of Bulkheads (other than the PlatiD, of Bulkheads (other than the 
Collision Bulkhead) and Flat Platin, of Collision Bulkhead) and Aal Platina of 
TUnoc:ls: Tunnels: 
StitfCDCfS sr..u: 30 incbc:s apart 
Curved latinl of Tunnels: 
Stifreoen spaced 36 iocbes ap&l1 
Stiffenen sPiced 36 inches apart 
Depth at Middle Une from Thickne:s.s Depth at Mldd� Ltne from Thickness 
Bulkhead Deck to Lower ID Bulkhead Deck to Lower ID 
Edae of Plate in feet inches Edae of Plate in feet inch .. 
Abo ... Not abo .. t Abo'lt Not above - 7 ·18 - 8 ·22 
7 9 ·20 8 10 ·24 
9 I I ·22 10 12 ·26 
1 1  14  ·24 12 14 ·28 
14 16·5 ·26 14 16 ·30 
16·5 19 ·28 16 18 ·32 
19 22 ·30 18 21 ·34 
22 25 ·32 21 2l ·36 -- - - 2) 26 ·38 
25 28 ·34 26 29 ·40 
28 31 ·36 29 31·5 ·42 
J( the stiffenen an: spaced otherwise than is specified above, the thicknesses of the plating 
ahalt be such as will reswt in a strcn,th equivalent to that resulting (rom the thicknesses 






(paragraph" 8 and 10 of thil ScheduJe:) 
IIZBS 0. BULICHeAO STIPF!N!R.I SPAC!D 3 0  INCHES A.ART AND PITTED WITH .R"'CItIT IND CONNECTIONS A T  TOP AND BOTTOM 
IN ACCORDANCB WITH TABLB .. 
-.u ...... 
Height of Bulkhead Deck above Top of Stiffener, in foet or_ . 
....... .. r.. ,k • 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1 6  18 .. ... 
6 4 >< 2I x '25 4 )( 21 x '26 4 x 3 x ')O 4 >< ) x -)4 4, x 3 x -30 4, X 3 x -)2 
7 4I x 2I x '28 4. x 3 )( ·30 4, x 3 x ·)2 S x ) x '30 t 5 x ) x-J4 5 x J x ')6 , 
8 3 x 2; x '24 31 x 2i x ·26 4 x 2i x '28 4i x ) x '30 5 x 3 x-30 6 x 3 x ·)2 6 x 3 x ')2 6 x ) x '32 5 x 2i x -34 5 x 2' x ')4 
9 3! x 2I x '26 4 x 2, x -28 4j x 3 x -30 5 x ) x ')O 6 x ) x '32 6 x ) x -)2 S x 2I x ')4 5 x 2, x ·36 Si x 3 x ·J2 5, x 3 x '34 
-
� 
10 .:! 4 x 2' x '28 4i x 3 x '30 S x J X ')2 6 x ) x '32 5 x 2 , x -34 5 x 2 , x '36 Si x 3 x '34 Si x 3 x '37 6 x ) x '34 6 x ) x ')S 
1 1  4l x 3 x 'JO 5 x ) x ')2 6 x 3 x ·)2 5 x 2, x ')4 5, X 3 X -)2 Si x 3 x ')4 6 x ) x ')4 7 x ) x -3) 7 x ) x '33 7 x ) x -)6 
12 S X J X ·32 6 x ) x ·)2 5 x 2, x -)4 Si x 3 x '32 6 x 3 x ')4 6 x 3 x -)5 7 x 3 x -33 7 x 3 x '36 7 x J x '36 8 x ) x ')5 
13 6 x 3 x -32 $ x 2, x ·)4. Si x 3 x -32 6 x 3 x -34 7 x 3 x -33 7 x 3 x -33 7 x 3 x '36 8 x 3 x '3S 8 X 3 X -3S 
14 S x 2i x '34 Si X 3 x -32 6 x 3 x -34 7 x 3 x '33 1 x 3 x -36 1 x 3 x -38 8 x 3 x -]S 8 X 3 x '31 8 X J x -31 
IS Sl x 3 x '32 6 x 3 x -34 1 x 3 x -J) 1 x 3 x-36 1 x 3 x -40 8 x 3 x '3S 8 X 3 x -31 8 X 31 x ·46 
16 ... 6 x 3 x -)4 1 x 3 x -)3 1 x ) x -)6 8 x 3 x'3S 8 x ) x -31 8 x 3 x -31 8 x 3 I x -46 9 x 3i x '38 
c 
17 < 1 x 3 x -33 1 x ) x '36 
D 
8 x 3 x '3S 8 x 3 X -31 8 x li x -46 9 x J ; x -38 9 x 3 ! x '38 
-
18 " 1 x 3 x -36 8 X 3 X -3S 8 x 3 x -31 8 x 3 i x -46 9 x 3i x -38 9 x li x -38 9 X 31 X 'SI '" 
19 1 8 x 3 X -3S 8 x 3 x -31 8 x 3 i x '46 9 X 3i X ·38 9 x 3i x '40 9 X 3! X 'SI 20 8 x 3 x-31 8 x 3i x -46 9 X 3+ X -38 9 x H x '40 9 X 31 x ·SI I O x 3i x -40 
(I) The sizes of stiffeners are specified in inches. (2) Sizes for intermediate lengths of stiffeners and heights of bulkhead dock shall be determined by interpolation. (3) The abov: stiffeners shall comply with the specifications set forth in British Standard Specifications 4A-1934 and 6-1924 applicable to ,titfeners of 




TABLE 3 A  
(pangraphs 8 and 1 0  of this Schedule) 
IIZII 0' BULKY'AD ITJ".""I!."s SPAClD 30 INCRU A P A R T  AND PITTED WITH LUO tNO CONNECTIONS A T  TOP AND IOTTOM 
IN ACCORDANCE W I T H  TABLf 4 
�� of $tIT • jadlMltu Eed Height of Bulkhead Deck above Top of Stiffener, in feci 
"""--
0 I 2 I ID ''''  8 r 9 S x ) x -32 
.li 
10 .. !i x ) x ·30 6 x 3 )( '32 c -< 
1 1  t 6 )( 3 )( -32 SI x 3 x ·32 12 6 x 3 )( ·)6 6 x ) x ')4 
1 3  6 )( ) ( ·)4 7 x ) x 'J) 
I' 7 x 3 x ·3) 7 x ) x ')6 
I S  1 x ) ( -)) I 8 x J x ')' 
16 � 7 x 3 x ·40 8 x 3 x ·37 
17 8 x 3 x ·3S .. 8 x 3 1 x '46 
18 oD 8 X 3 j x '46 9 x 31 x ·38 -, 
.. 
19 9 x li x '38 9 x 31 x 'SI  
20 9 x 3 , x 'SI I O x 3, x '42 
4l 
6 x ) ')( '32 
6 x 3 x '38 
Si x J )(  ·38 
6 x ) x '39 
7 x ) x ')J 
8 x ] x ·)S 
8 x 3 x '31 
8 x 3, x '46 
9 X 3' X '38 
9 X )f x 'SI 
6 
6 x ) x '36 
54 )( 3 )( -)4 
6 x 31 x '3S 
1 x )  x ·)) 
7 )( 3 x '41 
8 x 3 x ')7 
8 x 3' x '46 
9 x 3 j X '38 
9 x 3i x 'SI 
1 0 x 3 , x '42 
10 x 3 , x '42 1 1  x 3 t x '43 
1 1  x 31 x '43 1 1 1  x 31 x ·4 I 
(I) 1be sizes or stiffenen are specified in inch.!S. 
8 10 I 1 2  
6 x 3 x -32 6 x ] x ')8 Sl x 3 x '32 
Sl x 3 x '32 Si x 3 x ')7 I 6 )( ) x ')4 
6 x 3 1 x '3S 7 )( 3 )( ')) 7 x ) ( ')3 
7 x ] x ')) 7 )( ) ( '36 7 x J x '41 
7 )( 3 )( '40 B x ) x ')S 8 x 3 x ·)5 
8 )( ) ( ')5 8 x ) x '40 8 x H x '46 
• 
8 >< 31 >< ·46 9 x 3i x  38 9 x Ji ;0:; '40 
9 x 3, x '38 9 x 3 j x ·SI I O x 3j x '40 
9 x 3j x 'SI IO x 3i x '40 I O x 3i x '� 
I O x 3I x '40 l l x 3j x '43 l l x li x '43 
I l x 3 i x '43 1 1  x 3 I x " S 1 2 X 3I X 3I x '� 
·38 
l I X )f x ·48 1 2 x 31 x 31 x 'scI 
')8
, 
1 2 x 3 1  x 31 x ' S� 12 x 31 x 31 x .� 
·38 .. I 
• Channt:ls • 
I. 16 18 
Si x ) x ')5 6 x J x 'J4 6 x 3 1 x '3S 
7 x ) x 'J) 7 x ) x 'J) 7 x ) ( ')6 
7 x 3 )( -)6 7 x ) x '41 8 x 3 )( ·3.5 
B x ) x ·)S B x J x ')7 8 )( ) ( -42 
8 x ) x '42 9 x 31 x ·38 9 x 3 t x  38 
9 x 3, x ·38 9 x li x -44 
9 x Ji x 'SJ I O x 31 x ,4O\ 
I O x 3j x '42 
I l x 3, x '43 
(2) Sizes ror intermediate lengths or stiffenen and heights or bulkhead deck shall be detennined by Interpolation. 
() In the case or Channel SectiOns the lower thickness is that or the web and the upper thickness that or the flanae. . 




TABLE 3 B  
�phs 8 and 10 of tbll Schedule) 











I l  
16 U .. 
� 17  " 
, 
1 8  co 
19 
20 
0 2 4 6 8 
, 
10 
3 x 21 < -23 3 I x 2I x ·26j 4 x 2I x '28 4 x 3 x '32 4i x 3 x ·32 5 x 3 x '32 
• 
3I x 2I x '25 4 x 2t x '28 4I X 3 X '301 5 x 3 x '32 6 )( 3 x ')2 6 )( 3 x '32 
4 x2t x '25 41 x 3 x '30 l x 3 x '34 1 6 x 3 x '32 6 x 3 x -38 5+ x J x '32 
I 4+ x 3 x ')O 6 x ) x '32 6 x 3 )( ·]4 5I x ) x '32 6 x J X '}4 6 x ll x ')S I 6 )( 3 x '32 6 x 3 )( ·]4 5t x ) x ')2 6 x 3 x '34 7 x 3 x '33 7 x ) x ')6 
6 x 3 x ')2 ll x 3 x '32 6 x 3 )( ·)5 7 x 3 x ·)) 7 x ) x ')6 8 x )  x ·)5 
� + X 3 x '32 � 6 x 3 x '3� 7 x 3 x ·)J 7 x 3 x ·4O 8 x 3 x '35 8 ;o: 3 x ')7 
6 x 3 x ')4 I 7 x 3 x '33 7 x 3 x '40 8 x ) x 'H 8 x ) x '42 9 x 3 + x -)8 
7 x ) x ')) 7 x 3 x '40 8 x 3 x ·37 8 x 3+ x '46 9 x 31 x  38 
I 
9 x 3+ x '4� 
7 x 3 x ·38 8 )( 3 )('37 8 x lt x '44 9 x 31 x ·38 9 x 3 + x -51 IO x li x '40 
• 
8 x 3 x '3� 8 x 3I x ·46 9 x 31 x '38 9 x li x '�I  1 0 x  31 x 40  I l x l i x  4) 
8 x ) x '42 9 x 3+ x '38 9 x 34 x '�I  10 x 3+ x '45 I 1 1 x 3+ x 43 I l x 3 + x 'SO 
IO X 3I x '4l
, 
I l x 31 x '43 i I l x 3 \ x 'lO 9 x 3+ x ·38 9 x 31 x ·51  1 2 x 31 x 31 x 'lO 
·38 
9 x 3l x '51  I O x 3+ x '42 I I x 3 i x ·4i I l x 31 x '52 1 2  x 3i x 3i X '5� 1 2 x Jj x 31 x ·60 
, -38 ·44 • 
JO X 3i y ·1 1 I X 3; X .43 1 I X 3 I x ·1 1 2 X J j X 3 I X  � 1 2 X H X 3' X '� 1 2 x 4 x 4 x '60 
·38 '44 ·48 
• Channels 
(I) 'h& __ 0( ilWC'I'UCn arc aoedtled I!IlId:w:I. (l' s-. tor tllll:U'niCldjlu � ot ftltfmcn and helahl.-' ot buJkhc.", dock ,hall be 4eU:mIlDt4 by Intel'1lOlArJoa ()) n. erI4II of lhe. 1111I'mu. tNJj be r1YCtcd 1.0 the buJ� boWld.ary an.le. 
1 2  
6 x 3 x '32 
6 x 3 x '38 
6 )( 3 )( ']4 
7 x 3 x '33 
7 x 3 x ')8 
8 x 3 x ·3� 
8 x 3 x '40 
9 x 31 x 38 
IO x 3+ x ·40 
I O x 3 1 x  lO 
I I  x li x  50 
I l x Jj x '56 
1 2 x 31 x 3 1 x 'lC 
'44 
• 
14 1 6  I 
6 x  3 x ·32 6 x 3 x ·]4 
5t x 3 x '32 5+ )( 3 )( ']4 
6 x ) ( '3� 7 x ) x ')) 
7 x ) x ')6 7 x ) x ')8 
8 x ) x -)5 8 x 3 x ·)5 
8 x 3 x ·40 8 x H x '46 
9 x 3 1 x ·38 9 x 3i x ·<4Q 
9 x 31 x -4O 1 0 x li x '40 
IO x 3I x '4' I O x 31 x 'lC 
1 1  x l i x  43 
I I  x 31 x l2 I I I I 
, , I 
I I 
IS 
6 x 3 x '38 
6 )( 3 x ']4 
7 x 3 x ·)) 
8 x 3 x  3� 
8 x 3 x ')7 
9 x ) l x ')8 
9 x 3l x 'SI 








(paragraphs 8 and 10 of this Schedule) 
SLZES 0' TUNNE L STI'FENEU SPACED 3 6  INCHES A.P"dlT 
Height from Base of Tunnel to Top of Flat Side in feet 
Mean Height (rom 
Base of Tunnel to 
4 rcc' 0 inches I BuUc:head Deck iD feet ) (eet 0 inches 3 feet 6 inches 
-- , - I I 
8 I 2I x 2I x '2Q , 2+ x 2� ;0. ·24 ) ,L 2i " 2) 
, 2 2! , 2I x '24 
' 
) x 21 ... ·26 3 1 x 21 x ·2l 
16 � u ) :< 2+ )( '24 , 3I y 2! x '26 4 x 2, x -26 
20 
� 
lI x 2l x '2S c 4 Y 2! Y '26 4 x 3 x  )2 < 
24 J6 ;... 2� x ·30 4 x ) x ')0 4� )( 3 x ')2 
, 
2R 4 )r 2� � 28 41 y ) x ·30 4� )( ) x J8 
. I 
--
( I )  The SIUS of the sllffenen are 5pc<:lfied In inches 
(2) SIZC::O; for mlerme(hate heights shall be determined by interpolation. 
() The ends of tunnel slltreners shall be riveted to the tunnel boundary angles. 
4 feet 6 inches , feet 0 ioches 
I 
4 x 2i x -2!i 4 )( 2 , x ·28 
4 )( ) x ')2 4+ x 3 )( -32 
4+ x 3 x -)4 ' x ) x ·)2 
5 >< ) ( ,)2 I 6 x ) x ·)2 
, 
S x ) x ')8 6 x ) x '32 
I 




4 )( ) >< -)0 
, 
' x J ,.  32 !i x 3 x ·J8 
6 x 3 )('32 , 6 ) t) x ·)2 
6 x )  x ')4 I 6 x ) x  4() 
6 )( ) x  40 S� " J )(  3-l 
Bulb An�l� 
, 
(4) The above stlfTeoers shall comply WIth the specificatIons set forth an BntlSh Standard Spcclficaclons Numbers 4A-1934 and 6-1924 aPDhcabt( III 
stlffeners or the scanllmgs and type Indicated. 
F I FTH S C H E D U L E  Rule " 
P R O V I S I O N  FOR C I N E M ATOGRAPH E X H I B I T I O N S  
1 .  Exits from Public Rooms 
ADy publIc room in which cinematograph exhibitions are intended to be given shall 
be provided With means of escape which are remote from the projector and are 
adequate having regard to the number of persons who may be in the aucUeoce. The 
doors by which such escape may be made shall be clearly marked with the word 
"ExIt", and shall be so constructed 8$ easily to open outwards. The seating shall be 
arranged in rows (or the uhibitions so as �Ot to interfere with (ree access 10 such doon. 
2. Slorag' of JiIIfU 
(I)  There shall be provided in the ship: 
(a) a storage room bounded by "A" Class divisions; or 
(b) a locker constructod of material capable of resisting fire as efficiently as an "A" 
Class division, 
appropriated solely for the storage of cinematograph films intended to be exhibited 
m the ship. Such storage room or locker, as the case may be, shall, wbenever practicable, 
be Situated on an upper deck and in a position remote from passenger spaces. It sball 
be proVided With an outlet to the open &1t with an area of not less than ODe square 
Inch (or eacb S pounds weight o( film that may be stored in the room or locker. 
(2) A metal spool box, with means o( closure which will prevent the passage of ftame 
IOto the box, shall be provided for the storage and projection of each spool of film, 
and sball be capable of being attached to and removed from the projector without beina 
opened. Metal containen With self�losing lids sball be provided in sufficient nwnber 
for the SlOraae of the spool boxes. 
3. hoj�c/o,. rooms and cabiN/$ 
(I)  If the ship is provided with a film projector intended (or aivins cinematograph 
exhibitions in a public room therein, not being a portable projector, there shall be 
provided in the Ship: 
(Q) a pelihanent projector room, which shall be bounded by "A" class divisions, and 
to which access shall be obtained from a space in which the audience are not 
accommodated, and sball, wbenever pracUca.ble, be from the open air; or 
(b) a fixed or portable projector cabinet made wholly of, or lined with, incombust· 
ible material. 
In the following su�paragraphs of this paragrapb the expression "projector room" 
shall be deemed to include a projector cabinet. 
(2) AIJ fittin" in the projector room shall be made wbolly of, or lined with, incom· 
bustible material. The projector room shall be large enough to enable the projector 
to be properly operated. 
(3) Every entrance to • projector room shall be provided with • self�losing door 
which shall open outwards and shaJl be weJl·6tting and as effective in resistinl fire u 
the structure m which it is 6tted. 
(4) There shall nOI be provided more than two openin� in the structure of the 
projector room for each projeclor in the room, whether for the projection of light or 
the observation of the scre:cn. The openings shall be no lUler than is required for such 
purposes and shall be glaud with stout plate glass. 
(S) Means abalt be provided which will ensure In adequate supply of frab air 
within the projector room. The ventilation openings shall be covered with wire DCttinc 
of mesh not less than 16 per square inch. The ventilation shall, whenver practicable, 
be to the open air. 
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(6) The openings in the projector room for project.Jon, observation and ventilation 
purposes shall be fitted with close-fitting self·dosing shutters capable of being 
simultaneously released. Means for releasing the shutters shall be provided both 
inside and outside the projector room. All openings through which cables pass into 
the projector room shall be sealed in a manner which will prevent the passage of 
smoke. The projector room and the doors and shutters thereof shall be so constructed 
that when the doors and shutters are closed the passage of smoke from tile projector 
room will be prevented. 
(7) Separate electrical circuits shall be provided for the illuminant of the projcctor 
and for the lighting of the projector room. The supply of electrical energy for the 
illuminant of the projector shall be capable of being controlled by two switches 
situated respectively inside the projector room and outside the projector room at a 
position sufficiently distant therefrom to enable the switch to be safely operated despite 
a fire in the projector room. 
(8) Devices shall be provided which will prevent the films from coming into contact 
with any electric lamp, terminal or other electrical fitting within the projector room. 
All switches and fuses in the projector room shall be completely protected, and all 
resistances in that room shall be of a design which will prevent overheating. 
4. Projectors 
Every projector, not being a portable projector, provided in the ship and intended 
for giving cinematograph exhibitions in a public room therein shall be firmly fixed 
iD position and shall rest upon supports constructed of incombustible material. 
The projector shall be fitted with a metal shutter which can be readily inserted by hand 
between the projector lamp and the film-gate, and with a second shutter so arranged 
as automatically to cut off the film-gate from the illuminant when the projector stops. 
The film-gate shall be of substantial construction and shall afford sufficient heating 
surface to dissipate the heat which may be engendered by the illuminant.. The opening 
for the film shall be sufficiently narrow to prevent flames travelling upwards or down­
wards from the ligbt�pening. 
5. ExJr.ibitWlIS on deck 
If the ship is provided with a projector, not being a portable projector, intended 
for giving cinematograph exhibitions on an open deck, and the illwninant of such 
projector is not hermeticaUy sealed in a glass bulb, the provisions of paragraphs 3 and 4 of this Schedule shall apply to the ship and to the projector as they apply in the case: 
of a ship provided with a projector, not being a portable projector, intended for giving 
cinematograph exhibitions in a public room. 
6. Portable projectors 
(1) Portable projectors and the illuminant thereof shall be enclosed in casing con­
structed of incombustible materiaL There shaU be no openings in such Co".siog other 
than those necesf.3ry for tbe pro�r operation of the projector and for ventilation of 
the projector casing. 
(2) Spool boxes for use with portable projectors shall be so designed that they cannot 
contain a reel exceeding 10 inches in diameter. 
(3) The electric lamp provided as the illuminant for a portable projector shall be 
hennetically sealed in a glass bulb and shaH not exceed 1 ,000 watts in power. 
(4) Every portable projector shall be provided with a filter or other device which 
shall be pennanently attached thereto and shall be capable of intercepting the heat in the light rays emitted by the illuminant 50 as to prevent the ignition of a stationary 
indammable film if the film is exposed to the rays for a period of three minutes. 
7. Illuminant for projectors 
The Illuminant provided. for a projector shall be an electric lamp. 
8. " No Smoking" notices 
(I)  Lqible notices prohibiting smoking with:n 3 feet of the projector or of the 
projector room or cabinet, as the case may be, shall be provided fo.r display to the 
audieoc:e. 
(2) Legible notices prohibiting smoking shall be provided for display in the projector 




S I X T H  SCHEDULE Rule l9 
AUTOM ATIC S P R I N K LE R ,  F I R E  ALA R M  AND FIRE 
DETECTION SYSTEM 
J. T'yJH and cMr,i", 0/ system 
The automatic sprinkJer and fire aJann and detection system shall be of the wet 
type with overhead sprinklers, and shall :t all times be fully charged. 
2. De/oils of tM system 
The system shall comply with the following requirements: 
(a) Pressure tank: 
(i) A pressure tank of adequate strength and construction baving regard to the 
charge of water specified in this sulrparagrapb shall be provided and shan 
have a capacity of not less than twice the standing charge of fresh water 
required for the automatic operation of the system. A standing charge of 
not less than 500 gaUons of fresh water :;halJ be capable of being maintained 
in the pressure lank under an air pressure of not less than 70 lb. per square 
inch plus the pressure due to a head of water measured from the bottom of 
ilie tank to the Illghest sprinkler in the system. 
(u) The pressure tank sbb.ll be fitted with ao efficient relief v_lve and witiJ a 
water gauge glass and a pressure gauge. Stop valves or cocks shall be prer 
vided at each of the gauge connections. 
Cb) Air Compressor: 
The pressure tank. shall be connected to an air compressor capable of main­
taining in the tank the pressure required by sub-paragraph (0) of this paragraph. 
(c) Pipes: 
(i) The pipes forming part of the system shall be made:: of steel of adequate 
strength haVing regard to the pressure to which they may be subjected. and 
shall be properly jointed and supported. 
(ii) Connections shall be provided which �JI supply a replenishment of the 
standing fresh water charge iD the pressure tank, and wh:ch will enable the 
pipes to be flushed with fresh water after the use of salt water in the system. 
(ui) Any pipes which may be affected by frost shall be insulated so as to prevent 
the water therein from freezing. 
(d) External Connections: 
The sprinkler system shall be a self-contained unit, and no eKtemal connectior:s 
shall be fitted to it other than the following: 
(i) Hose coupLings with shut-off valves, and non-return valves situated close to 
the couplings, for the purpose of coupling to a shore supply. 
Hi) A connection with the ship's fire main. provided with a shut·off screw-down 
non-return valve at the connection which will prevent a back flow from the 
sprinkler system to the fire main. Shut-off valves for the shore supply and 
the ship's fire main connection shall be clearly and permanently marked to 
show their purpose, and shall be capable of beina locked in the closed 
position. 
(.) Pump: 
(i) An independent power pump shall be provided solely for the purpose of 
continuing automatically the discharge of water frnm the sprinkler beads. 
The pump shall be brought into action automatically by the pressure drop 
in the system before the standing fresh water charge in the pressure tank is 
completely exhausted. 
(ii) The pump shall have a snction direct from the sea which shall be independent 
of any other suction. The pump shall have fitted close to it on the delivery 
side a 2 inch diameter waste valve with a short opc:n<nded lIischarae pipe 
for lCStjng purposes. 
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(ui) The ar;angements shall be sucb as will prevent tbe pump from p;wing sea 
waler mto the pressure tank. 
(iv) !he pump sball be capable or maintaining a pressure of 25 lb. per square 
lOch at the level of the higbest sprinkler with the 2 inch diameter waste 
valve fully open. 
(f) SprinkJer Heads: 
(i) Sprinkler heads shall be grouped into separate sections, each of which 
contains not more than 150 sprinkler beads. A section of sprinkler beads 
shall not serve more than two decks, and shall not be in more than one main 
vertical zone or in more than one watertight compartment. Provided that, 
in any ship, a section of sprinkler heads may serve more than two decks or 
be in more than one main vertical zone if the Minister is satisfied that the 
protection of the ship against fire is thereby improved. 
(0) Each section of sprinkler heads shall be controlled by one control valve, 
and no other valves shall be provided for controlling any of the sprinklers 
in that section. The control valves shall be readily accessible, and their 
locations shall be clearly and permanently indicated. Means shall be pro­
vided to prevent the operation of the control valves by any person not 
authorised to do so by the master or the ship. 
(Ui) A pressure gauge shall be provided at each control valve and at a central 
station to indicate the pressure of water available throughout the system. 
(iv) The sprinkler heads sball be capable of operating with salt water and shall 
come into operation at a temperature of not less than 1 55°F. (68°C.). The)' 
shall come into operation at a temperature of not more than 20(JOF. (93°C.), 
except in drying rooms and similar spaces. 
(v) Eacb sprinkler bead shall be capable of discbarging water at a rate of not 
less than 20 gallons of water per minute under a supply pressure of 25 lb. 
per square inch. 
(vi) At least six spare sprinkler heads sball be provided for each section. They 
shall be stowed in boxes or holders provided for that purpose neat the 
control valve for the section. and the boxes or holders shall be clearly and 
permanently marked to show their contents. 
(g) Spacing of SprinkJer Heads: 
SprinJcler heads shall be spaced not more than t 3 feet apart and not more 
than 6 feet 6 inches from a bulkhead. They shall be placed as clear as may be of 
beams or other objects likely to obstruct the projection of water and in such 
positions that all combustible material in the space concerned will be well 
sprayed. 
(6) Automatic Alarm: 
The sprinkler system shall include means for giving a visible and audible 
alarm signal automatically whenever any sprinkler comes into operation. The 
alarm signal shall indicate at one or more points in the ship, so as to come 
rapidly to the attention of the master and crew of the ship, the presence and 
position of any fire in the spaces served by the system. If such alarm is operated 
by electricity it shall be constructed so as to operate if any derangement occun 
in the elecu ical circuit. 
(i) Power Supply: 
There shall be provided not less than two sources of power to operate the 
independent pump, air compressor and automatic alarm. 
(J) Provisions for Testing: 
(i) A test valve shall be provided for testing the automatic alarm for each 
section of sprinklers by a discharge of water equivalent to the operation of 
one sprinkler head. The test valve for each section shall be situated near the 
control valve for that section. 
(0) Means shall be provided for testing the automatic cutting in of the pump. 
(ill) Switches shall be provided at one of tbe points referred to in sub-paragraph (It) of this paragraph which will enable the alann and the indicators for each 
section of Iprinklers to be tested. 
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A P P E N D I X  1 1  
Flooding Curves and Tables 
In aa:ordance with the provisions of paragraph 97 of Pan 1 1  of these Instructions 
the method dcscnbcd below should generally be adopted to develop flooding curves 
to lndu:ate the floodablt length at any point in the shJp. For the purpose of Ws method 
the Hoodablt length is expressed as a percentage of the length of the ship. 
DB'INITIONS AND NOTES 
E.llccpt where otherwise stated: 
(a) All linea! measurements are to be in feet; 
(b) aU area measurements arc to be in square feet; and 
(c) alJ volumes are to be in cubic feet and calculated to moulded lines. 
The load wQftrplant is that used in delennining the subdivision of the ship, and is 
drawn parallel 10 the keel. 
The margin lint for a ship of standard (onn consists of two ordinary parabolas, 
each with apex at amidships and axis vertical, passing, al amidships and at the ends. 
throush poi.nts three inches below the surfacc of the bulkhead deck: at side. 
The correcfed margin line. If the actua) margin line either forward or aft is not of 
ordinary parabolic fonn- or if ilS lowest point is not at amidships, a margin line of 
ordinary parabolic fOlm is to be drawn with iu apu amidships level with the lowest 
POl.Ot of the actual margin line, and intersecting the latter either at a point I 14th of the 
ship's length from amidships or at tb: prependicuJar according as the actual sheer at 
the perpendicular is respectively greater or less than fow times the actual sheer al the 
1/4th lenS'h position. (see Fig. A of this Append;'). 
The perpendiculars arc taken at the extreme ends of the subdjvision load water line. 
Am!dships is the middle of the length between the perpendiculars. 
The mean woterplane IS midway between the load waterplane and that drawn paraUel 
thereto touching the lowest point of the margin line. 
The length of the shIp (L) IS the length of a ship measured between the perpendiculan 
taken at the extremities of the deepest subdivision load water line. (Rule 1(2». No 
adjustment to this length will. as a general rule, be neocssary unless the sectional area 
at the after perpendicular exceeds one-tenth of the midship sectional area, in which 
case full particulars should be submitted in order that an equitable length may be 
det:nnined. 
The breadth of the ship (B) is tbe greatest moulded breadth at or below the shij)'s 
deepest subdivision load water line (Rule 1(2». 
The draught (d) is the vertical distance from the moulded base line amidships to a 
subdivision load water line. (Rule 1(2». 
The fre ... boord (f) is the vertical distance amidshjps from the subdivision load water 
line 10 the margin line (corrected u necessary). 
The block coel/icienr of fineness 0/ displacement to the subdivision load water line 
shall be detennined as follows: Volume of displacement to moulded lines ...;.. (L.B.d.). 
The Jreeboard rat;o (�) is the ratio between the frceboard (f) and the drauaht (d). 
The sheer ra/io rorward or art is the ratio of the sheer or the margin line (corneted 
&I necc.ssary) at the rorward or after perpendicular respectively. measured rrom the 
honzontal line through the lowesl point of the margin line (corrected as necessary). 
to the draught. 
The meall wat�rplalle arelJ coel/icie"t (a) is the actual area of mean waterplane divided 
by L � B. 
- A mlr,in line or ordinary parabolic form is one in which the theer rorward and aft measured 
a. points 1/8th ,,4Ih and J/8lhs or the length or the ship rrom the perpendicular is 9/16ths. 
1/4th "nd 1/16th resPeclively or the sheer al the perpendicular. 
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• 
The mean walerplaM moment of ;Mrlia coefficient (n) is the actual moment of inertia 
of meao waterplane about a transverse uis through its centre of Hotation divided by 
Ll x B. 
The $ect;onal area coefficient (13) for any transverse section is the actual area of that 
section up to the margin line divided by B x d. 
The Standard Diagrams of Floodable LenKths, elC. (or Plales) are �ublisbed separately 
as Volwne n of tbese Instructions and the Plates referred to are the numbered Diagrams 
in that Volwne. 
O E N E R A L  D E S C R f P T I O N  0 '  M E T H O D  
]n detennining the Ooodable length, a unifonn average penneability is to be used 
throughout the whole length of each of the following portions of the ship below tbe 
margin line: 
<a) The machinery space; 
(b) the portion forward of tbe machinery space; and 
(c) the portion abaft the machinery spacc. 
The asswnptions of penneability appropriate to each aass of ship, which are to be 
tak_en into account for each of the above portions of the ship, are laid down in para­
graphs 3, 8 and 1 1  of the Second Schedule to the Rules. (See also paragraph 98 of 
Part 11 of these Instructions). 
For a given ship, therefore, three flooding curves must in general be drawn more or 
less completely, corresponding to the three different penneabilities, the significant 
part of each curve depending on tbe position of the bulkheads bounding the machinery 
space. 
The size and shape of a flooding curve depend principally on the freeboard ratio 
and on the asswned penneability. They depend, also, to a smaller extent, on the 
character of the lines of the vessel and on the sheer of the margin lines forward and 
aft. Using the same vertical and horizontal scales for percentage of length, the ends of 
a flooding curve tenninate on straight lines drawn through points in the base line 
representing the position of the fore and after perpendiculars, at an angle e. where 
tan e = 2. These lines are called the forward and after lenninals respectively. 
In order 10 detennine curves of Hoodable length for any ship the Standard Diagrams 
should be used. These give Ooodable lengths (for the two permeabilities 60 per cent. 
and 100 per cent.), for a definite standard family of ship fonns of differing block 
coefficients, free board ratios and sheer ratios. The Hoodable lengths obtained are in 
every case to be set off at right angles to the base line of the Hoodable length curve. 
For the two permeabilities mentioned. the curves of Hoodablc length for any vessel of 
the standard form can be obtained directly from the cross curves given in the Plates, 
by the method indicated on Plate 11; whilst for any other penneability the appropriate 
curve may be obtained (including terminal points) as follows: 
If 11 be the Hoodable length at the point considered for penneability 100 per cent. 
and h be the Ooodable length at the point considered for permeability 60 per cent. 
theo the Ooodable length 11 at that point for a permeability lA. will be given by: 
h � It + � 0, - It) C� - 1) 
A convenient method of arranging the work. to obtain the required curves is indicated 
in Specimen 2 of this Appendix. 
If the ship under consideration conforms to standard type, that is to say, if the 
coefficients (see Specimen 1 of this Appendix) agree with those given on Plates XXVI 
and XXVII for the standard form, the floodable length curve determined as above 
will hold good for the ship. If. however, there are differences in these respects, the 
curve obtained as above should be modified as follows: 
Let A, Fig. I, mark. the fore-and-aft position of the centre of Hotation of mean 
waterplane of the standard form, and AI, that of the corresponding point for the 
ship under consideration, the horizontal distance between them being mL. Tak.e 
x 
any point P on the standard form curve, distant x from A, the ratio L being 
represented by P. so that the value of p varies according to the position of P. Tbe 
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100000tudmal position of the point Ph OD the new curve, COiiespoodjo, to the point 
P OD the old, lS tpven by 
- 01 . ( an) 
x, - x X - X - - I ± m � 
o 8, D 
where n and 01 are the moment of inertia coefficients of the mean water plane of 
the standard (ann and the new form respectively, The length of the ordinate M. PI 
is aiven by 
a, � ( �) 
M, PI = MP x a x 13. x I ± m D 
where • and a, are the ar� coefficients of the mean water planes of the standard 
(orm and the new (ann respectively and p and 13, are the sectional area coefficients 
of the standard form and the new fonn respectively at MP and M,P • .  The sign to be 
used in the last factor of the above expressions will be + when the centre of Hotation 
of the mean water plane of the new fonn is before. and - when it is ahq/t, that of 
the standard form for sections forward of the centre of ftotation, and the opposite 
aign for sections abaft the centre of Ootation. This work may be conveniently 
arrana<d as iD SpecimeD ) of this AppendL<. 
-
- - _ _ _ X, _ _  � 
I- -- - --� ---I 
Fig. I 
Fig. 2 
The coefficients required (or a new ship may be conveniently recorded u indicated 
in Specimen 1 ,  whilst the similar inrormation for standard rorm is liveD OD Plates 
XXVI aDd xxvn. 
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It may be noted that, if the longitudinal position of the centre of flotation of mean 
wate.- plane does not materially differ from that of the corresponding standard form, 
the factor (J ± ma:) may without material error be omitted for both length of 
ordioate and its position. 
The curves of pennissible length are obtained from the curve of floodable length by 
using the appropriate factor of subdivision, and it will be noted that these curves will 
not extend at the ends of the terminal lines. They can. however, be drawn in when 
required with sufficient accuracy, by means of the construction shown in Fig. 2. Make 
A B = 2 A 0, and B C = 4 D E, A being the lowest point of the curve of permissible 
length, and A B horizontal; then a fair curve may be drawn through A E C to meet 




G.N.L. No . . . . . . . . .  . 
FLOODING CALCULATION 
CRITERION NUMUtAL, fACTO. OF SUBDIVISION, AVERAOE PERMEAIIILITIU, ETC. 
�ome 0/ Ship . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
uJlMrs tJnd No. 0/ ShJp . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . .  
NQ/"IW 0/ OWMrs, . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .  CI4n wtdn COfUlrUCIIo" ItMks. 19'2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • .  : : :  � : : : : : : : : : :  : : : : :  
PiJS$�rwt' Ce,tijiclUt rrq,u,ed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • • . • • . . •  
Ittrentkt} SeTt/Ice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • . • • . • • • . . • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . • • . .  Cl4mjicallolf Socilly . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . .  
I ood'lM A��trMVIr' by . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
'HIP' or C L A "  I ,  ANO 'HIP' 0' C L A " B S  1 1  AND II(A) OTHBa THAN IHIPS 
TO WHICH ,,,aT III OF THE UCOND ICHEDUle TO CONITaUCTION RULI.J ,,'PLlIS 
calTeRION N U M e R A L  (ee) 
� cub. ft. 
Subclivision l.cnttb (L) - reet 11 Whole Volume of Ship (V) -
Volume o( Machinery 
No. or Puvnaen . (N) - !!. e Space, etc. . . (M) -Volume of Pa.5Iengcr 
PI - ·6LN cub. rt. e . - ... and Crew Spaces . (P) -
( I )  PI puler than P 
C. _ 72 ( M + 2P' ) _ V + PI P 
(2) PI Dot ifCll er than P 
C. _ 72 (M t 2P) _ 
PACTO .. O. SUBDIVISION (.) 
--- ----- .. -- -
(I) L - 430 rl. and upwards. 
190 Factor rrom Curvc A:-A - L - 198 + · 18 -
100 
Factor from Curve: B:- B - L _ 118 + ' 1 8  -
Required Factor:- -
P ...  4(I) 
(2) L _ Less than 4)0 ft and nol less than 260 ft. (Cs nOI less than S). 
S 4691 - IOL R '� F F I (I - B) (Cs - S) _ - 17 - equ .. .,., actor:- - - '  121 _ S P ...  4(2) 
When Cs is less than S and in .n ships less than 260 ft. in len.ath the subdivision is 10 bo 
lovemed by (he ractor unity. Para. 4(J) 
(l) In (he case or a ship or aoy learth which i.s intended 10 carry a nunlber or puseoaen 
exceed in, 12 but not e",ccedin, 7� or SO whichever is thc lower the subdivision is to 
be ,ovemed by the (aclor unity. 
- --- -.. --- . 
Para. 4(4) 
'Tbe paraaraphs referred 10 Ilbove arc those 0( the Second �hedule 10 the C(lnslructioo Rules. 
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AvraAOE PIUUAIILlTY (�) OP APTla IND ' 
pe r: .ad a- Soenr. C.)t ., ou. 11 ())I: 
� l,,",dftc.edM Wn_ ...... 1 .....  1 D lab 
I 
: , I I , I 
I 





c..b . .. 
wt.oIe V. of ..... ... 
1_,". "aei V· ...... ""' . .. 
AbaIl BulkI:ea4 
No . . . . . . . . . . .  
(I)  Total (.) -
� ... 6) + H � t -
• 
11 -
b 0> 9j - H - 1  -• 
-
P.F. _ loo - �  x 1'$ _ 
" 
AVERAor PERMIABILITY (�) O' .0I.WAaD ENOI 
Po u4 Clew SPI'lOt {.t!>t 
'" 0tbII' SPII _ ,.,. 













.. Wkl4c Vot_ 01 Po ...... !!ad 
v�_ � v .. 
ClIb. I'l. Qab. n . 
Bdore Bulkhead 
No . . . . . . .  , . .  , 
(2) Total (.) -
� - 6) + H � t -
• 
11 -
b or 9' - H - t -
• 
-
P.F. _ 100 - '" x I "  ... 
" 
� 
t ADOlbbk 10 Shb of d.- I ..s � of d_ U aDd UCA) olbclr lb&D � 10 _1UdI ..." m 01 u.... �4 
ScM(II/Jc ...... 
t AfiDllceblc 10 tlWII of cu.a U &ad U(A.) 10 _� ..." rn or IbD 5ICDOd $c:bedw. AIlO'''' 
.. Ddelc DUU _ I'OQWnI:I • 
• la ...,.. 0( d' Ul lo Vllodl.llllft. IM'� ........ bUler (1") it 10 be. WCD &1 9l. 
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A V U . A O !  I' II U ,4£ A B I L l T Y  tl'J o r  M A C H I /'I l! a V  ' P A C E t 
�c;..�!�,'" • 
Idc:iillfteatloa "'-'tt, ....... 
Comoonmoo. VOIu.mc 
(RduWOi; Icttcn 
u lD •• H. I) ......... ........ """" Cub. n. 
(6) Total (a) -
Volume (c) _ 




Nos . . . .  . . . . 
(J) Total (,) -
�_80+ 12" = (r: ,'::.!:. _ �) 
1I Pi 0 pc lied by lit-
_ u:ru1 �a:lb_ t � "r!_  
P.F. _ 1 00 - 1' 
� 
x 1'!Ii -
VOLUMU .0. C R I T f a l O N  /'I U M f a A L' 
----- ------ -- ---
Penua.oeot Oil Fuel Bunken Jkfore and Abaft the Machinery Space 
Volu._ .boft VoIu.mc .bo ... "-"""'" Id.IIIft' bOllom or c • ..- Luuar bottom or 
u.. 01 floon Uoo ot F100n "" .. "- CUb. ft. 
Btou.&bt Forward 
Carried Forward �(7) Total 
-
S U M M A R Y  (For use all Page I)-
-
\\'bole Volua» CV) M+cblncry SC*lC. .e. (M) 
Cub. f •. Cub. n. 
AfIa' End ( I) Mach.i.ncry 
Space (l) 
Forward £Od 
(2) Oil Fuel 
Machioery Bunk<n (7) 
Space (J) 
Total (V) - Total (M) -
I 
T ADDUo:abIIt to ..u mu:. or c.I_ I. U aa4 II(A). 
-
="" .. .  � 
po ... &Dd. a- SpeC" (P) 
. 
Cub. n. 






t la aI\lIIII of cl_ In 10 Vl ltII;luat ... (be ''l'crllflt ..... _bWl)' (10') 111 10 � ... li:c.cI ea 10 lD MM t ... ... ... ., .. 
� Sued _lib l.alen:l&l IlQlDbwIJ,o.a UI.I''-. 
• Not ... """"' to IIbJIM i a .ii4 10 t.a POCKDOC. I. 
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SHIPS O. CLASSES 11 AND I l(A) TO WHICH ' A . T  III  Of TA! 
SECOND SCH!OULl TO CONST.UCTION .ULES A •• L1U 
---- ------------------------
C.ITI.ION NUMERAL (c.) 
Cs 10 be dctcnniocd in accordance with lhc (onnuJa 00 page: I ucepl that 
P, 
_ {NO. of bertbcd pI'VDaet1 x ·6L or Ilji whichever is &JUter ... 
No. of unbcrthod pa"eogcn x 125 _ 
'ACTOR O. SU.DIVISION (.) 
cub. fl. 
cub. fl. 
(I) Requ,in,d Factor:- F- ·SO (or as dcten:nined by the fonnula stated 00 � 1 whichever 
is the � in the cue of ships u.cccdins 4SO fcd in Ic:oith) 
(2) L _ 430 fl &Dd upwatds. 
Factor from Curve A:- A - L 
190 




RequiRd Factor:- F _ A _ (A - BB) (C. - 23) _ 
100 
(3) L - Less than 430 n. &Dd DOt Ieu than 180 ft. (Cs oo' leu than 5,). 
5, _ 1950 - 4L_ Required FlICtor:- F _ I _ '.!...:=. 
10 
P ...  9(I) 
P .... 9(2)(.) 
-
Para. 9(2)(6) 
WbcD Cs is as than S. and iD all ahips Ieu than 180 (eet io k:natb the subdivision iI 
to be IOveioed by the (actor unity. 
SHIP. O. CLASS" III TO V I  INCLUSIV!-
PART IV O' SlCOND SCHlDULI TO CONSTRUCTION . U L "  
Subdiviaioo I engtb L _ fcd 
P ...  9(2)« ) 
Requited Factor: F to be stated . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Pan. 12 
Details of aay claim for local subdillision UDder para. 6(1) should be submitted with this (ann. 
1"bc parqrapbs referred to above are those of the Secood Schedule to the Construction Rub. 
SU.VlYOIt 's REPORT 
I have chcdcd the bullden' caJcu.latioras lUIuired for the purpose of asce .... inin• the 
criterion oULOeial, fac:tor of subdivision, peiiheabilities, etc., and am satisfied that � rawts 
aboWD OD &tm (arm aft; corTClCt. 
Si,oatUR of Surveyor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Port . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • • • . • . . . • . . . .  , . . . • •  , 
Date . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  
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FLOOD"'8LI LENOTH! POR SHIP 0' STANDARD FORM (expressed as a pen;entaae of the Length CL) of the Sbip) 
Builden and No. of Ship. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  G.N.t No Name of Ship . . . . . . - . -
...... _ •. H. . ('OO- �) 
I&oct Cl "'1 I _ ................................. Por &11)' ..... _bUlty "'. � �  bWt)' f.aor CP,F.) la atU:III by 1"  I.l 
'!"0tb0v4 J.ado - ......... ..................... " ,  Tbe f'lood,f,b .. J..cutbI (or '" - 6l aM,. be cakeo .. ." of tile Floo4abk lAIatha (or '" - 60. 
5'- 11..1.10 Forward - . ............. ............... ... l'bIt floodablc � tor '" _ " ilia, be u.k_ .. 1'06 0( u..e Ploodablc. 1AutM for I' - 100. 
StIaIt kado AA - ... , •. ... ... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
""- Bad I � SDK* J'CJntVd Bad. Diaancc of FtoodIiblo � OniINU.C holD I'roaI I.l _ P.P. - jot. - 1'.". - I.l - P,P. -u. an. en:- C\lnat -
'u, '2ke" Col. U) _ f)oo4ablo PloodaMt Ploodf,bIo Col. (1) l..cuUI l..mn»I Lc:qtlI Col. ()) )( Col. m )( Col. (l) x I' - 100 '" - 60 P.P. Col. ('" + P.P. Col. (6) + P.P. Col. (I) + Col. (I) Col. (I) Col. (t) .. gml. olL 
(11 ru m �. m· • • m· • 
A.T. 
15 I 




: I • .. I " I P.T. , t I _  . _ _  L . 
_._�_L-___ :....-___ :....-_-;;;;��:::==�=�=�=== ('e'-ledom tit " , ............... ... ...... ,' ... ... .................. ... no ... ... • • la ... �_ la _ " C'II '" br .......... · . ... ... ·.· · . . · .. ... ·· ..... ... . ..... ... . .  , ... . .. . ...... . __ u.. , 0*  • •  _ m e  .. I , s.  ",etIerd [)le _ of P1ood&bIl t_ ..... -ICe. 0.. ...... , . . .................... _ " , .  . ... " .... " . 
... . ;!; . 
• 
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TO ILLUSTRATE THE " NOTES " TO APPBNDIX 1 1  Of THUE INSTRUCTIONS 
flO. A 
MAROIN LINES IN SPECtA L CASES 
PARA. 6(1 )(d) OF SECOND SCHBDUL£ TO CONSTRUCTION RUUS 
flO. 8 
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RECESSES I N  W , T .  8 U L K H I! A D S  















P I G .  F 
S T E P S  I N  W . T .  B U L K H E A DS 
TO I L L U S T R A T E  P A R A  6(3)(d) O f'  S E C O N D  S C H E D U L E  TO C O N S T R U C T I O N  R U U . 5  
, 








Dotted hnes show transverse SUbdlYISlon with plane bulkheads. Full lines show arrangement to 
compensate for step EGF and to malntam the same measure of safety. 
FIG. G 
REceSSES A N D  S T E P S  ''''' W. T. 8 U L K H E 4 D S  





! , • : /! . I. I 
\ , . 74 1/ 1-. I , \;, --l 
• • 
t. L E V A  flON 
Bulkhead AB is recessed IU shown in sketch. The Position of the Equivalent plane bulk.head 
i. Jiven by z _ volume FH of recess -:- "A", where "A" is the sectional area to margin 
line approximately midway between AB and CD. 
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PlO. H 
DOUB L E  BOTTOMS 
TO I L L U S TkAT2 R U L e  7(2)  OF TH2 CONSTkUCTION k U L U  
- ·1 
law I :fiOD of outer edae of ma.rain plate with bila:e platina not to bo lo�r than AAA. 
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A P P E N D I X  I I I  
List of Class I I I  Plying Limits 
( S 1:I:  r A K T  I P A It A G R AP H  1 8  A N O  A LSO R U I  [ 2 ( 1 )  O F  T H E  R U L E S )  
E A S T  Of SCOT L A N D  Il I S 1  R I C T  
Name of Port 
--- ---- - -1------------
Cromany From Cromarty along the coast to Lossiernouth 
or Dunrobin. 
lnvemess . Lossiemouth or Dunrobin. 
Banff Peterhead or Lossiemouth 
Pelcrhead Aberdeen or Banff. 
Aberdeen Peterhead or Montrose. 
Montfose • Dundee or Aberdeen. 
Dundee . . Manlfose or Leith. 
Queensferry Berwick-on-Tweed or Dundee. 
Leith . '-_'_ _-'-__ -'_-'-'--Berwick-on:_T_w�d or Dundee. 
NOR r H  e A S T  O F  ENG L A N D  D I S T R I C T  





Amble St. Abb's Head or Middlesbrough. 
Blyth . Berwick-on-Tweed or Whitby. 
Newcastle, North &. South Shields Berwick-on-Tweed or Scarborough. 
Sunderland Berwit:k-on-Tweed or Scarborough. 
Seaham Berwick-on-Tweed or Scarborough. 
Hartlepool, Eut . Amble or Bridlington. 
Hartlepool, West. . Amble or Bridlington. 
StocktOD, Middlesbrough Amble or Bridlington 
Whitby '-_.:....._'-_-'-_-'--�B�ri,dlington or Newcastle .. _______ _ 
E A S T  Of' E N G L A N D  D I S T R I C T  
Scarborough Newcastle or Hull. 
Hull . lynn or Scarborough. 
Goole . . Lynn or Scarborough . 
Gainsborouah. Uncoln, Notting-
ham, York Spurn Point or Donna Nook. 
Grimsby Lynn or Scar borough. 
Boston Cromer or Hull. 
B�n�·�dl�iD��o�n'_ __ -'--__ _'_ __ .:..... __ '_.�VV��t�H�a�r�tl�epo""o�1�o�r�H�ull�. __________ __ 
LONDON DISTRICT 
VV��h�-.------------------�C�r=om==er�o��rLHLu"U'.---------------------
King's Lynn . .  Cromer or Hull 
YMIllouth and Lowutoft . . Cromer or Walton-on·the-Na.ze. 
Harwich, Ipswich, or FeU",.towe 
Railway Pier . London or Yarmouth. 
Bumham-on·Crouch London or Felixstowe 
London Dover or Fcli"stowe. 
Rochester . . Dover or Felixstowe. 
Dover . Newhaven or Sheerness, 
Folkestone . Newhaven or Sheerness, 
Newhaven . • .  Portsmouth or Dover. 
Littlehampton Pool or Rye. 
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S O U T H  A N D  SOU TH W U T  Of E N G L A N D  D I S T R l C T  





















































Newhaven or Weymouth. 
Newhaven or Weymouth. 
Weymouth or The Nab. 
Portsmouth or Dartmouth. 
Weymouth or Plymouth. 
Weymouth or Plymouth. 
Weymouth or Fowey. 
Weymouth or Plymouth. 
Exeter or the lizard. 
Falmouth or Torquay. 
Falmouth or Plymouth. 
Start Point or Penzance. 
Falmouth or SI. Ives. 
Pads tow or Penzance. 
SI. Ives or Bamstaple including lundy Island. 
Padstow or Bridgwater including lundy Island . 
. -
B R I S T O L  C H A N N E L  D I S TR I C T  
• 
Jlfracombe or Swansea. 
Tenby or I1fracombe. 
Tenby or IIfracombe. 
T�nby or I1fracombe. 
Bamstaple or Milford. 
Bamstaple or Milford, including lundy Island. 
Swansea or Cardigan. 
Barmouth or Tenby. 
.:.._-,,--_,--!...Portmadoc or Milford. 
L l V E R. P O O L  D I S T R I C T  
-- --











Cardigan or Caernarvon. 
liverpopi or Portmadoc or round the Island of 
Anslesey. 
Llandudno or Portrnadoc or round the Island 
of Anslesey. 
Liverpool or Portmadoc or round the Island of 
Anslesey. 
Liverpool or Holybead or through Menai 
Straits to Portmadoc. 
Barrow or Holybead or Menai Bridge. 
Barrow or Holybead or Menai Bridge. 
Whitehaven or Llandudno. 
Whitehaven or Uandudno. 
Whltehaven or Llandudno. 
Whitehaven or Llandudno. 
Whitehaven aT Llandudno. 
Whitebaven or Llandudno. 
Round the Island. 
SiUoth or Blackpool . 
W E S T  Of S C O T L A N D  D I S T R I C T  
Wigtown or Whitehaven. 
Stranraer or Dumfries. 
• 
, 
Wigtown or Greenock, along the West Coast 
of the Mainland. 
Within a line from Campbeltown to Tumberry 
Point and from Tumberry Point to Stranraer 







Kyle of Lochalsh 




Within a line from Campbehown to Tumberry 
POlOt and from Tumbcrry Point to Stranraer 
along the West Coast of the Mainland. 
Within a line from Campbeltown to Turnberry 
POint and from Turnberry Point tC' Stranraer 
along the West Coast of the Mainland. 
Within a line from Campbeltown to Tumberry 
Point and from Tumberry Point to Stranraer 
along the West Coast of the Mainland. 
Crinan. Tobermory or Fort William. 
Crinan or Tobermory. 
Portree and Loch Gairloch or to Mallai& and 
Loch Scavaig. 
Lowlandman Bay. Island of Jura, or Pon 
Ellen, or Port Askaig, Island of Islay. 
N O R TH f: It N  I R E L A N D  D I S T R I CT 
• 
RathJin Island or Killough. 
Orogheda or Strangford Lough. 
Buncrana in Lough Swilly or Rathlin Island. 
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A P P E N D I X  1 \  
(SEE P A ft A C R A rHS 29 " "' D  4 8 )  
SA F E T Y  C E R T I F I CATE 
(')fficial Seal) 
an 
for international voyage 
a short 
(Country 
Issued under the provisions of the 
Inft'rnafionai Corn·tnrion fo, ,h, SaftlY of ufe af StD, 1948 
Name of Ship 
The 
I ,  the undersigned, 
Distinctive 





voyages, If any, 
sanctioned under 
Regulation 22(c) 
of Chapter I I I  
(Name) Government certifies 
(Name) certify 
J. That the above-mentioned ship has been duly surveyed in accordance Wlth the 
provisions of the Convention referred to above. 
11. ThaI the survey showed that the ship complied with the requirements of the 
Regulations annexed to tbe said Convention as regards: 
(I) the structure, main and auxiliary boilers and machinery; 
(2) the watertight subdivision arrangements and details; 
(3) the following subdivision loadlines: 
Subdivision loadlines assigned 
and marked on the srup's side 






. . . . . 
. . . . . 
To apply when the spaces in 
which passengers are carried 
include the following 
alternative spaces 
. . . . . . 
. . . . 
111. That the life-saving appliances provide for a total number of . . . . . . .  persons 
and no more, viz.: 
· . . . . . . . . . lifeboats (including . . . .  . .  . .  motor lifeboats or mechanically 
propeUed lifeboats) capable of accommodating . . . . . . . . . .  persons, 
and . . . . . . . . . .  molor lifeboats 6tted with radiotelegraph insta.Jla-
tion and searchlight (included in the total lifeboats shown above), 
requiring . . . . . . . . . .  certificated lifeboatmeo; · . . . . .  Jiferafts capable of accommodating . . . . . . . . . .  persons; 
· • • . . . . . . .  buoyant apparatus capable of supporting . . . . . . .  , . .  persons; 
· . . . . . . . . . Iifebuoys; 
· . . . . . . . . . Jifejackets. 




V. That the shJp was provided with a line-thIowmg apphance and lifeboat ponable 
radiO apparatus In accordance with the provJ5ions of the RcgulJtions. 
VI Thai the ship compl ied v. i lh the reqUirements of the Regulations as regards 
radilltclcpJph inslalldtlOns. \lz:  
Requirements Actual 
of Rcgulation provision 
--- - ---------
H"'uI) 01 IIstemng by operator 
Number of operators . 
Wlwlllcr auto·aJJ.rm fitted 
Whflher fit.un instaJlatlon fitted . 
Whether emergency Installation fitted 
Whether malO and emergency transmil lers elec­
trically separated or combined . 
Whether dlrccLion-fmder fitted . . 
Number of passenger! for which certificated 
, . . .  . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . .  
. . . . . .  . 
• • • • • • •  
. . . .  - . . . . . .  
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . .  - . . . . . . . .  
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
VII.  That the ship complied with the requirements of the Regulatioru, as regards 
fire-detectmg and fire-e�tingulshing appliances and was provided with navigation 
IJghts and shapes. and means of maklOg sound signals and distress signals, in accord­
ance with the provisions of the Regulations and also the International CoUision 
Regulations. 
VIII.  Thai in all other respects the ship comptied with the requirementJ of the 
Regulations, so far as these requirements apply thereto. 
This certmcate is issued under the authority of the Government. 
It will remain in force until 
Issued at the day of )9 
Here follows the seaJ or signature of the authority entitled to issue the certificate. 
(Seal) 
If signed, the following paragraph is to be added: 
The undersigned declares that he is duly authorised by the said Government 10 issue this Certificate. 
(Signarure) 
E X E M PT I ON C E R T I F I C A T E  
(Official Seal) (Country) 
Issued under the provisions of the 
InUrMIiOlUJ1 Convention/or the Sqf�ty 0/ Li/� at Sea, J948 
Distinctive 
Nao le of Ship Number or Port of Registry Gross Tonnaeo 
Letters 
The (Name) Government ca," 
I, the undersigned. (Name) certify 
-
That the above-mentioned ship is, under the authority conferred by Re,wation 
. . . . . . . . . .  of Chapter . . . . . . . . . . . .  of the Regulations annexed 10 the Conwotion 
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referred to above, exempted from the requirements oft. . . . . . • . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  . 
of th� Convention on the voyag�s . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  
to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . •  • . .  
• Insert here the conditions, if any, on WhiCh} • 
the exemption cenificate is granted. 
This certificate is issued under the authority of the 
It will remain in force until 
Issued at the day of 
Government. 
19 
Here foUows the seal or signature of the authority entitled to issue this certificate. 
(Seal) 
If signed, the following paragraph is to be added: 
The undenigned declares that he is duly authorised 
iasue this Certificate. 
• 
by the said Government to 
(Signature) 
t I". t here rcfcrcuca to Chaptert and RqulatiOllS, spccifyina particular paraarapbl. 
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A P PE N D I X  V 
M iscellaneous Surveys and I nspections 
I .  General. For the COIl\ CnlCnCe of shipowners, shipbuilders, stoelmakers aDd makers 
of equIpment for ShIPS, surveys and Inspections may be carried out by tbe Ministry's 
sunc),ors for the Issue of the following certificates: 
(a) CcrlJflcate of Survey. 
(b) Certificate of Cxamin:ltlon of Plans and Designs. 
(c) Certiflcale of I nspecllon and Tests. 
(d) Certificate of Tests of Material. 
(e) CertIficate of I nspection ( Testing Machines). 
Although Ihe procedure olllllncd In Ihis Apr6ndlx refers primarily to the survey of 
passenger ships. Certificates of Exam11lation of Plans and Dcslgns or of Inspecllon 
and Tests may also be: ISsued In respect of IIfc-sa\JnS appl iances, fire appliances, and 
slImlar cquipmclll reqUIred on shIps for the pu rposes (lI the resrecti\ C Statutory Rules. 
2. rees. The fees chargeable for the foregoing services and for the issue of the appro­
pnatc certificates are s,\cn in the "List of Fees and [x.penses payable In  connection 
with Marine Surveys and other Mercantile Manne �en ices" (obtainable from 
H.M.S.O.). 
C E R T I F I C A T E  O F  S U R V E Y  
3 .  ThiS type of certi ficate may cover the survey or partial survey dUring construction 
of a ship wh.ich for vanous reasons will not qual ify for a passenger certificate or a 
passenger and salety cerllhcate. C.g. where the ship will not be trading to, from or 
bet",ccn Unlled K lIlgdom portS, where passenger accommodation is not fitted or 
where the Rules and IOstnh.tions relating to the hull, equipments or machinery are not 
fully complied with. After such suncy or partial survey (which may include: steam 
Inals) the Ministry "Ill  Issue a CertIficate ofSuf\ cy certifying that the hull, equlpments 
.lOd machlllery of the ship have (with specIfied exccptions, if  appropri3.te) been con­
:,tructed to the saw,(acllon of the SUf\cyor and that (but for the ex.ceptions specificd) 
the shIp would ha\e been en ti t led 10 a passenger certificate or passenger and safety 
certificate under the Merchant Shipping Acts. 
The procedure for these sun ey"i should be the same as that followed in the survey 
for t�c i�sue of a passenger certificate or passenger and safety certificate. 
A Certificate of Suncy m,l>, also be issued in respect of a passenger ship to be 
engaged 10 special trades in the rar Ea,t, if the Ministry's Surveyors are satisfled that 
the ship meets the requirements ('lf the Simla Ru les. 
On completivll of the ::.urvcy the Survcyor should fOT\�ard with his report to head­
Quarters a declaration for the parts he has actually surveyed, stating the period for 
which they are 10 his opinion fit and giving the na.me and address of the applicant to 
whom the Certificate of Survey is to be sent. 
C E R T I F I C A T E  OF EX A M I N A TION OF P LA N S  A N D  D E S I G N S  
4.  Where a ship is not to be surveyed by the Ministry's Surveyors for the issue of a 
passenger certificate or passenger and safety certificate during construction the plans 
may be examined for the issue of a Certificate of Examination of Plans and Designs. 
This applies to ships which are to be built either in the United Kingdom or abroad 
for British or foreign owners. The Chief Snip Surveyor aod the Engineer SurveY0,r-in­
Chief will examine and advise upon any plans showing the proposed hull scanthngs, 
watertight subdivision, fire protection, machinery and boilers and other arrangements 
and details. Where the final proposals comply with the Ministry's requirements for 
passenger ships a Cert ificate of Examination of Plans and Designs will be issued. 
Examination of designs of fittIngs proposed to be accepted as standards in connecti�n 
with watertight subdh ision, fire protection, machinery, and other arrangements .wlll 
also be undertaken and if  required a Certificate of Examination of Plans and DesIgns 
will be issued. 
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C E R  T l F I C A. T E  O f  INSPECTION A. N O  T E S T S  
5 Gfneral. Inspection and tests of fittings and appliances submitted for approval as 
" JfldJrds in connection with watertight subdivisior., fire protection, machinery and 
.... ther arrangements of ships will be undertaken and, if required, a Certificate of 
Inspection and Tests of the prototype will be issued. 
Inspection and tests of boder�, machinery, and other ilems intended for particuJar 
ships will also be undertaken and a Certificate of Inspection and Tests issued where 
the design. material and workmanship are satisfactory. 
The Sun;eyor should be gu.idcd by the relevant Instructions, supplemented 10 the 
case of fittings for use on panicuJar ships by paragraphs 6-12  of this AppendJx. 
6. Procedure and Reporls. A copy of the order for the parts for which a certificate is 
desired shouJd be forwarded by the makers to the local Ministry Surveyors. UnJess tbe 
parts are to be made to an accepted stand.ud design, fully dimenSioned detailed 
drawings of the items are to be submitted to headGuarters. The Surveyor should 
witness material and/or hydraulic tests and inspect the parts during construction. 
On completion of the survey the Surveyor should forward to headquarters, with the 
relevant papers, a report including the paniculars necessary for the cerllficate to be 
prepared, the identJficatlon marks stamped on the parts inspected and the name and 
address of the finn to whom the certtficate is 10 be issued. 
7. Stamping. On satisfactory completion of Inspection and tests aJl articles should 
be stamped M. " the date, and the Surveyor's initials, with the exception of pipes 
and tubes up to and including 4 inches diameter. 
Additional particulars should be stamped 8..'l necessary to comply with the following 
paragraphs of the Instructions: 
112(1) Watertight doors 
247(j) Boilers 
325(b) Evaporators, Healers, Filters. Distillers, etc. 
342(g) Air receivers 
343(g) Air bollles 
Other items which are hydraulically tested should be stamped accordingly. 
Furnaces should each be stamped on the inside of the lower part near the mouth. 
The stamping should include the identification number and the tensile strength and 
elongation of the plate. 
AU pipes and tubes up to and including 4 inches diameter should be stamped with 
consecutive numbers and with the Surveyor's initials and if any pipe or tube is cut into 
shorter lengths each length should be marked in the same way as the original tube. 
Where. in the Surveyor's opinion, it is not practicable to stamp pipes and tubes the 
stamping may be made on metal wircd·on labels. 
8. Furnaces. In the construction of furnaces for which a certificate is required each 
plate used shouJd be tested in the presence of one of the Ministry's Surveyors; stock. 
plates of suitable quality, which have been tested and approved. may be used for the 
purpose. The Surveyor should examine each completed furnace and gauge it for 
circularity and as far as possible for thickness. 
9. Tubes subject 10 ExlerlUJI Pressure. The Surveyor should witness a hydraulic test 
of each tube to three times the working pressure and the following additional tests 
Ihould be made: 
(a) Iron Tubes and solid-drawn Steel Tubes. Bend tests should be made from the scrap 
ends of 3 per cent. of the tubes and drift tests from a similar number of the finished 
tubes. 
(b) LAp· welded Steel Tubes. Bend tests should be made from 20 per cent. of the strips 
from which the tubes are made and drift tests from S per cent. of the fini<ilhed 
tubes. 
(c) LDp· ... ·elded Stay Tubes. Drift tests should be made from 5 per cent. of the scrap 
ends of the finished tubes. 
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The minimum increase in the diameter due to drifting sbouJd be *' per inch in the 
case of iron tubes and i" per inch in the case of steel tubes and pipes. 
1 O. Tubes subjuf IQ Infernal Pressure. The tul>es and pipes should be testcc1 in 
accordance with the relative instructions. Where the applicant wishes the results of 
tbe tests of the material to be included in the certificate the case wiU be dealt with on 
a Certificate of Tests of Material (see paragraphs 13-16 of tltis Appendix). 
1 1 .  Propeller Shafts. in the case of a propeUer shaft fitted with a liner, the shaft is to 
be examined after it has been machined and before the liner has been put in place and 
it shouJd be seen that the Liner is properly shrunk or forced on to the shaft. 
12. DisliIIlng Apparalus. III addition to the hydraulic tests specified in paragraph 
325 of these Jnstrucuolls, the test on the filter should not be less than four·fifths of 
the maXimum pressure perTJljtted in the coils. 
It  should be understood that the certi5cate will refer merely to the design and suffi· 
ciency of the distiller for work.Jng at the pressure stated and that before the apparatus 
is finaUy passed for u�e on a ship it wiU be tested for efficiency and for the quantity and 
qualJty of the water produced. 
ceR T I P I C A T E  Of TUTS O P  M A TE R I A L  
13. General. Tho following provisions, which supplement the requirements of 
Chapter 2 of Part VI of these Instructions, relate to tbe testing of material for boilers 
and machinery for which certified copies of the results of tests witnessed by the 
Surveyor are required. In certain cases they also relate, with appropriate modifications, 
to the testing of material for the bull (sec Chapter 2 of Part I I  of these Instructions). 
The makers must certify that the tensile and cold bend test pieces were tested in the 
condition-normal, annealed or otherwise heat treated-in which the material was 
delivered from their works. Their certificate should take one of the following forms, 
according the the circumstances. 
(0) In the case of material tested in the normal condition: 
" We hereby certify that the material described above was delivered by us 
in the nonnaJ condition and that the samples cut therefrom and tested by us 
in the presence of your surveyor. Mr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  on the ° th <ODdi' 'on .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . were 10 e same ... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Works Manager. 
(6) In the case of material tested in the annealed or otber beat treated condition: 
" Wo bereby certify that tbe material described above was delivered by us 
in the annealed condition and that the samples cut tberefrom and tested. by 
us in the presence of your Surveyor. Mr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  on the 
° th di o d that . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  were 10 e S8JDC con Uon, an 
the treatment adopted was applied simultaneously to tbe artic1es and to their 
test pieces." 
. . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Works Manager. 
14. Number 0/ tesU. The number of tests specified 10 each case mentioned below is 
to be regarded as the minimum number of tests to be witnessed by the Surveyor and, 
if he has 800d cause, he may require the number to be increased. 
Section, Rivet and Stay Bars. Tensile tests sbould be made from ban. of each diameter or section rolled from each cbarge in accordance with the followmg �ble 
and bending tests sbould be made from section and stay bars in the same prnporbODS. 
No bend tests need be made from rivet bars. 
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Sections all sizes, and 
l.�hC$ diameter 
ban over It  
Ban I t inches diameter Cllld under 
Number of ban rrom oDe cllarge 
4 or lea · · · · 
S to  15 . · · · · 
For each additional 8 or part 
thereor • · · · 
10 or Iw · · · 
1 1  10 50 · • · · 
For each additional 2.S or part 








add I . . . . . . . 
RI'�tts. In addilton to the tensile tests required from the nvet bars, check tensile 
tests and a number of cold bending and hot flattening tests from rivets of oacb size 
should be made. If the results of the bar and rivet tests are satisfactory, a formal 
certificate will be required from the rivet make" stating that tbe material used for 
aoy parcels of rivets sent out to fulfil a particular order has been tcsted in the 
presence of the Ministry's Surveyors and approved. 
IS.  Stamping Materia/. With the exception of rivelS, the material for delivery should 
be stamped with ItD identification nwnber and the Surveyor's initials. All plates and 
those bars which have been tes� should also be stampcc! with figures denoting the 
tensile strength aDd eloogation. A tetter, instead of a number, may be stamped on 
round bars 1 inch or less in diameter. If a plate or bar is cut into separate portions 
each portion should be stamped in the same way as the original plate or bar. 
These identification marks shouJd be inspected by the Surveyor who should sce that 
they correspond with the results and other particulars reported. 
16. R�porting Results 01 Tests, etc. The surveyor who witnesses the tcsts should 
forward to the Engineer Surveyor·in·Chier (or to the Chief Ship Surveyor in the case 
of materials for the hull) tbe form Surveys 24 showing tbe test results and identification 
marks, together with a copy of the order for the material and the makers' certificate, 
or certificates, as indicated in paragraph 13 .  to reporting, he should mako it clear that 
all the Minislry'"S requirements applicable to the case have been complied with, and 
state the name and address of the firm who ordered the material and of the finD to 
whom the Certificate of Tests of Material is to be sent. 
TESTINO O F  MATERIA L FOR STOCK 
17. General. For the convenience of shipbuilders, ship repairers, engine builders, 
boiler makers, etc., iD the United Kingdom, Surveyors may witness tests of material 
intended for stock. Such material will generally be in the fOfJl1 of steel plates, steel 
bars, boiler tubes, steel pressure pipes and bronze shafting. The Surveyor should 
refer to the relevant paragraphs of the Instructions for guidance on testing procedure 
except that the numbers of tests for bars are to be as given in paragraph 14 above. 
If a certificate is required the case should be dealt with as outlined in this Appendix 
for "Certificate of Inspection and Tests" or "Certificate of Tests of Material"; other­
wise the following procedure should be adopted. 
18. Stamping. With the exception of rivets. the material should be stamped with an 
identification number and the Surveyor's initials. A letter. instead of a number, may 
be stamped on round bars 1 inch or less in diameter. If a plate or bar is cut into separate 
portions each portion shouJd be stamped in the same way as the original plate or bar. 
19. Reporling results 01 Teits. The Surveyor who witnesses the tests should record 
the results and identification marks on Form Surveys 24. When the test results have 
been approved. the form should be filed in the office records unless the material is for 
stock outside the district in which it is made. In that case, the Form Surveys 24 should 
be sent to the district in which the material is to be stocked and a Copy retained for 
record. 
20. F�es. Fees s�ould be charged as indicafed in Ihe "List of Fees and ExpensC3 
payable in connection with Marine Surveys and other Mercantile Marine Services". 
21.  Rh'ets lor Boilerf a"d Un fired Pressurt Vessels 
Special arrangements have been made for acceptance of rivets made by: 
u 
The Rivet, Bolt and Nut Company. COltbridge and Oateshead·on·Tyne. 
North-West Rivet, Bolt and Nut Factory, Ltd., Airdrie. 
Cooper and Turner, Ltd., Sheffield. 
Gladstone Ltd., Stockton·on·Tecs. 
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The "\cts sbould be made from ban m<lnuf;u:tu,cd by approved steer malcers. 
Bars from livet makers' stock m<l.y be accepted without prior testlng :lI 'he steel works 
�ubjcct to production of tbe steel maker's certificate givmg the pr()CI'�s U) which the 
steel was made, the charge number, and cast analysis. AD rivet bars should, however, 
be inspected and tests should l.te witnessed, by the Ministry's Surveyors, either at the 
slccl makers' or rivet m:tl..ers' works. 
Notification of an order for rivets for boilers or pressure vessels undcl the Mmistry's 
sun'ey should be given on Fonn A by the rivet makers to the Sun-eyols in the district 
in wruch tllcir works art: situatul. n.e number and SIte of the rhet bar� should be 
stated on Fonn A and the form should be accompamed by the steel maker'� certificate 
endorsed to the COCci that it relates to the ban from v hich the rivels are te be made. 
00 receipt of Fonn A and the steel makec'� certificate, the Surveyor should inspect 
the ban and select tcst pieces. The number of test pieces should be dctemtined by the 
nwnber of cut bars and by paragraph 187 of Ihe lrutrucuons. The tensile strength and 
elongation should be in ar.cordance with paragraph 188(d). In addition. sulphur prints 
should be taken from the bars in order to cn�urc that the material is fra.' from sulpbur 
segregates and other non-metallic substances concentrated in the core. 
TIle tests of the rivets prescnbed in paraglaph 191 should preferably "c carried out 
at the works &.1 which the boilers or pressult. H, ssels arc to be made, but in the case of 
shipment orders they arc to be carried out at the rivet makers' works. 
On completion of the order the rivet maketS should record 00 Form B the siu:s and 
weights of the rivets and the fums to whom the rivets have been despatched. Forms 
A and B, the st«l maker', certificate and Fonn Surveys 24 upon which the results of 
the tests of the bars are reported and approved sbould be attached to the file and 
submitted to headquarters. Duplicate copies of Fonns A and B may be retainen for 
local records. 
To facilitate identification of riveu made under the foregoing procedure, The Rivet, 
Bolt and Nut Company emboss the letters "M,T." on the rivet head and North-West 
Rivet, Bolt and Nut Factory mark their rh'ets similarly using the letters "M.O.T." 
Where the rivets are to be used in boilen and pressure vessels which are being 
constructed under the Ministry's survey and for which the usual fees are paid, a 
separate fee need not be cbarged for the testing of ri\ct bars and rivets. 
CERTIfiCATE Of INSPECTION (TESTING MACHINES) 
22. Machines used by steel ma.k.en and others for testing material intended for hulls, 
boilers, machinery, etc., under the Ministry's survey are to be stripped for examination 
and verified by the Ministry's Surveyors at intervals not exceeding twelve montbs. 
Standard steel measures and pressure gauges are provided by the Ministry for thi� 
purpose. Where proving rings are used for verification they should be calibrated by 
the National Physical Laboratory at interval; of not more than two years. Each ring 
should be accompanied by its test certificate. 
In the case of testing machines not previously verified by the Ministry'S Surveyors, 
the Surveyor must submit full particulars to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief before 
prl)O"tl(iing with the verificatiou. 
Tho machine should be stamped, at the initial verification in a conspicuous place, 
in the foUowing manner: 
VERifiCATION 
(DATE) 
(SUR VEYOR'S INITIALS) 
At each annual verification the Surveyor should report the' relevant particulars to 
the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
On application by the owners of the machine and on payment of the appropriate 
fee, a Certificate of Inspection will be issued by the Ministry indicating the results of 
the Surveyor's inspection. 
Machines used for testin� blocks, lifting hooks aod lifting gear inlclld("d for lifeboats 
and repaired chains for steering gears, and for testiug electrically y,dded specimens 
for the uprroval of eleClrO\lcs, are to be examined and verified ct:r.cl'alty lU tbe same 
way. 
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A P P E N D I X  V I  
Circular 1 704 
(Revised February 1954) 
The Survey of Passenger Ships 
Ships of Class V I 
I NSTRUCTIONS TO SURVEYORS 
Tlus Circular pr�s�nu in a convenient form fht' standarrb la be met by small lIt'sseiJ ill 
order 10 qualify for Class VI passenger cerlifica/�s. /t supersedes Circular 1704 published 
by the Board 0/ Trade in August, 1935, and covers the rc-qllirements prescribed by the 
Statulory Rules made by the Minister ojTraMporl and CI'li1/ A vialion undu Ihe MercMnt 
Shipping (Sa/ety Com'ention) Act, 1949. 
OENE R A L  
1 .  Assignment of Limits. Vessels bolding Class V I  plSsenger certlficates arc aUowed 
10 ply only in summer· and In fine weather on short excursions to sea WJthin specified 
limits. In no case may the hrmts be such that the vessel Will at any tunc be more than 
3 miles from shore or more than I S  miles, exclusive of any smooth water, from the 
point of depar.ure. In no case will the certificate be ISSUed for more than 250 passengers. 
These vessels are only allowed to ply from sunrise to sunset unJess they carry naviga· 
tion lights. Ships equipped With navigation lights in accordance with the Collision 
Regulationst.are allowed to ply from one hour before sunClSe to one hour after sunset. 
It wdl be the Surveyor's duty under the Pnncipal Officer concerned to fix the limits 
within which the vessel may ply. having regard to Its capabiiJties and the conditions 
likely to be met. The limits should be so fixed that It will be possible for the vessel to 
obtain assistance if a breakdown occurs, or to return to shore or shelter If the weather 
suddenly becomes threatening. 
In fixing the lunilS the Surveyor should therefore have particular regard to the 
usual tide and weather conditions, the seaworthy Qualities of the vessel, JOclud.mg its 
free board and sheer, the number of passengers to be carried, and the speed, con· 
struction, condition and general suitability of the vessel for the mteoded service. 
For the guidance of PrinCipal Officers and Surveyors Class VI vessels have been 
divided into 3 groups, and maximum plying distances allotted to each group. Principal 
Officers have discretion however, where in their opmion it is safe, to increase these 
distances in exceptional cases, such as where part of the trip lies witlun smooth waters. 
The three groups are as folJows: 
(0 Open boats carrying not morc than 100 passengers. These boats may be allOWed 
to ply up to 5 miles from the starling POIOt. Small boats mclY, at the Surveyor's 
discretion, be limited to a plying distance of 3 ffiJles from the starting point. 
(ii) Boats fitted with a foredeck not less than 8 feet in length and a W.c., limited to 
a maximum of 100 passengers. These boats may be allowed to ply up to 10 
miles from the startinc point. 
(iii) Fully decked boats limited to a maximum of 250 passengers. rhese boots may 
be allowed to ply up to 1 5  miles from the starting point. 
• Summer is defined for this purpose as the period between 1st April and 31st October 
inclusi ... e. but when Good Frid,lY falls earlier than 1st April the certificate may be Issued to 
take elT.xt on and from that d.ty 
t The Collision Regulations (Ships and Seaplanes on the Water) and Signals of Distress 
(Sh:ps) Order. 19.53. (Statutory Instruments 1953 No. 1 557, price RJ. n('t). 
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'·�ls may be aUowed to hold Oass VI pa5S('nger certificates for adjacent limits, 
but must Dot carry pas.senLZers from one Class VI pl)ing lirrut to anoth ...  Qass VI 
plYlO8 limit. Vessels may, however, sulJject to the l1Jscreoon of Princip;.. 1 Officen, 
embark passengers in smooth waters and tben prococd wUruD Class VI I..imi's, or vice 
versa, rrnvided the vrssel holds the arpropri::.te pa.ssenrer certificates. 
Oass Vl vessels nta) land passengers at intennodiale puints subject to the Principal 
Officer being satisfied that this can safely be done, having regard 10 tide and weather 
conditions. The intermediate landmg points will be shown OD tLe passenger certificate. 
It is Itn 10 the discretion or the Principal Officer to allow limits involving the round· 
ing or prominent headl:mds, but normally only decked vesseb with twin �cws will 
be penrutted 10 do so . . " ttenUon mllit be raid to the availability of safe landmg places 
iD the event of the ship getting into difficulties. 
2. Issue 0/ Swrvtyo,'s Dt"c/aration. n.e Surveyor who cCloducos the survey must be 
satisfied that the hull, machinery, life-saviug and tire extinguishing appliances and other 
equipment are sufficient f"r the service intended, having regard to the conditions of 
wind and weather to �hjch the vessels may be exposed and that proper precautioru 
have been taken to guard against the occurrence of fire or explosion. Only aner being 
properly satisfied on these matters, as amplified in the remainder of these instructions, 
will the Surveyor issue his Declaration to the owner or his representative. 
Before the Declaration is issued the vessel should be tried in the Surveyor's presence 
for bandmess in manoeuvring, going ahead, Slopping and going astern. The Declara· 
tion must state the limits within which the ve-rsel may ply. 
The Declaration will not be withheld solely because there is no beach inspector or 
Wnilar official at the place where the vessel is intended 10 ply, but it is desirable tbat 
there should be an official 10 control the conditions of embarking and landing, to 
check numbers, and to superintend generally. The co-operation of such officials shou1d 
be invited, and the Surveyor should state in his Declaration whether there is such an 
official at the place where the vessel is intended to ply. 
After receiving the Declaration, the owner or his representative should send it within 14 days to the Assistant Secretary, Marine Safety Division, Ministry of Transport and 
Civil Aviation, Berkeley Square House, W.l (sec Section 273 of the Merchant Shippina 
Act, 1894). 
Declarations for vessels propelled in any manner not covered by these Instructions 
must in all cases be withheld until the approval of the Ministry has been obtained. 
3. Men in Charge. At least two persons should be employed in these vessels. The man 
in charge sbould be a person who has had sea experience and understands how to 
handle the vessel in a seamanlike manner; and the engineer, whether he is the man in 
charge or not, should be experienced in his work and able 10 demonstrate to the 
Surveyor thal he is com('letcnt to take charge of an engine. 
4. Form 0/ Undertaking. The owncr of a vessel requiring a Oass VI passenger 
oertiJicate is required to Sign an undertaking in the following form: 
"I hereby undertake that, if the Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation issue 
a passenger certificate for my passenger launch; 
(1)  the vessel wiU be used to carry passengers only when the weather is settled 
and the sea is calm; 
(2) a report wiU immediately be sent to the nearest Ministry Marine Surveyon' 
Office should the vessel suffer any damage affecting her seaworthiness or her 
efficienc), either in her hull or in any part of her machinery; 
(3) the other conditions stated on the certificate and any regulations or instructions 
of the Local Authority will be at all times complied with; 
(4) the vessel will be kept clean and free from oil refuse, and the fire extinguishing 
equipment will be kept in an efficient condition; 
(S) no loose can of petrol will in any circumstances be carried in the vessel; 
(6) if either the man in rharge or the engineer is changed I \\ ill notify the SUrl,cyor; 
(7) the vessel will not l,)e used for towing an!' other hQat or craft except in cases 
of emergency. 
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J understand that the certificate may be cancelled at any time by the Ministry if 
any of these conditions is infringed. 
Signature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  , . . . . . . .  . 
Signaturc of Witness. ,  . ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . , . . . . . . . . , . . " 
The form of undertaking (Form Surveys 134) is to be signed and witnessed before 
the Surveyor's Declaration is handcd to the owner for transmission to the Ministry. 
5. Fees and Application/or Survey. For lhe survcy ofa vessel for a Oass VI passenger 
certificate the fee is as follows: 
For a vessel of SO tons gross and under: 
If the cenificate is for not more than 36 passengers. 
U the ccnificate is for more than 36 passengers 
For vessels of over SO tons gross: 
• 
For a ves�J of over SO tons gross and not cxceeding 100 tons 
gross . . . 






Application for survey should be made on Fonn Surveys 6 to the Dearest MinistI)' 
Marine Surveyors' Office. 
H U L L  A N D  CONSTRUCTION R E Q U I R E M E N T S  
6. (a) Submission 0/ Plans, On first survey. particulars should be submitted to the 
Chief Ship Surveyor showing construction, matcrials and scantlings of the hull. The 
plans should also show the passenger accommodation and, if this is in an enclosed 
space, partiCulars of the entrances and exits, 
(b) Watertight Subdivision. If the owner desires to carry more than 150 passengers 
the ship mwt comply with the watertight subdivision requirements of Part 11  of the 
Merchant Shipping (Construction) Rules, 1 952,· as they apply to ships of Oass VI. 
(c) Bulkheads. In vessels fitted with internal combustion engines, whether con­
structed of wood or stclcl, the buUcheads separating the machinery space from the 
accommodation spaces must be made of steel and insulated so as to provide an 
effective fire division. In open wooden boats, howevcr, these bulkheads may be of 
wood subject to their beiog adequately constructed and lined as required in paragraph 8.  
(d) Si(/escultles fitted below the deck must be of a non-opening type. 
(e) Height 0/ Sides and Rails. In open vessels the top of the gunwale, covcring board 
or wash strake. or the upper edge of the half deck at side as the case may be, should 
be not less than 30 inches above the flooring boards in tbe case of vessels 20 feet in 
length or less, and Dot less than 36 inches in the case of vessels 40 feet in length or more. 
For lengths between 20 and 40 feet the height should be in proportion. Whcn the hcight 
from the top of the covering board is less than that stated above, a wash-board or rail 
is to be fitted above the covqing board in such a position that the top of thc rail is at 
least the required height above the flooring boards. Dockcd motor launches plying 
in Oass VI limits are to be provided with bulwatks or rails not less than 3 feet 3 inches 
in height and the rails sbould not be more than 9 inches apart unless strong netting .is 
provided. 
(f) Fore Deck and Waler Closets. A vessel plying more than five miles from the 
starting point must have a foredeck not less than 8 fcot in lcngth and an efficient 
watcr closet The Survcyor must be satisfied that the W.e. gives reasonable privacy • .is 
large enough and has adequate headroom and ventilation. Efficient means must also 
be provided to prevent the aocidental admission of watcr through the discharge. 
In vessels carrying more than 150 passengers, at least 2 W.Cs. are to be fitted . 
• Statutory [nstrumcnb 1952 No. 1948, price Js. Od. net. 
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(g) Fruboard. When the vessel 150 loaded with \vclghts Icprcscnlmg the full number 
of pa5050engcrs and crew 011 140 lb. for each person. :lnd ,."hen all the nec '�sary fuel is on 
board, the clear height of Side abo've \\aler, d l  the 10\\C501 pOint. ' "  not t o  be less than 
1 5  inches for vessels 20 fect In length or less, and 3U tnche,> for \I. . ... !lcJs 6lI fccl In length 
and o\cr. For lengths between 20 Jnd 60 feet the hl'lght �hould h: m proportion. The 
length should be measUled from the forward side 01 the �t('m 10 the after �Jde of the 
stem post, and tile clear side should be meJ' urcd III Ihe lOp ot the CO\l!rms board or 
to the top of the wash strake, If onc IS htted abmc the co\eflng boarU. It, ho\\c\er, 
a half-deck IS fitled, the clear side should be measured la the top of the deck at side 
or 10 the lOp of the gunwale, \\hiche\er mea<;Uiemcnt gJ\es the smaller freeboard. 
10 decked boats the free board should be measured from the top of the deck at side. 
(h) Floorttlg must be provided throughout the \C"�cl. I l  must be remo\able to allow 
for cleaning and inspectiOn, and must allow rapid dratnage of water 10 the bilges. 
Dram plugs In the sun of the \-essel will not be permllted. 
(i) P05jllon (If 1"/dmsmoll. Provision must be made in all \c!isels, whether or not 
fitted with raised det ks or Similar obstructions. for the helmsman to have a clear view 
for safe navigallon. 
( j )  Awmng5 must not be fitted. 
M A C H I N E R  Y REQU I R E ME N T S  
7. Submission 0/ plans 
(a) General Arrangemenl. On first survey, particulars of the general arrangement of 
machinery and fuel tanks In the vessel, the engine casing and means for the prevention 
of spread of oil from the machinery space and the capacity of the fuel tanks must be 
submitted to the Engineer Surveyor-IO- hier. 
(b) Engines 0/ 150 B.H.P. or over. If IOternal combustion engines are of 1 50 B.H.P. 
or over per unit. the engines and shafting of new vessels are to be constructed under 
the MInistry's suney aftcr approval of the designs by the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
The survey must include tests of the material for the principal parts of the machinery, 
including the shaftmg, and hydraulic tests of the cyhnder liners to at least 1 00  lb. per 
square inch and of the water passages of the cylinders, covers, etc. to a pressure of at 
least )0 Ibs. per square inch. 
(c) Engines o/ Ien ,han 1 50 B.H.P. Internal combustion engines of less than ISO 
D.H.P. must be of a design accepted by the Ministry. Survey during construction 
Will not ordlnanly be required, but makers should give guarantees covering the tensile 
strength and chemical analysis of the material of forged or stamped steel crank shafts 
and gear shafts and the hydraulic tests of waler spaces. Surveyors are, from time to 
time, to visit works where engines used in passenger launches are made to satisfy 
themselves regarding the standard of production and testing methods; they may 
require Brinell or other t:3rdnc5s check tcsts of the shafts ar any time. In the case of 
crank shafts of accepted special cast material, physical lcsls at the makers' works are to 
be witnessed of each batch of shafts produced for engines under the Ministry's survey. 
(d) Non-corrodible 5Ita/ting. Propeller shafls are to be of non-corrodible metal, and 
In all cases the matenal ror propeller shafts, and oth.-r shafts of bronze, is to be tested. 
(e) Vessels requiring twin 5ac .... s. A vessel over 60 feet in length going more than 
5 miles from the starting point should be fitted with twin screws. If  for special reasons 
the owner or builder does not propose to fit twin screws, the case should � submitted 
for consideration by the Engineer Surveyor-m-Chief . 
• 
U) Machinery FenCing. The machinery including the shafiing must be fenced where 
necessary so as to protect persons in the vessel rrom injury. 
(g) Running Triol5. After installation of the propelling ·machinery. running and 
manoeuvnng trials under service conditions are 10 be witnessed by the Surveyor before 
the Declaration is issued. 
8. Motor COII/partme",: lomfrllclion, " e"tUa';on. el('. If the motor or ruel tanks are 
SlIuJled below deck. and l);1 of a na,h point lo\\er than 1 500 F. is used the mOlOr 
and fuel tanks mu!)t be cnclosed in separate \\aterright and well ventilated comr'lart­
meDls, in which no stove or other similar heating npDaratul i!l to be pllced. Each 
compartment must be furnished with at least t ...... o cowl vtntil:lIors one of v.hich is to 
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be led well down into the space to prevent accumulation of vapour in the lower p:lrl. 
Any enclosed space within which a motor or fuel tank is placed must be ventilated in 
this manner irrespective of whether heavy or light oil is used as fuel. 
In open vessels, the spaces oc�upied by the motor and fuel tank should, preferably, 
be at tbe after end of the vessel and separated from the space allotted for the accom­
modation of passengers and crew by a substantial bulkhead as high as the Se.:lts and 
watertight up to at least half ils height to prevent Ihe spread of oil to the passenger or 
crew space. If  it is deslfed to place the motor amidships or forward, either arrangement 
may be aJlowed provided that a bulkhead or casing, formed in the manner stated, is 
placed between the motor space and the passenger or crew space. 
Motors must be covered in, and the compartments or casings containing them 
must be constructed of steel or, if of wood, lined with asbestos sheeting i inch in 
thickness covered with sheet steel. (For bulkheads separating the machinery space 
from the accommodation spaces, see paragraph 6(c)}. 
If the vessel is of wood, a metal tray which can readily be cleaned and is of suitable 
depth must be fitted under the motor: the bilges must be protected against saturation 
by oil. 
9. (a) Nature of Fut/. Internal combustion engines must be driven by heavy oil, 
paraffin or other similar fuel and not by petrol, but where necessary to facilitate 
starting, a small Quantity of petrol, in general not exceeding two gallons per engine, 
may be carried, provided it is contained in a closed lank permanently connected to 
the engine. 
(b) Fuel Tanks. The fuel tanks must be substantial1y constructed of suitable material, 
no larger than is necessary and must be securely fixed in position. No part of the fuel 
tanks or their fittings is to depend on soft solder for tightness. Fuel tanks and their 
connections must be prefectly oil-tight and tested by hydraulic pressure to a head of 
water of at least 1 5  feet. Particulars of tanks and fittings are to be submitted to the 
Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief if a pressure feed system is employed. 
(c) Tray for Fuel Tanks. A suitable metal or lead-lined tray from which any accumu· 
lation of oil can be readily removed must be fitted under each tank. 
(d) Arrangements for Filling and Position of fuel Tanks. In order to minimise the 
risk of fire and explosion, the arrangements for filling the fuel tanks are to be such that 
oil or spirit will not spill or overflow either into th� compartment containing the tanks 
or any other part of the vessel. Arrangements must also be made for discharging 
overboard the vapour which is displaced when the tanks arc fil!(:d up. If the tanks are 
filled through the deck, the woodwork surrounding the inlet pipe must be covered 
with sheet metal to prevent it becoming saturated with oil or spirit. A beading must 
be fitted at the edge of the sheathing to prevent the oil or spirit from spreading. 
A properly secured wire-gauze diaphragnl or tube strainer, which can e3.�ily be taken 
otT for cleaning and ex.amination, is to be fitted to each filling inlet and at each vapour 
or oil outlet on the tanks, and the filling pipe or orifice must have a suitable screwed 
cap. 
Fuel tanks should not, as ? rule, be fitted in the motor space, but should be placed 
in a separate compartment, or on deck, remote from the motor; a modification of this 
requirement will be granted only where the flash point of the fuel exceeds 1500 F., 
or in the case of small open vessels, where the machinery is fitted at the after end. 
No loose cans of fuel oil or spirit are 10 be carried, and the fuel tanks must not be 
filled when passengers are on board. 
(e) Pipe Arrangements. The pipe conveying the fuel must be of seamless material 
made with easy bends and metal to metal joints. A cock is to be fitted at each end of 
the fuel pipe, and no joint is to depend on soft solder for tightness. The joints and 
couplings are to be readily accessible. It  must be possible to close any fuel tank outlet 
cock readily from a position outside the compartments conlaining the t:lnk and the 
motor. This position must be such that it is nOI likely to be cut off in the event of tire 
in those compartments. 
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On engines U�tng paraffin as fuel the air inlel pipe to the carbweltor must be fitted 
.... ilh a wirc-gau7e diaphwgm and so arranged as to satisfy the Surveyor that there 
..... iLI be no danger of fire or explosion from escapmg vapour wben the engine is stopped, 
or from flame should a back-flre occur. 
As a general rule exhaust pipes should Dot Ix carried through enclosed passengel 
spaces. No unJ3ckcted emaust pipe will be pemutted i.n any enclosed mOlfJr or other 
room. If the temperature of the pipe exceeds 40W F. under full working' conditions 
it must be water-cooled. 
10. Pumping and Balling Arrangements. Means for keeping tbe ,·essel c1c:.ar of wate( 
must be provided as follows: 
Type and Itngth of vessel Power Pumps Hand Pumps I 
All types c\'er 60 feet . . · I I 
Ma) tx worl cd Rotary or 
by maiD (.·n(lOe �cllli-rotary 
Decked vessels up 10 60 feet · - I 
Rotary or 
semi-rotary 
Partially decked vessels up to 60 feet - I 
Open vessels over 40 feet and up 10 
60 feet . . • · - I 
Opec If r.lying bey�od 3 fTliles I vessels ram startIng pomt . -, 
up to Plying up to 3 miles 40 feet from starting point · - -
One bailer and one bucket may be accepted in lieu of two bailers. 








If in special circumstances any departure from the foregoing is desired, the case 
should be submitted to the Engineer Surveyor-in-Chief. 
P A S S E N G E R  ACCOMMODATION 
1 1 .  (a) Ope" [.DLmches. The forward extremity of tbe space available for the 
passenger accommodation is to be detennined by the Surveyor, with due regard to 
the proper stowage of the anchor and cable and to any other necessary equipment 
in the bow of the vessel, and the length is to be measured from this point to the foreside 
of the bulkhead separating the motor space from the passenger space. If the motor 
is placed amidships (sce paragraph 8) an additional space may be available for 
passengers between the after bulkhead of the motor space and a position near the 
stern of the vessel to be determined bf the Surveyor as suitable, baving due regard to 
the steering arrangements and fuel tank space. 
The breadths are to be measured at suitable intervals to the back of the side beochos 
or to the inside of the sunwale or to the inside of the half deck (where fitted) whichever 
measurement is least. 
The spaces abreast of the motor may be included in the passengCf measurements if 
the motor is enclosed by a casing or longitudinal bulkheads constructed in accordanc:e 
with paragraph 8 and if the distance between the "ides of the casing or bulkheads and 
the back of the seats is at least three foet. 
The number of passengers allowable by area is found by dividing by four the area 
in square feet of the clear space measured as above. Allowance should be made for 
the crew in the area measurements. The number allowable by seating is found by 
dividing the length in feet of each continuous fixed seat by 1 ·5. Seating on bu�yant 
apparatus is to be computed separately. The number allowable for each pan IS the 
lesser of the numbers given by area and by sealing. 
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In open launches the number of passengers is not to exceed t .... o per foot of the ship', 
length (the length IS defined In paragrdph 6(g». In any case the ma>Olmum number of 
p�sengers allo .... ablc for an open IJunch IS 100. 
(b) Dukt-d Lau,,�h�s. The fOI .... ard eXlrcmlty of the space a\adablc for passenger 
accommodation IS to be detcrmmed as descnbed abo\c for open launches. and tbe 
clear area of thiS space IS 10 be obtamed by deducling all encumbrances such as sky­
lights, companions, machmery casmgs, navlgatmg spaces, lifeboats and ventilators. 
The maximum number of passengers that may be allowed is 10 be ascertained by 
using the divisor six for the area of the deck in square feet and the divisor nine for tbe 
area In square feet of the saloon or cabin floor below deck. Only one saloon below deck: 
should be included in the passenger measurements, except that where the \essel bas 
an appropriate standard of watcrtlght subdiVISion, t\\O saloons may be mcluded if of 
moderate size, subject to Headquarters approval. The number of passengers to be 
allowed for each part must not, however, exceed the number for which seating accom­
modation is prOVided. and Ihis number should be found as indicated above. In no 
case may more than 250 passengers be allowed. 
(c) In aU vessels the seating must be so arranged that there will be no serious 
obstacle to prevent a person from passing forward and aft quickly in case of emergency. 
In all cases Fonn Surveys 8a showing measurements of the passenger accommodation 
should be completed by the Surveyor and forwarded to Headquaners. 
S T A B I L I T Y  
12.  An inclining experiment must be carried out t o  delermine Ibe elements of 
stability. Unless particulars of the position of the trans\erse metacentre at various 
draughts are available, the expenment should be carried out With the vessel loaded 
with weights to represent the fully laden condition. A calculalion shOWing the transverse 
metacentric height and the angle of heel which would occur With two-thirds of the 
passengers distributed on one Side of the ship and one-third on the other Side should 
be forwarded to the Chief Ship Surveyor. Each passenger should be represented by 
a weight of 140 lb. 
In decked vessels the passengers should be taken as congregated at 3 square feet 
each on the uppermost deck or decks to which they have access and the centre of 
gravity of the passengers at 2 feet 6 inches above the deck. 
In open boats, the centre of gravity of the passengers should be taken at I foot above 
the seat. 
In no case should the Surveyor certify a vessel for any number of passengers unless 
he is satisfied that the vessel has sufficient stability and freeboard to carry that number 
safely. 
L I FE-SAVING APP LlA.NCES 
13.  In all vessels 70 feet and upwards in length the life-saving appliances must comply 
with Rule 9 of the Merchant Shipping (Life-Saving Appliances) Rules, 19S2. 
AJI vessels of less than 70 feet in length must be provided with buoyant apparatus, 
preferably buoyant deck seats, and with lifcbuoys, in aCcordance with the following 
sub-paragraphs: 
(a) A vessel plying not more than three nautical miles from its starting pomt must 
be provided with buoyant apparatus sufficient to support at least 40 per cent. 
of the total number of persons which the ship is certified. to carry, together with 
lifebuoys not less in number than is specified in sub-paragraph (c) below, so, 
ho\\ocver, that the buoyant apparatus logether wilh the lifcbuoys are 10  all cases 
sufficient to support al least 70 per cent. of the total number of persons which 
the ship is certified 10 carry. 
(b) A vessel plying more than three miles from its starting point must carry buoyant 
apparatus sufficient to support at least 60 per cenl. of the total number of persons 
which the ship is certIfied to carry, together \\ith lifebuoys not less in number 
than IS specified 10 sub-paragraph (c), so, ho\\cver, that the buoyant apparatus 
together with the lifebuoys are in all cases suffi<::Ienl to support the lotal number 
of persons which the ship is certified to carry. 
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• 
(C') MInimum number of lifebuoys: 
Ves�els nOI over 30 feel In lenglh . . .  2 
vClolocls over 30 feet and not over 35 feet . 4 
\t c::.sels over 35 feel .uuf nOI over 40 ft"el 6 
Vessels I ·vcr 40 feci and not over 50 f'-'Cl 8 
Vessels over 50 Iccl and 1101 over 70 feel 1 0  
On vessel .. not excocdmg 30 lcel In  length hfcbuoys may be allowed instead of 
buoyant appalatus at the olscrcll",n nf the PrincIpal OOkcr, "ha should I,,"'e into 
comlderJtllon the plYing Imllts aSlolgned. 
wch IIfebuoy h IQ be: legarded as buoyancy for two persons. 
All the JppilJnce .. ::lre 10 tlC so .. towed as t<' he IIIl,neJtaldy read' fur use. and shou!.1 
not be 1..I,hed down 
Lvery 'cssel must C..Irry at le..lol tWO buoyant <;mo!..1: 'Ignals caj:'.lblc of gl\ \I\g off 
orange.-coloured smoke 
f i R E  A P P L l A N C I:. S  
14  Fir(' £xlmglllf/llng !fPf'IwlIC'('s 
, (a) Evcr) decked \essel must be provided with appliances \\hereby a powerful Jel 
of \\.tler l,.tn be rJpldly brought 10 beat upon any part of the vessel. 
(h) I 'Cl") dcdcd 'essel muSI be pro, ided " llh al leJ.'it one portable fluid fire extlO­
gUI\her of accepted type In  each of the passenger spaces abO\e the upper deck and 
..... 'th at least 1 " 0  such e'tLngullohcrs 1 0  each of Ihe crew spaces and of the passenger 
sp.Jces below thal decl.. . 
(C') Every decked vessel must be provided in the milchlllcry space with a fire hydrant 
and fire hose filled with a nozzle suitilble for spraymg water on oil. 
(d) Lvery decked vessel must be provided III the machinery compartment with one 
froth fire extingUIsher of at least 1 0  gallons capacity or one carbon dioxide fire 
cxlmgulsher of at least 35 lb. capacity. and also with two 2 gallon froth fire 
e.,t Ingul'�hers. 
In  decked motor vessels up 10 and IIlcludmg 70 fect In length where the fitting of a 
1 0  gallon extinguisher may be Impracticable a Iota I of four 2 gallon froth fire extin­
gUishers may be carried for thc machinery space or. if the spacc can be rapidly and 
completely closed. two of the four extinguishers may be of a type discharging carbon 
tetrachloride or other substance for quenching oil fires. 
(e) Every open vessel muSI be provided with: 
(i) at least (wo buckets or bailers. or a hand pump With a hose, 
(Ii) a scoop and a receptul.ie contamlllg a suitable quantity of sand or other dry 
m.llerial capablc of qllcnchlllg oil fires. 
(Ill) froth fire extmgubhers and carbon tetrachloride or equivalent type fire e.,tin­
gUlshers of accepted types III accordance With the following scale: 
• Carbon Froth Iype 
ungth of Ship tetrachloride and 
or eqUivalent mlOlmum 
Iype capacilY 
Nof uceeding 30 feet . , , , , • 2 ) 
One gallon 
- -
E�C«dlng 10 feel but nol txccedm8 SO feel . , 2 2 
One 8allon 
- - ---- - - -- --
hceedtng SO fttt , , . • • J 2 
Two 83110ns 
(f) All extinguishers and any valves by which they are operated must be easily 
accessible and 50 placed Ih31 they will nol readily be cui off from use by an oUlbreak 
of fire. 
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lS. F;,� Pumps 
(0) Every decked vessel must be: pro\<lded with at least one power flfe pump of 
ample capacity. 
(b) Every decked vessel must be provided with an addluonal fire pump, hand or 
power operated, connected to the water service pipes. Such pump and Its source of 
power, if any, must not be placed in the same compartment with the pump required 
by sub-paragraph (a) above, and may be a manual pump of the rotary type of suitable 
capacity, situated OD deck m a poSlllon away from the engine loom. The sea suction 
valve must be capable of being controlled from outside the machinery spa.oe. 
(c) Every open vessel decked in way of the engme room must be provided with a 
hand pump and with a fire hose with a nozzle swtable for spraymg water on an oLl fire. 
This pump must be situated outside the englt1e room. 
16.  WQt�, Suviu Pjp�s, Hydrants, Fir� Hou, �I(. Every decked vessel must be 
provided with water service pipes, hydrants and fire hoses so arranged that at least 
ODe jet of water may be directed ioto any part of the ship. Fire hose should, 10 general, 
be not less than 1 * inches in diameter. 
17. G�M'QI. The vessel must be kept free from waste oil. It must be seen that all 
vapour pipes and wire-gauze draphragms are in order and that fuel pipes and conncc­
tions are oil-tight. Fuel tanks shouJd be removed for thorough exarrunallon and tested 
for tightness periodically. 
It must be seen that the men in charge undentand how to use the fire cxtl.ngwshers. 
At least one fire extinguisher must be tested annually and, when practicable, the men 
in charge should be present when tbe test is made. If the extinguisher is of the pccssw-e 
type, the Surveyor should satisfy rum.sclf as to Its suffiCiency for the presswe whicb 
it may have to sustain; for this purpose the charge must be withdrawn. Suitable spare 
c:harSCS for all ponable fire extingwshers must be carried. 
Surveyors should advise owners and men 10 charge of the purpose and use of tbe 
different types of extinguishers. For example, In small dosed compartments the outlets 
of which can be closed or partly closed, carbon tetrachloride or carbon dioXIde extin­
suisbers will be most effective in dealing with aLl fires. In open or partly open spaces 
froth extinguishers will be most effective against oil fires. In closed passenger spaces 
whore woodwork may be set on fire extinguishen discharging waler or froth CXlin­
..,u ..... will be suitable. 
O T H e R  EQUIPMeNT 
18. Every vessel must bave means of making sound signals in accordance with the 
Collision Regulations and the Instructions as to the Survey of Lights and Sound 
Signals. It mwt also be equipped with navigation lights as required by the Collision 
Regulatioru if it is to ply outside the hours of daylight (see paga 2). 
A compass, anchor and cable, boat hook, painter, and a heaving line must also be 
carried. 
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AccCf'lana of (qul� alent arrangements (41  I l. 
1 73. 87. 224 
Au;It.lcnt\ and damage, 10 � reported (41) .  
10 I I .. 
A" ClJ'§'S d'\<lslom fire prulcl:llon. ('on­
'truCllon of ( 1 5 1),  " n . 44 & 45, 2 1 0  
Accommodation pas�ngcr 
annual survey (41 2--460), 174 188 
!lITlng space (418. 420[bJ. 427). 175, 1 76, 179 
adjacent 10 011 bunkers (4 t ) ), 174 
baggage rooms ( 4 1 8  & 423), I 7S & 1 78 
children bcrthtng arrangcmcnl�(41 9), 1 75 
(.Iau I ships (412-420), 1 74--177 
( lass 1 1  ships (421 -4J.S), 1 77 UI2 
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Class IV ships (442 -446), IIU- 185 
Class V ships (447-460). 185-188 
Class VI ShiPS, APlXntJu: VI .  raJa 1 1 1 1. 
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dining rooms ( 4 1 8  & 424), 1 75 & 1 78-179 
drinking water tanks (415), 1 74- 1 7 5  
fourth class passengers (420), 1 76- 1 77 
general-new pasknger shIps ( 4 1 2  &: 421), 
174 &. 1 77 
ho� trade shIps (421 -460), 177· 188 
hospitals (418), 1 15 
IIghtmg. ventllallon and heating of (414), 
114 
lounges. eh: (41 8). 175  
number of (419. 424. 42S. 437. 443. 449. 
452 &: 453). 175, 1 78 179, 181, 183, 
1 8 5  t 81 
poslhon of (413). 174 
rec:nallon rooms (418), 175  
seallnK (426 cl 454). 1 79 &. 187  
separatIOn from other enclosed spaces ( 1 54) 
52; 41. 2 1 1  
shdttr for passengers (428). 1 79 
"spac;e"-defimllon of 1121.  1 9 1  
spaces· marking of when deck passengers 
carned (434, 435, 441, 445 &: 4 5 1 ), 1 8 1 ,  
182, 1 8). 184 It. 186 
spaces-deductlons from (4)), 440, 444 It. 
450), 1 8 1 , 183, 184 '" 185  
sheathing of steel and other metal decks 
(416, 43 1 , 438), 115, 180 '" 182 
washing facilities (418). 175 
water closets (417, 432, 435, 446. 455), 1 75, 
1 80. 182, 185,  181 et. AppendLx VI {61, 
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AccommodatIon spa«s In ships of Classes 
1 1 1 10 VI(A)· fire protection ( 1 68). 59; 
63, 2 1 .5  
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AdJu\tment (If comp'l!.SC"§ ()97 &. )99lbJ), 
167· 169 
After pca� bulkhead. prO\LSLOn of 6121. 194 
ALr bottles (209 & 343). 76 &. 146. 12, 2 1 8  
A u  and o\erflo .... arrangements. 011 fuci lnMal· 
latlons ()61). 1 52-I B. 75151. 220 
ALr compressors 041).  145;  12. 2 1 8  
Au pre§sure PIPCS and fittings 13441. 147, 12. 
2 1 8  2 1 9  
AIr pressur� s)\Irms Rule reqUIrements 
12. 2 1 8-2 1 9  
ALr plpes-5.ee under " PIpeS" 
ALr receL\'C"rs (342). 145. 12. 2 1 9  
ALrlng space (or pa.iSC'ngers ( 4 1 8 .  4101b) & 
427}. 1 75, 1 76 &. 129 
Air starting arrangements ())9). 14)  144: 
12, 2 1 8  
Alarms. automatIc fire ( 1 64). 55, 56 &: 60 
ge�ral reqUlremenlS 42(1). 58111. 209. 2 1 4  
sprinklers ( 1 65[8», 58, 59, 2 1 4  
testing of sprinklers ( 1 69). 60; SI.th 
Schedule 260-261 
Allowance: for local subdl\, ISLons ( 1 0  I l. 29-30; 
S«ond Schedule 161. 232 
AlteratIon of passenger spaces (60). 1 6  
AlteratLons In passenger ShIPS, obligation 10 
report (40). 10 
AlteratIons, affecting fire prOI«IJon arrange­
n"H:nls ( 1 69). 59-60 
Alternatl\-e and eqUl",alent arrangements. 
ac«ptance of (41 I). 1 7 3 ;  87. 224 
Aluminium alloy In hull constrUClion 
cast lOgs (81). 26 
partIculars to be: submLtted ( 1 67). 59 
plates And sC"ctLons (86), 26 
AmmonIa-refrigerating machinery (J84), 
160 
Anchor and cable to be carned m Class VI  
shIps. AppendiX V I  (18J,  297 
Anchors and chalO cables 
detaIls to be submllled (402), 170 
general-Rule reqUlrC"mC"nts (404). 170: 
83, 223 
suneys (403). 170 
Anglc of h«l calculatIons, submiSSion of 
( 104). 30. 8. 195-196; Third Schedule 
236 
Annual SUr\C"ys 
bIlge pumping arrangements ( 1 35), 45 
duttC"\ o( :.ur\c}ors ( 1 2 1 ), 40 
C\.lmI0311C1n CIf hull 10 dry dock ( 1 22) • .a 
100Ille of hull ( 1 23). 4 1  
load IlOe mar�lOgs ( 1 27). 42 
Annual Surveys, conld, 
openings In ships' sides and boHoms ( 1 26), 
4 1  &. 42 
openings In \\.alertlghl bulkheads ( 1 25), 41 
slabllllY InformallOn ( 1 28), 42 
wau�rllghl bul\'heads, decks and lunnels 
( 1 24), 4 1  
Applicallons for suney (8), 3 
Ash shools-general reqUIrements ( 1 1 3), 36; 
ISI8), 200 
Astern, power of gOing (335). 142; 66. 216 
Audible warnings of dosing of waterllghl 
doors ( 1 10), 35;  13, 198 
Australia, passenger number certificate (57), 
1 5  
Automatic fire alarms and deleclion systems 
general requirements ( 1 64  &. 165), 55-59; 
421 1 )  &< S811], 209 &< 214 
periodic Inspection of ( 1 69), 59-60; Sixth 
Schedule 260 
Automatic ventilating scuttles nOI to be fitted 
below margin line IS[1I, 200 
Awnings-in Class V ships (458). 187 
AWnings-not to be fitted In Class VI ships 
AppendiX VI (61, 292 
Baggage rooms (418, 423), J75, 178 
Bailing and pumping arrangements in Class 
VI ships, Appendix VI [10]. 294 
Ballast, permanent ( l 20{cj &. 128), 40 &. 42 
Batteries, electrical ( 140), 47; 36 " 37, 207 
&< 208 
Berths for children (419), 175 .
. B 
,. 
Class divisions-Fire protection 
construction of ( 1 51), SI-52; 44, 210 
Belgium. passenger number certIficate (57), 1 5  
Bilge pumping arrangements 
annual surveys ( 1 35), 45 
bilge and pipe fittings at bulkhead ( 1 31), 44 
bilge pipes, arrangement, diameter. ete. 
( I ll), 45; 27 &< 28, 204 &< 205 
emergency pumping ( 1 31), 43;  22, 202 
leneral ( 1 29 &. 1 3 1 ), 43; 22-32, 202-206 
mud boxes and strum boxes 31, 206 
pipes, general requirements and position of 
( 1 33), 45; 27, 204 
plans, submission of ( 1 30), 43 
precautions against flooding through pipes 
29, 205 
pumping and bailing arrangements­
Class VI ships, Appendix VI (101, 294 
pumps, capacity number and type ( 1 32), 
44 45; 23-25, 202-20l 
general requirements 26, 204 
pumps-ships of Classes 1 and 11 ( 1 32), 
44 45; 23, 202-203 
pumps-ships of Classes H(A) and III 
( 1 l2), �S; 2<1, 20l 
pumps-ships of Classes IV to VI(A) ( 1 32), 
44 45; 15, 203 
lOundins arransements (1 34), 45; 32, 206 
Bilge pumping arrangemf!nlS, conld 
suctlons and Pipe fitllngs ( 1 3 1 ), 43-44, 28, 
205 
"ahe.5, cocks, etc. 30, 205 
Binnacles, compass (3�4 &. 395). 167 , 81. 223 
Boat hook to be caHlf!d to Class VI ships, 
Append.,( VI 1181, 297 
Boiler mountings 
blow down vahes (308), 124 
cocks, val"f!s. f!IC (300), 1 18 1 19 
fCf!d systems ( 3 1 1 ), 124-125; 70. 217-218 
malenal, deSign and hydraulic lest of (300), 
1 1 8-1 1 9 ;  6714), 216 
see also "Malenals"-boJlers and 
machinery 
pressure gauges (310), 124 
safety valves (301-305), 1 1 9-123 
designs to be submitted (301), 1 19 
dralntng of valve chests (J02If)). 121 
general (lO I & 303), 1 1 9 &: J 21 ; 65, 21  5 
hftmg gear (303Ig)), 1 2 1  
limIt on weight (301), 1 19 
number and area of(302), 1 1 9-121 
position of (302Id)). 120 
spnngs of (J04), 122 
testing, hydraulic (300), 1 1 8- 1 19 , 67141, 
216 
test 109 under steam (305), 122-123 
salinometer, cocks and vahes (309). 124 
stop valves (306), 123 
test cocks (307(al &: IbJ), 123 
water level indicators (307), 123-124 
Boilers 
auxiliary (349), 149 
circumferential JOints (219), 78 
combustion chamber, girders supporting 
top (2l8), 94 
combustIon chamber stays ( 1 90 &: 236), 69 
&< 9l 
construction and design 61, 1 8  
dished ends (223 &: 258), 81-84 & 103 
dished ends, compensation for opentngs 
223 &: 297, 81-84 &: 1 1 6 
doors (240), 94 
drums, seamless st«1 ( 198-201 &: 243), 
73-74 &. 95 
economisers (252), 101 
periodiC suneys (300). 165 
economiser tubes (246), 98-99 
examination and cleaning, means for (215), 
77 
feed arrangements (31 I), 124; 70, 2 1 7-218 
"at plales. manholes and handholf!s In 
(226), 90 
flat plates, sketches of 87 
furnaces, corrugated (228), 91  
furnaces, maximum thickness of (�30), 91  
furnaces, ogee ring (23 I). 91  
furnaces, plain (227), 90 &: 91  
furnaces. spherical (229), 91  





Btnc:ral rrqUlrt'mtn." (214), 77. 65 It. 61. 
2 1 S  &. 2 1 6  
alrdC't� �upportmg combustion chamber 
laps (238). 94 
hemispherical ends. ""or�'lng pressurt' (223). 
g l  
h),draulu.: tcsts (241 &. 247), 94 &. 100. 67. 
2 1 6  
Iron 1.0mbUSllon chamber slay bars ( 1 90). 
69 
Ifon lubt-:!. subJCCI 10 e"lrrnal pressure 
1 1 93). 72 
manholes and handholcs In flat plalcs 
(226), 90 
manholes and large holC's In shell plates 
(220), 80 
mJnUraclurt', qualil)' and tesls of malerlals 
( 1 72· 2 1 l). 63-76 
mllt'flals sec under " Matt'nals-bollers 
and machinery" 
m,uumum pitch of tI\,ets m longltudmal 
JOints (2 16). 18 
0('''' f',1m. COPICS of orders reqlured ( 1 73). 
6) 
renodlc sun.eys (390). 165 
plain furnaexs (221), 90 &. 9 1  
plaIts. dished ends l258). 10J 
plales, flat (224) 84-89 
plates. nat. sketches of 81 
plate .. , manholes and handholes in (226). 90 
plaIt's. orenmgs m (226), 90 
platC's, preparation for "'eldlng (25S), 102 
plates steel-sce und('r " Matt'rlals-
boller� and machlOery" 
plates, tube plates (22S &. 23]), 89 &. 92 
pressure gauses - Stt under .. Boiler 
mounllngs" 
reralts b), welding (l91). 166 
rivet bars sec und('r "Malt'rials-bollers 
and machinery" 
rwetrd Jomts. butt straps (21 8). 78 
circumferential (219). 18 
rI�ted JomlS, t)-pes and formulae (217), 19 
rlYCted JOints, sketch or 18 
rlvet('d Jomls. ma,,,mum pitch of rivels 
(2 16), 79 
rlvelS, tests of ( 191) , 69 
screw slal's through shell, spacing of (221). 
80 
kCtlon, rlYCt and Slay bars ( 1 81-191), 
68 69 
shells. cylindrical, working pressure (222), 
80-81 
smoke IUbes (239), 94 
'pacml of screw slays throUlh cylindrical 
shells (221), 80 
specIal surveys, Appendix V, 284 
slampmg of (2141.JJ), 100 
"a),s, m combustion chambers ( 1 90  &. 2]6). 
69 '" 9) 
.tay. lonll1udinl' (2lS), 92-93 
lOO 
Boller), l.:ontd. 
malerl,.! 1(515-$0(' UDder " Materials-­
boilers and machinery" 
Slays, fTl(lhod of aU.1.chlng-sketch of 
'I � )01" 
sla)'s, S("r(''''-m combustion chamber (236), 
9) 
sta}" �rc ... -m, shell (221), 80 
Slay), ",,"eldmg nOI allowed (234), 92 
5(1)' IUhes, grnera! requltements (237). 93 
"3: tuhc\. mcthoJ of attachmg ��etl.:h 81 
sup.:rhulefS 
allac-hcd to cyhndncal boilers (249), 101  
sUp("rhlOllers. connected to water lube 
bollcr� (250). lO! 
supe. healen, general reqUirements (248). 
JOO, 67, 216 
supcrhc:alers, periodic survey (J90), 165 
superheaters, safety valves and drainS 
(2"), JOI  
supcrilC:;alets, lubc:s (246), 98-99 
",uI'eys. aeneral ( 1 70), 62 
sU,,"e),s, Inlllal ( 171),  62--6] 
surveys, periodiC (l90). 165 
le51.$, hydraulic (241 &. 241), 94 &: 100 
lests, matenals, resuhs lo be reponed 
(2 1 ) , 76 
tube plates. back and front (225). 89-90 
tube plales, compression on (233), 92 
IUbes, tests and general requirements 
(J92 '" 19)), 69-72 
valves-,,« under "Boder mountinp" 
\erhcal Intemal uptakes (232), 91-92 
veMtell tube plates, work 1nl pressure 
(222), 8 J 
water levcl indicators (101), 123-114 
water lube cylmdm::al drums (241). 95-96 
wlter lube. drum ends (244), 96 
water tube, economisers, integral with 
(2nl, JOI  
wal('r lUbc:, I('neral requirements (242), 95 
water lube, headers and similar fiulnp 
(24S), 96-98 
wlter lube, hydraulic tests (241), 100 
WII('r tube, sUJXrhealClS connteted to 
(250), 101  
Wller lube. tube plales, workine prasure 
(2011)), 9S-96 
water tube, tubes ( 1 92 &. 246), 69, 70, 71. 
98 '" 99 
welding repairs (191), J66 
work in, pressure of boiler shells (222). 
8O-8J 
Boiled plales on wllerticht bulkhc.ads 10(61. 
197 
80lts In shell pia ling 1518)(hl. 200 
Bottom examination-sce unckr " Dry dock­
in," 
Boundary anlles, thickncu of, Fourth 
Schedule, 237-238 
Br1IIckets on sllff('Mn, attachment of ( 106), 
31-33; Fourth Schedule, 2]1 
Breadth of ship-Definition of J(1�J91 
Bronze propeUen and blades (211), 76 
castinp (212), 76 
.haftinp (210), 76 
shafting in Class VI ships, Appendix VI171, 
292 
tcsting of (210-212), 76 
Bulkhead deck 
continuous, ftoodable lenath (96(21[bD, 28 
definition of 1(21, 191 
not continuous, floodable length (96(2][bD, 
28 
th;ckn<$s of (9612]), 28 
wateruahtncss (9612(), 28 
Bulkheads. bilge and pipe fittings at (131), 44 
Bulk.heads-Class VI ships, Appendix Vl16J, 
291 
Bulkheads-Fire protection 
frCDeral requirements (J 51-1  S2). 51-52; 
U 15, 210 
periodic surveys (169), 59-60 
plans, submission of (67[5», 19 
ships of Oasses III to VI(A) (167-168), 59; 
61 63, 215 
within main vertical zone-Method J and 1 1  
57, 213-214 
8ulk.hca.ds, non-watertiJht 
p.stiJht steel between passenger and cargo 
spaces (413), J74 
vapour proof between oil bunkers and 
passenger spaces (41 3), J 74 
weathertiaht 6(11, 194 
Bulkheads, peak and machinery space 6, 194 
Bulkheads, watertight 
aonuaJ inspc:ction of (J 24), 41 
construction 0((106), 31-33; 9, 196 
Fourth Schedule, 237-2S7 
initial tests of (107), 33-J.4 
inspection of (124), 41  
muns of closing open;np In (J08), 34; 
It. 197 
opc:ninp in (108), 34; 10 A 11, 196-197 
peak and machinery space 6. 194; Fourth 
Scheduk 237-257 
rcoenes in, Fourth Schedule 238 
recesses in. Sketch of. Appendix 11, 276 
Rules coDCeminI opcrunp in (114), 37; 
10 " 11, 1%-191 
spocinc of (1 11), 19; Second Schedule, 
2»-2l5 
'1CpI in, Fourth Schedule [3], 238 
ItepI in, Sketch 0(, Appendix 11, 276 
watertiJht-Ddinition o( 1(1], 191 
weldin" particulan 10 be .ubmitted (106), II 
Bulwarks. IIlW'd rails and stanchioDl 
Ruk rcquile:ment. M, 224 
obipo of a... 1 (406), 172 
oItipo of a... n utd II(A) (401), 112 
oItipo of a ... ID (4011), 112 
ships of Clalles IV, V, VI and VJ(A}-­
Decked (409), 112-113 
301 
Bulwarks, lUard rails and .taocruon�, cont. 
ships of Classes IV, V, VI and VJ(A)­
open or partially decked (410), 173 
Bunker bulkheads, watenigbt 
platiDI of, Fourth Schedule Ill. 237 
Bunker doon, protection apinst blocking 
14111, 199 
Bunken-Oil ICC under "Od Fuel Instal· 
Jations .. 
Bunkers 'tween deck. fitting of power 
operated doors 12[3J, 198 
Burma, passenJ'Cr number certificate (57), 1 5  
Cables, electric 
leneral (143), 48; 38, 208 
carried throuch waterugbt bulkheads 
10111, 196 
Calculations, etc., relating to subdivision 
(67, 91 '" 105), 18, 19, 20, 28, lO & l l ; 
.1 to 20, 201-202 
Calculations relating to ships of unusual 
form (91 '" 105), 28-29; 18 .. 30, 
205-206 
CakulatioDl of waterliaht compartments, 
maximum length, Second Schedule, 
230-2l5 
Canada, paSSCOJ'Cr number certificate (S7). 
15 
Carbon-<lioxide refriJ'Crating machinery 
(l85), 160 
Cargo, cattie, dc.. deduction of space 
occupied by (420(&J, 433. 440. 444 & 
450). 176. 181, 183, 1 84. 185-186 
Cargo ports 15(6J. 200 
CarlO space-Definition of • (11. 191 
Cattle, deduction of apace occupied by 
(420Is]), 433, 440, 444 '" 450), m, 
181 ,  18l, 184, 185-186 
Cast iron-Sce under " Malleable cast iron" 
Cutin.., used in hull construction 
aluminium 81loy (87), 26 
malleable cast iron (78-tU), 24-25 
oava1 brass and IUnmetaJ (82 a. 83), 2�26 
stccl (69-71), 21-2-4 
Castinp used in construCtion of boilers and 
mach.ioc:ry-«e under " Materi81s­
boilen and machinery" 
Cast stcel Bee under .. Matc:riaIs-boim 
and machinery" 
Ceilinp, paoellinl. etc.-Fin: protection 
(160), 5l; 54, 212-213 
Certi6cated offioers for sea·,oing ships (63). 
11 
Cc:rtificata 
Compasses, adjust.mc:nt of (397), 167-168 
Compasses, delay in obtainiD8 (399). 1 69 
Comp.nes, Masters' and Mates' (398), 168 
uamination of plans and dtsiJllS (61). 1 6  
Appendix V, 284 
exemption, conditions of issue (28), 8 
e.cmption, (onn of. Appendix lV. 281 
CertIficates, conld 
inspectIOns and le.!tts (62), 1 7 ;  AppendiX V, 
235 
inspection of testing machines, Appcndlx V, 
288 
Offic:ers (64), 1 7  
Passenger 







sur\c)' or parllal sun.e), during construc­
tion (61 &: 62), 16 &. 1 7 ;  AppendiX V, 
284 288 
Icm of malerJals. AppendiX V, 284-288 
Cinematograph ellhlbll lons ( 1 63 &; 169), 54. 
55 &: 60 ,  55, 2 1 3 ,  1"lflh Schedule, 
258-259 
Circular No_ 1704 Sur"ey of ShipS of Class 
VI. AppendiX V I .  289 
Class I I I  ships-plYing hmlls, Ap�ndlx I l l ,  
278 
Cluses IV and V ShlP.!t-pIYlna limIts, Flrsl 
Schedule, 225· 229 
Classification of ships 2(11. 193 
C lasses of passcnaer ships CS), 2 
COlllna portS 16, 201 
Coamlngs . .... eatherd«k 17, 201 
Cockpits and shehers-Numbu of passengers 
(453). 187 
Coefficients of form 10 be checked by 
Surveyor ( 105). 30-31 
Collision bulkheads 
height of6{11,  194 
not 10 be pierced by more than onc plpc 
( 1 08). 34. 10(71. 197 
openings not allo ... -ed In 10(51, 196 
Kanthngs of, Fourth Schedule, 237 
Compartments. means of escape: from (405), 
170-172. SS. 223-224 
Combusllble malerials, rcstrictlon In use: of 
( 1 66). 59. 60. 2 1 5  
Compasses 
adjustment of (397), 167-168 
binnacles. general (394), 167 
list of satisfactory types (395), 167 
Cerllficatcs, delay In obtaining (399), 169 
Masters' and Mates' (398). 168 
Class VI ShiPS, Appendut VI [ 11 11, 297 
magnettC, general (392 &: 393), 167 
hst of satisfactory types (395), 167 
slllng of (396), 167 
Masters' and Matcs' certificates (398), 168 
Rule reqUirements Bt.  223 
standard (392). 167 
steering and addlltonal magnetic (393). 167 
Compression lamllon engines. c)-tinder Ilncrs 
68. 2 1 7  
Construction of ..-atertlghl bulkheads ( 106), 
31-33; 9, 196; rourth Schedule 237 
Complftments, y,alertlghl (405), 17�172; 
elllts from 15, 223-224 
302 
Compartments. con Id. 
for n,tSStnger measurement on Home Trade 
ShipS (423). 178 
permiSSible length of, Second Schedule, 
230-235 
Control stations 
definition of (148). 5 1 ;  112], 191 
rrotectlon of ( I  57), 53; SO, 2 1 2  
Coo�lng rangcs, 011 fired (372J. 156; 76. 222 
Cooling .... aler s),slems (346), 147-148; 73. 
2 1 9  220 
Couplmg Ranges and bolts for shafllng (334), 
142 
Cran�casc safelY arrangements (345), 147; 
65. 2 1 5  
Crew and passenger spaces, volumes for 
permeabJllty calculations and enterlon 
of serVJce, Second Schedule, 230-235 
re .... space-Definll lon of 1{21. 191  
CflJcrJon numeral-Definlllon of t [21. 192 
(rtleflon of scr"lce 
calculation of mu,lmum lengths of water· 
tliht comp,mmcnlS, Second Schedule, 
230-235 
dcfinlllon of 1(21, 191 
ships nOt ha\lng a continuous bulkhead 
d,,,, ( 100). 29 
Cylinders 
pressure lest-Motor launches Class VI. 
AppendiX VI. 289 
Damage, obligation to report (40). 10 
Damage to be reported (41), 10-1 I 
Dampers to \'enillallng trunks. elc. (1 5312]). 
52; 46121. 2 1 1  
Dcadllghts for sldescuttles 
abO\e Margm hne ( 1 1 5), 38; 16, 201 
below Margin line ( 1 13), 36-37; 15(51 . (6) 
200 
construction of (76 &. 79), 24 &. 25 
Deck passengers, carnage of (35. 420. 434, 
441. 445, 451) ,9, 1 76, 1 8 1 , 183, 184 &: 
186 
Decks and nalS, waterllght, construction of, 
rourth Schedule 131. 237 
D«ks, annual survey of ( I  24}, 41  
Deck sheathmg-Flre protecllon (1 59). 53; 
52. 2 1 2  
ships car!')'lng fourth class passengers (416). 
175 
Declar3tlons 
action on complellon of (25). 7 
cerllfic:aled officers (63 &. 64), 1 7  
Class VI ShiPS, Appendix VI  121. 289-297 
copies and other records to be kept (25), 7 
d«k pdsscngers, permiSSion to carry (35). 9 
deli"ery 10 o .... ner or reprcscntatl\e and 
transmission to MInistry (22), 6 
doubtful cascs (3). 2 
extenSions of «rtlllales ( 17). 5 
Dcclara tlons. (onld 
rourth class passenger!>. number alloy,ed 
(420). 176 
rorm -Suneys I {lolunch) l A. 1 8, and IC 
( 1 2). 3 
rorms Suneys IJJ and 134. Issue of 
(22). 6 
forms Undertaking by Oy, ner-Class VI 
ships. Appendix VI 14), 290-291 
general ( 1 2-25). 3-7 
Incompicte. Issue or ( 1 4  &. 44), 4 &. I 1  
Intermedlale sur\-e)s (44). 1 1  &. 1 2  
Issue or ( 1 2), 3 
local authorllles 10 be notified In (erlaln 
cases (24), 7 
making out of ( I l). 3 4 
North Atlantic trade .. hip (20). 6 
nOles not 10 be Inserted on ( I  ]). 4 
period co\ered not to exceed 1 2  months 
( 1 5). 4 
peflod co\ered normally nol to be less than 
] monlhs ( 1 5). 4 
plYing limits for ships or Classes JJ  to 
VI (A). mserllon or ( 18). 5 
police to be: Inrormed In cerlaln cases (23), 
6-7 
reduced number or passengers (37). 9 
refusal to Issue-report 10 Ministry ( 19). 6 
ships nOI conSlruc.led under Ministry 
survey ( 1 7 1 ). 63 
short penods ( 1 5  &. 16). 4 &. S 
special cases. procedure (21 ). 6 
to whom documents are 10 be: sent (22). 6 
Decorallon. pamts and varOlshes nOI to con­
tam OIlro-cellulose 54(41. 2 1 3  
Definlllons 
"A" and " B "  Class DIVISions 1(21. 19 1  
accommodation space 1121. 1 9 1  
breadth or ship 1[21. 191 
bulkhead deck 1 [21. 191  
cargo space 1(21. 1 9 1  
conlrol stations ( 1 48). S I ;  1121. 1 9 1  
crew space 1(21. 191  
cnterlon numeral 1(21. 192 
draught 1(21. 192 
factor or SUbdiVISion 1(21. 192 
floodable length 1 (21. 192 
gOing to sea (3). 2 
incombustible matenal 1(21. 192 
Independent power pump 1121. 192 
international voyage (3). 2 
international voyage-long (2(2D. 194 
length 1121. 192 
machinery space ( 1 68). S9; 1{21. 1 92 
main clrculaling pump 1(21. 192 
main \crllcal zones If21. 192 
margin line (96). 28; 1121. 192 
MIOIster 1(21. 192 
mile 1 [21. 192 
011 fuel lank 75[191. 222 
passcnger (]). 2 
passenger space 1 121, 192 
W 303 
Odinltlons. contd 
pas�nger sleamer 0). 1 
permeablhl) 1(21. 192 
publiC room ( 1 48). S I .  J[21. 192 
radlotelegraphlc room J[21. 192 
senlce space 1(21. 192 
standard fire test 1(21. 193 
steamer 1121. 19] 
SUbdl"ISlon load line 1121. 19] 
SUbdiVISion load .... aler hne 1121. 1 9] 
SUbdl\-lslon-terms used. AppendiX It, 
262-263 
.... atertlght 1(21. 193 
y,aterllght subdl\'lslon (96). 28. 1121. 193 
y,eatherllghl 1(21. 1 9) 
Denmark, passenger number certificate (S7). 
1 5  
Depth sounding devices 
lead hnes. prOVISion of (401). 169; 8212), 
223 
mechanical. proviSion of (400). 169; 82(11. 
223 
[ktccllon of fire 
automatic detcctlon systems ( 1 64  &. 169). 
55-56 &< 60 .  42111 &< 58111. 209 &< 2 1 4  
smoke In  concealed spaces ( 1 60), S3. 54(21. 
2 1 2  
sprinkler systems ( 1 6S &. 169). S6-60; 
Sixth Schedule. 260-261 
Detention ror non-producllon of cfftlficaln 
(51) .  14  
OIOlng rooms-in foreign :omg ships (418). 
m 
in home trade ships (424), 178-179 
Discharges In shlp's Side: 
a nnua I survey of ( 1 26). 41  
general Rule reQUlremenlS ( I l l). 36-37; 
JS. 199-201 
Dlslilling apparatus-general requirements 
(324). 1 J 2 ;  67. 2 1 6  
Distribulion systems. cables. junction boxes, 
elC., eleclrlcal ( 1 43 &. 144), 48 ; 38. 208 
DI\isions for fire protcctlon-Classes I .  11 
and I I( A) ( I S]). S2: 45. 210 
DiVISions for fire prol«llon-CII1SSC:S II I 10 
VI(A) ( 1 68). 59; 63. 2 1 5  
Doors-F Itc-n'Slstlna 
m Iire·reslstmg bulkheads ( 1 S3). 52:  46. 41 
&: 49. 21 1-212 
walertlghl. servmg as fireproof ( 10914)). 
35;  1 219). 198 
Doors-Walertlght 
annual survey of ( llS). 41  
attachment of frames 10 bulkheads ( I l l  &. 
1 1 2). n &. 36; 14. 199 rourlh 
Schedule 237-2]8 
audlhle .... arOlng of closmg ( 1 10). n .  U(2I. 
199 
bunker. protection acam�t blod.mg 14181. 
199 
conSlruCllon of (I l l ). n ;  14. 199 
Doors-Wat�rtlght, contd 
control of, from central poilllon on bndge 
( 109). 34; 12. 191-198 
control of, poil!IOn above bulkhead deck 
( 109). 34; 12. 1 91-198 
drOPPing doors in eXisting ships OH), 4 1  
hand operating gear ( 1 09), 34, 12, 197 198 
hlng�d, construction of ( 1 1 1), 35,  1 1  It 14. 
191 & 199 
hlng�d. IcstlOg of ( 1 1 215)), 36 
In longitudinal bull..hcads, detalh to be: 
submltled ( 1 08), J4 
In machlnuy spaccs (108 & 1(9). 34 & )S.  
10. 1 96- 197 
In tlun�",a)s 12141. 198 
meilllS of opcrallng ( 1 09). )4. 12. 197-1 98 
not permitted 10 certain bulkhead .. ( J08). 
34. 10151 "  111. 1% & 191 
plan�. submiSSion of (67). 20 
po\\,er opcr::lIed (109). )4. 12 &: 14. 197 &. 
199 
ser"ng as fire-proof doors ( 109). )5 .  12. 
191-198 
Signals and communlCallon.s ( 1 10). H .  13. 
198 
sliding ( 109 &: 125), 34 &. 4 1 ;  1 1 ,  n 11 14, 
191 199 
,sources of power for operating ( 109), 
34 H ;  12161. 198 
tests of ( 1 12). )5 
type rrqulfcd ( 109), )4·H. n. 1 91-198 
lunncl ( 108). 34; 10131 " 141. 1% 
Doubk bolloms 
B'tMral requirements ( 10) . 30. 7. 19.s 
comtructlon--Sketch. AppendiX 11. 217 
means of aC'ttSs ( 103), 30 
protection of air and soundloB plPC'S ( 10) . 
30 
w�lIs an (103). 30. 7. 19.s 
DralnaBc, ...  alerllght decks, compartments, 
etc. ( I l l &: 1 26), )6 &. 4 1 . 15, 16 6  n. 
199-201 & 202 
Draught-Definition of 1111, 192 
DnnklnB wllter tanks, plpc1 from (41 5). 
1 1  ... . 175  
Dry dcxklng 
annual suney ( 122) • .0 
reneral ( 1 5), 4 
hull e"amlnallOnS ( I S. 95 &. 122), 4, 28 
& 40 
record book to be hpt ( 1.5), 4 
sur\Ty of hull before laun hin, (95), 28 
Dulles of SUl'\eyors, A nnulll surveys ( 1 21), 40 
I cho sounding apparatus (400), 169 
l eonomlsers· construe lion and deSign (2H), 
101 . 61. 2 1 6  
t cononuSttS- Integral \\, I th or connected to 
water tuhe boilers (252), 101 :  67, 2 1 6  
EIecIrIC cables pa ..... lng through watertight 
bulkhe.ads ( 14]), 48; 10181, 191 
Electraeal eqUipment and installations 
batteraes ( 1 .0). 47; .36-39[81. 207 209 
cable ... sheathing and protection of ( 1 4]), 
4R. lII 61 &< 39. 208-209 
cinematograph eAhlbltlons ( 16)181>. SS. 55. 
2 1 l. t-.fth Schedule, 258 259 
control gear, spares requited ( 1 46). 49 
distribution S)\lems, cables, JunC'lIQn be"es. 
etc ( 1 43 &: 1 44), 48; .38, 208 
en\Crgcm.y lighting-spares reqUired ( 146), 
49 50 
emcr�ney source of po .... er ships of 
Classes I .  1 1  and J I  (A) ( 1 l9). 47, 36. 
201 
shlp� of Class I I I  ( 1 ]9). 47; J7. 207-208 
essential scn Ices ( I  )9), 47 
general reqUlremenlS ( I  ]6). 46; 34, 206 
generators. motors, e1C., safeguards against 
flooding ( 1 l8), 46--47 
spares requited ( 1 46). 49-.50 
heaters and radiators ( 145 &. 162),49 &; 5); 
39161. 209 
Junction boxes and outlet be,.es ( 1 44). 48, 
39141. 209 
lamps, prcc.lutlons ( 1 4S1aU, 48; J9(51. 209 
lifts ( 1 37), 46 
main generating sets-Ships of ( Ia�ses 1 to 
I I I  ( 1 18). 46-41; 35. 201 
motOf\. elc., spares requl� ( 1 46). 49 SO 
navlgallon lights, spares reqUired ( 1 46), .50 
new equipment, sur\"Cy of ( 1 36). 46 
pcraoolc:l I surveys (147 &: 389) . .sO &; 1 64  
precaullons. Bt'neral ( 1 l8-14S), 46-49, 39, 
208 209 
propellang machinery, spares reqUired 
( 1 46). 49 
radiators ( 1 45 &: 162), 49 &: 5); 3'161, 209 
space heaters, fire fISk ( 1 4SfbJ), 49; )9(61, 
209 
spares and tools to be: carried ( 146), 49 SO; 
40. 209 
sprtnkle.r s>,slems, circulls and controls 
( 142 &< 1 6S191>. 48 & S8; lII151. 208. 
SU.lh Schedule. 260 
st�rmg gur CIrCUIIS ( 141), 41: lII41, 208 
steer 109 gear, spares reqUITed ( 1 46), 49 
sWlleh, control gur and distribution board. 
Sp;lres rrqulted ( 1 46). 50; .et, 209 
Llectncally propelled ships 
survey of ()89). 1 64  
shurtmg for ()27). I])  
Cmlgrant ships-not registered tn the Unitcd 
K ingdom-general (52), 1 4  
Emergency measures 
bilge pumpinG ( 1 3  I 1 1 n. 4) 
el('("lrieal spares �,"d lools. pro\ iSlon of 
( "6). 49 SO 
escaroc, Illeans of (40S). 1 70- 1 72; 85, 
223 224 
maintenance of elC<'trtcal scr\ Ices ( 1 19). 41 
304 
E.rne.rJeocy source of POVr'Cr......rupa of a'nes 
I, ll and U(A) (1 )9), 47; 14 "  3<1, 206 
" 207 
ships of Class III (1 39), 47; 14 "  37, 206 " 
207 
Engine cooling systems, general (346), 
147-148; 73, 219-220 
Engine room 
emergency acx:ess to boiler room (354), 150 
means of escape (4Ol), 11(}'-172; 85, 
223-224 
Engines in Class VI ships, AppendiX- VI (71, 
292 
Engines, survey of (389), 164-165 
Equivalent arrangements, acceptance of (41 1), 
17l; 87, 224 
Escape, means of (405), 170-172; 85, 223-224 
Evaporators, heaters, filters, etc. 
construction and design (320). 130; 67, 216 
distilling apparatus (324), 132; 67, 216 
hydraulic tests (3lS), 132 
materials and design (320), J 30 
mountings (323), 131-132 
stresses on studs, etc. (322), 131 
working pres.sure of cast .. :sels (321), 
1l(}'-1l1 
Examination of plans and designs (61). J6; 
Appendix V, 284 
EMmption certificate 
conditions of issue (28). 8 
form of, Appendix IV, 282-283 
&cmptions 
fire protection arrangements�hips of 
Classes I, 11 and Il(A) (149). 5 1 ;  
41[1), 209 
ships of Cl ..... m to VI(A) (167), 19; 62, 
21l 
Exhibitions, cinematograph (163), 54-55; 55, 
213; Fifth Schedule, 258-259 
Exhibition of fire protection plans (150), 5 1 ;  
43, 209-210 
Existing ships 
a.c:ceptance of dropping watertight doors 
(l 2S), 41 
bull and watertiaht subdivision, extent of 
compliance with Rules (66). 1 8  
Factor of subdivision 
adjustment, additional local subdivision 
(101), 29-30; SecoDd Schedule 211 
definition of 1(21, 192 
...... at (99), 29; SecoDd Schedule, 231-232 
tpeCial rules for pairs of adjacent compart-
ments, Second Schedule. 232 
Federal Republic of Germany, passenacr 
number certificate (57), 15 
Fees, payable (8). 3 
Clau VI ships, Appendix VI [5). 291 
Feocina of machinery. &hips of Classes V. 
VI and VI(A) (350), 149 
.hips of Class VI, Appendix VI (7), 292 
Films, cmematoaraph (163), 54-55; 55. 21l, 
Fifth Schedule, 258-259 
Filters, general (320-32�), 130-132 
oil fuel (365), 153-154 
Finland, passenger number certificate (57), 13 
Firr alarms, automatic (164) SS; 42(1], SI[I} 
" 59, 209 " 214 
Fire c;ttinguishing applianccs-Cioema exhi­
bitions (163[9]), 55 
Class VI ShiPS, Appendix VI ( l4J, [15] 41: 
[16J, 296-297 
Fire prevention and fire fighting in alUps 
in port, recommendation concernina 
spnnklers (165[3]), 57 
Fire protection 
"A" and "B" class divisioD5, construction 
of (Ill), ll ; 44, 210 
"A" class divisions. openings in (153), 32; 
�, 48(1) " 49(1), 211  
accommodation spaces, separation of (I .54), 
l2; 47, 211 
alarm, automatic (164, 165 &: 169), 35-60; 
42(1), 58(1) " 59, 209 " 214, Sixth 
Schedule, 2�261 
bulkheads within main vertical zones. 
metHods I and IU !7. 213-214 
ceilings, panels, linings, etc., fittin, or 
draught stops (160), 53; SC, 212 
cinematograph exhibitions and instaUa· 
tions (163 &. 169), 54-SS &. 60; 55. 
213, Fifth Schedule, 2l8-259 
combustible material, restriction of (166). 
59; 60, 215 
control stations, protection of (lS7), S); 
SO, 212 
deck sheathing (ll9), l3 ;  51, 212 
definitions---" Control Station". "Public 
,oom" (148), ll ; 1(2), 191, 192 
detection of smoke (160), 53; SC11), 212 
detection systems (164 &: 165), SS-39; 
41(1), 58(1) " 59, 209, 214. Sixth 
Scbedulc, 2�261 
divisions for-;hips of Qasvs I. U .. 
II(A) (152), l2; 4!, 210 
'hips of CI'sses III to VI(A) (167), 19; 63, 
21l 
electric radiatOR and heaters (145 &. 162). 
49 " 53; 39(6), 209 
.. emptions (149), 5 1 ;  41(1), 44(3), 4!(4), 
58(1) " 62, 209, 210, 214 " 21l 
eJthibitioo of plans (!l0), ll ;  43, 209-216 
fire..resistin& doors (153), 52; 46. 4812) • 
49(1), 211 
.. oenll (148-169), ll�; _, 21J-2!l 
heaters, electrical (14S &. 162). 49 &. H; 
39(6), 209 
incombUltible material (166), 59; 60, 213 
definition of. 1 [2], 192 
instructions to Master (l65[IID. 59; 4..1, 
209-210 
lifts and vertical trunks. protection of (I S6). 
l3; 49, 21 1-212 
W' 
305 
FlIe protecllon, conld. 
liaht and air and similar trunks, protection 
01 ( I S6). S);  49. 2 1 1-212 
Uahtlnl, electncal ( l4$(a», 48; 39(3], 209 
machinery spaces, Stpllratlon of (168), S9; 
63, 2 1 S  
main verll�l zones---Oefinlllon of 1111, 192 
methods of protection (Methods I ,  1 1  and 
Ill) 56. 21)  
periodiC suneys ( 169), Sg....(,() 
plans to � exhibited at control stations 
( I SO). SI ; 4.3. 209-210 
pl"ns, subrrusslon of(67 &: 164(.», 19 &. S6 
r.JlotelelJaph room ( 1 $1), 5); SO(21. 212 
.hlp' 01 ClasKs. I. 11  &. II(A) ( l4�166). 
$1-59; 41-60, 209-21 $  
Cl ..... III-VI(A) ( 167-168). S9; 61�. 
21S 
sprinklers, automatic ( 1 6'), '6-$9; 39, 214;  
SIIIth Schedule, 260-261 
stairways, protection of (I  H), $), 48, 2 1 1  
standard fire test, Definition of 1 (21, 19) 
lIore rooms. protection of ( I S8), S), 31(1), 
212 
structure of shlp--Claues I, l l &' II(A) 
( l Sl). S2. 45. 210 
Cia .... I I I  '0 VI(A). (167). S9 
Class V (460). 1 88 :  61. 2 1 S  
ventilation systems ( 1 $6), H; 49(1 1  " (3), 
53. 1 1 1 . 212 
window frames in  upper deck houses (161). 
S): 54171. 21)  
FIR risk In 011 fuel InstallatloM (HI), ,.9 
fluh poInt, 011 fuel (3H), I S I ;  61(6) 4\ 
76111. 2 1 7  &. 222 
Rail, decks, waterti,ht, Fourth Schedule P), 
2)8 
floodabk lcnl1h. calculation of (97), 28; 3, 
194; AppendiX 11, 262-26' 
defiOltion of 1 (11. 192 
ships of unusual form. alternative method 
of calculation (97), 28; Appendix 11, 
262-26S 
floodinl curves Ind Ulbles. Appendi. 11,  
262-277 
Fore peak bulkhead, test;n, or (107), l3; 6, 
1 94  
Fourth class plSKnacfS in fore;JJl-IOin, 
.hlp' (420). 17�177 
Aoorln, (.59), 188, Append;x V I  (61. 292 
Floors formin, crowns of oil fuel spaces 
(41l). 174 
Aoon in passen,er accommodation (.,6, 
4)1. 08). 17l. 180. 182 
Fore decks in Class VI  ships, Appendix 
V� 161. 291 
Forelan-,oln, ships, passenaer accommoda­
tion (., 2-",20), 174-117 
Forei,n shIps 
ac:oepted convenlion certificates (48), 1 3  
detention, nOlification 10 Consul (SI), 1 4  
aniar.nt shjps ($2), I. 
Fore1an ShiPS, contd. 
acneral oontrol (SO), I l  &: I. 
issue or certificates on behalf of another 
government (34), 14  
passenger number certificate (49). 1 3  
1L5t of rect)gnl$ed countries (S7), I '  
producllOn of certificate to Customs 
Officers (.7), 12  
Safety Con\enuon Certificates-modified 
(S) . 14 
ships �Ithout CS'), 1 4  
SafelY ConventIon Countnes. List of ($6), 
I S  





Form of shIp 
checking of dImenSIOns ( 1 1 7), 39 
unusual form (97 &. 10'), 29 &: )1  
Form of Underlaklnl. Class VI ships.' 
AppendiX VI r.J. 290 
Forms-B H I and B.H.! A, parhculars to 
� entered It annual surveys ( 1 2l-
1 28). 41 &. 42 
Forms-Spcclmcn 
B.H 2-Aoodlng calculations, Appenotx 
1 1 .  270 
S.H.2A-Flood,", calculations, Appendix 
11.  2�269 
CB.)3 &: 34-Aooding calculations, 
Appendix 1 1 ,  271 &. 272 
Safety Certificate, Appendix IV, 281-282 
Exemption Certificate, AppendlA IV, 
282-28) 
Frames of watertlaht bulkheads, const.ruo­
tlon of ( I l l  &: 1 1 2), H &. )6; Fourth 
Schedule, 237; .4, 199 
testina of ( 107), )3 
France, passcn,er number ceruficate ($7), I '  
Freeboard of ships 
Classes V, VI and VI(A) (I  19), 40 
Class VI, Appendix VI (6), 292 
Frccin, ports, weatherdcck 11, 201 
Fuel tanks, etc., Class VI  ships. AppendiA 
VI  181. 292 
F�I, 011 installations-ships of Classes V, 
VI  and VHA) 
arrangement for fillln, and position of 
tanks (378), 151 
fuel tanks (376 &: 377), 157 
�neral (373), " 6; 13, 220-222 
motor compartments, construction, vcn­
IlIltion, etc. (37'). 157 
nature of fuel (374), 1,6 
pipe arran�ments (379). 1 SS 
Funnel dampers and uptakes, oil fuel instana· 
tlons (370), I SS-IS6 
Fusion welded pressure vessels 
Class 1 fUSion welding (260-271), 103-108 
Class 1 1  rUSlon weldIng (272-279), 101- 1 10 
Class I I I  fUSIon weldmg (280-288), 1 10-1 1 1  
J06 
FI,; "11 welded pressure vesseb, contd. 
compensation plates, branches, etc., attach. 
ment of (299), 117 
classification of (259), 103 
cylindrical sheUs (257 &. 291), 103 &. 1 1 3  
determination of worlcing pressure (291-
298), 1 13-116 
dished ends, compensation for openings 
(297), 1 16 
dished end plates (258), 103 
determination of working pressure (294 &. 
29S), 1 14 
methods of attaching-Sketcb (296), 1 15  
JltneraJ requirements (253 &. 254), 102 
beat treatment (270, 278, 287 & 289), 108, 
1 10, 1 1 1  & 1 1 2  
maken facilities and m:thods (260, 272 &. 
280), 103, 108 & 1 10 
method of making welded seams (256), 102 
openinp in sbeU, compensation for (293), 
1 13  
preparation of plates for welding (255), 102 
radioaraphic cumi.n.ation (261), 108 
""" 
alternative (269), lOB 
bend (263, 27S, 276, 284 & 28S), lOS, 
109, 110 & 1 1 1  
hydraulic (271, 279, 288 & 290), 108, 
1 10, 1 1 1  & 1 12 
impact (264), 106 
joint tensiLe (265), 106 
macro and micro spccimeru (266), 107 
o. seams (261 ,  273 & 282), 104, 108 & 
110 
"''''''' (268, 277 & 286), 108, 110 & I I I  
tensile (262, 26S, 274 & 283), lOS, 106, 
109 & 1 1 1  
tube plates, detennin.ation of worml 
p ..... ure (292), 1 1 3  
""'tayed dished end pia"" (294 & 29S), 
1 14 
UDltayed !lat end pia", (298), 1 1 6  
weld efficiency factor (281), 110 
Oaacway ports 16, 201 
OE. 'aI electricaJ precautions (1·0. 144 a. 
14S), 48-49; 39, 208-209 
Ocarina for valWll 
biIp: pumpina in oortain ,,_ (131)[31, 44 
dilcb.r� throuah lhipt' lidc (113), 36-31; 
15[11, 200 
pipea throuah COUisiOD bulkhe.ds (108), 
34; 10(7). 197 
O .... ra.tinl acta Main, lhips of Q .. ,et I-m 
(138), 46; 35, 207 
O_ ... ton. &atquardinl .pinst ftoodin. 
(138), 46 
OCiLAIl)'-Federal Republic of. pica"," 
........ _to (57), I S  
Guard rails, stanchions and bulkheada 
general rule requirements 86, 224 
ships of Class J (406), 172; 86, 224 
ships of Classes I J  and II(A) (407), 172;  
86, 22' 
ships of Class III (408), 1 72 ; 86, 22" 
ships of Classes IV, V, VI  &. VI(A)-­
Decked (409), 172; 86, 22' 
ships of Classes IV, V. VI &. VI(A)--Open 
or p"';aIIy d",ked (410), 173, 86{11, 
224 
Hand pumps, suction lift of (132["D. 4$;  
26[61, 204 
Hand gear for operating watertight doors 
(109), 34; 11, 197-198 
Hawsers and warps, provision of 84, 22J 
Heating of passenger accommodation ("14). 
174 
Heaten 
g<neral (320-l2S), 13�132 
hydraulic tests (325), 132 
oil fuel (36S), 1S3-1S4 
Heaving line for Qass VI ships, Appendix VI 
{181, 297 
Heavy oil engines 
shafting for (330), l35-14O 
Helmsman's position in Class VI ships (4'7>. 
187, Appendix Vl(6), 292 
Hinged deadlights-sce under .. DeadliJhtl" 
. Hinged doors, watertight (112), 35-36; 11. 
197 
Home Trade Srups, passenger accommo1 
tio. (421--460), 177-188 
Honl Kong, Plsstn�r number certiJkate 
(S7), I S  
Hose testing watertight bulkheads, etc. (107). 
33 
HulI---c.onstructiOD, etc. 
annual survey of inside (123), 41 
aluminium alloy 
cutinp (87), 26 
plates and sectiODS (86), 26 
bultheads lee under .. Bulkheads" 
ClStinp and forain.., made abroad (19). r7 
dry dodOn, (9S & 122), 28 & 40 
J'Coeral requirements (66-128), Hl ... -42i l. 
194 
inside of hull, eumination of (123), 41 
load line markinp (127), 42 
ma1lcabk cut iron 
conditions for use (78), 24 
miscellaneous fittinp (80), 2$ 
rail .tanchioru (81), 2j 
sidclcuttles, frames, deadliabts and pi • 
(79), 2S 
materials 
quality and tests, wrouaht iroG ud IIIiId 
.... 1 (68), 20-21 
tat now .. to be nporl<d (91). %7 
307 
• 
null CODllJ'UC110n, (1&;., contd. 
Naval brass and JUl\lT'Ittal cal1mp 
conditions for use (82), 2.5 
Ildcscuttle framn. alau holden: and dead­
hahlS (83). 26 
Naval brass foramp 
conditions for use (84). 26 
sldescutUe SWIG& bolts. etc (8S), 26 
openlnlS m shell plahn, above maram line 
( 1 1 <  &. I l l). 31-)8; 16. 201 
opemnas In ships' side and bottom (126), 
4 1-42: 13, 199-201 
plans and particulars, submission of (67). 
1 8-20 
lhaft tunnels (102), 30. 6(31, 195 
Ilde and other openings abo .. e maram line 
( l i S). 38; 16. 201 
Ilde and other openmgs below maram Ime 
( 1 1 ) . 36; 15. 199-201 
stAbility requirements see under 
" Stability" 
steel castmas and foramp for Important 
parlj annuhnl and final eummatlon 
o[ (71 &. 15). 22. 2) &. 2< 
aeneral (88-91), 27 
manufactured abroad (89). 27 
mlscc:llaneous fiump (77), 24 
process of manufacture (70), 21  
IIdcscuttle frames, deadh&hts and pluas 
(76). 2< 
Slampina (71 &. 90), 21  &. 27 
... ts 
bendma and tenslie (71 -74). 22 &. 23 
(orms and dmlCnSlons of Plc:oes (72), 22 
results to be reported (91), 27 
5Clcctlon, treatment and stamplRl 
of pic:oes (71), 21-22 
standard lest PICUS (72), 22 
surveyor to witncs.s tests (69), 2 1  
unsatisfactory (88), 27 
.trenath 0[ (93). 27; J. 19< 
Itructure of Shlp-O'nCS III-VI(A) 
( 1 67). S9; 61. 21S 
IUbdlvlsion arnnaements see under .
. SubdivISion Atranec-ments" 
IUrvey before pamllna (94), 28 
walertiaht bulkheads sce under .. Bulk-
heads-watertl&ht" 
watertlaht doors Ice under "Doors" 
weldina. details 10 be: reported (68), 21  
wrouaht iron nnd mild steel, use of (68), 
2G-21 
Hydrants in Clut VI ships, Appendia VI[161, 
297 
Inclinina ekpc:rimc:nt (67161 &. 120), 20 &. 40 
Incombustible material-Dtflnnion of Ill), 
192 
Jndependent power pump-Dc.finition of 
1 (1(. 192 
provIsion of ( 1 32), 44; 16131. 204 
India, passtnger number t..CT1.lfic:ate (S7). 1 S 
Indicators 
bllgc valves JOlll. 205 
discharge valves ISl811bl, 200 
funnel dampers-oll fuel (370). IS5.  73111), 
222 
rudder. poSlllon of (380IJ», 159 
tanks. Oil storage (347{f) &. 362(cl). 148 &. 
IS) 
",ater level (boilers) (307), 1 23-124 
watertight doors ( 125), 4 1 ;  12161. 198 
IRlllal tests of bulkheads (l07), 33-34 
InlelS, malO and auxlhary ( l 1 3). 36. 15(81. 200 
Inside of hull to be uamlRed ( 1 23), 41 
Inner sklRs 
pressure tests ( 10712)). 33 
strength of. Fourth Schedule, 238 
Inspcchon and tests of SUbdivISion arrange­
ments ( I  17), 39 
Instructions. obJeCt of ( I), I 
Instrucllons relatlRg to the Rules-see under 
.. Rules " 
Instructions 10 ships' enalRccrs concernlRJ 
011 fuel Installations (371), 156 
Internal combustion englRes. permeability 
of machlRery space 
ships of Classes I, JI  and IJ(A), Second 
Schedule (31, 230 
ships of Classes 111  10 VI(A), S«ond 
Schedule ( 1 1  I. 23S 
Ireland-Republic of-passenger number 
certificate (51), 1 5  
Isolallon hospltals-Forelgn-golRa ships 
« 18). m 
Italy, passenger number certificate (S1). 1 5  
Japan. passenger number certificate (57), 1 5  
Junction boxes, electncal ( 144), 48; 39141. 
208 
Lamp and paint rooms, position of (413), 174 
Lamps, electrical, precautions (145), 48; 
39(51. 209 
Lead lines, provision of (401). 169; 11(11. 223 
Lenlth. Ddinlllon of 1 111. 192 
Life-saving appliancrs in Class VI ships, 
AppendiX VI. 295 
Llfe-savlRl appliances when fourth class 
passcnaers are carried (420), 176 
Lifts, dectric ( 1 37), 46 
Liahts and sound sianals in Class VI ships. 
Appendix VI 118], 291 
Liahtina precautions. oil fucl installations 
(369). !SS 
Liahtinl, ventilat ion and heatinl of pas.senaer 
accommodation (414). 174 
Lilhlina, electnc-lCncral (145), 48; 39151, 
209 
Limits, plyin& 
insertion in declaration (1 8). 5 &: 6 
308 
Li.m.iu. plying. contd. 
Class III ships. AppendIx Ill.  278-280 
Class VI ships. Appendix VI ( I ). 289 
fourth class passengers on foreign-going 
ships (420). 175 
partially smooth water, 1st Schedule, 
225-229 
smooth water, 1st Schedule, 225-229 
Load line-subdivision 
alternative ( 1 16), 38; 18, 201 
annual survey (127), 42 
definition of 1(2). 191 
general requirements ( 1 16). 38; 11, 201 
markings. inspection of ( 1 16 &. 127). 38. 
19 & 42 
Long international voyaac-Dc:6.n.itioD of 
(2[2]) 
Log entries concerning certain watertight 
doors, etc. ( 1 14), 37 
Lubritating watertight door gcarina (109), 34 
Lubricating oil systems (347). 148; '4, 220 
Macb.ioery 
air bottles (l4l). 1�147; 71(6) A [71. 219 
air compressors (l41). 145; 71[1l!11 A [ll. 
218 
air pressure pipes and fittings (344). 147; 
71[81. 219 
air receivers (342), 14S-146; 71(5) a [7], 
219 
astern, power of going (335), 142; 66, 216 
boiler mountings. steam and feed pipe 
fittings (300-l1 1). I IS-125 
boilers see under "Boilers" 
compressed air starting ananlemenU (339), 
14l & 144 
compressioo-ignition enJines 61(5) • 
71[41. 217 '" 219 
cooling water systems (346). 147-148; 73, 
219--220 
crankcue safety arranJemeDlS ()4S). 147 
Cuel, ftashpoint Dot to be leas tban 1S0DF., 
(355). 1 51 ;  61[61. 217 
JCDeial requiremeau (335), 142; 65-79, 
215-212 
IOvemors to be fitted in ,team turbines 
(l36). 142 
IOveroon to be fitted in oil en,; ..... (338), 
14l; 61. 217 
lubricatiDa oil .)'1 ..... (347). 148; 74. 21IJ 
materi·I• U� UDder ., M.terial' boikn 
.... IDIChioory" 
oil eoF .....  prOpuJaiOD (331). 143 
oil enFca Cor eeoer'ton and auxili.rieI 
(340). 1_1�5 
power of lOin. utem (31S). 142; ". 216 
reciprOCltic. eoai ..... (337). 143; '" 2J7 
rcfri..,.tinl (383--386). 159--160 
IMIta Ice under "Shalti.q:" 
llaips of a.,., v. VI • VJ(A)--GeoenJ 
(350). 149; •• 217 
Machinery. contd. 
spare gear In ships of Classes I. I I  &: II(A) 
(l87 & 388). 160-163. 222; 79 
spare gear, hst of (388), 161-163 
steam turbines (336). 142-143; 68(1][2) " 
[31. 2 17  
sleering gear, general requirements (380-
382). 158-159; 78. 222 
survey of (389), 164--J 65 
ventllahon of machinery spaces (348). 149; 
77. 222 
Machinery fencing in Class V1 ShipS, Appen· 
d .. VI [71. 292 
MachJOery space arrangements 
bulkheads, openings in (108). 34; 6 a .1, 
194-195 & 196-197 
oil fuel installations (354). 150 
Machinery spacc:3 
definition of (96 & 168). 28 '" 59; 1[11. 192 
means of c:scape fr;)m (405), 170-172. &5, 
223--224 
. 
permeability of, Second Schedule, 230-231. 
Third Schedule. 236 
ventilation of (348), J49; 77, 222 
Machinery triab (171), 63 
Magnetic compasV' 
provision of (393 &t 395), 167; 11. 223 
siting of (l96), 167 
Main circulating pump-Definition of 1(11. 
192 
Main vertical zones-Definition of 1(2), 192 
Malleable cast iron-genera.l conditions Cor 
we (78-81). 24-2.5 
Manholes 
in double bottoms (l03), 30; '. 195 
Dot allowed in certain bulkheads (108), 34; 
10[51. 196 
Margin lioc 
definition of (96[2)). 28; 1[11. 192 
examples of procedure to be followed­
Drawings, Appendix: n. 273--277 
openings iD sheD platina below marain line 
(113). 36-37; 15. 199--201 
openinp in ships' aide above margin Iioe 
( l I S). 38; 16. 201 
plans and panicuJars • •  ubmitsion 01 (67). 
1 8  
.pecial at ... (96[2IlbD. 28; Appendix D. 
274 
Mark.inc of .pace for pusenaen (420 • •  34, 
441. 445 '" 451). 177. 181, 183. 184 .1; 
1 86 
Muten' and M.tes' c::ompus c:crti6calCl 
(398). 161 
Matcria1t 
" A" a." divisions-Fire protection (151). 
'I  '" '2; 44. 210 
boiJen and machiDery 
air bottles. aeamleos (209). 76 
aUoy ..  el (176). 64 





but . section, rivet and stay 
txnd lests ( 1 89). 68 
number and nature or tests ( 1 87), 68 
tenSile tests ( 188). 68 
thllkr nwunllngs (300). 1 1 8. 1 1 9 .  
6:;. 215 
br,mdlng ( 1 78). 64 
brtln/C \h.lfllng (210), 76 
C.lSllngs, Sleet: 
bl!nd lI,:\t (205). 7S 
clangallon (204), 15 
he.lt Ir':,lImenl (:!02). 74 
numhcr and nature of tesls ( 1 79 & 203), 
64 & 74 
tensile 'Hrcnglh (204), 75 
(,I\lIng�, hrOnlc 
ICneral (212).  16 
propdlers and propeller blades (21 1), 76 
C:Crlltn,;:;I\C\ of tCSts of. Appendix V,  284 
COPies or orders ( 1 73), 63 
defc:cu, freedom rrom ( 111), 64 
C\ "por .1I0rs, hcaters. filters. etc. (HO), 1 ]0; 
67, 216 
reed PIpe: fitllngs (300). 1 1 8  
roralnss. other than seamless drums: 
bend test ( 1 97). 7] 
elonsalion ( 1 96), 73 
aeoeral ( 194). 72 
number and nature of leslS (119 &. 195), 
64 & 72 
lenslk strength and elongation (196), 73 
freedom from derects ( 1 77), 64 
general f 172), 63, 65, 2 1 5  
hUll. quality and tests of materials (68-9 1), 
20-27 
material 10 be: tested ( 1 72). 63 
plates, steed 
bend test ( 1 85), 61 
heal treatment ( 1 75), 64 
inspection ( 1 86), 67 
number and nature or tests ( 183), 67 
tensile test ( 1 84), 67 
pressure pipes, steel 
"p welded (208), 75 
ptQ!"A"$S of manufacture (206), 75 
xamlcss (207), 75 
process of manuracture ( 1 74), 63--64 
reporting test results (21 3), 76 
retesls ( 1 8 1), 66--61 
rivets, tests or (91), 69 
rivet ban: sce under Bars 
ICamless drums 
bend lest (201), 74 
elonptlon (200), 74 
aeneral ( 1 98), 13 
number and nature or tests (179 &. 199), 
64 & 73 
tenSile strength and elonRation (200), 74 
\hartm8 (26), 133;  69, 217 
bronze (210), 76 
stampina (178. 119 &. 182). 64 &. 67 
310 
Maleria Is, cootd. 
steam pipe: fittings (3(0), 1 18-1 19 
.lay bars-see under Bars 
testing machines ( 1 12), 63; Appendix V, 
284 
leSt PieceS 
Kkctlon and Ir('aUntnt ( 119). 64 
stamping of ( 1 79), 64 
standard ( 1 80), 64. 6S &. 66 
lest re-suits. reporting (213), 76 
te.,!;ng ror �Iock purposcs, AppendiX V, :!87 
lubes 
boiler subject 10 external pressure (193), 
72 
boiler subJCCt to internal pressure ( 1 92), 
69, 70 & 71 
Materials other than stocl-Fire protection 
( 1 67), 59; 62, 215  
Maximum length of peak and adjacent com� 
partments 6(IJ, 194; Second Schedule, 
230-236 
Means or e5C3pe:. Ie-neral reqUirements (405), 
1 70-112; 85, 223 
Means or clOSing openings in waterllght bulk� 
heads ( J08). 34; 10 " 1 1 ,  196 &. 191 
Means of operatlOg watertight doors ( 109), 
34 l S ;  12, 197 
Measurement-passenger space: 
l{ome Trade ships (423), 118 
Class VI shivs. AppendiX VI ( 1 1 ), 294 
fourth class in roreign-going ships (420), 
1 76, 111 
Mechanical depth sounding devices (400). 
169; 11(11, 223. 
Men in charge-ships or Classes IV, V, VI 
and VI(A) (65), 1 7  
ships of Class VI, Appendix VI PJ, 290 
Merchant Shipping (Construction) Rules, 
1952, The. Appendix I, 189-261 
Methods of fire protoction-Methods I. 11 
and III 56 60, 2 13-215 
Midship section, plans and particulars to be 
submitted (67), 1 8  
Mile-Definition of l[lJ. 192 
MlOister-Definition or 111J, 192 
Minimum spacing of bulkheads, Secood 
Schedule [61, 232 
Miscellaneous surveys and inspcctioDl, 
Appendix V. 284-288 
Motor compartments. construction aDd 
ventilation-Class VI ships, AppendU. 
VI (81, 292 
Motor vessels-Class V, VI and VI(A) 
arranaemenl for fillina and position of 
tanks (378), 1 51 
bulwarks and au3rd rails (409 ..t: 410), 
1 72-!73 
fr«board ( 1 19). 40 
ruel tanks (376), 157 
gc::neral-prCClutioOJ apins! fire (373). 156 
Motor vessels, contd. 
motor compartment, construction, ventila· 
tlon, etc. (375), 151 
nature of fuel (374), 156 
persons 10 charge (65), 17 
pipe arrangements (379), 15S 
watertIght SUbdivision ( 1 1 8), 39; 4, 194 
Motor Vessels--Class VI 
accommodatIOn, passengers, AppendIX VI, 
( J  I), 294-29S 
anchor and cable, Appendix VI (18), 297 
aSSignment ofllmlts, Appendix V I .  ( I ). 2S9 
awnmgs, Appendix VI, (6[jD. 292 
bronze shafting, Aprendlx 'v I  (7IdJ). 291 
bulkheads, AppendlA VI (61c», 291 
dtclaration, issue of Appendix VI (2), 290 
engines, Appendix. VI (7Ib](cl &. Id», 292 
fees, Appendix VI (5), 291 
fire appliances, AppendiX VI (14), 296 
fire hose. Appendix VI (16). 297 
fire pump. Appendix VI (15), 297 
flooring, Appeodix VI (6(hJ), 292 
foredeck, Appendix VI (6(fl), 291 
fonn of undertaking, Appendix VI (4), 290 
frceboard, Appendix VI (6(g]), 292 
general, Appendix VI (17), 297 
life·saving appliances, Appendix VI (13), 
29S-296 
lights and sound signals, Appendix VI 
(18), 287 
men in charge, Appendix VI (3), 290 
machinery fencing, AppendiX V I  (7lf)), 292 
miscellaneous equipment (compass, boat· 
hook, lights, painter and heaving line), 
Appendix VI (18), 297 
motor compa.rtment, Appendix VI (8), 
292-293 
nature of fuel, Appendilt VI (9{aJ), 293 
oars and rowlocks, Appendilt VI (18), 297 
pipe arrangements, Appendix VI (9), 293 
plans, submission of Appendix VI (6[a] .t. 
7[a]), 291 '" 292 
position of helmsman, Appendix VI (6(iD, 
292 
position of tanks, Appendix VI (9[dD, 293 
pumping and bailinl, Appendix VI (10), 
294 
running trials, Appendix VI (7(g)), 292 
sides and rail height of, Appendix VI 
. (6[.]), 291 
sidescuttles, Appendix VI (6{d», 291 
stability, Appendix VI (12), 295 
.... ter closets, Appendix VI (6[fl), 291 
...  ter ICTVice pipes, etc., Appendix VI (16), 
297 
N.val brasa and pmmctal CIItinp, aide> 
swltle framca, etc. (82 a. 83), 2�26 
Naval brass rorpnP • •  ideac:uule swin. bolts 
and pins (84 4 8S), 26 
3 1 1  
, 
Navigation lights, electrical spara requirwd 
(146), SO 
Na\'igalion lights on Class VI ships, Appen· 
dllt VI ( ISI, 297 
Netherlands 
passenger number certificate (57), I S  
New Zealand 
passenger number certificate (51), I S  
NOl th AtlantiC trade ships-.declaralions 
(20), 6 
Norway 
passenger number �rtificate (57), 15 
Notice of survey (9 &. 59), 3 &. 16 
Oars and rowlocks in open ships of Class VI, 
Append", VI [18], 297 
Officers, certificated 
grades of certificates (64), 17 
to be carried on sea·going ships (63), J7 
Oil engines 
air bottles (343), 146; 71[6] 4 [7], 219 
air compreasors (341), 14S; 71[1], [1] A [3], 
218 
air rccc:ivers (J.42), 145-146, 71(5) • (7), 
219 
air pressure pipes and fittiogs (344), 147; 
71[8], 219 
auxiliary boilers (349), 149; 67, 216 
compressed air startinl a.rranaaneotl 
(JJ9), 143; 71, 218--219 
cooling of exhaust pipes, etc. (347), 148; 
73[4], 220 
cooling water systems (346), 147-148. 
73[1] A [1], 219-220 
crankcase safety arranaemeots (34$), 141, 
65, 215 
cylinder liners and covers (338), 143; 61(5), 
217 
driving generators and auxiliaries (340), 
144 
lubricating oil systems (347), 148; 74, 220 
propulsion, used for (338), 143; 75, 226-222 
reversing gear (338), 143; 66, 216 
shafting (330), 135-140; 69, 217 
safety fittings (338), 143; 75, 226-222 
ships ofOasY' V, VI and VI(A), machinery 
arranaements (3.50), 149 
spare gear to be carried-List or (381) • 
161-163 
ventilation or machinery spaces (368), 15$; 
77, 222 
Oil fuel installations 
air and overftow arra.naements (361), 
1S2-1ll; 75[5], 220 
air pipes (361), Ill-IS3, 75/5], 21J) 
boilers and machinery, ruJe requilr<a."" ... ".. 
75, 226-222 
cookiOI ran ... (372), 156; 76, 222 
diKharp of hot oil (3.58), 1!li2 
fillinl ........., .. 0 .. (360), IS2; 75[7], 21J) 
0,1 fuel installatLons. contd. 
fin n!>k OS!),  149 
ftash POIOI of oLl (355). 1 5 1 ,  6816) '" 76(t I. 
2 17  & 222 
funn�! dar1lI"t'r� and uptakes ()70). 1 55-
I S6; 75[181, 222 
general r�qULremenlS 7S, 220-222 
instructions to stup::,' �ngmeers (371). 156 
kv�1 mdLcato(s and sounding arrangements 
CJ62), I S3 ,  75[4[, 220 
iLghlmg of sraccs subject to 011 vapour 
C J69), I SS  
maclllner), space arr::lngements (.lS4). 1 50 
plans and particulars, submLSSIon of (67 &. 
352). 18, 20 & ISO 
Pipe arrangements (379). 158 ,  75. 220-222 
pip(s, "al"es and filtLngs (366 &. 367), 
154 &. 1 5 5 ;  7S, 220-222 
pumpmg arrangements (363), 1 5 3 ;  75. 
22(}.222 
pumps, heaters. fillers, etc. (165). IB-154; 
75, 22(}'222 
I8.ve-aHs or gutters (lS6(e) &. 365). 1 5 1 .  
IS3 & IS4; 7S[16), 221 
killing, storage and service tanks, con­
struction (351), 1 51 - 1  S2; 7S, 220-222 
tests of (3S9), 152 
ships of Classes V. VI and VI(A) 
fue!, nature of (314), I S6 
fuel tanks, etc. (376-379), 157-158 
general (373). 156 
motor compartments. construction, �tc. 
(37S), I S7 
sounding arrangem�nts (162), 153;  75(.1, 
220 
spaors adjoining passenger accommodation 
(413), 174 
sleam heallOg arrangements OM), 15J;  
75[10), 221 
stof'l,ae of oil fuel (3S6), 1 5 1 ;  75(31. 220 
surveys of installations (353), 150 
........ 
air and overflow arrangements (361), 
I S2-1S);  75[5), 220 
fillin, arrangements (360), 152; 7S[7]. 
220 
settlina, storage and service (351), 
1 5 1-IS2;  75[1), 22() 
(e$ts of (359), 152 
tray for fuel tanks-ships of Classes V, V1 
and VI(A) (l78), 1S7-1S8 
¥t1Itilation of spaces (368), I�S : 77. 222 
Open launches-number of passengers (0452), 
1 86-187 
Openings in "A" (1a.u divisions-Fire 
protection (153). 52; -", 2 1 1  
Opcninp i n  ships' side, above mar,in line 
( l I S), 38; 16, 201 
Openinas in ships' side below mar,in line 
annual survey of ( 1 26). 41-42 
aenc:ral requirements ( 1 1 3), 36-37 ; IS, 
199-201 
Openings 10 ships' Side, conld. 
limitation of number or openings 15(3)[1), 
199 
plans, submLSSLon of (67{4J), 19 
sldescuttles 10 be non-opconmg type 10 ships 
of Classes III to VI(A) ( 1 1 3(3», 36; 
15[4), 200 
OpeOlngs In ships' Side-ships of Cla� V, 
VI and VI(A) 
means to prevent accidental admiSSion of 
water 20(11. 202 
Side sculIles to be non-opening type 20(11. 
202 
Openings in watertight bulkheads 
annual survey of ( 1 25). 41 
general reqUirements ( l08), 34; 10 &: 1 1 .  
196 & 197 
means of clOSing (l09), 34; 11 A 11, 
197 & 198 
openings not permitt�d in certain bulk­
head, ( 108), 34; 10[5) [6) " [7), 196 & 
197 
plans. submission of (61), 1 8  & 20 
rules concerning closing of openings ( l 1 4), 
37 
Openings in weatherdeck 17, 201 
Paints and varnishes not to contain nil1� 
cellulose 54(.), 213  
Painter for Class VI ships, Appendix V1(18), 
297 
Pakistan, passeng�r number certificate (S7), 1 5  
Panelling, Ceilinas. etc.-Fire protcction 
( 160), 53;  Sot, 212-213 
Partially smooth water limits. First Schedu1e, 
225-229 
PartiaUy smooth waters-Definition of 1(1), 
1 94  
Passenger accommodation - Foreign-IOlna 
"';ps (412"'20), 1 74-177 
Pauenger accommodation - Home Trade 
,rups (421-460), 177-188 
Passc:nger-Detinition of () , 2 ;  Itl], 192 
Pa.uengcr and crew spaces 
alteration of (60), 1 6  
definition of 1(1), 192 
means ofesc.ape (405), 1 70-172; IS, 221-224 
volwne for permeability and criterion of 
service, Second Schedule, 2.»-23S 
Passenser Certificates (includinl Pa.ssen,.. 
and Safety Certificates and Safety 
Cer1ificates) 
aootptcd Convention certificates (41, 53 &: 
SS), J )  " 14 
aexidenls (includin, failures" obliaation to 
report (40 &: .1), l O &: l l 
alteralions during currency of certificate 
(40 " 60), 10 " 1 6  
annual roquir�ment ("), 2 
atteDdaooe of Owou'. repraentative (10)..' 
canttU.tioo of certi6cate (.2 .. "'), 1 1  a l2 
312 
Pa.ssenaer urtificaleS, etc., contd. 
Class VI ships, Appendix VI, 289-297 
duses of �rtlficates (31), 8 
classes of p.uscngcr ships (5), 2 ;  2, 19J-I94 
clearan�, productloo of certificate (39), 10 
combined Passenger and Safety Certificate 
(30), 8 
damage, obligation to repon (40 &. 41), 10 
deck passengers, caniage of (35), 9 
detention for non-production of certificate 
(SI), 1 4  
dur.uion of �rtificate (H), 9 
emigrant ships-Foreign (52), 1 4  
endorsement of certificate after repaUl 
(43), 1 1  
exemption cerhficate, 'conditions of issue 
(28), 8 
fonn of AppendiX IV, 281-283 
expired certificate, surrender of (46), 1 2  
fees payable (8), 3 
fitting of additional machinery etc. during 
currency of certificate (44), ) )  et. 12 
foreign �rtificates, rccogrutioo of (48, 49, 
S6 & S7). 13 & IS 
forms of certificate (29), 8 ;  Appendix IV, 
281-283 
Foeral control-not registered in Uniled 
Kingdom (SO), 13  et. 14 
iS5ue, generaJ conditioru of (26, 27, 29, 30 
and 32). 7 & 8 
issue of new certificate after repairs (43), 1 I  
issue of Safety Certificates by other Govern­
ments (36), 9 
issue of Safety Certificates on behalf of 
other Governments (54), 1 4 
limits of smooth water and partiaUy smooth 
water. First Schedule, 22S--229 
modification of eltisting certificate (P. et. S. 
Memo. No. I and No. 2) (37). 9 
modification of a.ooepted Convention certi­
ficat .. (S3). 14 
notice of survey required (9 &. 59), 3 &.. 16 
passenger Dumber certificates (49 &. 57). 
1 3  & IS 
passenger spaoe-Otfinition of 1(1), 192 
p'ssenaer ships not normally enppd on 
international voyages (38), 10 
pmalties for canyina exOCSl paslCDJICf'I 
(7). 2 
penalties for not surrendering ea.oocUed or 
expired certi6cates (46), 1 2  
paltinl up of Certificate (34), 9 
production of certificate to CustolJ'l Offica I 
(39 & (7). 10 & 12 
Safety Certificate< (27). 7 
rorms of, Appead.ix VI, 281-283 
quali6ed (28), 8 
Safety Convention countria, Lilt of (56), 1 5  
.hi� not C&J'1)'in. I<XePtable oerti6c::atCI 
(SS). 14 & IS 
� not constructed unct.... Miniltry'l 
.....,. (171). 61 
PI' ilger Cmi6cates, �l( , contd. 
ships not registered in U.K. (47-�7), 12-15 
surrender of expired or cao�lled certifi­
cates (46), 12 
withdrawal or cancellation of �rtlficate 
dunng repairs (42), 1 1  
Passengers. number 01 
alteration In (60), J 6 
declaration to Indicate number of adults 
and children (4 1 9), 175 
deduction for space occupied by caJ"IO, 
cattl�, etc. (420{g), 433, 440, 444, 450), 
177, 1 8 1 .  183. 1 84, 18S 
foreign·going ships (419), 175 
fourth class passengers in foreign·goins: 
ships (420). 176-177 
home trade sbips (424, 425, 437, 443, 449, 
4S2, 4S3). 178. 179. 182. 183. 18S. 186 
& 187 
increase. in, subject to limitation by I..i.fe. 
saving appliances, subdivision and 
stability (60), 16 
limitation in number (429), J 80; Appendix 
VI(I). 281 
Peak and machinery space bulkheads 6, I!U, 
Fourth Schedule. 237-257 
Penalties 
carrying excess passengers (7), 2 
interfereooe with safety valves (lOl), 1 19 
not surrendering expired or (';1 ...... 1 . 
certificate (46), 12 
Periodic surveys and irupc:ctions (sce ...., 
UIlder ,. Surveys ") 
boil ers and machinery (389-391), 164-166 
eloctrica.l inslaUatioru (147 et. 389), .so &. 164 
fire protection arrangements (169), 59 " 60 
steam pipes (319), 129 
Permanent baUast ( 120(c) et. (28), .w &. 42 
Permeability 
ddinition of l1l1, 192 
method of calculating (98), 29; Second 
Schedule, 2)()""lJ5 
Perm.i..s.sible length, determination of, Second 
Schedule (21. 230 
Puson in charge 
ship' of 0 ...... I\". V, VI, and VI(A) (6J), 
17 
Pillan. waterti,ht decks etc., rivetio. ai, 
Fourth Schedule [31, 238 
Pipe acranaemenLll 
ships of Cl ..... V. VI & VI(A) (379). !S8 
Ib.iPl of Clua VI, Appendix VJ(9J, 293 
Pipu Air drinkiDl water lanks (415), 174-175 
oil fuel taokt (361) 152; 1.5(5), 220 
oil fuel taoh cookina ranr (172), 1 56.. 
76121. 222 
p .... un: (344). 147; 72[1[. 219 
protectioo of (103 " 362). 30 a:. 1'1 
Pipa. bU .. suc:tioo (Ill). (5; %'7. 204 
diecba'F, ICUppa', M4iW'Y. etc. (Ill A 




Pipc:a. bi4e suction, oontd. 
oU fuel in ship' of ClaW:!, V I VI &. VI(A) 
()79), m 
oil fuel In Shlpl or Cla.ss VI. Appendix 
VI(9), 29}-294 
oil (uel lOstallallons (366), U 4 ;  75, 220-222 
PiP' J Pressure 
au (344), 147; 1118), 219 
copper () 12), 125 
knacs. fTl(lhod of attachment-Skelch 
()14), 127 
hydraulic tes� of DeW pipcl (JIS), 129 
inalalJatlon of, steam (l l6), 128 
mat.eT"ials see under .. MaleTiais boilers 
and machinery " 
rcduocd pressure lines ()I�). 128 
lteam-periodic tc:sta and inspections (319). 
129 
.. earn pipe lyatcnu.----Ruk rcquimnc:olS 
7., 118 
Itetlm pipes in way of p'"en� and crew 
accommodation (317), 128 
pc IOdic: iOlpcc;liOD and tests (319), 129 
AIDe! pipes OOll5tructiOD (ll) &. 314), 12� 
1 26 
/'ipes---&undina 
oil fud "'tallatio .. ()62), IS); 751.), 220 
watcrtiabl compa.rtmc:ots, etc. ( 134), 45; 
ll, 206 
Pi, : Sprink..,. m.tallations ( 16�[4U, S7; 
Sixth Schedule. 260-261 
Pi .... throucb _lG'bIht bulkbcods (Ill), "; 
10(1), 191 
PIu. of ftR protection uno ... :cola to be 
c::.thibitcd at Control ,,-tion (I  �). 51 . 
<I, -..210 
PlaOI and p&rticWan, .ubm· . OD of anchor 
and chain cables (402), 170; 83, 223 
automatic fire alarm anc:l detection system 
(l64(4D, S6 
bil8e pumPi.n& amo. I@U (130), 43 
Home T"'-' olUpo (422, ..a), 177, 1 8S, 
AV_dU VI(61 A 111, 291-m 
fin: protcc:tioD arrsn. ncntl (67{5). 164(4] 
A 16S(2D, 19, S6 A S7 
bull and WlIlertiabt .ubdiviaion (61), 1 9  
oil fuel inItallatiOnl (JS2), I SO 
... lCrtiibl doon (6716D, 20 
PI. ror s.ide8culUct above marlin line ( 1 1 5), 
)8 
PIyi.na Umiu 
0. .. ill .hips, AppcodiA DJ, 278-280 
CWo VI .hipo, Appendix VI(II, 219 
IOlOOlh water and partially amooth water, 
Fint Sclw1ule, 2lS-2.29 
Portable: plalCl on watc:rtiahl bulkheads (108), 
�; 10(61, 191 PortupJ, paseenaer number oertificlte <'1), l !i 
Porta, car.o, coali.na. pope)' above marlin 
line ( l iS), )8; 16, 201 
below mar,;n line ( 1 1  ) ,  )6-)7; 15(lllkl, 
:JDO 
PortI, conld. 
In�rcdlon of ( 1 26), 42. 141  
Position of hclmsman---CJa� V srups (451), 
18' 
Class Vl �hIPS, AppendlA VI(6), 291 
Position of passenger accommodation in 
forcllPl-gomg ship (413), 174 
Power of gOlna askrn (335), 142; 66, 216 
Power operated watertight doon-power 10 
be duplicated (109), 34; 12, 197-198 
Powers of SUf'\leyors (6), 2 
Precautions. general electrical (136-145), 
46-49 ; )<J, 2OIl-209 
Precautions agalOst 800ding through bille 
pipes 29. : 05 
Pressure: puges (3 JO), 1 2-4 
Pressure: leSU of watertight compartmmta: 
(lJ1), )) 
PrOjeclOrs. cinematograph (163), 54--!i!i;  55, 
21) 
Propellers. bronze (21 1 ). 76 
PropeUer shafu (333), 141-142 
Protection of sp"," 
control station ( 157). 53: !G, 212 
lifts and vertH:al trunka ( lS6), Sl; e, 
21 1-212 
s18.irways (I !i!i), 53: .tB, 2 1 1  
store. rooms. etc. ( I  !i8), 53: 51, 212  
Public Room-Definition of 1(1), 192 
Pumpina and bail"" in Class Vl ship&. 
AppcodU VI(IO� N 
Pumpina unn, Iwvts--Bi\.ale 
ttfluaJ survey of (1 35). 4!i 
emClI':Dq pumpinc (131), 4).....44 ; n, 202 
P::OClaJ requiJa'ri't.I (129), 43; n-.n. 
202-206 
p;pc fittinp al bnlkbrod ( I)I()D, " IO(IL 
191 
p;pes ( I ))), 45; 2713) " 141, 20) 
planl and puticulan, submission or (130'). 
4) 
pumps, number and type of aelWJ at 
reqwn".::lidlu. 16, 204 
Shipo of a .. _ I A U (1 )2), .. ; 13, 
202-20) 
Shipo of a ..... U(A) and 111 ( 132), ": 
U, 204 
Ships of al"es IV to VI(A) ( 132), .... ; 
15, 20) 
sound in. a.rranaementJ (134), -4!i; 31, 206 
suctions and pipe: filtinp (131), .... ; 16 a 27. 
204 
Pumpin. arraoaements-<);I ruel installationl 
()6) , I S) ;  15, �222 
I'IImps 
bil�. capacity. number ,...,d type of (132), 
.. ; lJ-25, 202 A 20) 
independent power---definilion of 1 (1), 192 
main circulatin. defuUtion of 1(1), 1 92 
oil ruel installations (3!i6). 153; 15(14) • 
11S1, 221 
IlUps of Class Vl, AwcudiI Vl(lOJ. 294 
314 
Pu m PS. ClDIItd. 
aprinkkr systems ( l6St6)). 51; SI�th 
Schedule, 160-261 
Qualified Safety Certificates, conditions of 
iSliue (28), R 
Radiators and heaters, general requirements 
(145Ibl '" 162), 48 '" 53 , 39161, 209 
Radiotelegraph room-definitlon of 1 (1), 192 
Rails, heIght of 
ships of Class I (406), 172: 86(1), 224 
ships of Classes 11  and II(A) (407), 171 ; 
86(1), 224 
srups of Class III (408), 1 7 1 ;  8611 I, 224 
ships of Classes IV, V, VI and Vt(A}-­
Decked (409--410), 172-173; 86(1), 224 
ahips of Classes IV, V, VI and VI(A}-­
Open or partially decke<i (410). 17l; 
86(1), 224 
ships of Class VI, AppendiX VI (6), 29l 
Recesses in watertight bulk1leads---Coostruc­
tion, Fourth Schedule (4), 238 
Sketch, Appc:ndi� 11, 264 
Refrigerating machinery 
...,. .. 1 (333), 159 
machines using ammonia (384), 160 
machines using carbon..<fio�ide (385). 160 
Regulations for electrical equipment of Ships 
(1 36, 141, 143 '" 171),46 '" 47, 48 6. 62 
Repairs in dry dock to be recorded in dockine 
book (15), 4 
Repairs or alterations, written statement to 
owners (11),  3 
Repain, report upon after damaae (41 et. 42), 
10 cl 1 1  
Repairs to boilers by weldina: (391), 1 66  
Republic of Ireland, pa.ssena:er number 
certificate (57), 1 5  
Itatriction of combustible material (166), 59; 
60, 215 
Itilk of fire in oil fuel installations (351), 149 
Riwtina: watertight bulkheads (106), 3 1 ;  
Fourth Schedule. 231-257 
aowlocks to be. carric.d in open Clus VI 
ships, Appendix VJ(18), 291 
Rubbish shoots-aenc.ral requirements ( I I 3), 
36; 15(1), 100 
........... 10 be inspected (122), 40 
R ..... 
lDatructjaos reJatina to (92-120). 21-40 
Tbc Merchant Shippiq (Constructioe) 
Rules 1952, 189-223 
•• ... in, .urveys .-:hiDery (389), 164 
.team pipes (319), 129 
Ruminl trials 
new .h.i� (171 1cD, 63 
"P' or CluCI V, VI and VJ(A) (389), 165 
obi .. 01 Cl'. VI, AppcIIdix " (7), 192 
Safety Ccr1i6c:atCl lee under " Passenger 
CertIficates .. 
Safely Convc,ltion Countries-List of (S6), 15 
Safety valves-sec undcr . .  Valves " 
Sarutary dischara::s 
general ( 1 1 3  & 1 26), 41,  36 &. 37; 15. 
199-201 
not to be. made of lead 54[5), 213 
Sea-DefinItion of 1(1), 194 
Scantlmp 
hull (67 '" 94), 18, 19, 20 '" 28; 3, 194 
011 fuel tanks (356, 3S7 &. 359), 151  &. 1!i1 
watertight bulkheads, decks, tunnels, etc.. 
Fourth Schedule, 231-257 
Scuppers 
d;schar." ( I l l '" 126), 36, 17 '" 4 1 ;  15(1), 
200 
inspection of (I26), 41 
in "eather deck .7
.
201 
not to be made of lead S4t!!], 213 
Seatina: for passengers on Home. Trade ahipt 
(426), 179 
SetUina:, stonae and service taoks-oiJ fuel 
(357), 151-152 
Service space-Definition of 1(11. 192 
Shaflio. 
bronze (210), 76; Append;' Vl1711d), 292 
coup1ina: "anats and bolts (334), 142 
electrically propelk<i ships (327), 133 
aeneral requirement.! (326-334), ])3-142; 
69, 217 
heavy oil engioes (330), 135-140 
materials for-sce. also " Materiw"­
boilen and machinery (326). 133; •• 
217 
propeUer (333), 141-142 
reciprocating engines (328 &. 329). 134 a. 
m 
.rups of Cl ..... V, VI and VI(A) (350), 149; 
Appcnw. VI(7l1d), 292 
turbine. driven, main and exhaust (321 a. 
329), III 6. m 
thrust shalts (331), 1<40 
tube. sharts (332), 140-141 
Shaft tunnels, a:enera1 requirements (102), 
30; 6131, 195; Fourth Scbcdul. (5), 
238 
Sbcathinl of steel and other metal decD 
(416, 4l1, 438), m, 180, 182 
SheU platina-Ruks coooc.rnina openinp iD 
(I l l 6. 1 14), 36 6. 37 
Shelter ror passc.naen on Home Trade stU.,. 
(428), 179 
Ships or Class VJ-Geoc:ra.I Su.rvcy rc.q� 
ments. Appendix Vl. 289-297 
Ships' sides and bottoms, openinp in (126), 
41-42 
SboolS, ash rubbish. etc. (l tJ), 36-37, 
15111U), 201 
Side and other openinp above: mlJ"lia liDo 
(lB), 38; 16, 201 
315 
, 
Sides and raila in Olll vt .hips, hcisbt of, 
AppendlA VJ(6J. 291 
Sidescuttles 
above marglO line ( 1 1 5), 38; 16, 201 
annual survey ( 1 26), 41 
automatic ventilatlnl type Dot to be fitted 
15(71. 200 
below margm line ( 1 1 3). 36; IS, 200 
Class V, VI and VI(A) ships-non-openinl 
type 10 be fitted 10, 202 
Class VI ships, Appendix VI(61. 291 
frames, deadlights, etc.-testing of ma­
terials (76) 
aeneral rule requirements 16. 201 
001 permissible In penna.nent cargo and 
coal spacu IS(6}. 200 
Siana1s for closing watertight doors (1 10), 3';  
I�. 198-199 
Sinppore, passenger number certificate ('1), 
1 5  
Silin, of magnetic compass (396), 167 
Sliding doors-sec under " Doors" 
Smoke detection ()60), '3; 54(1), 212  
Smoke ,i,"al1 to be carried by Class VI ships, 
Appc:ndiA VI(I3I, 29' 
Smooth water limits, Firsl Sc.hcdute, 22�229 
Smooth waters-definition of 1(1), 194 
Soundina arrangements 
ICneral requirements ( 134), 45; ll, 206 
oil (u.1 lank. (362). Ill;  75[�I. 221l 
Sound sianals fitted 10 watertighl doors (J 10), 
lS;  13[21. 199 
Sound signals to be carried by Class VI lhips, 
Appendix VI( l8), 297 
Spain, passenaer number certificate (H), 1 5  
Spare "ear-Ships of a"ses I, ll &: II(A) 
(387-388). lro-163; 79. 222 
Spare p&IU and tools-electrical (146), 4�'0; 
40. 209 
Spare tiller for ships of Oasses IV to VI(A) 
(3SOlfJ). 158 
Special certit1cale of Survey, AppendiA V, 
284-288 
Sprinkler systems 
automatic required in ships in which 
method U fire protection is adopted 
(165 '" 169). 56-«>; 59. 214; S;xth 
Schec.Jule, 260-26) 
connection to shore water supply durina 
repairs ( 1 6'(3», H 
charaing of (16S(3]), " 
electrical circuits and controls ('42), 48; 
38151. 208 
general rcqulf(�ments (142 & 165). 48, 
56-59. 59. 214;  Sixth Schedule, 
26G-261 
periodic Inspection of (169), 60 
plans, submission of (67(5 n, 19; (1 65(2D, 57 
StabUity 
cak:ulations to be submitted (61), 19 
Home Trade ships (430), 180, Appendix 
V\[121. 29l 
Stability, contd. 
data to Ix supplied to M...,ter (120 &: 128). 
40 '" 42; SI31 " I�I. 1% 
inclining reqUIrements (67(61 &. 120), 20 a: 
40 
in damaaed condition (104), 30; I, 19'-196; 
Third Schedule, 236 
information for Master (128), 42: I{l] a 
[41. 196 
permanent ballast (J  20), 40 
permancDt ballast, checlUng at annual 
survey (128), 42 
Stanchions etc., general requirements (406-
410). I 72-m; 86, 224 
Standard compasses (392), 167; 81, 223 
Standard fire test-Definition of 1(1], 193 
Stairways, protection of ( lH), 53; 48, 21 1 
Statutory provisions-List of (2), I 
Steamer-Definition of 1 (2), 193 
Steam and feed pipe fittings lee UDder 
"Boiler Mountings" 
Steam generators-periodic surveys (390),16' 
Steam heating arrangemenlS-Oil fuel in­
staUalions (364), 1S3;  75(10] 221 
Steam pipe system.s-Rule requirements 7., 
218 
Steam pipe:s-see under "Pipes" 
Steam trials (171  (c», 63 
Steel castings and forginp for hull 
anoea!;na (7l). 23-lA 
c.astinp and forsinp made abroad (89), 27 
chests for ventilaton, etc. (71). 14 
examination of (7'), 23-24 
miscellaneous fittinp (71), 24 
pr()Ct'ss of manufacture (70), 21 
selection, treatment and stamping of test 
p;eces (71). 21-22 
sidescutlle frames, deadlisbts, etc. (76), 24 
stamping of (90), 27 
standard test pieces (72), 22 
Surveyor to witness tests (69), 21  
tes ... 
castinp (73), 23 
forainp (74), 23 
results to be reported (91), 27 
unsatisfactory (88), 27 
Steel plates and sections for hull (68), 20-21 
Steel for boilers and machinery-see Materials 
Steel to be used for hull and supentruc:twe 
or Sh;ps of Cl ..... 111 to VI (167). 59; 
62. 21l 
Steerina compass, provision of (393), 167. 
SI. 223 
Steerinl gear 
desilP'IS to be: submitted ()I!), 159 
electrical circuits (139 &: 141), 47; Jl(4), 
208 
aeneral requirements (380), 158-159; 71, 
222 
surveys of (382), 1'9 
Steps in watertiaht bulkheads-Constructioa 
Fourth Schedule [31. 238. Sketch. 
316 
Steps In wa,ertiaht bull.heads, CODtd. 
Apptndill 11,  276 
Stem tubes to be enclosed In �aterllght space 
( 1 02), 30; 6(3), 19l 
Stem tubes, shafts passing through ()32), 
140-141 
Stop vahes, bOllel (306), 123 
Storage of 011 fuel (356), I 5 I ; 7S, 220-222 
Store rooms-hre prOtecllon ( I 5@), 53;  SI .  
2 1 2  
Slores and spare gear-Ships of ('lasses I ,  1 1  
and ilIA) (l81 & 388), 160-16l;  19, 
222 
Structural strength of ship (93), 27: 3, 194 
Studs, SlIesseS allo .... ed (322), I I I  
SubdiviSion arrangements 
allowance for local subdl\'ision (101),  29: 
Second Schedule. 233 
annual surveys ( 1 2 1-128), 40-41 
arrangements and calculations to be sub· 
mltted (67), 18-20 
degree of subdivision-General S, 194, 
Second Schedule, 231-235 
&hips of Classes IV and V ( 1 1 8), 39 
ships of Class VI, Appendix VI[6J, 291 
uistLng ships (66), 18 
flooding curves and tables, Appendix 1 1 ,  
262-277 
general requirements 
additional subdivIsIOn at forward end, 
Second Schedule (6), 232 
checlr.ing form of ship and dimenSions of 
compartments ( 1 17), 39 
criterion of service ( I  (0), 29; Second 
Schedule Il] & 19J12J1bl, 232 & 214 
definition of terms (96 &. 97). 28 &. 29; 
1[21, 1 9 1 - 1 9 3 ;  Second Schedule, 2]0-
235; Appendix 1 1 ,  262-277 
double bOlloms (103), 30; 7, 195 
excessive angle of heel (104), 30; 8{J], 
196; Third Schedule, 236 
(actor of subdivision (99), 29; Second 
Schedule, 230-23.5 
floodable length calculations (97). 28: 
Second Schedule, 231-235; Appendix 
11, 262-277 
ftooding curves aDd tables (97), 28; 
Appendix 11, 262-277 
forms B.H.I.  and B.H.IA, entries on 
forms D.H.2, D.H.2A, C.B.33 and 
C.B.J4, specimen forms ( 1 1 7), 39 
load lines (I  16), 38-39; .', 201 
peak and machinery space bulkheads 6, 
19<4. Fourth Schedule 
permissible length of compartments 
( l  (0). 29; 5, 19<4. Second Schedule. 
230-23l 
plans, submission of (67), 1 8-20 
recesses and steps (106), 31-33; 9, 196, 
Fourth Schedule. 237-2S7 
&hips of unusual (orm. submission of 
particulars ( l 05(J». 3 1 
3 1 7  
SuW, \ ')Hm 01.1 range menu, ooold 
sldncultlcs, discharges. tiC ( I I � I I!I), 
36-38, 15 " 16. 199-201 
stab!!ll) In damaged conditIon ( 104), JO, 
8. 195-196, Third !;"hcdulc. 236 
Stab!!ll) Inform<ltion ( 1 28), 42,  8(4). 196 
vwtkdtlon or partIculars ( I O!l), 30-31 
.... alC'lllghl bulkht"ads, construction. etc. 
( 106-108). 31-34 , 9 , rourth Schedule, 
231-2l1 
�ah."lIlghl door:), cOlblruCllon. etc ( 108-
1 1 2), 34-36, 10-1 ...  196 199 
Superheaters 
general (248). l OO ;  61, 216 
saftl)! valves and drainS (251).  101  
for .... all,.l tube boilers (HO), 101 
Surveyors 
control of Com'entlon ships not registered 
In the U.K. (50), 13-14 
duties of ( 1 2 1 ), 40 
po�ers of (6), 2 
Sur"e)s 
abroad (58 & 59), 1 6  
after cancellation of ct"rtiticate (45), 12  
alter.dlon of passenger accommodation 
(60), 16 
alterallons subsequent 10 (40), 10  
anchors and chain cables (403), 1 70 
annual ( 1 2 1 -128), 40-42; (13.5.  147, 169, 
1 10, 1 1 1 ,  382), 4l, lO, 19-<>3, Il9; 
(389-391, 4Ol), 1 64-166, 1 10 
applications (8), 3 ;  AppendiX VIIS). 291 
attendance of Owners' representative (10), 3 
automallC fire alarms and detection systeml 
(l64ll)), l6 
before painting of hull (94 &. 122). 28 & 40 
cinema installations (169), 60 
change of plying limits (18). S-6 
difference of opinion concerning repairs 
( 1 1), 3 
dry docking (15.  95 & 122), 4. 28 &. 40 
electrical eqUipment and installations (136 
& 141), 46 & 50 
fees to be paid (8), 3 
foreign shlps-Convtntion (48-53), 1 3  &. 1 4  
foreign ships � !thoul national cerlLficates 
(ll), 14-ll 
intermediate, for addiliolJal machinery (44). 
1 1-12  
issue of certificates (Examination of Plans 
and Designs and Inspection and Tests) 
(61 &. 62), 1 6  &. 1 7 :  Appendix V, 
284-288 
machinery, boilers, etc., periodic (J89-391). 
164-166 
miscel1aneous-special sur\-'eys, Appendix 
V, 284-288 
notice of (9 &. 59), 3 &. 1 6  
oil fuel installations (353), 150 
partial, by different Surveyors (14), 4 
report to be made on completion (25), 7 
running, machinery (319 & 389), 129 &. 1 64  
SurYe)'!, contd. 
lhipo built ahroad (59), 16  
special caSC"�, procedure (21).  6 
special or Incomplete (61), 16 
steering gear (382), 1 59 
Sweden. passenger nwntxr oertificatc ("i1), J 5 
Switch and c('IoO"ol gear, eloclric.11 spJres 
I'cquired (146). 50 
SWitch gear and dlslributi.Jn hoards, spares 
required (146), 50 
Tan'" 
annual mspeclL('In of (l 23), 4 1  
fuel ID Clasl' VI ships, AppendiJC V1[!oI), 293 
sprmJder systems (165[41), 57 
storase. Service aod seuling-testing of 
(ll9). Il2 
tesu prcssure (107). 33--34 
Telegraphir cOIT.municatlon with watertight 
door statlOM ( 1 10), 35;  13[31, 1 �  
TestlO8 machines. vCrl6catlOn a�d .ssue of 
certificate. Appendl;\ \ ,  288 
Testingo( motor ves.sels, Appendix VI[7], 292 
Test. 
:'tIuminium al,loys (86-87). 26 
bOIler and machinery. materials for (172-
2I l). 6l-76: 67121. 216 
boIler mountings. materials for (300), 1 1 8  
1 19 :  67141. 2 16  
castings and forging! made abroad (89). 27 
evoperaton. heaten, filters, etc, (325), 132 
6fe olanns and detoction systems (l64[5D. 
l6 
miscellaneous materials. Appendix V. 284-
288 
naval brass af'ld aunmetal (82-8S), 25 &. 26 
s.u rely valves (300-30S), 1 1 8-123 
stoel callinp and forgiogs for huU (69-77), 
21-2. 
unsatisfactory (88), 27 
wrought iron and mild steel (68), 20-21 
Tests-�pecial 
boilers and machioery, Appendix V(!i� 
[121. 28l-286 
T C1'ts-"" a ler 
hose tests of watertight bulkhead" doors 
"le (107l1D, 33 
pressure tes'.li, fore peak, double bottonu. 
tar.1ts etc. ( 101(2(). JJ 
,torage, service and seltlinv; tanks, oH fuel 
(l'9). I l2 
w3tertight bulkheads (107), J3 
watertight doors ( 1 1 2), 35-36 
Thrust shafts (331). 140 
Trials, running":"Class VI ships, Appendi'JI: 
VIP1. 292 
TrI::Ils. stl'am ( 1 7 I 1cl>. 63 
Tnmks, hahl and air, flre protection (I !i6). 
!i3 ;  49. 21 1-212 
Trunks. watertight (108), 34; 10[31 & [7], 
196 '" 197 
Trunkwa)'s through 'A'fllertigbt bl1!kbeadl 
12(4], 198, I-ourth Schedule (4), 238 
Tube sh>lfts (332), 140-!41 
Tubes for strx:k. I.eStinx of, A.ppcndu V[9] &. 
1101. 28l '" 286 
Tunnel doors (!08), 34; 10, 196-J97 
T unnC":S -wa tert. gh t 
annual �urvey of (124), 41  
arrangement of (108), :4; ]0, 196-197 
conslruction of, Fourth ScheduJe (51. 238 
lestlllg of (107), 33-34 
Turbine se .. rLng, 1I':C;h of material (213), 76 
Twin screws to t-e filted to cel13l1l CaM VI 
ships, AppendiX VIP). 292 
U,S.A., passenger number certificate (57). 15 
U.S.S.R., passenger Dumber certmalte (57). 
I l  
Unberthed passengers iD foreign·gom8 shipl 
(420). 176 
Unsheathed docks (420[eD, t 76 
UndcruklO8 to be signed by Owners of ships 
of Classes V to VI(A) (22), 6; Appen· 
dix Vl141. 290 
Valve ehests, number and nature of tests (203), 
74 
Valves aDd fittings to pipc:s-Oil fuel installa­
tions (367), 1 54-155 
Valves. annual survey of ( 1 26), 42. 43 
ash shoots, etc. ( 1 1 3), 36-37; 15[81. 200 
automatic discharge. IS, 199 
bilge pumping (131 [3]), 44; 30, 2OS-206 
blow down (308), 124 
discharge. scuppers and sanitary ( 1 1 3), 36; 
IS181. 200 
main and auxiliary inlet and discba.rBe 
(t 30). 4l: 16IS1. 29 '" 30. 204 '" 20l 
oil fuel installations (367), 154-155; 
7S1111 " 1131. 221 
salinometers (309), 124 
suction-forepc.ak (l3113D. 44 ;  10(1), J97 
Valves Safety 
general (lOI-JOl). 1 19-121 
not less than two to be fitted to vesxls 
generating steam, 6.5, 215 
number and area !Jr l302), 119-121 
springs of (304). 122 
testing of (300 & 305), 1 1 8  &. 1 22 
Ventilating sidescuules. automatic 
not allowed below margin line 15[7], 200 
Ventilation or motor compartmeDt-CJasa 
VI ships. Appendix VII8], 292-293 
Ventilation of p:usengcr accommodation 
('14). 174 
Ventilallon of oil ruel installations (368), 15� 
77, 222 
Ventilation systems, fire protection of 53, 212 
Verification of subdivi,ion particuian (10'>. 
JO-JI 
318 
Verification of watertight ",bdlvision arrange­
men .. (1 17). 19 
Voyage-DefinitJOn of, 1111, 194 
Warps and hawStrs, provision or, 84, 223 
Washmg facilltics 10 forelgn-gomg ships (41 g), 
J7l 
Water Closets in rorelgn-going ships (417), 
J 7l 
ID Home Trade ships (432, 446, 455), 180. 
18l. 187; Append" VI[6J. 291 
Water CIOStlS, under-wa:erhne type ( I  I ) ,  )6 
Water le\ie1 mdicators (307), 123-124 
Water service pipes in Oass VI ships, Appen­
dix VJ[16J. 297 
Watertight-Definition or, l{ll, 193 
Watertight bulkheads 
alterations 10 be submitted (124), 41 
annuaJ survey of (124), 41 
construction of (106), 31-33,9, 196, Fourth 
Sched'll" 2l7-2l7 
initial tests of (107), 33-34 
opening in (108 &. 1 25), 34 a. 41 ;  10 A 11, 
196-197 
n:crsSC'S in consLruction (106), 31-33; 9, 
196; Fourth Schedule 141. 218 
Mdcb. Appeodi' ll, 27' 
319 
w.l.e:rtight bu1khndl, contd. 
Rule. concern.ing openinip in (1 14), 37; 11, 
197-198 
steps LO, construction (106), 31-33; 9, 196; 
Fourth Schedule Ill. 218 
sketch. Append." 11, 276 
Watertight bulkheads. decks, tunnels. etc., 
ex.ammatlon of (124), 4 I 
Watertight compartments-calculatlon 01 
maximum length (97), 28-29; SecoDd 
Schedule, 2)0-215 
Waterllght doors see under " Door! "  
WatertIght subcl\vision--stC under ,. Sul> 
diVISion arrangements" 
Weather cloths (407 &: 408), J72 
Weather dcck, openings. 1', 201 
Wealhertight-Definition of, 1 111. 193 
Welded pressure vessels (253-299), 102-1 18  
Welding of Important parts of hull to be 
reporud (68). 21 
Window frames-Fire protection (161), 33; 
501171. 2 I l 
Wang suclions (1J112D. 43; 11, 202 
Written statements of repain ( J  J), 3 
Wells in doubLe bottoms (103), 30; " J95 
Wrought irOD and mild steel, for huU coo--
StructiOD, quality and tests ot (61). 
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